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Preface

Preface by Program Chairs
The number of wordnets in the world is growing, and ever
more less commonly studied languages are being covered.
Among them are Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, Slovenian, and
Hungarian. The lexicons of these languages can pose chal-
lenges that the designers of the original WordNet did not
contemplate.

Underscoring the global scope of the wordnet enterprise
is the fact that the third biannual conference of the asso-
ciation takes place in the Far East, following meetings in
India (2002) and the Czech Republic (2004). The Land
of the Morning Calm in fact has a long-standing interest
in wordnet-related work as shown for example by Yoo-Jin
Moon’s work on a semantic network for Korean nouns in
the early 1990s shows.

We hope that the meeting will not only generate new
wordnets but also create and strengthen ties among col-
leagues and spawn lively discussion and collaboration. Our
host, Professor Key-Sun Choi, wisely suggested the volcanic
island of Jeju as the conference venue, where inspiration
might just burst forth at the sight of a coastal sunset.

Many colleagues have generously contributed their time
and effort to ensure the success of this meeting. We grate-
fully acknowledge the help of Anja Weisscher, Ben Haskell,
Helen Langone, Petr Sojka, Adam Rambousek, Dosam
Hwang, Deok-Bong Kim, Sun-Mee Bae, Hyochan Park.

We are grateful to the many helpers from the convention
office, who dealt efficiently with all aspects of the organiza-
tion. Special thanks go to the members of the Program Com-
mittee, who ensured a timely and fair review of the submis-
sions.

December 2005 Christiane Fellbaum and Piek Vossen

Preface by Organizing Chair
The Third International WordNet Conference (GWC-06) has
been prepared to serve as a linking device of advanced
research cooperation as well as a sharing device for a
common platform of semantic-based communication.

The 21st century, foretelling the age of new international
economic world is leaping forward in the center of the
world of knowledge. The technology of wordnet has been
achieving rapid growth through the accumulated industrial-
ization experiences and vivid deeper research. We believe
this progress is not only contributing to the knowledge soci-
ety, but also playing important roles for economic leap for-
ward through awakening the infrastructure of human brain
knowledge and language functions.

Upon the success of GWC 2002 and GWC 2004, GWC
2006 has made a further progress. I’d like to take this
opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to the conference
and program co-chairs Christiane Fellbaum and Piek Vossen
for their support to host in Korea, the publication committee
members Karel Pala and Petr Sojka with Deok-Bong Kim for
their hard work, financial chair Dosam Hwang for his tight
budget control, and Sejong Convention Secretariat, Jisun Ju
and other members. It is also my pleasure to thank the Global
WordNet Association for their continuous support.

I would very much appreciate for the sponsors who have
supported this conference: Jeju Province Local Govern-
ment, KAIST, Daum Soft, KISTI, Fujitsu, SynapSoft, Korea
WISEnut, Ministry of Information & Communication, and
so on.

Last, we look forward to the active participations of you,
the guests, to make this conference a successful event.

December 2005 Key-Sun Choi, Organizing Chair
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Augmenting WordNet with Polarity Information on Adjectives

Alekh Agarwal and Pushpak Bhattacharyya
Dept. of Comp Science & Eng.
I.I.T. Bombay Mumbai 400076
alekh@cse.iitb.ac.in

Abstract
Polarity of a word refers to its strength in a classification,
typically in a goodvs bad sense, for example in movie
reviews. This paper describes a technique to effectively
compute the polarity information forAdjectives. Carrying
on from this, we propose to introduce a new kind of link in
WordNetand associate a polarity score with each Adjective
in the WordNetdatabase. We show the inter-dependence of
subjectivity and polarity of a word. We demonstrate the need
for incorporating such information inWordNet, by showing
its use in the classification of sentences assubjectiveand
objective.

1 Introduction
By the Polarity of a word, we mean the extent to which it
contributes in determining the sentiment or tone of a phrase
or a sentence in which it is contained. For example,excellent
and outstandingare words with a strong positive polarity.
Poor andbad are examples of words with a high negative
polarity. In the middle, we have words likeaboutandoften
which are neutral,i.e., lacking polarity.

A closely associated notion is that of subjectivity. Subjec-
tive phrases are those that are used to describe emotions or
opinions rather than being statements of fact. The words that
are frequently used in such phrases are referred to as subjec-
tive words. Words likegreat,stunningor gory are examples
of subjective words. On the other hand,generalandother
are examples of objective words.

Recently the field of Sentiment and Subjectivity Analy-
sis has received much attention [Turney, 2001b; Pang and
Lee, 2004; Pang et al., 2002]. Typically, and intuitively too,
adjectives have been found to be strong indicators of the sen-
timental content of a document. So it is not very surprising
that many of the approaches presented for these tasks tend
to rely on the notion of the strength of an adjective, and on
a more general note, the sentiment contained in a phrase,
in various ways. This is especially highlighted in the works
of Turney [Turney, 2001b], Vegnaduzzo [Vegnaduzzo, 2004]
and Baroniet. al.[Baroni and Vegnaduzzo, 2004].

With the increasing use of these techniques, the need has
been felt for the incorporation of polarity and subjectivity in-
formation in important lexical databases likeWordNet[Ba-
roni and Vegnaduzzo, 2004]. This would enable applications
to access polarity information in a much faster and conve-
nient way.

A very significant use of polarity values is that clusters
of isopolar adjectives can be further used to create clusters

of isopolar sentences. In applications aiming to capture the
overall sentiment of a document, this is a very important
step because strongly polar sentences have a far greater
impact on the tone of the document than the mildly polar
ones. Thus extracting a cluster of strongly polar sentences
can enable a Sentiment Analysis application to evaluate
the sentiment of a document by looking at a very small
portion of the whole document. For such applications, just
thesynonymyinformation is far from sufficient because two
sentences can use completely different adjectives to express
the same sentiment. In such cases,isopolarity is a much
better criterion for grouping together sentences using word
level information than meresynonymy.

In this paper we present a technique to effectively ex-
tract polarity related information from the web by generating
search engine queries and using the number of search results
obtained in an Information Theory based measure for com-
puting word polarity. We then propose to enhance theWord-
Net link structure by addingisopolarity links to connect ad-
jectives with a similar degree of polarity. We discuss how
useful it is to incorporate the actual polarity scores for every
adjective in theWordNetdatabase. We also demonstrate how
the notions of polarity and subjectivity are closely associated
at the word level. Then we go ahead and use this observation
to determine the degree of subjectivity of complete sentences
using the polarity scores of the adjectives contained in them.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows:
section 2 is a brief review of the previous work. We describe
our approach in section 3. Section 4 is on experimental setup.
The experiments and results are presented in section 5. We
conclude the paper in section 6.

2 Previous Work
Polarity and Subjectivity of words have been studied previ-
ously under two categories of work. In the first category, the
aim was to determine the effective metrics of polarity and
subjective content of words ([Vegnaduzzo, 2004; Baroni and
Vegnaduzzo, 2004]). In the second, such study forms part
of larger study on sentiment analysis [Turney, 2001b]. Our
work lies in the first category, but we also use the informa-
tion extracted to determine the subjectivity of sentences.

Initially, the task of assigning polarity scores was mainly
performed by linguistic experts. However, such an approach
suffers from experts’ biases and can typically be done only
to the extent of partitioning the words into a few categories
rather than assigning ratings to every word on a continuous
scale. A landmark theory on assigning polarity scores to
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adjectives in various kinds of classification tasks is that of
Charles Osgood [C.E. Osgood and Tannenbaum, 1957]. A
technique for effective determination of adjective polarities
using this theory and theWordNet Synonym graph was
presented in [Jaap Kamps and de Rijke, 2004]. However, due
to the structure of this WordNet graph, they could determine
these ratings for only about 25% adjectives in theWordNet
database. Moreover, this technique fails to generalize for
other Parts-of-Speech.

The work closest to ours is perhaps the set of studies
conducted by Turney on the use of PMI-IR technique for
the mining of polarity scores for adjectives from the web
[Turney, 2001b], [Turney, 2001a]. Our paper largely builds
on this and then demonstrates how to use this information to
augmentWordNet.

3 Our Method
3.1 Determining Polarity scores of Adjectives

We used a Mutual Information based measure for computing
the polarity scores of adjectives. The problem of data spar-
sity for computation of such a statistical measure is always a
great bother. However, [Turney, 2001b] introduced the con-
cept of using the Web for determination of these scores using
queries made to a Search Engine.

The PointWise Mutual Information between two words is
defined as

P M I (w1, w2) = log2
P(w1, w2)

P(w1)P(w2)
(1)

This is nothing but the ratio of the actual probability
two words being seen together to the probability of their
being seen together if their occurrence was independent of
each other. Hence, thought in an intuitive way, it reflects the
degree of association between the two words.

Now let us consider two words of strongly opposite
polarity. In our case we took them to beexcellentandpoor.
We define the function Polarity Score for a wordw, PS(w)

as

PS(w) = P M I (w, excellent)− P M I (w, poor) (2)

Now as evident from common sense and pointed out
in [Baroni and Vegnaduzzo, 2004], words with similar po-
larity will have a higher rate of co-occurrence. This arises
due to the fact that when we appreciate or criticize anything,
we seldom use just one adjective to express our emotion.
For example, take this arbitrary sentence picked up from a
movie review: "This film is serious, real, and most of all
BELIEVABLE. This is both why it’s amazing and fails to
elicit a "strong" emotional attachment. Almost too serious."
A whole lot of strongly polar words with similar polarities
like serious, real,strongandamazingcan be seen in a very
close vicinity.

This is the main intuition behind the above formula for
polarity scores. It is worth noting here that the [Justeson
and Katz, 1991] describe a phenomenon ofantonym co-
occurrencethat is contrary to our hypothesis. This phe-

nomenon says that antonyms tend to occur in a close prox-
imity in a sentence or a group of sentences with a probability
greater than that of random co-occurrence. However, the em-
pirical success of PMI approach and results of other works
relying on a hypothesis similar to ours like [R. Mandala and
Hozumi, 1998] provide sufficient reason to believe in this
assumption.

Consider any positively polar word. As per the above
statements, its rate of co-occurrence and hence PMI with the
word excellentwill be higher than that withpoor. Thus a
higher value ofPS(w) reflects a higher positive polarity.
Note that the subtraction of PMI values with respect to
two oppositely polar anchor words is done to ensure that
common words that tend to co-occur frequently with both
the anchor words get a low rating. Taking just PMI scores
with respect to just one word will assign arbitrarily high
scores to such words which is not desirable.

As an example, consider the adjectiveusual. We know
that usual hasn’t got any strongly polar orientation. How-
ever, the PMI scores ofusualwith the anchor wordsexcel-
lent andpoor are−31.45 and−30.83 respectively. Looking
at either of these large negative values in isolation would give
us a wrong idea regarding the polarity ofusual. For exam-
ple, a large negative PMI scorewrt excellentwould indicate
a strong negative polarity. However, taking the difference re-
sults in the Polarity Score of−0.614 which is a value that
indicates no great orientation on either side. Thus taking the
difference of PMI values is essential to obtain a rational met-
ric for adjective polarity.

To determine the PMI values for adjectives, we used
the method of gathering statistics through search engine
queries as described by [Turney, 2001b]. In this method
P M I (w1, w2) is measured as:

P M I (w1, w2) = log2
Hits(w1.AN D.w2)

Hits(w1)Hits(w2)
(3)

So our effective formula forPS(w) reduces to:

PS(w) = log2
Hits(w.AN D.excellent)Hits(poor)

Hits(excellent)Hits(w.AN D.poor)
(4)

Here the AND operator is to ask the Search Engine to
look for simultaneous occurrences of bothw1 andw2 on the
same page. This implies that our effective window to check
co-occurrence is a complete web page. Although, [Turney,
2001b] had used the NEAR operator in his work, which is
known to give better results than the AND operator [Baroni
and Vegnaduzzo, 2004], AltaVista has stopped supporting
the NEAR operator now. So we had to use the AND operator.
These values were retrieved for each of the 21436 adjectives
in WordNet’sdatabase with 2 queries made per word. For
example, to find out the Polarity Score for the wordideal,
the queries"ideal" AND "excellent"and"ideal" AND "poor"
were issued. The number of hits for these queries along
with the number of hits for the anchor words were used to
compute Polarity Scores using equation 4.
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It is important to point out here that although many
other statistical measures like Latent Semantic Analysis have
also been proposed for this task, PMI has been shown to
outperform them [Turney, 2001a]. Its ease of calculation is
of course an added advantage.

We experimented with some other measures ourselves
and tried to take the effect ofHits(excellent, poor), i.e.,
the number of co-occurrences of the two anchor words into
account. The functions that we tried are:

f1(w) =

Hits(w.AN D.excellent)
Hits(excellent) −

Hits(w.AN D.poor)
Hits(poor)

Hits(excellent, poor)
(5)

and

f2(w) = N
Hits(w.AN D.excellent)
Hits(excellent)Hits(w)

−
Hits(w.AN D.poor)
Hits(poor)Hits(w)

Hits(excellent, poor)
(6)

However, the results with PMI scores were much better than
these measures.

3.2 Incorporation of Polarity Information in WordNet

Once we had the polarity scores for the adjectives, we
ran ak-means clustering algorithm with the Calinski and
Harbasz’s stopping rule [Calinski and Harabasz, 1974] to
select the optimum number of clusters. In this rule, we use a
Variance Ratio Criterion (V RC) defined as:

V RC=
BGSS
k−1

W GSS
n−k

(7)

where,
W GSSis the Within-Cluster Sum of Squared
Distances about the Centroids,
BGSSis the total between cluster Sum of
Squared Distances,
k is the number of clusters, and
n is the number of data points.

These clusters contain words having similar polarities.
Hence we propose to link these words with a new kind of
link called theisopolarity link in WordNet. We also propose
to store with each word, its polarity score calculated as in the
previous section.

Here, we would like to point out the adjective polarity
scores are not exactly context and domain independent. Dif-
ferent domains have differences in the common vocabularies
used and accordingly different adjectives are used for vary-
ing degrees of polarity. However, the nature of polarity,i.e.,
positive or negative remains the same. Even the degrees of
polarity do not usually show drastic changes across domains.
Our approach averages out the strength across various do-
mains in the sense that when we query the web, we are likely
to find documents from all domains, and hence, the effect
from no single domain would be in-genuinely pronounced.
However, if domain specific information is desired for some
application, then the set of weights will need to be altered
accordingly for that application. An easy way for this would
be to use a large corpus from that particular domain rather
than the web for PMI evaluation.

3.3 Detection of Subjective Content of Adjectives

For this task, we employed the technique described in
[Baroni and Vegnaduzzo, 2004]. We took the list of 35 seeds
that [Baroni and Vegnaduzzo, 2004] and [Vegnaduzzo, 2004]
had used earlier and randomly picked 10 adjectives out of
it. We then calculated the PMI score for each adjective
in WordNet’sdatabase that had a familiarity count greater
than 3.

We calculated these PMI scores with each of the 10 seed
words. The formula used for PMI computation was a little
different in this case. We used the following expression:

P M I (w1, w2) = log2N
Hits(w1.AN D.w2)

Hits(w1)Hits(w2)
(8)

The extra factor ofN in the numerator was taken as
1 billion, the approximate number of documents indexed by
AltaVista. This expression comes from taking the Maximum
Likelihood Estimators for the probabilities. Although the
constant factor is not of great importance, since it is the
relative scores that matter, the values withN = 1 were too
small to be worked with.

Then we took thefirst quartileof these scores (which had
given the best results in Baroni’s study [Baroni and Veg-
naduzzo, 2004]) and recorded it as the subjectivity rating
of the word. These scores were used to observe the corre-
spondence between polarity and subjectivity ratings for ad-
jectives.

3.4 Using the Adjective Polarity values to compute
Sentence Subjectivity

A Support Vector Machine(henceforth SVM) based classi-
fier was used. We used bag-of-words features. The top 1000
adjectives and 5000 non-adjective words were chosen as fea-
tures on the basis of their occurrence in the dataset. With the
non-adjectival features, binary values were used in the fea-
ture vectors.

For adjectival features, we tried two different approaches.
One was to use the polarity score of an adjective if the given
adjective was found in the document, 0 otherwise. In the
second case we used binary values just like other features.
The five-fold cross validation accuracies were recorded for
both the cases.

The basic idea behind using polarity score in the feature
vector for adjectival features was that the value in the feature
vector corresponding to a feature represents the strength or
weight of the feature. It’s like using a scaling factor along
a particular axis in the vector space model. So when we
use polarity scores, we are in effect, telling the algorithm
how much importance it should associate with every single
occurrence of that adjective. This is definitely closer to the
human way of analyzing sentences and polarities than just
having binary values in feature vectors.

4 Evaluation
4.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 1 contains a block diagram of the experimental setup.
We used the following softwares and tools:
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Figure 1: Flow Diagram

wget : This linux utility was used to retrieve webpages
corresponding to search queries generated for words.

WordNet::QueryData : This package1 was used to query
WordNet for information like list of all adjectives in
WordNetand word familiarity counts.

Stanford Log-Linear Model Tagger v1.0 : This POS Tag-
ger2 was used to tag sentences from the subjectivity
corpus.

libsvm-2.71 : An implementation of SVM [Chang and Lin,
2001].

cluster-1.29 : A C Clustering Library by M.J.L. de Hoonet.
al. [M.J.L.de Hoon and S.Miyano, 2004] used to obtain
isopolargroups.

The set of seeds for determining the subjectivity score
for adjectives was derived from the list of 35 seeds used by
[Baroni and Vegnaduzzo, 2004] and [Vegnaduzzo, 2004].

The sentence corpus used for Subjectivevs Objective
classification was the subjectivity corpus introduced by
Bo Pang et. al. in ACL 2004 [Pang and Lee, 2004].3.
This corpus contains 5000 plot summaries and 5000 re-
view snippets that were collected fromhttp://www.
rottentomatoes.com.

5 Experimental Results
First of all, we retrieved a list of all the adjectives in
WordNet’slexical database. With each of the adjectives we

1http://people.csail.mit.edu/~jrennie/WordNet
2http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
3Corpus available at www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-

data (review corpus version 2.0)

performed queries to measure their PMI scores with respect
to excellentand poor. Thus a total of 42874 queries was
performed in this step.

When the Polarity scores obtained through this process
were analyzed, we realized that the words with negative
scores had greatly outnumbered those with positive scores.
Also the words with very large scores on either side were
mostly obscure words. On performing k-means clustering on
this, we obtained the optimum number of clusters as 3. But
the words were largely cluttered up into two clusters, both
with their centroids on the negative side. We further tried an
Expectation Maximization clustering on these scores. Here
cross-validation yielded 7 clusters as the optimum value.
However, words were still mainly cluttered in two clusters,
both with negative mean and together accounting for over
90% adjectives in theWordNet’sdatabase.

We realized that the scores for the obscure words were
not very good indicators of their polarities as their co-
occurrence with one of the anchor word was usually too
low leading to an abnormally high score on either end of
the spectrum. These incorrect readings presented difficulties
for the clustering algo downstream by adding a huge number
of noisy points.

To take care of the above problem, we extracted the
adjectives in theWordNet’sdatabase which had a familiarity
count greater than 3. This gave 745 words. A cursory glance
was enough to realize that all the obscure noise words had
been filtered by this step.

We went ahead to extract the polarity scores for these
words. With the noise words removed, the scores were
much easier to analyze and now a clear correlation between
polarities and scores could be seen. We went ahead to apply
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the k-means clustering on this set. Of these there were two
large clusters with 493 and 236 words. The third cluster was
a small one with just 16 words. Except the anchor wordpoor
none of the words in the cluster had a high degree of polarity
but had large negative ratings.

However, the more important clusters are the other two.
The 436 word cluster has majority of the words having a
positive polarity. (Note that here the polarity refers to the
actual polarity of words as we know it to be from our
knowledge of english, not on the basis of polarity scores. On
the basis of scores, this cluster has all the words with positive
scores. But some positively polar words end up with negative
scores which is a classification error that’ll be always present
in any unsupervised learning method).

The 236 word cluster contains most of the words with
negative polarity. The cluster id and polarity scores for some
of the common adjectives have been listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Polarity Scores and Clusters for a few Common
Words

Word Polarity Score Cluster
1. comparative -3.00 0
2. poor -2.91 0
3. legislative -2.81 0
4. democratic -2.51 0
5. political -1.77 0
6. slow -0.74 1
7. passive -0.72 1
8. late -0.71 1
9. monotnous -0.67 1
10. highest -0.15 1
11. accurate -0.14 1
12. effiecient -0.13 1
13. good -0.12 1
14. outstanding 0.56 1
15. unique 0.57 1
16. spectacular 0.59 1
17. sporting 1.34 1
18. raw -1.58 2
19. crude -1.36 2
20. cruel -1.35 2
21. furious -0.99 2
22. fierce -0.99 2
23. bad -0.98 2
24. dangerous -0.96 2
25. scattered -0.79 2
26. uneven -0.78 2
27. lesser -0.78 2
28. lacking -0.77 2
29. irregular -0.76 2
30. lost -0.76 2

In the table we can clearly see how the words having their
polarity scores very close, have a close association among
their polarities. For example we can clearly spot the high
similarity in the polarities of the words in the following
word groups: (slow, passive, late); (highest, accurate, effi-

cient, good); (outstanding, unique, spectacular). Other such
groupings can also be seen.

Although, it maybe pointed out that the words in a cluster
vary over a wide range of polarities, but this is due to the
wide range of polarity scores contained in clusters. If smaller
clusters are desired, all one has to do is to increase the
number of clusters in the clustering step. We kept the number
of clusters to 3 as it was the optimum number predicted by
the Calinski and Harbasz’s stopping rule and also it provided
the basic separation between positively and negatively polar
words.

The other metrics described earlier that we used for
measuring word polarity didn’t give very good results. The
values in both cases did not have a good correlation with
word polarity and the results for clustering were also bad in
these cases.

After this we took up the task of analyzing the corre-
lation between word polarity and subjectivity scores. The
subjectivity scores were evaluated using the technique de-
scribed in [Baroni and Vegnaduzzo, 2004]. The details are
as given in section 3.2. The results were encouraging. Few
of the strongly polar words at the top of subjectivity list are
frightfull, clumsy, enlightenedandsympathetic. Of the top
25 subjective words, only 8 had the polarity scores lying in
the range of−0.5 to 0.5. This number was 19 in the first
50 words. 36 such words were present in the top 100 sub-
jective words. Please note that the values−0.5 and 0.5 were
handpicked and better analysis can be done if the optimum
threshold for polarity determination is learned using super-
vised learning.

The final task we took up was to see the effect of polarity
scores on determination of subjectivity of sentences using
the approach described in section 3.3. The accuracy using
binary values in the feature vector for both adjectival and
non-adjectival features was found out to be 55.93%. On
using polarity scores instead of a binary value for adjectival
features, the accuracy rose to 61.1%.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The incorporation of polarity information inWordNet is
definitely needed taking into account the increasing number
of works that rely on such information. Our approach shows
that this is definitely feasible using automated techniques.
Small misclassifications do occur and human intervention
would be needed at times, if a very high precision is desired.
However, our work largely suffices to provide the basic
infrastructure to do such a task.

One may point out here that a drawback of our approach
was the need to cut the number of adjectives down to 745 for
eliminating noise words. We would like to mention, that as
far as the individual scores are concerned, this approach can
fetch them even for the words that we have eliminated. The
real trouble is caused at the clustering step. So a possible
option is to keep the individual scores for these words in
WordNetbut to omit theisopolaritylinks for them. One more
thing that we would like to point out is that the value of
familiarity count greater than 3 was chosen randomly and
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the scope of clustering can be increased. Real problem is due
to the words that have familiarity counts of 0. And also, as
we have been saying from the beginning, the whole aim of
this work is to make the polarity data available for practical
applications that heavily rely on such information. So when
we discuss the omission ofisopolarity links for words with
a low familiarity count, we are not really affecting the users
of the polarity information in the sense that such words are
not very common. The strength of our approach is that the
common and frequent words will always be reliably linked
with a fairly high degree of accuracy.

Here, we would also like to contrast our results against
those of [Jaap Kamps and de Rijke, 2004], which had
tried to show the association betweenWordNetgraph and
polarity scores of adjectives. We pointed out earlier that their
approach is not able to find the polarity scores for all words.
A casual observer might comment that this drawback is
there in our method also. However, there is a very important
difference. Their approach relied on theWordNetsynonym
link structure. So if a word is not connected to the anchor
word through synonymy links, then its score cannot be
evaluated. This leads to some very common adjectives like
excellentbeing left out usinggoodandbadas the two anchor
words. Our approach can always calculate the polarity scores
for any word and the reliability of clustering increases
for common words. So the case of important words that
might be frequently needed by applications being left out
in our approach would hardly ever arise. Another important
distinction is that our technique is not specific to adjectives
or even unigrams for that matter.

The dependence between subjectivity and polarity that
is reflected in our work provides an interesting line of
work in future. The gain in accuracy of classification on
using polarity scores is also heartening and better ways of
incorporating this information in the classification technique
is bound to improve the results.

Future work: A very interesting line for future work
would be to try and obtain the polarity information sepa-
rately for different senses of a word. This would require
using the facts that there should be a very high correlation
between polarity scores of the words in aSynset. WordNet
glosses for the synsets can also be used to determine these
scores.

Also other techniques to obtain theisopolargroups from
the polarity scores can be experimented with. A very big
drawback is the withdrawl of the NEAR operator of Al-
taVista. Looking into other techniques and sources to obtain
this information can also done.

Another thing we have pointed out earlier is that polarity
scores are not evenly distributed about 0. The scores vary
from−3.0 to 1.34. A good measure here might be to try and
apply supervised learning techniques to determine optimum
threshold value. This task can be done using a small list of
adjectives tagged with polarities.

The dependence between subjectivity and polarity can
also be used in strengthening the data for one if the data for
the other is available.
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Abstract

Assuming that the lexicon is a complex and dynamic knowl-
edge system, the lexicon model and the information that is
stated in it become crucial for the computation of meaning.
In this paper we discuss how the WordNet model can support
a decompositional approach to troponymy, the enrichment of
the lexical entries with Qualia information, and the establish-
ment of a lexical inheritance device, without much additional
work. More specifically, we intend to show how the choice
of the model and its further enrichment is motivated by the
reflex of the semantic content on the syntactic behaviour of
the lexical items, namely through co-occurrence restrictions,
and address issues on argument structure, Aktionsart shifts,
co-troponym’s incompatibilities and shadow arguments’ re-
alization. We present a level of inheritance structure in the
semantic representation of the lexical items and propose a
semantic representation for prepositional arguments, using
the Generative Lexicon notation. We also address the ability
of the WN model to be used as a semantic type hierarchy.

1 Introduction

The lexicon can be seen as a complex and dynamic knowl-
edge system that determines structure and meaning. In this
perspective, the lexicon model and the information that is
stated in it are crucial for the computation of meaning.

The organization of the lexical entries within the lexi-
con and the type of information that is introduced in the
lexical entries should also be motivated by processing is-
sues, namely restrictions on the (co-)occurrence of the lex-
ical items. For instance, the model for the verbal lexicon
must necessarily deal with the predicates’ valence, reflected
in restrictions on argument selection: intransitive verbs are
expected to form a group, transitive verbs another group,
ditransitive verbs yet another group, and so on. More still,
it is expected that the verbs in these groups have the same
resctrictions, reflected in the syntax. However, the analysis
of Portuguese verbs within WordNet.PT1, focusing mainly
on verbs of movement, allowed us to notice that verbs con-
ceptually and semantically connected – in a hypernymy /
troponymy relation – have different selection restrictions,

∗ This research was supported by Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia
(grant SFRH/BD/13875/2003).

1See Marrafa (2002).

and that the predicates’ valence is not enough to determine
groups:

(1) a. tirar (take) ismover(move) from a given location
tirar is TROPONYM of mover

b. Ele moveu o caixote.
‘he moved the box’

c. Ele tirou o caixote da rua.
‘he took the box from-the street’

The examples in (1) show that the transitive verbmover
and the ditransitive verbtirar are part of the same semantic
domain (in (1a)), although displaying a different number of
arguments (cf. (1b) and (1c)).

The Aktionsart properties of the verbs are also desirably
mirrored in the organization of the lexicon, being state de-
noting verbs or activity denoting verbs naturally close to
each other. Nonetheless, there are cases such as the ones in
(2), where the troponym verb does not share the Aktionsart
values of its hypernym: the verbvoltar (to return) is an ac-
complishment denoting verb, hyponym of the activity de-
noting verbmover-se(move oneself). These Aktionsart dif-
ferences reflect on the co-occurrence restrictions with cer-
tain adverbials. Accomplishment denoting verbs can occur
with in-adverbials but cannot occur withfor-adverbials (see
(2c)), whereas activity denoting verbs can occur withfor-
adverbials but not within-adverbials (see (2b)).

(2) a. voltar (return) ismover-se(move oneself) back to
the start location.
voltar is TROPONYM of mover-se

b. Ele moveu-se *em meia hora.
‘he moved *in half an hour’

Ele moveu-se durante meia hora.
‘he moved for half an hour’

c. Ele voltou em meia hora.
‘he returned in half an hour’

Ele voltou *durante meia hora.
‘he returned *for half an hour’

Also, it was possible to observe that co-troponym verbs
– verbs that have the same direct hypernym – are not
necessarily incompatible, i.e. co-troponym co-occurrence is
not always ruled out:
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(3) a. Ele subiu a rua correndo.
‘he moved up the street running’

b. *Ele subiu a rua descendo.
‘he moved up the street moving down’

c. Ele desceu a rua correndo.
‘hemoved down the street running’

The verbs subir (move up), descer (move down) and
correr (run) are all troponyms of the verb mover-se (move
oneself), but are not uniformely incompatible. The verbs
subir and descer can co-occur with the verb correr ((3a) and
(3c)) but cannot co-occur with each other (see (3b)).

In this paper we propose to account for these data by ex-
tending the information in the lexical entries in a WordNet
(WN) model2 lexicon with Generative Lexicon3 (GL) struc-
tures.

Within a strict WN context – and to determine the base
relation of troponymy – it is not necessary to consider or
distinguish between different types of manner [Fellbaum,
1998]:

(4) To V1 is to V2 in some particular manner.
[Fellbaum, 1998, 79]

However, these different particular manners can be re-
flected on the argument structure of verbs (number and / or
type of arguments selected, as exemplified in (1)), motivat-
ing a decompositional approach to troponymy.

The hierarchichal organization of a relational net seems
also to be able to account for phenomena such as lexical
shadowing, namely the restrictions on the syntactic realiza-
tion of shadow arguments, as exemplified bellow:

(5) a. *Ele serrou a árvore com a serra.
‘he sawed the tree with the saw’

b. Ele serrou a árvore com a serra de ferro.
‘he sawed the tree with the iron saw’

c. Ele serrou a árvore com a motosserra.
‘he sawed the tree with the chainsaw’

The construction of a relational lexicon already points
out most of the crucial similarities and differences that
are established in a decompositional analysis, being the
enrichment of the WN model not highly costly. Moreover,
the ontological nature of the WN model, besides accounting
for already known phenomena such as lexical shadowing,
seems to allow for the semantic representation of lexical
items without recurring to a hierarchy of semantic types.

Section 2 describes how troponymy reflects the predi-
cate’s meaning and structure. Section 3 focuses on the de-
compositional analysis of troponymy, namely on how it is
reflected on argument structure and Aktionsart properties.
Section 4 discusses the relevance of introducing Qualia in-
formation in the lexical entries, considering verbal Qualia

2The extension of the information in lexical entries, particularly of
verbs, is the focus of several works, namely the recent Koenig et al. (2002),
Agirre and Martinez (2002), Dang et al. (2000), among others.

3See Pustejovsky (1995).

unification and co-troponym compatibility. Section 5 is ded-
icated to the semantic representation of the verbal predicates,
specifically in what concerns lexical inheritance and the se-
mantic content of prepositional arguments. Section 6 refers
how the WN model can be used as a semantic type hierar-
chy, and how the organization of this model can account for
the restrictions on phonetic realization of shadow arguments.
Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2 Troponymy and predicate’s meaning
It is well known that the WN model shares some aspects with
decompositional models. For instance, the correspondence
between Lexical Conceptual Structures4 (LCS) primitives
(GO in (6a)) and verbs that are top nodes in the hierarchy
(mover-se in (6b)) is quite transparent:

(6) a. LCS for andar (walk)
V

NPj

[Event GO [T hing ]j ]

b. andar (walk) is mover-se (move oneself), slowly,
resting one foot after the other on a surface
andar is TROPONYM of mover-se

In this way, the hypernym relation already determines the
core meaning of the troponym, playing a role similar to that
of semantic primitives in the event structure representation,
as informally exemplified in (7).

(7) andar(e1, x, z):
e1 = move_oneself,
x = animate_entity,
z = slowly, resting one foot after the other on a surface

The troponymy relation definition, stated in (4), allows
us to explicitly “translate” the meaning specificity denoted
by the troponym into semantic components, since the core
meaning is already identified.

3 Decompositional analysis of troponymy
In Amaro (2005), a new set of semantic elements, using the
notion of incorporation as defined in Talmy (1985, 60), is
proposed in order to describe the meaning specificities that
distinguish hypernyms from troponyms in a relational net.
The resulting set is presented in (8):

(8) a. MANNER, how the event develops:
sussurrar (to whisper) = speak softly.

b. INTENTION, purpose/ intended goal of the event:
sacrificar (to sacrifice) = kill to please/ honor
divine entities.

c. FIGURE, object that undergoes the event:
anestesiar (to anesthetize) = give anesthesia.

4See Jackendoff (1983).
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d. GROUND, object with respect to which the FIGURE
undergoes the event:
aumentar (to increase) = make bigger with respect
to a previous dimension.

e. CAUSE, what brings about the event:
sufocar (to suffocate) = die due to lack of access
to air or oxygen.

f. SOURCE, FIGURE initial location:
remover (to take from place) = to take from the
usual place.

g. GOAL, FIGURE final location:
encaixotar (to box) = to put in a box.

h. PATH, medium location(s) between the SOURCE
and the GOAL:
retroceder (to backtrack) = to move back through
the same path.

i. DIRECTION, way in which the motion event occurs:
descer(to move down) = to move (in which direc-
tion?) down.

This decompositional analysis identifies what is specific
of each troponym. The consequences are more or less vis-
ible, i.e. the lexicalization of the semantic elements affects
the predicate’s inherited content in different degrees, mainly
in what concerns argument structure, but also regarding Ak-
tionsart properties.

3.1 Argument structure
The argument structure is the structure for the representation
of logical arguments, independently of their exact syntactical
realization. Here, we assume the types of arguments defined
in Pustejovsky (1995, 63-64):

(9) a. True arguments (ARGn) are necessarily realized
syntactically.

b. Default arguments (D-ARGn) pertain to the seman-
tic content of a lexical item, but are not necessarily
realized syntactically.

c. Shadow arguments (S-ARGn) are semantically in-
corporated in the meaning of the lexical item,
and can only be realized syntactically through dis-
course specification devices.

According to these types of arguments, the incorporation
of GOAL in the synset {pôr, colocar} (put), represented a
la GL in (11), is reflected by an increase of the list of true
arguments inherited from the hypernym, {mover, deslocar}
(move, change location), in (10). The expression of the final
location, the GOAL – the ARG3 introduced by a preposition
– becomes obligatory.

(10) {mover, deslocar}(move):
...

ARG-STR =

[
ARG1 = 1 x:entity
ARG2 = 2 y:entity

]

(11) {pôr, colocar}(put):
...

ARG-STR =

ARG1 = 1

ARG2 = 2

ARG3 = 3 z:goal




Again, this argument structure is inherited by the imme-
diate troponym, {meter} (put inside of), in (12), that ex-
presses a more specific DIRECTION of the event, replacing
the preposition5. The lowest troponym, {enjaular}, incorpo-
rates a specific GOAL location, a cage, through lexical shad-
owing, thus changing the predicate type of argument from
true argument to shadow argument.

(12) {meter}(put inside of):
...

ARG-STR =

ARG1 = 1

ARG2 = 2

ARG3 = 3




(13) {enjaular}(cage):
...

ARG-STR =

ARG1 = 1

ARG2 = 2

S-ARG3 = z:cage




In this fashion it is possible to account for different argu-
ment structures within a troponymy tree, without artificially
isolating lexical items conceptually related for not sharing
the same argument structure. Also, it becomes possible to
characterize lexical inheritance using the lexical semantic
structures available through the hypernymy relation.

3.2 Aktionsart shifting
The analysis of semantic incorporation also allows us to
account for Aktionsart differences between hypernyms and
troponyms.

We use the four Aktionsart classes defined in Vendler
(1967), following Móia (2000)’s set of criteria:

(14) state: non-punctual (i.e. temporally unbounded), ho-
mogeneous, and simple (non-complex) event.
activity: non-punctual, relatively homogeneous (i.e.
homogeneous considering subintervals), and simple
event.
accomplishment: non-punctual, heterogeneous, and
complex event (preparatory process, culmination point
and consequent state).

5Prepositions, although not the focus of the current paper, will eventu-
ally be treated within the same framework, in order to account for these
data. Since the prepositions at stake have clear semantic content, i.e., they
are more than theta markers, it is possible to assume a relational net in which
the concept denoted by dentro de (inside of) is in a hyponymy-type relation
with the concept denoted by em (in) – if x is inside of z then x is in z. In
this way, it would not be necessary to consider a preposition replacement in
(12), but rather a specification through a hyponym.
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achievement: punctual, heterogeneous, and complex
event (culmination point and consequent state).

These ontological properties are reflected (and therefore
testable) in terms of distributional properties. As follows,

(15) state denoting predicates can not occur in the present
continuous tense form (is V-ing)

*John is being tall;
activity denoting predicates occur in the present con-
tinuous tense form (is V-ing), entailing that if X is (now)
V-ing than X has already V

John is running→ John has already ran,
occur with for-adverbials, but not with in-adverbials

John run for 10 minutes /*in 10 minutes;
accomplishment denoting predicates occur in the
present continuous tense form (is V-ing), entailing that
if X is (now) V-ing than X has not yet already V

John is building the house→ John has not yet built
the house,
occur with in-adverbials, but not with for-adverbials

John built the house in 10 months /*for 10 months;
achievement denoting predicates can not occur with
in-adverbials, nor with for-adverbials

John died *in 10 months /*for 10 months.

The cases observed within the class of verbs of movement
involve the incorporation of SOURCE, GOAL, and MANNER.

Intuitively, the incorporation of SOURCE and GOAL es-
tablishes a limit to the event, shifting an activity type to an
accomplishment type event, in (16) and (17), whereas the
incorporation of MANNER, in (18), may be described as the
addition of a process to an achievement type event6.

(16) a. {tiraraccomplish.} (take) [moveactivi t y from source]

b. Ele tirou a caixa da rua
‘he took the box from-the street
em 10 min. / *durante 10 min.
in 10 min. / *for 10 min.’

c. Ele moveu/deslocou a caixa
‘he moved the box
*em 10 min. / durante 10 min.
*in 10 min. / for 10 min.’

(17) a. {voltar, regressaraccomplish.} (come back / return)
[move oneselfactivi t y to the start point]

b. Ele voltou / regressou
‘he came back / returned
em 10 min. / *durante 10 min.
in 10 min. / *for 10 min.’

c. Ele moveu-se *em 10 min. /
‘he moved *in 10 min. /
durante 10 min.
for 10 min.’

6These Aktionsart shifts are predicted in Moens (1987, 45).

(18) a. {esgueirar-seaccomplish.} (sneak out) [move-out-
ofactivi t y furtively]

b. Ele esgueirou-se da casa
‘he sneaked out of-the house
em 10 min. / *durante 10 min.
in 10 min. / *for 10 min.’

c. Ele saiu da casa
‘he moved out of-the house
*durante 10 min. / *em 10 min.
*for 10 min. / *in 10 min.’

The regularity exhibited in the cases of semantic incor-
poration of SOURCE, GOAL and MANNER and Aktionsart
shifting, as well as the argument structures’ differences pre-
sented, provide strong motivation for some level of decom-
positional analysis in the representation of the lexicon.

Moreover, it is clear that this level of decompositional
analysis is, for the most part, recoverable from a relational
lexicon construction process.

4 Qualia information
The association of Qualia information [Pustejovsky, 1995]
to other lexicon models is nowadays a commonly ac-
cepted strategy to enhance the lexicon model expressiveness,
namely in what concerns the construction of lexica for com-
putational purposes.7

According to Mendes and Chaves (2001), the association
of Qualia information to synsets enables the model to ac-
count for issues such as co-hyponyms co-occurrence. By
recognizing the different aspects of the meaning specifica-
tion involved in the hypernymy/hyponymy relation through
the Qualia values of each synset, it is possible to predict the
compatibility in (19a) as well as the incompatibility in (19b):

(19) a. This dog is a pitbull[FORMAL] and a police-dog
[TELIC].

b. *This dog is a pitbull[FORMAL] and a Saint-
Bernard[FORMAL].

This contrast refutes the assumption that all co-hyponyms,
as specifications of the same concept, are incompatible, since
the data show that this incompatibility depends on the type
of specific information each co-hyponym denotes.

4.1 Qualia unification
To account for this phenomenon, Mendes and Chaves (2001)
assume a unification operation. Incompatibility is expressed
considering that co-hyponyms are incompatible if their
Qualia structures do not unify:

(20) Two qualia structures do not unify if there is a quale
Q from two nominal qualia structures [Q=R1] and
[Q=R2]

where roles R1 and R2 exist such that ¬(R1=R2) ∧¬
subsumes(R1,R2).

7See, for instance, Fabre and Sébillot (1999), Busa et al. (2001), De Boni
and Manandhar (2002), O’Hara and Wiebe (2003), Veale (2003), among
others.
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The second conjunct in the last restriction (¬ subsumes(R1,
R2)) assures that cases of two co-hyponyms with different
values for the same Qualia role are compatible, since one of
these values is a subtype of the other, such as the ones in
(21):

(21) a. This animal is a predator and a mammal.

b. {predator}:

Q=

[
FORMAL=animal
TELIC=hunting

]

c. {mammal}:
Q=

[
FORMAL=mammal

]
d. {mammal} @-> {animal}.

Here the values of R1 and of R2, animal and mammal of
the FORMAL quale are not equal, but R1 is a subtype R2,
accounting for the compatibility of these co-hyponyms.

According to the decompositional analysis presented in
section 2, it is possible to consider a version of this operation
referring the semantic elements incorporated in the verbs.
Thus, two co-troponym verbs are incompatible if some value
of the semantic elements incorporated in their semantic
structures do not unify:

(22) a. Ele saiu da casa, correndo
‘he exited the house, running’
{sair}DIRECTION:out , {correr}MANNER:...

b. *Ele saiu da casa, entrando
‘he exited the house, entering’
{sair}DIRECTION:out , {entrar}DIRECTION:in

At a first glance, this hypothesis seems to cover the same
kind of co-occurrence restrictions on verbs co-hyponyms.
However, cases such as (23b) are not accounted for, since
the values of the element incorporated refer to DIRECTION
but are, all the same, compatible.

(23) a. Ele saiu da casa, recuando.
‘he exited the house, moving back’
{sair}(exit)SOURCE ,
{recuar}(move back)DIRECTION

b. Ele subiu a rua,
‘he moved up the street

afastando-se da casa.
moving away from the house’
{subir}(move up)DIRECTION:up ,
{afastar-se}(move away)DIRECTION:away

Note that, as stated before, the semantic incorporation
is reflected in the argument structure of the verbs, and not
directly in the Qualia role’s values. Verbal Qualia structure’s
values are somewhat different from those of nouns and
the verbal semantic structure seems to introduce several
difficulties.

4.2 Verbal Qualia structure
The first issues to consider relate to the quale rolest’ values
licensed for verbs. Verbal Qualia structure is fulfilled with
semantic predicates that establish the relations between the
arguments of a verb.

Typically, only two Qualia roles are used in this descrip-
tion: the FORMAL role, for activity and state type events; and
the AGENTIVE (bearing the causal chain) and FORMAL (stat-
ing the final state) roles for accomplishment and achieve-
ment type events8, as exemplified in (24):

(24) a. eatactivi t y :

Q=
[

FORMAL=eat_act(e1,x,y)
]

b. killaccomplishment :

Q=

[
FORMAL=kill_result(e2,y)
AGENTIVE=kill_act(e1,x,y)

]
In this way, we have the following representations of the

verbs in question:

(25) a. correr (run):ARG-STR=

[
ARG1=x:ind
S-ARG1=z:manner

]
Q=

[
FORMAL=run_act(e1,x,z)

]


b. sair (exit, move out):
ARG-STR=

ARG1=x:ind
ARG2=y:loc
S-ARG1=z:out


Q =

[
FORMAL=¬at(e2,x,y)
AG.=exit_act(e1,x,z)

]


c. entrar (enter, move in):
ARG-STR=

ARG1=x:ind
ARG2=y:loc
S-ARG1=z:in


Q=

[
FORMAL=at(e2,x,y)
AG.=enter_act(e1,x,z)

]


Although the incompatibility of the co-troponyms sair
(exit) and entrar (enter), in (25b) and (25c) is covered, since
these verbs have comparable values in their Qualia roles, to
assume the unification operation as directly applying to verb
Qualia structures is to predict that correr (run) is incompati-
ble with sair (exit) or entrar (enter) since the values of their
FORMAL role are different and none subsumes the other –
the FORMAL quale role value is actually contrary, since the
verb sair (exit) incorporates SOURCE, denoting a final state
of not being at a given location, (¬at(e2,x,y)), whereas the

8See Pustejovsky (1995, 183-188). Note that, however, some authors
also use other Qualia roles, namely the Telic, as in Marrafa and Moura
(2005).
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verb entrar (enter) incorporates GOAL, denoting a final state
of being at a given location, (at(e2,x,y)). On the other hand,
to allow for unification disregarding the Qualia roles’ values
is to ignore evidence relating the Qualia roles’ values with
the different meaning specifications among co-troponyms.
This seems to show that Qualia structure unification is not
feasible for the verbal lexicon.

4.3 Indirect Qualia unification

The data presented so far regarding compatibility issues
among co-troponyms, and the fact that it is possible to re-
late this with the semantic elements incorporated in the tro-
ponyms, constitute evidence that Qualia structure unification
is occurring at some level.

Considering that it is in the ARGUMENT STRUCTURE
that the logical arguments of a predicate are listed, and
that verbs’ ARGUMENT STRUCTURE necessarily reflect the
incorporation of the semantic elements responsible for the
meaning specificities between hypernyms and troponyms
(see section 2), we propose to account for co-troponym
compatibility via indirect Qualia unification:

(26) Two co-troponym verbs are incompatible iff the argu-
ments in their argument structures refer to incompati-
ble co-hyponyms, i.e. if the Qualia structures of these
arguments do not unify.

Let us reconsider the verbs in (19), here in (27):

(27) a. sair (exit):

ARG-STR =

ARG1 = x: ind
ARG2 = y: location
S-ARG1 = z: out


b. entrar (enter):

ARG-STR =

ARG1 = x: ind
ARG2 = y:location
S-ARG1 =z:in


c. correr (run):

ARG-STR =

[
ARG1 = x: ind
S-ARG1 = z:manner

]

Indirect Qualia structure unification enables us to predict
that the co-troponym verbs sair (exit) and entrar (enter) are
incompatible since the Qualia structure of out and in - which
are co-hyponyms - do not unify. Conversely, co-troponym
verbs sair (exit) and correr (run) are compatible since there
is no co-hyponym arguments in their structure.

To consider Qualia information in a relational model
of the lexicon proved once again of relevance. Also, the
determination of the values for the Qualia roles does not
require any additional work, since it only involves the
statement of the meaning specifications that lead us to
consider a troponymy relation between two items.

5 Semantic representation
5.1 Lexical Inheritance
In the previous section we focused on how to use Qualia in-
formation to determine which co-troponyms are compatible
and which are not. And yet, we have not considered the hi-
erarchical nature of the WN model and it’s major relation –
the hypernymy relation.

The compatibility issues arise among co-troponym verbs,
i.e. verbs that have the same hypernym. In fact, co-
troponyms are predicted to be incompatible since they can
denote contradictory specifications of a shared core mean-
ing – that of their hypernym. In other terms, it is possible to
consider that the core meaning of a troponym verb is inher-
ited from its hypernym.

Following the four-level semantic representation pre-
sented in the GL, we propose to consider an INHERITANCE
STRUCTURE (corresponding roughly to the LEXICAL IN-
HERITANCE STRUCTURE of Pustejovsky (1995)). The hy-
pernym lexical items are referred to in this structure, their
semantic content becoming available, and being only neces-
sary to add the specific information that concerns the mean-
ing specifications of the troponym. In this way, we can rep-
resent the verb andar (walk), informally stated in (7), or the
verb sair (exit), as follows:

(28) a. andar(walk)

INH-ST=


HYP.=



mover

EV-ST=
[

E1= 1 e1:act.
]

ARG-ST=
[

ARG1= 2 x:ind
]

Q=

[
FORMAL=
move_act(e1,x)

]




EV-ST=

[
E1= 1

]
ARG-ST=

[
ARG1= 2

S-ARG1=z:manner

]
Q=

[
FORMAL=walk_act( 1 , 2 , z)

]
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b. sair(exit)

INH-ST=


HYP.=



mover

EV-ST=
[

E1= 1 e1:act.
]

ARG-ST=
[

ARG1= 2 x:ind
]

Q=

[
FORMAL=
move_act(e1,x)

]




EV-ST=

[
E1= 1

E2=e2:state

]

ARG-ST=

ARG1= 2

ARG2=y:location
S-ARG1=z:out


Q=

[
FORMAL=¬at(e2, 2 , y)
AG.=exit_act( 1 , 2 , z)

]


This level of representation – the INHERITANCE-STRUC-

TURE – enables us to reformulate the indirect Qualia uni-
fication clause, since inheritance prevents the shared argu-
ments, recovered from the hypernym lexical semantic struc-
ture, from being checked for incompatibility:

(29) Two co-troponym verbs are incompatible iff the non-
inherited arguments in their argument structure refer
to incompatible co-hyponyms.

5.2 Prepositional arguments
It is clear in Pustejovsky (1995) that the type of arguments
(see section 3.1) in the argument structure also accounts for
some level of syntactic mapping. Moreover, arguments are
listed from the less oblique one (corresponding, roughly, to
the subject position) to the more oblique one (corresponding,
most of the times, to arguments expressed by prepositional
phrases) [Pustejovsky, 1995, 62-67]. However, the informa-
tion of which prepositional argument is selected by which
verb is not visible in the GL lexical entries.

Observe, for instance, the sentence in (30):

(30) Ele tirou o livro da mesa.
‘he took the book from-the table’

The true arguments in the argument structure of this verb
(ARG-STR=[ARG1= x:ind, ARG2= y:object, ARG3= z:loc])
do not reveal that the ARG3 is of the prepositional phrase
form, necessarily headed by the preposition de (from),
SOURCE marker. More still, it should be possible to asso-
ciate this prepositional phrase – also present in the argument
structure of the verb sair in (28a)– to the resulting state e2:

(31) tirar (take)
. . .

Q=

[
FORMAL=¬at(e2, y, z)
AG.=take_act(e1, x, y, w)

]

It can be assumed that in the cases of the verbs sair
(exit) and tirar (take) the semantic content attributed to the
SOURCE denoting preposition de is not individuated since it
is part of the semantic content of the verb itself. However,
although consisting of true arguments in the previous cases,
these prepositional phrases can occur as adjuncts with other
verbs – namely within a directional construction – maintain-
ing its meaning:

(32) Ele empurrou a cadeira daqui.
‘he pushed the chair from-here’

Following the approach in Verspoor (1997), we assume
that the semantic contribution of prepositional phrases is
consistent across uses, regardless of their status as comple-
ments or adjuncts9, and propose the following lexical entry
for the preposition de (from):

(33) de (from)
EV-ST=

[
E1=e1:state

]
ARG-ST=

[
ARG1=x:obj
ARG2=y:loc

]
Q=

[
FORMAL=¬at(e1, x, y)

]



The association of an event to the semantic content of a
preposition is proposed in Pustejovsky (1995, 126), for the
representation of the PP into the cave. The author considers
that the semantic content of the preposition into includes,
besides a state, a motion event that causes that state. Here
we feel that this association is not motivated enough and
that it is awkward to propose a transition representation for
a preposition. Note, however, that the consequences of this
view on the treatment of directional constructions are yet to
be studied.

With this representation, it is possible to account for
the semantic contribution of the prepositional phrase in
sentences such as the one in (32), as well as in the semantic
content of verbs as sair (exit) or tirar (take), stating at the
lexical level the exact prepositional complement selected by
the verb:

9The analysis in Verspoor (1997) concerns mainly dative prepositional
phrases, divided in three types of prepositional datives: complement PPs,
pseudo-complement PPs, and adjunct PPs. According to this account, the
prepositional phrases considered in this paper fall under the definitions
of complement PPs or pseudo-complement PPs. Note, however, that the
semantic content of all the types of PPs is the same, being the type of
prepositional modification determined via lexical rules. If this proposal
accounts for the constructions in which these particular PPs enter is an issue
for further development.
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(34) sair(exit)

INH-ST=


HYP.=



mover

EV-ST=
[

E1= 1 e1:act.
]

ARG-ST=
[

ARG1= 2 x:ind
]

Q=

[
FORMAL=
move_act(e1,x)

]




EV-ST=

[
E1= 1

E2= 3

]

ARG-ST=



ARG1= 2

ARG2=



de

EV-ST=
[

E1= 3 e1:state
]

ARG-ST=

[
ARG1= 2

ARG2=y:loc

]

Q=

[
FORMAL=
4¬at(e1, 2 , y)

]


S-ARG1=z:out


Q=

[
FORMAL= 4

AG.=exit_act( 1 , 2 , z)

]


6 WN and semantic types’ hierarchies
6.1 Semantic types
One of the interesting consequences of considering a rela-
tional model of the lexicon together with generative repre-
sentations is, perhaps, the possibility of not having to build a
semantic type hierarchy to describe the lexical items seman-
tics, since it is possible to use the available lexical semantic
structures in the hierarchy.

Our proposal is to consider the nodes in the lexicon as
the semantic types themselves. In fact, as a model of the
mental lexicon, the WN can be seen as a reflex of the relation
between lexical knowledge and our ability to organize and
classify the concepts in the world (cf. Pustejovsky (2001)).

As a consequence we would have that, when referring
to an argument of type human, we would access not the
type and the relations established between this type and
the other types in the hierarchy of types, but the synset
{human} and the relations established between this node
and all the other nodes in the lexicon. Phenomena such as
regular polysemy for instance, covered by complex types
such as information•physical_object, are already
accounted for by considering that synsets like {book} have
two hypernyms, {text} and {object}.

Also, the hypernym relation enables lexical inheritance
through the use of available lexical structures. All that is
required is that the semantic specification of the arguments
and the values of the Qualia roles on a lexical entry do not
refer to types pertaining to an extra-lexicon hierarchy, but to
other lexical items. Note that lexical gaps – concepts that are

not lexicalized in a given language – might raise important
issues to this proposal. Yet, it seems reasonable to consider
that the ontological and hierarchical nature of a hand-build
relational lexicon should be enough to ensure the conceptual
categorization needed to describe the lexical items meaning.
Nonetheless, we are naturally working to test further this
hypothesis.

6.2 Shadow arguments
The ontological nature of a WN seems also to shed light on
lexical shadowing phenomena. Fellbaum (1998, 81) states
that the variety of nouns that a verb can select as arguments is
contrary to the level in which it is embedded in the hierarchy,
i.e., as the meaning of verbs gets more and more specific,
their arguments are also selected in lower levels of the
hierarchy. Let us consider the following hierarchy fragment:

(35) {serrar}(saw) @-> {cortar}(cut) @->
{dividir}(separate)

It is possible to verify that the lowest node has more selec-
tion restrictions, namely, that it incorporates an instrument
argument through lexical shadowing, i.e. it incorporates an
argument that can only be syntactically realized through dis-
course specification devices (see Pustejovsky (1995)). Note,
however, that according to the hypothesis that there is a
straight connection between what is semantically determined
and what is syntactically realized, it is possible to account for
the syntactic occurrence restrictions of shadow arguments
by using its hypernymy relations: shadow arguments can be
syntactically realized with their hyponyms.

(36) a. *The lumberjack sawed the trees with a saw.

b. The lumberjack sawed the trees with a chainsaw.

(37) {chainsaw} @-> {saw}

In this way, the model seems able to account for the
syntactic behavior of a set of lexical items without resorting
to external devices – namely considering also function
relations –, although further study on this issue is in order.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we showed that the construction of a WN,
adding semantic structure to the lexical entries, is a non-
costly task that greatly enhances the computational poten-
tialities of the model.

The use of the troponym relation to determine both the
core and specific meaning of the lexical items, through the
decompositional analysis of this relation, identifies essential
elements of the semantic representation of verbal predicates
in the GL framework: the argument and Qualia structure val-
ues. The different argument types in the argument structure
account for different selection restrictions of verbs, whereas
the association of Qualia information to the lexical structures
and the assumption of an indirect Qualia unification opera-
tion predict compatibility among co-troponym verbs. Also,
the WN as base model for the lexicon allows for lexical in-
heritance without resorting to external resources. Finally, the
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ontological nature of this relational model seems to allow for
the replacement of semantic types by referring to other lexi-
cal items in the structure.

This paper refers on-going work that we intend to con-
tinue, namely in what concerns further exploring the verbs’
properties that account for differentiated syntactic behavior.
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Abstract
In this paper we present a text analysis system developed on
the basis of the AGFL grammar and RussNet – a wordnet-
like lexicon for the Russian language. We describe a ba-
sic architecture of the system, in particular the characteris-
tics of its semantic components – lexico-semantic, morpho-
semantic, and syntactic-semantic ones. Principally, the effec-
tiveness of the system benefits from the fact that its semantic
modules are extended with syntactic-semantic descriptions –
that of valency frames and predicate proposition formalism.
The output structures may be used for various NLP tasks in-
cluding text mining, fact extraction etc.

1 Introduction
Numerous NLP tasks ranging from machine translation
to fact extraction require accurate text analysis as a pre-
processing step, thus need reliable natural language parsers
to be applied.

The key problem of parsing concerns the inherent ambi-
guity of natural languages, which covers all levels of rep-
resentation: morphologic, lexical, syntactic, pragmatic. In
practice, high ambiguity of the input (texts) results in a high
number of possible outputs of a parser. E.g. a grammar ex-
tracted from Penn Treebank and tested on a set of sentences
randomly generated from a probabilistic version of the gram-
mar has an average 7.2× 1027 parses per sentence (Moore
2000). In languages with free word order and reach morphol-
ogy, such as Slavonic languages, the number of ambiguous
phenomena multiplies enormously. A traditional solution of
this problem is presented by probabilistic parsing techniques
aiming at finding the most probable parse of a given input
sentence. These methods are based on the relative frequency
of occurrences of the possible relations in a representative
corpus (Blunt, Nijholt 2000; Horák, Kadlec & Smrž 2002).

It’s really unattainable to mention all valuable NLP ap-
proaches to parsing, e.g. hundreds of them are presented in
the Digital Archive of Research Papers in Computational
Linguistics (2005). Equally, it is hardly allegeable and nec-
essary to distinguish some of them as outstanding – it’s a
matter of personal preferences. Roughly, these approaches

may be classified into: (1) systems with modules reflect-
ing traditional linguistic levels and aiming at the compre-
hensive text analysis and (2) heuristic systems with “dis-
tributed” architecture and complex linguistic description.
The shortcomings of the former are: the ambiguity on each
language level is treated isolately, thus the number of am-
biguous parses grows as the analysis runs, and, there appear
difficulties with compatibility between modules. The latter,
though work effectively, don’t give an exhaustive notion of
underlying mechanisms for text analysis and appear to be an
“ad hoc” realisation applicable to one particular case and not
extendable to others.

In our approach, we attempted to combine advantages
of both types: use linguistically based modules, which are
embedded into each other. The outer module being semantic,
and innermost modules being morphologic and derivational
ones. This “nesting” mode of data aggregation affords to
reduce ambiguity on each level and facilitates data flow
between modules.

Another anchor point of our system is a wordnet. The
retrieval experiments with WordNet (Voorhees 1998) were
a little bit discouraging, manifesting that a text cohe-
sion in non-terminological texts should have more sophisti-
cated projection on thesaurus structure than “lexical chains”
within the wordnet trees (Hirst & St-Onge 1998).

2 System design

Our system was developed within an Ideograph project,
which is a joint initiative of researchers from the Saint-
Petersburg State University and the IdeoGraph company
(IdeoGraph 2004). The system gains from the results of our
earlier projects – RussNet (Azarova et al 2002; Azarova,
Sinopalnikova 2004) and AGFL for Russian (Azarova 2002;
Rus4IR 2004). The specific features of the IdeoGraph tech-
nology concerns the usage of:

• AGFL formalisms (Koster 1991) for grammatical de-
scription;

• several features of HPSG grammar formalism (Pollard
& Sag 1994) for syntax and semantic analysis;
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• typed feature structures (Carpenter 1992) for internal
representation of linguistic objects;

• RussNet – a wordnet-like lexicon extended by valency
frames;

• a semantic module for resolving the grammatical and
lexical ambiguity, and for producing output proposi-
tions;

• IdeoLog platform for logic inference.

The overall architecture of the system is presented on Fig. 1.
The IdeoLog platform is an efficient implementation of

an abstract machine (Takaki et al. 1997) supporting the uni-
fication procedure defined on typed feature structures (TFS).
The platform supports parsers for Prolog, AGFL and TFS
formal syntax, that provides Prolog predicate extensions to
AGFL grammar transduction, with TFS representing linguis-
tic objects and obtaining data from the wordnet thesauri.

Main linguistic components of the system are:

• grammatical modules supporting morphological, deri-
vational and syntactic text analysis;

• semantic modules for morpho-semantic and syntactic-
semantic analysis, and word sense disambiguation.

The characteristics of the latter component is a topic of
the current paper, particularly, the structure of the semantic
representation based on the wordnet, though we will briefly
describe the grammatical component too: especially, the
dataflow between modules and interaction of grammatical
and semantic pieces of information.

3 Grammatical component: RUS4IR
The grammatical analyser was developed on the basis of
a generative Affix Grammar over a Finite Lattice (AGFL)
(Koster 1991), adapted for effective natural language pro-
cessing. AGFL belongs to the family of two level grammars,
along with attribute grammars: a first, context-free level is
augmented with set-valued features for expressing coordina-
tion between word forms in syntactic constructions. Using
AGFL parser generation system, a Rus4IR module (Russian
parser for Information Retrieval) was developed – a power-
ful tool aimed to generate parses for texts written in Russian
(Rus4IR 2004). Rus4IR was implemented into the Ideograph
system as its grammatical component, supporting manifold
morphological, derivational and syntactic analyses of texts.

The main advantage of the grammatical component is
that it selects those parses of items which are pertinent
to the respective outer units. Thus high ambiguity of the
morphological structures is solved (or significantly reduced)
by the syntactic information supplied, e.g. in Russian when a
preposition allows to solve the ambiguity of the noun form,
or when agreeing adjective helps to choose the correct form
of the noun.

Moreover, combining syntactic and morphologic analysis,
we could effectively identify and process complex and
compound word forms: analytic forms of verbs (e.g. future
simple: budet sluxat~ ‘(he) will listen’; conditionals:

prixel by ‘(he) would have come’), complex numerals
(tri tys�qi trista tridcat~ tri ‘3333’), complex
conjunctions and prepositions (v teqenie ‘during’, tak
kak ‘as’, cf. Englishin order to, of courseetc.). This is
particularly important in case of splitting the word form
constituents, e.g. in preposition-pronoun phrases likeni u
kogo ‘by nobody’(literally ‘no- by body’), ni s kem ‘with
nobody’(literally ‘no-with -body’).

Developers of generative formalisms are as a rule antago-
nists of a statistical approach, however, we follow the idea of
a “hybrid parsing” (Beinema, Koster 2004). It implies util-
ising statistical characteristics of syntactic constructions in a
corpus of modern texts to improve the calculation time and
to ensure the grammar robustness.

AGFL morphologic modules are based on thestem vo-
cabulary, which covers all words included into RussNet.
The basic vocabulary is expanded by aderivational sub-
module added to the grammar formalism. It generates new
stems from a given one, appending to them productive pre-
fixes and suffixes, and linking them by a semantic relation to
the particular synset incorporated into RussNet (Azarova et
al. 2002). For example, a prefixanti- attached to a noun or an
adjective stem forms a new stem, which is linked to the ba-
sic one by a semantic relationDER_ANTONYM _OPPOSITE1.
Some derivatives with this prefix occur regularly in the text
corpus: e.g.antisovecki$i ‘anti Soviet’ (10.2 ipm),an-
tivoenny$i ‘unmilitary’ (1.48 ipm),antitelo ‘antibody’
(2.14 ipm), so they are listed in RussNet and the stem
vocabulary. But others may appear in the processed text
occasionally: e.g.antiastmatiqeski$i ‘anti asthmatic’,
antigero$i ‘antihero’. These words are considered to be
potential – that’s why we don’t list them in RussNet, but in
case they are encountered in a text, we have a hypothesis
about their grammatical characteristics (POS, case, number,
etc.) and semantic status determined through the semantic
relation and the related RussNet synset, e.g. {gero$i} 2.

The derivation procedure is time-consuming (decelerating
analysis for 10 %), so stems from vocabulary are checked
first, before generated ones. Proper names and abbreviations
are processed using regular expressions by the tokeniser.

An output of the grammatical modules includes:

• lemma and its POS tag for each wordform in the text;

• for a generated lemma – its basic lemma with a pointer
to a particular semantic relation in RussNet;

• a list of grammatical tags for each wordform (case,
number, animate, etc.);

• a dependency tree for each sentence (a set of syn-
tactically linked word pairs with established relations
“head-daughter”);

• a phrase structure in terms of semantic-syntactic func-
tions, such as “proposition”, “subject”, “object”, etc.

1It is a subtype of antonym link, particularizing that two senses have no
intermediate. Cf. with oppositions between gradual attributes:hot – (warm)
– cold.

2Compare this approach with that of the Princeton WordNet, where all
opposites with productive prefixesun-, ir-, im-, non-are not differentiated.
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of the Ideograph system.

4 Semantic component
The semantic component of the IdeoGraph system includes
three interacting procedures:

• a lexico-semantic module supports the access to Russ-
Net synsets;

• a disambiguation module integrates the matching syn-
tactic structures and synset representations for struc-
tural nodes;

• a syntactic-semantic module extracts elementary propo-
sitions from the text interpreting verified structures.

Below we present the detailed description of these informa-
tion resources.

4.1 Lexico-semantic subcomponent: RussNet

Lexical information used by the IdeoGraph system is en-
coded by means of RussNet, sharing its essential character-
istics with other wordnets.

• It present core vocabulary of the Russian language, thus
including primarily basic,non-terminological word
senses.

• The top structure of RussNet consists of about 2000
Basic Concepts – the mostfrequent words (nouns,

verbs, adjectives, adverbs) with a frequency more than
100 ipm.

• RussNet is based ona balanced corpusof modern
texts. It includes texts from 1985–2004 numbering 21
million words, mainly (60%) from newspapers and
magazines presenting common vocabulary, as well as
political, economic, and scientific terms combined with
a small portions of fiction (15%), legislation (10%), and
scholarly papers (15%).

Specific features were added to the RussNet structure
(Azarova, Sinopalnikova 2004), which were motivated by
a specific nature of Russian (its high derivational index) or
they were by-products of the data pre-processing.

• The list of semantic relations is extended with
semantic-derivational ones, they are similar to IN-
VOLVED/ROLE relations in EuroWordNet project
stressing the fact that an agent (DER_AGENT:sey-
atel~ – se�t~ ‘sower < to sow’), or an instrument
(DER_INSTRUMENT:se�lka – se�t~ ‘seeder< to
sow’), or other situation participant are named after the
corresponding action.

• Different senses of an ambiguous word are distin-
guished not along the system of traditional definitions
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in the explanatory dictionaries, but according the con-
text marker distribution. The latter is specified in terms
of particular grammatical forms, which accompany the
word usage in a particular sense, and semantic con-
strains of neighbouring words in terms of RussNet se-
mantic trees, or both. To be considered statistically sig-
nificant, these markers must appear in the corpus regu-
larly: in more than 35% contexts for a meaning in ques-
tion. The context markers formvalency framesof par-
ticular senses, and are presented within RussNet.

For lexical analysis, another complex problem concerns the
so-calledMultiword expressions (MWEs) (Calzolari et al
2002, Sag et al 2002). These “words with spaces”, although
equivalent in their meanings to ‘true’ words, behave in a sen-
tence like phrases, each part of the MWE is changed (con-
jugates or declines) according to its own POS, not the POS
of the MWE as a whole. The borderline between MWEs and
free word combinations is quite vague. In conventional dic-
tionaries it is drawn with a shade of subjectivity. More ob-
jective way of differentiation relies upon frequency of co-
occurrence of MWE parts in a contact position without in-
trusion of other words, and a corresponding value of the MI-
score (Church and Hanks 1991; Azarova et al. 2005) mark-
ing the non-random character of the combination.

In RussNet synsets we included mainly MWEs that are
‘intrusion sensitive’, i.e. do not allow other words to be
inserted into their structure, otherwise they lose (or change)
their meaning. This principle is rather strict for MWEs with
a head noun (e.g.vrem� goda ‘season’,golovno$i ubor
‘head-dress’, mikrovolnova� peq~ ‘microwave oven’). If
some adjective is incorporated into MWEbol~xo$i palec
‘ thumb′, it changes its meaning to ‘large finger’:bol~xo$i
tolsty$i palec (‘large thick finger’), bol~xie krivye
pal~cy (‘large crooked fingers’). However, verb-based
MWEs (e.g.imet~ v vidu ‘ to have in mind’, literally ‘to
have in view’, imet~ znaqenie ‘ to mean’, literally ‘to
have meaning’,nabrat~ nomer ‘to dial’, literally ‘to pick
the number’) are more inconsistent allowing for adverbs
and particles to put in between the parts of the MWE.
In those cases the statistical characteristics – frequency of
occurrences and high value of the MI-score – are crucial
factors.

Each identified synset of a particular POS activates the
so-called “vicinity ” of a thesaurus node: pointing to hy-
peronyms, hyponyms, meronyms, etc. Generated lemmas
are linked to RussNet synsets with a specified semantic-
derivational relation. Selected synsets are localised tracing
the hyperonymy links to the top nodes of semantic trees
(synsets from top level of the RussNet taxonomies) as do-
main labels. In general, the amount of synsets and roots
may differ, because several synsets may belong to the same
tree (e.g.ruka occurs in two synsets ‘upper extremity’ and
‘hand’ in the tree with the nodebody part), and one synset
may have several hyperonyms (e.g. {stakan1} ‘glass’ is
a part of two trees:artifact andcontainer). Another prob-
lem concerns the treatment of words not included into the
wordnet, but crucial for the text analysis (e.g. pronouns). As

other wordnets, RussNet contains lexical meanings only for
four main POS. However, words of other POS may receive
a projection on thesemantic tree structure. It’s usual for
pronouns, e. g. pronouns of the 1st and 2nd persons (� ‘I’,
ty ‘you’, my ‘we’, vy ‘you’) refer to the semantic treehu-
man, meanwhile, masculine and feminine forms (on ‘he’,
ona ‘she’) of the 3d person pronoun refer to a number of
trees:humanas well asanimal, object, food, plant,etc.

Thus, lexico-semantic module of the system has at its
input a set of lemmas identified in the text, together with
respective lists of grammatical tags (POS, and categories).
An output of the lexical analysis of a text includes

• a list ofsynsetsfor identified lemmas from correspond-
ing POS;

• a list of synsets of basic lemmas with derivational links
for generated lemmas;

• a list of respectivetop nodes (roots), specifying the
trees which comprises active synsets;

• valency framesaccording to RussNet.

Thus, lexico-semantic module affords to represent the vari-
ety of word meanings in the text, projecting them to RussNet
structure.

4.2 Syntactic-semantic subcomponent: valency frames

This subcomponent provides the interaction of grammatical
and lexical outputs for the sake of data disambiguation
on both levels. The information core of this procedure is
supported by the so-calledvalency frames.This term refers
to a set of local context markers (valencies) assigned to a
particular sense of a word in RussNet. A number of valencies
in frames is variable, however, it was observed that the
abstract words usually have less specific environment than
concrete ones.

In our approach, valency frames are identified and fixed
at the stage of the RussNet data pre-processing – that of
word sense identification within particular lexical groups.
In order to distinguish different senses of a word, a list of
contexts is marked up according the set of context markers,
which accompany the occurrence of the word in a particular
sense (additionally, a list of senses defined in the explanatory
dictionary is used as a zero hypothesis). The percentage
of contexts per sense is used for their thesaurus ordering
(being a standard wordnet procedure). The percentage of
particular context markers for a sense is calculated. Regular
valencies, which appear in word’s contexts consistently, are
enumerated. Thus, in case of RussNet, valency frames have
rather statistical nature than speculative. The threshold of
regularity is taken to be 35%. Valencies that occur with
utmost stability – in 88–95% contexts – are considered to
be obligatory. Valencies, which appear in less than 60%
contexts are treated asoptional.

We experimented with a number of contexts required for
sense identification and observed that 100 random contexts
gave the same valency distribution as sets with 1000 and
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more contexts3. The problem of statistical approach to va-
lency frame identification is that it does not allow to assign
valency frames to rare words reliably, as the minimal suffi-
cient number of contexts is assessed to be 25.

Valencies are classified according to several categories
(see Fig. 2). The facet concerning the regularity was men-
tioned above. Next category refers to the function of a word
in the phrase, whether it is grammatical head or daughter.
From this point of view valencies are divided intoactive
and passive.Active valencies are characteristic for predi-
cate words (usually verbs, adjectives, and their derivatives).
The active valency frame specifies grammatical and seman-
tic features of daughter words, which regularly accompany
the head word in texts. The passive valency specifies the
grammatical form of a noun, which is attached as a daugh-
ter to the top node of some POS semantic tree. E.g. when
attached to verbs of speech, a Russian wordformv lico
means “without ceremonies” (literally ‘in face’). This does
not happen whenv lico occurs with verbs of perception or
manipulation with objects, in such cases it keeps the sense
“into the face”.

Valency frames are identified within two types ofmain
segments: (1) non-referential predicative units – a proposi-
tion domain; (2) referential units (usually noun phrases de-
noting objects of propositions and their equivalents). The
former are embracing constructions for predicative valen-
cies, the latter – for attributive valencies.

Grammatical specification (morph_data) of a valency
position includes POS and relevant grammatical tags (e.g.
case and preposition description for nouns). For example, the
verbnapravit~s� in the sense ‘to move in some direction’
has an active valency frame with two obligatory positions.
The first position is expressed by the nominative, the second
has two regular grammatical forms: preposition “v” ( in) with
the accusative and preposition “k” ( to) with the dative. These
forms cover 71% occurrences of this valency – other ways
of grammatical expression of this situation aspect (denoting
the movement destination point) are occasional. Thus, from
the variety of all possible grammatical forms we choose the
kernel group of the valency occurrences.

POS reference to a “noun” value may involve transposi-
tion equivalents: noun phrases, pronouns, abbreviations, ci-
tations, etc., which are defined by general rules.

Some grammatical forms may have standard alternations.
For example, in case of a sentence negation the direct
object may appear in genitive, e.g.sozdavat~ pomehi
(Acc) – ne sozdavat~ pomeh (Gen). There is no need to
add the genitive form to each frame for transitive verbs,
because such altering is regular. In this case the general
procedure for checking type identity should account for case
alternations on condition that specified grammatical label
(negative direct object) is presented in the sentence structure
marker.

In Russian,word order is relatively free, but that does
not actually mean “scrambling”: the direct (or objective)

3Cf. the similar comparison of the training sets of 25 and 200 sentences
by (Leacock & Chodorow, 1998).

word order dominates statistically (about 80%). However,
in some constructions the indirect word order turns out to
be regular, thus if context information evidences for this,
special grammatical parameter – an irregular object position
(place) is inserted into the valency description.

Semanticcharacteristics of valencies includes two levels.
The general semantic property of a valency type refers to
some attribute – a role feature, which corresponds to a for-
mal structure of a semantic proposition (discussed in the next
section):subject, object1, attribute. Semantic characteristics
of a valency are specified in terms of references to Russ-
Net trees. For example, the first valency position of the verb
napravit~s� mentioned above points to the hyponymy
tree human. Otherwise, semantic description may point to
some subtree. For example, a valency position of an adjec-
tive bol~xo$i in the sense ‘possessing the high intensity
of an attribute’ (bol~xo$i drug ‘great friend’,bol~xo$i
artist ‘great actor’) has semantic reference to that part of
the treehuman, in which people are designated by their qual-
ifying feature. Synsets from another part of the treehuman
mentioning age, e.g.rebenok ‘child’, or sex, e.g.�noxa
‘youth’,�enwina ‘woman’, and others don’t conform with
this meaning, cf.bol~xo$i mal~qik ‘big boy’. Occasion-
ally, semantic characteristics refer to a particular synset (e.g.
agent valency of the verbr�at~ ‘ to neigh’ could be occu-
pied only by the wordhorse). Regularly, semantic descrip-
tion of a valency comprises a grouping of semantic trees with
its own title:animate(human & animal), object(natural ob-
ject & substance & artefact &. . . ),entity(animate & object).

The reference to RussNet synsets may supportanaphor
resolution. Another complex problem is the valency frames
ellipsis under modal influence – negation or modal assess-
ment, for example:nel~z� vypit~ more literally ‘it’s im-
possible to drink a sea’;ne serdis~! literally‘don’t be an-
gry’; ne nado serdit~s� literally‘no need to be angry’. In
these circumstances even obligatory valencies are regularly
omitted or expressed by nouns of “inappropriate” semantic
types. In our approach, calculating valency occurrences we
exclude such contexts from the context set, as they are obvi-
ously occasional, and don’t exceed the 5% contexts.

The disambiguation procedure uses as its input data
the full output of grammatical and lexico-semantic compo-
nents described above: a number of dependency trees with
marked-up levels (each specifying a particular lemma set)
and a collection of RussNet synsets with tree specification
and valency frames. Dependency trees with corresponding
RussNet data are compared with grammar and semantic de-
scriptions of the active valency frames. If some syntactic
structure meets the requirements of a certain valency frame,
it is considered to beverified. If several frames are verified,
the text passage is not disambiguated in full. Ambiguity is
not cleared up, if there are no valency frames in the RussNet
description of respective words or context markers are not
sufficient for disambiguation.

Let’s consider an example with Russian sentence“�byl
znakom s tobo$i” (‘I was acquainted to you/ knew you’
or ‘With you I was a sign’). On the grammatical level we
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<VALENCY_FRAME active=“yes” main_segment=“proposition”>
<VALENCY obligatory=“yes” role=“object1” >
<morph_data POS=“noun” CASE=“acc” place=“preposition” />
<sem_data TYPE=“top” ID=“RUS-nObject” />

</VALENCY>
<VALENCY obligatory=“no” role=“subject” >
<morph_data POS=“noun” CASE=“nom” place=“postposition”/>
<sem_data TYPE=“top” ID=“RUS-nHuman” />

</VALENCY>
</VALENCY_FRAME>

Figure 2: An example of the XML representation of valency frames.

interpret it twofold: a wordformznakommay be lemmatised
as (1) a predicative form (singular, masculine) of an adjective
znakomy$i ‘acquainted’ or (2) an ablative singular of a noun
znak (‘a sign’). For the adjectiveznakomy$i (‘acquainted’)
RussNet fixes an optional valency, grammatically expressed
by the prepositions ‘with’ and the ablative of a noun (c+N5),
which is accompanied by the semantic treehuman(in the
sense ‘personally acquainted with somebody’) orobject(in
the sense ‘having knowledge of something; encountered
before’). A personal pronountobo$i (2nd person, singular,
ablative) is equal to the occurrence of a noun from the tree
human.That affords us to choose the first sense (synset)
of znakomy$i (‘acquainted’). The optional valency of the
nounznak (sign) is a noun in genitive (znak ostanovki,
znak prioriteta, ‘a sign of smth’), however the context
gives us no evidences for this choice. Thus, the verification
of the RussNet valency frames against the context markers
observed in texts provides the device for disambiguation of
grammatical structures and alternative synsets.

4.3 Semantic-syntactic subcomponent: propositional
structures

Proposition structure

The syntactical semantic module produces as its output a set
of propositions – elementary informative structures inside
a simple sentence, with several relations defined on them
(such as causation, taxis etc.). A proposition includes a
kernel structure and peripheral quantifying and qualifying
attributes.

A simple sentence usually has a core propositional struc-
ture presented by its predicate, though “hidden” (or abbrevi-
ated) propositions may be inserted into various grammatical
positions. In this sense, a simple sentence may have compli-
cated propositional structure (the same as complex or com-
pound sentences). Each proposition may have a modality
component. It is more usual for a core predicative propo-
sition; however, other propositions may be qualified too – in
a more indirect manner.

The propositional structure is as follows. Itskernel part
includes: (a) a link to a synset in RussNet, which is the
predicate representing the given proposition; (b) links to
subject and object semantic structures, including the head-
noun synset reference and its various attributes.

The periphery of a proposition includes time, place, qual-
ity and other specifications. The semantic structure of ref-

proposition
[ ID id.arrive
SUBJECT X = object [ID id.man]
OBJECT3 object [ID id.Vienna]
TIME T1 ],

proposition
[ ID id.come
SUBJECT Y = object [ID id.man]
PLACE Z = object [ID id.place]
TIME T2 ],

proposition [ ID id.meet
PLACE Z ],

proposition [ ID id.agree
OBJECT1 Z
TIME T3 ],

before(T1, T2), before(T3, T2).

Figure 3: An example of the propositional output.

erential objects consists of a reference to the synset of the
phrase head (usually a noun) and quantifying and qualifying
attributes. For example, a phrasetwo red ballswill be written
as follows:

object [ID id.ball,
QUALITY attribute[id id.red],
QUANTITY: number [value: 2]].

A typical predicate is a verb, though some attributes
(adjectives and nouns) may occupy this position as well.
A subject role doesn’t imply that this position refers to
some active component of the situation (such ascausal
agent), but merely that this semantic function is potential
for a proposition. Thesubject position, as well as an object
one, may be occupied by alist, members of which are
grammatically equal in the surface text structure (In semi-
final R and M. fought), or differentiated by grammatical
positions (In semi-final R. fought with M.).

Variousobject functions are assigned to valency positions
in order to differentiate them rather than to express some
hidden semantic role (likeagent, patience, etc.) E.g., for a
verbbrosat~ in the sense ‘by arm swinging, to cause to fly
something hold in hands’ the valency frame comprises the
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only positionobject1.Nonetheless, in the surface structure it
may be expressed twofold:brosat~ kamni andkamn�mi
(accusative or ablative forms) meaning the same ‘to through
stones’.

Several object positions are inserted in those cases, when
they areopposedin the proposition structure. For example,
a verbzabit~ with the meaning ‘to push something inside
something with strokes’ has two object positions: the proper
object, which refers to the point of strength application, and
other object, which is affected by the first. In the former case,
conventional role assignment is quite apparent, however
this does not hold for the latter. In our approach, they are
differentiated asobject1 and object2. Corpus evidences –
context distribution – shows that besides these objects, there
often appears another one (zabit~ uxi vato$i ‘ to cram the
ears with cotton wool’), which will be designated asobject3.
Thus, an order of object positions reflects the frequency of
their occurrence in the texts for synsets from a particular
RussNet tree, some object position prevailing for all or most
of all synsets of the tree.

Lets take as an example Russian sentencePosle
naxego priezda v Venu � otpravils� na zaranee
opredelennoe mesto vstreqi ‘After arriving to Vienna,
I came to the meeting place agreed before’, its propositional
structure is shown on Fig. 3.

Interpretation of syntactic rules
The interpretation module includes a set of semantic rules
defined on syntactic structures. These rules are verified
against the corpus that provides an evidence for frequency
ordering and cutting down rare instances. For example, a
Russian noun phrase “noun-head + noun-genitive daugh-
ter” may express a possession (dom otca – ‘my father’s
house’), an action (sozdanie tradicii – ‘creation of a
tradition’), quantity (tys�qa qelovek – ‘thousand of peo-
ple’), etc. The most frequent case is a phrase, in which
head word is a verb-derived noun like ‘creation of the tra-
dition’. This noun may be included into RussNet, linking
by a relation DER_TRANSPOSITION_ACTION to the cor-
responding verb synset {sozdat~1} ‘create’. Otherwise, it
will be processed in a derivational module as a suffix pro-
duction from a verb, connected with verbal synsets by a link
DER_TRANSPOSITION_ACTION.

A daughter noun in a pair may have the most “broad” se-
mantics included into theentityset of RussNet trees. So the
first rule of semantic interpretation of a genitive construc-
tion shows that a phrase comprises a hidden proposition, the
predicate of which is the corresponding verbal synset and the
object is a dependant noun synset, the proposition subject is
unspecified without other attributes.
(1) N1 der_transposition_action [ID] +
N2 gen ents-id => P* [object1: N2, id: ID]

The second rule interprets phrases likesozdatel~
tradicii (‘a creator of a tradition’). The semantic rule
is just the same as concerns the hidden proposition and ob-
ject handling, though differs in the type of a RussNet link
DER_AGENT (creator <= create) from the head noun to
the verb synsets, and an additional subject position in the

predicate structure, which is to be filled with a phrase co-
referential with a given one (for example, the subject posi-
tion of a sentence).
(2) N1 der_agent[ID] + N2 gen ents-id =>
P* [subject: ref, object1: N2, id: ID]

The third rule describes phrases with a subject of the
abbreviated proposition specified by a genitive noun: e. g.
padenie professora (‘professor’s falling’).
(3) N1 der_transposition_action [ID] + N2
gen animate-id => P* [subject: N2, id: ID]

The syntactic-semantic module is tightly connected with a
lexical one: semantic rules give a generalized interpretation
of a construction, while a particular valency structure may
put additional restrictions on some elements of the proposi-
tional structure or even introduce some rare interpretations,
which were not described in common interpretation rules.

For example, a phraseubi$istvo professora (‘killing
of a professor’ or ‘killing by a professor’) will receive two
interpretations: the first according to rule (1), and the second
– rule (3). However, the most frequent interpretation would
be inappropriate for a phrasestradanie professora
(‘suffering of a professor’) due to the “void” value of the
object positions (see the typed feature structures for valency
frame of a Russian verbstradat~ ‘to suffer’ on Fig. 4).

The order of semantic interpretations for the syntactic
construction is defined by their recurrence in the text corpus,
though contradicting information from valency frames can
rearrange them. The obligatory valency parameter in a frame
is used to filter and rank different interpretations. If an
interpretation lacks an obligatory argument, it won’t be
verified by the system. If a phrase is ambiguous, and two
interpretations are verified, then an alternative with a factual
optional position will be output as preferred.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
To sum up we may say that presenting a text in terms
of propositional structures afford us to exclude from the
output semantic structures those variants of the surface
presentation, which are inessential for sense identification.
Matching propositional structures against RussNet semantic
trees makes it possible to generalise the sense, if necessary,
or to narrow it, including the utmost semantic details. The
generalised form of propositions is to be exploited later in
grasping the communicative perspective – a gradual growth
of details connected with some microtopics, which are the
very essence of the information content of a text document.

The described semantic procedure is still under construc-
tion. We are looking for appropriate methods to facilitate
the preliminary stage of text processing, especially concep-
tualised context classification, the promising direction was
described in (Leacock, Chodorow 1998) and (Pantel, Lin
2005). Besides, the applicability of this method to Russian,
a free word-order language with rich morphology, shows
that the described semantic procedures may be applied with
different wordnet-based systems, moreover, may serve for
wordnet structure evaluation. To further directions of our
work there also belong the generation of Word Sketches for
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proposition[
id: ID.suffer,
subject: object[id: RUS-nHuman, morph: noun[case: nom]]
object1: void
object2: void
object3: void
]

Figure 4: Propositional structure for a valency frame of a verbistradat~ ‘to suffer’.

Russian (Rychlý, Smrž 2004) – a structured set of sophis-
ticated semantic patterns (relations and propositions) auto-
matically extracted from annotated corpora.

The general applicability of the described system allows
it further usage for the text analysis in other languages.
Semantic-derivational module proved to be very productive
in the solving many problems concerned to parsing with un-
restricted lexicon. Derivational phenomena grasped by the
system are characteristic not only for Slavonic languages,
they belong to the core issues of the text analysis in aggluti-
native languages, some traces could be found even in English
(e.g. productive prefixesun-, in-, ir-, non-)– a language with
relatively poor morphology.

The thorough investigation is necessary for valency
frames inheritance in wordnet verbal troponymic trees. The
sophisticated anaphor and ellipsis resolution procedures are
essential in order to describe in full contextual features.
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Adding Dense, Weighted Connections to WordNet

Jordan Boyd-Graber and Christiane Fellbaum and Daniel Osherson and Robert Schapire
Princeton University,jbg@princeton.edu

Abstract
WORDNET, a ubiquitous tool for natural language process-
ing, suffers from sparsity of connections between its compo-
nent concepts (synsets). Through the use of human annota-
tors, a subset of the connections between 1000 hand-chosen
synsets was assigned a value of “evocation” representing
how much the first concept brings to mind the second. These
data, along with existing similarity measures, constitute the
basis of a method for predicting evocation between previ-
ously unrated pairs.

1 Introduction
WORDNET is a large electronic lexical database of English.
Originally conceived as a full-scale model of human seman-
tic organization, it was quickly embraced by the Natural
Language Processing (NLP) community, a development that
guided its subsequent growth and design. WORDNET has be-
come the lexical database of choice for NLP; Kilgariff [Kil-
garriff, 2000] notes that “not using it requires explanation
and justification.” WORDNET’s popularity is largely due to
its free public availability and its broad coverage.

WORDNET already has a rich structure connecting its
component synonym sets (synsets) to each other. Noun
synsets are interlinked by means of hyponymy, thesuper-
subordinateor is-a relation, as exemplified by the pair
[poodle]-[dog].1 Meronymy, thepart-whole or has-
a relation, links noun synsets like[tire] and [car]
[Miller, 1998]. Verb synsets are connected by a variety of
lexical entailment pointers that express manner elaborations
[walk]-[limp], temporal relations[compete]-[win],
and causation[show]-[see] [Fellbaum, 1998]. The links
among the synsets structure the noun and verb lexicons into
hierarchies, with noun hierarchies being considerably deeper
than those for verbs.

WORDNET appeals to the NLP community because these
semantic relations can be exploited for word sense disam-
biguation (WSD), the primary barrier preventing the devel-
opment of practical information retrieval, machine transla-
tion, summarization, and language generation systems. Al-
though most word forms in English are monosemous, the

1Throughout this article we will follow the convention of using a single
word enclosed in square brackets to denote a synset. Thus,[dog] refers
not just to the word dog but to the set – when rendered in its entirety –
consisting of{dog, domestic dog, canis familaris}.

most frequently occurring words are highly polysemous. Re-
solving the ambiguity of a polysemous word in a context can
be achieved by distinguishing the multiple senses in terms
of their links to other words. For example, the noun[club]
can be disambiguated by an automatic system that consid-
ers the superordinates of the different synsets in which this
word form occurs:[association], [playing card],
and[stick]. It has also been noted that directly antony-
mous adjectives share the same contexts [Deese, 1964]; ex-
ploiting this fact can help to disambiguate highly polyse-
mous adjectives.

1.1 Shortcomings of WORDNET

Statistical disambiguation methods, relying on cooccurrence
patterns, can discriminate among word senses rather well,
but not well enough for the level of text understanding that
is desired [Schütze, 1998]; exploiting sense-aware resources,
such as WORDNET, is also insufficient [McCarthy et al.,
2004]. To improve such methods, large manually tagged
training corpora are needed to serve as “gold standards.”
Manual tagging, however, is time-consuming and expensive,
so large semantically annotated corpora do not exist. More-
over, people have trouble selecting the best-matching sense
from a dictionary for a given word in context. [Fellbaum and
Grabowski, 1997] found that people agreed with a manu-
ally created gold standard on average 74% of the time, with
higher disagreement rates for more polysemous words and
for verbs as compared to nouns. Confidence scores mirrored
the agreement rates.

In the absence of large corpora that are manually and
reliably disambiguated, the internal structure of WORDNET

can be exploited to help discriminate senses, which are
represented in terms of relationships to other senses. But
because WORDNET’s network is relatively sparse, such
WSD methods achieve only limited results.

In order to move beyond these meager beginnings, one
must be able to use the entire context of a word to disam-
biguate it; instead of looking at only neighboring nouns, one
must be able to compare the relationship between any two
words via a complete comparison. Moreover, the character
of these comparisons must be quantitative in nature. This
paper serves as a framework for the addition of a complete,
directed, and weighted relationship to WORDNET. As a mo-
tivation for this additon, we now discuss three fundamental
limitations of WORDNET ’s network.
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No cross-part-of-speech linksWORDNET consists of four
distinct semantic networks, one for each of the ma-
jor parts of speech. There are no cross-part-of-speech
links.2 The lack of syntagmatic relations means that
no connection can be made between entities (expressed
by nouns) and their attributes (encoded by adjectives);
similarly, events (referred to by verbs) are not linked to
the entities with which they are characteristically asso-
ciated. For example, the intuitive connections among
such concepts as[traffic], [congested], and
[stop] are not coded in WORDNET.

Too few relations WORDNET’s potential is limited be-
cause of its small number of relations. Increasing the
number of arcs connecting a given synset to other
synsets not only refines the relationship between that
synset and other meanings but also allows a wider
range of contexts (that might contain a newly con-
nected word) to help disambiguation.

[Mel’cuk and Zholkovsky, 1998] propose several
dozen lexical and semantic relations not included in
WORDNET, such as “actor” ([book]-[writer])
and “instrument” ([knife]-[cut]). But many as-
sociations among words and synsets cannot be repre-
sented by clearly labeled arcs. For example, no relation
proposed so far accounts for the association between
pairs like[tulip] and[Holland], [sweater] and
[wool], and [axe] and [tree]. It is easy to de-
tect a relation between the members of these pairs,
but the relations cannot be formulated as easily as hy-
ponymy or meronymy. Similarly, the association be-
tween[chopstick] and[Chinese restaurant]
seems strong, but this relation requires more than the
kind of simple label commonly used by ontologists.

Some users of WORDNET have tried to make up for the
lack of relations by exploiting the definition and/or the
illustrative sentence that accompany each synset. For
example, in an effort to increase the internal connec-
tivity of W ORDNET, Mihalcea and Moldovan [Mihal-
cea and Moldovan, 2001] automatically link each con-
tent word in WORDNET’s definitions to the appropri-
ate synset; the PrincetonWORDNET team is currently
performing the same task manually. But even this sig-
nificant increase in arcs leaves many synsets uncon-
nected; moreover, it duplicates some of the information
already contained in WORDNET, as in the many cases
where the definition contains a monosemous superor-
dinate. Another way to link words and synsets across
parts of speech is to assign them to topical domains, as
in [Magnini and Cavaglia, 2000]. WORDNET contains
a number of such links, but the domain labels are not a
well-structured set. In any case, domain labels cannot

2WORDNET does contain arcs among many words from different
syntactic categories that are semantically and morphologically related, such
as[operate], [operator], and[operation] [Fellbaum and Miller,
2003]. However, semantically related words like operation, perform, and
dangerous are not interconnected in this way, as they do not share the same
stem.

account for the association of pairs like[Holland]
and[tulip]. In sum, attempts to make WORDNET

more informative by increasing its connectivity have
met with limited success.

No weighted arcs A third shortcoming of WORDNET is
that the links are qualitative rather than quantitative.
It is intuitively clear that the semantic distance be-
tween the members of hierarchically related pairs is
not always the same. Thus, the synset[run] is a
subordinate of[move], and[jog] is a subordinate
of [run]. But [run] and [jog] are semantically
much closer than[run] and[move]. WORDNET cur-
rently does not reflect this difference and ignores the
fact that words – labels attached to concepts – are
not evenly distributed throughout the semantic space
covered by a language. This limitation of WORDNET

is compounded in NLP applications that rely on se-
mantic distance measures where edges are counted,
e.g., [Jiang and Conrath, 1997] and [Leacock and
Chodorow, 1998]. Recall that adjectives in WORDNET

are organized into pairs of direct antonyms (e.g., long-
short) and that each member of such a pair is linked
to a number of semantically similar adjectives such as
[lengthy] and[elongated], and[clipped] and
[telescoped], respectively. The label “semantically
similar,” however, hides a broad scale of semantic relat-
edness, as the examples indicate. Making these similar-
ity differences explicit would greatly improve WORD-
NET’s content and usefulness for a variety of NLP ap-
plications.

2 An Enrichment of W ORDNET

To address these shortcomings, we are working to enhance
WORDNET by adding a radically different kind of infor-
mation. The idea is to add quantified, oriented arcs be-
tween pairs of synsets, e.g., from{car, auto} to {road,
route}, from {buy, purchase} to {shop, store},
from {red, crimson, scarlet} to {fire, flame},
and also in the opposite direction. Each of these arcs will
bear a number corresponding to the strength of the relation-
ship. We chose to use the concept of evocation – how much
one concept evokes or brings to mind the other – to model
the relationships between synsets.
[cat] brings [dog] to mind, just as[swimming]

evokes[water], and the word[cunning] evokes[cruel].
Such association of ideas has been a prominent feature of
psychological theories for a long time [Lindzey, 1936]. It ap-
pears to be involved in low-level cognitive phenomena such
as semantic priming in lexical decision tasks [McNamara,
1992] and high-level phenomena like diagnosing mental ill-
ness [Chapman and Chapman, 1967]. Its role in the on-line
disambiguation of speech and reading has been explored by
[Swinney, 1979], [Tabossi, 1988], and [Rayner et al., 1983],
among others.

Evocation is a meaningful variable for all pairs of synsets
and seems easy for human annotators to judge. In this sense
our extension of WORDNET will have no overlap with
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knowledge repositories like CYC [Lenat, 1995] but can be
viewed as complementary.

2.1 Collecting Ratings

We hired 20 Princeton undergraduates during the 2004–
2005 academic year to rate evocation in 120,000 pairs of
synsets. The synsets were drawn randomly from all pairs
defined from a set of 1000 “core” synsets compiled by the
investigators. The core synsets were compiled as follows.
The most frequent strings (nouns, verbs, and adjectives)
from the BNC were selected. For each string, the WORDNET

synsets containing this string were extracted. Two of the
authors then went over the list of synsets and selected those
senses of a given string that seemed the most salient and
basic. The initial string is the “head word” member of the
synset; the synonyms function merely to identify the concept
expressed by the central string. To reflect the distribution
of parts of speech in the lexicon, we chose 642 nouns, 207
verbs, and 151 adjectives.

Our raters were first instructed about the evocation rela-
tion and were offered the following explications:

1. Evocation is a relation between meanings as expressed
by synsets and not a relation between words; examples
were provided to reinforce this point.

2. One synset evokes another to the extent that think-
ing about the first brings the second to mind. (Ex-
amples were given, such as[government] evok-
ing [register] for the appropriate synsets including
these terms.)

3. Evocation is not always a symmetrical relation (for
example,[dollar] may evoke[green] more than
the reverse).

4. The task is to estimate the extent to which one synset
brings to mind another in the general undergraduate
population of the United States; idiosyncratic evoca-
tions caused by the annotator’s personal history are ir-
relevant.

5. It is expected that many pairs of synsets will produce
no evocation at all (connections between synsets must
not be forced).

6. There are multiple paths to evocation, e.g.:
[rose] - [flower] (example)
[brave] - [noble] (kind)
[yell] - [talk] (manner)
[eggs] - [bacon] (co-occurrence)
[snore] - [sleep] (setting)
[wet] - [desert] (antonymy)
[work] - [lazy] (exclusivity)
[banana] - [kiwi] (likeness)

7. In no case should evocation be influenced by the sounds
of words or their orthographies (thus,[rake] and
[fake] do not evoke each other on the basis of sound
or spelling).

8. The integers from 0 to 100 are available to express
evocation; round numbers need not be used.

Raters were familiarized with a computer interface that
presented pairs of synsets (each as a list with the highest
frequency word first and emphasized; we will refer to this
word as the “head word”). The parts of speech correspond-
ing to each synset in a pair were also shown. Presenting en-
tire synsets instead of single words eliminates the risk of
confusion between rival senses of polysemous words. Be-
tween the two synsets appeared a scale from 0 to 100; 0
represented “no mental connection,” 25 represented “remote
association,” 50 represented “moderate association,” 75 rep-
resented “strong association,” and 100 represented “brings
immediately to mind.”

As final preparation, each rater was asked to annotate
two sets of 500 randomly chosen pairs of synsets (distinct
from the pairs to be annotated later). Both sets had been
annotated in concert by two of the investigators. The first
served as a training set: the response of the annotator-trainee
to each pair was followed by the “gold standard” rating
obtained by averaging the ratings of the investigators. The
second served as a test set: no feedback was offered, and we
calculated the Pearson correlation between the annotatorÕs
rating versus our own. The median correlation obtained on
the test set by the 24 annotators recruited for the project
was .72; none scored lower than .64. Unbeknownst to the
annotators, some pairs were presented twice, on a random
basis, always on different sessions. The average correlation
between first and second presentations was .70 for those
annotators who generated at least 100 test-retest pairs.

2.2 Analysis of Ratings

Every pair of synsets were evaluated by at least three
people (additional annotations were sometimes collected to
test consistency of annotator judgments), and as one might
expect from randomly selecting pairs of synsets, most (67%)
of the pairs were rated by every annotator as having no
mental connection (see Figure 1). The ratings were usually
consistent across different annotators; the average standard
deviation for pairs where at least one rater labeled it as non-
zero was 9.25 (on a scale from 0 to 100).

Because there is an active vein of research comparing
the similarity of synsets within WORDNET, we present the
Spearman rank order coefficientρ for a variety of similarity
measures. We use WORDNET::Similarity [Patwardhan et al.,
2004] to provide WORDNET-based measures (e.g. [Leacock
and Chodorow, 1998] and [Lesk, 1986] applied to WORD-
NET glosses). In addition, Infomap [Peters, 2005] is used
to provide the cosine between LSA vectors [Landauer and
Dumais, 1997] created from the British National Corpus
(BNC). For every word for which the program computes a
context vector, the 2000 words closest to it are stored. We
only consider pairs where both words had context vectors
and one was within the 2000 closest vectors to the other.
Other words can be safely assumed to have a small value for
the cosine of the angle between them.

The Leacock-Chodorow (LC) and Path measures require
connected networks to compute distance, so those values
were only computed for noun-noun and verb-verb pairs. The
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Figure 1: Logarithmic distribution of evocation ratings

correlations achieved by these various methods are displayed
in the following table.

Metric Subset (# Pairs) ρ

Lesk All (119668) 0.008
Path Verbs (4801) 0.046
LC Nouns (49461) 0.130
Path Nouns (49461) 0.130
LSA Closest 2000 (15285) 0.131
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Figure 2: The relationship between LSA cosine vectors and
evocation for pairs that were within the 1000 closest word
vectors.

Although there is evidence of a slight monotonic increase
of evocation with these similarity measures, the lack of
correlation shows that there is not a strong relationship. Our
results therefore demonstrate that evocation is an empirical
measure of some aspect of semantic interaction not captured
by these similarity methods.

For each of the similarity measures, a wide range of
possible evocation values is observed for the entire gamut
of the similarity range. One typical relationship is shown in
Figure 2, which shows evocation vs. the cosine between LSA
vectors. The only exception is that the similarity measures
tend to do very well in determining synsets with little
evocation; for low values of similarity, the evocation is
reliably low.

There are several reasons why these measures fail to
predict evocation. Many of the WORDNET measures are
limited to only a small subset of the synset pairs that are
of interest to us; the path and Leacock-Chodorow metrics,
for instance, are useable onlywithin the components of
WORDNET that have well definedis-ahierarchies.

Although the LSA metric is free of this restriction, it
is really a comparison of the relatedness ofstrings rather
than synsets. The vector corresponding to the stringfly, for
example, encompasses all of its meanings for multiple parts
of speech; because many of the words under consideration
are polysemous, LSA could therefore suggest relationships
between synsets that correspond to meanings other than the
intended one.
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Figure 3: The evocation observed between synset pairs in
opposite directions.

Finally, all these measures are symmetric, but the evo-
cation ratings are not (see Figure 3). Of the 3302 pairs
where both directions between pairs were rated by annota-
tors and where one of the ratings was non-zero, the corre-
lation coefficient between directions was 0.457. While there
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is a strong symmetric component, there are many examples
where asymmetry is observed.

2.3 Extending Ratings

Before these data can be used for NLP applications, it must
be possible to query the evocation between arbitrary synsets.
Our goal is to create a means of automatically judging the
evocation between synsets while avoiding the impractical
task of hand annotating the links between all 1010 pairs
of synsets. Our method attempts to leverage the disparate
strengths of the measures of semantic distance discussed
above in addition to measures of similarity between context
vectors (culled from the BNC) for individual words.

These context vectors were created by searching the BNC
for the head word of each synset and lemmatizing the results.
Stop words were removed from the results, and frequencies
were tabulated for words at mostn words away (both right
and left) from the head word found in the sentence for
n = 2, 4, 6, 8. Because the BNC is tagged, it allows us
to specify the part of speech of the target words. Although
the tagging does not completely alleviate the problem of
multiple senses being represented by the context vectors, it
does eliminate the problem when the senses have different
functions.

We created a range of features from each pair of context
vectors including the relative entropy, cosine,L1 distance,
L2 distance, and the number of words in the context vectors
of both words (a full listing appears in the table below).
Descriptive statistics for the individual context vectors were
also computed. It is hoped that the latter information, in
addition to relative entropy, would provide some asymmetric
foundation for the prediction of evocation links.

WORDNET- based BNC-derived
Jiang-Contrath Relative Entropy

Path Mean
Lesk Variance

Hirst-St. Onge L1 Distance
Leacock-Chodorow L2 Distance

Part of Speech Correlation
Contextual Overlap
LSA-vectors Cosine

Frequency

These were exploited as features for the BoostTexter
algorithm [Schapire and Singer, 2000], which learns how to
automatically apply labels to each example in a dataset. In
this case, we broke the range of evocations into five labels:
{x ≥ 0, x ≥ 1, x ≥ 25, x ≥ 50, x ≥ 75}. Because there
are so many ratings with a value of zero, we created a special
category for those values; the other categories were chosen
to correspond to the visual prompts presented to the raters
during the annotation process. Another option would have
been to divide up the range to have roughly equal frequencies
of evocation; given the large numbers of zero annotations,
however, this would lead to very low resolution for higher –
and more interesting – levels of evocation.

Given the probabilities for membership in each of the
range of values, this allows us to compute an estimate of
the expected predicted evocation from our coarse probability
distribution. We randomly held out 20% of the labeled data
and trained the learning algorithm on the remaining data. Be-
cause it is reasonable to assume that different parts of speech
will have different models of evocation and because WORD-
NET and WORDNET-derived similarity measures provide
different data for different parts of speech, we trained the
algorithm on each of the six pairs of parts of speech as well
as the complete, undivided dataset. The mean squared er-
rors (the square of the predicted minus the correct level of
evocation) and the sizes of the training corpora for each are
provided below.

Dataset Mean Squared Error Training Size
AA 89.9 2202
VV 83.2 3861
NV 80.7 25483
AN 67.2 18471
All 63.0 95603
AV 53.8 6022
NN 49.8 39564

A naïve algorithm would simply label all pairs as having
no evocation; this would yield a 73.0 mean squared error for
the complete data set, higher than our mean squared error of
63.0 on the complete dataset and 53.8 on noun-noun pairs
(as above). Not only does the algorithm perform better using
this metric, but these predictions also, as one would hope,
have a distribution much like that observed for the original
evocation data (see Figure 4). Taken together, it confirms that
we are indeed exploiting the features to create a reasonably
consistent model of evocation, particularly on noun-noun
pairs, which have the richest set of features.

We hope to further refine the algorithm and the feature set
to improve prediction further; even for the best prediction
scheme, for noun-noun pairs, many pairs with zero evocation
were assigned to high levels of evocation (see Figure 5). It is
heartening, however, to note that the algorithms successfully
predicted many pairs with moderate levels of evocation.

3 Future Work
Although our work with developing a learning algorithm
to predict evocation is still in its preliminary stages, a
foundation is in place for creating a complete, directed,
and weighted network of interconnections between synsets
within WORDNET that represent the actual relationships
observed by real language users. Once our automatic system
has shown itself to be reliable, we intend to extend its
application beyond the 1000 synsets selected for this study:
first by extending it to 5000 synsets judged central to a basic
vocabulary and then to the rest of WORDNET.

The real test of the efficacy of any addition to WORDNET

remains how well it performs in tasks that require sense
disambiguation. It is hoped that an enriched network in
WORDNET will be able to improve disambiguation methods
that use WORDNET as a tool.
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Figure 4: After training, the learning algorithm predicted a
distribution of evocation on the test data consistent with
the log-transformed distribution of evocations displayed in
Figure 1.
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Figure 5: Although most of the data are clustered around
(0, 0), there are many data points for which high levels of
evocation were assigned to zero evocation data (the spike to
the left) and some data of high evocation that was assigned
to zero levels of evocation (the line followingx2). For high
levels of evocation, the predictions become less accurate.
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Abstract
Geographical entities often appears in very different forms
in text collections, such as when a foreign name is used
instead of the English one, or when the citation of some
region or place omits the name of a larger geographical
entity containing them. This is a known problem in the
field of Information Retrieval. The use of an ontology like
WordNet can help in addressing this issue. In this paper we
propose an automatic method to expand the geographical
terms in queries by using the WordNet ontology and another
method that expands the terms during the indexing phase.
The proposed methods exploits the synonymy, meronymy
and holonymy relationships provided by WordNet, together
with some information extracted from the gloss.

1 Introduction
One of the major problems in Information Retrieval (IR) is
that the terms used in the query by the user may be differ-
ent from those terms that describe the same concept in the
database. The research community is constantly increasing
its effort to prove that semantic knowledge may helps to
solve this problem. Nowadays, no strong experimental re-
sults are yet available in support of this hypothesis. Some
results [Kang et al., 2004] show improvements by the use of
semantic knowledge, others do not [Rosso et al., 2003]. The
most important Information Retrieval conferences (SIGIR,
TREC) show the predominance of standard keyword-based
techniques, improved through the use of additional mech-
anisms such as document structure analysis and automatic
query expansion.

Automatic query expansion is used to add terms to the
users query. In the field of IR, the expansion techniques
based on statistically derived associations have proven useful
[Xu and Croft, 1996], while other methods using thesauri
with synonyms obtained less promising results [Voorhees,
1994]. This is due to the ambiguity of the query terms and
its propagation to their synonyms. The resolution of term
ambiguity (Word Sense Disambiguation) is still an open
problem in Natural Language Processing. Nevertheless, in
the case of geographical terms, the resolution of ambiguity
is usually easier and therefore better results can be obtained
by the use of effective query expansion techniques based
on ontologies, as demonstrated by the query expansion
techniques developed for the SPIRIT project [Gaihua Fu and

Abdelmoty, 2005]. Moreover, the retrieval of information
involving some kind of spatial awareness is obtaining an
increasing interest by the IR researchers, as testified by the
creation of the GeoCLEF1 evaluation exercise at the CLEF
2005.

In our work we investigated the use of the WordNet
ontology only in this specific domain, by applying both
a query expansion method, based on the synonymy and
meronymy relationships, and a term expansion method
based on holonymy relationship to geographical terms.

2 Query Reformulation

Many geographical entities are usually referred to in differ-
ent ways. This is true specially for foreign names (e.g.Rome
can be indicated also with its original italian name,Roma),
acronyms (e.g.U.S.A.or U.S.are usually preferred to the ex-
tended formUnited States of America), or even some his-
torical names (again, Rome is also known asthe eternal
city). Each one of these cases can be reduced to thesyn-
onymyproblem. Moreover, sometimes the rhetoric figure of
metonymy(i.e., the substitution of one word for another with
which it is associated) is used to indicate a greater geograph-
ical entity (e.g.Washingtonfor U.S.A.), or the indication of
the including entity is omitted because it is supposed to be
well-known to the readers (e.g.ParisandFrance).

WordNet can help in solving these problems. In fact,
WordNet provides synonyms ({U.S., U.S.A., United States
of America, America, United States, US, USA} is the synset
corresponding to the “North American republic containing
50 states”), and meronyms (e.g.France has Paris among
its meronyms), i.e., concepts associated by means of the
relationship “part of”.

Taking into account these observations, we developed a
query expansion method that exploits these relationships.
First of all, the query is POS-tagged using the SVMTool
POS tagger [Giménez and Márquez, 2004]. After this step,
the query expansion is performed as follows:

1. Select from the query the next word (w) tagged as
proper noun.

2. Check in WordNet ifw has thecountry, state, land
synset among its hypernyms; if not, return to 1, else

1http://ir.shef.ac.uk/geoclef2005/
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add to the query all the synonyms, with the exception
of stop-words and the wordw, if present; then go to 3.

3. Retrieve the meronyms ofw and add to the query all
the words in the synset containing the wordcapital in
its gloss or synset, except the wordcapital itself. If
there are more words in the query, return to 1, else end.

For example, the query:foreign minorities, Germany
is POS-tagged as follows: JJ/foreign, NNS/minorities,
NNP/Germany. Therefore,Germanyis selected asw. The
corresponding WordNet synset isGermany, Federal Repub-
lic of Germany, Deutschland, FRGand, since its hypernyms
include thecountry, state, landsynset, the following syn-
onyms of Germany are added to the expanded query:Fed-
eral Republic, Deutschland, FRG. The following meronyms
contains the word “capital” in synset or gloss:

• Berlin, German capital (capital
of Germany located in eastern Germany)

• Bonn (a city in western Germany on the
Rhine River; was the capital of West
Germany between 1949 and 1989)

• Munich, Muenchen (the capital and
largest city of Bavaria in south
eastern Germany)

• Aachen, Aken, Aix-la-Chapelle (a city
in western Germany near the Dutch and
Belgian borders; formerly it was
Charlemagnes northern capital)

Therefore, the resulting expanded query is:foreign mi-
norities, Germany Federal Republic Deutschland FRG
Berlin German Bonn Munich Muenchen Aachen Aken Aix
la-Chapelle.

3 Index Terms Expansion
We investigated also a method based on the expansion of the
geographical terms in the documents, that uses WordNet’s
synonymy and holonymy relationships. This method can be
considered the “inverse” of the previous exposed one, since it
is based on the inverse relationships of the ones used for the
query expansion (synonymy is simmetric, while holonymy
is the inverse of meronymy).

In this method, an additional indexing field (geo) is used
together with the standard text indexing. The named enti-
ties detector based on maximum entropy from theopenNLP
project2 was used in order to individuate names of geograph-
ical entities during the indexing phase. Since the tool does
not perform a classification of the named entities, we devel-
oped the following heuristics in order to identify the geo-
graphical ones: when a Named Entity is detected, we look in
WordNet if one of the word senses has the “location” synset
among its hypernyms. If this is true, then the entity is con-
sidered a geographical one.

For every geographical locationl , the synonyms ofl and
all its holonyms (even the inherithed ones) are added to the

2http://opennlp.sourceforge.net

geo index. For instance, ifLos Angelesis found in the text,
the synonym “City of the Angels” is added to thegeoindex,
together with the holonyms:

{ California, Golden State, CA, Calif.}, { United States,
United States of America, America, US, U.S., USA, U.S.A.},
{ North America}, { America}, { Northern Emisphere} and
{ Western Hemisphere}. The obtained holonyms tree is:

Los Angeles, City of Angels
=>California, Golden State, CA, Calif.
=>United States, US, U.S., U.S.A.
=>North America
=>America
=>Northern Hemisphere
=>Western Hemisphere

The advantage of this method is that knowledge about the
enclosing, broader, geographical entities is stored together
with the index term. Therefore, searches addressing, for
instance,California, will match with documents where the
namesSan Francisco, Sacramento, Los Angeles, Pasadena,
etc. appear, even if “California” is not mentioned explicitly
in the documents.

4 IR Systems and Test Collections
We used two IR systems for the experiments: the Furbo
IR system, a Python3 implementation of Smart [Salton,
1971], and the well-known Lucene4 open source search
engine. For the indexing process Furbo uses a vectorial space
model [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999] with the usual
TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency)
weighting. Lucene was used with the default settings. Both
the engines use stems. The indexed terms were passed
through a stemming process, done by replacing each non-
stopword term with its stemmed form, obtained by using
the Snowball implementation of Porter’s algorithm [Baeza-
Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999].

Three experiments with different set-ups have been car-
ried out (see Table 2 for details); for the first one we used
Furbo as IR system and a subset of the TREC-85 adhoc task
collection. Table 1 resumes the document collection statis-
tics. The selected portion was the FBIS collection, contain-
ing 130471 documents.

Fifty queries, extracted from the TREC-8 adhoc task
topics numbered from 401 to 450, have been used to evaluate
the query expansion method against the FBIS collection.
Each query is constituted by the title of the related topic.
For each topic there is a list of relevant documents, which
have been extracted from the TREC-8 relevance judgments
by excluding the judgments of the documents not indexed
by Furbo. The unjudged documents are assumed to be
not relevant. The provided relevance judgments give 1667
relevant documents in the FBIS collection for the 50 topics
used for the experiments.

3http://www.python.org
4http://lucene.jakarta.org
5http://trec.nist.gov
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Table 1: TREC-8 adhoc task document collection statistics.
Source # of Docs

The Financial Times (FT),
1991-1994 210158
Federal Register (FR),
1994 55630
Foreign Broadcast
Information Service (FBIS) 130471
Los Angeles Times (LA94), 1994 131896

Total 528155

The query expansion method was also tested on the Geo-
CLEF 2005 test collections, which include theLos Angeles
Times, year 1994, and theGlasgow Herald(GH95), 1995.
The query set was the entire GeoCLEF 2005 set of queries,
the topic anddescriptionfields were used. The experiment
with the index terms expansion was performed only on the
Glasgow Herald collection. In both the GeoCLEF experi-
ments we used the Lucene search engine as IR system.

5 Results
In Table 2 we show a resume of the configurations (queries,
search engine, collections) used for the experiments. In all

Table 2: Experiments configuration.TREC-AdHoc-QE: ex-
periment with Query Expansion, using queries from the
TREC 8 AdHoc task;GeoCLEF-QE: experiment with Query
Expansion, using queries from the GeoCLEF 2005 task;
GeoCLEF-ITE: experiment with Index Terms Expansion,
queries from the GeoCLEF 2005.

Experiment IR Syst. Collection
TREC-AdHoc-QE Furbo FBIS
GeoCLEF-QE Lucene LA94, GH95
GeoCLEF-ITE Lucene GH95

three experiments, the top 1000 ranked documents have been
returned by the system.

In the TREC-AdHoc-QE experiment, we performed two
runs, one with the unexpanded queries, the other one with
expansion. For both runs we plotted the precision/recall
graph (see Figure 1) which displays the precision values
obtained at each of the standard recall levels. Recall indi-
cates the number of relevant documents returned over the
total number of relevant documents, while precision can be
viewed as a measure of the quantity of relevant documents
that can be found in the top positions of the result list. In Ta-
ble 3 we show the average recall and precision values for the
two runs (with and without Query Expansion).

The obtained results show that the overall recall improved
by∼ 2% when using the query expansion method, although
precision was lower than the one obtained without the
query expansion. This is due to the fact that the expansion
may introduce unnecessary information, resulting in a worst
ranking of the really relevant documents. For example,
if the user is asking about “shark attacks in California”,
since Sacramento is the capital of California, it is added to

Table 3: Average recall and precision for the runs of the
TREC-AdHoc-QE experiment, with Query Expansion (QE)
and without (¬QE).

QE ¬QE
Avg. Recall 67.79% 65.63%
Avg. Precision 14.29% 15.24%

the query. Therefore, documents containing “shark attacks”
and “Sacramento” will obtain an higher rank, with the
result that documents that contain “shark attacks” but not
“Sacramento” are placed lower in the ranking. Since it
is unlikely to observe a shark attack in Sacramento, the
result is that the number of documents in the top positions
will be reduced with respect to the one obtained with the
unexpanded query.

The second experiment (GeoCLEF-QE) was part of our
participation in the GeoCLEF 2005 task. In this case, during
the POS tagging phase, the system looks for word pairs
of the kind “adjective noun” or “noun noun”. The aim
of the inclusion of additional step was both to imitate
the search strategy that a human would attempt, and to
handle longer queries than those of the TREC-8 AdHoc
task. Stopwords are also removed from the query during
this phase. Therefore, given the query #1 of the GeoCLEF:
“Shark Attacks off Australia and California” the terms
(without expansion) handed over to the search engine are:
“shark attacks”, “Australia” and “California”. In order to
evaluate in a more precise way the query expansion, we
compared the results of this experiment with two baselines,
the first obtained by submitting to the Lucene search engine
the query without the synonyms and meronyms, and the
latter by using only the tokenized fields from the topic. The
obtained graph is showed in Figure 2. In this case it is quite
obvious that the query expansion not only did not prove
useful, but was even worst than the simplest search strategy,
which however was not used in our GeoCLEF participation.
The results of the task [Gey et al., 2005] prove that our
system was one of the worst ones.

We suppose that the reason of such bad results was both
the use of the “description” field of the topics, that is longer
that the “title” field that was used for the TREC-AdHoc-QE
experiment, and the different nature of the queries in the
TREC and GeoCLEF. For instance, “Foreign minorities in
Germany”, “Ireland peace talks.” are TREC-8 topics, where
Germany and Ireland can be considered morepolitical
entities rather than geographical ones: in these cases looking
for the capital of a country is more effective, since it is
often used as a reference to its government. In fact, the
user is interested in the behaviour of the government of a
certain country with regards to a specific matter. On the other
hand, in tipical GeoCLEF queries such “Shark attacks off
California and Australia”, “Walking holidays in Scotland”,
the geographical names are actually related to a region, and
there is no supposed correlation between the regions and
their capital (as observed before in the case of Sacramento) –
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Figure 1: Precision/Recall graphs obtained with query expansion and without, for the two runs of the TREC-AdHoc-QE
experiment.

the user in this case is interested in finding information with
geographical restrictions.

This observation constituted the starting point for our last
experimentGeoCLEF-ITE, in which WordNet holonyms
were used during the indexing phase. The method has been
described in section 3. Due to the slowness of the process,
we completed only the indexing of the Glasgow Herald 1995
collection in time for this paper. The topics were submitted
to Lucene as for the simplest search strategy (tokenization of
“‘title” and “description” fields and removal of stopwords),
using the usual Lucene syntax for multi-field queries (i.e.,
all the geographical terms were labelled with the index label
“geo:”). Even in this case we compared the obtained results
with the standard search (i.e., no term was searched in the
geo index), as for the baseline obtained by using only the
tokenized fields from the topic.

In order to clarify the difference, the following string
was submitted to Lucene for the WordNet-enhanced search:
“text:shark text:attacks geo:california geo:australia”, while
for the standard search the submitted string was: “text:shark
text:attacks text:california text:australia”. The obtained re-
sults are showed in Figure 3. It can be observed that, al-
though only a part of the collection was used, this method

gives much better results than the query expansion, and even
better than the baseline.

6 Conclusions

Our experiments demonstrate that WordNet can be used ef-
fectively as a resource for the Geographical Information Re-
trieval task. The results obtained with the TREC-8 AdHoc
set of topics were not fully satisfactory, and the bad perfor-
mance in the GeoCLEF task seems to confirm that the effec-
tiveness of query expansion techniques depends on domain
and on the task. However, the results obtained with the ex-
pansion of the index terms by means of holonyms and syn-
onyms are interesting and worth further investigation. Future
work will include an evaluation of the index term expan-
sion method using the complete GeoCLEF collection and the
TREC-8 topics. It will be also interesting to evaluate Word-
Net against specialized ontologies like the Getty Thesaurus
of Geographical Names6 (TGN).

6http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabulary/
tgn/
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Figure 2: Precision/Recall graphs obtained with query expansion (dsic052gc), without query expansion and without query text
analysis (clean system) for the GeoCLEF-QE experiment.
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Abstract

The work reported in this paper deals with the
Hindi verbs. This paper can be divided into two
parts. The first part is a description of a lexicon
where the verbs are arranged hierarchically ac-
cording to their super-ordinate terms. In this hier-
archy, verbs are first listed according to their spe-
cific senses. This lexicon is named as Hindi Verb
Knowledge Base (HVKB). HVKB uses constructs
and Knowledge Base of Universal Networking
language (UNL), an interlingua, CIIL (Central In-
stitute of Indian Languages) Corpora and partially
Hindi Wordnet (henceforth HWN). In the second
part of the paper we have presented the structural
description of the Hindi verbs. A type of complex
verb, namely, Noun+Verb combinations are stud-
ied in detail. The motivation behind this study was
to look for a principled approach in storing the
Noun+Verb combinations in HWN. Different syn-
tactic tests are applied to identify such verbs. Vari-
ous syntactic and semantic properties of this group
emerged through these tests. These properties help
identifying this group as a process of lexical com-
pound. These lexical compounds are then stored in
the hierarchy. Finally, the paper shows how HVKB
will prove beneficial for HWN.

Keywords: Simple Verbs, Conjunct Verbs,
Hindi Wordnet (HWN), Universal Networking
language (UNL) and UNL Knowledge Base,
Noun+Verb (N+V) combination, Noun Incorpora-
tion (NI).

1 Introduction

Although the lexical tradition in Hindi is old [1],
the lexicons of the language do not record idiosyn-
cratic properties of a category or give example
sentences. Moreover, the dictionaries do not mark
themeaning changeor meaning shiftthat the lan-
guage has undergone. In this scenario, we felt the
necessity of dealing with the Hindi verbs more
elaborately. The enriched lexicon of Hindi verbs,
that we have constructed, is termed as Hindi Verb
Knowledge Base (henceforth, HVKB).The need
for creating this HVKB is to integrate it with Hindi
WordNet (HWN) [2] and enrich the latter.

Recent lexicography researches attempt to clas-
sify the verbs and place them according to their
syntactic and semantic structure. WordNet [3; 4],
EuroWordNet [5], Verbnet [6] are some examples
of such researches. As per our knowledge, HVKB
is the first attempt to organize the verbs in Hindi
in a hierarchical structure.

In creating the HVKB, CIIL corpora [7] was
of immense help as it helps in identifying vari-
ous senses of a verb through different usages of
it. These senses are then verified by the native
speakers and kept in the lexicon. According to the
lexicography theories a lexicon should contain all
probable semantic and syntactic features of a given
lexical category. This has been taken care of while
building HVKB. Presently, HVKB deals only with
the simple verbs, as complex verbs need thor-
ough investigation. After identifying the senses
of simple verbs, they are arranged in a hierarchy

Petr Sojka, Key-Sun Choi, Christiane Fellbaum, Piek Vossen (Eds.): GWC 2006, Proceedings, pp. 43–50.c©Masaryk University, 2005
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+fascist for the synset of Nazi

Also some themes

+derwish for the synset of whirling dervish.

And also some syntactical roles
In Wordnet, nobleman or japanese are not
hypernyms of the word samurai. In LDI we
consider that japonese or nobleman can be used
to lexically define samurai or, in a text, to
furnish the lexicon with one anaphora. So, there
are considered as generic for samurai as
warrior. Finally, we obtain that samurai has
- for generic and for hypernym warrior
- for generics japonese, nobleman etc.
Remark: in LDI terminology, the term generic
means a relation between a concept (not a
synset) and a word. This term is opposite to
specific. A concept groups all the words
referring to itself. A generic word for a concept
of class (a part of taxonomy for instance) is a
word that evokes exactly the concept. A specific
word for a concept adds information to this
concept (these principles are based on
differential semantics).
The second issue is about the use of glosses. For
many years we have not been using any defining
gloss since the graph itself had to explain the
meaning of the words. Instead we have been
using concepts, which are some kinds of
semantic compounds, used to analyse and
integrate the glosses. For the gloss money of
Japan, we had only two disambiguated
concepts:

- monetary unit (class)
- Japon (theme)

We made the hypothesis that by integration of
these concepts and their inferred syntax a reader
(or a computer) should be capable to recompose
the correct gloss (money of Japon) in its mind.
Another difference between Wordnet and LDI is
that the building of a concept was not directly
motivated by a given term but by the intuition
that many terms will use it. So, the number of
concepts (around 20.000) is not comparable with
the number of synsets. Our orientation was
minimalist rather than strictly extensional.
In one side WordNet is mainly a net of words,
like the name of Wordnet means it. On the other
side LDI is a net made up with both concepts
and words with an area for the concepts and
another one for the words. Another main
difference lies in the absence of synset in the
LDI model. Eventually, from these two different
structures result two different representations of
the formal meaning of a word. In LDI, the
meaning of a word is given by the topology of
the graph. Two different words-meanings
bearing the same topology (i.e. belonging to the
same concepts) become de facto synonymous
and when two words share only a part of their
topology with one hypernym in it, these words
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are considered as potentially referring to the
same notion when used in a particular context.
The relevance of topology in LDI compared to
Wordnet is well exemplified through the two
differing treatments of any word whose gloss
begins with the words informal terms for. In
WordNet the gloss for the synset containing the
word cabbage is informal term(s) for money.
This synset is linked to the synset money (the
most common medium of exchange) by a
hypernym relation. In the case of LDI the levels
of discourse are not discriminating in
determining the reference of the word. The

topology alone, which is a set of relations,
defines the notion of money and the modifier
informal term does not change the topology of
the identifier of the notion. Unfortunately this
small difference prevents us from a correct
mapping between WordNet and LDI and it could
be easily solved by a minor change in WordNet.

Integrating WordNet and LDI
The two following schemes are representing the
two lexical resources we have just described
earlier:

concepti [ ]

cfij cfjjl cfi?

conceptk conceptl conceptm

cf1k cf1j cf1m

word-meaning1

lf12

word-meaning2

LDI

*Literal:word-meaning3

Gloss: Xn

Sr2n [*]
Sr2?

*Literal:word-meaning2

Gloss: X2

Sr12 [*]
Sr1?

*Literal:word-meaning1

Gloss: X1

WordNet

Fig 1: Comparison of the two data structures

Caption: In LDI:
conceptm is a label of a concept such as
person, sell, place. There are many

types of concepts. Some concepts are able to
group any related terms to them. There are two
main types of concepts. The class records objects
with the same part of speech. The theme records
any objects defined by the theme without any
constraint of POS. For example, the theme
concept Japan records various things like
money (yen), food (sushimi), people (samurai),
places (Tokyo) etc. Another theme concept, the
verbal theme hunt groups any words
inherently participating to the process.

Cfmn (Conceptual Function) gives the label of a
relation between two concepts or between one
word-meaning and a concept.
Lfmn (Lexical Function) gives the label of a
relation between two words. Most of these
relations are directly inspired by the meaning-
text theory (Mel’cuk 1992) and they are more
precise and delimited than the eng-derivative
relation.

In Wordnet:
* the grey ellipse represents a synset with its
gloss and its literals.
Srmn (Synset Relation) gives the label of a
wordnet relation between two synsets
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The synthesis of the two models is formally given below:

Fig 2: Integration of the two data structures

Even in the case of Wordnet 2.0, which
introduces the notion of Domain, it’s not
possible to merge the two graphs. As it is
explained in the documentation explains it, the
notion of domain is represented by a set of
relations:
Added topical classification (domain) for
some synsets. This relation is represented
by the "-c", "-r", "-u", ";c", ";r", ";u"
pointer characters. In the index files, the
list of pointer types contains a "-" if the
term is a domain, and a ";" if the term is
assigned to a domain.…
As it’s not easy to fusion a subset (the way to
represent the domains in LDI) and a relation (the
way to represent a domain in Wordnet), the two
models can not be integrated directly : There is
no formal redundancy.
Thus, to integrate the two lexical resources into
one container, sharing the information, the
modifications concern only LDI:
- integrating the notion of synsets in LDI.
- mapping the French EurowordNet synsets to
the relevant word-meaning in LDI
- adding the glosses
The most important modification of the data
model is not visible on the graph. The question
is to count how many graphs result from the
merge when we share the two data models. It is

right to say that in LDI we had only one graph.
But, in WordNet there are two type of graphs.
Eventually, the number of graphs is defined by
the number of outlines in the figure and this
number is 3:
+ the fact is that WordNet contains two logics
for graphs. One type of graph is defined by the
notion of synset with the following content:

one gloss for one language
one or more literal for one language

The second graph is defined by Wordnet
considered as a whole.
The third graph is defined by LDI considered as
a whole.
To record this, we had to modify the database
format. Instead of having a table of relations
with only two nodes and one relation, we have a
new table of relations with three nodes and one
relation: Item 1, Item 2, Relation between item 1
and item 2, location where this relation exists.
Today we use this generalisation to record
number of different graphs.
Also, a new web service called Alexandria
displays a part of the resulting merge. Moreover,
Alexandria displays parts of results of many
projects (Balkanet, Eurowordnet, AlexKor, due
to collaboration with the University of Pusan,
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Prof. Aesun Yoon). For each of these resources,
links are made and the complete integrity of
each work is given by the hypergraph defining
the Alexandria database. Below, we can see one

Alexandria window found by double-click on
the word rassemblait in the website
www.tv5.org.

Fig 3: snapshot of Alexandria

Content and availability of tools and
lexicon
Finally, we would like to give further
information about several points. The first point
concerns the degree of achievement of the
French WordNet and the merging between
WordNet and LDI. The second point concerns
the availability of an interface to store new data,
in WordNet, in LDI or in the two lexical
resources. The last point concerns the
Alexandria project.

The French WordNet and the merging
between WordNet and LDI
The French WordNet is a project beginning
during the second phase of the European project
EuroWordNet (Vossen 1988). We were one of
the two teams implicated in the project for

French. The other team was the University of
Avignon with Marc El-Bèze. In GWC 2004,
Yablonsky (2004) remembered that two
complementary approaches were devised in
Eurowordnet to build local Wordnet from
scratch: 1) the merge approach: building
taxonomies from monolingual lexical resources
and then, making a mapping process using
bilingual dictionaries 2) the expand approach:
mapping directly local words to English synsets
using bilingual dictionaries.
In our case, in 1998, we had apparently the
choice: 1) with LDI, we had something, huge,
and very close to WordNet, 2) we had
multilingual dictionaries (used in Alexandria).
Due to the difference of nature of the two graphs
and due to the fact that in 1998 it was not
feasible to make an enormous single and
complex database (together WordNet, LDI and
an hypergraph management system) to prepare
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the work, we chose to use our multilingual
dictionary. Unfortunately, in that resource we
had no gloss for French but only the concepts of
LDI. We are now giving below the results:
French Gloss
Gloss still to add
Other Glosses displayed

45.230
23.458
47.235

WN synset merged to LDI synset
WordNet synset to merge to LDI

38.251
27.553

Total LDI synset 180.000
Wordnet synset with French 43.000
Making benefits from WordNet is commonly
expected from this nice international
collaboration. Our contribution should be the

availability of LDI containing all the concepts
also labelled in English:
LDI concepts with English label
LDI concepts to label in English

6.756
33.693

We are expecting to begin this task as soon as
possible.

The availability of an interface able to
store new data, in WordNet, in LDI or in
the two lexical resources
Technically, this interface is already ready to use
on Internet. The following snapshot gives an
example of the interface:

Fig 4: immunochemistry synset in the java webstart application Lexidiom
This entry shows a successful merging between LDI and WordNet for the word immunochemistry (immunochimie), with
glosses in three languages (English, French and Greek) and concepts (represented as folders) coming from LDI and synsets
(represented by the *). Concerning lexical functions, in the left of the window, WordNet and the hybrid LDI are compatible.
So, the relations are added between the synsets immunochemistry and immunochemical. Issued by Wordnet, we see the
relation derived (in the subspace MW0, and issued by LDI we see the relation J>N; related to, in the subspace MA0).

Lexidiom is a Java web start application called.
It is a software maintained by the company since
1988. The two last releases (2003 and 2004) of
Lexidiom provide: the full support of
UNICODE UTF-8, Internet and Hypergraph
Management System (HMS).

The HMS is able to store, display, edit, browse
etc. any kind of graph. It was used for the
integration presented in this paper but we use it
also to store, edit, display etc. verbnet frames,
patterns, various ontologies etc.
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Concerning trees and oriented graphs like LDI
or WordNet, Lexidiom allows since many years
the following features: 1) make relation between
words, concepts, POS, level of discourse, 2)
edit, copy, logically delete etc objects
Today Lexidiom contains up to 1.900.000
relations and 780.000 nodes in 24 languages.
Most of these objects are not yet displayed by
Alexandria. In fact, the version available on the
web displays only 450.000 relations and 325.000
lemmas and glosses. Before making Lexidiom
accessible to the net to selected teams, we await
that improvements will be able to furnish
Alexandria content dynamically and directly
from Lexidiom. The real-time limit is strong and
we need to serve up to 10 queries by second.

Alexandria
Alexandria is an amazing tool that can be
downloaded free of charge, under certain
conditions. Although the initial idea was hatched
six or seven years ago, its technical realization
has only been feasible for the past several
months. For instance, if you want to browse a
website, a daily's website for instance you must
go to the first page, an ordinary HTML page,
double click on any word at random and you'll
see a window open with a definition of the word
followed by a list of synonyms and expressions
using the word. Alexandria is already available
in fifteen languages. Alexandria’s resources
come from different projects (the activity of the
company since 1988, three European projects
CRISTAL, EuroWordNet and Balkanet, the
project AlexKor managed by the University of
Pusan , and of course WordNet).
Alexandria has several goals. Many French
people who learned English in school
understand the general meaning of sentences.
However, they 'block' on some words. Now, all
they have to do is double-click on words to get
translations into their mother tongue. Readers
who are proficient in English can have an access
to a definition in English. The basic idea is to
provide ancillary tools for easier reading.
If you are a website author, you can install the
software free of charge and make it available to
your readers. All you have to do is to go to a
website having installed the code and copy it
your web pages.

The goal of our team is to integrate in
Alexandria new languages (the third edition will
add some Chinese, Japanese, Arabian, Polish for
up to 25.000 synsets). As regards existing
languages, we are pleased to add domain
oriented resources such as controlled
vocabularies, thesaurus and terminology.
Improving the level of knowledge of the entities
of the semantic web could be also a nice output.
As for the education in foreign languages,
Alexandria has to deal with part of the grammar:
understanding and use of grammatical terms,
such as pronouns or articles. For instance, we
take the initiative of to augment the Greek
lexicon (provided by Balkanet) with words not
described in Wordnet. Almost five hundred
pronouns and determiners were added, with their
cases (genitive, accusative etc.) and with further
explanations. Finally, we hope to develop many
partnerships and associations with professional
groups etc. We feel that Alexandria can improve
many proposals concerned by the development
of lexicon and shows its essential uses
(education, research, commerce) in the context
of the globalization.
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verbs in the VKB. The coverage of the verbs is increasing everyday.
In future we would like to extend the analysis by studying the other ways of forming complex verbs

and also would provide the case marking information in the sentence frame.
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Abstract
The main goal of this work is to compare different methods
for building Topic Signatures, which are vectors of weighted
words acquired from large corpora. We used two different
software tools, ExRetriever [Cuadros et al., 2004] and In-
fomap [Dorow and Widdows, 2003], for acquiring Topic
Signatures from corpus. Using these tools, we retrieve sense
examples from large text collections. We also include in
the comparison the Topic Signatures acquired previously by
[Agirre and de la Calle, 2004] from the web. The three sys-
tems construct queries for each word sense using WordNet.
ExRetriever and Infomap acquire the sense examples from
the British National Corpus. The quality of the acquired
Topic Signatures is indirectly evaluated on the Word Sense
Disambiguation English Lexical Task of Senseval-2.

1 Introduction
Even now, building large and rich knowledge bases takes a
great deal of expensive manual effort; this has severely ham-
pered Natural Language Processing (NLP) application de-
velopment. For example, dozens of person-years have been
invested in the development of wordnets for various lan-
guages, but the data in these resources is still not sufficiently
rich to support advanced concept-based NLP applications di-
rectly. Applications will not scale up to working in open do-
mains without more detailed and rich general-purpose and
also domain-specific linguistic knowledge build by auto-
matic means.

Topic Signatures (TS) are word vectors related to a
particular topic. Topic Signatures are built by retrieving
context words of a target topic from large text collections.
In our case, we consider word senses as topics. In particular,
our task consist on A) acquiring the best possible corpus
examples for a particular word sense, and then, B) building
the TS by deriving from the selected corpora the context
words that best represents the word sense.

TS have been used in a variety of ways, such as in Sum-
marization Tasks [Lin and Hovy, 2000], ontology popula-
tion [Alfonseca et al., 2004] where they compare different
weighting measures to create TS and approximate the link
distance between synsets in WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998], or
word sense disambiguation (WSD) [Agirre et al., 2000] and
[Agirre et al., 2001]. [Agirre and de Lacalle, 2003] shows
that the best method to clustering wordnet nominal senses

in comparison to other methods proposed in the same work
is by using TS. [Agirre and de la Calle, 2004] provide the
Topic Signatures1 for all nominal senses of WordNet [Fell-
baum, 1998] using the web as a corpus.

Obviously, part of the success for building high quality TS
resides on acquiring high quality sense examples (part A of
the acquisition process described above).

Furthermore, some recent work is focusing on reducing
the acquisition cost of sense examples to be used by super-
vised WSD.

In fact, [Leacock et al., 1998; Mihalcea and Moldovan,
1999] and [Agirre and Martinez, 2000] automatically gener-
ate arbitrarily large sense corpora to be used by supervised
WSD training. This work also uses the knowledge contained
in WordNet to formulate search engine queries over large
text collections or the Web.

The work of Leacock et al. [Leacock et al., 1998] using
AutoTrain retrieves examples of the “closest” word sense
relatives first. The quality of the sense examples was evalu-
ated indirectly comparing the results of a WSD system for 14
nouns when trained on sense corpora acquired from monose-
mous relatives and on manually tagged training materials.
The result of this experiment was that some words could be
automatically tagged with nearly human rates of success, but
there were other words for which automatic tagging was not
worthy.

Mihalcea and Moldovan [Mihalcea and Moldovan, 1999]
try to overcome these limitations (1) by using the word
definitions provided by glosses and (2) by using the Web as
a very large corpus. In this case, they use Altavista search
engine to create complex queries using boolean operators
for increasing the quality of the information retrieved. Their
approach was tested on 20 polysemous words giving an
accuracy of 91%. Using this method for these words, they
obtained thirty times more examples than appearing in
SemCor.

Agirre and Martinez [Agirre and Martinez, 2000] imple-
mented the previously described method of Mihalcea and
Moldovan to obtain training data for 13 words, and tested on
examples from SemCor. Only a few words get better results
than random and for a particular word the error rate reached
100%.

1http://ixa.si.ehu.es/Ixa/resources/sensecorpus
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Agirre and Martínez suggest that one possible explanation
of this apparent disagreement could be that the acquired ex-
amples, being correct on themselves, provide systematically
misleading features (for instance, as suggested by [Leacock
et al., 1998] when using a large set of local closed-class and
part-of-speech features).

This work presents a comparison of three different tech-
niques for building Topic Signatures.

The first one, ExRetriever [Cuadros et al., 2004; Cuadros
et al., 2005], retrieve sense contexts using queries which
consist of a set of literal words. Although these systems
have been improved with several enhancements such as
term weighting, authority linking, and ad-hoc heuristics to
improve their performance, these lexical matching methods
can be inaccurate because the queries are based on words
instead of concepts. However, there are many ways to
characterize a given concept. In this case, the corpus used
is the British National Corpus (BNC).

The second technique uses Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) [Dorow and Widdows, 2003]. LSI tries to overcome
the problems of lexical matching by using statistically de-
rived conceptual indexes instead of literal words for retrieval.
This technique assumes that there is some underlying latent
semantic structure in the data. In this case, the corpus used
is also the British National Corpus (BNC).

The third technique, which is very similar to the first
one, correspond to the work described in [Agirre and de la
Calle, 2004]. In this case, instead of a large text collection
such as the BNC, the method uses the web to retrieve sense
examples.

Our main goal with this study, as mentioned before, is
to compare the performances and quality of these methods
for the automatic TS acquisition. In order to perform this
comparison, we evaluated the TS acquired by the three
systems in a specific task, the English-Lexical Sample task
of Senseval-2.

This paper is organised as follows: In section 2, we ex-
plain in detail the software tools we use for the task, provid-
ing a brief explanation of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI).
In section 3, we explain the steps followed to construct the
Topic Signatures, in section 4 we explain the Agreement and
Kappa measure. In section 5, the results of the indirect eval-
uation we carried out. Finally, in section 6, some concluding
remarks and future work are provided.

2 Tools
2.1 ExRetriever

ExRetriever is a flexible tool to perform sense queries on
large corpora [Cuadros et al., 2004]. This tool characterises
each sense of a word as a specific query. This is automat-
ically done by using a particular query construction strat-
egy, which is defineda priory. Each different strategy can
take into account the information related to each particular
word sense and available into a lexical knowledge base in
order to automatically generate the set of queries. The lexi-
cal knowledge mainly used are the relatives, the synonyms,
hyponyms and the words of the definitions. In order to eas-

ily implement different query construction strategies, ExRe-
triever was powered with a declarative language. This lan-
guage allows the manual definition of complex query con-
struction strategies and it is briefly described in the following
section.

The Query Language

ExRetriever query language consist on the following three
component types: logical operators, functions and constants.

• Operators are the usual boolean operatorsand , or
and not .

• FunctionsCurrently implemented,

– Glos used to obtain the words appearing in the
gloss.

– rel used to obtain the different relations in the
lexical knowledge base

– nrel similar to rel, but establishing the maximum
polysemy of the returned senses.

• Constantscan be divided in:

– noempty a parameter for theGlos function, used
to remove all stopwords from a gloss.

– sensesparticular senses (e.g. church#n#2)

– relations particular relationships used as parame-
ters to “rel” and “nrel” (e.g.hypo).

Example for chair

In this section we explain, using an example, the con-
struction of a query accordingly to a particular query con-
struction strategy. We apply the query strategyMean-
ing1, { Glos(or,and,noempty) or or(nrel(1,syns)) or
or(nrel(1,hypo))} to the third sense ofchair. Table 1 pro-
vides a brief description of wordchair in WN1.6.

The first functionGlos(or,and,noempty)returns a logical
formula which is the target word (i.e.chair) and the union
set withor of the nonnoemptywords of thegloss. Applied to
chair#n#3: (chair AND (officer or presidesor meetingsor
organization)). The second function,or(nrel(1,syns))returns
the union set withor of the monosemous synonyms. Applied
to chair#n#3: (chairman or chairwoman or chairperson).
Finally,or(nrel(1,hypo))returns the union set of the monose-
mous hyponyms. Applied to chair#n#3:or (vice chairman).
Table 5 shows the resulting queries for all the sense of the
wordchair (noun).

The queries for chair#n for the query Construction Mean-
ing1 strategy, are the following:

• chair#n#1: (chair and (seat or person or support or
back)) or (barber chair or chaise longueor folding
chair or highchair or feeding chair or ladder-back
chair or lawn chair or garden chair or rocking chair
or straight chair
or side chair or swivel chair or tablet-armed chairor
wheelchair)

• chair#n#2: (chair and (position or professor)) or
(professorship)
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Table 1: Senses of the nounchair in WordNet 1.6
sense gloss hypo syn
n#1 a seatfor oneperson, with asupportfor theback armchair (2)

barber_chair . . .
n#2 thepositionof professor professorship
n#3 the officer who presidesat themeetingsof an organi-

zation
vice_chairman president (6)

chairman chair-
woman chairper-
son

n#4 an instrumentof deathby electrocutionthat resembles
a chair

electric_chair
death_chair
hot_seat

• chair#n#3: (chair and (officer or presidesor meetings
or organization)) or (chairman or chairwoman or
chairperson) or (vice chairman)

• chair#n#4: (chair and (instrument or death or
electrocution or resembles)) or (electric chair or
death chair or hot seat)

ExRetriever uses these queries to obtain sense examples
(sentences) automatically from a large text collection. The
current implementation of ExRetriever accesses directly
the content of the Multilingual Central Repository (MCR)
[Atserias et al., 2004] of the MEANING project which
includes several WordNet versions. The system also uses
SWISH-E2 to index large collections of text such as SemCor
[Miller et al., 1993] or BNC. SWISH-E is a fast, powerful,
flexible, free, and easy to use system for indexing collections
of Web pages or other files. ExRetriever has been designed
to be easily ported to other lexical knowledge bases and
corpora, including the possibility to query search engines
such as Google. In the figure 1, we can see more in detail
the chair example explained in this section.

2.2 Infomap

The Infomap NLP Software package3 uses a variant of
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) on free-text corpora to learn
vectors representing the meanings of words in a reduced
vector-space known as Word-Space [Dorow and Widdows,
2003].

The Infomap software performs two basic functions:
building models by learning them from a free-text corpus
using certain learning parameters specified by the user, and
searching an existing model to find the words or documents
that best match a query according to that model.

The system can perform information retrieval and word-
word semantic similarity computations using the resulting
model.

Novel features include a negation operator which uses
orthogonal projection, as in quantum logic. The software has
been used for lexical acquisition, disambiguation, relation
extraction and document retrieval.

2http://swish-e.org
3http://infomap-nlp.sourceforge.net/

Latent Semantic Indexing
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) allows to extract and rep-
resent the contextual meaning of words by statistical com-
putations applied to a large corpus of text [Schütze, 1998].
The underlying idea is that when reducing the dimensional-
ity of the original word-space, similar words are projected
closer to each other in the reduced space while dissimilar
words are projected to distant locations. The reduced space
is obtained using linear algebra methods, in particular, the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Part of the motiva-
tion for using SVD for word vectors is the success of LSI in
information retrieval.

The singular-value decomposition (SVD) technique [Su-
san T. Dumais and Littman, 1996] is closely related to eigen-
vector decomposition and factor analysis. For information
retrieval we begin with a large term-document matrix, in
much the same way as vector or Boolean methods. This
term-document matrix is decomposed into a set of k, orthog-
onal factors from which the original matric can be approx-
imated by linear combination; this analysis reveals the “la-
tent” structure in the matrix that is obscured by noise or by
variability in word usage (synonymy and polysemy).

Latent Semantic Indexing maps the contextual relation-
ships between words in terms of common usage across a col-
lection of documents. LSI enables to understand how words
relate to each other through the creation of a similarity mea-
sure, which reveals whether a given word or document is
similarly used compared with another word or document.

3 Strategies for acquiring Topic Signatures
In order to evaluate the performance of both approaches,
we designed a preliminary set of strategies for acquiring the
Topic Signatures from a given corpus.

3.1 Acquisition Process

The acquisition process consist of the following steps:

1. Devise a particular strategy for query construction and
apply the query construction schema to all the senses
of a word.

2. Perform the sense queries on the corpus.

3. Collect the sense corpus.

4. Obtain a Topic Signature for each sense.
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Figure 1: ExRetriever’s general schema

3.2 Query construction strategies

We have designed a few preliminary set of query construc-
tion strategies based on synonymy, hyponymy and hyper-
nymy relationship of WordNet inspired by the work of [Lea-
cock et al., 1998].

• A) Monosemous strategy: (OR monosemous-words)
the union set of all the synonym, hyponym and hyper-
onym monosemous words of a WordNet sense.

• B) Polysemous strategy: (OR polysemous-words) the
union set of all the synonym, hyponym and hyperonym
polisemous words of a WordNet sense.

• C) Monosemous and Polysemous strategy: (word AND
(OR polysemous-words)) OR* (OR monosemous-
words) the union set of all synonym, hyponym and
hyperonym monosemous and polisemous words of a
WordNet sense in such a way. OR* stands for a par-
ticular OR boolean function to express that there is at
least one monosemous word or the word and one poly-
semous word.

We remove those words (monosemous or polysemous)
appearing in more than one sense query, trying to construct
the sense queries in such a way, that there is no overlapping
words in different sense queries of the same word.

3.3 Construction of the Topic Signatures using
ExRetriever

These queries have been applied to locate particular sen-
tences of the BNC using ExRetriever. In that way, we are
able to retrieve a set of examples for each word sense. In
all cases, we remove all stop words from the corpus. After-
wards, we calculate the Mutual Information for each word
in the sense corpus with respect to their synset using for-
mula (1).

M I (w, s) = log
P(w ∧ s)

P(w)P(s)
(1)

Given a wordw and a word senses, P(w∧ s) represents
the probability of appearingw in the corpus acquired for
s sense.P(w) is the probability of occurringw in the BNC
corpus, andP(s) is the probability of a document (sentence)
to belong to thes sense.

As an example, we will show the full process of obtaining
a Topic Signature.

For example, a query of type C for the wordchurch#nis
constructed using ExRetriever as follows:

In Table 2, there are the three senses ofchurch#n at
WordNet 1.7.

ExRetriever builds three different queries:

• sense 1: ((church and (christianity or protestant or
religion)) or christian_churchor catholic_churchor
coptic_church)

• sense 2: ((church and (abbey or basilica or cathe-
dral)) or church_buildingor kirk or place_of_worship
or house_of_prayeror house_of_god)

• sense 3: ((church and (service)) or church_serviceor
religious_serviceor divine_service)

Once we construct each sense query, we use ExRetriever
to gather all matching sentence examples from the BNC
corpus. Afterwards, we calculate the Mutual Information of
all the words appearing in the corpora obtained related to a
particular word focusing on the wordnet sense.

After this process, we obtain for each word sense, a word
vector with weights (Topic Signature). Table presents a part
of the TS related to senses 1, 2, and 3 ofchurch#nusing the
strategy A).
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Table 2: Sense ofchurchnoun in wordNet 1.7
sense syns hypo hype
n#1 church Christian_church Chris-

tianity
Catholic_Church Coptic_Church
Protestant_Church Protestant

religion faith

n#2 church church_building abbey basilica cathedral kirk place_of_worship
house_of_prayer house_of_God
house_of_worship

n#3 church_service church service religious_service di-
vine_service

Table 3: Example of a Topic Signature obtained with ExRetriever for sense 1, 2 and 3 of church

churches 0.393508
unique 0.374089
traditions 0.374089
today 0.374089
symbol 0.374089
strength 0.374089
step 0.374089
sources 0.374089
significant 0.374089
severe 0.374089
services 0.374089
secure 0.374089
scheme 0.374089
representing 0.374089
remains 0.374089
regard 0.374089
recognized 0.374089
radical 0.374089
door 0.374089
provision 0.374089
promise 0.374089
proceeded 0.374089
priests 0.374089
. . .

churchbuilding 0.84563
chucked 0.84563
chosen 0.84563
choke 0.84563
choir 0.84563
chip 0.84563
chilli 0.84563
cherishes 0.84563
chapter 0.84563
chapels 0.84563
chances 0.84563
chancellor 0.84563
champion 0.84563
chambers 0.84563
certificate 0.84563
cerebral 0.84563
cave 0.84563
cautiously 0.84563
caught 0.84563
cashing 0.84563
cash 0.84563
carted 0.84563
carpenter 0.84563
. . .

service 2.71512
sermon 2.51729
participants 2.51729
husband 2.51729
burial 2.51729
context 2.41193
witness 2.22961
visible 2.22961
surprised 2.22961
sport 2.22961
sponsor 2.22961
soul 2.22961
smoke 2.22961
shocked 2.22961
royal 2.22961
restrictions 2.22961
relationships 2.22961
radio 2.22961
quickly 2.22961
provided 2.22961
pleasant 2.22961
nominal 2.22961
myth 2.22961
. . .

3.4 Construction of the Topic Signatures using
Infomap

Infomap only allows AND and ANDNOT operator and does
not consider the OR operator. For this reason, the queries
have been modified slightly. We use the same words that we
used when querying with ExRetriever but we remove all the
operators (by default Infomap uses the AND operator).

After building a model with the corpus, theassociate
command of Infomap returns a list of the words or docu-
ments best matching the query, in descending order of rele-
vance. Using this option provided by Infomap, once we have
the queries, we can get a list of weighted words that we con-
sider the Topic Signature of the query. Table 4 presents the
resulting words for sense 1, 2 and 3 ofchurch#nusing the
strategy C) with higher relevance. We have tryied several
vector sizes and finally we have used 200 words as a word
size vector.

3.5 Using Topic Signatures acquired from the web

Topic Signatures acquired from the web, were constructed
using monosemous synonyms or hyponyms to construct
the queries. [Agirre and de la Calle, 2004] retrieve the
occurrences of the monosemous relatives from Google (up
to 1.000 per query), retrieving the context words from he
snippets returned. In order to build the Topic Signatures, they
follow this method:

• Organize the retrieved examples from the web in col-
lections, one collection per word sense.

• Foreach collection extract the words and their frequen-
cies, and compare them with the data in the collections
pertaining to other word senses using statistic, shown
in Figure 2.

• The words with distinctive frequency for one of the
collections are collected in a list, which constitutes the
topic signature for the respective word sense.
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Table 4: Example of a Topic Signature obtained with Infomap for sense 1,2,3 of church

christian 0.931791
salvation 0.891434
christians 0.889939
spiritual 0.876109
jesus 0.873607
religion 0.873230
christ 0.872533
worship 0.870086
faith 0.865143
gospel 0.863204
christianity 0.861794
spirit 0.850388
believers 0.846123
scripture 0.840664
god’s 0.838087
holy 0.837218
testament 0.832517
heaven 0.828530
church 0.827378
sacred 0.823867
eternal 0.815834
prophets 0.815299
communion 0.806467
teachings 0.804546
god 0.800715
. . .

cathedral 0.945974
church 0.901716
abbey 0.900342
chapel 0.874647
priory 0.865647
st 0.857241
trinity 0.855919
paul’s 0.838272
peter’s 0.816121
parish 0.811324
baptist 0.804895
mary’s 0.794569
patron 0.789416
tower 0.786666
congregational 0.780261
castle 0.773482
shrine 0.773119
methodist 0.761350
dei 0.758000
chiswick 0.756093
saint 0.754287
hampstead 0.753816
presbyterian 0.746527
canterbury 0.744466
congregation 0.742333
. . .

service 0.776187
church 0.776187
clergy 0.718070
hymns 0.695500
peter’s 0.695215
episcopal 0.689341
presbyterian 0.685548
cathedral 0.685220
churches 0.683878
royal 0.673297
parish 0.671534
pastoral 0.670789
mary’s 0.666601
anglican 0.651298
services 0.651127
tower 0.651071
st 0.650787
congregational 0.648595
congregation 0.647037
priest 0.644656
memorial 0.644652
charters 0.642540
worship 0.637472
bishop 0.634107
volunteer 0.629541
. . .

tf · idf =
tf t

maxt ft
× log

N

df t
(2)

4 Indirect evaluation on Word Sense
Disambiguation

In order to measure the quality of the acquired TS by these
three different approaches, we performed an indirect eval-
uation by using the acquired Topic Signatures (TS) for a
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) task. In particular, the
Senseval-2 English Lexical Sample task. We used this evalu-
ation framework instead of the the one provided by Senseval-
3 because in this case, the verbal part was not directly an-
notated using WordNet senses. We have calculated for both
methods all the Topic Signatures related to all senses of
all the Senseval-2 Lexical Sample word-set, which contain
words of three different part-of-speech (nouns, verbs and ad-
jectives).

The TS are applied to all the examples of the test set of the
Senseval-2 using a simple word overlapping (or weighting)
counting. That is, the program calculates the total number of
overlapping words between the Topic Signature and the test
example. Theoccurrenceevaluation measure simply counts
the amount of overlapped words and theweightsevaluation
measure counts the weight of the overlapped words. The
sense having higher counting (or weighting) is selected for
that particular test example. In Table 5, we can see an
example of the evaluation test corresponding to sense 3 of
church#n. As we can see, in bold there are some words that

appear in the Topic Signatures for sense 3 obtained using
Infomap showed in Table 4, where there are also a part of
the Topic Signature for the other three senses.

In Table 6 appears a summary of the results of the
indirect evaluation of Infomap and ExRetriever. This table
presents the results for each type of query construction
strategy (either A, B or C), each system (either Infomap or
ExRetriever), and with several levels of sense granularity
(either fine or coarse). In this table, P stands for Precision,
R for Recall and F1 for F1 measure.

The best figures are obtained by using the Infomap
method with occurrences, which is not surprising due to the
LSI effect (39.1 precision and recall for fine grained granu-
larity).

As expected, regarding the query construction strategy,
in general it seems that strategy A (Monosemous strategy),
is better than C (Monosemous and Polysemous strategy)
and B (Polysemous strategy), which is the one with the
lowest results. We also obtain similar figures with respect
occurrences vs. weights methods: using Infomap we obtain
slightly better figures for occurrences while when using
ExRetriever the best results appear for weights.

In Table 7, we present the results per POS of the queries
for each system. We can see that the best query for each POS
always rely on A (monosemous strategy), the only difference
is that sometimes the best result uses the occurrence or the
weight measure method.

In Table 7, we also include the results of the evaluation
of the publicly available Topic Signatures acquired from
the web. As there are only available the TS for the nom-
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Table 5: Test example number 40039, for the church#n#3

In developing measuring tools for the localchurch we are concerned with quality control as much as quantity performance, to use
commercial language. Responsible leaders want to know how people are growing in their understanding of the Christian faith, whether
relationships are deepening and extending throughout thechurch-fellowship, and to what extent the Christian presence is evident in
the community outside. Such information cannot be gathered with such precision as numerical data, but it is essential that each area be
investigated to ensure that there is a balance betweenworship, fellowship, learning, evangelism andservice. Healthy organic growth is
proportionate, with each area and function developing in relation to the other. Quality of<head> church <head> life can be measured in
the following three ways

Table 6: Overall results of the systems using Senseval-2 with respect fine-grained and coarse-grained senses

fine coarse
Method Query P R F1 P R F1

Infomap A 39.1 39.1 39.1 51.0 51.0 51.0
occurrences B 37.8 33.2 35.3 50.0 43.8 46.7

C 37.8 33.2 33.2 50.0 43.8 46.7
Infomap A 39.1 39.1 39.1 50.7 50.7 50.7
weights B 38.4 32.8 35.4 49.9 42.7 46.02

C 38.4 32.8 35.38 49.9 42.7 46.02
ExRetriever A 28.5 27.1 27.8 42.3 40.3 41.3
occurrences B 24.1 17.2 20.0 35.4 25.3 29.5

C 21.7 21.3 21.5 36.6 36.0 36.3
ExRetriever A 28.9 27.2 28.02 41.9 39.3 40.6
weights B 22.6 15.9 18.67 33.0 23.2 27.3

C 25.1 24.6 24.85 36.9 36.1 36.5

inal senses of WordNet, there are only the results for this
part-of-speech. In this case, there is a considerable differ-
ence between the evaluation using occurrences and weights.
It seems that the weighting schema based on the Topic Sig-
natures acquired from the web is not as significant as the
appearance of certain words in the Topic Signature.

[Alfonseca et al., 2004] analyze different weighting mea-
sures in order to acquire TS:x2, two versions of tf-idf1, mu-
tual information (MI) and t-score. The results show that the
best rate is for the monosemous relatives construction and
when the MI is used as a weighting measure.

4.1 Agreement and Kappa measures

In order to see the different behaviour of the three different
methods when acquiring TS, we have calculated the Kappa
statistic and the agreement between ExRetriever, Infomap
and the Topic Signatures acquired from the web.

We have calculate the Agreement and the Kappa values
like in [L.Marquez et al., 2004], where they use this mea-
sures to compare the systems presented in Senseval-3 at the
Catalan Lexical Sample Task.

The kappa statistic is used to measure interannotation
agreement. It determines how strongly two annotators agree
by comparing the probability of the two agreeing by chance
with the observed agreement. If the observed agreement is
significantly greater than that expected by chance, then it is
safe to say that the two annotators agree in their judgments.

Mathematically, the formula of the kappa statistic appears
in equation 3, whereK is the kappa value,p(A) is the
probability of the actual outcome andp(E) is the probability

of the expected outcome as predicted by chance.

K = log
P(A)− p(E)

1− p(E)
(3)

In Table 8, there are the results of the kappa measure
and the agreement between all the systems for each part-
of-speech and overall. In the upper diagonal there is the
agreement between the systems and in the lower diagonal
there is the kappa statistic between them.

It is considered that Kappa values lower than 0.4 represent
poor agreement, values between 0.4 and 0.75 fair to good
agreement, and values higher than 0.75 excellent agreement.

The table shows that there is a fair agreement between
Infomap and ExRetriever if we take in consideration all
part-of-speech. Regarding verbs, ExRetriever and Infomap
provide poor agreement and kappa measures. However, for
adjectives the agreement and kappa measure are good for
both systems. Regading nouns, the results are nearly fair
for those systems, while it is poor for ExRetriever and web
based TS. Between web based TS and infomap the figures
show a fair agreement and kappa measures.

This indicates that the results obtained for nouns from
Infomap using LSA and BNC and web based TS are quite
similar, while the most disimilar results are obtained when
comparing ExRetriever and the web based TS (using both a
similar method on different corpora).

4.2 Comparision with other SENSEVAL-2 systems

In Table 10, we present the official results of the Senseval-2
of those systems declared to be unsupervised. When compar-
ing with those systems, Infomap would score second while
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Table 7: F1 related to each POS with fine-grained Senseval Evaluation

Method Query Noun Verb Adj

Infomap A 40.1 32.2 53.3
occurrences B 34.26 29.47 51.29

C 34.26 29.47 51.29
Infomap A 40.6 31.7 53
weights B 34.93 29.19 50.77

C 34.93 29.19 50.77
ExRetriever A 27.8 28 27.03
occurrences C 25.3 17.1 22.79
ExRetriever A 34.6 23.25 23.64
weights C 32.45 18.2 23.39
Web TS occurrences 37.2 - -
Web TS weights 29.2 - -

Table 8: Agreement and Kappa results for ExRetriever, Infomap and web TS

overall nouns adj verbs
system Inf. webTS ExRetr. Inf. webTS ExRet. Inf. webTS ExRet. Inf. webTS ExRetr.

Inf. - - 49.03 - 45.95 39.97 - - 69.60 - - 21.35
webTS - - - 0.42 - 26.74 - - - - - -
ExRet. 0.47 - - 0.38 0.25 - 0.67 - - 0.21 - -

Table 10: Senseval-2 systems results for fine-grained and coarse-grained senses, in wining order

fine coarse
Method P R F1 P R F1

UNED - LS-U 40.2 40.1 40.15 51.8 51.7 51.75
Infomap - A occ 39.1 39.1 39.1 51.0 51.0 51.0
ITRI - WASPS-Workbench 58.1 31.9 41.19 66.1 36.3 46.86
CL Research - DIMAP 29.3 29.3 29.3 36.7 36.7 36.7
ExRetriever - A weights 28.9 27.2 28.02 41.9 39.3 40.56
IIT 2 (R) 24.7 24.4 24.55 34.6 34.1 34.35
IIT 1 (R) 24.3 23.9 24.1 34.1 33.6 33.85
IIT 2 23.3 23.2 23.25 32.3 32.2 32.25
IIT 1 22 22 22 32.1 32 32.05

Table 9: Senseval-2 systems results for fine-grained and
coarse-grained senses, in wining order only for nouns

Method fine coarse

ITRI - WASPS-Workbench 53.2 64.53
UNED - LS-U 44.5 58.1
Infomap - A weights 40.6 54.0
web TS - occ 37.2 50.5
ExRetriever - A weights 34.6 48.8
CL Research - DIMAP 34.3 44.8
IIT 2 (R) 30.85 42.65
IIT 1 (R) 29.44 40.85

ExRetriever fifth getting as a ranking reference the recall of
fine-grained score. However, for some authors [Agirre and
Martinez, 2004], UNED-LS-U method is considered semi-
supervised as the method uses some heuristics that rely on
the frequency information available in Semcor. They estab-
lished a filter to discard the senses that have not appeared
more than 10% in the wordnet files. In that way, the sense

distribution information is used to discard low-frequency
senses.

In Table 9, we also include into the comparison the Topic
Signatures acquired from the web, now only considering the
nouns of the test set. These results show that the web based
TS rates between Infomap TS and ExRetriever TS systems.
As the web based TS and ExRetriever use a similar method
for acquiring TS, the difference of performance between
both systems could rely on the different amount of data
(web vs. BNC) and the weighting schema (tf·idf vs. MI).
With respect to Infomap, it seems that the LSI effect also
overcome the amount of data handled by the web based TS.

We also tried three different vector sizes to evaluate the
results between the systems: 200, 400 and 600. We have
found out that the best results are obtained by the smallest
vector for all the systems.

5 Conclusions

We presented some experiments using different software
tools to compare the automatic acquisition of Topic Signa-
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tures for word senses. Our Evaluation Framework has been
the English Lexical Sample task of Senseval-2. We have fo-
cus on the Senseval-2 task because it uses the synsets of
WordNet 1.7 for each part of speech, and then is more re-
liable to our experiments because our queries are build with
WordNet 1.7.

We can observe that using Infomap, the tool developed
to work with LSI vector models acquired from Corpus, we
obtain promising results.

In order to improve the ExRetriever results we plan to
filter out those words that seem to be very common in all
senses, for example, Named Entities, Multi Words Expres-
sions, etc. or keeping those words that have a common do-
main or any other semantic relation in common.

Infomap vectors seem to be more accurate for obtaining
good context words of an specific word sense. Furthermore,
it seems that the results could improve largely varying
different system parameters such as dimensionality of the
model, size of the Topic Signatures, size of the indexed
corpus segments, etc.

We also plan to tune separately each part-of-speech in
order to study the different ways to create queries for each
of them.

It also deserves further research the study of the different
weighting schemas and corpus sizes as shown by the dif-
ferences between the web based Topic Signatures and the
Infomap and ExRetriever systems.

As shown by the agreement and the kappa measures,
the behaviour of the three kinds of Topic Signatures is
quite different, allowing further improvements by simple
combining the methods.
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Abstract

This paper will deal with the lexica of comparing
the Chinese Concept Dictionary (CCD) with the
Chinese WordNet (CWN) by WordNet. CCD is a
WordNet-like semantic lexicon that developed by
the Institute of Computational Linguistics, Peking
University. And CWN is a bilingual wordnet by
linking to the SUMO ontology that developed by
Academia Sinica Bilingual Ontological WordNet.
In this paper, we will base on WordNet database to
show several situations for both CCD and CWN,
such as: the same translation for them, zero trans-
lation only for CCD or CWN, and unique transla-
tion only for CCD or CWN. Then, through these
analyses, we could find out the unique usage of
English translating for traditional Chinese Charac-
ters or simplified Chinese characters.

Keywords: CCD; CWN; Sense; Concept; Synset;
WordNet; Bilingual

Introduction

Miller thought that they could use the synonym
sets to represent the lexicon concepts and describe
the lexicon contents, so they established the Word-
Net. Recently, there are many research teams to
deal with translations by the knowledge base of
WordNet. In the bilingual Chinese-English Word-
Net, there are two teams to set about analyzing
these data.

Regard translating as the foundation, the estab-
lishment of the reliability and relative problems for
a bilingual wordnet. In these data, we could put
emphasis on comparing with the coincidence and

their analyses, and two different translated con-
trasts. Finally, how greatly we could find the one
new correction to help that is translated to the mis-
take of correcting.

Regard English WordNet as the database (En-
glish is as intermediary’s language), we could set
up and implement the concept of the correspond-
ing knowledge base of lexica for traditional Chi-
nese Characters or simplified Chinese characters.

1 WordNet and Sinica BOW

WordNet, an electronic lexical database, is con-
sidered to be one of the most important resources
available to researchers in computational linguis-
tics, text analysis, and many related areas (Miller
et al., 1993; Fellbaum, 1998). Its design is in-
spired by current psycholinguistic and computa-
tional theories of human lexical memory. English
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are orga-
nized into synonym sets, each representing one
underlying lexicalized concept. Different seman-
tic relations link the synonym sets (synsets).

There are several versions of WordNet, with
WordNet 2.0 being the most recent one. The dif-
ferences between these versions include the quan-
tity of synsets and their definition. The version of
WordNet that we use in this research is version
1.6, since this is the version most widely used by
computational linguists. There are nearly 100,000
synsets in this version.

We mentioned earlier that we adopted the bilin-
gual domain taxonomy to increase the versatil-
ity of our domain processing. Similarly, we use
a bilingual wordnet as our lexical knowledgebase
to achieve bilingual support to our study at the
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lexico-conceptual level. Each English synset was
given up to 3 most appropriate Chinese translation
equivalents. And in cases where the translation
pairs are not synonyms, their semantic relations
are marked (Huang et al. 2003). The resulted bilin-
gual wordnet is further linked to the SUMO ontol-
ogy to form the Academia Sinica Bilingual Onto-
logical Wordnet (Sinica BOW, Huang and Chang,
2004). We use the semantic relations in bilingual
resource to expand and predict domain classifica-
tion when it cannot be judged directly from a lex-
ical lemma.

2 WordNet and CCD

WordNet, an electronic lexical database, is con-
sidered to be one of the most important resources
available to researchers in computational linguis-
tics, text analysis, and many related areas (Miller
et al., 1993; Fellbaum, 1998). Its design is in-
spired by current psycholinguistic and computa-
tional theories of human lexical memory. English
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are orga-
nized into synonym sets, each representing one
underlying lexicalized concept. Different seman-
tic relations link the synonym sets (synsets).

There are several versions of WordNet, with
WordNet 2.0 being the most recent one. The dif-
ferences between these versions include the quan-
tity of synsets and their definition. The version of
WordNet that we use in this research is version
1.6, since this is the version most widely used by
computational linguists. There are nearly 100,000
synsets in this version.

We mentioned earlier that we adopted the bilin-
gual domain taxonomy to increase the versatil-
ity of our domain processing. Similarly, we use
a bilingual wordnet as our lexical knowledgebase
to achieve bilingual support to our study at the
lexico-conceptual level. Each English synset was
given up to 3 most appropriate Chinese translation
equivalents. And in cases where the translation
pairs are not synonyms, their semantic relations
are marked (Huang et al. 2003). The resulted bilin-
gual wordnet is further linked to the SUMO ontol-
ogy to form the Academia Sinica Bilingual Onto-
logical Wordnet (Sinica BOW, Huang and Chang,
2004). We use the semantic relations in bilingual
resource to expand and predict domain classifica-
tion when it cannot be judged directly from a lex-
ical lemma.

3 WordNet and CCD

CCD is a bilingual Chinese_English WordNet
from the frame of WordNet. Compatible with
WordNet on the CCD specification, the research
team describes these senses under the prerequi-
site that namely does not destroy WordNet frame
with the synonym defining concepts and relation-
ships. On the other hand, they also consider that
there may exist different descriptive structures be-
tween Chinese and English, so CCD put to stress
the characteristic of Chinese to not only express
the language contents of Chinese but also certainly
develop the relationships between the content and
the concept for Chinese.

The research team focuses on the structure of
CCD, which presents a concept defined by a syn-
onyms set (Synset) and a network of concepts
based on the hypernymy hierarchy, the basic rela-
tionship, with other supplementary relationships.
The deductive rules on this semantic network are
mathematically formalized, which could be well
applied to Chinese Semantic analysis.

From 2000/09, in Peking University, the Insti-
tute of Computational Linguistics already were
based on WordNet to research CCD for estab-
lishing the bilingual Chinese_English WordNet,
which supply several services such as the di-
rect machine translation(MT), information ex-
tracting(IE). . . and so on.
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Owing to the concern of two different 
knowledge base and their concepts, there are 
pretty complex in the inner structure of CCD. 
CCD includes the great scope and complex 
structure of the pair sub-network that there are 
about 105 concept nodes and 106 concept 
relationships for each sub-network This 
relationship will shown as below: 

 
 

Firuge1. The complex relationship structure of 
sub-network 

4 Analysis 

4.1 Translation analysis 

4.1.1 The zero translation for CCD and CWN 
Base on WordNet database, there is no zero 

translation for CCD and CWN in the same 
synset. The statistics will shown as below: 
 
Title Frequency

The lackness translation 
for CCD and CWN 

0

Table 1   The zero translation for CCD and 
CWN 
 

4.1.2 The zero translation only for CCD 
In CCD database, there are many synsets 

that were not dealt with their translations, 
because maybe the Chinese translation refers to 
unknown object or maybe the Chinese 
translation present unknown word. Thus, there 
are about 4000 synsets of zero translation for 
CCD. The detail information will be exhibited as 
table2 and table3: 

 
 
 
 

Title Frequency
The lackness translation 
only for CCD 4000

Table 2   The zero translation only for CCD 
 
Mean Synset The same 

translation 
for CCD 
and CWN 

The same 
translation 
for CCD 
and CWN 

The same 
translation 
for CCD and 
CWN 

the 
craft 
of 
makin
g 
firewo
rks 

pyrote
chnics
,pyrot
echny 

X X 煙 火 製 造 術

(yan huo zhi 
zao shu) 

attack 
with 
tearga
s; 
subjec
t to 
tearga
s 
fumes

tearga
s 

X X 向 … 投 催 淚

彈 (xiang …

tou cui lei 
dan), 施放催

淚 瓦 斯 (shi 
fang cui lei 
wa si) 

Table 3   The examples: The zero translation 
only for CCD 
 

4.1.3 The zero translation only for CWN 
Based on WordNet database, we translate 

all synsets that we must assign the applicable 
terms for them, regardless of words, unknown 
words, phrases, utterances, sentences and so on. 
Anyway, we must do our best to translate all 
synsets, so in CWN, there is no zero translation. 
 
Title Frequency
The lackness translation 
only for CWN 

0

Table 4   The zero translation only for CWN 
 

4.1.4 The same translation for CCD and CWN 
Well, CCD and CWN all depend on 

WordNet to establish the bilingual 
Chinese_English WordNet, surely, they must 
have many similar cases that the details are 
shown such as below: 
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Title The number of the same translation for 
CCD and CWN 

 

Category 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 
Frequency 10007 3674 1133 63 17 4 1 14899 

Table 5   The same translation for CCD and 
CWN 
 

Title The POS of the same translation for 
CCD and CWN 

Category 
The 

number 
of word 

Frequency 

N 1 9438
N 2 3140
N 3 907
… … …
V 1 419
V 2 446
V 3 187
… … …
R 1 55
R 2 51
R 3 26
… … …
A 1 95
A 2 37
A 3 13
… … …
Total  14899
Table 6   Statistics: The POS of the same 

translation for CCD and CWN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mean Synset The same 
trans- 
lation for 
CCD and 
CWN 

The 
unique 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CCD 

The 
unique 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CWN 

a shelf 
on 
which 
to 
keep 
books 

bookshelf 書 架 (shu 
jia) 書 櫃

(shu gui) 
書 櫥 (shu 
chu) 

X X 

text 
that is 
typed 
or 
printed 
on 
paper 

hard_copy 硬 複 本

(ying fu 
ben) 硬 拷

貝 (ying 
kao bei) 
硬 式 複 本

((ying shi 
fu ben) 硬

性 複 本

((ying xing 
fu ben) 

X X 

Table 7   The examples: The same translation 
for CCD and CWN 
 

4.1.5 The unique translation for CCD 
In spite of many similar translations for 

CCD and CWN, several translations are still 
unique only for CCD. The statements will be 
presented as below: 

 
The number of the unique translation for 
CCD 

Category Frequency 
1 41018 
2 19569 
3 10164 
4 4650 
5 1698 
6 854 
7 432 
8 298 
9 197 

10 152 
11 103 
12 63 
13 50 
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14 41 
15 21 
17 20 
16 14 
19 14 
18 13 
21 8 
22 8 
26 6 
20 6 
23 2 
25 2 
33 1 
29 1 
28 1 
34 1 
45 1 

Total 79408 
Table 8   The unique translation for CCD 
 

Title The POS of the same translation 
for CCD 

Category 
The 

number of 
word 

Frequency 

N 1 31890
N 2 9444

N 3 3333
… … …
V 1 4500
V 2 2313
V 3 1338
… … …
R 1 850
R 2 1356
R 3 798
… … …
A 1 3778
A 2 6456
A 3 4695
… … …
Total  79408
Table 9   Statistics: The POS of the same 

translation for CCD 

 
Mean Synset The 

same 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CCD 
and 
CWN 

The 
unique 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CCD 

The 
unique 
trans- 
lation for 
CWN 

keep 
from 
exhaling 
or 
expelling

hold X 屏 氣

(bing 
qi) 

摒住（呼

吸）(bing 
zhu(hu 
xi)) 

a period 
of time 
assigned 
for work

hours 工 作

時 數

(gong 
zuo 
shi 
shu) 

課時(ke 
shi) 

X 

Table 10   The examples: The unique 
translation for CCD 
 

4.1.6 The unique translation for CWN 
In the same state, several translations are 

unique only for CWN. The statements also will 
be presented as below: 
 
Title   

The 
number 
of the 
unique 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CWN 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 

Freq. 33735 9914 2806 180 48 12 9 3 46708

Table 11   The unique translation for CWN 
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Title The POS of the same translation 
for CCD 

Category The number of 
word Frequency 

N 1 21197
N 2 2024

N 3 241
… … …
V 1 2528
V 2 473
V 3 63
… … …
R 1 1690
R 2 1021
R 3 186
… … …
A 1 8320
A 2 6396
A 3 2316
… … …

Total  46708
Table 12   Statistics: The unique translation for 
CWN 
 
Mean Synset The 

same 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CCD 
and 
CWN 

The 
unique 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CCD 

The 
unique 
trans- 
lation for 
CWN 

manage 
not to 
throw 
up 

keep_ 
down 

X 咽

(yan) 
咽 下

(yan 
xia) 
不 吐

出 (bu 
tu chu) 

忍著不吐

出 (ren 
zhe bu tu 
chu) 

coat a 
metal 
with an 
oxide 
coat 

anodize 電 鍍

(dian 
du) 
陽 極

化

(yang 
ji 
hua) 

X 對…作陽

極化處理

(dui…zuo 
yang ji 
hua chu 
li) 

Table 13   The examples: The unique 
translation for CWN 
 

4.1.7 The duplicate translation for CCD and 
CWN 

Because in counting unique translation for 
CCD or CWN, we duplicate some synsets, there 
are about 41373. For instance, the 
synset ”aborning”, we count once time for CCD 
unique translation and once time for CWM, for 
this reason, we should take out the duplicate 
translation for CCD and CWN. 
Title Frequency

The repeated translation for CCD and CWN 41373
Table 14   The duplicate translation for CCD 
and CWN 
 
Mean Synset The 

same 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CCD 
and 
CWN 

The 
unique 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CCD 

The 
unique 
trans- 
lation 
for 
CWN 

in the 
process 
of being 
born or 
beginning

aborning X 過 程
(guo 
cheng)

在 生
產 中
(zai 
sheng 
chan 
zhong)

on and on 
for a long 
time 

no_end, 
without_stopping 

X 不 停

(bu 
ting) 
大 量

(bu 
liang) 

永 不

停 止

的

(yong 
bu ting 
zhi de)

Table 15   The examples: The duplicate 
translation for CCD and CWN 
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4.2 Translative words analysis 
In establishing the bilingual Chinese_English 
WordNet for CCD and CWN, we find out 
another state that translative words for them. In 
here, by the way, we record this appearance. The 
total numbers are 420515 tokens of translative 
words for CCD and CWN such as Table19; 
other records also be shown as Table16 to Table 
18. 

4.2.1 The number of unique translative words 
for CCD 
 
Title Token Percentage 
The number 
of unique 
translative 
words for 
CCD 

177174 42.13%

Table 16   The number of unique translative 
words for CCD 
 

4.2.2 The number of unique translative words 
for CWN 
 
Title Token Percentage 
The number 
of unique 
translative 
words for 
CWN 

116043 27.60%

Table 17   The number of unique translative 
words for CWN 
 

4.2.3 The number of the same translative 
words for CCD and CWN 
Title Token Percentage 
The number 
of the same 
translative 
words for 
CCD and 
CWN 

127298 30.27%

Table 18   The number of the same translative 
words for CCD and CWN 
 
 
 

4.2.4 The number of total translative words for 
CCD and CWN 
Title Token Percentage 
The number 
of total 
translative 
words for 
CCD and 
CWN 

420515 100.00%

Table 19   The number of total translative 
words for CCD and CWN 
 

Conclusion 
As the result of several kinds of above different 
analyses, the two translation data are based on 
WordNet to deal with lexica for CCD and CWN, 
but the results are truly distinct. So, in this paper, 
our important viewpoint is that finding out the 
unique usage of English translating for 
traditional Chinese Characters or simplified 
Chinese characters. 
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Abstract

This paper describes new thesaurus construc-
tion method in which class-based, small size
thesauruses are constructed and merged as a
whole based on domain classification system. This
method has advantages in that 1) taxonomy con-
struction complexity is reduced, 2) each class-
based thesaurus can be reused in other domain
thesaurus, and 3) term distribution per classes in
target domain is easily identified. The method
is composed of three steps: term extraction step,
term classification step, and taxonomy construc-
tion step. All steps are balanced approaches of au-
tomatic processing and manual verification. We
constructed Korean IT domain thesaurus based
on proposed method. Because terms are extracted
from Korean newspaper and patent corpus in IT
domain, the thesaurus includes many Korean ne-
ologisms. The thesaurus consists of 81 upper level
classes and over 1,000 IT terms.

1 Introduction

A thesaurus is a controlled vocabulary arranged
in a known order and structured so that equiva-
lence and hierarchical relationships among terms
are displayed clearly and identified by standard-
ized relationship indicators. The primary purposes
of a thesaurus are to facilitate retrieval of docu-
ments, and to achieve consistency in the indexing
of written or otherwise recorded documents and
other items, mainly for post-coordinate informa-
tion storage and retrieval systems (ANSI/NISO,
2003).

Our interest in this paper is the construction of
domain specific thesaurus by divide-and-conquer
method which minimizes human labor based on
step-by-step automatic procedures. Brewster em-
phasized the problems of thesaurus construction
and maintenance (Christopher et al. 2004). First,
there is the high initial cost in terms of human
labor in performing the editorial task of writing
the thesaurus and maintaining it. Secondly, the
knowledge which the thesaurus attempts to cap-
ture is changing and developing continuously. So
thesaurus tends to be out of date as soon as it is
published or made available to its intended au-
dience. Thirdly, thesauruses need to be very do-
main specific. Particular subject areas whether in
the engineering or business world have their own
technical terminology, thus making a general the-
saurus is inappropriate without considerable prun-
ing and editing. So we propose new thesaurus
construction process which handles above prob-
lems. Firstly, we extract domain terms from do-
main corpus. This process satisfies the third prob-
lem because the terms extracted from domain cor-
pus are mostly composed of technical terminol-
ogy of the domain. Secondly, we classify the ex-
tracted terms using predefined domain classifica-
tion system and construct class based, small the-
sauruses. The classification system connects the
small thesauruses as a whole. We can reduce
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complexity of thesaurus construction by this 
divide-and-conquer method.  

Especially this method is useful in that we can 
effectively reuse parts of current thesaurus in the 
construction of other domain thesaurus when 
two domains share common areas. So we can 
tackle out of dated thesaurus problem by rapid 
construction. Thirdly, we adopted balanced 
approach of automatic process and manual 
process in every thesaurus construction steps: 
term extraction, term classification, relation 
construction. The problem of high cost of human 
labor is decreased by automatic procedures, and 
the inconsistency in manual work is reduced by 
procedural manuals in each step. It is hard to 
believe the fully automatic ontology/thesaurus 
construction without any user involvement 
(Cimiano et al., 2005). Our balanced approach 
can be considered as beginning point for 
effective and practical ontology/thesaurus 
construction. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section 1 describes the overview of 
proposed method which consists of three steps. 
Section 2 describes the automatic term 
extraction method and verification guidelines for 
descriptors. Section 3 describes the automatic 
term classification and manual verification 
method. Section 4 also describes the automatic 
taxonomic relation extraction method and 
manual verification method. Before concluding, 
we discuss some related works in section 5. 

1 Overview of Methods 
Our thesaurus construction process is composed 
of three steps as shown in Fig. 1: term extraction 
and descriptor verification step, term 
classification step, and finally taxonomy 
construction step. 
In the first step, terms are automatically 
extracted from a domain corpus, and the 
extracted terms are classified into terms for 
descriptors and non-descriptors manually based 
on predefined guidelines. Our term extractor 
uses many information sources to extract 
domain terms: existing domain term dictionary, 

English-Korean transliteration information, term 
statistics such as term frequency and term 
temporal salience value. 

In the second step, the descriptor terms are 
classified into predefined classification system. 
In this process, our classifier assigns most 
probable semantic classes to the terms 
automatically, and domain experts verify 
whether the assigned classes are relevant or not 
to the terms. The reasons for term classification 
are simplicity and reusability. In the view of 
simplicity, it is easier to construct number of 
small-sized, class-based thesauruses than to 
construct one large-sized thesaurus at once. In 
the view of reusability, class-based thesauruses 
are easily reused to other domain thesauruses 
because some classes in a domain are also 
related to other domains. For example electronic 
business class is a part of information 
technology as well as a part of economics. So a 
thesaurus for electronic business class in IT 
domain is also can be used as a part of 
economics thesaurus. 

In the third step, our taxonomy prediction 
system present possible taxonomic relations 
among terms, and the domain experts validate 
the presented relations. This step is processed by 
the unit of classes. The prediction system uses 
vertical relation method, definition pattern based 
method, reference thesaurus based method and 
statistics based method. Domain experts also add 
relation types to all valid relations. The relation 
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Fig. 1. Overview of thesaurus construction. This 
method consists of term extraction step, term 
classification step, and taxonomy construction step.
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types are abstractions of possible taxonomic 
relations between terms. 

2 Term Extraction and Verification 
In this section, we describe a sequence of 
processes for the construction of Korean IT 
(Information Technology) domain thesaurus: 
term extraction, scope note annotation and 
descriptor selection for thesaurus construction. 

2.1 Automatic Term Extraction 
In this section, we describe automatic term 
extraction method from corpus. 

Neologisms are rapidly increasing due to the 
explosion of new domain knowledge. However 
the neologisms are major hurdles in automatic 
creation of domain thesaurus. Also the terms 
which are rarely used currently make the 
thesaurus construction complex. For this reason, 
an automatic method for term extraction from 
corpus is needed in domain specific thesaurus 
construction process. We use Oh et al.’s term 
extractor (Oh et al., 2000), which is based on 
domain term dictionary, English-Korean 
transliteration information and term frequency. 
The method is usually composed of candidate 
extraction step and filtering candidates step. 
Candidate term expressions in texts are usually 
captured by the shallow syntactic technique 
called a linguistic filter that describes term 
formation patterns; morphologically or 
syntactically parsed sentences are scanned for 
term formation patterns, which are usually noun 
phrases (NPs) consisting of at least one noun 
(Justeson et al., 1995; Frantzi et al., 1999; 
Maynard et al., 1998). From the analysis of entry 
words in domain dictionaries – chemical, 
computer science, and economy – terms are 
usually noun phrases with the constituents: noun, 
postposition, and suffix (about 96%) and the rest 
being composed of verbs, adverbs and so on. 
Based on the analysis, a linguistic filter that 
describes candidate noun phrases is used for 
candidate extraction as shown in Eq. 1. 

 
NP = (Adj | Noun )* Noun             (1) 

After candidates are extracted from corpus, 
we use a filtering method of relevant terms for a 
given domain (Oh et al., 2001). The filtering 
method is based on three scoring function, called 
dictionary weight (WDic), transliterated word 
weight (WTrl), statistical weight (WStat) each of 
which support certain characteristics of terms.  

Dictionary weight (WDic) enables the system 
to extract new terms which are extended from 
dictionary terms. For example, we can give high 
scores to a new term ‘멀티미디어 오브젝트’ 
(multimedia object) because it was extended 
from ‘오브젝트’ (object) which is in existing 
domain term dictionary.  

Transliterated word weight (WTrl) is for 
dealing with terms containing transliterations. In 
Korean, transliterations and English words are 
important clues to identify the relevant terms 
because many Korean terms, which come from 
English terms, contain transliterations as their 
constituents. When we observe computer 
science domain dictionary and chemical 
engineering domain dictionary to investigate the 
ratio of transliterations in Korean terms, about 
53% of entries in the computer science domain 
dictionary and about 48% of those in the 
chemical engineering domain dictionary contain 
transliterations. Therefore, the number of 
transliterated constituents in candidate terms is 
one of important clues for identifying “relevant” 
terms. Transliterated word weight is measured as 
Eq. 2. 

 

i

tc

j ij
iTrl tc

tctrans
tcW

i∑ ==

||

1
)(

)(        (2) 

 
where tci is a candidate term and tcij is a 
component word of tci. trans(tcij) is the binary 
function which outputs 1 when tcij is 
transliteration or 0 otherwise. 

In the Statistical Weight (WStat), frequencies 
and Term Temporal Saliency Value (TTSV) of 
candidate terms are considered. High frequency 
terms in domain corpus represent dominant 
concepts in the domain. We also apply TTSV to 
select terms where annual usage is increasing as 
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year goes on. TTSV is a variation of TDV 
introduced in (Koo et al., 2005) and the value for 
a term t is calculated using Eq. 3. 

 
_

_
( ) ( ( , ) ( ))*

last year

i
i first year

TTSV t TF t i ATF t w
=

= −∑ (3) 

 
where TF(t,i) is term frequency of t at year i, 
ATF(t) is average term frequency of t from 
first_yrear to last_year and wi is weight of year i 
where recent years get higher weight than past 
years. Because our corpus consists of newspaper 
articles and patents from 1994 to 2004, we 
assigned from 0.0 to 1.0 to the wi s to each year. 
Intuitively, a term get high TTSV when term 
frequencies of recent years are higher than that 
of old years. Annual usage trend of three terms 
are shown in Fig. 2. TTSV of ‘통신 서비스’ 
(communication servic) is higher than that of 
other terms, because annual usage of the term is 
increasing and that of other terms are decreasing 
or uniform as year goes on. 
WDic, WStat, and WTrl described above are 
combined according to the Eq. 4 called Term 
Weight (WTerm). Because WDic, WStat, and WTrl 
deal with different kinds of terminological 
characteristic, one of them alone may show 
limitation on filtering relavent terms. In Eq. 4, 
WDic, WStat, and WTrl are normalized by the 
functions f, g, and h, because the range of values 

assigned by WDic, WStat, and WTrl is different. α, 
β, and γ are weighting parameters for WDic, WStat, 
and WTrl, respectively. Though determination of 
the weighting parameters depends on user 
preference and domain property, experiments 
with various settings of weighting parameters 
(Oh et al., 2001) show that high performance 
can be acquired when the weighting parameters 
are between 0.3 and 0.4. Table 1 shows the first 
part of the relevant terms ordered by WTerm, 
when α, β, and γ are the same value. 

 
( ) ( ( ))

             ( ( ))
             ( ( ))

1,   , , [0,  1]

Term i Dic i

Stat i

Trl i

W tc f W tc
g W tc
h W tc

α
β
γ

α β γ α β γ

= ×

+ ×

+ ×

+ + = ∈

     (4) 

2.2 Descriptor Selection 
Concept is a unit of thought, formed by mentally 
combining some or all of the characteristics of a 
concrete or abstract, real or imaginary object. 

Table 1. The first 10 terms ordered by WTerm 

Meaning Extracted Terms 
slot cycle index 슬롯 사이클 인덱스 

‘seul-lot sa-i-keul in-dek-seu’ 
roaming service 
center 

로밍 서비스 서버 
‘lo-ming seo-bi-seu seo-beo’ 

roaming server 로밍 서버 
‘lo-ming seo-beo’ 

data cell 데이터 셀 
‘de-i-teo sel’ 

device test 
program 

디바이스 테스트 프로그램 
‘di-ba-i-seu te-seu-teu 
peu-lo-geu-raem’ 

slave 슬레이브 
‘seul-le-i-beu’ 

digital 
signature 

디지털 시그너처 
‘di-ji-teol si-geu-ne-cheo’ 

service 
primitive 

서비스 프리미티브 
‘seo-bi-seu peu-li-mi-ti-beu’ 

frame buffer 프레임 버퍼 
‘peu-le-im beo-peo’ 

digital contents 
server 

디지털 콘텐츠 서버 
‘di-ji-tal kon-ten-cheu seo-beo’ 
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Fig. 2. Annual usage trend of three terms ‘통신
서비스’ (communication service), ‘홈 뱅킹’ (home 
banking), and ‘커패시터’ (capacitor). 
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Concepts included in a doain thesaurus are 
temporally or spatially invariant and represent 
domain specific knowledge. 

Descriptor is a term chosen as the expression 
of a concept in a thesaurus. Descriptors in a 
thesaurus should represent a single concept or 
unit of thought. We classified extracted terms as 
non descriptors using following criteria. Because 
the criteria are not always explicit to all terms, 
the terms are classified by voting of three 
experts’ decisions. 
 
• Proper nouns like person names, location 

names, and organization names are non 
descriptors for they denote instances rather 
concepts. For example, ‘마이크로소프트’ 
(Microsoft) is the name of organization, so we 
excluded this from set of descriptors. 

• Terms having temporal or spatial meaning are 
non descriptors. For example, ‘토종 리눅스’ 
(native Linux) has spatial information ‘native’ 
and ‘최근 컴퓨터’ (recent computer) also 
has temporal meaning like ‘recent’. Therefore 
the terms are classified as non descriptors. 

• Terms that do not represent domain concepts 
are non descriptors. For example, ‘지르코늄’ 
(Zirconium) is classified as non descriptor in 
IT thesaurus because it is a chemistry-domain 
term. 

 
We made synonym groups of the descriptors 

based on English translations information and 
experts’ decision. Many Korean domain specific 
terms are transliteration of English terms. A 
English term can be expressed to one or more 
transliterations. For example ‘computer’ has 
many Korean transliterations such as ‘컴퓨터’ 
(keom-pyu-teo), ‘콤퓨터’(kom-pyu-teo). If two 
or more descriptors are transliterated from same 
English term, we group them in a synonym 
group. Other synomyms taht cannot found the 
transliteration information are identified by the 
domain experts. Table 2 shows some synonym 
groups of descriptors. We select the most 
frequent descriptor in a synonym set as USE and 
others as UF. The USE is preferred term in a 
synonym group, and the UF is synonymous or 

variant forms of the UF. 
The scope of a descriptor is restricted to 

selected meanings within the domain of the 
thesaurus. Scope note is a piece of text that helps 
to clarify the meaning of a term. We use term 
definition from existing domain term dictionary 
if available, otherwise usages extracted from 
corpus as scope notes. 

2.3 Experiments and Analysis 
We extracted terms automatically from IT 
corpus that consists of Korean patents and 
newspaper. The size of patent and newspaper are 
14 million and 15 million words respectively 
from year 1994 to 2004. We extracted 765,468 
distinct relevant terms which are noun phrases 
from the corpus. We sorted the relevant terms in 
the decreasing order of term weight (Wterm). We 
selected top 3,688 terms which are up to 10% 
accumulation frequency of the relavant terms. 
Three experts classified the terms to descriptors 
and non-descriptors based on the decision 
criteria. We classified 3,023 terms as descriptors 
which are 82.0% of selected terms. 627 terms 
(17.0%) of 3,023 descriptors are the terms not 
included in existing IT dictionary. For example, 

Table 2. Examples of synonym groups. 

Meaning USE (Freq) UF (Freq) 

clocking 클럭킹 (6) 

‘keul-leog-king’ 

클로킹 (1) 

‘keul-ro-king’ 

reboot 재부팅 (24) 

‘jae-bu-ting’ 

리부트 (3) 

‘ri-bu-teu’ 

proxy 

server 
프록시서버 (16) 

‘peu-rok-si seo-beo’ 

대리서버 (1) 

‘dae-ri seo-beo’

data bus 데이터버스 (128) 

‘de-i-teo beo-seu’ 

자료 버스 (7) 

‘ja-ryo beo-seu’

flash 

memory 

cell 

플래시메모리소자 

(70) ‘peul-rae-si 

me-mo-ri so-ja’ 

플래쉬메모리셀

(5) ‘peul-rae-swi 

me-mo-ri sel’ 
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‘와이브로’ (WiBro) is a neologism representing 
new mobile internet service. 

3 Term Classification 
It is complex and time-consuming work to 
construct a large taxonomy using all selected 
descriptors at once. If terms are grouped by their 
semantic classes, we can easily build a 
sub-thesaurus for each class, and we can reuse or 
share the class-based sub-thesaurus in other 
domain thesaurus. We classify the terms 
extracted in section 2 to the classes in the subset 
of Inspec1 classification system. After the terms 
are automatically classified, they are verified 
manually. We use top three levels of Inspec 
classification system which consists of 81 
classes. If we expand to deeper levels of the 
classification system, we cannot guarantee the 
correctness for the data sparseness problem. 

3.1 Automatic Classification with the 
k-NN (k-Nearest Neighborhood) Method 
Our automatic classification system proposes the 
most suitable k classes using the k-NN 
classification method (Hwang et al. 1998). k-NN 
method is a supervised statistical classification 
method. This method classifies a term to k most 
similar classes measuring distances from the 
term to all classes. k-NN method is well known 
for its good stability and noise rejection 
properties. It is important to select a good 
distance function in this method. The distance 
between a term and a class is measured using the 
cosine similarity metric of two feature vectors. 
The followings are available feature vectors for 
a term, t, and a class c: 
 
• The feature vectors for a term t 
− twV : Vector of words which constitutes t 
− tdV : Vector of nouns in the definition of t 

                                                      
1  Inspec is the English, bibliographic information 

service providing access to the scientific and 
technical literature produced by the IEE. We use 
‘electrical engineering & electronics’, ‘computer & 
control’ and ‘information technology’ classes in 
Inspec classification system. 

− tuV : Vector of nouns in the usages of t 
• The feature vectors for a class c 
− cwV : Vector of words which constitutes 

terms in c 
− cdV : Vector of nouns in the definitions for 

terms in c 
− cuV : Vector of nouns in the usages for terms 

in c 
 

The weights of each vector is the frequencies 
of words or nouns in the terms, definitions, and 
usages depending on the types of vectors. The 
similarity between t and c is calculated by Eq. 5. 
α , β , and γ  are weighting schemes and we 
fix these values with 0.6, 0.3 and 0.1 
respectively acquired from the repeated 
experiments. 
 

( ,  )  ( ,  )
                ( ,  )
                ( ,  )

tl cl

td cd

tu cu

Sim t c Sim V V
Sim V V
Sim V V

α
β
γ

= ⋅
+ ⋅

+ ⋅

              (5) 

 
We decide the value k, the number of 

proposed classes from the k-NN for a term, 
based on sample experiment. Because we found 
at least one correct class within top 12.98 classes 
on average for randomly selected 40 terms, we 
decided k as 13. 

3.2 Term Class Verification by Experts 
Domain experts verify the classes of terms 
proposed by our automatic classification system. 
In the verification process, it is more effective to 
judge whether a term is related to a class or not 
than to judge a class can have a term as its 
element or not. Therefore, we rearrange the 
classification result to class-to-term format as 
shown in Fig. 3. The domain experts verify the 
terms in a class whther they can be member of 
the class or not. 

The most important fact in this verification 
process is that the experts should fully 
understand the scope of classes and terms. 
Reviewers catch the scope of classes by 
referring the class name or the terms included in 
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the classes. Reviewers catch the meaning of a 
term, t, by referring 1) component words of term 
t, especially head word among the component 
words, 2) definition of term t, especially genus 
term extracted from the definition, and 3) usages 
of term t extracted from corpus. We present all 
the information in a view so that reviewers 
easily reference the information. 

3.3 Experiments and Analysis 
We assigned classes to 2,470 terms among 3,023 
terms which were identified as descriptors in 
section 2. For 553 terms, we didn’t find correct 
classes among 13 classes the system proposed. 
We assigned 2.99 classes to each term on 
average. 

Fig. 4 shows the number of classified terms to 
the second level classes. Class B (Electrical 
Engineering & Electronics) and class C 
(Computers & Control) include more terms than 
class D (Information Technology). This means 
that the corpus from which we extracted terms is 
concentrated on the two areas.  

4 Taxonomy Construction 
A taxonomy is a collection of controlled 
vocabulary terms organized into a hierarchical 
structure. Terms have one or more 
hypernym-hyponym relationships to other terms 
in a taxonomy. There may be different types of 
taxonomic relationships in a taxonomy such as 
is-a, part-of, instance-of and other 
broader/narrower relationships. 

 
In this step, small-sized and class-based 

taxonomies are constructed for each term class. 
We model taxonomy construction process as a 
sequential insertion of new terms to current 
taxonomy. The taxonomy starts with empty state, 
and changes to rich taxonomic structure with the 
repeated insertion of terms as depicted in Fig. 5. 
Terms to be inserted are sorted by term 
specificity values. Term specificity is a measure 
for domain specific information for terms under 
a domain (Ryu et al, 2004). More specific terms 
usually locate lower part of taxonomy than less 
specific term. Inserting terms based on the 
incremental order of term specificity is natural, 
because the taxonomy increases from top to 
down under the process of term insertion in this 
specificity sequence. 

Taxonomy construction process is basically 
composed of following steps: 
 
Repeat the following step until term sequence, 
TS, is empty or no more terms are added to 
taxonomy, T. 
1. Sort terms in TS in ascending order of term 

specificity. 
2. Assign the first term in TS to tnew. 
3. System proposes possible taxonomic relations 

for tnew, i.e. system find possible hypernyms 
of tnew in T. 

4. Experts select one or more valid hypernyms 
and insert tnew as a hyponym of the hypernyms 
to T. Go to step 2. 

5. If proper hypernyms of tnew are not found in 
the result of step 3, experts manually search 
hypernyms of tnew in T. 
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Fig. 4. The distribution of classified terms to second 
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Term1 class1 class2 class3 class11 class30

class1 class2 class3 class11 class30

Automatic Classification Result

Term1

…

Term1

Term2

Term1

Term2

Term1

…

Term1

…

TRUE
TRUE FALSE

FALSE
FALSE

……

Term2 class3 class2 class9 class13 class49……

……

… … … … …

TRUE
TRUE

Rearrange class-term format

…

Fig. 3. Result of term classification. Class-term 
format makes easy the experts’ decision. 
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6. If proper hypernyms of tnew are found in step 
5, the experts insert tnew as a hyponym of the 
hypernyms to T. Go to step 2. 

7. If proper hypernyms for tnew are not found in 
the result of step 5, tnew goes to the end of TS. 
Go to step 2. 

 
The system’s prediction mechanisms minimize 
the experts’ manual task and provide 
consistency of result taxonomic relations. 

4.1 Automatic Taxonomic Relation 
Extraction 
In this section, we illustrate our automatic 
taxonomic relation extraction method using 
vertical relation, defintion patterns, reference 
thesaurus, and term specificity-similarity to 
extract taxonomic relations between new term 
and terms in current taxonomy. 

4.1.1 Method based on Vertical Relation 
When domain specific concepts are embodied 
into terms, many new terms are created by 
adding modifiers to existing terms (ISO, 2000). 
For example ‘read only memory’ was created by 
adding the modifier ‘read only’ to its hypernym 
‘memory’. Vertical relation is useful taxonomic 
evidence among terms. For two given terms t1 
and t2, if t2 matches t1 and t1 is additionally 
modified by other terms or adjectives, they 
derive the relation is-a(t1,t2) (Cimiano et al. 
2004; Velardi et al., 2001). However, this 
method does not always produce correct is-a 
relation. For example, two terms ‘exclusive OR 
gate’ and ‘OR gate’ do not related by is-a 
relation rather they are in a sibeling relation. 

4.1.2 Method based on Definition Patterns 
We apply term definition patterns to extract 
taxonomic relation from World Wide Web. We 
firstly search definitions of terms from World 
Wide Web, and secondly, we extract genus term 
from the definitions, and finally we generate is-a 
relation between search term and genus term. 
This method is different from that of Hearst’s 
research (Hearst, 1992) in that our method 
focuses on term definition patterns. Definitions 
occur frequently in many types of scientific 

writing because it is often necessary to define 
certain operations, substances, objects or 
machines. We applied definition patterns 
described in (Pearson, 1998). The most common 
definition pattern is as follows: 
 
− A(An) term is a(an) genus term verb+ed … 
 
For example, we send a query ‘a support vector 
machine is a’ to Web search engine2 to find 
definitions of ‘support vector machine’. One of 
the searched definition is as follows: 
 
− A support vector machine is a supervised 

learning algorithm developed over the past 
decade by Vapnik and others. 

 
We analyze this definition by applying above 
definition pattern. ‘supervised learning 
algorithm’ is a genus term of the definition. 
Finally we make a relation, is-a(‘support vector 
machine’, ‘supervised learning algorithm’) 
when ‘supervised learning algorithm’ is in 
current taxonomy. Because the definition 
patterns for Korean terms are less explicit than 
English definition patterns, we use English 
translations to apply this method. 

4.1.3 Method based on Reference Thesaurus 
The other information source of taxonomic 
relations is existing thesaurus, such as WordNet3. 
Altohugh WordNet is a domain independent 
thesaurus, it contains reasonable amount of 
taxonomic relations for specific domain terms. 

                                                      
2  We used Google (http://www.google.com) to 
search definitions of terms. 
3 http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn 

…
tnew

High LowSpecificity

High

Low

Specific

Fig. 5. The terms classified as a class are sequentially 
inserted to the taxonomy for the class. The system 
suggests possible locations of a new term, tnew, and 
experts verify the locations. 
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For example, ‘symbolic logic’ is hypernym of 
‘Boolean logic’ in WordNet. So if current new 
term is ‘Boolean logic’ and ‘symbolic logic’ 
exists in taxonomy, then ‘symbolic logic’ is a 
possible hypernym of ‘Boolean logic’. Because 
Korean WordNet is not available, we use 
English translations to apply this method. 

4.1.4 Method based on Term Specificity & 
Similarity 
Specificity is the measure of information 
quantity that is contained in each term. Because 
term specificity is the ability of a term to 
describe topics precisely, it has mainly been 
discussed in information retrieval in the context 
of selection of accurate index terms (Aizawa, 
2003; Wong et al., 1992). Term specificity can 
also be applied in the task of 
taxonomy/thesaurus learning. Because specific 
terms cover a narrow range in conceptual space 
and tend to be located at deep levels in a term 
taxonomy, term specificity is a necessary 
condition for taxonomic relations, such as is-a or 
part-of relations, among terms in a domain (say 
D). That is, if a term t2 is an ancestor of another 
term t4 in a taxonomy, TD, derived from the 
domain D, then the specificity of t2 is lower than 
that of t4 in D. Based on this condition, it is 
highly probable that t2 is an ancestor of t4 in TD, 
when t2 and t4 are semantically similar enough 
and the specificity of t2 is lower than that of t4 in 
D as in Fig. 6. However, the specificity is not a 
sufficient enough condition for taxonomic 
relations, because, for example, t2 is not similar 
to t6 on the semantic level, and t2 is not an 

ancestor of t6 even though the specificity of t2 is 
lower than that of t6 as shown in Fig. 6. 
According above assumption, our system selects 
possible hypernyms of a new term, tnew, in 
current taxonomy as following steps: 
 
1. Select candidate hypernyms for a new term, 

tnew, in current taxonomy using term 
specificity 

2. Select n-best hypernyms of new term, tnew, 
among the candidate hypernyms selected in 
step 1 based on term similarity 

 
In Fig. 6, the possible hypernyms of tnew are t1, 

t2, t3 and t4 because specificity values of the 
hypernyms are less than that of tnew. The possible 
hypernyms are sorted based on the similarity 
with tnew. Similarity between two terms is the 
degree of semantic intersection. Term similarity 
is measured based on compositionality 
assumption and distributional hypothesis of 
contextual words. Compositionality assumption 
refers to the idea that the meaning of a term can 
be derived from the meaning of its constituent 
words plus the way these words are combined. 
Because many domain specific terms are 
multiword terms, compositional information is 
useful to measure term similarity. When two 
terms have many common words, they can be 
said semantically similar to each other. 
Distributational hypothesis refers to the idea that 
the meaning of a term can be derived from the 
cooccurring words of the term. Therefore if two 
terms share many common context words, they 
can be said semantically similar to each other.  

4.1.5 Combination of Methods 
The taxonomic relation extraction methods have 
their own pros and cons. We combined the 
methods to maximize the pros and minimize the 
cons. We evaluated the methods using precision 
and recall measures to know the characteristics 
of the methods. We simulated the our taxonomy 
construction process using the terms in a part of 
Inspec thesaurus which consists of 212 terms. 
Firstly, we assigned speicificity values to the 
terms according to their levels in thesaurus tree. 
Terms in high levels have low specificity values, 

t1

t2
t3

t4 t5 t6

t7 t8 t9

tnew

t10

Spec(t1) = 1.0

Spec(t3) = 1.5
Spec(t2) = 1.5

Spec(t4) = 2.0 Spec(t5) = 3.0

Spec(t7) = 4.0 Spec(t8) = 3.5

Spec(t6) = 2.4

Spec(t9) = 2.5

Spec(tnew) = 2.3

Spec(t10) = 3.0

Fig. 6. Selection of candidate hypernyms of tnew from 
current taxonomy using term specificity 
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and vice versa. Secondly, we reprated term 
insertion step described at the start of this 
section. We evaluated each method using 
precision, recall and F-measure. Precision is the 
ratio of correct relations over 1-best system 
suggested relations, and recall is the ratio of 
correct system suggested relations over all 
possible taxonomic relations in current 
taxonomy. We say a relation is correct when the 
system suggested hypernym of new term is real 
hypernym in the test thesaurus. F-measure is 
harmonic mean of precision and recall. Fig. 7 
showes precision, recall and F-measure of 
suggested methods in sample experiment. 
Vertical relation based method showed the best 
precision in overall methods. Pattern based 
method and WordNet based method showed 
relatively high precision. Specificity and 
similarity based method showed low precision 
but high recall. We made a pipeline with which 
we extract hypernym of new term by 
sequentially applying the methods in the order of 
vertical relation based method, WordNet based 
method, pattern based method and specificity 
and similarity based method. When we cannot 
find hypernym by current method, we apply next 
method in pipeline. The combined method 
showd the best F-measure among all methods. 

4.2 Taxonomy Verification 
Since system generated taxonomic relations are 
not always correct, the relations are verified by 
domain experts. We made a guideline to help 
verification process. The guideline composed of 

abstract level relation types compiled from 
existing Inspec thesaurus. Experts verify 
extracted taxonomies as following steps: 
 
1. Decide the main facet of suggested relations. 

A facet is a defining property of a term that 
distinguishes it from others. The possible 
facets in IT domain are as follows: 

 
• Object (A): A view that the relation is 

between object and object plus other 
attributes. 

• Action (B): A view that the relation is 
between action and action plus other 
attributes. 

• Attribute (C): A view that the relation is 
between attribute and attribute related to 
other objects. 

• Technology (D): A view that the relation is 
between technology and technology plus 
other attributes. 

 
For example, a main facet of a taxonomic 
relation, ‘Network Computer network’, is 
Object. 
 
2. Decide specific relation types. A taxonomic 

relation is composed of the added attributes or 
object to main facets which make taxonomic 
relations between two terms. Possible relation 
types for Object and Action are as follows. 
The symbols A01-B04 represent relation 
types. The left hand side of  is an 
abstraction of hypernym, and right hand side 
of  is an abstraction of hyponym in a 
taxonomic relation. For example, the relation, 
A01, represent a taxonomic relation between 
an object and constrained form of the object. 
‘Computer network’ is constrained form of 
‘Network’, and the formal is hyponym of the 
latter. 

 
• A01 : Object  Constraint on Object 

Ex) network  computer network 
• A02: Object  Action of/to Object 

Ex) network  network management 
• A03: Object  Attribute of Object 
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Vectical Pattern WordNet Spec/Sim Combined
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Fig. 7. Precision and recall of the suggested methods
in sample test. 
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Ex) network  network reliability 
• A04: Object  Instance of Object 

Ex) digital computer  IBM computer 
• A05: Object  Part of Object 

Ex) database management system  
database indexing 

• A06: Object  Application of Object 
Ex) Internet  Internet telephony 

 
• B01 : Action  Part of Action 

Ex) pattern recognition  feature    
extraction 

• B02 : Action  Constraint on Action 
Ex) optimization  Pareto optimization 

• B03 : Action  Tool or system related to 
Action 
Ex) education  intelligent tutoring system 

• B04 : Action  Applied technique of 
Action 
Ex) image processing  computerized 

tomography 
 
3. When we can not verify a given relation in 

step 1 and step 2, we 1) reject the relation or 
2) add new guideline appropriate to the 
relation and accept the relation. 

4.3 Experiments and Analysis 
We constructed IT domain taxonomy which 
consists of 1,042 terms. Among the term, 330 
terms (31.7%) were inserted to taxonomy based 
on system suggested relations, whereas 712 
terms (68.3%) were inserted to taxonomy 
entirely based on experts’ decision as shown in 
Fig 8. 

Fig. 9 shows the number of relation types for 
the 568 Object based relations. 358 relations 
(63.0%) are between Object and Constraint on 
Object which is a kind of is-a relations. The next 
popular relation type is the relations between 
Object and Part of Object. (110 relations, 
10.6%) 

5. Related Work 
In this section, we discuss some work related to 
thesuaurus construction. Many works have 
focued on learning method of taxonomic 

relations based on the distributional hypothesis 
and lexico-syntactic patterns which convey a 
certain relation. 

 Pereira (Pereira et al. 1993) present a 
top-down clustering approach to build an 
unlabeled hierarchy of nouns. They present an 
entropy-based evalutaion of their approach. 
Grefenstette has addressed the automatic 
construction of thesaurus using SEXTANT 
system (Grefenstette, 1994). The system used 
weak syntactic analysis methods on texts to 
generate thesaurus under the assumption that 
similar terms will appear in similar syntactic 
relationships. Terms are then grouped according 
the grammatical context in which they appear. 
He presents results on different and various 
domains. He showed that for frequent words, the 
syntactic-based approaches are better, while for 
rare words the window-based approaches are 
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preferable. This method is viable approaches but 
still do not address the specific relationships 
between terms, such as is-a or part-of relations. 
Faure & Nedellec (Faure et al., 1998) suggested 
an iterative bottom-up clustering approach of 
nouns appearing in similar contexts. In each step, 
they culster the two most similar extents of some 
argument position of two verbs. Their method is 
semi-automaitc similar to our method that in that 
it involves users in the validation of the clusters 
at each step. Caraballo (Caraballo, 1999)[13] 
uses clustering methods to derive an unlabeled 
hierarchy of nouns by using data about 
conjunctions of nouns and appositions collected 
from the Wall Street Journal corpus. The final 
tree is evaluated by presenting a random choice 
of clusters and the corresponding hypernym to 
three human judges for validation. This method 
is also based on distributional hypothesis. 
Cimiano et al. have presented an approach to the 
automatic acquisition of taxonomies or concept 
hierarchies from a text corpus (Cimiano et al., 
2004). The approach is based on Formal 
Concept Analysis (FCA). They followed the 
distributional hypothesis and modeled the 
context of a term as a vector. They have also 
analyzed the impact of a smoothing technique in 
order to cope with data sparseness and found 
that it doesn’t improve the results of the 
FCA-based approach. Yamamoto et al. 
(Yamamoto et al., 2004; Yamomoto  et al., 
2005) proposed a method of automatically 
extracting word hierarchies based on the 
inclusion relations of word appearance patterns 
in corpora. They applied the complementary 
simialrity measure (CSM) to determine a 
hierarchical structure of word meaning. The 
CSM determines the inclusion between two 
feature vectors which represent the 
characteristics of two words respectively. They 
applied the measure to extract hierarchies of 
Japanese abstract nouns and evaluated the result 
by comparing to the hierarchy of EDR electronic 
dictionary 4 . The approaches based on 
distributionl hypothesis have some drawbacks in 
                                                      
4  EDR Electronic Dictionary 
(http://www2.nict.go.jp/kk/e416/EDR/index.html) 

nature. For example, many unrelated terms 
might co-occur if they are very frequently used. 
Data sparseness is another problem when we 
apply the methods to specific domains. Because 
many domain terms are multi-word terms and 
they appear in domain corpus relatively low 
frequency, it is difficult to collect statistically 
meaningful information from corpus. 

There have been many works related to the 
use of linguistic patterns to discovr certain 
relations from corpus. Hearst (Hearst, 1992) 
aimed to discover taxonomic realtions from 
electronic dictionaries using lexico-syntactic 
patterns. Her idea has been replied by different 
researchers with either slight variations in the 
patterns used (Iwanska et al., 2000), or to 
discover other kinds of semantic relations such 
as part-of relations (Charniak & Berland, 1999) 
or causation relations (Girju & Moldovan, 2002). 
The pattern based approaches are characterized 
by a high precision in the sense that the quality 
of the learned relations is very high compared to 
the approaches based on distributional 
hypothesis. However, these approaches suffer 
from a very low recall due to the fact that the 
patterns are very rare in real corpus. 

Recently researches, covering all the 
processes of thesaurus/ontology building, have 
been proposed in the view of ontology 
engineering. Navigli and Velardi (Navigli et al., 
2004) presented a method and a tool, OntoLearn, 
aimed at the extraction of domain ontologies 
from Web sites, and more generally from 
documents shared among the members fo virtual 
organizations. OntoLearn first extracts a domain 
terminology from available documets. Then, 
complex domain terms are semantically 
interpreted and arranged in a hierarchical 
fashion. Finally a general-purpose ontology, 
WordNet, is trimmed and enriched with the 
detected domain concepts. The major aspect of 
this approach is semantic interpretation, that is, 
the association of a complex concept with a 
complex term. 
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Conclusions 
We have presented a novel approach to acquire 
domain thesaurus using divide-and-conquer 
method. This method is composed of three steps: 
term extraction step, term classification step, and 
taxonomy construction step. This method has 
advantages in that 1) taxonomy construction 
complexity is reduced, 2) each class-based 
thesaurus can be reused in other domain 
thesaurus, and 3) term distribution to target 
domain is easily identified. Though many related 
works is fully automatic, it is important to 
mention that it is hard to believe in fully 
automatic thesaurus construction without any 
user involvement. In this sense, our approach is 
balanced in that automatic processing and 
manual verification do their roles interactively in 
the construction steps. We have constructed 
Korean IT domain thesaurus based on proposed 
method. Because terms are extracted from 
Korean newspaper and patent corpus in IT 
domain, the thesaurus includes many neologisms 
created in Korea. The thesaurus consists of 81 
upper level classes and over 1,000 terms. 

Though our approach is well organized, there 
are still many points to be improved in all 
construction steps. Firstly, a large-scale 
evaluttion is still to be done. As many 
researchers have already pointed out, evaluation 
of ontologies/thesauruses is reconized as an 
open problem, and few results are available, 
mostly on the procedural side. So objective, 
quantitative and procedural evaluation method is 
needed in future. Secondly, because the 
reviewer’s guidelines in each step have many 
inconsistent points, it is needed to update the 
guidelines removing conflicts. We will construct 
different domain thesaurus in order to validate 
and update our approach. 
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Appendix A 
Part of constructed taxonomy for class B61 
(Information and Communication Theory) 
 
Taxonomic Codes Term English Translation Type
533 패턴 인식 pattern recognition
533.107 특징 추출 feature extraction B01
533.107.a00 에지 검출 edge detection B02
8eb 신호 처리 signal processing

8eb.001 영상 신호 처리 video signal processing B02

8eb.002 영상 처리 image processing B02
8eb.002.002 영상 인식 image recognition B02
8eb.002.002.001 영상 정합 image matching B01
8eb.002.002.002 에지 검출 edge detection B01
8eb.002.002.003 지문 인식 fingerprint B02
8eb.002.003 컴퓨터 비전 computer vision B04
8eb.002.003.001 머신 비전 machine vision B02
8eb.002.004 영상 부호화 image coding B02

8eb.002.006 입체 영상 처리 stereo image processing B02

8eb.002.007 영상 개선 image enhancement B02

8eb.002.008 컴퓨터 단층 촬영
computerised
tomography B06

8eb.002.009 영상 표현 image representation B02
8eb.002.00a 렌더링 rendering B02
8eb.002.00a.001 광선 추적법 ray tracing B02
8eb.002.00a.002 볼륨 렌더링 volume rendering B02
8eb.002.00b 화상 분석 image analysis B02
8eb.002.00c 영상 변환 image transformation B02
8eb.002.00d 세선화 thinning B02

8eb.004 의학 신호 처리
medical signal
processing B02

8eb.005 데이터 압축 data compression B02
8eb.005.001 벡터 양자화 vector quantization B02

8eb.015 광 정보 처리
optical information
processing B02

8eb.016 음향 신호 처리
acoustic signal
processing B02

8eb.016.001 음향 합성 acoustic convolution B02
8eb.023 신호 검출 signal detection B02
8eb.023.001 차등 검파 differential detection B02
8eb.023.002 헤테로다인 검파 heterodyne detection B02
8eb.023.003 동기 검파 homodyne detection B02
8eb.02c 음성처리 speech processing B02
8eb.02c.001 음성 인식 speech recognition B02
8eb.02c.001.001 화자 인식 speaker recognition B02

8eb.02c.001.002 연속 음성 인식
continuous speech
recognition B02

8eb.02c.001.003 화자 적응 speaker adaptation B02

8eb.02c.001.004 자동 음성 인식
automatic speech
recognition B02

8eb.02c.003 음성 부호화 speech coding B02
8eb.02c.004 음성 압축 speech compression B02
8eb.02c.005 음성 합성 speech synthesis B02
8eb.02c.006 음성 분석 speech analysis B02

 
• Taxonomic codes represent hierarchical 

structure of terms. 
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Abstract

Semantic Web applications require robust and accurate an-
notation tools that are capable of automating the assignment
of ontological classes to words in naturally occurring text
(ontological annotation). Most current ontologies do not in-
clude rich lexical databases and are therefore not easily inte-
grated with word sense disambiguation algorithms that are
needed to automate ontological annotation. WordNet pro-
vides a potentially ideal solution to this problem as it offers
a highly structured lexical conceptual representation that has
been extensively used to develop word sense disambiguation
algorithms. However, WordNet has not been designed as an
ontology, and while it can be easily turned into one, the re-
sult of doing this would present users with serious practical
limitations due to the great number of concepts (synonym
sets) it contains. Moreover, mapping WordNet to an exist-
ing ontology may be difficult and requires substantial labor.
We propose to overcome these limitations by developing an
analytical platform that (1) provides a WordNet-based on-
tology offering a manageable and yet comprehensive set of
concept classes, (2) leverages the lexical richness of Word-
Net to give an extensive characterization of concept class in
terms of lexical instances, and (3)

integrates a class recognition algorithm that automates
the assignment of concept classes to words in naturally
occurring text. The ensuing framework makes available
an ontological annotation platform that can be effectively
integrated with intelligence analysis systems to facilitate
evidence marshaling and sustain the creation and validation
of inference models.

1 Introduction

Ontological annotations identify real-world entities along-
side properties and relations that characterize the entities’
attributes and role in their textual context, with respect to
a reference ontology. Adding these annotations to unstruc-
tured or semi-structured data is a basic requirement to make
Semantic Web technologies work (Fensel et al. 2003, pp. 1-
25; Klein et al. 2003). For example, the availability of on-
tologically annotated documents is crucial in enabling the
shift from keyword-based queries and navigation by prede-
fined links to semantic-driven search and navigation behav-
iors that can be effectively handled by automatic agents in

Semantic Web applications (Maedche et al. 2003; Broekstra
et al. 2003).

Ontologies such as Cyc1 and SUMO2 therefore repre-
sent a pivotal element for Semantic Web applications as
they make available a knowledge representation language
amenable to logical reasoning and a dictionary of classes and
relations that Web Services can use to describe content and
reason about it. However, linking words from naturally oc-
curring text to entity and relationship classes in an ontology
is often problematic. Ontologies do not usually integrate a
rich enough set of lexical instances that exemplify the real-
world entity and relationship tokens for their classes. With-
out such lexicons, gazetteers and thesauri, the automation of
the ontological annotation process is impossible as there is
no way of establishing how a word token (e.g.gun) can be
related to an ontological class (e.g. #Weapon).

Manual ontological annotation may provide a viable so-
lution in some limited application domains, but it is sim-
ply not a choice for applications which require processing
large document collections. For example, imagine adding se-
mantic tags to each newswire that a news service receives
daily or, even worse, tackling the huge repositories of legacy
newswire data. The daunting proportions of such an anno-
tation task would constitute a pre-emptive bottleneck under
both time and cost considerations. Ultimately, automatic on-
tological annotation is the only viable alternative. The mini-
mal requirements to make such an alternative available are

• to establish reliable and cost-effective ways of linking
lexical database entries to concept classes in an ontol-
ogy, and

• to use word sense disambiguation algorithms that re-
liably relate words in naturally occurring text to those
lexical database entries that have been linked to onto-
logical classes.

The goal of this paper is to show how these two requirements
can be satisfied by

• leveraging the hierarchical structure of WordNet to
transform WordNet into an ontology where a relatively
small number of top- and mid-level synonyms sets
are selected as concept classes, with all synonym sets
defined as instances for such classes, and

1http://www.opencyc.org/.
2http://ontology.teknowledge.com/.
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• using WordNet-based word sense disambiguation al-
gorithms to resolve ambiguities concerning the assign-
ment of a word token (e.g.conductin the contextcon-
duct a nuclear program) to its appropriate class (e.g.
manageas opposed tobehave, perform,or transmit).

The ensuing framework provides an ontological annotation
platform that can be effectively integrated with intelligence
analysis systems to facilitate evidence marshaling and sus-
tain the creation and validation of inference models.

2 Background
Several formalizations of WordNet as an OWL ontology
have been developed during the last few years3 and a
WordNet Task Force has been created within the W3C
Semantic Web Best Practices and Deployment Working
Group4 to support the deployment of WordNet and similarly
structured lexica in RDF/OWL. One of the main problems
with turning WordNet into an OWL ontology is the sheer
number of resulting concept classes. WordNet 2.0 has some
115,000 synonym sets. If each synonym set is formalized
as a concept class, the ensuing number of classes would
just be too large and therefore impractical for a real-world
application. Moreover, it is not clear whether such a large
number of lexical concept classes is needed for applications
such as semantic-based search and navigation. While it is
important to have as wide a lexical coverage as possible,
such an objective can be simply achieved by linking a large
number of word senses (e.g. the 115,000 synonym sets in
WordNet) to a more manageable number of concept classes.

Knight & Luk (1994) provide one of the earliest attempts
at linking a large lexical database such as WordNet to an
ontology derived from merging the PENMAN Upper Model
and ONTOS (see also Hovy 1998). Such a mapping involves
breaking WordNet into 200 hundred pieces and merging
each manually into the merged PENMAN Upper Model and
ONTOS ontology. Niles (2003) offers a more recent example
of the same endeavor by developing a methodology to link
SUMO classes to WordNet synonym sets manually; to date,
the full WordNet 1.6 has been mapped to SUMO. Other
examples are the Cyc-to-WordNet mapping that includes
some 8,000 WordNet noun synsets, as reported in O’Hara
et al. (2003) and the ongoing OntoWordNet Project at the
Laboratory for Applied Ontology in the Italian National
Research Council5 (Cangemi et al., 2003).

These must all be regarded as important achievements
as they greatly enhance the utility of influential ontologies.
However, in spite of the considerable amount of work done,
the accuracy of mapping methodologies developed so far is
yet unknown. Minimally, an evaluation of mapping results
would involve correlating choices made by several anno-
tators for a representative subset of WordNet-SUMO map-
pings in order to compute inter-annotators’ agreement. How-

3See the WordNet OWL ontology developed by the KID grouphttp:
//taurus.unine.ch/knowler/wordnet.html.

4http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/BestPractices/WNET/tf.
html.

5http://www.loa-cnr.it/DOLCE.html.

ever, such an evaluation is yet to be performed. Moreover, re-
gardless of their reliability, the mapping methodologies de-
veloped so far cannot be seen as providing a viable gen-
eral solution for integrating ontologies with large lexical
databases such as WordNet. Because of the great number
of synonym sets, the task of mapping WordNet to existing
ontologies is simply too costly and time-demanding to be
carried out manually. In theory, the inheritance structure of
WordNet can be used to reduce the number of nodes that are
considered as mapping candidates, e.g. by selecting mapping
candidates from the top layer of WordNet. In practice, this
reduction requires a systematic and well-motivated method-
ology for establishing how far up the WordNet hierarchy we
need to go to select the best mapping candidates, and none
of the approaches used in mapping WordNet to existing on-
tologies to date have developed such a methodology.

Developing an effective methodology for mapping Word-
Net to an ontology is the first step to make the ontology use-
ful. The next step is to establish which WordNet word sense
is appropriate for a given word token in context, in the event
several choices are possible, so as to automate the assign-
ment of ontological classes to words in target documents.
Suppose for example we are working with an ontology com-
prising several possible event classes for the verb lemma
conduct: #manage, #perform, #behave and #transmit. If the
ontology has already been mapped to WordNet, then each
of these four classes would be linked to a different WordNet
sense for the lemmaconduct

• #manage:{conduct#v#1, . . .}

– direct the course of; manage or control;You cannot
conduct business like this

• #perform:{conduct #v#2, . . .}

– lead, as in the performance of a composition;
Barenboim conducted the Chicago symphony for
years

• #behave:{conduct#v#3, . . .}

– behave in a certain manner;They conducted them-
selves well during these difficult times

• #transmit:{conduct#v#4, . . .}

– transmit or serve as the medium for transmission;
Many metals conduct heat.

Automated ontological annotation in this case could leverage
WordNet-based word sense disambiguation algorithms to
establish which of these four classes is appropriate for
the lemmaconduct in the contextsupport the right of
Iran to conducta nuclear program for peaceful purposes.
Unfortunately, word sense disambiguation is a difficult task
to perform successfully. The best word sense disambiguation
results in the “all word” task for the Senseval3 evaluation6

are at 0.652 precision/recall (Snyder & Palmer, 2004), with
Kohomban & Lee (2005) reporting 0.661 for the same task
and data set. Such results are only marginally better than

6http://www.senseval.org/
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baseline heuristics such as choosing the most frequent word
sense in WordNet (0.609), and are just not reliable enough
for most practical applications.

3 Defining a WordNet Ontology
Our main objective in constructing a WordNet-based ontol-
ogy is to select a manageable number of classes that have
sufficient conceptual depth to enable effective semantic in-
ference and enough variety to yield the widest lexical cover-
age. The work we have carried out to date is primarily con-
cerned with verbs and nouns, but the approach developed
extends to other word classes in WordNet (adjectives and
adverbs) in a straightforward manner.

In defining an event ontology based on WordNet, we se-
lected verb synonym sets that were less specific in mean-
ing as event classes (e.g., {communicate#2, intercommuni-
cate#2} vs. { gesticulate#1, gesture#1, motion#1}). In do-
ing so, we chose the more frequent member of the syn-
onym set to name the class, e.g.communicate#2for the
synonym set {communicate#2, intercommunicate#2}. The
verbs in the synonym sets chosen as event classes (e.g.,
communicate#2, intercommunicate#2) as well as their tro-
ponyms (e.g., {gesticulate#1, gesture#1, motion#1}, { gri-
mace#1, make_a_face#1, pull_a_face#1}) were declared as
instances. The ontology is being developed as an OWL on-
tology7 using Protégé8 as the ontology editor environment
and Jena9 as the Semantic Web framework in which to im-
plement the ontology, handle reification, issue queries, and
perform logical inference. An example of the resulting event
ontology is shown in Figure 1, where verb senses associated
with the folder icon indicate event classes while those asso-
ciated with a bullet point are instances.

To assess the specificity level of synonym sets, we used
frequency counts for WordNet synonym sets obtained from
the British National Corpus (BNC) using the methodology
established by Resnik (1995) as implemented by Pedersen,
Banerjee and Patwardhan10 (see also Pedersen et al. 2005,
p. 15). Since the BNC is not annotated with WordNet word
senses, concept counts were distributed across all possible
senses of a word. Frequencies of the verb senses were
computed by taking the count of a verb and splitting it among
its senses and hypernyms; thus each sense and hypernym
associated with a word type received an equal share of each
count. For example, if there are two senses of a word, then
each of the concepts associated with each sense is updated
by 0.5 when we observe the word in a corpus.

Verb synonym sets that have hyponyms and whose fre-
quency counts were above a given threshold were chosen
as event classes. BNC frequency counts for verb synonym
sets ranged from 0 to 2,060,415. We chose a frequency cut-
off value of 10,000. The chosen synonym sets tended to be
in the top- to mid-layer of the WordNet hierarchy and have

7http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref.
8http://protege.stanford.edu.
9http://jena.sourceforge.net.

10http://search.cpan.org/dist/WordNetSimilarity/
utils/BNCFreq.pl.

a high number of hyponyms as they designated more gen-
eral event concepts. Following this method, we created 1077
event classes out of a total of 24,632 verb senses. 386 top-
level verb synonym sets had no hyponyms or were below the
frequency cut-off value. 69 of these verb synonym sets were
mapped to other verb synonym sets using the “similar sense”
function in WordNet. The remaining 317 verb synonym sets
represent rarer and more specific concepts, have very few or
no hyponyms, and are therefore not well suited as ontology
classes; however, we have included these in our event ontol-
ogy for completeness. We are currently trying to find ways
to integrate these 317 verb synonym sets in the event ontol-
ogy as instances for some of the remaining 760 synonym sets
that are more linguistically motivated as event classes.

Using the same approach with a BNC frequency threshold
of 6100, we defined a noun ontology of 3005 nodes. The de-
velopment of the noun ontology was comparatively simpler
since WordNet only has 9 top-level synonym sets for nouns
and they are all good candidates as ontology classes.

Figure 1: WordNet-based event ontology fragment.

4 Automatic Word Class Recognition
Our main objective in targeting the disambiguation of word
classes as opposed to individual word senses is to obtain
results that significantly exceed current word sense disam-
biguation results. In our event ontology, nearly 25,000 verb
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senses mapped into 1077 verb classes. Such mapping signif-
icantly reduces the number of possible choices in assigning a
concept to an ambiguous verb and should therefore simplify
the disambiguation challenge. This hypothesis is supported
by previously reported good performance for coarse grained
word sense disambiguation systems (Yarowsky 1992).

Our approach is based on a supervised classification
approach and we use SemCor11 as training corpus. Cur-
rently, we employ the OpenNLP MaxEnt implementation12

of the maximum entropy classification lgorithm (Berger et
al. 1996) to develop word class recognition models. For each
verb/noun lemma, we create a classifier that predicts which
of the possible verb/noun classes for the lemma is most
likely according to the context in which the lemma occurs.

Following Dang & Palmer (2005) and Kohomban & Lee
(2005), we use contextual, syntactic and semantic informa-
tion to inform our verb class disambiguation system.

• Contextual information includes the verb under analy-
sis plus the three tokens found on each side of the verb,
within sentence boundaries. Tokens included word as
well as punctuation.

• Syntactic information includes grammatical dependen-
cies (e.g. subject, object) and morpho-syntactic fea-
tures such as part of speech, case, number and tense.
We used the Connexor parser13(Tapanainen and Järvi-
nen, 1997) to extract syntactic information. A sample
output of a Connexor parse is given in Table 1.

• Semantic information includes named entity types (e.g.
person, location, organization) and hypernyms.

– We used LCC’s Cicero Lite14 to extract named en-
tity types, replacing the strings identified as named
entities (e.g., Joe Smith) with the corresponding en-
tity type (PERSON). We also substituted personal
pronouns that unambiguously denote people with
the entity type PERSON.

• Hypernyms were retrieved from WordNet. Differently
from Dang & Palmer (2005), we only expanded the
hypernym of sense 1 of lemmas, but we included the
entire hypernym chain (e.g. motor, machine, device,
instrumentality, artifact, object, whole, entity).

A sample of the resulting feature vectors which were used
both for training and recognition is given in Table 2.

As the example in Table 2 indicates, combination of con-
textual, syntactic and semantic information types results in
a large number of features. Inspection of the training data
reveals that some features may be more important than oth-
ers in establishing verb class assignment for each choice of
verb lemma. We used a feature selection procedure to reduce
the full set of features to the feature subset that is most rel-
evant to verb class assignment for each verb lemma. This

11http://www.cs.unt.edu/~rada/downloads.html.
12http://maxent.sourceforge.net/.
13http://www.connexor.com/.
14http://www.languagecomputer.com/solutions/
information_extraction/cicero_lite.

practice improved both the efficiency and effectiveness of
our verb class disambiguation algorithm. The feature selec-
tion procedure we adopted consists in scoring each poten-
tial feature according to a particular feature selection met-
ric, and then take the bestk features. We choose the Infor-
mation Gain selection metric, measuring the decrease in en-
tropy when the feature is given vs. when it is absent. Yang
and Pederson (1997) report that the Information Gain per-
formed best in their multi-class benchmarks, and Foreman
(2003) showed that it performed amongst the best for his 2-
class problems. In the future we intend to improve the feature
selection process by developing a better subset selection pro-
cedure based on Information Gain. The procedure will score
subsets of features simultaneously rather than individual fea-
tures, thereby identifying high value feature combinations.

To adapt this approach for noun disambiguation, we sim-
ply selected a slightly different set of features, as indicated
below.

• The noun under analysis plus the three tokens found on
each side of the noun within sentence boundaries, and
all verbs within sentence boundaries. Tokens included
words as well as punctuation.

• Morphological information about all tokens chosen
(e.g. POS, Case, Number).

• The syntactic dependency of the noun, an indication
of what dependents the noun has (e.g. “hasDet”), a
specification of what verb is related to the noun, and
the syntactic dependency of the words dependent on
the noun (e.g. ’det:the’).

• The hypernym chain of all nouns selected.

4.1 Evaluation

We evaluated our disambiguation algorithm in two distinct
tasks: verb and noun class disambiguation and verb sense
disambiguation. The first evaluation task demonstrates the
utility of the disambiguation algorithm with specific refer-
ence to the ontological annotation challenge. The second
task provides an evaluation of the disambiguation algorithm
with reference to comparable results in the literature.

Verb and Noun Class Disambiguation
The goal of the class disambiguation task is to disambiguate
a verb or a noun with reference to the classes in the ontology
defined in section 2, rather than individual WordNet senses.
The reason for collapsing verb and noun senses into verb
and noun classes is to simplify the disambiguation task
by modeling coarser-grained categories to better support
ontological annotation. We used the SemCor corpus for this
evaluation task. As described above, we created classifiers
that predict for each verb or noun lemma which of the
possible verb or noun classes is most likely for the lemma,
according to the context in which the lemma occurs. Our
baseline is given by selecting the verb/noun class linked
to the sense for the lemma that has the lowest word sense
number (e.g. the highest frequency).

We ran two experiments. In the first experiment, we
ignored verb/noun classes with 4 or fewer instances. The
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Table 1: Connexor sample output for the sentence“The engine throbbed into life”.

ID# Word Lemma Gramma-
tical De-
penden-
cies

Morphosyntactic
Features

1
2
3
4
5
6

the
engine
throbbed
into
life
.

the
engine
throb
into
life
.

det:>2
subj:>3
main:>0
goa:>3
pcomp:>4

@DN> %>N DET
@SUBJ %NH N NOM SG
@+FMAINV %VA V PAST
@ADVL %EH PREP
@<P %NH N NOM SG

Table 2: Feature vector for the sentence“The engine throbbed into life”.

the pre:2:the, pre:2:pos:DET, det:the, det:pos:DET,
hassubj:det:

engine pre:1:instrumentality, pre:1:object, pre:1:artifact,
pre:1:device, pre:1:engine, pre:1:motor, pre:1:whole,
pre:1:entity, pre:1:machine, pre:1:pos:N, pre:1:case:NOM, pre:1:num:SG,subj:instrumentality,subj:object, subj:artifact,
subj:device, subj:engine, subj:motor, subj:whole, subj:entity, subj:machine, subj:pos:N, hassubj:, subj:case:NOM,
subj:num:SG,

throbbed haspre:1:,haspre:2:,haspost:1:, haspost:2:, haspost:3:,
self:throb, self:pos:V, main:,throbbed, self:tense:PAST

into post:1:into, post:1:pos:PREP, goa:into, goa:pos:PREP,
life post:2:life, post:2:state, post:2:being, post:2:pos:N, post:2:case:NOM, post:2:num:SG, hasgoa:, pcomp:life, pcomp:state,

pcomp:being, pcomp:pos:N, hasgoa:pcomp:, goa:pcomp:case:NOM, goa:pcomp:num:SG
. post:3:.

selection of training and testing data sets from SemCor was
done for each choice of verb/noun sense: 80% for training
and 20% for testing. For example, if a verb had two senses,
W1 and W2, with 10 SemCor examples for W1 and 3 for
W2, we would ignore W2 and select from SemCor 8 samples
for training and 2 for testing. In the second experiment,
we included verb/noun classes with at least 3 instances and
chose the same training to testing ratio, rounding up to X+1
when 20% of the testing data set was greater or equal to X.5,
where X is an integer.

The results shown in Table 3 demonstrate that we do
reasonably better than the baseline, especially in experiment
1 for verbs and experiment 2 for nouns. Moreover, 0.71–
0.69 precision/recall for verbs seems to be a good result as
verbs are known to be harder to disambiguate. For example,
Snyder and Palmer (2004) report that verbs scored the lowest
in inter-annotator agreement at 67.8% during the preparation
of the evaluation data for Senseval3, followed by nouns at
74.9% and adjectives at 78.5%.

Table 3: Precision/recall results for verb and noun class
disambiguation on SemCor data.

Verbs Nouns
Experiment 1 (5 SemCor examples or
more)

0.711 0.837

Baseline for experiment 1 0.645 0.800
Experiment 2 (3 SemCor examples or
more)

0.691 0.811

Baseline for experiment 2 0.630 0.773

Verb Sense Disambiguation

Due to the uniqueness of the word class disambiguation
task, comparable results are currently not available in the
literature. In order to compare the performance of our system
with that of other approaches, we trained our algorithm for
word sense disambiguation and used the Senseval3 English
All Words task test data. For training, we used verb instances
in SemCor. If a verb occurring in the Senseval3 test data
was not present in the SemCor training set, we assumed
the most frequent sense. Since our system was built using
WordNet 2.0 and Senseval3 uses WordNet 1.7.1, we mapped
the output of our system to the corresponding WordNet 1.7.1
senses. Using the scoring software and results files available
from senseval.org, we calculated the results for verbs relative
to the two top performers in the Senseval3 English All
Words task for comparison purposes: GAMBL (Decadt et
al. 2004) and SenseLearner (Mihalcea 2004). The baseline
was calculated by assuming the most frequent sense for each
verb.

Table 4 provides the precision scores for baseline and the
three systems—see Snyder & Palmer (2004) for a descrip-
tion of the scoring system.

Overall, our disambiguation system yields better preci-
sion and recall scores. To verify the statistical significance
of these results, we used a standard proportions comparison
test (see Fleiss 1981, p. 30). According to this test, the pre-
cision of our system is significantly better than the baseline
(p = 0.000765) and marginally better than SenseLearner
(p = 0.028). The test does not detect a statistically signif-
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Table 4: Results for verb sense disambiguation on Senseval3
data.

System Precision Fraction of Recall
Our system 61% 22%
GAMBL 59.0% 21.3%
SenseLearner 56.1% 20.2%
Baseline 52.9% 19.1%

icant difference between the scores reported by our system
and GAMBL (p = 0.21).

5 Related Work
Considerable amount of effort has been devoted to the de-
velopment of automatic annotation methodologies for the
Semantic Web during the last few years. Most of the ap-
proaches proposed exploit information extraction techniques
such as the recognition of named entities, relationships and
events. For example, Kogut & Holmes (2001) present a
system that generates DAML annotations for most proper
nouns and common relationships from web pages using
AeroTextT M, a commercial information extraction tool.
Dingli et al. (2003) and Ciravegna & Wilks (2003) propose
an adaptive information extraction approach where informa-
tion from structured sources is used to train learning algo-
rithms capable of automating the annotation of domain spe-
cific web pages. These approaches work well for the seman-
tic annotation of named entities and for specific application
domains where the vocabulary is somewhat limited and lexi-
cal ambiguity is a relatively low concern. With more generic
content (e.g. newswires), semantic annotation requires ad-
ditional tools and resources capable of providing large lexi-
cal coverage and a more fine grained identification of word
meaning. For example, Witbrock et al. (2004) describe a sys-
tem which uses a lexicon of about 24,620 lexemes (nouns,
verbs and adjectives) and 5,429 semantic translation pat-
terns to produce initial Cyc OWL annotations of arbitrary
text documents automatically. The need to engage large scale
semantic knowledge resources such as WordNet and word
sense disambiguation algorithms capable of discriminating
among contextually appropriate word meanings with refer-
ence to such resources is also discussed in Buitelaar and De-
clerck (2004).

6 Building an Ontological Annotation
Environment for Intelligence Analysis

We are currently using the word class disambiguation algo-
rithm described in this paper to develop an Ontological An-
notation Tool (OAT) capable of supporting the extraction of
evidence from document sets for intelligence analysis appli-
cations such as the analysis of competing hypotheses (San-
filippo et al. 2005). As shown in Figure 2, OAT represents
extracted evidence in the form of semantic graphs. These se-
mantic graphs are the combined result of an event extraction
process based on dependency parsing with Connexor and the
word class disambiguation algorithm described in this paper.
We use OWL (Web Ontology Language) to represent seman-

tic graphs. OWL facilitates the description of data classes
in a way that supports automated reasoning about the class
membership of given instances. OWL class descriptions can
specify subsumption relationships and the properties associ-
ated with members of a given class. Descriptions can also
restrict class membership by property values.

The results of parsing are semantically interpreted by
the verb and entity classes (see Figure 3). The verb class
comprises 1077 verb classes defined in terms of the upper-
level verb synonym sets selected from WordNet and their
subsumption relations, as described above in Section 2. Each
verb instance is tied to one or more instances of the entity
class: these instances correspond to event participants. Verb
and entity instances have additional information that ties
them to associated text within source documents. Our entity
class is currently based on the entity types supported by the
Cicero Lite named entity recognition system.

After the initial text parsing is completed, verb disam-
biguation is performed to determine the correct verb clas-
sification for events. This is recorded in the knowledge base
by assigning the verb class to the event instance. An example
of the OWL output produced is shown in Table 5.

Table 5: Class disambiguation OWL output for the verb con-
vene in the contextIn May 1992, at Qaddafi’s instigation,
1,500 People’s Congresses convened in Libya and abroad. . .
The verb convene is assigned WordNet sense 1 and thus rec-
ognized as an instance of the verb classmeet.8 (see Fig-
ure 1) which corresponds to the WordNet synonym set com-
prising the verb sensesmeet#8, gather#2, assemble#2,
forgather#1 andforegather#1.

<txtmark:cEvent rdf:about=“http://nvac
.pnl.gov/sid/owl/data/libya_government
.htm#convene_2913”>

<txtmark:dStartIndex rdf:datatype=
“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int”>
1169
</txtmark:dStartIndex>

<verbs:pLemma>convene</verbs:pLemma>

<verbs:pWordNetSense rdf:datatype=
“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int”>
1</verbs:pWordNetSense>

<verbs:pText rdf:datatype=“http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string”>
convened in</verbs:pText>

<rdf:type} rdf:resource=“http://
nvac.pnl.gov/sid/owl/verbs\#meet.8”/>
...
</txtmark:cEvent>

OAT uses the Jena Ontology API to create models that de-
scribe the results of document parsing and disambiguation.
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Figure 2: OAT sample.

These models are viewable by the user. The granularity of
events displayed can be controlled by moving up and down
the event hierarchy and by the types of restrictions placed on
entity instances tied to the events. The use of OWL and the
Jena API will allow us to support user-defined restrictions on
the participants of events which are considered intelligence
targets.

7 Conclusions
If ontologies are to support Semantic Web applications, a
reliable system to relate words in naturally occurring text
to ontological classes must be made available. In this pa-
per, we have shown that such a system can be developed
by defining a WordNet-based ontology that offers a man-
ageable set of concept classes, provides an extensive char-
acterization of concept class in terms of lexical instances,
and integrates an automated class recognition algorithm. Our
current verb class disambiguation algorithm demonstrates
strong performance, and better results yet are expected for
noun and adjective classes. Once completed, our WordNet-
based ontology can be used as such or mapped to other on-
tologies to provide ontological annotation functionality. Be-
cause of the substantial reduction of WordNet synonym sets
considered as mapping candidates, our approach can also re-
duce the costs and improve the results in the alignment of
WordNet with existing ontologies. The ensuing framework
makes available an ontological annotation platform that can
be effectively integrated with intelligence analysis systems

to facilitate evidence marshaling and sustain the creation and
validation of inference models.
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Abstract
Information Extraction (IE) systems often use pat-
terns to identify relevant information in text but
these are difficult and time-consuming to generate
manually. This paper presents a new approach to
the automatic learning of IE patterns which uses
WordNet to judge the similarity between patterns.
The algorithm starts with a small set of sample
extraction patterns and uses a similarity metric,
based on a version of the vector space model aug-
mented with information from WordNet, to learn
similar patterns. This approach is found to perform
better than a previously reported method which re-
lied on information about the distribution of pat-
terns in a corpus and did not make use of Word-
Net.

1 Introduction
One of the goals of current research in Informa-
tion Extraction (IE) is to develop systems which
can be easily ported to new domains with the min-
imum of human intervention. Early IE systems
were generally based on knowledge engineering
approaches and often proved difficult to adapt to
new domains. One approach to this problem is
to use machine learning to automatically learn
the domain-specific information required to port a
system. Soderland [1999] developed an approach
that learned rules from text which had been anno-
tated with the information to be extracted. How-
ever, the annotated text required for training is
often difficult and time-consuming to obtain. An
alternative approach is to use weakly supervised
learning algorithms, these do not require large
amounts of annotated training data and rely on a
small set of examples instead. These approaches
greatly reduced the burden on the application de-
veloper by alleviating the knowledge acquisition
bottleneck.

Weakly supervised algorithms have the bene-
fit of requiring only small amounts of annotated
training data. But the learning task is more chal-
lenging since there are fewer examples of the pat-
terns to be learned. Providing the learning algo-
rithm with access to additional knowledge can
compensate for the limited number of annotated
examples. The approach we have chosen is to aug-
ment an IE pattern learning algorithm with infor-
mation from WordNet which allows our system to
decide when patterns have similar meanings.

The remainder of this paper is organised as fol-
lows. We begin by describing the general process
of weakly supervised pattern induction and an ex-
isting approach, based on the distribution of pat-
terns in a corpus (Section 2). Section 3 introduces
a new algorithm that uses WordNet to generalise
extraction patterns and Section 4 an implementa-
tion of this approach. Section 5 describes an eval-
uation regime based on the MUC-6 management
succession task [MUC, 1995]. The results of an
experiment in which several methods for calcu-
lating the similarity between extraction patterns
are compared is presented in Section 6. Section 7
compares the proposed approach with an existing
method.

2 Weakly Supervised Extraction Pattern
Learning

We begin by outlining the general process of learn-
ing extraction patterns, similar to the approach
presented by Yangarber [2003].

1. For a given IE scenario we assume the ex-
istence of a set of documents against which
the system can be trained. The documents are
either relevant (contain the description of an
event relevant to the scenario) or irrelevant.
However, the documents are not annotated
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and the algorithm does not have access to this
information.

2. This corpus is pre-processed to generate a
set of all patterns which could be used to
represent sentences contained in the corpus,
call this setP. The aim of the learning process
is to identify the subset ofP representing
patterns which are relevant to the IE scenario.

3. The user provides a small set of seed patterns,
Pseed, which are relevant to the scenario.
These patterns are used to form the set of
currently accepted patterns,Pacc, so Pacc←

Pseed. The remaining patterns are treated as
candidates for inclusion in the accepted set,
forming the setPcand(= P − Pacc).

4. A function, f , is used to assign a score
to each pattern inPcand based on those
which are currently inPacc. This function as-
signs a real number to candidate patterns so
∀ c ε Pcand, f (c, Pacc) 7→ R. A set
of high scoring patterns (based on absolute
scores or ranks after the set of patterns has
been ordered by scores) are chosen as being
suitable for inclusion in the set of accepted
patterns. These form the setPlearn.

5. The patterns inPlearn are added toPacc and
removed fromPcand, so Pacc ← Pacc ∪

Plearn andPcand← Pacc − Plearn

6. If a suitable set of patterns has been learned
then stop, otherwise go to step 4

An important choice in the development of such
an algorithm is step 4, the process of ranking
the candidate patterns, this effectively determines
which of the candidate patterns will be learned.
Yangarberet. al. [2000] chose an approach mo-
tivated by the assumption that documents contain-
ing a large number of patterns which have already
been identified as relevant to a particular IE sce-
nario are likely to contain more relevant patterns.
Patterns which occur in these documents far more
than others will then receive high scores. This ap-
proach can be viewed as being document-centric.

This approach has been shown to successfully
acquire useful extraction patterns which, when
added to an IE system, improved its performance
[Yangarber et al., 2000]. However, it relies on an
assumption about the way in which relevant pat-
terns are distributed in a document collection and

may learn patterns which tend to occur in the same
documents as relevant ones whether or not they are
actually relevant. For example, we could imagine
an IE scenario in which relevant documents con-
tain a piece of information which is related to, but
distinct from, the information we aim to extract.
If patterns expressing this information were more
likely to occur in relevant documents than irrel-
evant ones the document-centric approach would
also learn these irrelevant patterns.

Rather than focusing on the documents matched
by a pattern, an alternative approach is to rank pat-
terns according to how similar their meanings are
to those which are known to be relevant. This ap-
proach is motivated by the fact that the same event
can be described in different ways in natural lan-
guage. Once a pattern has been identified as being
relevant it is highly likely that its paraphrases and
patterns with similar meanings will also be rele-
vant to the same extraction task. This approach
also avoids the problem which may be present
in the document-centric approach since patterns
which happen to co-occur in the same documents
as relevant ones but have different meanings will
not be ranked highly.

The approach presented here uses WordNet
[Fellbaum, 1998] to determine pattern similarity.
Other systems which use WordNet to help with
the learning of IE patterns include [Chai and Bier-
mann, 1999; Català et al., 2003]. Although they
used WordNet’s hierarchical structure to gener-
alise patterns rather than identify those with simi-
lar meanings.

3 Semantic IE Pattern Learning

For these experiments extraction patterns con-
sist of predicate-argument structures, as proposed
by Yangarber [2003]. Under this scheme patterns
consist of triples representing the subject, verb,
and object (SVO) of a clause. The first element
is the “semantic” subject (or agent), for example
“John” is a clausal subject in each of the sentences
“John hit Bill”, “Bill was hit by John”, “Mary
saw John hit Bill”, and “John is a bully”. The
second element is the verb in the clause and the
third the object (patient) or predicate. “Bill” is a
clausal object in the first three example sentences
and “bully” in the final sentence. When a verb is
being used intransitively, the pattern for that clause
is restricted to only the first pair of elements.
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The filler of each pattern element can be ei-
ther a lexical item or semantic category such as
person name, country, currency values, numeri-
cal expressions etc. In this paper lexical items
are represented in lower case and semantic cat-
egories are capitalised. For example, in the pat-
tern COMPANY+fired+ceo, fired andceo are
lexical items andCOMPANY a semantic category
which could match any lexical item belonging to
that type.

A vector space model, similar to the ones used in
Information Retrieval [Salton and McGill, 1983],
is used to represent patterns and a similarity met-
ric defined to identify those with similar meanings.
Each pattern can be represented as a set of pattern
element-filler pairs. For example, the patternCOM-
PANY+fired+ceo consists of three pairs:sub-
ject_COMPANY, verb_fire andobject_ceo.
Each pair consists of either a lexical item or se-
mantic category and pattern element. The set of
all possible element-filler pairs for a group of pat-
terns can be used to generate the basis of a vector
space in which each pattern can be represented. In
this space patterns are represented as binary vec-
tors in which an element with value 1 denotes that
the pattern contains a particular pair and 0 that it
does not.

3.1 Pattern Similarity

The similarity of two pattern vectors can be com-
pared using the measure shown in Equation 1.

HereEa andEb are pattern vectors,EbT the transpose
of Eb and W a matrix that lists the similarity be-
tween each of the possible pattern element-filler
pairs.

similar i ty(Ea, Eb) =
EaW EbT

|Ea||Eb|
(1)

The semantic similarity matrix,W, contains non-
negative real numbers and is crucial for this mea-
sure. Assume that the set of patterns,P, consists of
n element-filler pairs denoted byp1, p2, . . . pn.
Each row and column ofW represents one of these
pairs and they are consistently labelled. So, for any
i such that 1≤ i ≤ n, row i and columni are
both labelled with pairpi . If wi j is the element
of W in row i and column j then the value of
wi j represents the similarity between the pairspi
and pj . Note that we assume the similarity of two

element-filler pairs is symmetric, sowi j = wj i
(W is symmetric). Pairs with different pattern el-
ements (i.e. grammatical roles) are automatically
given a similarity score of 0. Diagonal elements
of W represent the self-similarity between pairs
and have the greatest values. The actual values de-
noting the similarity between pattern elements are
acquired using existing lexical similarity metrics
(see Section 4).

Figure 1 gives an example using three patterns
which shows how they could be represented as
vectors given the set of element filler pairs forming
a basis for the vector space. A similarity matrix
with example values is also shown.

Table 1: Similarity values for example patterns using Equa-
tion 1 and cosine metric

patterns similarity cosine
a, b 0.275 0.25
a, c 0.31 0
b, c 0.177 0

Table 1 shows the similarity values for each
pair of example patterns obtained using equa-
tion 1 under the column labelled “similarity”.
The patternspresident+resign and execu-
tive+leave+job are identified as having the
most similar meanings despite the fact that they
have no element filler pairs in common. This ta-
ble also shows the values obtained for each vec-
tor pair using the cosine metric which is a stan-
dard measure for determining the similarity of
documents when using the vector space model
for Information Retrieval. It can be seen that this
metric chooses patternspresident+resign and
president+comment as the most similar caused
by the fact that they share one element filler pair.
The cosine metric does not take the similarity be-
tween elements of a vector into account and would
not perform well for our application.1

WordNet is an appropriate resource for this ap-
plication since it is constructed to reflects paradig-
matic semantics, providing information about
words which may be substituted for one another.
It is therefore ideal for this application since it

1The cosine metric for a pair of vectors is given by the calculationa.b
|a||b| .

Substituting the matrix multiplication in the numerator of Equation 1 for
the dot product of vectorsEa and Eb would give the cosine metric. Note that
taking the dot product of a pair of vectors is equivalent to multiplying by the

identity matrix, i.e.Ea.Eb = EaI EbT . Under our interpretation of the similarity
matrix, W, this equates to saying that all pattern element-filler pairs are
identical to each other and not similar to anything else.
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Patterns Vectors
a.president+resign Ea [ 1 0 1 0 0 0 ]
b.president+comment Eb [ 1 0 0 1 0 0 ]
c.executive+leave+job Ec [ 0 1 0 0 1 1 ]

Matrix labels
p1 subject_president p2 subject_executive
p3 verb_resign p4 verb_comment
p5 verb_leave p6 object_job

W =

1 0.96 0 0 0 0
0.96 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0.1 0.9 0
0 0 0.1 1 0.1 0
0 0 0.9 0.1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

Figure 1: Similarity scores and matrix for an example vector space formed from three patterns

provides a way of determining when patterns have
similar meanings.

3.2 Learning Algorithm

This pattern similarity measure can be used to cre-
ate a weakly supervised approach to pattern ac-
quisition following the general outline provided
in Section 2. Each candidate pattern is compared
against the set of currently accepted patterns using
the measure described in Section 3.1. We experi-
mented with several techniques for ranking candi-
date patterns based on these scores, including us-
ing the best and average score, and found that the
best results were obtained when each candidate
pattern was ranked according to its score when
compared against the centroid vector of the set of
currently accepted patterns. We also experimented
with several schemes for deciding which of the
scored patterns to accept and chose one where
the four highest scoring patterns are accepted pro-
vided their score is within 0.95 of the highest scor-
ing pattern.

Our algorithm disregards any patterns whose
corpus occurrences are below a set threshold,α,
since these may be due to noise. In addition,
a second threshold,β, is used to discard very
frequent patterns which are often too general to be
useful for IE. Patterns which occur in more than
β × C, whereC is the number of documents in
the collection, are discarded. For the experiments
in this paper we setα to 2 andβ to 0.3.

4 Implementation

A number of pre-processing stages have to be ap-
plied to documents in order for the set of patterns
to be extracted before learning can take place.
Firstly, items belonging to semantic categories are
identified using a named entity identifier. The cor-
pus is then parsed using a version of MINIPAR
[Lin, 1999] adapted to process text marked with
named entities. The dependency trees produced by
MINIPAR are then analysed to extract the SVO-
patterns. Active and passive voice is taken into
account in MINIPAR’s output so the sentences
“COMPANY fired their C.E.O.” and “The C.E.O.
was fired by COMPANY” would yield the same
triple, COMPANY+fire+ceo. The indirect object
of ditransitive verbs is not extracted; these verbs
are treated as transitive verbs for the purposes of
this analysis.

We experimented with a number of different
methods for populating the semantic similarity
matrix described in Section 3.1. Several methods
for calculating the similarity of a pair of words us-
ing information from the WordNet lexicon [Fell-
baum, 1998] have been described in the literature.
These methods can be grouped into two main ap-
proaches according to the information they use
(1) path length and (2) node informativeness.

The first of these are based on the intuitive
notion that concepts closer to each other in the
WordNet hierarchy are more similar than those
which are distant. Leacock and Chodrow [1998]
use the formulasimLCh = − log(length/2 ×
D) to define the similarity between two synsets,
s1 and s2, where length is the length of the
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shortest path betweens1 ands2 in WordNet and
D is the maximum depth. An alternative approach
was proposed by Wu and Palmer [1994] who
defined similarity in term of the relative depth
(i.e. distance from root node) of synsets. Their
measure uses thelowest common subsumerof
a pair of nodes, this is the unique lowest node
in the WordNet hierarchy which is a parent of
both nodes. Similarity is defined assimWu P =
2×depth(lcs(s1,s2))
depth(s1)+depth(s2)

where depth(s) is nodess’s
depth in the WordNet hierarchy andlcs(s1, s2)
denotes the lowest common subsumer of nodess1
ands2.

The second group of measures use corpus fre-
quency counts to represent the informativeness of
each node in WordNet, a technique developed by
Resnik [1995]. Nodes near the root of the hier-
archy are not considered to be informative and
have low values while those nearer the leaves have
higher values, for example the conceptfishwould
be more informative thananimal. Numerical val-
ues representing the informativeness of each node
are calculated from frequency counts of the words
in that synset. The information content (IC) for a
synset,s, is calculated asIC(s) = − log(Pr(s))
where Pr(s) is the probability of that synset occur-
ring in the corpus (estimated using word frequency
counts). Resnik’s similarity measure is provided
by simRes = IC(lcs(s1, s2)), i.e. the similarity
of a pair of nodes is defined to be the informative-
ness of their lowest common subsumer. Two other
measures use variations of this approach, combin-
ing different elements in a formula. Jiang and Con-
rath [1997] define the distance between a pair of
synsets asdistJCn = IC(s1) + IC(s2) − 2×
IC(lcs(s1, s2)) which can be converted to a simi-
larity value by taking the reciprocal i.e.simJCn=

1
distJCn

. Lin [1998] combined the same terms in a

different formula:simLin =
2×IC(lcs(s1,s2))
IC(s1)+IC(s2)

.

Each of these similarity measures has been de-
fined for a pair of WordNet synsets. When a word
has several possible synsets (senses), each sim-
ilarity metric chooses the synset of each word
which maximises the similarity value. The Word-
Net::Similarity package [Pedersen et al., 2004]
implements these measures and was used for the
experiments described here.

These similarity metrics provide values only
for the lexical items contained in WordNet. In

order to cope with the semantic categories in our
patterns we provided a mapping between these and
a nominal synset in WordNet. This mapping is
shown in Table 2 where, for example, person#1
denotes the first nominal sense ofperson.

5 Evaluation

Various approaches have been suggested for the
evaluation of automatic IE pattern acquisition.
Riloff [1996] judged the precision of patterns
learned by reviewing them manually. Yangarber
et. al. [2000] evaluated the patterns learned by
their system by manually integrating them into
an existing IE system. They also indirectly evalu-
ated the learned patterns using a text filtering task.
Patterns were judged according to their ability to
distinguish between relevant and irrelevant docu-
ments for the extraction task (similar to a MUC-6
sub-task [MUC, 1995]). This approach has the ad-
vantage of being easily automated given document
relevance information.

A further step is to identify the sentences within
those documents which are relevant. This “sen-
tence filtering” task is a more fine-grained eval-
uation and is likely to provide more information
about how well a given set of patterns is likely to
perform as part of an IE system. Soderland [1999]
developed a version of the MUC-6 corpus in which
events are marked at the sentence level. The set of
patterns learned by the algorithm after each iter-
ation can be compared against this corpus to de-
termine how accurately they identify the relevant
sentences for this extraction task.

The evaluation corpus used for the experiments
was compiled from the training and testing corpus
used in MUC-6 where the task was to extract infor-
mation about the movements of executives from
newswire texts. 590 documents from a version of
the MUC-6 evaluation corpus described by Soder-
land [1999] were used. After the pre-processing
stages described in Section 4, the MUC-6 corpus
produced 15,407 pattern tokens from 11,294 dif-
ferent types. 10,512 patterns appeared just once
and these were effectively discarded since our
learning algorithm only considers patterns which
occur at least twice (see Section 3.2).

The following seed patterns, denoting relevant
sentences for the management succession extrac-
tion task, were used for these experiments:
PERSON+resign,
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Table 2: Mapping between semantic categories and WordNet nodes

PERSON7→ person#1 LOCATION7→ geographic_area#1
MONEY 7→ money#1 COMPANY7→ organisation#3
DATE 7→ day#2 ORGANISATION7→ organisation#3
POST7→ post#3

PERSON+depart,
PERSON+quit,
COMPANY+appoint+PERSON,
COMPANY+name+PERSON,
COMPANY+elect+PERSON,
COMPANY+promote+PERSON.

6 Results

A comparison of the sentence filtering results ob-
tained by the learning algorithm using different se-
mantic similarity measures to populate the matrix
are shown at 20 iteration intervals in Table 3 and
continuously in Figure 2.

Table 3: Sentence filtering results over 120 iterations ob-
tained using different WordNet similarity metrics

Similarity Metric
# LCh WuP Res JCn Lin
0 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.181

20 0.353 0.427 0.254 0.543 0.42
40 0.514 0.532 0.282 0.545 0.555
60 0.478 0.499 0.325 0.537 0.476
80 0.402 0.421 0.29 0.522 0.49

100 0.397 0.399 0.291 0.424 0.406
120 0.353 0.397 0.315 0.412 0.357
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Figure 2: F-measure scores on sentence identification task
for several similarity metrics

It can be seen that the highest F-measure for the
majority of iterations is recorded for thesimJCn

metric. The difference between these scores and
simLCh, simWu P and simLin is often not very
large but these measures consistently perform far
better thansimRes. The different between these
results using the five alternative metrics is sig-
nificant (p < 0.001, Friedman Test). This test
also suggests that the best similarity measure is
simJCn, followed bysimLin, simWu P, simLCh
and, finally,simRes.

These results indicate that there is little differ-
ence between the two main approaches to measur-
ing semantic similarity, at least for this task. The
best- and worst-performing measures (simJCn
and simRes) both use the node informativeness
approach. However, the two measures which com-
bine data about the informativeness of nodes and
their lowest common subsumer also perform well.

7 Comparison with Alternative Approach

The approached described here (Section 3) was
compared against the document-centric approach
(Section 2). ThesimJCn measure was used to
populate the matrix for the semantic similarity
method. The document-centric approach was rep-
resented by a re-implementation of the Yangarber
et. al. [2000] algorithm (described in Section 2).
However, this implementation is not identical to
the original. In addition to using different parsers,
our implementation does not generalise pattern el-
ements by grouping together particular elements.
There is no difference between the expressiveness
of the patterns learned in either implementation
and we do not believe the differences have any
effect on the outcome of these experiments. The
document-centric approach relies upon a large cor-
pus containing a mixture of documents which are
both relevant and irrelevant to the extraction task.
Consequently we provided this algorithm with ad-
ditional training data in the form of 6,000 docu-
ments from the Reuters Corpus Volume I [Rose et
al., 2002]. Half of these documents were identified
as being relevant to the management succession
task, using corpus metadata, and the remainder ir-
relevant. Adding this corpus to the data used by the
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document-centric approach improved the maximal
F-measure by 70% but did not provide any bene-
fit to the semantic-similarity method and was not
used by that algorithm.

The two approaches, semantic similarity and
document-centric, were applied to the sentence
filtering task and the results over 120 iterations
listed in Table 4 where the columns P, R and
F list the precision, recall and F-measure values
observed at 20 iteration intervals.2 Figure 3 shows
F-measure values for 120 iterations. The semantic
similarity algorithm can be seen to significantly
outperform the document-centric approach (p <
0.001, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test).

The precision scores for the sentence filtering
task in Table 4 show that the semantic similarity
algorithm consistently learns more accurate pat-
terns than the document-centric approach. It also
learns patterns with high recall much faster than
the document-centric approach, by the 120th it-
eration the pattern set covers almost 95% of rel-
evant sentences while the document-centric ap-
proach covers only 69%.

As previously mentioned, Yangarberet. al.
[2000] evaluate their system using a document fil-
tering task. In addition to learning a set of pat-
terns, their system also notes the relevance of doc-
uments based on the current set of accepted pat-
terns. Stevenson and Greenwood [2005] describe
an evaluation in which the document-centric ap-
proach is compared against the proposed method
on a similar document filtering evaluation to the
one used by Yangarberet. al.[2000]. It was found
that the semantic similarity approach also outper-
forms the existing approach on this task. These re-
sults suggest that the semantic similarity approach,
by learning patterns with similar meanings to the
seeds, can identify sentences which are relevant
to the extraction task while the document-centric
approach generates patterns from relevant docu-
ments, although these do not necessarily match
relevant sentences.

8 Conclusion

The approach to weakly supervised IE pattern ac-
quisition presented here is related to other tech-

2The set of seed patterns returns a precision of 0.81 for this task. The
precision is not 1 since the patternPERSON+resign matches sentences
describing historical events (“Jones resigned last year.”) which were not
marked as relevant in this corpus following MUC guidelines.

Table 4: Comparison of the differing approaches applied to
sentence filtering task over 120 iterations

Document-centric Semantic similarity
# P R F P R F
0 0.813 0.102 0.181 0.813 0.102 0.181

20 0.301 0.219 0.253 0.606 0.492 0.543
40 0.190 0.477 0.272 0.474 0.641 0.545
60 0.195 0.570 0.290 0.423 0.734 0.537
80 0.181 0.609 0.280 0.369 0.891 0.522

100 0.176 0.648 0.277 0.276 0.922 0.424
120 0.171 0.688 0.274 0.264 0.945 0.412
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Figure 3: F-measure scores for the sentence filtering task

niques but uses different assumptions regarding
which patterns are likely to be relevant to a par-
ticular extraction task. Evaluation has showed that
the approach presented here outperforms the pre-
viously reported document-centric method. The
semantic similarity approach has the additional
advantage of not requiring a large corpus contain-
ing a mixture of documents relevant and irrelevant
to the extraction task. This corpus is unannotated,
and so may not be difficult to obtain, but is never-
theless an additional requirement.

The learning algorithm presented in Section 3
includes a mechanism for comparing two extrac-
tion patterns using lexical similarity information
from WordNet. This technique could be applied
to other language processing tasks including ques-
tion answering and paraphrase identification and
generation. Wonget. al. [1985] proposed an ex-
tension of the standard vector space model for In-
formation Retrieval which used a matrix to repre-
sent similarity values between search terms. They
chose to populate this matrix using corpus occur-
rence statistics of search terms but the technique
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presented here could be integrated into that ap-
proach as an alternative method.
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Abstract

One of the new WordNet features to be found
in version 2.1 is theinstancerelation, which re-
places the hypernym relation for noun synsets
that denote instances rather than types (Miller
and Hristea, forthcoming). The creation of this
distinction serendipitously coincided with project
work at SPAWAR Systems Center (SSC) and
the MITRE Corporation to produce a tailored
gazetteer database of place names for use in re-
search on question answering by participants in
a U.S. government-sponsored research program
(Irie and Sundheim 2004). The millions of place
names contained in this database, called the In-
tegrated Gazetteer Database (IGDB) (Mardis and
Burger), are drawn from publicly available sources
provided by the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency, the U.S. Geological Survey, the CIA
World Factbook, and the Tipster Text research pro-
gram. The IGDB project includes a task that is
being carried out in collaboration with Princeton
University to incorporate the instance synsets that
define places into the database as an additional
source of gazetteer information.

At the completion of this project, IGDB users
should have access to the WordNet location in-
formation and WordNet users should have access
to related IGDB data. Also, a process should be
in place to facilitate updating the IGDB as Word-
Net continues to evolve. While there are only ap-
proximately 3,000 place instance synsets in Word-
Net, there are a number of benefits to be gained
by this combination of resources. There is par-
tial overlap between the resources both in the set
of places defined as well as the type of informa-
tion provided. Examining the places and attributes
they share provides a general strategy for defining
a general map between the two resources.

Many of the places defined in WordNet are
of a sort not well represented in traditional
gazetteers. Examples include unofficially named
regions (such asMiddle East, New Englandand
The South) and other hard-to-define areas (such
as large natural features: seas, mountain ranges,
rivers). On the other hand, gazetteers such as the
IGDB contain entries for millions of officially
named places, and it would be a advantageous if
the need for creating synsets for those places were
eliminated by enabling WordNet users to access
the gazetteer entries as a supplement to WordNet.

We originally viewed WordNet as completely
separate from the IGDB, with cross-references be-
tween the two resources establishing the equiv-
alence between synsets and gazetteer-defined
places. More recently, the view has shifted to cap-
turing the gazetteer-relevant synsets as gazetteer
entries themselves. This enables us to develop the
linkages between WordNet places and ones from
other sources as part of the general problem of rep-
resenting inter-gazetteer entry coreference. Hav-
ing a general coreference representation in the
IGDB, we would be able to respond to a user’s
query for information on a particular place name
with one composite set of information per place,
rather than one set of information for each source
of information.

For example,Frisian Islandsis found in both
WordNet and the current IGDB. The WordNet en-
try makes it clear that the place defined by that
synset is specifically an archipelago, while the en-
try in the current IGDB classifies it as ISLS (is-
lands), defined more generally astracts of land,
smaller than a continent, surrounded by water at
high tide. The WordNet entry also explicitly iden-
tifies the part-whole relation between the islands
and the countries of Netherlands, Germany, and
Denmark, a fact which is also supported by the
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current IGDB. The current IGDB provides addi-
tional name variants for the place (Friesische In-
seln, Friesian Islands, Friese Eilanden), as well as
latitude/longitude and a variety of other informa-
tion.

In other cases, places identified in WordNet are
not represented in the IGDB. This often happens
with places that are composites of politically-
defined entities, such asthe Carolinas(North and
South Carolina together) orthe Gulf States(the
U.S. states bordering the Gulf of Mexico); or
physically-defined regions such as thethe Upper
Peninsula(the region of Michigan between Lake
Superior and Lake Michigan). If a WordNet entry
has meronyms, corresponding IGDB entries can
be successfully inferred by comparing meronyms
with the containment (part-of) relations in the
IGDB. If an entry has only a holonym relation,
its meaning is less clear, though it may still be
possible to place it in the IGDB containment
hierarchy. For some of the latter cases, it may be
beneficial for the WordNet developers to consider
adding appropriate meronym entries. A summary
of some possible heuristics useful when there is no
direct correspondence in the IGDB appears below:

• Upper Peninsula: Holonym in WordNet (Michi-
gan) can be coreferenced with an IGDB entry.

• Carolina: Holonym (South1) cannot be coref-
erenced. There are no explicit meronyms, but
some are indicated in the gloss.

• Gulf States: Holonym (South1) cannot be
coreferenced. There is a full set of meronyms,
however, that can be coreferenced (Alabama,
etc.).

A database of WordNet synsets and annotations
documenting their expected linkage to specific
IGDB entries was created as part of a study of
linkage issues for all WordNet places. A summary
report was completed in February 2005. Particular
classes of cases and instances that warrant specific
attention are being reviewed. The data can also
be used to support development of automated
methods to perform intergazetteer coreference.

Some issues identified thus far in the review
process concern the representation of particular
entries in WordNet:

• Some synsets ambiguously refer to both mod-
ern and ancient places.

• Some “instance” labels may be in error, and
some may be missing.

More thorough/consistent treatment of aggre-
gate/area term definitions and meronym (part-
whole/member-of) relations may be needed. There
are also more general issues in the design and use
of the IGDB that we hope to address as develop-
ment continues.
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Abstract
Analogy and metaphor are extremely knowledge-hungry
processes, so one should question whether lightweight lexi-
cal ontologies like WordNet are sufficiently rich to support
them. In this paper we argue that resources like WordNet are
suited to the processing of certain kinds of lexical analogies
and metaphors, for which we propose a spatially-motivated
typology and a corresponding computational model. We
identify two kinds of dimension that are important in lex-
ical analogy – lexicalized (taxonomic) dimensions and ad-
hoc (goal-specific) dimensions – and describe how these can
be automatically identified, extracted and exploited in Word-
Net.

1 Introduction
Analogy is often used to highlight the inherent similarity be-
tween concepts that would otherwise appear uncomfortably
alien, either because they reside in very different domains or
because they are superficially incongruous. When conveyed
through language, a lexical analogy is a fundamentally semi-
otic artifact whose interpretation hinges both on the structure
of the concepts involvedand the usage patterns of the words
used to communicate these concepts. As such, lexical analo-
gies can juxtapose words and concepts in a variety of guises,
from the S.A.T-style of “Fructose is to fruit as Lactose is to
what” (answer: milk) to the metaphoric style of “a milliner is
a hat tailor” (e.g., see Miller, 1960; Rumelhart and Abraham-
son, 1973; Turneyet al.,2003; Veale, 2004). This flexibility
allows a model of lexical analogy to be applied not just in
NLP, but in computer-aided learning, automated scholastic
testing, and concept-based computer gaming.

Theories of analogy and metaphor are typically based ei-
ther on graph-theoretic structure-mapping (e.g., see Falken-
haineret al,1989; Veale and Keane, 1997) or on taxonomic
abstraction (e.g., see Fass, 1988; Way, 1991; Veale, 2004).
While the former is most associated with analogy, the lat-
ter has been a near-constant in the computational treatment
of metaphor. In essence, structure-mapping assumes that the
propositional meaning of a concept is expressed in an ex-
plicit, graph-theoretic form so that unifying sub-graph iso-
morphisms can be found between different concepts. In con-
trast, abstraction theories assume that analogous concepts,
even if far removed in ontological terms, will nonetheless
share a common subsuming category that will capture their

propositional similarity. Thus, we should expect an analo-
gous pairing likesurgeonandbutcherto ultimately share an
abstraction that captures the notion of professionals who cut
flesh (e.g., see Way, 1991; Veale, 2004).

Both perspectives have their followers and their uses.
The structure-mapping perspective has been shown to be
highly effective when rich, arbitrarily-complex propositions
are used to describe the concepts of interest. The abstraction
perspective has likewise been shown to be quite effective
when the available domain knowledge is more tree-like
and hierarchical (e.g., see Veale and Keane, 1997), as in
an ontology with a strong taxonomic backbone. Princeton
WordNet (see Miller, 1995), a lexical database of English
words, is such a lightweight ontology, where the greatest
concentration of discriminating structure is to be found in
the abstraction hierarchy that differentiates different lexical
concepts, orsynonymsets, from each other.

Veale (2003, 2004) has demonstrated that semi-structured
semantic resources like WordNet are sufficiently rich to sup-
port the interpretation of S.A.T.-style lexical analogies. To
more fully explore this potential, this paper describes a ty-
pology of the analogies that can be realistically supported by
WordNet. By recognizing the inherent limitations imposed
by WordNet, in particular its lack of explicit propositional
content, we intend to identify a computationally productive
sweet-spot in the space of possible lexical analogies.

2 A Spatial Perspective

A lexical ontology like WordNet provides a hierarchically-
contoured space in which similarity judgments can be con-
ceived spatially, either in terms of simple link distance, or in
more nuanced information-theoretic terms as a measure of
gloss-overlap. It makes sense, therefore, to also conceive a
typology of lexical analogies in spatial terms. This builds on
the model advocated by Rumelhart and Abrahamson (1973),
who view analogy as occurring within a multi-dimensional
psychological space. Within this space, pairs of concepts
partake in a particular spatial relationship defined by a set of
semantic axes, such assize, ferocityandhumannessfor an-
imal analogies. It is the duty of a good analogy to preserve
this spatial relationship when mapping pairs of concepts.

In spatial terms, one can view analogy as either a process
of projectionor of translation, occurring within a coordinate
space defined by conceptual dimensions. Now, the projection
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view is more compatible with a structure-mapping perspec-
tive on analogy, since this entails that concepts will be rep-
resented as graphs whose topology should be preserved by
analogical projection. In contrast, the translation view bet-
ter suits WordNet’s lack of explicit propositional structure,
as lexical concepts are thus more usefully conceived of as
points in a space. Analogy therefore becomes a process of
spatial translation or relocation, whereby one or more con-
ceptual dimensions are modified simultaneously.

Consider a culturally-situated word-concept like “Cognac”.
By translating this French concept along the dimension of
Nationality, we can generate the cross-cultural equivalents
such asRum Jamaica, Whiskey(Ireland), Port (Portugal),
Vodka (Russia) andSherry (Spain). The more dimensions
that can be identified for a given concept, the greater the po-
tential for generating analogies, since any subset of these di-
mensions can be modified to translate the concept to a differ-
ent part of the ontological space. A successful lexical anal-
ogy ensues if the source concept is translated to a point in
space occupied by another lexical concept.

Now consider the possible analogues for the concept
Athena, the Greek deity of wisdom and prudent warfare: by
varying Nationality, one can generateMinerva (♦ Roman)
or Ganesh(♦ Hindu); by varying Gender, one can also
generateAres(female♦ male); and by varying Symbolism,
one can generate other deities of the same culture and
gender that personify a different theme, such asAphrodite
(wisdom♦ love) or Diane (wisdom♦ moon). By varying
several dimensions simultaneously, an even wider range of
candidate analogies is generated.

How many dimensions are needed to support lexical anal-
ogy? We might sidestep this issue using a statistical tech-
nique like Latent Semantic Indexing (see Landauer and Du-
mais, 1997) with which it is possible to assign each lexi-
cal concept in WordNet to a unique position in a coordi-
nate space of, typically, 300 numeric dimensions, simply by
treating the gloss of each concept as a representative bag of
words. However, a symbolic approach can more transpar-
ently and economically identify just those conceptual dimen-
sions that form a local analogy space around a given source
concept. For example, given the source concept Athena, its
local analogy space will be characterized by just the dimen-
sions Nationality, Gender and Symbolism. Translation can
occur along one or more dimensions simultaneously, to gen-
erate a range of meaningful candidate analogies.

3 A Dimensional Typology

We pragmatically characterize an analogy by the number of
identifiable dimensions that are shared by the local spaces
around its source and target concepts:

1-D: the local spaces share a single identifiable dimen-
sion, which is modified by the analogy. E.g., theBeck-
ett/Aeschylus/Hugospace of writer analogies is 1-D,
defined by the shared dimension of Nationality. Like-
wise, Astronaut/Airman/Gondolierspace is 1-D, de-
fined by the shared dimension Conveyance.

2-D: the local spaces share two identifiable dimensions, one
or both of which can be modified. E.g., analogies like
“Retsina is Greek Cognac” are 2-D, defined by the
shared dimensions of Nationality (French/Greek, etc.)
and Flavoring (resin, sugar, etc.).

3-D: the local spaces share three identifiable dimensions,
any subset of which can be modified. E.g., the space of
Athena/Minerva/ Ares/Marsanalogies is 3-D, involv-
ing the three shared dimensions of Nationality, Gender
and Symbolism.

n-D: the local spaces share n dimensions, though examples
of analogies with n> 3 are rare in WordNet.

We can further enrich the typology by considering two
additional factors: a) the number of dimensions that are
actually modified in a given analogy; and b) the semantic
distance between the source and target concepts. We can
thus characterize lexical analogies as being of typex/y/z,
0 < x ≤ y, z > 0, wherey is the number of identifiable
dimensions shared by source and target,x is the number
that must be modified to reach the target from the source,
andz is the number of ISA links that must be traversed to
find a common hypernym between source and target. By
this reckoning, the analogyAstronaut:Airmanis 1/1/1 (the
only shared dimension, Conveyance, is modified, while each
share the same immediate hypernym),Athena:Minervais
1/3/2 (Nationality is altered while Gender and Symbolism
are preserved, and both share a taxonomic grandparent),
Athena:Mars is a 2/3/2 analogy (Nationality + Gender
altered), and so on.

3.1 Lexicalized and Ad-hoc Dimensions

Notice how membership in some dimensions seems to be de-
termined by simple taxonomic subsumption, while member-
ship in others is determined by an altogether more arbitrary
kind of relationship. For instance, a dimension like Nation-
ality contains all those values that one would expect to find
organized under Nationality in a taxonomy like WordNet,
such asGreek, Irish, French, etc. In contrast, a dimension
like Symbolism, as exhibited by deity concepts, is defined by
the tacit knowledge of what a deity can meaningfully repre-
sent to a given culture. Such dimensions seem to correspond
to what Barsalou (1983) terms “ad-hoc” or “goal-directed”
categories.

We refer to dimensions like Nationality aslexicalized
dimensions, since membership is concisely defined by a
single node in a lexical ontology. Following Barsalou, we
refer to dimensions like Symbolism asad-hoc dimensions,
since it is difficult to see how mythological themes like
War, Wisdom, Loveand Agriculture can be taxonomically
united under any single lexical concept. Indeed, because
they are goal-directed, ad-hoc dimensions tend to cut across
taxonomic categories, as is the case with the diverse value
set{fruit, milk, malt, wood}that forms the ad-hoc dimension
“things from which sugar can be extracted”. The arbitrary
goal-specific relationship that connects the members of an
ad-hoc dimension must, for the most part, be identified on
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a case-by-case basis with no explicit guidance from the
taxonomy.

4 Generating Lexical Analogies
Given an n-dimensional source concept CS, it is relatively
straightforward to generate analogical targets by a process
of translation along one or more dimensions. Simply select
all subsets of these n dimensions and enumerate the possible
values that each can take. When a given arrangement of
values describes an existing lexical concept CT , then an
analogy CS:CT of type m/n/z, is identified,m≤ n andz
≥ 1.

For instance, given the 1-D source conceptAirman, with
the single dimension Conveyance=Aircraft, consider targets
with alternative values for this dimension, such as Con-
veyance=Spacecraft. Since this latter setting is compati-
ble with Astronaut, the lexical analogyAirman:Astronaut
(1/1/1) is identified. Given the 2-D conceptIsaac-Newton,
any or both of the dimensions Nationality=English or
Scientist-Type=Mathematiciancan be modified; the com-
bination of Nationality=English(unchanged) and Scientist-
Type=Chemistyields Newton’s fellow countryman,John-
Dalton; the combination Nationality=Greek (changed) and
Scientist-Type=Mathematician(unchanged) yields Eratos-
thenes, among others; and the combination National-
ity=French and Scientist-Type=Chemist (both changed)
yieldsLouis-Pasteur.

In general, we can expect analogies of typex/y/z to be-
come more meaningful and more precise as y tends towards
∞ and bothx andz tends toward 0. They − xdimensions
that remain unchanged serve to ground the analogy in lit-
eral similarity. For instance, in a lexical analogy between
Pizza and French-Toast, the dimensions Nationality and
Dairy-Product-Type are both modified (Italian ♦ French
and Cheese♦ Milk) while the lexicalized dimension of
Baked-Good-Type remains unchanged (asBread). But a lit-
eral grounding can also be provided by taxonomic similarity
between CS and CT , allowing y/y/1 analogies to be quite
satisfying also; e.g., consider the possible pairings ofKoran,
BibleandTorah(all 1/1/1).

However, asx tends towardy for high values ofy,
the space of candidate targets can increase rapidly, as the
number of possible translations grows. This can cause the
best analogies to become swamped in a sea of implausible
candidates. What is needed is a way of ranking analogies
so that the most satisfying correspondences bubble to the
top. However, if the list of candidate analogies is sorted in
descending order of the valuey−1xz, the best candidates
should achieve the highest ranking.

5 Identifying Dimensions in WordNet
To implement a model of analogy around a third-party
knowledge source like WordNet, one must adopt a pragmatic
perspective on conceptual representation. Since the notion
of dimension is not explicit in WordNet, we take the dimen-
sions of a lexical concept C to be just those that can be au-
tomatically extracted. The richest vein to mine comprises

those elements of WordNet that carry meaning but which
are denied explicit semantic representation, such as defini-
tion glosses.

5.1 Lexicalized and Ad-hoc Dimensions

The most populous lexicalized dimension in WordNet is that
of Nationality, which affords an analogical bridge between
foods, people and artifacts. WordNet contains over 6000
glosses that mention a proper-named nationality, and over
8000 that mention a proper-named country. By generalizing
these references, we can situate the culture-specific concepts
that mention them along a national dimension.

In general then, the relevant lexicalized dimensions for
a lexical concept C can be identified by generalizing the
other concepts mentioned in the gloss of C. It is important
to generalize enough to allow any analogy to transcend do-
main boundaries, but not so much as to trivialize the pro-
cess. A good balance is achieved by considering the most
specific non-compound hypernyms of any taxonomic terms
that are mentioned. As such, any set of elements that can be
united by a common hypernym can constitute a lexicalized
dimension. For instance, the conceptsBible, Torah, Koran,
AvestaandUpanishadare recognizable as analogical coun-
terparts by virtue of having glosses that mention the religions
Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Zoroastrianism, andHinduism
respectively. These terms are relatively unambiguous, but
since WordNet glosses are primarily for human consump-
tion, it helps if glosses have already been disambiguated and
sense-tagged, as ineXtended WordNet(see Mihalcea and
Moldovan, 2001).

Since lexicalized dimensions correspond directly to nodes
in a taxonomy, it is straightforward to enumerate their
allowable values. For instance,Cake/Bread/Pastryare all
substitutable values for the dimension Baked-Good-Type,
facilitating analogies betweenPizza, Sandwich, Layer-Cake
andTurnover. Likewise,Philosopher, Theologian, Scientist
and Alchemist define the lexical dimensionIntellectual,
supporting analogies amongKant, Aquinas, OhmandFaust.

5.2 Identifying Ad-Hoc Dimensions

In ontologies like WordNet that permit, but tend to eschew,
multiple-inheritance, ad-hoc categories are often secondary
taxonomic indexes that fail to be represented hierarchically.
Consider all compounds of the formX-god in WordNet.
Each such compound is defined as a specialization of the
conceptGod, yet in each case the modifier X has only a
lexical, rather than a semantic, representation. Nonetheless,
the diverse modifier set{sea, sun, forest, war, earth, goat,
snake, father}forms a meaningful ad-hoc dimension that
can be glossed as“things that can be personified as gods”.
Of course, deriving such a name is beyond a system pow-
ered by WordNet alone, but a useful schematic name can
be derived automatically for this ad-hoc dimension: God-
Modifier-Type. Once this dimension has been identified, it
can be used to generate analogies between deities, e.g.,Po-
seidon:sea::Apollo:sun. In many cases, these ad-hoc dimen-
sions remain unchanged in an analogy, and provide instead
the literal pivot on which the analogy turns. For instance,
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“Poseidon is the Greek Neptune” is more satisfying than
“Apollo is the sun Poseidon”.

In general, whenever WordNet contains a synset pair
{C S, MS-H, . . . } and {CT , MT -H, . . . }, the lexical anal-
ogy CS:MS::CT :MT can be generated via the ad-hoc
dimension H-Modifier-Type = {MS, MT , . . . }. For in-
stance, the synset pair{selenolatry, moon-worship}and
{heliolatry, sun-worship}suggests the analogyselenola-
try:moon::heliolatry:sun. Here the relevant ad-hoc dimen-
sion is named Worship-Modifier-Type, and unites the Word-
Net modifiers{sun, moon, devil, animal, fish, Bible, word,
idol, miracle, woman, fire, tree, symbol, snake, place, self}
into the goal-specific category “things that are often wor-
shipped”.

Ad-hoc dimensions can also be identified via the tex-
tual glosses of WordNet entries. However, because the re-
lationship underlying these dimensions is arbitrary – un-
like the purely subsumptive basis of lexicalized dimensions
– more complex pattern-matching is required. We employ
a template-based approach to extract dimensions, matching
variations of the syntactic patternX-who|which|that-Verb-Y
against WordNet glosses to extract relationships of the form
Verb(X, Y). For instance, the set {newspaper, milk, coal, pan-
egyric, eulogy, mail, speech, oration} represents the ad-hoc
dimension “things that are delivered by specific people”, to
which the schematic name Deliver-Object-Type is automati-
cally assigned.

Sometimes the relational verb is too vague to carry an
analogy, as with “is”, “have” or “does”, while ofttimes
the verb is too specific to cross domain boundaries, as
with “brews”, “tans” and “foments” (each is found in only
one context). Between these easily filtered extremes is a
productive middle ground which yields over 100 verb-based
dimensions with two or more WordNet instantiations, such
as “repair” (8 instances), “play” (18), “practice” (25), “sell”
(25), “worship” (19), “study” (15) and “make” (59). The
choicest verbs are polysemous, for since their multiple
related senses are already linked via figurative extension,
they can readily be employed for analogical purposes, e.g.,
“deliver” (messages and products), “play” (instruments and
games), and “specialize in” (disciplines, activities, foods,
etc.).

6 WordNet’s Analogical Potential
The utility of this dimension-based perspective hinges on our
ability to identify enough dimensions in WordNet to support
a rich body of analogies. Given the taxonomic emphasis
of WordNet, lexicalized dimensions are certainly the most
numerous and the easiest to identify. However, a lexicalized
dimension is only worth identifying only if: a) it serves to
connect two or more different concepts at the same degree
of specificity (e.g., if they reside at the same depth in the
WordNet taxonomy); and b) it exhibits a range of values
(at least two or more) over which analogical translation can
occur.

Table 1 reveals how manynoun:nounanalogies of differ-
ent dimensionalities can be generated from the lexicalized

dimensions of eXtended WordNet (Mihalcea and Moldovan,
2001). The source and target concepts of each analogy are
drawn from the same depth of the noun taxonomy, while
their distance is estimated as the number of ISA links to their
Most Specific Common Ancestoror MSCA.

Table 1: Number of analogies (in 1000s) of each dimension-
ality that can be generated from lexicalized dimensions in
WordNet.

Distance 1-D 2-D 3-D 4-D 5-D
1 840k 130k 28k 14k 5k
2 1887k 287k 26k 12k 1.5k
3 2264k 331k 40k 17k 3.4k
4 2454k 338k 36k 18k 3.4k
5 2412k 276k 27k 12k 1.6k
6 2189k 233k 22k 8k 0.73k

Figure 1: No. of unique lexicalized dimensions by distance.

Table 1 shows that the number of analogies grows with
the allowable distance between source and target concepts,
as one might expect, supporting our intuition that analogies
of type x/y/z + 1 are more numerous than those of type
x/y/z. In contrast, analogies of type or typex/y/z appear
more numerous than those of type or typex/y + 1/z, a
finding also in keeping with intuition. Overall then, the space
of potential lexical analogies that can be generated with
WordNet appears both sizable and rich.

Why do higher distances allow for more analogies? It
may be the case that the number of available dimensions
grows in tandem with distance to the MSCA. However,
Figure 1 reveals, somewhat surprisingly, that the opposite is
the case. The total number of lexicalized dimensions shared
by all pairs of concepts at the same depth actually shrinks
as the distance between concepts increases, almost certainly
because most dimensions are specific to particular areas
of the taxonomy. Clearly then, to generate more analogies,
these fewer dimensions must be made to do more work by
expressing a greater range of potential values.

Overall then, some analogies juxtapose concepts that are
already quite similar, while others relate very dissimilar
ones. To determine whether lexicalized and ad-hoc dimen-
sions qualitatively differ in this respect, we also consid-
ered the source:target similarity distribution of analogies
generated from different dimension types. In particular, we
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wanted to consider whether analogies based on lexicalized
dimensions are different from analogies based on ad-hoc di-
mensions derived from compound terms (such as Worship-
Modifier-Type) or indeed, from ad-hoc dimensions derived
from glosses (such as Deliver-Object-Type).

Figure 2: Distribution of analogies by Source:Target similar-
ity.

Figure 2 suggests that lexicalized dimensions produce
a body of analogies whose inter-concept similarity is nor-
mally distributed, ranging from the literal to the creatively
distant, while ad-hoc dimensions tend to produce analo-
gies (like Lactose:Fructose) that have a higher degree of
literal similarity. This is especially true of ad-hoc dimen-
sions extracted from compounds more so than glosses, since
these dimensions are often based on a shared semantic head.
Nonetheless, these more literal-minded analogies are also
morelateral-minded, requiring a listener/student to dynam-
ically construct an apropos ad-hoc category on the fly.

7 Palimpsest: A Relational Overlay
Consider the lexical concepts Work-Crew and Jury: both are
social groups (and represented in WordNet as such), but their
analogical similarity extends further than this. In English, the
leader of a work crew is called a “foreman”, as is the leader
of a jury, which suggests that the concept Jury is commonly
conceived of as a group of workers (a “work detail”) that
is assembled for a specific purpose and then disbanded. To
capture this analogical similarity, a system would need to
induce a new type of the formGroups-whose-leaders-are-
called-Foreman, which seems to take us perilously close to
the baroque typing of Way’s (1991) dynamic type hierarchy.
Yet this is the precisely the kind of analogically-useful adhoc
category we strive for when using WordNet. However, such
a grouping requires a level of textual analysis and semantic
insight that is beyond the simple techniques outlined here.
Ultimately, we need to consider annotating WordNet with
such relational information by hand, or at the very least,
semi-automatically.

In many cases the pivotal dimensional value for an anal-
ogy will a multi-place relation that is lexicalized as a verb.
For instance, the WordNet lexical concepts Deliveryman,
Roundsman, Deliverer and Bailor (none of which are syn-
onymous) are similar by virtue of sharing the relational prop-
erty delivers:merchandise. Such relational types can in turn
be generalized further, to support an analogy between Paper-
boy and Milkman (each deliver something, suggesting the

abstracted typedelivers:?), between Cobbler and Plumber
(each repair something, suggesting the abstracted typere-
pairs:?), and so on. These relations might be extracted from
WordNet by parsing the corresponding glosses, but WordNet
glosses are neither regular enough in form, nor consistent
enough in content, to make this approach a practical reality.
That is, while we section 5.2 shows that we can parse these
glosses to recognize dimensions that are analogically useful,
we cannot reliably associate these dimensions with all of the
word-concepts that should be tagged with them.

These issues lead us to a conclusion that is at once both
dispiriting and liberating: semantic tagging with these di-
mensions cannot reliably be performed via automatic means,
but must be done manually, or at most, semi-automatically.
Certainly, such an effort is time-consuming, but ultimately,
we believe it is less so than a fully automated approach,
which would require constant tweaking to overcome both
under-generation and over-generalization. To ensure a com-
prehensive coverage, and to allay fears that this effort is a
representationaltoy designed to work only for specially se-
lected examples, we conceive of the effort as a new lexical
ontology in its own right, but one that is to be overlaid on the
existing taxonomic structure of WordNet.

The new ontology, namedPalimpsest, will attempt to offer
an explicit property-theoretic description of each lexical
concept in WordNet, in a form that will allow for the
dynamic generation of new categories as they are needed.

Each Palimpsest property is associated with a specific
WordNet synset, and relates that synset/concept to another
WordNet lexical entry. Properties comprise both a predi-
cate/relation and an object, and may be marked in a variety
of ways to indicate salience. The general form of a property
is given as follows:

[*]relation[/abstraction]:object[*]

Each property can be seen as specifying a category of
concepts that all share that property. Thus, Jury and Crew
both share the propertyleader/manager:Foreman, which be-
comes the de facto name for the ontological category that
embraces both concepts. Each relation may be specified rel-
ative to a common abstraction that is shared by multiple rela-
tions. Thus, the relationscleans/restoresandrepairs/restores
can be seen as specializations of the abstract relationre-
stores, while the relationssells/providesandpays/provides
are specializations of the abstract relationprovides. This
two-level specification of relations allows a system to per-
form functional abstraction on a concept, to e.g., recognize
the similarity between cleaners (who restore by cleaning),
repairmen (who restore by repairing) and surgeons (who re-
store by curing).

The optional * at either end of the property marks either
the relation (if before) or the object (if after) as especially
salient and foregrounded within the definition of the con-
cept. For instance, in the definition of Merchant, the relation
sells/provides, and the object, merchandise, are both fore-
grounded, as follows:

{merchant, merchandiser}: *sells/provides:merchandise*
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When an object likeMerchandiseis foregrounded in this
way, it means it is central to the definition of the host con-
cept. When a relation is foregrounded, it means that the host
concept (e.g.,Merchant) can be used to suggest relation in an
analogical or metaphoric manner. For instance, another con-
cept in which the relationsells/providesis foregrounded is
Peddler; we can thus reconceptualize the concept Merchant
as a “merchandise peddler”, a Stockbroker as a “stock mer-
chant” or “stock peddler”, a prostitute as a “sex merchant”
or “sex peddler”, and so on.

Adhoc categories arise in Palimpsest when properties
are generalized or composed. For instance, the property
sells/provides: merchandisecan be generalized either as
provides:merchandise, sells/provides:?or sells/provides:?.
Whenever a property is generalized, its corresponding cat-
egory is widened to admit new members, permitting those
new members to be seen as similar in ways that were not
previously perceived. In contrast, composition is a category-
narrowing operation, allowing multiple properties to be con-
joined into one, as when two properties in the same host
concept share the same object, allowing the corresponding
relations to be merged. For instance, aDealerbuys and sells
merchandise, while aStockbrokerbuys and sells shares. In
each case, a new composite relation can be created and then
generalized, to yieldbuy_and_sell:?. Properties can be com-
posed in a variety of other ways (e.g., hierarchically), allow-
ing new categories with a more exclusive membership to be
constructed on the fly.

8 Conclusions

As a lexical ontology, WordNet is both lightweight and
flawed. Nonetheless, when viewed from the right dimen-
sional perspective, it possesses enough tacit structure to yield
a rich vein of lexical analogies. We have identified two dif-
ferent kinds of conceptual dimension –lexicalizedandad-
hoc– through which analogically useful structure can be im-
posed on WordNet’s lexical content. By mining this vein, we
expect to use WordNet as a generator of educational analo-
gies for scholastic tests, as well as a creator of challenging
puzzles for computer games. The space of potential analo-
gies that WordNet can generate (and subsequently reason
about and manipulate) is encouragingly large, allowing both
on-line tests and computer games to dynamically provide
challenging new content each time they are used. This gen-
erativity will be improved greatly by the addition of a new
relational overlay for WordNet, called Palimpsest, that will
make explicit the complex dimensions on which analogies
can pivot.

Palimpsest is still at an experimental and immature stage
of development. Only with maturity will it settle on an
appropriate set of relations and relational abstractions, and
maturity will only come via scale. However, development is
progressing apace, and Palimpsest, now nearing the 10,000
concept mark, will soon be ready for general release to
the research community (where it will be free for research
purposes).
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Abstract
The goal of the MEANING project (IST-2001-34460) is to
develop tools for the automatic acquisition of lexical knowl-
edge that will help Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). The
acquired lexical knowledge from various sources and vari-
ous languages is stored in the Multilingual Central Repos-
itory (MCR) (Atserias et al 04), which is based on the de-
sign of the EuroWordNet database. The MCR holds word-
nets in various languages (English, Spanish, Italian, Catalan
and Basque), which are interconnected via an Inter-Lingual-
Index (ILI). In addition, the MCR holds a number of ontolo-
gies and domain labels related to all concepts. During the
MEANING project, the MCR has been enriched in various
cycles. This paper describes the integration and evaluation of
the MCR in a commercial classification and (cross-lingual)
information retrieval system, developed by Irion Technolo-
gies. We carried out a series of task-based evaluations on En-
glish and Spanish news collections, for which indexes were
built with and without the results of MEANING. The eval-
uations show that both recall and precision are significantly
higher when using the enriched semantic networks in com-
bination with WSD.

1 Introduction
The usefulness of wordnets for Information Retrieval and
for Document Classification is not commonly accepted.
Important evidence for this belief is a study of Voorhees
(1994) that showed a decrease in scores for a wordnet-based
approach in Trec-5. She claimed that linguistic techniques
are only useful if they perform close to perfect. She also
states that statistic techniques approximate NLP techniques
by exploiting statistical correlations. A similar statement
is made by Sanderson (1994) who suggests that wordnet-
based approaches are only useful for retrieval if 90% or
higher accuracy is achieved to detect the appropriate sense.
This study was done by introducing artificial ambiguity in
documents by substituting randomly chosen word pairs, e.g.
bananaandkalashnikov, with artificially ambiguous terms,
e.g.banana/kalashnikov.

We however still believe that there is an enormous po-
tential for wordnet-based approaches (also see Gonzalo et al
1998). In this paper we give evidence that wordnets can be
exploited for generic information retrieval and classification
tasks. The reason why this has not been evident is that the
incorporation of wordnets is not trivial. Wordnets need to
be used and integrated in a proper way to benefit from their
richness. The MEANING1 project (IST 2001-34460; Rigau
et al. 2002; 2003) tried to achieve this by pursuing the fol-
lowing goals:

• to enrich wordnets with more knowledge that is auto-
matically acquired from corpora and the WWW;

• to improve Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) using
novel techniques in combination with the acquired
knowledge;

• to develop a rich conceptual representation of text that
is based on combinations of synsets associated with
linguistic phrases;

The MEANING project developed tools for the automatic
acquisition of lexical knowledge that will help WSD. The
acquired lexical knowledge from various sources and vari-
ous languages is stored in the Multilingual Central Repos-
itory (MCR), which is based on the design of the Euro-
WordNet database (Vossen, 1998). The MCR holds word-
nets in various languages (English, Spanish, Italian, Catalan
and Basque), which are interconnected via an Inter-Lingual-
Index (ILI). In addition, the MCR holds a number of ontolo-
gies and domain labels related to all concepts. MEANING
uses WordNet1.6 as an ILI to share lexical knowledge stored
for each separate wordnet. During the MEANING project,
the MCR has been enriched in various cycles.

This paper describes the integration and evaluation of the
MCR data in a classification and (cross-lingual) information
retrieval system, developed by Irion Technologies. In these
applications, text is represented in the form of combinations
of concepts that co-occur in linguistic phrases and where
concepts are based on the synsets in the WordNet taken from

1http://www.lsi.upc.edu/~nlp/meaning/
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the MCR. In a sense, the complete phrase represents a com-
plex concept as whole, built up of interrelated sub-concepts
consisting of synsets. Similarly, a query is considered as a
phrase, representing one or more concepts. A query consist-
ing of multiple concepts is then compared to phrases with
multiple concepts. We carried out a series of task-based eval-
uations on English and Spanish news collections. The eval-
uation involved indexes built with and without the results of
MEANING. The evaluation shows that both recall and pre-
cision are significantly higher when using the enriched se-
mantic networks in combination with WSD.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section,
we briefly explain the conceptual indexing technology de-
veloped at Irion Technologies. Section 2 describes how the
results of MEANING have been integrated in the Irion sys-
tem. The following sections describe the evaluation. In Sec-
tion 3 we describe the classification evaluation that was car-
ried out on the Reuters news collection for English. Sec-
tion 4 describes a cross-lingual retrieval evaluation on the
same Reuters data and Section 5 another cross-lingual re-
trieval experiment on a database of news pictures with Span-
ish and English captions from the Spanish publisher EFE.
Whereas the Reuters retrieval system used a classical vector-
space document ranking, the EFE version uses a novel way
of ranking based on the conceptual phrase representation.
The EFE database is also used in an end-user evaluation task.
This is described in Section 6.

2 Conceptual indexing at Irion Technologies
Irion Technologies (Delft, The Netherlands) developed a
conceptual indexing technology, called TwentyOne, that
combines statistical and language-technology approaches.
TwentyOne is a two step system, where first, the relevant
documents are collected using state-of-the-art statistical en-
gines, and secondly, the best matching phrases from the rel-
evant documents are collected. The statistical core-engine
of TwentyOne produces a relevance ranking of text, using
a standard vector-space weighting. It ensures fast and robust
retrieval. The language-technology then has two major roles:

1. Maximize the recall of the statistical engine so that
any document is found regardless of the wording and
regardless of the query word choice;

2. Maximize the precision by conceptually matching
queries with phrases in the documents rather than com-
plete documents;

The conceptual index represents concepts at a phrase
level, which are very loosely defined as NPs. Within a
phrase, a range of concepts is given where each concept
correlates with a word, a combination of words or a part of a
word, for example:

• The phrasehuman rightswill represent a single con-
cept that is lexicalized as a whole. Likewise it is trans-
lated to Dutch and German as a single word, asmensen-
rechtenand Menschenrechtenrespectively. Note that
this concept can still have relations to other concepts

such as the hypernymright (in a very specific mean-
ing) andhuman.

• The phraseanimal partywill represent 2 concepts, the
separate conceptsanimalandparty that co-occur, and
so doesparty animalalbeit a different combination.

• The single wordprofile-basedwill also represent two
conceptsprofile andbasedas a co-occurring combina-
tion.

A conceptual representation of a phrase thus consists of
a co-occurring sequence of synsets that express a particular
relation to each other.

For building up a conceptual representation of a phrase,
the TwentyOne system heavily relies on a multilingual se-
mantic network, similar to EuroWordNet and the MEAN-
ING MCR. It uses multiword lookup, compound decompo-
sition and WSD to map words within a phrase to concepts.
Queries (user-queries or textual documents) are analysed in
the same way. The TwentyOne system then uses a range of
factors to compare phrases in documents with query phrases:

1. number of matching concepts between the query and
each phrase,

2. degree of fuzziness mismatch between the query word
and the phrase,

3. degree of derivational mismatch, compounding, etc.,

4. whether or not a synonym is used,

5. whether or not the same language is used.

The effect is first that documents with phrases (NPs)
that include most concepts are shown first and, second, that
documents with the same number of concepts but with the
most similar wording with the query are shown first. The
contextual effect of the phrase match is very powerful, as we
will see later.

Because words are mapped to concepts from a language-
specific wordnet that is linked through the ILI to all the
other wordnets, it is possible to calculate a conceptual score
for queries in other languages than the index language.
Hence, any index can be queried in any of the languages that
connected to the ILI.

3 Integrating MEANING in the Irion system
The MEANING results have been integrated in the Irion
system in two ways:

1. we replaced the proprietary multilingual semantic net-
work of Irion by the MCR database,

2. we developed a WSD system based on WordNet do-
mains (Magnini et al 2002) which are integrated into
the MCR.

The data from the MCR could be easily imported in the
TwentyOne system because both the proprietary database of
Irion and the MCR are based on the model of EuroWordNet.
Within the Irion database, we simply replaced the concepts
by the WordNet1.6 concepts and imported the mapping of
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the vocabulary for each language to these concepts from the
MCR. Whereas the proprietary database has wordnets for
English, Dutch, German, Spanish, Italian and French, the
MCR has wordnets for English, Spanish, Italian, Basque and
Catalan.

Although other possibilities could be explored (the use of
other ontologies such as SUMO or the EuroWordNet Top
Concept and a large amount of explicit semantic relations
also integrated into the MCR), WSD was done using only
WordNet domains (version 1.1.1, Magnini et al 2002) from
the MCR. The WSD system has been implemented as a a text
classifier that is trained with the Spanish and English words
associated with domain labels, e.g. all synonyms related to
the domain “legal”, and assigns a domain tag to the text. The
WSD system first assigns domain labels to the article as a
whole, based on the complete content: so-calledmicroworld
tags. Next, it also classifies the separate NPs within each
article using a window of 10 NPs (4 to the left and 5 to right).
This results in one or more so-callednanoworldtags for each
NP. All domains scoring above 60% confidence are assigned
to have sufficient recall. The disambiguation then consists of
the following process for each word in the NP:

1. Are there word meanings with domain labels that
match any of the nanoworld tags? If yes, these mean-
ings are selected.

2. If no, are there word meanings with domain labels that
match the microworld tags? If yes these meanings are
selected.

3. If no all meanings are selected.

The concept reduction as a result of the disambiguation
is very effective. For the data obtained from EFE (see
Section 6 below), the microworld-based reduction is about
48% for Spanish and 57% for English. In the case of the
nanoworlds, the reduction is even higher: 52% for Spanish
and 65% for English. Most of these reductions (about 44%)
however relate to the factotum words (Magnini et al 2002).
Factotum words are words such “be”, “begin”, “person” that
are not specific to a domain and often have a very strongly
preferred generic meaning. This generic meaning is labelled
in WordNet domains and can be used to restrict the meanings
when there is no other specific domain that applies to these
words.

For each of the experiments described below, we built 3
types of indexes:

1. NP Indexes with NPs but without using wordnets: i.e.
traditional string-based indexes.

2. FULL Indexes using wordnets, but without WSD:
i.e. full expansion to all possible synonyms and/or
translations.

3. WSD Indexes using wordnets and using word sense
disambiguation: i.e. expansion limited to synonyms
and/or translations within the context of the relevant
domains, if any.

An example of an extracted NP is the following:

<NP ID=“22”>toxic to nerve cells</NP>

In the case of the NP index, the words are indexed as they
occur (after normalization). In the case of the, the FULL
index, the words “”toxic“, ”nerve“ and ”cell“ are expanded
to all the synonyms for all their possible meanings. These
synonyms will thus also get a pointer to this document and
this NP. In the case of the WSD index, we only added
synonyms for word meanings that fit the domains assigned
to the document and the NP.

We thus expect that the first type of index (NP) gives
high-precision but lower recall because we do not generate a
mapping through synonyms. You cannot find any documents
with wordings different from the query.2 The second type
of index (FULL ) will have a very high recall, because any
possible mapping and wording is generated. The precision
may drop because we also generate a lot of noise through
irrelevant expansions. The third index (WSD) index will
have recall and precision rates in between the others.

4 Document classification on the Reuters
news collection

The first experiment was carried out using a document classi-
fication system that can be trained with example documents
with categories. For training, we used the Reuters collec-
tion with English news. The experiment was restricted to the
23,307 files from a single month August 1996. The Reuters
collection comes with classification codes that are embedded
in the XML structure. We used the 125 topic codes, which
can be organized hierarchically. We did not consider the hi-
erarchical relations in the evaluation and training and treated
each code separately. Multiple codes can be assigned to a
single document.

The classification system has various options for testing
and evaluation. One of the options is that a random test
set is extracted from a training set. We thus trained the
classification system with 22,074 files and set aside a test
collection of 233 files. We then constructed the following
classifiers from the training data:

1. HTM: the plain text is only normalized,

2. NP: NPs are extracted from the text but concepts are
not expanded with wordnets,

3. FULL: NPs are extracted and fully expanded with
wordnets,

4. WSD: NPs are extracted and expanded after disam-
biguation.

For each classifier, the same test files are excluded
from training. RECALL (ρ) is then defined asρg =
gαg/gτsghere:

α = is the number of correct classes assigned to a test
file,

τ = is the total number of test classes that are associ-
ated with a file.

2This is especially the case for smaller two-word queries, which is more
normal for search engines.
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Table 1: Recall and precision for Classification

TEXT NP FULL WSD
RECALL 131.6 67.8% 138.8 72.3% 175.5 75.6% 188.2 80.7%
PRECISION 136.6 70.4% 143.4 74.7% 152.9 65.9% 168.2 72.2%
COVERAGE 194 83.2% 192 82.4% 232 99.5% 233 100%
F-MEASURE 69.0 73.5 70.4 76.2

PRECISION (π) is defined asπg = gαg/g(αg +
gβpsghere:

α = is the number of correct classes assigned to a test
file,

β = is the number of wrong classes assigned to a test
file.

COVERAGE is then used to indicate on how many files
the classifier is giving results above the threshold. For the
experiments, we used a threshold setting of 0.7 (this is
an empirically derived value for adequate results). Results
below this threshold are ignored and are thus excluded from
the COVERAGE. F-MEASURE is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. Table 1 then gives the results for the
classifiers built with the different conceptual indexes:

Remarkably, the highest precision is obtained with NP
and the highest recall with WSD. We see that FULL expan-
sion leads to an increase of recall and a decrease of precision,
compared to TEXT and NP. This is what we would expect.
We also see that the coverage increased, i.e. there are more
files for which there are results above the threshold. NP ex-
pansion leads to a lower recall (−3.3%) than FULL expan-
sion but remarkably a higher precision (+8.8%). Here we see
the effect of just using noun phrase extraction. Coverage is
lower than for FULL expansion. Finally, best results are ob-
tained for the disambiguated indexes. Recall is up to 80%
and precision is slightly lower than NP expansion. However,
coverage is now 100%. Apparently, the disambiguation ex-
pansion leads to results for documents with words that did
not occur in the training set. This can be seen as a positive
effect, whereas the negative effect is limited. Concluding,
we see that the disambiguated expansion can lead to an in-
crease of 12% in recall, 17% in coverage and still 2% in-
crease of precision with respect to the baseline (TEXT). The
f-measure shows clearly the superiority of the WSD results,
with three points even over the NP results.

5 Crosslingual retrieval on the Reuters data
The same Reuters indexes were also used for a cross-lingual
retrieval experiment. The TwentyOne retrieval system has
a benchmark environment that can extract NPs from the
indexed documents and create queries, where we measure
if the same document from which the NP is extracted is
returned within the top-ranked documents. Note that this
measurement does not tell you anything about the quality
of the other results. It can thus only be seen as a crude way
to measure the recall of the system.

We thus automatically extracted NP-based queries from
the indexes. Next, we manually selected 96 queries with
a head and a modifier, where the head noun exhibits a

clear case of homonymy or synonymy. For example, the
nouncell that has clearly different meanings when combined
with police cell, cell phone, battery cell, etc. From the
complete NPs, two word queries were extracted. Next the
original queries were modified by replacing the modifier by
another context word that is semantically related, sometimes
with a similar disambiguating effect and sometimes more
neutral. An example of this sort of modified query would be
detention cellinstead ofpolice cell. This resulted in about
96 paraphrased queries in English. Next the original queries
were translated into the other languages recognized by the
system: Dutch, German, French, Spanish and Italian.

We then run separate tests on the 3 types of indexes:
NP, FULL and WSD, with the original words as query,
the paraphrased English words or the translations of the
originals. The results are shown in Table 2, where the
rows represent the different indexes and the columns the
results for each set of queries: original words from the NPs,
paraphrased English words and translations.

In Table 2, each query result column has 3 sub-columns:
Q = number of queries
R = recall, the number of times that the document from

which the query was extracted occurs in the top 10 results
% = proportional recall
When we look at the original words used as a query,

we see the best result on the NP index. The FULL index
can only generate more noise by the expansion compared
to the original words. This has pushed good results out
of the top 10. We see that the WSD index has a positive
effect because the recall recovers with 7%. When we look
at the paraphrased English queries, we see that the recall
dramatically drops for the NP index. This shows that the type
of query is important to demonstrate the need for a wordnet-
type of expansion. We see here that the WSD index gives
best results.

The cross-lingual results can be compared with the para-
phrased results. Obviously, the NP indexes perform poorest
because the words are not translated at all (i.e. there is no ex-
pansion). The FULL index now has better results than WSD.
Apparently, the noise generated cross-linguistically by giv-
ing all possible translations has a less negative effect com-
pared to missing certain translations due to WSD.

In the above experiment, we used the proprietary word-
net database from Irion and we did not yet implement the
conceptual scoring function that re-ranks the relevant docu-
ments on the basis of the overlap of concepts between the
NPs and the queries, combined with the closeness of expres-
sion. The ranking was here based on the traditional statistical
relevance ranking. In the next section, we describe a further
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Table 2: Cross-lingual retrieval results on the Reuters collection

English origi-
nal
“police cell”

English para-
phrase
“detention
cell”

Dutch
“politie-cel”

German
“Polizei-zelle”

French
“cellule de po-
lice”

Italian
“cella della
polizia

Spanish
”celda de la
policía“

Q R % Q R % Q R % Q R % Q R % Q R % Q R %
NP 96 76 79 96 24 25 96 8 8 96 8 8 95 10 11 94 4 4 96 4 4
FULL 96 61 64 96 28 29 96 35 36 96 38 40 95 42 44 94 20 21 96 18 19
WSD 96 68 71 96 30 31 96 34 35 96 30 31 95 36 38 94 17 18 96 15 16

experiment with the MEANING wordnets and with the con-
ceptual re-ranking.

6 Cross-lingual retrieval on the EFE data

For this experiment, we indexed part of a multilingual
database of pictures, called Fototeca, that was provided by
the Spanish news agency EFE. We received a collection
of 29,511 XML records with captions and corresponding
pictures (from EPA and AP). These captions have 50 words
of text on average. The captions are manually enriched for
monolingual and multilingual access. This collection can be
used to find pictures using text queries on the captions. Most
of the captions were Spanish (26,546), about 10% were in
English (2,965).

Again, we built the 3 types of indexes NP, FULL and
WSD. In this case, however, we used the MEANING MCR
data, which enables us to use the latest results of MEANING
as well as use other languages (Basque and Catalan) for
querying. In the case of the NP index, we built indexes for
5 languages: English, Spanish, Catalan, Basque and Italian.
Instead of translating the original English and Spanish words
they were simply copied to the other indexes for English,
Spanish, Catalan, Basque and Italian. For example, the
Basque index did not contain Basque translations but the
literal Spanish and English originals. No synonym expansion
was applied for English and Spanish and no translation for
the other languages.

For indexes FULL and WSD, the Spanish and English in-
dexes were expanded to synonyms and translated to English
(in case of Spanish), Spanish (in case of English), and to
Basque, Italian and Catalan (from both English and Spanish)
with wordnets from the MCR. In the case of index FULL, all
the meanings of the words in the articles have been taken and
have been expanded to all synonyms and/or translations. In
the case of WSD, we first excluded unlikely meanings using
the WSD system and expanded all the remaining queries.
For all three indexes queries can be made in any of the 5 lan-
guages: Spanish, English, Basque, Italian and Catalan, while
the system returns both English and Spanish articles as pos-
sible results.

The queries were extracted as described previously for
Reuters (Section 5). In this case, we automatically extracted
Spanish NPs (e.g. ”Una colisión en cadena“) and manually
selected 2-3 word queries (e.g. query ”colisión en cadena“)
showing ambiguity or synonymy. We verified that other
meanings and/or synonyms also occurred in the index, for

example forestrella (star) we checked to make sure that
it was used in both anastronomical objectreading as well
as aleading actorreading. Similarly, withfigura we found
that it was used in various different readings includingbody,
form, figure, characterandstatue. Finally, we also looked
at the relevance of the words to the corresponding pictures.
This resulted in about 105 queries based on the original
expressions extracted from the captions. From these we
created paraphrase queries by replacing each context word
with a synonym. Finally, the original queries were translated
by native-speakers into English, Catalan, Basque and Italian.

The results of launching the queries on the 3 indexes
are listed in Table 3. The results per index are given in
the rows (NP, FULL and WSD) and the columns represent
the different query sets: original Spanish words, paraphrased
Spanish queries and the translated queries. The sub-columns
are the same as above for Reuters.

The rows are slightly different. Each index has a row for
the total results and three more rows for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

position (p1, p2 and p3) in the result list. We marked the best
scores for the totals and for the 1st position (p1). We did not
list the other positions from the top 10 because all the results
listed the correct match in the top 3 or outside the top 10. The
ranking algorithm was changed with respect to the Reuters
experiments. The relevant documents were re-ranked on the
basis of the overlap of concepts between the query and the
NPs in the documents, as explained in Section 2.

The first thing to be noticed is the high recall. The best
results are for the original Spanish words on the NP index:
94%. This is inherent to the conceptual phrase search. The
search engine will select NPs that include all the query
concepts and give preference to NPs that closely match the
query. When we do not use wordnets, as in NP, the most
equal phrases are likely to show up first, especially since the
queries have been derived from the NPs and there are not
that many NPs with all the query words.

We also see that we hardly lose anything when we use
wordnets. The fully expanded index (FULL) scores 91% and
the disambiguated index (WSD) scores 92%. This is a major
difference with respect to the results reported for the Reuters
experiments. In Reuters, the retrieval was based on the page
score and not on the conceptual phrase score. The conceptual
phrase matching thus adds precision. So even if the wordnets
add more possible hits and more noise, the fact that the
closest wordings are preferred selects the most appropriate
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Table 3: Retrieval results for multi word queries

Spanish
original

Spanish
paraphrase

English Catalan Basque Italian

Q R % Q R % Q R % Q R % Q R % Q R %
NP 105 99 94 94 14 15 105 2 2 105 31 3 104 1 1 105 3 3
p1 60 57 9 1 0 0 21 2 1 1 2 2
p2 30 29 5 5 1 1 8 8 0 0 1 1
p3 9 9 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 0
FULL 105 96 91 94 71 76 105 39 37 105 70 67 104 50 48 105 39 37
p1 55 52 38 4 16 15 44 42 27 26 19 18
p2 33 31 27 29 17 16 22 21 19 18 15 14
p3 8 8 6 6 6 6 4 4 4 4 5 5
WSD 105 97 92 94 61 65 105 39 37 105 68 65 104 46 44 105 32 30
p1 60 57 39 41 21 2 48 46 27 26 20 19
p2 31 3 18 19 13 12 16 15 15 14 6 6
p3 6 6 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 6 6

results. This is also clear when we look at the p1 positions.
Here NP and WSD score equally well.

When we look at the queries where a synonymous word
was used (the 2nd column group, Spanish paraphrase), we
see that the index without wordnets (NP) drops to 15%
but the FULL index only drops to 76% and the WSD
index drops to 65%. This clearly shows the usefulness of
wordnets for information retrieval. We also see that WSD
apparently removed certain synonyms that are useful, hence
the difference of 10% between FULL and WSD. This
indicates that the WSD settings might have been too strict
(50% of the concepts have been excluded).

On the other hand, if we look at the p1 scores, we see that
WSD scores better than FULL. This means FULL generates
more noise that is interfering with the correct results for
the 1st position but the correct results apparently still end
up in the top 10. This also implies that the total results
for FULL can be worse than WSD if the index is bigger.
In a bigger index there is more competition and the noisy
results will push correct results out of the top 10. The pattern
that we see for the synonyms also shows up for the cross-
lingual retrieval. FULL mostly has best results and WSD is
very close but scores better for p1. NP has dramatically bad
results.3

The 1st position results can be seen as a measurement
of precision. The disambiguated index thus has a better
precision than the fully expanded index. These results are
confirmed in the end-user evaluation that is described in the
next section.

7 End-user evaluation
7.1 The goal of the experiment

The end-user evaluation was performed in a real scenario
provided by Spanish news agency EFE, using the Fototeca
database, the database used by EFE to provide pictures
that correspond to news articles. Within MEANING, we

3Catalan scores almost as well as the Spanish synonyms. This shows
that the languages are closely related. The fact that both the wordnets are
developed by the same group may also be a factor.

designed a complete end-user evaluation framework for this
database following (Walker,et al. 1997). The design was
validated in a pilot test with a single user. In this pilot test,
the user was asked to perform a set of tasks with different
systems in a limited time. Finally, the user was asked to fill
a questionnaire. With this pilot test, we planned to check
the appropriateness and correctness of the whole evaluation
framework including the task design, the questionnaire, the
three Irion systems, the log files, the number of end-users
that would be needed, etc. As a result of the pilot test, we
slightly revised the set-up.

For the end-user evaluation, we used the same three
indexes of the EFE Fototeca collection that are described in
Section 6:

• EFE_NP: no use of wordnets.

• EFE_FULL: wordnets with full expansion, no disam-
biguation

• EFE_WSD: wordnets with expansion after disam-
biguation.

7.2 The end-user tasks

The end-user final evaluation was performed by three dif-
ferent users: a, b, c. Each end-user tested the three different
systems: EFE_WSD, EFE_FULL, EFE_NP, which we have
renamed here A, B and C respectively. Each end-user had
to perform twenty-one different tasks organized in three test
sets (1, 2, 3) having seven tasks each. Thus, each end-user
performed a total number of twenty-one different tasks us-
ing three different systems. There is no repetition of a given
combination of user, system or test set. The final evaluation
schema was as following:

End-users
Test sets a b c
1 A B C
2 B C A
3 C A B
This schema tries to neutralize undesired side effects re-

lated to the relative performance of the users (some users
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are better than others when locating pictures) and the inher-
ent difficulty of the tasks (some tasks are more difficult than
other). Furthermore, from the log files we only took into con-
sideration the total number of actions performed by the three
systems.

The total time allowed for performing each test set was
twenty minutes. After finishing each test set, the end-user
took an additional ten minutes to fill out a questionnaire.

Each test set was designed to be self-explanatory. The
end-user was to search for a set of picture to accompany
a set of articles they were writing using a system located
at a particular web page which provided access to the EFE
Fototeca database. For each task, the end-user was told
that they were preparing a news article on a given TOPIC
with a given CONTEXT and was then asked to locate a
picture showing some GOAL to serve as a visual. This is
exemplified by News Article 10:

News Article 10
TOPIC = TERRORISMO
CONTEXT = Sigue la violencia en Colombia y especial-

mente en Medellín.
GOAL = Un entierro en Medellín.
In the task of News Article 10, the end-user is required

to locate a picture showing a funeral in Medellín (GOAL),
given the continuing violence in Colombia and especially in
Medellín (CONTEXT) related to TERRORISM (TOPIC).

We designed the 21 tasks so that it is difficult to locate
the pictures by a regular textual Information Retrieval Sys-
tem (like EFE_NP). For example, there are no captions in
the database matching bothentierro (funeral) andMedellín.
In fact, there are only two pictures withsepelioandMedel-
lín, sepelioalso used to express the concept funeral. Fur-
thermore,entierro is more common (35 occurrences in the
database) thansepelio(14 occurrences). That is to say, the
most common words, as opposed to the less common words,
were used in presenting the GOAL and CONTEXT of each
task. Furthermore, some of the tasks (three in total) were
designed to locate English captions instead of Spanish cap-
tions. Proper noun phrase were mostly excluded. We also
keep track of the following information in each task:

News Article 10
QUERY = entierro medellín
TEXT = sepelio medellín
RESULT = FH_1205173 20040524and FH_1205172

20040524
CAPTION=
Terrorismo

TRI:JUSTICIA-INTERIOR-SUCESOS,TERRORISMO
CATEGORÍAS SUPLEMENTARIAS:

JUSTICIA-INTERIOR-SUCESOS PALABRAS CLAVE:
JUSTICE EXPLOSION DE UNA MALETA BOMBA
EN UNA DISCOTECA DE LA ZONA BANANERA
DE URABÁ EN LA QUE FALLECIERON AL MENOS
CINCO PERSONAS Y 93 RESULTARON HERIDAS,
PRESUNTAMENTE COLOCADA POR LAS FARC, COLOM-
BIA 2004 FUNERAL VICTIMAS SM

COLOMBIA SEPELIO VÍCTIMA BOMBA APARTADÓ:
BOG302 MEDELLIN (COLOMBIA) 24/ 05/ 04.- En el ce-
menterio de San Pedro de Medellín se realizó el sepelio de
la niña de 4 años de edad, María Fernanda Ramírez, una de
las 7 víctimas de la bomba detonada en un centro nocturno
de Apartadó. EFE/EDWIN BUSTAMANTE

PICTURE=

RESULT =FH_1205173 20040524

RESULT =FH_1205172 20040524
It is still possible to obtain the above results in English

or Spanish because of the concept-based Information Re-
trieval system (like EFE_FULL and EFE_WSD) because
in the Multilingual Central Repository we already have the
concept:<entierro, sepelio, enterramiento> which has an
equivalent translation through the ILI to the English concept
<burial>.

After being instructed, the end-user queries the Fototeca
database for an appropriate photograph using the system we
were testing. When the system returns an ordered list of
snippets (showing only a part of the text) the user reviews the
results in order to select the most appropriate caption. Once
a caption is selected, the system shows the corresponding
picture. If the image is appropriate, the end-user clicks on
a button labelled ”This is the right picture“. If, on the other
hand, the picture is not appropriate, the end-user clicks on a
button labelled ”This is the wrong picture“.

When the user is not sure, he clicks on a button labelled
”Not sure about this picture“. We also informed the end-user
that if he did not find an appropriate photo the first time, he
could try modifying the query, adding, removing or changing
words from the original query. He could also select more
than one picture for each news article. However, the total
time for locating the appropriate pictures for each test set
(seven tasks) was only twenty minutes.
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Table 4: Summary result figures for the final end-user evalu-
ation

Three end-users NP FULL WSD
SEARCH 110 64 56
HIGHLIGHT 105 55 60
DISAP. 57 28 27
CONFIRMED 20 19 24
UNDEC. 3 6 1
TOTAL 295 172 168

7.3 The end-users

Three end-users were requested to perform the final end-user
evaluation. We monitored all the activities of all the users
by means of log files. All the tests were performed at the
central office building of EFE in Madrid. They carried out
all the activities in their usual workplace (office, computer,
monitor, table, etc.).

7.4 The results

Table 4 summarizes the data we obtained from the log
files. We count the total number of interactions performed
with each system by the three end-users (TOTAL), the
total number of searches (SEARCH), the total number of
captions highlighted to see the corresponding picture when
reading the caption text (HIGHLIGHT), the total number of
pictures discarded after selected (DISAP.), the total number
of confirmed pictures after selected (CONFIRMED) and the
total number of pictures where the end-user was undecided
(UNDEC.). It should be noted that the end-users had the
same total time to perform the 21 tasks.

With respect to the total number of searches (SEARCH),
we can see that in order to carry out the 21 tasks, the end-
users made almost twice as many queries while using a text-
based IR system (NP with 110) in comparison to a concept-
based IR systems (FULL with 64 and WSD with 56).In other
words, the users effort during search was reduced by almost
half when they used a concept-based IR system. In addition,
the total number of searches was significantly better (12.5%)
for the system using word sense disambiguation (WSD with
56) as opposed to the one without (FULL with 64).

Regarding the total number of highlighted captions
(HIGHLIGHT), we can also see that the end-users selected
almost twice as many captions when using a text-based IR
system (NP with 105) than when using a concept-based IR
system (FULL with 55 and WSD with 60). This is because
the user obtained essentially half of the false positives with a
concept-based system. While it appears that in this case the
FULL system outperformed the WSD system, we will see
later that this is a misleading conclusion.

With respect to the total number of pictures rejected
(DISAP.), we can see that the end-users discarded twice as
many pictures when using a text-based IR system (NP with
57) than using a concept-based IR system (FULL with 28
and WSD with 27). That is to say, the users looked at half
as many irrelevant pictures in order to locate the 21 desired
pictures using a concept-based IR system. The total number

rejected using the system performing disambiguation (WSD
with 27) was essentially the same as that for the system
without disambiguation (FULL with 28).

In terms of the total number of pictures confirmed (CON-
FIRMED), the three systems had similar behaviours (NP
with 20, FULL with 19 and WSD with 24). This means that
even with a poor text-based system (NP), the end-users hav-
ing enough time were able to locate almost a complete list
of pictures appropriate to the tasks (20 out of 21). However,
with much less time (as it is derived from the log files) and
half of the search effort (SEARCH) and total number of in-
teractions (TOTAL) the end-users were able to locate an even
more extensive list of appropriate pictures using the concept-
based system with disambiguation.

Furthermore, the total number of pictures about whose
relevance the user was unclear (UNDEC) was reduced with
the WSD system (only one) in comparison with the other
two systems (FULL with 6 and NP with 3). This is due
in part to an interesting hidden behaviour, namely, that the
WSD system also provided a better ranking of the captions.
In other words, relevant captions were ranked higher giving
the user greater confidence in the initial choice of captions
and pictures (more confirmed, less undecided).

In summary, it seems that for difficult tasks (with syn-
onyms or cross-lingual retrieval), using a concept-based IR
system with WSD results in half of the searching effort, more
confirmations, half the false positives, half the rate of rejec-
tion, fewer undecided pictures and half the total number of
interactions. Although the results are preliminary, there is
strong evidence with the end-user evaluation together with
the previous Reuters and EFE CLIR experiments for sug-
gesting that we performed better IR and CLIR with the help
of the Multilingual Central Repository and appropriate WSD
technology.

Regarding the questionnaire, it is not surprising that the
end-users, who tested different questions (of variable diffi-
culty) using different systems (with different performances),
provided conflicting responses in regard to their perception
of the systems’ behaviors. We will not present the details of
their responses here except to mention that they preferred
system A (EFE_WSD) for future use.

8 Conclusions

This paper has summarized the results of a number of eval-
uations of the MEANING Wordnet database. It describes
some larger tests with queries in various languages using the
TwentyOne Search and Classification engine of Irion Tech-
nologies and an end-user evaluation in a real-world scenario
on two months of captions and pictures from the EFE Fo-
toteca database.

The integration required the use of the Spanish, English,
Catalan, Basque and Italian wordnets from the MCR. It also
involved the use of WordNet domains exported from the
MCR and integrated in the WSD system developed by Irion
Technologies. The disambiguation resulted in the reduction
of 50% of the concepts.
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With respect to classification, we have seen that disam-
biguated expansion can lead to an increase of 12% in re-
call, 17% in coverage and still 2% increase of precision with
respect to the baseline (TEXT). The F-measure increased
by 7.2%. With respect to retrieval, we saw significant im-
provement in recall for paraphrased queries (5%) and trans-
lated queries (15%–30%) on the Reuters data when using the
MCR (with and without WSD). However, we lost 8% (using
WSD) and 15% (using full expansion) on queries literally
extracted from the text.

For the EFE database, we modified the ranking so that the
queries are matched with concept combination in phrases
(NPs). We have seen that the phrase structure helps to ex-
clude the noise generated by the expansion with wordnets.
Literal queries only dropped 2% and 3% when using word-
nets and WSD, whereas paraphrased queries gained 50%
to 60% and translated queries 35% and higher. In addition,
when we took the correctness of the first result as a measure
of precision, the WSD approach performed best for all types
of queries.

Finally, we also described the end-user evaluation frame-
work and the results obtained, which have been carried out
by a three different users testing three different systems. This
experiment confirmed the results from the query-based ex-
periments. The productivity of the end-users doubled and
there was a clear effect in precision for the WSD-based sys-
tem.

A concept-based IR system with WSD appears to bene-
ficiary in difficult tasks (with synonyms or cross-lingual re-
trieval). Using half the search effort, it results in more con-
firmed photographs, half the false positives, half the num-
ber of rejected pictures, fewer uncertain selections and half
the total number of interactions. The bottom line is that IR
and CLIR can be improved with the help of the Multilingual
Central Repository and appropriate WSD technology.

This end-user evaluation showed that both WSD and
FULL increase productivity when searching for pictures in
the Fototeca database. However, WSD significantly outper-
forms the FULL because the first result is more often the
correct result and, as a result, users can quickly and cor-
rectly finish their task without going through the full set of
responses.

It is also clear from these findings that a phrasal repre-
sentation of the concepts in wordnets is important in order
to achieve good results. For the future, we therefore want
to further explore the possibilities for extracting a more de-
tailed representation of the conceptual relations expressed
in phrases. The current system, for instance, does not dis-
tinguish betweenanimal partyandparty animalor between
Internet service on Javaand Java Internet Services because it
cannot detect the conceptual relation between the concepts.
This would also require higher precision WSD and more in-
ferencing and reasoning which will allow a question such as
Who are the parents of Ghandi?to be answered by a phrase
akin toGhandi is the son of. . . .
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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce two kinds of word similarity
algorithms, SHE and RHE, to investigate the capability of
WordNet in measuring verb similarity. In the absence of a
standard verb set we have proposed two new verb similarity
evaluation data sets.

1 Introduction

Many researchers have explored the similarity of nouns
using a variety of methods including methods based on
WordNet. However, little attention has been paid to verbs
(Resnik and Diab, 2000), there is no standard evaluation set,
and it is not clear that the WordNet verb hierarchy is rich
enough to support verb similarity assessment.

This paper seeks to extends work done on nouns by Yang
and Powers (2005) to verbs and uses the noun performance
as a benchmark level for the work on verbs. In this study
we introduce a verb evaluation set with both tuning and
evaluation partitions, we present and adapt a successful noun
similarity method based on WordNet to the verb similarity
task, and we present a hybrid technique that seeks to increase
accuracy by cross mapping into the noun hierarchy and back.

Measuring word similarity can be classified into knowledge-
rich and knowledge-poor methods (Grefenstette, 1993;
Gasperin et al., 2001). Here the knowledge refers to ac-
quiring lexicon oriented information from a pre-handcrafted
thesaurus or from learning from a corpus. We introduce
both approaches before presenting our own results using
knowledge-rich methods.

1.1 Knowledge-poor methods

Knowledge-poor methods mainly depend on information or
probability information derived from a corpus or the Internet
(Turney, 2001) rather than a knowledge base. Such methods
may be further categorized according to how co-occurrence
frequency data is handled:

Vector space

These approaches assume that semantically related words
are more likely to co-occur in the corpus. A matrix is con-
structed in word-by-word or word-by-document order with
a cell value such as term frequency (TF) or TF × IDF (in-
verse document frequency, but more accurately the infor-
mation conveyed by the fact of occurrence in a document).

Word similarity is established by comparing distance mea-
sures such as the cosine coefficient or Euclidean distance
(Schütze, 1992).

Syntactic dependency
These approaches assume that the semantic relatedness of
words leads to their use in similar grammatical structures.
Judging word similarity is achieved by tagging parts-of-
speech in the corpus, shallow parsing of sentences, spec-
ifying the relationship between chunks and comparing the
syntactic components along with their dependency relations
(Grefenstette, 1993).

1.2 Knowledge-rich approaches

Knowledge-rich methods require semantic networks or a se-
mantically tagged corpus to define the concept of word in
the relation with other concepts or to other words in the
surrounding context. Most methods that calculate seman-
tic distance using ontology or thesaurus knowledge, such
as WordNet (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 1998) or Roget’s the-
saurus (Jarmasz and Szpakowicz, 2003) fall into this cate-
gory. The popular methodologies for measuring semantic re-
latedness with the help of a thesaurus can be classified into
two categories: one uses solely semantic links (i.e. edge-
counting), the other combines corpus statistics with taxo-
nomic distance.

Edge-counting
The edge-counting or shortest path method derives from the
geometric model in Cognitive Psychology, where the shorter
distance entails the stronger association between stimuli
and response. It can be traced back to Quillian’s semantic
memory model (Quillian, 1967; Collins and Quillian, 1969)
where concept nodes are planted within the hierarchical
network and the number of hops between the nodes specifies
the similarity of the concepts. Generally the similarity of
words in the thesaurus space can be described as:

Sim(i, j ) = 2D − Dist(i, j ) (1)

whereD is a constant (e.g. the maximum depth in the tax-
onomy of WordNet, viz. 16 if we presume all the hierar-
chies have a common node),Dist(i, j ) is the number of
links between two concept nodesi and j . In the edge-
counting methods distance is typically assessed by counting
the edges traversed fromc1 to c2 via ncn (the nearest com-
mon node),Dist(c1, c2) – we will introduce a few popular
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edge-counting models working in the semantic hierarchy (cf.
Pedersen et al., 2003).

Wu and Palmer (1994) proposed to measure the verbal
concept similarity in the projected domain hierarchy when
translating from English verbs to Chinese. According to Wu
and Palmer, the relatedness of two words is the weighted
sum of all their senses comparison,

Sim(vi , vj ) =
∑

k

wk ×
2× dep(ncn(ci,k, cj,k))

dep(ci,k)+ dep(cj,k)
(2)

wherencn(ci,k, cj,k) is the nearest common node (ncn) for
the conceptual nodesci,k, cj,k of verbsvi and vj , dep is
the depth of the node relative to the root,wk is the weight
of each pair of concepts in each domain. The sum ofwk
is 1. This model is appropriate for measuring both verbs and
nouns in the ”IS-A“ hierarchical concept net.

Leacock and Chodorow (1998) adapted the concept of in-
formation content (Resnik, 1995) to evaluate the relatedness
of two words using the following model:

Sim(Wi , Wj ) = Max

[
− log

Dist(ci,cj )

2× D

]
(3)

= Max
[
log 2D − logDist(ci , cj )

]
whereDist(ci , cj ) is the shortest distance between concepts
ci and cj . In addition, they defined the similarity of two
words as the maximized value of all the pairwise similarities.
Note that in Equation (3)

Dist(ci , cj ) = dep(ci )+ dep(cj )− 2dep(ncn(ci , cj )) (4)

Sim(Wi , Wj ) = Max

[
log

2D

Dist(ci , cj )

]
(5)

Hence, the concept model is similar to Wu and Palmer’s
apart from thelog normalization.

Information Content
Resnik (1995) argues that the links in the hierarchy of Word-
Net representing a uniform distance in the edge-counting
measurement can not account for the semantic variability of
a single link. He defines information content ofncn to ex-
plain the similarity of two words through frequency statistics
retrieved from a corpus, not through the distance of edge-
counting. Here the frequency ofncn subsumes all the fre-
quency data of subordinate concept nodes. The information
content can be quantified as the negative of the log likeli-
hood,− log P(c).

However, Resnik still employs the structure of a concep-
tual net and one drawback is that thencnfor all concept pairs
that have the same parent node is the same.

Building on Resnik’s work, Jiang and Conrath (1997)
further assumed that a combination of information content
and edge-counting will improve the correlation co-efficient
(compared with human judgment). They also considered the
link type, depth, conceptual density, and information content
of concepts. Their simplified formula can be expressed as

follows:

Dist(ci , cj ) = IC(ci )+ IC(cj )− 2× IC(ncn(ci , cj )) (6)

Sim(ci , cj ) = −Dist(ci , cj ) (7)

Lin (1997) introduced another way of computing the
similarity to disambiguate word sense,

Sim(ci , cj ) =
2× IC(ncn(ci , cj ))

IC(ci )+ IC(cj )
(8)

which is essentially another normalized form of Jing and
Conrad’s model.

2 Multiplicative Models
2.1 The noun model

Generally speaking, similarity models in the taxonomy
of WordNet, proposed by Wu and Palmer, Leacock and
Chodorow, Jiang and Conrath, and Lin, can be abstracted
into one of the following forms:

Sim(c1, c2) = 2γ ÷ (α + β) (9)

Sim(c1, c2) = 2γ − (α + β) (10)

whereα, β, γ , respectively denote attributes of concepts
c1, c2, and thencn of c1,c2 in the ”IS-A“ hierarchy. The
attribute can be viewed as some function of the depth in
the taxonomy or the information content extracted from the
outer corpus.

Yang and Powers (2005) proposed a new model to
measure semantic similarity in the taxonomy of Word-
Net, based on a variation of edge-counting. In contrast
with the above methods they also take into account the
part-whole (hol/meronym) relationships in WordNet and
compare two searching algorithms, a bidirectional depth-
limit search (BDLS) and unidirectional breadth-first search
(UBFS).

On the assumption that a single link in the taxonomy
always stands for the same depth-independent distance and
that the distance between two conceptual nodes is the least
number of links,λ, from one node to another, they define the
similarity of two concepts multiplicatively as,

Sim(c1, c2) = αt ∗ βλ . (11)

Partially inspired by Hirst and St. Onge’s algorithm
(1995) for the detection and correction of malapropisms
with different weights for identical words, synonyms or
antonyms, and hyper/hyponyms, Yang and Powers deal with
the identity case wherec1 andc2 are identical asαid = 1,
γ = 0, the syn/antonym as an intermediate weight,αsa =
0.9, γ = 0, assigning the lowest weight (e.g.α = αhh =

αhm =0.85,β = βhh = βhm = 0.7) for the hyper/hyponym,
hol/meronym where searching depthγ is more than one –
these weights being the result of tuning noun similarity.

These models are evaluated against a benchmark set by
human similarity judgment, and achieve a much improved
result compared with other methods: the correlation with
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average human judgment on a standard 28 noun pair dataset
(Resnik, 1995) is 0.921, which is better than anything
reported in the literature and also significantly better than
average individual human judgments. As this set has been
effectively used for algorithm selection and tuning, they also
validate on an independent 37 noun pair test set (0.876)
and present cross-validated results for the full 65 noun-pair
superset (0.897) (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965). Note
that their best performance on these data sets is achieved for
the maximum score across distinct senses in relation to the
common case of words that are polysemous.

2.2 A multistrategy verb model

To investigate the appropriateness of such a model for judg-
ing word similarity we have sought to adapt it to apply
to verbs, which are another significant hierarchy in Word-
Net. Unlike the noun taxonomy, which is rich in complex-
ity and links, the verbs are organized into a relatively shal-
low hierarchy according to their hyper/troponymy relations
and WordNet does not represent holo/metonymy relations.
The maximum distance between contentive verbs (exclud-
ing stopwords like ‘be’, ‘make’ and ‘do’) is around 4 nodes,
which makes it more difficult to find relationships between
verbs (Fellbaum, 1998). Based on the Yang and Powers noun
model and approach, we designed and tuned a new algo-
rithm to account for the similarity of verbs in the face of
the sparseness and limitations of the WordNet verb hierar-
chy. To supplement the verb hierarchy, we also considered
derivational mapping into the noun hierarchy, the use of def-
initions (glosses), and the effect of stemming. Thus we con-
sider the following factors in constructing this model of verb
similarity, where at this stage stemming refers only to the
simple suffix removal functions provided with WordNet2.

1. Similarity on the verb taxonomy is evaluated in the
same basic way as for the noun hierarchy, viz. equation
(11) and (12), except that there is no correlate of
the holo/meronym relationships (viz. no metonymy by
which a part of an action/scene may be related to the
whole). We thus need to set up and tune parameters for
the syno/antonyms and hyper/troponyms in the same
way as with the noun model.

2. Some verbs have thenounform as astem, or vice versa,
as they arederivationallyrelated. Thus we can project
to the noun hierarchy from the verb hierarchy to enrich
the relationships among verbs, introducingαder as a
discount factor or fusion weight.

3. The definition of a verb, itsgloss, can give a hint
to the relation with other verbswhen there are no
apparent linkages in the verb and noun hierarchies.
Lesk (1986) proposed calculating the overlaps of target
word and other words in the context in the definitions
to select an appropriate sense. Pedersen et al. (2003)
treat the definitions in WordNet as a million word
corpus, and build a co-occurrence matrix to specify
how many times two concepts turn up together in
the gloss of WordNet. In this paper we assume verbs
in the definition of WordNet, which are not in the

frequent word list like ”make“, ”do“, etc., bring about a
strong semantic relation with its target word. This thus
introduces weightαgls.

4. The stemmingeffect seen above can also connect
related verbs in the verb hierarchy without considering
their individual senses. Rather, it allows us to capture a
wider class of relationship that relate to the etymology
of the word and its root meaning, but should not
represent as strong a relationship as those that are
represented directly by links. This gives us weight
αstm.

Comprehensively considering these new factors and the
existing link type and depth factors that we need to tune
for the WordNet verb taxonomy, and noting that Yang and
Powers have already well tuned for noun similarity and we
need no adjustments, the new model is:

Sim(c1, c2) = αstmαt

Dist(c1,c2)∏
i=1

βti Dist(c1, c2) < γ, (12)

Sim(c1, c2) = 0, Dist(c1, c2) ≥ γ ;

Simmax(v1, v2) = Max
(i, j )

[
Sim(c1,i , c2, j )

]
, (13)

• c1, c2 represent concept nodes

where 0≤ Sim(c1, c2) ≤ 1,

• t =ht (hyper/troponym),sa(syn/antonym),
der (derived nouns) orgls (definition),

• αt is a link type factor applied to a sequence of links of
typet . (0 < αt ≤ 1),

• αstm is the stemming factor, if c1 links to c2 without
stemming,αstm= 1

• βt is the depth factor depending on the link type

• γ is an arbitrary threshold on the distance, which will
no more than five in the verb taxonomy

• Dist(c1, c2) is the distance (the shortest path) between
c1 andc2

The most strongly related concepts are the identity case
wherec1 andc2 are identical,αid = 1 andDist(c1, c2) =
0. For the link type of syn/antonym, we again assign an
intermediate weight (e.g.αsa = 0.9, Dist(c1, c2) = 0),
and we again tune to assign the lowest weight (e.g.αht =

0.85) for hyper/troponymy. Note that any syn/antonym and
identity links constitute entire paths and cannot be part of a
multilink path.

Given the fact that most verbs are polysemous we will
again assign the maximum value of the similarity among all
theni sensesci, j of any polysemous wordvi . To make clear
the final model of verb similarity in the WordNet we present
it succinctly but informally as the following algorithm. The
bidirectional search is as described in the original Yang
and Powers algorithm (2005), deciding first if it is a direct
identity or synonym path, or otherwise discounting it if it
is a hyper/tropo path and calculating the additional distance
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required to connect them, except that if it is unsuccessful,
it is redone with a further discount allowing a connection
through any derivationally related stem, not just through
specific senses.

The basic algorithm is as follows, where the noun simi-
larity and maximum similarity steps are exactly as described
by Yang and Powers:

3 Evaluation
3.1 Task

Unfortunately, there is no benchmark data set for verbs in the
literature. We have thus had to make our own data set and
offer it as a standard for testing verb similarity. We selected
20 verb synonym tests from the 80 TOEFL1 (Test of English
as a Foreign Language) questions used by (Landauer and
Dumais, 1997), and 16 from a set of 50 ESL (English as
a second language) questions (Tatsuki, 1998) – these are
widely used to assess non-native eligibility for university
entry or employment in English speaking countries and we
judged them as representing different levels of difficulty for
non-native speakers, but as all well within the competence
of a native speaker or university graduate in an English
speaking country. Each of these 36 multiple choice questions
consists of a question or target word and four other words
or phrases to choose from. We managed to select examples
with words rather than phrases, and then used each target
word together with one of the four choices to construct a
pair of verbs in the questionnaire, giving a total of 144 pairs
of verbs.

We randomly arranged these word pairs and randomly
reversed the order of target verb and choice verb. Six
colleagues (2 academic staff and 4 postgraduate students)
voluntarily rated these pairs for similarity. Four of them
are native speakers of Australian English; the other two are
near-native speakers who have used English as a primary
language and a main communication tool (at high school, at
university and in everyday life) for over ten years. We gave
them the following instructions:

1Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, New Jersey,http://www.ets.org/

Indicate how strongly these words are related in mean-
ing using integers from 0 to 4. The following are given as
examples of kinds of descriptions that might apply to each
number, but you must give your own judgement and if you
think something falls in between two of these categories you
must push it up or down (no halves or decimals).
0: not at all related
1: vaguely related
2: indirectly related
3: strongly related
4: inseparably related

The word pairs were sorted in descending order of average
score, and divided up to achieve a balanced set with 26 words
in each category (eliminating some words with averages
below 2 to eliminate an expected imbalance due to the
questions being designed to have exactly one best answer
and being biased to include more dissimilar words). We
then randomly assigned 13 words from each category to one
of two data sets, data1 and data2. The average correlation
among these six subjects wasr = 0.866.

We next optimized the verb model for each data set
through calculating the correlation with average human
scores, using a greedy approach to optimizing the parameters
(choosing the mid-value when there was no significant
difference). Here we show how we regulated the verb model
on data1.

To distinguish the different effect of each factor we pro-
posed, we assumed the contribution of the verb hierarchy
similarity, derived noun hierarchy similarity and gloss simi-
larity are independent. Thus we first sought the optimal pa-
rameterization for the verb hierarchy, and then to setαderand
αgls considered how helpful the derived noun similarity was
and then how helpful the gloss similarity was.

3.2 Tuning

There were three parameters we needed to adjust in relation
to the application of the Yang and Powers algorithm to the
verb hierarchy, the path type factorαt , the link type factorβ
and the depth factorγ (optional, noting that this last factor
was originally and primarily conceived to minimize CPU
time, but may also serve as a threshold to stop relationships
that are too strained being discovered). Then in order to
factor in the alternative source of information we needed
to set the stem similarity weightingαstm, the derived noun
similarity weightingαder, and the gloss similarity weighting
αgls. In this case the three values are fallback weights:
given the algorithm for the verb hierarchy hasn’t given us
a non-zero value, we retry, ignoring sense and inflectional
variations of verbs (discounted usingαstm), and if it is still
non-zero, we use the noun version algorithm to seek a value
for derivationally related nouns (discounted byαder), or
failing that we try to find a connection via the glosses (αgls).

3.3 Step 1: the distance limit (γ )

Once the values ofα, αstm andβ had been assigned initially,
i.e. respectively 0.85, 0.5 and 0.5, we varied the distance-
limit γ (for the combined path length), enlarging the search
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Figure 1: The tuning process on the RHE

distance of each node from 1 to 5 (essentially the maximum
distance is no more than 5 in WordNet), viz. the total
distance of two nodes in the BDLS ranged from 2 to 10,
to investigate if by expanding the distance-limit, the model
could produce a judgment that is more accurate. We can see
in Figure 1(γ ) that there is a drop in the correlation when we
increase the searching scope from 1 level to 2 level, after that
the curve approached level. Our purpose in the paper is to
investigate the function of verb hierarchy, so we useγ = 6
for a rich hierarchy exploration (RHE) but also useγ = 2 as
a reference point for shallow hierarchy exploration (SHE).
In the following part we just illustrate how to calibrate the
model using theRHE variant.

3.4 Step 2: the link type factor (β)

We testedβ over the range 0.3 to 0.7, tuning by increments
of 0.1, to see if it affected the correlation with human
judgment. Note that each link in the taxonomy is of uniform
distance if we giveβ = 1. In fact, we see from Figure
1(β that the performance of the system begins to deteriorate
significantly forβ bigger than 0.6 with the maximum at 0.5.

3.5 Step 3: the path type factor (α)

We varied the value ofα, by increments of 0.05 from 0.5 to
0.95. The optimal value forα is around 0.8 but there is very
little sensitivity to its precise value as seen in in Figure 1(α).
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3.6 Step 4: the stemming factor (αstm)

After the optimal value, 0.4, Figure 1(αstm) shows that the
correlation begins to drop quickly but prior to that there is
little change.

3.7 Step 5: the derived noun factor (αder)

Similarly, there is little difference asαder increase from 0
to 0.5, but after that the correlation deteriorated slowly –
see Figure 1(αder). We chose 0.4 as a compromise value,
as with the shallower verb hierarchy we did expect to see
smaller values, but a larger value will maximize utilization
of the information in the network.

3.8 Step 6: the gloss factor (αgls)

There is an initial jump at 0.4, rising to a clear optimum at
0.9, as seen in Figure 1(αgls).

4 Results

Table 1: The final result on the each 65 data sets and the
total dataset. (r_t: the correlation on the tuning set, r_e:
the correlation on the evaluation set, where data1 is the
evaluation set for data2, and vice versa.)

After we had tuned the verb model on each data set we
found the selected values did not correspond very well with
each other, reducing the score for the 2-fold cross validation.
This was not unexpected due to the relative flatness (lack of
significant difference) for much of the curves, which forced
an arbitrary selection within a range. Unfortunately the
tuning is a time intensive process, so we have not yet been
able to perform a higher order cross validation. Owing to the
sensitivity of each data set as measured by the correlation,
r, to tuning on the other, we adopted a compromise tuning
based on both subsets for future comparison against human
performance, noting that apart from the Yang and Powers
paper where identical results were achieved for each mode of
the cross-validation, results for work on noun similarity do
not do tuning and validation on separate subsets of the data.
Table 1 shows the final parameters and correlations with the
average human scores for bothRHE andSHE. There is little
difference on the final verb model due to the choice ofRHE
or SHE.

5 Discussion
The Yang and Powers noun similarity study advocated the
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test as a principled non-parametric
modification to the two-sample t test for comparing their
results against human judgment. We in the same way per-
formed this test (at 95 percent level) for the present verb sim-
ilarity study, achieving the results listed in the Table 2. The

Table 2: Significance test on both RHE and SHE, r_a: the
correlation with average human,σ : standard deviation,µ:
mean, sig: significance

choice ofRHE versusSHE makes no significant difference
in the ability of judging verb similarity, and they are only
significantly better than one subject (a non-native speaker).
However, three other subjects fail to do significantly better
thanSHE (shallow), whilst just one just misses out on be-
ing significantly better thanRHE (rich), although all their
judgments retain a high correlation with the average human.
Thus while there is no significant difference between the rich
and shallow variants themselves with respect to the group,
the richer variant doesn’t keep step with individual human
subjects as well as the shallower variant, implying that the
additional levels of the verb hierarchy are less useful in mod-
eling human behavior than the gloss derived noun fallbacks
we have introduced.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The maximum depth in the verb model is much less than the
γ determined for the noun model. Moreover the link type
factor β in the verb model also more quickly reduces the
similarity of a node with distance in the hierarchy. So too
does the path type factor discount relationships multiple link
paths more severely. All of these facts confirm that the verb
hierarchy is very shallow (in WordNet if not in humans), and
means that the verb hierarchy is of limited help in assessing
the similarity of verbs.

Thus the Yang and Powers noun similarity model does not
adapt so directly or so well to verbs in the WordNet hierar-
chy. This is clearly connected to our previous observation
that the verb taxonomy is shallower, but another significant
factor is that the verb hierarchy does not include a second
part-whole analog to the holo/meronym links of the noun hi-
erarchy.

Such relationships do exist and correspond to the concept
of metonymy, where there is a relationship between a word
that describes a complex action or scene and one that
describes a more specific aspect of that activity. For example,
one of the poorly handled pairs in our data set is ‘market’
versus ‘sell’. When we compare the noun sense of ‘market’
with ‘sell’ or ‘sale’ we do much better. Similarly if we
could recognize that marketing is a complex activity which
involves price setting, product packaging, advertising, and
selling, as metonymously related activities, we could again
do better. The first improvement can be made by connecting
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the two hierarchies into one and using a single bidirectional
search to evaluate similarity of any noun or verb against
any other noun or verb – this is straightforward and is
planned as part of our refinement of these techniques. The
second improvement is not so straightforward, as it would
seem to require manual augmentation of WordNet with the
additional hierarchy, although of course there is always
the possibility that WordNet-like hierarchies and variations
could be self-organized based on corpus data and this we are
also exploring.

The fallback into the use of glosses, stems, or noun
similarity, does improve the situation but this increases the
set of parameters to nine – three for the noun similarity,
three for the basic verb similarity, and three for the three
fallback options. However, this increase in the number of
parameters does not seem to make the system brittle, as the
tuning curves have fairly flat peaks and the tuning effects are
relatively minor compared with the improvement due to the
fallback mechanisms.

We note that the fallback model is a very primitive data
fusion technique and thus also propose to investigate other
fusion models.
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Abstract
In this paper we propose a solution for the representation of
a wide range of multiword expressions1 (lexicalized or not)
in the Basque WordNet. We first argue in favor of includ-
ing non-lexicalized multiword expressions, and propose very
simple criteria based on existing dictionaries to mark those
that are lexicalized from those that are not. We then moti-
vate and propose a representation based in EuroWordNet re-
lations to represent the inner structure of them. This rich rep-
resentation will allow for further populating the MEANING
Multilingual Central Repository with additional semantic re-
lations.

1 Introduction
Multiword expressions (MWEs) represent a challenge for
NLP, both in syntactic and semantic grounds (Sag et
al. 2002; Bentivogli & Pianta 2004; Villavicencio et al.,
2005). Typically, MWEs cover a range of phenomena like
idiomatic expressions, compound nominals, terminology,
proper nouns, verb-particle constructions, light verbs, insti-
tutionalized phrases etc. The criteria for deciding whether to
include a MWE in the lexicon or not depend on a number of
factors, but mainly come from the intended use of the lexi-
con and the MWE. In lexicography and standard dictionar-
ies, the MWE entries are taken to be lexicalized (Contreras
& Sueñer, 2004; Cowie, 1990), in contrast to other MWEs,
which are not included in the dictionary.

The context of the present paper is the construction
of the Basque WordNet (Agirre et al. 2002; Agirre et
al. 2006). At present, we don’t consider proper nouns,
and we will focus on the problem of deciding the criteria
to include a MWE (lexicalized or not) in the wordnet,
and how we can represent properly all kinds of MWEs
(lexicalized or not). Our representation proposal involves
several levels of detail ranging from “word with spaces”,
to full specification of the internal semantic structure of
the MWE, including senses and semantic relations. Note
that here we are concerned with the semantic level of
the representation. The morphosyntactic representation and

∗ Authors listed in alphabetical order.
1Note that we usemultiword expressionas a general term to denominate

those constructions, either lexicalized or not, containing more than one
word (word defined as “any string of characters between two blanks”
(Fontenelle et al., 94).)

processing of Basque MWEs is dealt with in (Alegria et al.
2004).

The original WordNet (Fellbaum 1998), as a computa-
tional lexicon, only includes lexicalized entries and con-
cepts. There are a few exceptions, usually linked to general
concepts that are introduced to better organize the hierarchy,
as for instance the concept ‘fictional character’ which is not
lexicalized. The task of deciding which MWEs are lexical-
ized or not is one of the main tasks of a wordnet builder,
but unfortunately, the boundaries for lexicalization are very
difficult to draw (Contreras & Sueñer, 2004; Cowie, 1990).

Besides, when building wordnets, the need arises for in-
cluding non-lexicalized or close-to-lexicalized entries, espe-
cially, for treating lexical gaps (concepts that lexicalize in
one language, but not in another, such asto cook that in
Basque needs to be expressed by a non-lexicalized MWE:ja-
naria prestatu,lit. ‘prepare food’). Those ‘less-lexicalized’
entries are very useful for translation as well as for word
sense disambiguation (Bentivogli & Pianta 2004). The word-
net builders therefore need to decide what to do (only in-
clude lexicalized entries or also include boundary or non-
lexicalized entries) and how to represent all kinds of MWEs
(ranging from word-as-spaces, which might be enough for
obscure idioms, to the representation of the internal struc-
ture).

In this paper we start exploring the problems posed by
lexicalization in relation to the Basque WordNet (Section
2). We then mention the motivation for including non-
lexicalized MWEs in the Basque WordNet (Section 3),
followed by our criteria for lexicalization (Section 4) and for
the representation of MWEs in the Basque WordNet (Section
5). Finally Section 6 presents the conclusions and further
work.

2 Lexicalization problems

The term lexicalization refers to the transformation of an
element (or a sequence of elements) into a unique lexical or
conceptual element (Lewandowski, 1992)2. Therefore, the
result of lexicalization can be carried out as (i) a lexical
element (a word) or (ii) a sequence of elements or phrase
(a MWE). Since the lexicalization problem is much more

2Other approaches to lexicalization are Talmy (1985) and Traugott
(1996), which are not explained here due to space limitations.
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complex with MWEs than with words, in this paper we will
focus on MWEs.

The aforementioned “transformation” is an obscure pro-
cess. Many authors point out (Calzolari et al., 2002) that lex-
icalization should be understood as a continuum from full-
fledged compositional and productive constructions to fixed
and frozen expressions. This is due to the fact that lexical-
ization is the result of the combination of a number of fac-
tors, which can occur either totally or partially. Although,
there is no agreement in the number of factors that make
lexicalization, we can mention the most important ones:co-
occurrence frequencyor collocation> fixation> semantic
specialization> idiomatization.In those cases that the com-
bination of factors occurs totally –in other words, when the
construction goes through all those factors– then, we will
have a frozen expression. On the other hand, when the com-
bination of factors is partial –when the construction does not
go through all those factors– the construction may be at any
point in that continuum.

Therefore, depending on the point of the continuum con-
structions are, they have different characteristics, and conse-
quently, they will be named with different terms, which has
brought authors to create a classification and terminology to
distinguish among them. Unfortunately, there is no unifor-
mity either in the classification or in the terminology related
to MWEs.

According to Sag et al. (2002) there are two main
kinds of MWE: lexicalized phrasesand institutionalized
phrases. They describe lexicalized phrases as “having at
least partially idiosyncratic syntax or semantics, or contain-
ing ‘words’ which do not occur in isolation”. They can be
further broken down into idioms proper (kick the bucket), de-
composable idioms (spill the beans), compound nominals in-
cluding terminological MWEs (car park, central processing
unit), proper names (Los Angeles), verb-particle construc-
tions (set up) and light verb constructions (make a mistake).
For this study we leave out proper names and verb-particle
constructions, which don’t occur in Basque.

Idioms are relatively frozen expressions whose meaning
cannot be built compositionally from the meanings of their
component words. Moreover, the component words cannot
be substituted with synonyms (as inadarra jo in Basque, lit-
erally meaning ‘to play the horn’ and translated to English
as another idiom such asto pull sb’s leg). Decomposable id-
ioms are sequences of words which habitually co-occur and
whose meaning can be derived compositionally. However,
they show a kind of semantic cohesion which limits the sub-
stitution of their component words –as into spill the beansin
English, wherespill andbeanscan be taken to have the ap-
propriate senses that produces the compositional reading, or
in Basqueburua jan(‘to brainwash’, lit. ‘to eat the head’). A
similar phenomenon occurs with light verbs –fall asleepin
English, orlan eginin Basque (‘to work’, lit. ‘to do work’)–
and compound nominals –buruhaustein Basque (‘problem’,
lit. ‘broken head’).

Apart from these kinds of lexicalized phrases, the other
kind of MWEs is institutionalized phrases. These are not

usually taken as elementary lexical units, that is, they are
not taken as lexicalized forms, and do not belong to the lex-
icon. Institutionalized phrases are combinations following
only the general rule of syntax: the word meanings combine
compositionally but can not always be substituted by syn-
onyms. They are often conventionalized, and they take only
one of the possible readings available (for instancetraffic
light meansstop light, and notturning light which would be
also a possible meaning). Moreover, they are characterized
by having much higher frequency than alternative verbaliza-
tions (traffic directoror intersection regulatorto meantraffic
light). Thus, institutionalized phrases are semantically and
syntactically compositional, but statistically idiosyncratic.

Alternatively, other authors (Bentivogli & Pianta, 2004)
distinguish betweenlexicalized MWEs such as idioms and
restricted collocations (which would include all the above
except institutionalized phrases), andfree combinations
(which would include institutionalized phrases). Both id-
ioms and restricted collocations are considered to be a se-
quence of elements that act as a single unit at some level of
linguistic analysis and that are lexicalized (i.e. they belong to
the lexicon). However, idioms are frozen expressions whose
meaning cannot be built compositionally (as the examples
mentioned before,adarra jo - to pull sb’s leg), whereas re-
stricted collocations consist of words which habitually co-
occur and whose meaning can be derived compositionally
but with some degree of semantic cohesion (as the aforemen-
tionedto spill the beansin English, orburua janin Basque).
On the contrary, free combinations follow the general rule of
syntax, are compositional and allow for synonym substitu-
tion. For instance, the English verbto bikeis translated into
Basque asbizikletan ibili (lit. ‘to walk on a bicycle’). How-
ever, we can use a synonym to express exactly the same:
bizikletan joan(lit. ‘to go on a bicycle’). This is the reason
why they are considered as non-lexicalized forms, and there-
fore, they do not belong to the lexicon.

Alegria et al. (2004) use the termmultiword expressions
to refer to any word combinations ranging from idioms, over
proper names, compounds, lexical and grammatical collo-
cations, lexicalized phrases etc. to institutionalized phrases:
lan egin(‘to work’, lit. ‘to do work’), noizik behin(‘once in a
while’), ahopeka abestu, ahopeka kantatu, ahopean abestu,
ahopean kantatu(‘to hum’, lit. ‘to sing in whispers’). On the
other side, they use the termmultiword lexical units to re-
fer to lexicalized MWEs (those MWEs that are semantically
non-compositional or syntactically idiosyncratic):adarra jo
(‘to pull sb’s leg’, lit. ‘to play the horn’).

3 The need for non-lexicalized multiword
expressions

In order to provide the basis for the semantic interpretation
of Basque, it is obvious that the Basque WordNet needs
to provide the meaning for lexicalized MWEs. There are
four reasons or situations why we need to also include non-
lexicalized MWEs: difficulty of defining lexicalization, lex-
ical gaps, translation tasks, facilitate semantic interpretation
and a richer Lexical Knowledge Base.
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The first reason is that we do not want to have lengthy
debates about the lexicalization status of a MWE. In case of
doubt, we want to incorporate as many MWEs as possible,
without making claims of their lexicalization status, and
thus, allow for non-lexicalized MWEs.

In the process of building the Basque WordNet, we have
followed the expand approach, which means that we based
our work on the English WordNet synsets, and substituted
the English variants by Basque variants (Vossen et al. 1998).
Additionally, we also incorporate new synsets that exist for
Basque but not for English. In many cases, the English
synsets have a dubious lexicalization in Basque, that is,
they can be translated by a MWE which is not found in a
Basque dictionary. If we were to follow a rigid approach for
including only lexicalized variants, those synsets would be
gaps in the Basque WordNet, for instance,bizikletan ibili
(‘to bike’, lit. ‘to walk on bicycle’) or,ahopeka kantatu(‘to
hum’, lit. ‘to sing in whispers’). We nevertheless want to
include such translations, as they are very useful information
for translation tasks.

Regarding semantic interpretation in general, and word
sense disambiguation in particular, the more MWEs are
included in WordNet, the easier is the task for a word sense
disambiguation program. For non-compositional MWEs this
is obvious, but considers also the decrease of ambiguity for
institutionalized phrases or free phrases. Linked to this, a
rich Lexical Knowledge Base, where the internal semantic
structure of MWEs is represented, would aid in the semantic
interpretation process. For instance,fall_asleepis a variant
for a synset in WordNet 2.0, and capturing the relation
betweenasleepand fall_asleep(very similar to lo_hartu
and lo in Basque) would allow to better understand the
consequences of falling asleep.

4 Introducing multiword expressions in the
Basque WordNet

As previously seen, MWEs are usually analyzed from differ-
ent perspectives and criteria. In general terms, MWEs can be
defined by some or all of the following criteria (Calzolari et
al., 2002):

1. reduced syntactic and semantic transparency;

2. reduced or lack of compositionality;

3. more or less frozen or fixed status;

4. possible violation of some otherwise general syntactic
patterns or rules;

5. a high degree of lexicalization (depending on prag-
matic factors).

6. a high degree of conventionality.

When facing concrete examples these criteria are not easy
to apply. Even for lexicographers, sometimes it is very diffi-
cult to distinguish among those constructions, especially, be-
tween those that are not frozen. This is why some construc-
tions do have a dictionary entry in some dictionaries, but not
in others. For instance, we have looked upburuz ikasi(‘to

memorize’, lit. ‘to learn by heart’) in three Basque monolin-
gual dictionaries3; in two of themburuz ikasiis a dictionary
entry, so it has been considered as a lexicalized construc-
tion. Still, when looking up to a similar construction (buruz
esan –‘to recite’, lit. ‘to say by heart’), it does not appear
in any of the dictionaries. It seems to have been treated as a
non-lexicalized construction, although, perhaps, it has been
overlooked.

Consequently, we needed to define some criteria which
can be easily applied when classifying MWEs in the Basque
WordNet. Regarding the criteria above, and being the goal
of the Basque WordNet to provide the building blocks for
the semantic interpretation for Basque, our main concern
with MWEs is that of reduced or lack of compositionality.
The syntactic behavior of MWEs (reduced syntactic trans-
parency, frozen or fixed status, violation of syntactic pat-
terns) are covered in a separate work in our group (Alegria
et al. 2004). In the following section, we will describe the
criteria adopted to classify MWEs as lexicalized or as non-
lexicalized.

Before introducing our criteria, we will see how the
actual WordNet deals with MWEs. WordNet does include
lexicalized synsets which may contain either single words or
MWEs, or sometimes, both together:

English WN {girlfriend, girl, lady_friend}
The Basque WordNet builders must take this into account,

and they need to decide whether a synset in the English
WordNet –expressed as a single word or as a MWE– can
be translated into Basque, using a single word or a MWE, or
using both.

English WN {girlfriend, girl, lady_friend}
Basque WN {neska-lagun, adiskide, lagun, neska}
Once the builder of the Basque WordNet has detected

which synsets are MWEs in Basque, his next objective will
be to decide whether these MWEs are lexicalized in Basque
or not, in order to add them in the Basque WordNet.

A simple way to do this is to distinguish, for each synset,
between fully lexicalized variants, non-lexicalized MWEs
and lexical gaps. In the first case, we would have a normal
synset with its variants (simple and/or MWE). In the second
case we can include a broader range of MWEs, marked with
a special flag. In the last case, the synset would not have a
counterpart in Basque.

The Basque WordNet team decided to define a simple cri-
terium for distinguishing fully lexicalized variants from the
rest: the MWE needs to have an entry in a monolingual dic-
tionary (Elhuyar, 2000; Sarasola, 1996 and Euskaltzaindia,
2000) or terminological glossary (UZEI, 1987). If a MWE is
a dictionary entry, then, the builder of the Basque WordNet
will add this MWE in the Basque WordNet. For instance,to
memorizeis translated into Basque asburuz ikasi(lit. ‘to
learn by heart’). Beingburuz ikasia dictionary entry, the
builder of the Basque WordNet will add this multiword in
the synset:

English WN {memorize, memorise, con, learn}

3Euskal Hiztegi Modernoa(Elhuyar, 2000), a terminological data bank
for Basque (Euskalterm) andEuskal Hiztegia(Sarasola, I., 1996).
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Basque WN {memorizatu, buruz_ikasi}
The reason for such a simple criterium is mainly the lack

of human resources to do an appropriate in-depth study of
lexicalization for all potential Basque WordNet entries.

But, what happens when a synset is expressed by a MWE
that is not a dictionary entry? It depends on the type of
the MWE. Sometimes, the only way to express a synset in
Basque is using a definition:

English WN { forties, mid-forties – (the time of life between 40
and 50) }
Basque WN {GAP – (berrogei urte inguru)}

Figure 1: Representation of a GAP in the actual interface for
the Basque WordNet (Atserias et al., 2004)

In Basque, the only way to translateforties(see Fig. 1) is
using a kind of definition (e.g. a long and complex syntactic
construction):berrogei urte inguru(lit. ‘around forty years
old’). As we can see in Fig. 1, those constructions are
considered as non-lexicalized (or lexical gaps) and we do
not introduce them in the synset, but in the gloss.

On the contrary, there are some recurrent MWEs that are
used to express a lexicalized concept in English (to recite)
but not in Basque (buruz esan). Although, with regard to
construction,buruz esanis very similar toburuz ikasi(‘to
memorize’ or ‘to learn by heart’), according to our criteria,
buruz esanwill not be considered as lexicalized because it is
not a dictionary entry. Yet, its synonymerrezitatu, which is
a borrowed term for the translation ofto recite, is considered
to be lexicalized because it has a dictionary entry in Basque
dictionaries. As a consequence, the editor of the Basque
WordNet would introduceerrezitatuin the Basque WordNet,
but not buruz esan. Nevertheless,buruz esanis the most
frequent and natural way to translate the English verbto
reciteinto Basque. So, this approach seems to be quite risky,
since applying these criteria leads to the consequence that a
considerable number of frequently used expressions can be
excluded from the Basque WordNet as they are considered
to be not lexicalized.

To avoid this risk, we have decided to consider this
type of MWEs assyntagmatic concepts(Artola, 1993), and
to include them in the Basque WordNet. These are those
concepts that need to be expressed by a phrase and that have
become widespread. This approach has already been used by
Bentivogli & Pianta (2004). These authors introduce those
frequent MWEs as phrasets and they also add them in the
Italian WordNet. Some examples of syntagmatic concepts
follow:

English WN {recite, recite}
Basque WN {buruz_esan, errezitatu}

English WN {retranslate}
Basque WN {berriro_itzuli} (lit. ‘translate again’)

English WN {hum}
Basque WN {ahopeka_kantatu} (lit. ‘sing in whispers’)

English WN {bike}
Basque WN {bizikletan_ibili} (lit. ‘move on a bike’)

English WN {frank, frankfurter, hotdog, hot dog}
Basque WN {Frankfurt_saltxitxa}

English WN {two-dimensional_figure}
Basque WN {irudi_bidimentsional}
As Bentivogli & Pianta (2004) support, the main reasons

to add syntagmatic concepts in wordnets is to manage lexical
gaps, that is, cases in which a language expresses a concept
with a lexical unit whereas the other language does not.
Therefore, instead of representing a lexical gap by adding
an empty synset aligned with a non-empty synset of the
other language (see Fig. 1), we propose to represent it
following Bentivogli & Pianta’s (2004) approach: adding
the syntagmatic concept in the synset. However, in order to
differ these MWEs from lexicalized MWEs, all syntagmatic
concepts are marked with the syntagmatic concept label in
the database (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2: The actual interface, showing a syntagmatic con-
cept (IXALEX is our shorthand for syntagmatic concept).

5 Full representation of phrasal con-cepts in
the Basque WordNet

The above representation (Section 4) is limited to listing
the MWEs together with their lexicalization status, and fails
to reflect the inner structure and semantic relations in the
MWE. This more detailed representation is especially desir-
able for decomposable idioms, compound nouns (incl. termi-
nology), light verbs and institutionalized expressions, where
we would like to keep semantic links between components.
It is also necessary for a proper coupling of the syntactic
analysis of the MWE and its semantic interpretation (Sag et
al. 2002). For instance, in Basque the auxiliary verb agrees
with both the ergative case (the subject) and the absolutive
case (the object). In the case of some light verb constructions
like lo egin (which is considered a lexicalized MWE; ‘to
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sleep’, lit. ‘to do sleep’) its nominal componentlo (nominal
‘sleep’) is sintactically the object of the sentence in ‘umeak
lo egin zuen’ (‘the baby slept’), and the semantic interpreter
needs to make sense of the role of this object, which is re-
ally part of a MWE. From another perspective, as mentioned
in Section 3, the internal relations would allow the semantic
interpreter to infer that in the previous sentence asleepstate
is involved.

A proposal for the representation of the inner structure
was made by (Bentivogli & Pianta, 2004). They propose the
use of acomposed-oflink between the MWE variant and its
components, including their word sense specification when-
ever possible (see Fig. 3c). This proposal does not make ex-
plicit the semantic relation between the MWE and its com-
ponents. EuroWordNet defined a richer set of semantic rela-
tions than the original WordNet, including the involved rela-
tion, defined as follows:

“The INVOLVED relation is used to encode data
on arguments or adjuncts lexicalized within the
meaning of a 2nd order entity”

(Alonge et al 1998, p. 29).

We think that these relations are very well suited for
encoding the inner relations. Scheme d) in Fig. 3 shows
a possible representation forlo_egin where lo is the in-
volved_theme4 of the MWE verb. An additional advantage
of this representation is that those semantic relations carry
over to other languages, and apply also in English (thesleep
is the involved_themefor a sleeping event). In addition to
these possibilities, Fig. 3 also shows the other two possibil-
ities for completeness: a) for non including MWEs, and b)
for including them as words with spaces and no inner struc-
ture. At the current development stage, all MWEs have been
marked following the b) scheme.

The same scheme as in Fig. 3d can be applied to complex
MWEs like gabon kantak abestu(‘to carol, lit. ‘to sing
Christmas songs’) orarinki lo egin(‘to snooze’, lit. ‘to sleep
lightly’). In fact, we will show that it can be applied to all
kinds of MWEs.

6 Summary and further work
In this paper we have proposed a solution for the represen-
tation of the wide range of MWEs (lexicalized or not) in
the Basque WordNet. We first argue in favor of including
non-lexicalized MWEs, and propose a very simple criterion
based on existing dictionaries to mark those that are lexical-
ized from those that are not. We then propose a representa-
tion based in EuroWordNet relations to represent the inner
structure of them. Currently,noun and verb MWEs in the
Basque WordNet have been marked according to their lex-
icalization status, i.e. either non-lexicalized or syntagmatic
concepts. This corresponds to scheme b) in Fig. 3. Table 1
shows the current figures for the Basque WordNet (Agirre et

4involved_themeis a specialization of theinvolvedrelation, where the
semantic role istheme. We also allow for 2nd order entities as fillers for
these relation. Note that in English, sleepV and sleepN are also related by
axpos_near_synonymrelation.

al., 2006) and it also reviews the amount of synsets marked
as non-lexicalized or as syntagmatic concepts.

Table 1: Current figures for the Basque WordNet and for
non-lexicalized and syntagmatic concepts.

TOT N V ADJ ADV
Word Senses 51423 41833 9450 140 0
Lemmas 25755 22492 3368 50 0
Synsets 31585 27880 3592 113 0
Basque gaps (no
lex)

1439 1223 208 8 0

Proper Nouns 680
MWE (no lex) 5730 2935 2439 0 0
Syntagmatic
concepts

356 79 273 4 0

In the future, we are planning to further enrich the MWE
with the representation of their inner structure, following the
proposal in Section 5 (corresponding to scheme d) in Fig. 3).
We plan to apply semi-automatic methods to disambiguate
both the semantic relation and the synsets involved in the in-
ner structure, using a method which has been already applied
to derivation relations (Agirre & Lersundi, 2001). These re-
lations will help populate the relations in all wordnets de-
signed in the EuroWordNet style (linked to a common inter-
lingual index) and further enrich the MEANING Multilin-
gual Central Repository (Atserias et al., 2004).

We would also like to join the morphosyntactic and
semantic representation of MWEs. This is a subtask in
the process of merging the morphosyntactic lexicon for
Basque (EDBL, Alegria et al. 2004) and the semantic lexicon
(Basque WordNet).
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Abstract
We report on a system for automatically generating and
displaying crosswords from a system manager supplied
database of potential clues and corresponding words that in-
dex those clues. The system relies on the lexical relations
encoded in WordNet to enhance the aesthetics of the re-
sulting crossword by making it easier to automatically iden-
tify a grid that may be populated with words and clues that
have a thematic focus. The system architecture is provided
in overview, as is empirical evaluation.

1 Introduction
This paper builds on past work in automatic crossword
generation, describing a system enhancement enabled by
the availability of WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998], and other
freely available software resources. The paper begins by
discussing the problem of automatic crossword generation,
and some past developments in that area. The task is to use
a database of answers and clues, based on a symmetric grid,
such as the example in Fig. 1 on page 140, automatically
generating the grid, populating the grid with available clues,
and formatting the presentation in useful ways. The grids
are styled on the nature ofThe New York Timescrossword
puzzle, which typically have a theme. Further enhancing the
aesthetics of the system, modest amounts of morphological
analysis are incorporated to avoid the appearance of the
answer or some morphologically related words in the clues.
Complete details on the system are available; this includes
user guidelines, installation and full implementation details,
and inter-package interfacing.1

Several facts can be noted about the crossword in Fig 1.
One is that it is automatically typeset in LATEX, and an-
other is that the answers are supplied. This is due to
having interfaced the system constructed with LATEXusing
crosswrd.sty.2 This package includes a binary flag
which allows the user to print the solved puzzle or the open

1See [Aherne, 2005], available at:https://www.cs.tcd.ie/
courses/csll/aoaherne0405.pdf.

2The author of crosswrd.sty, as distributed with the current version
of MiKTeX, is Frank Mittelbach. Mittelbach extended Brian Hamilton
Kelly’s version of the *.sty file to ensure its compatibility with LATEX2e,
the latest version of LATEX. Our system automaticaly constructs a text file
with suitable text mark-up to automatically generate *.dvi, *.ps and *.pdf
files compatible with this style file and corresponding to the automatically
generated grids, solutions and clue sets. See [Aherne, 2005] for full details.

puzzle without the answers to the cues. Notice that a series
of asterisks is used to block out instances of the answer itself
or derived forms of it from the provided clue. Another fact is
that it has the unsatisfying property of numerous two letter
answers. A more satisfying puzzle is given in Fig. 2.

Our work on automatic crossword generation is inspired
by that of [Berghel, 1987] who developed a method for com-
piling fixed grids into Prolog predicates used to determine
solutions (in the sense of an answer key, not about intelli-
gent solving of preset crosswords but intelligent setting of
crosswords to be solved: this is inherently a constraint solv-
ing problem in its own right) based on lists of lists corre-
sponding to words, with shared variables constraining their
interlocking. Subsequent work aimed to improve upon this
[Berghel and Yi, 1989] by beginning the optimization of
grid/answer key constraint satisfaction. Since then, work has
been done to both further optimize the automatically con-
structed Prolog code [Gibbons, 2002], and to render the sys-
tem accessible by a web based interface, and further began
working on the aesthetic issue of themed crossword con-
struction with levels of solver based complexity entered as
a parameter by the users. The data source for this was the
1917 Webster’s Dictionary, which is available online, as it
is out of copyright. [Graham, 2003] overhauled that system
completely, providing a Web-based interface akin in func-
tionality to many online newspaper crossword puzzles: po-
tential for greater solver complexity provided by improv-
ing the efficiency of overall setting of the puzzle, verifica-
tion for the solver of correctness of answers so far, a facil-
ity for giving up altogether. The present paper summarizes
work detailed at greater length elsewhere [Aherne, 2005],
which extended the project further: enabling the server to ac-
commodate password controlled discrimination of user types
(e.g., a crossword solver in many cases should not have ac-
cess to adding to or deleting from the database), thus assist-
ing in pedagogical applications, such as vocabulary learn-
ing within subject disciplines or language learning by pro-
viding the teacher with access to do exactly that; enabling
multi-platform presentation of the crosswords by automat-
ically typesetting the puzzles using LATEXand transformed
into Postscript and PDF printable output, such that the output
file can be easily printed and distributed in printed form as
overnight homework assignments when users might not have
access to the crossword server; and most importantly for the
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ACROSS

1 a loose material consisting of grains of rock or coral
(4)

5 a strip of land projecting into a body of water (4)
8 a loose and crumbling earthy deposit consisting

mainly of calcite or dolomite; used as a fertilizer for
soils deficient in lime (4)

12 the second largest of the Hawaiian Islands (4)

DOWN

7 a master’s degree in science (2)
2 ***** associate degree in nursing (2)
9 modulation of the amplitude of the (radio) carrier

wave (2)
3 a midwestern state on the Great Plains (2)
10 ancient hawk-headed Egyptian sun god; a universal

creator (2)
4 an honorary degree in science (2)
11 a trivalent metallic element of the rare earth group;

usually occurs in association with yttrium (2)
6 the compass point midway between south and west;

at 225 degrees (2)

Figure 1: Themed Crossword: Earth—Grid Containing 1 & 2 Letter ‘Words’
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ACROSS

1 a person or animal that is markedly unusual or de-
formed (5)

5 the pursuit and killing or capture of wild animals
regarded as a sport (4)

6 a headlong plunge into water (4)
8 a living thing that has (or can develop) the ability to

act or function independently (5)

DOWN

6 a brief swim in water (3)
2 the act of ****** as a sport (3)
3 a person trained to compete in sports (7)
7 a humorous play on words; ‘I do it for the ****** of

it’; ‘his constant punning irritated her’ (3)
4 a message whose ingenuity or verbal skill or incon-

gruity has the power to evoke laughter (3)

Figure 2: Themed Crossword: Sport—Grid Free of 1 & 2 Letter Words

context of this paper, extremely enhanced control over the
thematic nature of the puzzle, through relying on WordNet
as a lexical resource in constructing occasionally enigmatic,
but nonetheless thematic crossword puzzles.

In this paper we outline the algorithms used in the in-
tegration and implementation of WordNet within the auto-
matic themed crossword generation system. Furthermore we
present an informal evaluation of the system where the par-
ticipants are asked to ”guess“ the theme of the puzzle. A

more detailed discussion of these and other characteristics of
the system (differential access, LATEXprinting interface)are
presented in [Aherne, 2005]. We conclude our discussion
with directions for future work.
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2 Evolution of Automatic Crossword
Generation

Consider the Grid in Fig. 3.3 Obviously, it has no blanks,
and thus describes a puzzle in which each of the four ‘down’
answers intersects with each of the four ‘across’ answers.
The approach taken by Berghel to solve grids like this was
to construct a Prolog Horn clause as in Fig. 4, and evaluate
it with respect to a Prolog database of factsword, and
related to a Prolog built-in predicate which relates a list of
ASCII codes to an atomic word (the first argument). The
predicateword/n is true of the list of ASCII representations
of the letters in a word recorded in the Prolog database
as an assertion of the fact (e.g.word(112,97,99,101)
corresponds to the word ‘pace’).

Figure 3: A Four by Four Grid.

An obvious computational time complexity improvement
can be gained by using the ‘fail-first’ strategy of constraint
logic programming. That is, verify the satisfiability of each
of the ‘word’ predicates before attempting the ‘name’ pred-
icates to generate the ‘returned’ values as the list of slot
fillers. An advance of prior work [Gibbons, 2002; Graham,
2003] was in controlling the order of the ‘word’ predicates
themselves, following the ‘fail-first’ ethic. Other constraints
were also introduced to maximize the chances of generat-
ing a viable grid and potential solution within a reasonable
amount of time: no duplicate words are allowed in the so-
lution;4 words that cause impossible combinations in inter-
linking words are disallowed; heuristics are used to evaluate
particular words as candidates for appearing in the solution;
backtrack to replace a prior word only if the word has an
impact on the slot that is currently unfillable and hence forc-
ing backtracking.5 See [Graham and Vogel, 2005] for de-
tails about some of these strategies. Here we comment just
on the heuristic, as this relates to an important issue in the
WordNet-enabled enhancement described later.

The ‘best’ choice of a word suggested for the grid is
one that is not already suggested as part of the solution.
The proposed word is examined for each of its letters
that interlink with other slots in the grid. For each such

3This figure is borrowed from, and associated discussion encapsulates
aspects of related work [Graham and Vogel, 2005].

4This trait is shared with theNew York Timescrossword.
5Note that symmetry can involve disconnected sections of the grid

(recall Fig. 1); hence, backtracking across a segment that is independent
of one causing problems is a waste of time.

solution([SLOT_1, SLOT_2, SLOT_3, SLOT_4,
SLOT_5, SLOT_6]):-

word(C1, C2, C3, C4),
name(SLOT_1, [C1, C2, C3, C4]),

word(C5, C6, C7, C8),
name(SLOT_2, [C5, C6, C7, C8]),

word(C9, C10, C11, C12),
name(SLOT_3, [C9, C10, C11, C12]),

word(C13, C14, C15, C16),
name(SLOT_4, [C13, C14, C15, C16]),

word(C1, C5, C9, C13),
name(SLOT_5, [C1, C5, C9, C13]),

word(C2, C6, C10, C14),
name(SLOT_6, [C2, C6, C10, C14]),

word(C3, C7, C9, C15),
name(SLOT_7, [C3, C7, C9, C15]),

word(C4, C8, C12, C16),
name(SLOT_8, [C4, C8, C12, C16]).

Figure 4: Berghel’s Representation of the 4×4 Crossword
Grid

intersecting slot, a record is kept of the number of words
that are compatible as an intersecting word. The word for
the original slot that has the least number of compatible
intersections is most likely to cause trouble later on. Thus,
that heuristic value is maximized when choosing the filler
for the slot to be intersected with. This is only one such
strategy that we have explored to date. Other improvements
on the original [Berghel, 1987; Berghel and Yi, 1989] which
we take as the starting point for our work are discussed
further elsewhere [Gibbons, 2002; Graham, 2003; Graham
and Vogel, 2005]. This section is intended just to give
the reader a sense of the underlying constraint satisfaction
problem, implemented in the context of Prolog’s underlying
depth-first theorem prover, in fitting clues to a grid, via
words that fit the grid. Grid generation by random seed is
described by [Gibbons, 2002].

3 Integrating WordNet to Improve
Crossword Generation

The system whose evolution has been described so far rep-
resents an advance, but also has room for improvement. The
full system offered by [Graham, 2003] is clearly coded and
very well presented. The work reported in [Graham, 2003]
includes exceptional advances in improving the execution
time of the program through modification of the Prolog code
that is generated. Despite the provision of a viable algo-
rithm, the crosswords produced are very loosely related and
at times totally unrelated to the theme specified. However,
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the fault does not lie within the algorithm employed, it lies
with the dictionary database it exploits. Due to the nature of
the dictionary, including its limited size, it was necessary, in
order that enough words be returned to create a crossword, to
select all words and definitions within which the string rep-
resentation of the target word could be found. Hence, given
the theme “sport”, words like “transport“ and indeed clues
containing “transport” would be selected. Similarly the tar-
get theme “cat“ returns words and clues containing the sub-
string “cat”.

On a more practical issue, users cannot ever retrieve or
save a copy of the crossword to complete at a later date
— they are obliged to finish the crossword in one sitting.
An ideal solution to this problem would be the automatic
generation of printable versions of the crossword at the
users request. In a classroom environment this would be
particularly useful, allowing an entire class to work on the
same crossword.

Secondly, in [Graham, 2003] the solution to the clue
very often appears in the clue text. Graham removes exact
occurrences of the solution, but has not dealt with the
solution in its plural or participle forms.

A security issue, again, with respect to potential use as a
language learning tool in a classroom environment is raised
with access to the database. [Graham, 2003] did not restrict
database access. Access must be restricted such that only
those with sufficient privileges (e.g. “root“ /“teacher”) may
add/modify databases on the system. Those with insufficient
privileges (e.g “student“) should only be able to generate and
solve crossword puzzles.

We address the system architecture modifications else-
where [Aherne and Vogel, 2005], followed by a discussion
of the enhancements enabled by WordNet in §3.1. Examples
in the appendix show that we are still only part way to solv-
ing some of these problems (e.g. morphological analysis of
clues for derivatives of the answer itself), and indeed, clue 7
down in Fig 2 demonstrates this also.

3.1 Why Integrate WordNet?

WordNet was selected as its inherent structure is closer to
that of a thesaurus than to that of a traditional dictionary.
Hencemeaning searchesas opposed toword searchesare
carried out on WordNet. This allows the retrieval of words
related to a particular theme and bootstraps the lexical
resource supplied by the original dictionary into a far larger
resource.

Secondly, the source code for this linguistic tool is freely
available. Numerous other developers have made available
a variety of interfaces to WordNet including a MySQL
database version, generated from the Prolog source code and
can be sourced from [WordNet2, 2004].

3.2 Some Implementation Details

For the purposes of automatic themed crossword generation
WordNetŠs hyponym/hypernym hierarchy is exploited. This
permits the collection of words that are more and less
specifically related to a given theme. Hence an algorithm

exploiting this data structure would ensure that only words
directly relevant to the theme be returned to the program.

By selecting all of the synsets in which a given theme
word appears a considerable collection of thematically re-
lated words can be made available to the program. Further-
more, by taking each one of those synsets and searching for
its hyponym and hypernym synsets (should such relations
exist) the search space from which words can be selected
increases greatly. This step should be iterated many times,
each time taking the synsets returned by the previous itera-
tion as a starting point, thus maximising coverage within the
WordNet database.

3.3 Structural Changes to the WordNet Database

Word length is of primary importance to the crossword gen-
erator. The WordNet database does not record the length of
each individual word. With the MySQL version of WordNet
it is possible to easily manipulate the primary table “synset”
such that the number of characters in each word was in-
cluded as a tuple in the table relation. The Java methods con-
structed for the system queried not only for words that were
thematically related to each other but also words that per-
tained to the theme AND were of a length required to satisfy
the grid.

3.4 Polysemy Problems

The occurence of multiple interpretations of a given theme
submitted by the user is not considered problematic, rather a
positive phenomenon. Firstly, the Prolog parser only allows
one occurrence of each word in any grid. Secondly, as the
user is only asked to submit a singular noun or verb (e.g.
“sport”) to denote their preferred theme, the system will not
“second guess” which instance of sport the user has in mind.
Polysemy thus enriches the cryptic nature of the crossword
and enhances user experience. The table below illustrates the
multiple occurrences of the word sport in WordNet and the
definitions associated with each synset:

4 Basic Algorithm
1. User submits a valid theme

2. MySQL base query for primary synsets

3. MySQL query for hyponym synsets of each synset in 2

4. Iterate 3 five times

5. MySQL query for hypernym synsets of each synset in 2

6. Iterate 5 five times

7. Selecting a word of appropriate length from each synset
returned by steps 3 & 5

4.1 Algorithm Explained

A Valid Theme
As described in the Section 3.2, the semantic relations
pertinent to the retrieval of words belonging to a particular
theme are the “Hyponym” and “Hypernym“ relations. These
relations can only be applied to singular common nouns and
verbs. Hence the user must submit either a singular common
noun or a verb to the program for the algorithm to function
correctly.
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Table 1: WordNet Results for “sport“

Word Definition POS
sport an active diversion. . . n
sport occupation of athletes who compete for pay n
sport verbal wit n
sport temporary summer resident of inland Maine n
sport organism with characteristics resulting from chromosomal alteration n
sport someone who engages in sports n
sport play boisterously v
sport wear/display in an ostentatious manner v

Primary Synsets
The term “primary” synsets is attributed to the synsets in
which the subject word occurs. This is the starting point
of future queries. All words contained within the primary
synsets are made available to the Prolog parser which selects
the final word set that satisfies the grid.

Hyponym & HypernymSynsets
A hyponym synset of a base synset contains words that are
more “specifically“ related to a particular topic that those
words in the base synset. Similarly, a hypernym synset of
a given synset will contain words that are more “generally”
related. Using theprimary synsetsas an intial starting point,
steps 3 and 5 search for hyponym and hypernym synsets
of the primary synsets. The first iteration of step 3 and 5
queries for hyponym and hypernym synsets of the primary
synsets returned in step 2. However successive iterations of
steps 3 and 5 use the last set of hyponym/hypernym synsets
returned as their starting point. This creates chains of related
hyponym and hypernym synsets.

Words of AppropriateLength
This algorithm must satisfy two separate constraints. Firstly,
the words returned must be thematically related to each
other. Secondly, the words returned must be able to satisfy
the constraints of the random grid generated. That is to say,
only words whose length corresponds to the requirements of
the grid are accepted. Only one word is selected from each
synset - thus ensuring that each clue presented to the user is
unique.

4.2 An Iterative Problem

The number of synsets returned by a particular query cannot
be determined in advance. This computational problem was
solved in the following manner. Each query is executed
twice. The first time the total number of synset IDs returned
by the query is noted and a data structure of that size is
created. The second time the query is executed the synset
IDs are stored in the data structure specially created to
accommodate them.

4.3 The Magic Number 5

As can be observed in the algorithm, the searches for
hyponym and hypernym synsets are iterated five times each.
This is to ensure that all words associated with the submitted
theme are returned. The approach adopted follows statistics
related to the WordNet 1.7 hierarchy presented by [Devitt

and Vogel, 2004; Devitt, 2004].6 Particularly relevant is the
following:7

• 78.5% of synsets are “leaf-synsets“

• Maximum synset-leaf distance is 5

• Minimum synset-leaf distance is 2

Leaf synsets are situated at the extremes of the WordNet
hierarchy in that no other synset inherits from a leaf: there
are no hyponym synsets of leaf synsets. Of even greater
importance is the fact that the maximum distance from any
synset to a leaf synset is five synsets. Hence by iterating the
hyponym and hypernym searches five times, full coverage is
ensured.

4.4 Removing Multiple Forms of Solution From
A Clue

The work presented in [Graham, 2003] does not successfully
remove all forms of the solution from the clue. To partially
address this problem, it was decided to extend modify
inherited programs. The aim was to remove the solution
whether it occurred at the end or in the middle of a sentence,
in its plural, past particible, present particible, adverbial
and superlative forms. [Graham, 2003] successfully removes
occurrences of the solution in all parts of the clue, but does
not deal with other morphological forms of the solution. An
outline of the extension to the method is given below and
involves searching for representative strings:

• Solution (ans) in middle of sentence
. . . + ans +. . .

• Solution at the end of a sentence

. . . + ans + {“.” | “¡‘ | “?” | “:“ | “;”}

Plurals, present and past participles are found in a similar
manner and are sought both in the middle or at the end of the
sentence:

• Plural Forms in the middle of a sentence
. . . + ans + “s“ +. . .

6This work grew out of a need to quantify relative specificity of terms
when attempting to calculate the content-based similarity of pairs of texts
[Devitt and Vogel, 2003; Devitt, 2004].

7Other recent work also takes advantage of or otherwise analyzes the
topology of WordNet, e.g. [Agirre et al., 2004; Farreres et al., 2004; Teich
and Fankhauser, 2004]
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• Past & Present Participles

. . . + ans + {“ed” | “d“ | “ing” + . . .}

• Adverbial & Superlative Forms

. . . + ans + {“ly“ | “ily” | “er“ | “est” + . . .}

This clearly does not take into account those words whose
plural or other forms do not follow general morphological
rules. In many instances exceptional cases result in a com-
plete change to the word itself — (e.g. eat: ate) thus en-
suring that the actual solution would not appear in the clue
text, therefore coverage of exceptional cases is in many in-
stances not required. Obviously, there remains room to ex-
pand on this (see [Aherne and Vogel, 2005] for examples of
clues which slip through this minimal morphological analy-
sis; e.g., ‘cup’ is blanked from the clue while ‘cupped’ re-
mains in the sample of usage accompanying the definition).
Possibly just parsing the definitions, currently used as the
text of the clues, to eliminate sample usage would amelio-
rate the situation without recourse to deep morphological
analysis, but certainly deeper analysis is necessary, both for
regular patterns and exception cases. Recording exceptions
needn’t be computationally expensive if a minimized trie
data structure is used, or an effective caching mechanism.

5 Independent Analysis of Themed
Crosswords

To determine whether or not the system actually succeeds
in creating themed crosswords an experiment was carried
out. In this experiment a total of twenty individuals, both
male and female, spread between the ages of 18 and 60 were
presented with a completed crossword puzzle produced by
the program. Their task was to “Guess the Theme“. There
was no time limit set for this task, but participants were asked
to follow their “gut” instinct. Participants could respond in
sentence form, single word or a couple of words that they felt
best described the theme of the crossword. A total of eight
crosswords were presented to the participants. The following
themes were covered: Sport, Water, Music, Pick, Match,
Food, Animal, Colour.

Themes were selected to provide a varying level of ab-
straction and hence difficulty. Of the themes selected sport,
water, pick, match and colour can be interpreted as a noun
or a verb. Food, animal and music are all nouns. It would
be expected that the first group pose more problems than the
second given the extra degree of complexity. Furthermore,
given that pick is primarily employed as a verb the cross-
word generated contains numerous verbal synonyms and is
hence more difficult to identify its theme. The crosswords
presented to the participants can be viewed in [Aherne and
Vogel, 2005].

Participants were asked to state whether or not they ever
studied linguistics and if so in what capacity. After the
experiment, the subjects noted which crossword they found
most difficult and which they found easiest.

5.1 Interpretation of Responses

In order to accurately analyse results a sliding scale was em-
ployed. It was decided that responses that included the exact

Table 2: Crossword Evaluation Results
n=20 Correct Domain Incorrect

Crossword 1 70% 20% 10%
Crossword 2 30% 70% 0%
Crossword 3 90% 10% 0%
Crossword 4 0% 10% 90%
Crossword 5 0% 10% 90%
Crossword 6 90% 10% 0%
Crossword 7 60% 40% 0%
Crossword 8 70% 20% 10%

word entered be considered as positive results. Words that
could be considered as being part of the same domain were
also accepted but accorded less importance. An example of
a word/phrase belonging to a particular domain is: “athletic
skill“, a member of the “sport” domain. Domain member-
ship was verified using WordNet’s hyponym and hypernym
semantic relations. Responses that were outside of the sub-
ject domain were considered as being negative results.

5.2 Results and Discussion

The crosswords generated to test participants views of the-
matic coherence of the puzzles are provided in [Aherne and
Vogel, 2005]; unfortunately, space does not permit their in-
clusion here. Statistical results are detailed in Table 2.

Predictablly, themes were largely successfully chosen by
the participants for crosswords 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8 — only
10% of responses to crosswords 1 and 8 were entirely
unrelated to the theme. Crosswords 4 & 5 scored poorly
given the high level of abstraction associated with the theme
words selected: pick and match. Although the participants
were not informed of the syntactic category that the theme
words belonged to, the responses returned for crosswords 4
& 5, although outlandish, were largely verbs.

6 Conclusions
Obviously, WordNet has been incorporated in a wide range
of applications. This paper supplies yet another application
that makes crucial advantage of the lexical resource.

Through the integration of WordNet, the crossword gen-
erator now successfully generates “themed“ crosswords. The
findings of the crossword evaluation survey confirm this fact
in that subjects generally converged on descriptions closely
related to the seed themes, except where the seed was per-
haps too abstract in nature. This should be analyzed further
in terms of the location of the seeding theme with respect to
its location in WordNet’s topology, paying attention to the
fact that the topology is not evenly distributed in its cover-
age. Since WordNet is hand collated, some concepts have
been developed in greater detail than others. This is high-
lighted in [Devitt, 2004] with this example:

• Drogheda: site of 16th century battle

• Limerick: poem or a port city

Given that both Drogheda and Limerick are Irish towns of
similar size, it is unusual that Drogheda is not considered a
city.
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The algorithm employed for the extraction of thematically
related words ensures that all relevant words are returned
to the program for consideration. Adaptation of the Word-
Net2 MySQL database to include the word length property
contributes to this process. Another distinct advantage of the
current system is that it opens door to easily integrating Eu-
roWordNet and its Inter-Lingual-Index, which will allow the
production of multi-lingual themed crosswords, where the
clues could be presented in one language (e.g. French), with
the solutions expected in the target language (e.g. English).

Careful theme selection produces interesting results. Con-
ventional themes, like for example “language”, “country“,
“food”, “sport“ produce consistently good crosswords, in-
dicating that in a language learning environment, cross-
words can be reliably produced for “popular” themes. More
“original“ themes, like for example “pick” or “match“, pro-
vide highly-interesting, abstract crosswords which require
a greater level of lateral thinking to determine their theme.
These could be described as “verbally synonymous” cross-
words, where light is shed on the relationship between
verbs and expressions as opposed to noun-noun relation-
ships. Other aspects of the existing system are hinted at here,
but not fully detailed. For example, the Appendices show
the fruit of the LATEXinterface and modest morphological
manipulation of clues. Mechanisms for differential permis-
sion to database access and update rights depending on user
types and passwords are provided, but the implementation of
those features is not detailed here. Finally a user’s installa-
tion guide is available, as is a general user’s help guide: see
[Aherne, 2005].

In further work, an obvious extension of the current pro-
gram would be the inclusion of other WordNets. Given that
all WordNets are built on the same underlying structure, this
aspect should be relatively easy to implement. Of greater
difficulty, however, would be the integration of WordNet’s
inter-lingual index, that links synsets in one language with
corresponding synsets in another language. This would ren-
der the generation of multi-lingual themed crosswords pos-
sible. A more efficient algorithm for the generation of ran-
dom symmetric grids free of one and two letter words would
enhance the program’s execution time. At present, grids are
fully complete before they are tested for one and two let-
ter words. Ideally, grids should be tested at regular intervals
during the grid building process to remove doomed grids as
early as possible. Decreasing the number of black squares
present in a grid will inevitably result in fewer grids con-
taining one and two letter words. An interesting study could
involve the comparison of themed crosswords generated by
the crossword generator and the New York Times themed
crosswords. Not only would this highlight the quality or oth-
erwise of the generated crosswords, it may provide an in-
sight into which concepts require further development within
WordNet. Expansion of the morphological analysis to avoid
repeated word forms or elaborations of the theme in clues
would also be valuable. Finally, overcoming the technical
difficulties currently experienced with Linux operating sys-

tems the Java Virtual Machine and SICStus Prolog would
make the program accessible to a wider audience.
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Abstract

A multi-lingual lexical semantic wordnet called
CoreNet has been developed by KAIST KO-
RTERM. CoreNet is constructed based on one
shared semantic hierarchy oriented from NTT the-
saurus. Korean wordnet in CoreNet consists of
2,937 conceptual nodes (semantic categories) with
12 depth levels and of 51,172 senses for nouns,
5,290 for verbs, and 2,081 for adjectives in Ko-
rean. As a primary work for constructing a con-
ceptual map of Korean words, this paper aims to
show the concept distributions of Korean words
in CoreNet based on the depths and semantic cat-
egories. The analysis results on concept distribu-
tions shows thatWORK<ABSTRACT>andHUMAN AC-

TIVITY are the most broadly distributed concepts in
nouns and verbs, whileABSTRACT RELATION, STATE,

and ATTRIBUTE are the most ones in adjectives.
This study provides the indispensable statistical
data in order to construct a conceptual map of Ko-
rean words. Moreover, it allows to structurally and
totally understand structure of Korean wordnet,
to review proper specifications of semantic cate-
gories and correct assignment of concepts for Ko-
rean words and to prospect the next version of Ko-
rean wordnet.is a Word.

Introduction

A multi-lingual lexical semantic wordnet called
CoreNet1 has been developed by KAIST KO-
RTERM. This wordnet is constructed based on
the shared semantic hierarchy which is originated
from NTT thesaurus (Ikehara, S. et al. (1997)).
Whereas NTT thesaurus consists of 2,170 hier-
archical semantic categories, Korean wordnet in
CoreNet has 2,937 semantic categories which re-
flect the necessary concepts identified in the Ko-
rean language. The other characteristics of Korean
wordnet is that the same semantic categories are
applied to nouns, adjectives and verbs2. Every pos-
sible meaning of a word inUrimal Korean dictio-
nary is mapped onto one or more concepts. Korean
wordnet in CoreNet consists of 2,937 conceptual
nodes (semantic categories) with 12 depths, and
of 51,172 senses for 21,368 nouns, 5,290 for 1,758
verbs, and 2,081 for 813 adjectives.

In Section 2, we introduce semantic hierar-
chical structure and syntactic case frames of
Korean wordnet with concepts and words. In
Section 3, in order to construct a conceptual
map of Korean words, we analyze concept dis-
tributions of Korean words (nouns, adjectives
and verbs) based on the depths and semantic

1In this paper, the term “wordnet” refers to a set of words. The CoreNet
system v 1.0 has Korean, Chinese, and Japanese. English and German will
be included in CoreNet v 2.0.

2Different concept systems are applied to nouns and predicates in NTT
thesaurus.
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categories. Finally, we discuss conclusions and 
future works. 
 

1 Semantic Hierarchical Structure of 
Korean Wordnet  

1.1 Construction of Korean Wordnet 
Korean wordnet in CoreNet is constructed using 
large corpora, Urimal Korean dictionary, and a 
single concept system. The noun wordnet is 
firstly constructed, and then secondly wordnet of 
predicates using lexical net of nouns. We briefly 
review construction method of Korean wordnet 
(cf. for details, see Lee, J.-H. et al. (2002) and 
Key-Sun Choi and Hee-Sook Bae(2004)).  

Since it is difficult to deal with all nouns in 
Urimal Korean dictionary, we selecte basic 
nouns from KAIST POS-tagged corpora (1999, 
2003) based on term frequency, and the 
information for basic nouns is extracted using 
Urimal Korean dictionary. The basic nouns 
(25,368 nouns with 69,242 senses) cover about 
91.1% of all nouns in the corpora. The 
construction of Korean noun thesaurus can be 
considered as assigning semantic categories to 
each sense of the basic Korean nouns. NTT 
thesaurus has 2,710 hierarchical semantic 
categories and the relation between senses is 
Has-a or Is-a one. According to Key-Sun Choi 
and Hee-Sook Bae(2004), the construction of 
Korean noun thesaurus is assigning one of 2,710 
semantic categories to each 69,242 senses.  

For initial semantic category assignment, we 
use the translated noun list of NTT thesaurus 
into Korean. Then, we assign a semantic 
category by matching Korean words with their 
equivalent list for the semantic category in the 
NTT thesaurus. If no equivalent can be found in 
the translated word list, a genus term for the 
word is extracted from descriptive statements of 
a machine-readable dictionary. Some of 
translation errors are removed by manual 
correction of experts. To correct translation 
errors and wrong assignment between semantic 
categories and senses of nouns, word sense 
disambiguation is manually performed. The 

most difficult problem arises from the difference 
in concept division systems between Korean and 
Japanese. In Japanese, for example, concepts 
like FURNITURE has subordinate concepts like 
DESK, CHAIR, and FIREPLACE, while in Korean, 
FIREPLACE is dealt with as part of KITCHEN. These 
problems arise from the difference in the way of 
thinking and culture (Key-Sun Choi and 
Hee-Sook Bae(2004)). 

For second semantic category assignment, 
assuming that meanings falling under a concept 
are defined by similar words in the dictionary, 
the definition of the dictionary is used to expand 
the thesaurus. For the senses-assigned-semantic 
categories, the definitions of the word senses are 
clustered by semantic categories. A cluster of 
the definitions is made per semantic category. 
The similarity between the definition and the 
cluster has to be computed to retrieve relevant 
clusters for that definition. The similarity 
between the sense and each cluster is computed 
and the most relevant cluster is founded, then we 
can find proper semantic categories of that 
cluster. Our structured version of the Korean 
dictionary includes such lexical relation 
information as synonyms, abbreviations, 
antonyms, etc. It is reasonable that the two 
senses linked by this lexical relation information 
(except for antonyms) fall under the same 
concept. The process of word sense 
disambiguation was manually performed in 
order to assign proper semantic categories to 
every possible meaning of a word, and 
translation errors were removed.  
  After construction of noun wordnet, wordnet 
of predicates is constructed by manual selection 
of specialists about each argument based on web 
environment considering usages extracted from 
large corpora. Syntactic case frames of 
predicates are also completed by manual 
selection of each argument and automatic 
mapping between selected argument and noun 
wordnet. Predicate wordnet consists of 5,290 
senses for 1,758 verbs, 2,081 senses for 813 
adjectives, 989 syntactic case frames for verbs, 
and 1,289 frames for adjectives.  
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Fig. 1. Construction Process of Korean 
Wordnet 

 

1.2 Conceptual Structure of Korean 
Wordnet 
Korean Wordnet in CoreNet has 12 depths and 
2,937concepts. The top level node starts with 
CONCRETE/ABSTRACT. The second level has two 
nodes: CONCRETE and ABSTRACT, and the third 
level has 6 nodes such as SUBJECT, LOCATION 
<CONCRETE>, ARTICLES, ABSTRACT ARTICLES, 
WORK<ABSTRCT>, ABSTRACT RELATION, and the 
fourth level has HUMAN ACTIVITY, FACT/ 
PHENOMENON, and so on. Each node has its 
proper concept identification number such as 1, 
11, 12, 111, 112, 113, etc. The number of a 
chipper means the number of level. For example, 
the concept SUBJECT has 111 concept 
identification number and 111 with three digits 
means that the level of concept is third one and 
the concept number of its upper node is 11. The 
following <Fig 2> shows conceptual structure of 
Korean wordnet: 
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Fig. 2. Conceptual Hierarchy in Korean   
Wordnet 

 
CoreNet Browser v 1.0 developed by KAIST 
KORTERM permits easily to navigate the whole 
conceptual hierarchy, and semantic network of 
each word (Fig. 3). All concepts are aligned with 
three languages: Japanese, Korean and Chinese. 
All words of these three languages (nouns, verbs 
and adjectives) are categorized into a single 
concept hierarchy. The same whole hierarchy of 
2,937 concepts can be represented by spots (Fig 
4).  
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Fig. 3. A Part of Conceptual Tree (C: Chinese, J: 
Japanese) 

1. 3 Multiple mapping between concepts, 
word senses, and syntactic frames 
The first purpose of CoreNet is mainly to 
remove semantic ambiguities in natural language 
processing using the two functionalities. The 
first functionality is mapping between every 
possible meaning of a word in the dictionary and 
one or more concepts in CoreNet. For example, 
eight meaning in the dictionary of the word 
sagwa is mapped onto six concepts; FRUIT, 
APPOLOGY, SCIENTIFIC DOMAIN, OFFICEAL, and 
so on. The following window shows this 
functionality well. Since the word sagwa is 
mapped onto the concept identification number 
and its concepts such as 11322531 [FRUIT], 
111131224 [OFFICEAL], 1211112 [SCIENTIFIC 
DOMAIN], 122126324 [APPOLOGY], etc. We can 
confirm each sense of sagwa  by dictionary  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4.  Whole Conceptual Tree Represented by 
Spots  

search linked by web version of the dictionary. 
We can also easily navigate lexical semantic 
network of Korean words by typing concept 
itself, concept identification number and/or word 
itself or by clicking graphic window or 
conceptual tree. 

 

Lower Node

Upper Node
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Fig. 5. Screenshot of mapping between concepts and word senses 

 
 
Secondly, a syntactic-semantic structure is 
mapped onto the predicate-argument structure. 
For example, a Korean adjective ganeulda has a 
set of 6 senses in the dictionary; the word senses 
are mapped onto the 5 concepts such as SLEEM, 
SOUND<OTHER ASPECT>, SMALL, etc. This set of 
predicate concepts is identical to nouns' concept. 
Each predicate has its unique argument structure. 
For instance, in the syntactic case frames of 
predicates, ganeulda is mapped onto two 
concepts (e.g., SLEEM and SOUND<OTHER ASPECT>) 
whose argument structures would be different 
depending on the concepts. Each argument is 
represented by a set of possible concept filler 
(e.g., [VOICE], [WRITING STYLE]) and syntactic role 
(e.g., subject, dative, and object) in Korean 
phases.  Each syntactic argument structure of 
each predicate is verified by Korean linguists. 
The following screenshot shows 20 frames of 
ganeulda according to its possible concept filler 
of its arguments:  

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6. Screenshot of Mapping Syntactic Frame, 
concepts and word senses 

2 Concept Distributions of Korean 
Words in CoreNet 
Now, we analyze distributions of Korean words 
in Korean wordnet based on the depths and 
semantic categories in order to construct their 
conceptual map. The following table shows the 
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distribution of 2,937 concepts according to the 
depth level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Table 1. Concept Distributions according to the 
depth level  

 

 
 
Fig. 7. Concept Distributions 
 
The <Table 1> shows that the semantic 
categories in 7th, 8th, and 9th levels are 
well-specified. The Korean words are also 
broadly distributed in 7th, 8th, and 9th levels. 
We will consider distributions for nouns, verbs, 
and adjectives to draw conceptual map of 
Korean words.     
 

2.1 Concept distribution of Korean Nouns 

Korean wordnet in CoreNet has 51,172 senses 
for 21,368 nouns. 51,172 senses are assigned to 
12 levels such as <Table 2> and <Fig 8>. The 
Korean nouns are broadly distributed in 7th, 8th, 
and 9th levels. 

Fig. 8. Distribution of Nouns        
according to the 
levels 

Table 2. Distribution of Nouns                

 
The best top 10 concepts of noun distribution are 
[DISEASE] (Lev 9), [PERSON’S NAME] (Lev 8), 
[DOING MAN] (Lev 7), [DOCUMENT] (Lev 6), 
[MIND] (Lev 6), [DEGREE] (Lev 5), [HOUSE] 
(Lev 8), [MAN;OTHER POSITION] (Lev 7), 
[OTHER OFFICIAL] (Lev 9), and [PERIOD 
(NATURE/HUMAN ACTIVITY/Etc.] (Lev 7) (cf. See 
the table 3): 

Num.of 
Level Concept 

Distribution 
Rate 

1 1 0.03 
2 2 0.06 
3 6 0.2 
4 21 0.71 
5 106 3.6 
6 288 9.8 
7 586 19.95 
8 912 31.05 
9 718 24.44 
10 240 8.17 
11 41 1.39 
12 16 0.54 
Total 2937 100 

  
Level 

Num. of 
 Nouns 

1 2 
2 10 
3 11 
4 135 
5 3321 
6 6738 
7 11078 
8 15456 
9 11129 
10 2770 
11 325 
12 197 
Total 51172 
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Table 3. Best Top 10 Concepts in Noun Distributions 

 
Now, we consider concept distributions of nouns 
according to the depth level. In level 2, the 
concrete nouns occupy 40% and the abstract 
nouns 60%. This means that in Korean, the 
number of abstract nouns is bigger one of 
concrete nouns. For nouns in level 3, 
WORK<ABSTRCT> occupies 30.30%, ARTICLES 
20.20% ABSTRACT RELATION 17.22%, SUBJECT 
14.00%, ABSTRACT ARTICLES 12.47%, 
LOCATION<CONCRETE> 5.78%. For nouns in 
level 4, HUMAN ACTIVITY occupies 21%, 
INANIMATE 15%, MAN 12%, ABSTRACT 
ARTICLE<MIND> 9%, FACT/PHENOMENON 5%, 
ANIMATE 5%, NATURAL PHENONMENON 4%, 
ABSTRACT ARTICLE<ACTION> 3%, TIME 3%, 
QUANTITY 3%, STATE 3%, ESTABLISHMENT 3%, 
LOCATION 2%, QUALITY 2%, ORGANISATION 
2%, ATTRIBUTE 2%, REGION 2%, RELATION 1%, 
CONFIGURATION 1%, and SAME CLASS/ 
CATEGORY 1%. The analysis results on concept 

distributions of nouns in level 3 and level 4 
shows that WORK<ABSTRACT> [122] and 
HUMAN ACTIVITY [1221]3 are the most broadly 
distributed concepts in Korean nouns. This 
method permits one to understand noun 
distributions in each level at a glance. 
 

Noun Dist ribut ions in Level 2

ABST RACT ,
30701, 60%

CONCRET E,
20469, 40%

 
Fig. 9. Noun Distributions in Level 2 

                                                      
3 HUMAN ACTIVITY [1221] is a subordinate concept of 
WORK<ABSTRACT> [122].  

Concept ID 
Number 

Num of 
Nouns Concept Level Percenta

ge WORDS 

122323213 429 DISEASE 9 0.80% 
liver cancer, hepatitis ,  

tuberculosis, pneumonia,  
migraine 

12113121 382 PERSON’S NAME 8 0.70% name, surname, alias, title, family 
name 

1111336 330 DOING MAN 7 0.60% conspirator, member, supervisor,  
connoisseur,  surveillant 

121142 311 DOCUMENT 6 0.60% housekeeping book, memoranda, 
estimate sheet, surveying report1 

122111 284 MIND 6 0.50% heart, competitive spirit, 
resolution,  wariness, warning 

12325 264 DEGREE 5 0.50% 
notables representing various 

social circles, each class, class, 
grade 

11322611 264 HOUSE 8 0.50% temporary building, shop, 
building, prison,  gallery 

111132A 260 MAN; OTHER 
POSITION 7 0.50% Inspection, review, advisor,  

Governor,  legation  

111131224 254 OTHER 
OFFICIAL 9 0.40% auditor,  chief public prosecutor,  

policeman, schoolmaster 

1239221 245 
PERIOD(NATURE

/HUMAN 
ACTIVITY/Etc. 

7 0.40% 
the blooming season,  

prescription,  turn of life, 
transitional period 
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Noun Dist ribut ions in Level 3
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CT >, 15507,

31%

 
Fig. 10. Noun Distributions in Level 3 

2.2 Concept distributions of Korean 
Adjectives 

For adjectives, Korean wordnet in CoreNet has 
2,081 senses for 813 adjectives and 1,289 
syntactic case frames. 2,081 senses are assigned 
to 12 depth levels such as Fig 11. The Korean 
adjectives are broadly distributed in 6th, 7th, and 
8th levels.  
 
 
 

Adjective Distributions in Level 3

ABSTRACT
RELATION,
1579, 76%

WORK<ABST
RCT>, 17, 1%

SUBJECT, 0,
0%

ARTICLES, 0,
0%

WORK<ABST
RCT>, 485,

23%

LOCATION<
CONCRETE>,

0, 0%

 
 
Fig. 11. Adjective Distributions in Level 3 

 
Fig. 12. Distribution of Adjectives 

 
Consider distribution of adjectives according to 
the levels. For adjectives in level 3, ABSRACT 
RELATION occupies 76% and WORK<ABSTRACT> 
23%. For adjectives in level 4, STATE occupies 
41%, ATTRIBUTE 14% HUMAN ACTIVITY 13%, 
CONFIGURATION 9%, NATURAL PHENOMENON 
5%, RELATION 3% QUANTITY 3%, 
FACT/PHENOMENON 3% EXISTANCE 1%, and 
SAME CLASS/CATEGORY 1% (cf. Fig 13). The 
analysis shows that STATE and ATTRIBUTE 
occupy 55% in level 4, and that ABSRACT 
RELATION [123], STATE [1235] and ATTRIBUTE 
[1234] are the most broadly distributed concepts 
in Korean adjectives. The distribution in level 5 
shows more detailed information in adjectives: 
ASPECT occupies 30%, MINE 11.3%, PROPERTY 
10.2%, FEELING 8.9%, SHAPE 8.6%, INANIMATE 
PHENOMENON 7.5%,  POWER 3%, CHANGE 
2.5%, CASE 2.1%, DEGREE 2%, SUPERIRITY 
/INFERIORITY 1.7%,  SAME/DIFFERENCE 1.3%, 
SUITABILITY/INSUITABILITY 1%,  and LARGE/ 
SMALL 1%.  
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Adjective Distributions in Level 4

STATE, 856, 43%

ATTRIBUTE, 289, 14%
HUMAN ACT IVITY, 259, 13%

CONFIGURAT ION, 179, 9%

RELAT ION, 105, 5%

QUANTITY, 70, 3%

FACT/PHENOMENON, 54, 3%

EXISTANCE, 18, 1%

SAME CLASS/CATEGORY, 5,
0%

NATURAL PHENOMENON,
172, 9%

 
       Fig. 13. Adjective Distributions in Level 4 

2.3 Concept distribution of Korean verbs 

For verbs, Korean wordnet consists of 5,290 for 
1,758 verbs and 989 syntactic case frames. The 
Korean adjectives are broadly distributed in 8th 
and 9th levels.  

 
Fig. 14. Distribution of Verbs 
 

 

Verb Dist ribut ions in Level 3

WORK<ABST RC
T >, 5010, 95%

ART ICLES, 233,
4%

ABST RACT
RELAT ION, 47,

1%

SUBJECT , 0, 0%

ABST RACT
ART ICLES, 0,

0%

LOCAT ION<CO
NCRET E>, 0,

0%

 

Fig. 15. Verb Distributions in Level 3 

 
For example, for verbs in level 3, 
WORK<ABSTRACT> occupies 95%, ABSTRACT 
RELATION 4%, and ABSTRACT ARTICLE 1%. One 
may see the WORK<ABSTRACT> has an 
overwhelming distribution rate. For verbs in 
level 4, HUMAN ACTIVITY occupies 50%, FACT/ 
PHENOMENON 36%, NATURAL PHENOMENON 
8%, and RELATION 2%. Likewise nouns, 
WORK<ABSTRCT> [122] and its subordinate 
concept HUMAN ACTIVITY [1221] are the most 
broadly distributed concepts in Korean verbs. In 
level 5, CHANGE occupies 36%, ACTION<HUMAN 
ACTIVITY> 32%, MIND 18%, INANIMATE 
PHENOMENON 4%, and ANIMATE PHENOMENON 
4%. In level 6, LABOR 8.4%, PROCESS 6.8%, 
APPEARENCE/DISAPPEARENCE 5.6%, MEETING/ 
PARTING 5.2%, BUSINESS 5.0%, ACTION 4.9%, 
CONTROL 4.5%, ENTERANCE 4.3%, THOUGHT 
<MIND> 4.2%,  EMOTION 3.9%,  INCREASE/ 
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DECREASE 3.7%, SHAPE OF OBJECT 3.7%, and 
ASSOCIATION 3.6%.  

Conclusion 
We introduced a semantic hierarchical structure 
of Korean wordnet in CoreNet which consists of 
2,937 conceptual nodes (semantic categories) 
with 12 depths, and of 51,172 senses for nouns, 
5,290 for verbs, and 2,081 for adjectives. We 
analyzed concept distributions of Korean nouns, 
adjectives and verbs based on the depths and 
concepts. For nouns, abstract nouns occupy 60% 
and concrete 40%. The analysis results on 
conceptual map showed that WORK<ABSTRACT> 
[122] and HUMAN ACTIVITY [1221] were the 
most broadly distributed concepts in nouns and 
verbs, while  ABSRACT RELATION [123], STATE 
[1235] , and ATTRIBUTE [1234] were the most 
ones in adjectives.  

This study certainly provides the 
indispensable statistical data in order to 
construct conceptual map of Korean words. 
Moreover, it allows one to structurally and 
completely understand the structure of Korean 
wordnet, to review proper specifications of 
semantic categories and correct assignment of 
concepts for Korean words and to proceed to the 
next version of Korean wordnet. In future work, 
we will respectively connect concept 
distributions of nouns, verbs, and adjectives and 
study their relations to construct conceptual map 
of Korean wordnet. We can also apply this 
method for the other languages in CoreNet.  
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Abstract

This paper is dealing with several problems related
to the integration of the two following resources,
Wordnet (Fellbaum 1998) andLe Dictionnaire
Integral – LDI (Dutoit 1992). The LDI project
began in 1988 in France and is based on different
principles and goals from Wordnet. Nevertheless,
LDI and WordNet have much in common and their
integration is possible and highly expected so as
to share the information contained in these two
models. In the first section we will see in what
extent the two linguistic models differ and we will
mention some of the reasons of their differences.
The two implemented technical data models are
schematised and compared. In a second section we
explain the integration tasks of the two models and
the actual state of the integration process. In the
conclusion, we see how it will soon be possible to
consult the resulting merge and how to update the
data on the Internet.

WordNet and LDI

Many issues are treated differently in WordNet
and in LDI. These issues will be introduced
through very simple examples and polysemy will
be deliberately avoided. The first problem con-
cerns the number of hypernyms or other descrip-
tors needed to describe what is called a word-
meaning. Should the wordyen be classified in
the Japan area or in themonetary unitarea?
Making it possible to access to a word-meaning
unit from any semantic compounds correspond-
ing to its meaning was a major goal of LDI.
Therefore in LDI a word-meaning unit likeyen
stands in themonetary unitclass as well as in the
Japandomain. More precisely, in LDI no entry is
monohierarchical. Concerning domains, no entry
is monoaxial.

Another issue is the number of hypernyms for
one word-meaning. According to us one word-
meaning may have several hypernyms. On the
contrary, Wordnet provides most of the times only
one direct synset of hypernyms:
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Abstract

This paper discusses current versions of WordNet from a
data modelling perspective. We show that these versions do
not consider basic data model desiderata for their design, like
flexibility, extensibility and interoperability. We claim that
a data model for WordNet must also consider the inherent
network structure of WordNet data. Thus we make the case
for an RDF model for WordNet and present a concrete
version of WordNet in RDF format.

Introduction

In their classic introduction to WordNet, Miller [Miller et al.,
1993] state that it is “a proposal for a more effective combi-
nation of traditional lexicographic information and modern
high speed computation.” The original goal of the WordNet
project was to improve the “tedious and time-consuming” la-
bor of finding the information in standard alphabetical pro-
cedures for organizing lexical information. The underlying
argument is that with the advent of computers, we are not
anymore bound to thedata structurethat a book or clas-
sical printing methods force us. On the contrary, computer
technology allows us to build the data structures that best
resemble theconceptual structureof the problem we are
modelling. This allows us humans to browse, navigate and
retrieve the information in flexible and unpredictable ways,
tasks which were impossible to do with hard copies. Today
WordNet is available in a variety of formats, languages and
platforms [Miller et al., 2005], having different features and
interfaces depending on the objectives for what they were
created. WordNet is presented as a software package, which
bounds together the data (files in some codification) and the
applications.

From a classical data management point of view current
versions of WordNet present several drawbacks. Among
the most important are the lack of modularity (blurred
distinction of operational and data features), the lack of
integrity constraints (no type or consistency enforcement),
and the nonexistence of the notion of view (no notion that
data of different applications and levels of aggregation are
simple “views” of a standard data model). Several problems
arise. For example, natural questions like checking if a
representation is faithful or determining if two versions are
the same are almost impossible to answer.

More importantly, one can analyze current WordNet ver-
sions from a pure data modelling point of view. A data model
is a collection of conceptual tools for describing the real-
world entities to be modelled and the relationships among
these entities [Silberschatz et al., 1996]. Existing models
for WordNet were devised for specific applications. Word-
net is clearly going beyond the objectives the creators had
in mind, as occurs with any interesting data source. Dozens
of different applications [Miller et al., 2005; Mihalcea, ] are
using Wordnet. New features are discovered, and last, but
not least, updates are being made periodically. More impor-
tantly, current trends in information management indicate
that one should design data to allow machines to process it
without human intervention. This is the core idea of the so
called Semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001]. Thus, a data
model for WordNet should be extensible (permit to add new
features without modifying essentially the current model),
interoperable (independent of hardware platforms, operating
systems and software) and flexible (foresee new uses of the
data). The essential condition for this to be possible is that
the data structure be as close as possible to the conceptual
structure being modelled.

Another data model consideration is that Wordnet was
created as a semantic network of word meanings (and word
forms). This amount to say that the structure of Wordnet at a
conceptual level is a directed graph with labeled nodes and
arcs. This intrinsic network structure of Wordnet is reassured
by the discovery that Wordnet has the main characteristics
of a complex network [Sigman and Cecchi, 2001]. Hence,
a data model where the data structures are graph-like and
which facilitates data manipulations and queries over this
graph structure would be a natural choice to model Wordnet.
Furthermore, the data model for WordNet must include
features for modelling concepts like “Noun”, “Adjective”
as subclasses of “Word” that is, must consider notions of
subclass and inheritance.

A natural question arises:What is the best data model for
Wordnet?or more modestly,what is a good data model for
Wordnet?In this paper we discuss this issue by reviewing
and analyzing current versions, and laying arguments for a
version of Wordnet modelled using theResource Descrip-
tion Framework(RDF) [Consortium, 2004], a proposal of
the Web Consortium for modelling semantics of data which
meets precisely the above considerations.
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Figure 1: Different ways to access WordNet. Above the line,
the current situation where humans process directly the data
via interfaces. Below the line, the situation where computers
use WordNet data independent of humans.

The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we
analyze current representation of Wordnet. In the second
section, we introduce RDF and argue why such data model is
appropriate for modelling Wordnet. Then in the third section
we present the RDF model, and discuss issues that arouse in
our implementation. Finally, in section four we summarize
and present perspectives and uses of this RDF version.

1 Representations of WordNet
There are several projects related with WordNet [Miller et
al., 2005]. They correspond essentially to different forms
of accessing and processing Wordnet: Web and human
interfaces and application program interfaces (API) (see
Figure 1). Roughly they can be grouped as follows.

1.1 Official versions of WordNet

Strictly speaking, there are two official versions of WordNet
publicly available.

The data, although in separate files, is bound to an oper-
ative system or a particular type of software, and cannot be
processed by other applications unless a human interprets the
semantics of the files. Currently, the are two core releases,
the Windows and the Prolog versions.

In the Windows version is a package including a “Word-
Net browser, command-line tool, and database files with In-
stallShield self-extracting installer.”. The data component is
organized in a set of plain files. Each file is a list of ordered
records (one per line) containing several fields. Queries
are processed by essentially doing binary search over these
records. The main deficiencies of this version are: Data and
functionality are not modular; No support for semantics (and
typing) of the data; No support for network related queries;
Data is not in a standard language or format. In the case of
the Prolog version, WordNet is composed of a set of Prolog
facts. In this sense, it is more like a knowledge base, with

Prolog as the deductive engine. Although in this case there
is more modularity, and the data format is that of Prolog (a
standard language), the drawbacks are similar to the previ-
ous case. A typical example is the semantics given to the bi-
nary predicatevgp: “the operator specifies verb synsets that
are similar in meaning and should be grouped together when
displayed in response to a grouped synset search.” Note the
close binding of the data structure to a particular type of
query.

1.2 Web Interfaces
[Miller et al., 2005] These interfaces allow to consult

the database of WordNet through the Web. The input as
the output are made for humans. As positive aspects we
can mention that it relieves the user to install software in
his/her computer, and no computer background is necessary
to use it. But this version makes impossible automatization
of WordNet query and retrieval processes, and cannot be
plugged to other software. Additionally, the user cannot
navigate (at least in the current versions) the semantic
network.

1.3 Application Programming Interfaces (API)
[Miller et al., 2005]. APIs provide a layer between the

user and the data. In this sense is not necessary for the
developers to be aware of the organization and structure of
the raw data to create new applications, as in the Windows
version. But they have drawbacks too. First, they are tied to
a fix version of WordNet. To update the WordNet version,
it is necessary to develop a new version of the application
from scratch. Second, APIs are specific, making it difficult to
add new features, and so restricting its functionality. Third,
these kinds of applications mix the data model with the
functionalities they provide, with all the problems this brings
to extensibility and interoperability.

1.4 WNconnect
This application deserves a special mention. WNcon-
nect [Fong, 2003] builds networks which relates different
words via paths in the network. Although is one of the few
applications that incorporate this natural network feature, its
main problem is the lack of modularity between data and
application. This application uses WordNet 1.7 and is an is-
sue its update to current versions. For the same reason, it is
not possible to add new functionalities unless modifying the
source code of the whole application.

1.5 Other data models
There are some data models of WordNet based in relational
databases (MySQL, PostgreSQL). They take advantage of
the general purpose engines made for this technologies.
A standard database model seems to be natural choice
for WordNet. The point here is if the relational model
is the best suited for the needs of WordNet. The answer
is no because the relational model performs poorly on
network structures, especially for queries involving paths,
neighborhoods [Angles and Gutierrez, 2005]. Additionally,
although there is support for metadata in the form of the
schema, it is not enough to describe a network structure.
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1.6 XML

The eXtended Markup Language [Bray et al., ] was cre-
ated to exchange data between different applications over
the Web. In this sense, XML is a primary candidate for
modelling the data of WordNet. In fact, there is a XML
project over WordNet at the University of Texas at Dal-
las [Moldovan et al., 2003]. This project is not intended for
a complete representation of WordNet. It is focused in the
parsing and formalization of the glossaries of WordNet. For
example, it has no lexical relations, but synsets and their
glossaries parsed. Among its uses is the disambiguation of
meanings of words, question answering and information re-
trieval.

Having a complete and standard XML version of Word-
Net would be a great advance over current versions, fulfilling
several items of the wish-list of a good model. But there are
two important aspects that will be necessarily missing: the
network structure and the semantics of the data. XML, by
its design, performs very well with data which has tree-like
structure (e.g. documents, Web pages), but not with data with
network structure. Additionally, if one wants to express se-
mantics of data, and model simple inheritance features in an
interoperable and extensible way, the obvious choice is RDF
or OWL [McGuinness and van Harmelen, 2004].

2 Why a RDF representation
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Consortium,
2004] is a recommendation of the W3C, oriented to repre-
sent highly interconnected information. An atomic RDF ex-
pression is a triple, in the form subject-object-predicate. A
general RDF expression is a set of such triples, which can be
naturally considered as a labeled graph. According to this,
the syntax of RDF reflects a graph data model. Addition-
ally, it has support for describing inheritance of classes and
properties. A good introduction is thePrimer [Manola and
Miller, 2004].

The broad goal of RDF is to define a mechanism for
describing resources that makes no assumptions about a
particular application domain, nor defines (a priori) the
semantics of any application domain. RDF is domain neutral
and models information with graph-like structure. Examples
of its use are, Genome1, Open Directory2 and Web data. One
of the main advantages (features) of the RDF model is its
ability to interconnect resources in an extensible way. Thus,
the notion ofconnectivityof resources appear as a central
one.

2.1 RDF representation for WordNet

The choosing of RDF is based on several reasons. First, it is a
standard for the Web, focused in description of resources (in
this case words and its lexical relations). RDF was designed
with the aim to support metadata and semantics in a native
way, i.e. relations and properties, inheritance like classes and
subclasses, and so on. Second, RDF has a natural structure

1http://www.affymetrix.com/community/publications/
affymetrix/tmsplice/index.affx

2http://rdf.dmoz.org/

of network, and is ideal to represent data and metadata
with that structure. Third, another advantage of RDF is its
extensibility; it is easy to add new functionalities or data to
this schema. Fourth, the schema describing the structure of
this representation can be accessed in the same way as the
data, so it does not add complexity for new applications.
Finally, the community of developers, designers (among
others) for RDF applications is growing each day. This make
easy to find support for new developments and maintenance.

2.2 Sufficiency of RDF for WordNet

A question that arises at this stage is the sufficiency of
RDF as a format for WordNet. We can summarize the
requirements of WordNet as: (a) Relations between entities,
described as semantic relations as antonyms, meronyms
and so on; (b) Notion of class, as for words as synsets;
(c) Notion of hierarchy of classes, like an adjective word
as a subclass of word; and (d) Notion of instance and type,
meaning that some entity has a type of some kind. All
these requirements are accomplished by RDF as a modelling
language [Consortium, 2004]. Also, RDF introduces another
useful characteristics, like hierarchies among properties (for
example, different types of meronyms as subproperties of a
general meronym property) and comments.

However RDF does not support other functionalities, like
inverse of relations. This means that one relation is the in-
verse of another. This functionality is desirable and not crit-
ical because we always can search for the object in the
subject-predicate-object structure of RDF. This would be in-
teresting for hyponym/hypernym and meronym/holonym re-
lations. The more expressive language OWL,Web Ontology
Language[McGuinness and van Harmelen, 2004], which al-
lows to define ontologies, provides this an other functional-
ities, for example cardinality, basic set operations, and the
possibility to define features like transitivity and functional-
ity of binary relations.

The drawback of using a more expressive language like
OWL is the addition of unnecesary (for WordNet) computa-
tional complexity and additional difficulty to users and de-
velopers to program new applications. In the worst scenario,
using all the expresiveness of OWL the search may be unde-
cidable [Antoniou and van Harmeten, 2004].

Due to the fact that WordNet can be expressed completely
in RDF, we consider that it is not worth adding the additional
complexity to the user and to the automatization of reasoning
that OWL brings.

Figure 2: Example of the schema by S. Melnik. The words
are considered as labels. Hence it is not possible to relate
directly two synsets using the same word. In this case,
the word “power” occurs as two different labels with no
semantic relation between them.
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2.3 Previous RDF representations

In the year 2000, Sergei Melnik made an initial representa-
tion in WordNet in RDF [Melnik, 2001]. It consisted in a set
of nouns, the glossary and the hyponym and similar-to re-
lations. Also a schema for this representation was provided.
However this work is stalled and unfinished. In this schema
the synsets are classified as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs
and satellite adverbs. All of them are subclasses of the “Lex-
icalConcept” class. The words are defined as “wordForms”
as several relations, like meronyms, seeAlso, and others. The
only lexical relations defined are antonyms, similarity, hy-
ponyms and a definition of glossary. One drawback of this
schema is that it does not take into account the polysemy,
i.e., each word is just a label, and is not considered like an
entity that can be related with several synsets. For example,
there is no way to discover that “power” has several mean-
ings unless all the data is searched (see Figure 2).

Figure 3: Diagram of the schema by WordNet Task Force.

In the year 2004 theWordNet Task Force[Gangemi,
2004b] developed a new schema [Gangemi, 2004a]. This is
a better approach than Melnik’s to the natural structure of
WordNet. An important feature is the addition of the notion
of WordSense, i.e., the use of a word in some sense (see
Figure 3). For example, the word “power” can be used as ‘a
physic capacity of work measurable in watts’ and also in the
sense of ‘physical strength’. WordSenses can be thought of
as weak entities in databases theory. Another requirement of
the WordNet model, is the necessity to create distinct kinds
of synsets to differentiate Nouns from Adjectives and so on.
The Inheritance mechanism of RDF is used to accomplish
this goal, i.e. a generic class “synset” and a set of subclasses,
like “NounSynSet”, “AdjectiveSynset” are created.

The W3C WordNet project is still in the process of being
completed, at the level of schema and data. In fact, the
current schema is not usable due to syntax errors, and is
incomplete, e.g. relations like “participleOf” are not defined,
although there are some discussions and comments in the
code. Other relations like “attribute” have their range and
domain not yet defined. There is no version of WordNet data
using this schema.

Figure 4: Schema of RDF representation. The model is
composed by three layers: Word layer, WordSense layer and
SynSet layer. Because of polysemy, a word can be related
with various SynSets through several WordSense. Also, it
is possible for a SynSet to be related with several Words
through WordSenses. Finally, the Word node is related with
a label using the same word.

3 The RDF Representation
3.1 Modelling WordNet

We based our work on the model developed by the Word-
Net Task Force [Gangemi, 2004b]. They created an initial
schema [Gangemi, 2004a], but this project has been stalled
for over one year since then. We completed and slightly
modify some features of this model. The most noticeable
difference is that we modelled the Word node identifier as
the same word for performance reasons, and leaving as well
the label which indicates the same the word. This avoids the
necessity of definition of new identifiers for each word. For
example, in Figure 3, the label cat was inserted directly in its
corresponding nodewn:Word.

We based our work in the Prolog version of WordNet 2.0.
The main problem was to define the schema of WordNet. In
this version, there are three layers, as in the W3C schema.
The first layer is composed of a set of nodes which are sub-
classes of class “Word”. It is important to note that the words
are represented by nodes in the graph and are not just la-
bels. This allow to represent correctly the polysemy inher-
ent in WordNet. The WordSenses layer is the link between
a Word and a SynSet. The SynSet layer is composed by a
set of “NounSynSet”, “AdjectiveSynSet”, “AdjectiveSatel-
liteSynSet”, “VerbSynSet” and “AdverbSynset”, which are
subclasses of SynSet. The lexical relations are located in
the second and third layer. Examples of this are antonyms
and seeAlso relations. See Figure 5. Moreover, each SynSet
has several subclasses, like NounSynSet or AdjectiveSynset.
The above is useful to define specific domains and ranges for
every relation present in WordNet.

Another problem to be addressed, was the cleaning, pars-
ing and validation of the data. Initially, we developed a set
of parsers in Python using 4Suite library for the RDF man-
agement. However the prohibitive time required to parse one
entire file made it non feasible. After several attempts using
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Figure 5: Example of our RDF representation.

other languages we decided to create the RDF/XML struc-
ture from scratch using Perl. This decision improved the time
required to obtain the results, making easy the debugging.

Finally, we compared our new version with the Prolog
version, to ensure its completeness. This was made moving
our version to a relational database (MySQL), and checking
that no entities were missed.

3.2 The RDF version of WordNet

We left the representation in separated files for each relation.
Also, there is a .bz2 compressed bundle. This files are
available athttp://www.dcc.uchile.cl/~agraves/
wordnet

Also, there is a version of the RDF tuples of this repre-
sentation in Berkeley Database format available inhttp://
alumnos.cadcc.cl/~agraves/wordnetDB.tar.bz2

4 Conclusions
The main advantage of RDF for representing WordNet is al-
lowing to represent it as a network in a natural, simple and
lightweight way. Also, this raise new possibilities for visual-
ization and for asking new kinds of queries. Another advan-
tage is the accessibility through the web, allowing different
applications to consult the data. Even more, WordNet is ex-
pressed now in a standard way for the semantic web; this
will permit the use of semiautomatic agents for more com-
plex searches in the future. Also, the growing community
around RDF language opens new possibilities of collabora-
tion in the developing of new applications and support for
WordNet.

Among the possible applications are: Establishing long-
term relations between words or synsets; Search for neigh-
borhood and semantic chains; Availability of WordNet data
for semiautomated agents; Implementation of Web Services.
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Abstract

We have empirically discovered that the space of human ac-
tions has a grammatical structure. This is a motoric space
consisting of the evolution of the joint angles of the human
body in movement. Furthermore, the process of assembling
individual human movements into higher level descriptions
resembles in a natural sense the process of speech recogni-
tion. Thus the space of human activity has its own phonemes,
morphemes, words (verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs), and
sentences formed by its own syntax. This has a number of
implications for the grounding problem and cognition in
general. With regard to WordNet, the theory points to a fu-
ture Sensorimotor WordNet which contains a map between
the nodes of the current WordNet and the space consisting of
human action. In this paper, we suggest initial steps towards
closing the semantic gap by grounding language with visuo-
motor information. The grounding takes place on a set of
primitive words which are selected here through verb clas-
sification of the WordNet lexicon. A formal approach to the
identification of primitive words would consider the basic
atoms of WordNet extensions. However, one further exten-
sion is required to incorporate grounded information into
WordNet in the direction of a sensorimotor WordNet, des-
ignated here as WordNetSM.

Introduction

Computational models of Natural Language Processing are
essentially symbolic systems considering lexical and se-
mantic information. WordNet is a general-purpose lexical
database which organizes a vocabulary into synonym sets
and a semantic network, Fellbaum (1998), Millerat al.
(1990). In WordNet, synsets are words in the same lexi-
cal category expressing the same meaning. The definition
of a synset is a conceptual gloss described in natural lan-
guage. Extensions of WordNet intend to use logical predi-
cates and axiomatic theory to formally specify synset defini-
tions, Gangemiat al. (2003), Harabagiuat al. (1999). These
extensions increase the reasoning and manipulative power of
WordNet which is still a pure symbolic system.

The semantic interpretation of a symbolic representation
system, such as natural language, cannot be based only on

∗ The support of ARDA (under the VACE program) and of NSF (under the
HSD program) are gratefully acknowledged.

meaningless arbitrary symbols. The symbol grounding prob-
lem, Harnard (1990), addresses this semantic gap and sug-
gests that the primitives of a formal symbolic system should
be associated with grounded representation connected to
physical experience in the world. Once a grounded set of
elementary symbols is provided, higher-order symbols of a
language are generated by composition and the semantic gap
is closed by the intrinsic grounding of the elementary set.

The existence of mirror neurons in humans suggests the
use of the same representation for perceptual and motor
tasks. Mirror neurons would activate when a subject per-
forms a specific action. The same neurons will also fire when
the subject observes the same action.

A grounded representation is a sensorimotor projection of
objects and events to which elementary symbols refer. In this
paper, we concentrate in events associated with human ac-
tivities. This way, a sensorimotor projection consists in the
translation from a non-symbolic analog representation of hu-
man activities in the world to a grounded non-arbitrary sym-
bolic representation according to invariant features which
allow cognitive tasks such as recognition. The sensorimo-
tor projection of primitive words leads to language ground-
ing. Language grounding for verbs has been addressed by
Siskind (2001) and Baileyat al. (1997) from the perspective
of perception and action, respectively. Roy (2005) introduces
a theoretical framework for grounding language using semi-
otics and schema theory.

A sensorimotor representation for the primitive words
grounds the meaning in perception and action. Such repre-
sentation allows modeling of complex multi-modal phenom-
ena and the understanding of situated language acquisition
with applications to conversational machines.

In this paper, we apply verb classification to the selection
of an elementary set of human actions from WordNet verbal
data. This is one possible approach to find a primitive set of
verbs, denominated concrete verbs, for language grounding.
Another possibility would consider the basic atoms of the
formal framework of WordNet extensions.

We designed and implemented a new semi-automatic verb
classification system based on WordNet. The system was
used to identify a human activity lexicon. The classifica-
tion process uses the verb hierarchy constructed from the
troponymy relation. A domain specific verb classification
process was performed in the WordNet verbal data in order
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to select concrete verbs for visuo-motor grounding. We se-
lected 1471 synsets organized in a hierarchical forest of 23
trees.

We propose the extension of WordNet towards the aggre-
gation of sensorimotor data connected to the set of concrete
verbs. This extension, denominated here as WordNetSM, is
suggested for grounding language with aSensoriMotor rep-
resentation. In this paper, we present a visuo-motor lan-
guage as the grounded representation for the concrete verbs
which constitute the language primitives. Our visuo-motor
language is called Human Activity Language (HAL). HAL
is specified in a linguistic approach, where phonetics, mor-
phology and, syntax are defined, Guerra-Filhoat al. (2005).
The linguistics framework is used to represent human move-
ment with a symbolic, but non-arbitrary, system. A linguis-
tic approach benefits from the theory of Automatic Speech
Recognition and Natural Language Processing.

Section 1 discusses related work to verb classification. In
Section 2, we present our semi-automatic verb classification
system. Section 3 describes HAL and the initial steps to-
wards WordNetSM: a sensorimotor WordNet.

1 Related Work
The foundations for verb classification have been established
on semantic verb classes for English, Levin (1993), and
Spanish, Vázquezat al. (2000). Verb classification provides
lexical organization which can capture generalization and
specialization over verbs. Automatic verb classification is
based on the linguistic hypothesis that semantic properties
of verbs are reflected in their syntactic behavior, Levin
(1993). This hypothesis is valid only to a certain extent when
considering the choice of verb arguments. On the other hand,
manual classification of verbs is a difficult and resource
intensive task, Millerat al. (1990). Here, we suggest a semi-
automatic approach to perform verb classification according
to a specific domain: observable movement.

Corpus-based approaches to automatic verb classification
use statistical features over the syntax of verbs as training
data for an automatic classifier. Merlo and Stevenson (2001)
report on supervised learning experiments to automatically
classify English verbs into three optionally intransitive verb
classes (unergative, unaccusative, and object-drop verbs)
based on their predicate-argument structure and statistics
from large annotated corpora about five features. This statis-
tical corpus-based method uses theoretical linguistic prop-
erties of the thematic roles assigned by the verbs. Schulte
im Walde and Brew (2002) obtain German verb classes au-
tomatically using a robust statistical parser (k-means clus-
tering) based on syntactic descriptors. In these methods, a
discriminating set of features is determined manually. Joanis
and Stevenson (2003) develop a general feature space for au-
tomatic verb classification. The general feature space avoids
the need for individual manual development of features for
specific classes. In the corpus-based approaches, the features
extracted from a corpus are noisy and only indirect indica-
tors of semantics, while relevant semantic properties are not
expressed openly.

In WordNet, verb meaning is represented in terms of se-
mantic relations rather than semantic primitives, Miller and
Fellbaum (1991). WordNet has 15 semantic domains for
verbs, but none of those domains represent observable move-
ment closely. Information relevant for the lexical encoding of
verbs is domain specific and is missing in a general-purpose
classification like WordNet. This way, in the linguistic liter-
ature there is no verb classification that captures the observ-
able movement domain from a visual recognition perspec-
tive.

2 Verb Classification System

We define a human action as consisting of visually observ-
able movements. This way, a human action lexicon is re-
stricted to the visually perceived motor domain.

The action lexicon may be classified according to the en-
vironment where a human acts. The environment is basi-
cally thestagewhere a person interacts, and intrinsically de-
fines all possible actions that may be performed, similarly to
the theory of affordances, Gibson (1979). The stage concept
gives rise to a classification methodology of human actions
according to the objects and actors present in the stage.

The stage may be set up initially with a single actor and
the ground. Theground class(GND) includes human actions
that require only the ground to be performed by the actor.
Examples of verbs in the ground class are walk, jump, nod,
and clap.

A second class of actions involves a general object. A
general objectis any object that has no specific feature or
property required by the action. This way, the actions found
in this class are related to manipulation activities. Actions in
the general object class(GOB) are touch, push, strike, and
prehend, among others.

Another class involves the actor’s interaction with a gen-
eral person. Ageneral personis any person with no specific
status, position, or skill. Thegeneral person class(GPE) in-
cludes activities involving two people interacting with each
other. Verbs in this class are, for example, caress, pursue,
pass, and embrace.

A specific objectis an object with particular properties
and functionality. This functionality is used when specific
actions are performed. Thespecific object class(SOB)
includes verbs such as comb, brush, write, and stamp.

Similarly, a specific personis a person who performs a
particular function which requires status, position, or skill.
Thespecific person class(SPE) includes verbs representing
actions where the actor is a specific person or interacts with a
specific person who plays a particular role while performing
some specialized function. Examples of verbs in this class
are confess (with a priest), arrest (by a policemen), sentence
(by a judge), and diagnose (by a doctor).

A last class includes verbs corresponding to actions per-
formed by a group of people. This way, there is no single
actor executing the activity but many actors which form a
group. Verbs in thegroup class(GRP) are, for example, riot,
play, line up, and assemble.
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Figure 1: Motor domain verb hierarchy.

In WordNet, a network links words according to semantic
relations. Thetroponymyrelation is a special case of entail-
ment where the troponym and the more general verb are al-
ways temporally coextensive. A verb hierarchy organized as
a forest of trees of synsets is constructed from the troponymy
relation.

The classification process takes advantage of this hierar-
chical organization of verb synsets. The classification starts
at the highest level and continues towards the lower levels.
At each level, the synsets are manually categorized as any
of the classes in the stage concept; otherwise an unknown
tag is assigned to the synset. After a synset is manually cat-
egorized, its descendents are automatically classified within
the same class. This semi-automatic method greatly reduced
the amount of manual work required to classify the whole
verb vocabulary, since most of the verbs are automatically
classified during the descendents visit.

Once the verbs are classified, a consistency check is
performed using the entailment and antonymy relations. We
assume that two synsets related by entailment or antonymy
should be in the same class.

After the semi-automatic initial classification phase, the
synsets tagged as unknown verbs are categorized according
to the classification of its descendents. This automatic phase
starts at the unknown verbs with all children already classi-
fied as one of the six stage classes. A final verification of the
classification is performed on the synset leaves of the verb
hierarchy. At each leaf synset, the class is manually checked.

The concrete verbs resulting from this process represents
a lexicon that is organized hierarchically and divided into
stage classes. The ground class, general object class, and
general person class contain 1471 synsets organized in
a hierarchical forest with 23 trees. These concrete verbs
represent an initial effort to identify the elementary set of
verbs for language grounding1.

3 Human Activity Language

A language consists of a subsystem that selects certain
states among all possible states (phonology), a subsystem for
making words (morphology), and a subsystem for making
sentences out of words (syntax).

1The complete list of verbs obtained is found athttp://www.cs.
umd.edu/~guerra/concreteVerbs.html

We captured videos featuring 90 different human activi-
ties and the corresponding three-dimensional reconstruction
for trajectories of body parts was found using our own Mo-
tion Capture system, Guerra-Filho (2005). Given this three-
dimensional reconstruction, joint angles were computed to
describe human movement. The joint angles are the original
3D representation corresponding to the analog signal which
is translated into our grounded representation: the Human
Activity Language.

3.1 Phonology

In a visuo-motor language, a phonetic description consists of
a sequence of articulatory configurations. The HAL phonol-
ogy is based on invariant features of first derivatives (veloc-
ity) and second derivatives (acceleration) of joint angles (see
Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Knee angle derivatives during jog.

The joint movement is segmented according to the sign
of the angular derivatives. We use six possible atomic states:
four combinations of positive and negative signs for the two
derivatives (R, Y, B, G), one state for zero acceleration (V),
and another state for zero velocity. Each segment has an
initial joint angleϕ and a final angleθ . Thepotential1 of
a segment is the quatized absolute difference between these
two angles.

An alphabet of atomic joint movements is necessary for
a grounded symbolic representation of action. Each segment
corresponds to an atomα1, whereα is a symbol associated
with the segment’s state and1 corresponds to the segment’s
potential. This way, the string R1 Y3 B2 G3 R4 Y6 B7 G6
R2 corresponds to the activity jog according to the knee joint
(see Fig. 3).

3.2 Morphology

Given the phonological representation for an activity lex-
icon, a hierarchical organization is derived in the form
of morphological grammars for the activity lexicon. The
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Figure 4: Lowest-level morphological grammar.

Figure 3: Segmentation of the knee joint angle.

phonological strings for each activity represent the lowest
level in the morphological grammar (see Fig. 4).

The generation of a higher-level morphological grammar
involves finding common substrings in different activities
of the lexicon. Our algorithm finds the most frequent pair
αi 1i α j 1j of consecutive atoms in the current grammar.
A new grammar ruleLn := αi 1i α j 1j is then created. A
higher-level grammar is generated using the new rule. Each
occurrence of the pair of atomsαi 1i α j 1j in the current
grammar is replaced by a non-terminalLn. This process is
repeated until the most frequent pair in the current grammar
has less than two occurrences and, consequently, the highest
level of the grammar is reached. The highest level of the
grammar contains the lexical units (words) of HAL.

3.3 Syntax

The Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) pattern of syntax is a re-
flection of cause and effect: something doing something to
something else. In most languages, the sequence of signals
falls into a subject/predicate pattern. An action is represented
by a word that has the structure of a sentence: the agent or
subject is a set of active body parts; the action or verb is the
motion of those parts. In many such words, the action is tran-
sitive and involves an object or another patient body part.

In a sentence, a noun represents the subjects performing
an activity or objects receiving an activity. A noun in a HAL
sentence corresponds to the body parts active during the
execution of a human activity and to the possible objects
involved passively in the action.

The initial posture for a HAL sentence is analogous to an
adjective which further describes (modifies) the active joints
(noun) in the sentence. The HAL adjective is represented by
a string of integers considering only the active joints in the

activity. Each element in this string corresponds to the initial
angle of an active joint.

Figure 5: HAL adjectives: initial postures.

The sentence verb represents the changes each active joint
experiences during the action execution. The representation
for a HAL verb was discussed previously. However, further
description is required to deal with coordination among
different joints.

A coordinated segment is a time interval delimited by
events representing local minima and maxima in the joint
angle function for any of the active joints. These events occur
in between specific atomic pairs (Y1 B1 and G1 R1) and,
consequently, may be computed from the HAL verb strings
(see Fig. 6).

A HAL adverb is a string of multiplicative constants mod-
eling the variation in the execution time of each coordinated
segment. A HAL adverb is appended to a verb in such a way
that each value in the adverb string corresponds to a coordi-
nated segment in the verb.

A HAL sentence S := NP VP consists of a noun phrase
(noun + adjective) and a verbal phrase (verb + adverb),
where NP := N Adj and VP := V Adv. The organization
of human movement is simultaneous and sequential. This
way, the basic HAL syntax expands to two orthogonal axes
based on joint (parallel syntax) and time (sequential syntax)
structure (see Fig. 7).

The parallel syntax concerns simultaneous activities rep-
resented by parallel sentences St, j and St, j+1 and constrains
the respective nouns to be different: Nt, j 6= Nt, j+1. This
constraint states that simultaneous movement must be per-
formed by different body parts.

The temporal sequential combination of action sentences
(St, j St+1, j ) must obey the cause and effect rule. The HAL
noun phrase must experience the verb cause and the joint
configuration effect must lead to a posture corresponding
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Figure 6: Coordinated segments.

to the noun phrase of the next sentence. Considering noun
phrases as points and verb phrases as vectors in the same
space, the cause and effect rule becomes NPt, j + VPt, j =
NPt+1, j . The cause and effect rule is physically consistent
and embeds the ordering concept of syntax.

Figure 7: HAL syntax.

Conclusion
According to a motor domain verb hierarchy, the stage
concept categorizes human actions based on the objects and
actors in the environment. Six classes were suggested to
categorize verbs in the motor domain. We designed and
implemented a semi-automatic verb classification system
based on WordNet. The system was used to identify a human
activity lexicon with 1471 synsets organized in a hierarchical
forest of 23 trees.

A visuo-motor language was presented using a linguistic
approach by specifying phonology, morphology, and syntax
of the visuo-motor information of human actions. In phonol-
ogy, we introduced basic atomic segments that are used to
compose human activity. Segments are characterized accord-

ing to the sign of the first and second angular derivatives
of joints. In morphology, we studied how HAL phonemes
were combined to form strings representing human activ-
ity. Basically, we explored common substrings to generate
a higher-level morphological grammar which is more com-
pact and suggests the existence of lexical units working as
visuo-motor subprograms.

In syntax, we presented a model for visuo-motor sentence
construction where the subject in a sentence corresponds to
the active joints (noun) modified by a posture (adjective).
HAL verbs represent the changes each active joint expe-
riences during an activity execution. Coordination among
different joints is specified by timing the atomic segments
and appending elastic discrete values (adverb) to coordinated
segments. The adverb is used to adjust and modify the action
execution.

In this paper, we suggested initial steps towards closing
the semantic gap by grounding language with sensorimotor
information. The grounding takes place on a set of primitive
words which were selected here through verb classification
of the WordNet lexicon.

A formal approach to the identification of a primitive set
of words would consider the basic atoms of WordNet exten-
sions (Extended WordNet, OntoWordNet, FrameNet) which
represent word definitions in a logical framework. This way,
the application of WordNet and its extensions is an important
aspect of our proposal for language grounding. However,
one further extension is required to incorporate grounded
information into WordNet in the direction of a sensorimo-
tor WordNet, designated here as WordNetSM. For the sen-
sorimotor information associated with the basic words, we
presented the Human Activity Language as a possible rep-
resentation in WordNetSM. Despite the possibility of other
representations, a linguistic approach takes advantage of the
theory of Automatic Speech Recognition and Natural Lan-
guage Processing.
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Abstract
Idiomatic phrases composed of several lexemes pose various
problems for NLP. It is often not obvious whether a given
sequence of words is intended for idiomatic or literal inter-
pretation. We propose a solution that detects idioms based
on the semantic classes of their constituents. After annotat-
ing the idioms in WordNet with this information, they can
be compiled into a tree structure to efficiently identify the
constructions.

1 Introduction
Idiomatic phrases present multiple problems for NLP [Sag et
al., 2002; Villavicencio et al., in press]. Structurally, they are
composed of several lexemes, and a parser has to recognize
them as a unit rather than a freely composed sequence of
words. Once this is achieved, the idiom can be looked up
in a lexical database such as WordNet and semantically
interpreted. However, corpus data show that idioms occur far
less frequently in a fixed syntactic configuration than is often
assumed [Fellbaum and Stathi, 2006; Fellbaum and Geyken,
2005]. Moreover, modifiers such as adjectives and adverbs
may be inserted into the idiom, making a simple string match
impossible. The challenge is to recognize idioms in terms of
their lexical components.

A hallmark of idioms is their lack of semantic compo-
sitionality, i.e., the meaning of the entire idiom is not the
sum of its constituents [Nunberg et al., 1994; Jackendoff,
1995]. In fact, some idiom constituents, likebygonesin let
bygones be bygonesandgift horsein don’t look a gift horse
in the mouthhave no apparent independent meaning at all.
These constituents never or rarely occur outside the idiom,
thus posing no problems for semantic disambiguation. They
can be spotted relatively easily by an automatic system and
associated with the appropriate idiom syntactically and se-
mantically in a fairly straightforward way.

On the next level of difficulty we find idioms with pol-
ysemous constituents that have at least one literal reading
not associated with the idiom. Some idioms can be auto-
matically identified with fairly high accuracy because they
contain several lexemes that tend not to co-occur within a
relatively small window outside of the idiomatic use. Exam-

ples arekill , bird, andstone(kill two birds with one stone)
andmountainandmolehill (make a mountain out of a mole-
hill ). In other cases, the idiomatic reading arises from a vi-
olation of the selectional restrictions associated with literal
language:lose one’s heart/head, lose face. Here, no literal
reading is possible. These cases can nevertheless pose a chal-
lenge because the constituents are often very frequent and
fairly polysemous; the mere co-occurrence of two lexemes
would not suffice to identify the idiom. An automatic sys-
tem would need to refer to a lexical resource that lists the
selectional restrictions for the different senses of the verbs
in some fashion.

Perhaps the most difficult cases are those where the string
has both a literal and an idiomatic reading, as inhit X on
the nose, hit X on the head with Y, pour cold water on, let
one’s hair down, andhave kittens. We propose a solution for
identifying the idiom in terms of the semantic category of
the nouns in these idioms. The semantics will be specified as
WordNet classes.

2 Scope

Some idioms are syntactically ill-formed and cannot be as-
signed to a syntactic category. An often-cited example isby
and large.Many idioms are negative polarity items and re-
quire the presence of a negation:not give a damn/hoot/dime,
no use crying over spilled milk, no great shakes.In this pa-
per, we limit ourselves to idioms that fall into the conven-
tional syntactic categories Noun Phrase, Verb Phrase, and
Adjective Phrase. We exclude syntactic chunks and phrases
like cat’s got your tongueandwhen it rains it pours. One rea-
son for our limitation is that our proposal is to match idioms,
once identified, against WordNet, and WordNet recognizes
only NPs, VPs, and APs. The work proposed here has not
yet been carried out; we lack precise numbers but it appears
that most idiomatic expressions fall within one of the three
categories we consider.

We necessarily disregard constructions likethe Xer the
Yer andwhat is X doing Y?[Fillmore et al., 1988; Kay and
Fillmore, 1999], which do not follow the syntax of the free
language.
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3 Idioms in WordNet

WordNet currently treats idioms as lexical units no differ-
ently from simplex words [Fellbaum, 1998]. Verb phrase and
noun phrase idioms are entered as lexical units and linked to
synonyms, hypernyms, etc. (these are usually simplex lex-
emes). But this kind of lexical entry pretends that idioms are
fixed structures and do not occur in different configurations
or with internal modification. One characteristic feature of
idioms is that they may have open slots internal to the id-
iom. Typical is the the possessive, as inkeep one’s ear to
the ground. Though we may includekeep one’s ear to the
ground as a lexical unit, a token such asJeff always keeps
his ears to the groundwill be difficult to process, as it does
not contain the string as it is represented in the WordNet
database, making a straightforward matching process impos-
sible. However, if we instead enter the idiom askeep [] ear
to the ground, and specify that the open slot must be filled by
the possessive form of a personal pronoun, we may readily
attachkeeps his ear to the groundto the correct concept. (In-
deed, a great number of idioms with the possessive genitive
involve body parts or other inalienable possessions, and only
pronouns coreferent with the subject or object occur in the
determiner slot.)

In cases like the above example, matching text tokens
against WordNet’s lexical database could be practically ac-
complished by including the phrase with each of the possible
pronouns as alternate forms in WordNet; the list is short and
finite. However, in many common phrases, the open slots
within an idiom may be occupied by any of a broad category
of words. Fortunately, WordNet’s built-in semantic relations
provide us with a reasonable way to determine membership
in these categories. If we envision the hyponymous relations
between synsets in WordNet as forming a tree, we may spec-
ify an entire semantic class as the subtree rooted at some
representative synset. Membership of a given synset in the
semantic class can be efficiently determined by recursively
checking direct hypernyms of the synset until we find either
the representative synset or the root of the tree. Using this
type of class abstraction, we may specify each open slot in
an idiom as either requiring or excluding an entire semantic
class. In this way, we can often determine whether an am-
biguous sequence is intended in an idiomatic or literal sense.
John poured cold water on the team’s plansis probably in-
tended for idiomatic reading, whereasJohn poured cold wa-
ter on the wilted tulipsis not. We may thus generate a deci-
sion tree that branches afterpoured cold water on. If the next
token is found to be in the subtree of{ object, physical object
}, we may conclude that a literal reading was intended; if it
is in the subtree of{ abstract entity }, the idiom is implied.

For each idiom (or idiom class), the appropriate synset
must be determined that subsumes all synsets whose mem-
bers are candidates for the open slot. It is not desirable to
include nodes above this synset. Thus,{ abstract entity }is
probably not the best synset to characterize the slot in the id-
iomatic reading ofpour cold water on. Corpus searches will
reveal whether the tree should be cut at a node like{ content,

cognitive content, mental object }, which subsumes concepts
like idea, plan, anddesign.

For general applications, it will be helpful to pre-parse
the input string. We will assume an intelligent parser that
can resolve some common but non-canonical forms and
generate a clause structure with the main verb and all of its
arguments and adjuncts (some of which may be null), and
any modifying clauses. In this way, we may branch first on
the main verb, which offers a substantial early reduction to
the size of the decision tree, instead of forcing us to analyze
the terms in the order in which they occur in the input string.
For example, differentiatingThe cat had kittensandThe boss
had kittenswithout pre-parsing is an awkward proposition
— we must consider every idiom which specifies some
superordinate ofcat in the first position. After searching
them all, and finding thathave kittensis among them,
we must then re-examine the subject to determine that
subordinates of{ cat, feline }are excluded from this position,
and The cat had kittensis in fact intended for a literal
reading. If, however, we can first restrict ourselves to those
idioms for which have is the main verb, we can more
quickly identify have kittensas a possible idiom, which
excludes subordinates of{ cat, feline } as the subject. By
then determining whether or not the subject noun is found
in a synset subordinate to{ cat, feline }, we will discover
whether we are dealing with an agitated person or a lot of
cats.

For a more complex example, suppose that the main verb
is hit, which is a component of the idiomatic phrasesThe
film hit Joe over the head with the messageandLisa hit the
idea on the nose, as well as the similar but literally-intended
Lisa hit Joe over the head with a frying pan. The decision
tree might look like Figure 1 on page 179.

In the exampleLisa hit Joe on the head with a frying pan
the input to the decision tree would be something similar to
Figure 2.


mainverb hit
subject Lisa(person)
object Joe(person)
location head
instrument f rying pan


Figure 2: Input forLisa hit Joe on the head with a frying pan

Using the WordNet hierarchy,frying pancan be identified
as a subordinate of{ object, physical object }. Thus, the
process would follow the transitions{ hit → person→
on the head→ with an object } and conclude that the
expression is not intended in the idiomatic sense.

Ultimately, all idiomatic expressions that pose disam-
biguation challenges would be compiled into a single deci-
sion tree, allowing fast lookups to be performed. Generally,
the states leading to the determination of aliteral reading
can be omitted from the tree; failure to transition to a new
state would indicate that a non-idiomatic sense had been en-
countered.
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Figure 1: Decision tree forA hit B on the C with D

paint

unknown

idiom

subject is animate

subject is inanimate

picture

picture

Figure 3: Decision tree forX paints a picture of Y

4 Limitations and open problems

An interesting problem arises for idioms likepaint a picture,
where some cases are clearly idiomatic, but others are
ambiguous. If the subject is inanimate, as inThe brochure
painted a rosy picture of the retirement home, the idiom is
intended, but inHe painted a pretty picture of the school, it
is unclear which reading should be chosen. This results in
the decision tree in Figure 3.

There are other idioms for which our approach is com-
pletely unable to distinguish multiple readings. Ingive X the
axe, no semantic class is sufficient to resolve the ambigu-
ity between physically transferring an axe and firing an em-
ployee, and the larger context will have to take care of the
disambiguation.

Another problem arises from the use of WordNet as the
source of our semantic classes: many of the classes necessary
for the slots in the idioms are difficult to define. Above,
we specify the class of{ object, physical object }for the
instrument that the hitter uses in order to distinguish the

literal, compositional reading from the idiomatic reading,
a better way to characterize this noun class would be in
terms of a feature[+solid] , that is: something with the
property of being solid. This feature covers entities in many
WordNet classes, including{ natural object }and{ artifact
}, that could occur in this slot, such asrock, branch, book,
and frying pan. These same broad classes, however, also
contain many nouns that cannot be the instrument of a
hitting action, such asconstellationsand air conditioning.
Extra corpus data might reveal better-defined classes to use
in the decision trees for various idioms, and could in turn
provide perspective on potential problems with the WordNet
hierarchy itself.

Moreover, a good understanding of the semantic category
of the nouns in idioms would provide insight into the
constraints on lexical variations, where speakers substitute
a context-specific for an idiom component [Fellbaum and
Stathi, 2006].
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Finally, one may question the use of WordNet as the
lexical resource against which the strings are matched. For
better or for worse, WordNet assumes an enumerative and
finite sense inventory. However, viable lexica for NLP are
bound to this undoubtedly oversimplified view of lexical
semantics.

5 Summary and Conclusions

Coupled with a good parser, compiling idioms into deci-
sion trees with selectional slots based on WordNet’s seman-
tic classes could significantly improve the recognition of id-
ioms. The success rate of this method can further provide a
measure of the accuracy of WordNet’s synset relations, and
allow the WordNet hierarchy to be improved.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new approach to
comparative lexical semantics. In particular, a
wordnet-like framework is adopted to study the
nature of cross-lingual lexical semantic relations.
The synsets of an existing monolingual wordnet
are often aligned with their translation equivalents
in a target languages in order to bootstrap a bilin-
gual wordnet. Previous studies adopting this ap-
proach include the Spanish WordNet (SpWN, At-
serias et al., 1997) and MultiWordNet (MWN, Pi-
anta, et al., 2002). Such studies brought to at-
tention the importance of cross-lingual lexical se-
mantic relations between two translation equiva-
lents. In this paper, we examine and analyze the
contrast and the cross-lingual semantic relations
between the English WN synsets, and their Chi-
nese translation equivalents. Generalizations are
made based on the distribution of the part-of-
speech, semantic relations and concepts in terms
of SUMO ontology. Our account sheds the first
light towards the nature of conceptual basis for
non-synonymous translation, as well as for bilin-
gual wordnet-mapping.

1 Introduction

Translating knowledge from language A to lan-
guage B is a very direct way to analyze the sim-
ilarities and differences between two languages.
The ideal situation for translating lexicons in lan-
guage A, is to find the synonyms in language B;
however, this does not often turn out to be the
case. In fact, there exist some problems about the
cross-lingual semantic relations between the lexi-
cons and their translation equivalents (TEs) due to

the influences from the context, sentence patterns
and so on. Nevertheless, finding the TEs for each
lexicon is still a start for digging the varieties of
languages.

In this paper, the source language (SL) and
the target language (TL) are English and Chi-
nese, and this experiment is limited to examine
five semantic relations: synonym, hypernymy, hy-
ponymy, holonym and meronym. There are two
main approaches proposed in order to examine and
analyze the statistics of the cross-lingual seman-
tic relations of lexicons and their TEs. The first
approach is to examine those semantic relations
based on their syntactic categories. That is, we
use the syntactic categories, nouns (N), verbs (V),
adjectives (A) and adverbs (R), as the basis for
checking the statistics of the distribution for all
semantic relations. The second approach is to use
the semantic relations as the basis and check the
distribution of each syntactic category. Finally, we
hope to use the Suggested Upper Merged Ontol-
ogy (SUMO, Niles and Pease, 2003) to check the
regulation to explain the concept discrepancies be-
tween English and Chinese.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
This paper includes the following sections: in
section 2, we briefly introduce the existing re-
sources that are required in our experiment. The
statistics after adopting these two approaches are
evaluated and analyzed in section 3. The conclu-
sion of this experiment is presented in section 4.

Petr Sojka, Key-Sun Choi, Christiane Fellbaum, Piek Vossen (Eds.): GWC 2006, Proceedings, pp. 181–190.c©Masaryk University, 2005
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2 Required Resources: WN, ECTED 

and SUMO 
We need three required resources to do our 

work: WordNet (WN), the English-Chinese 

Translation Equivalents Databases (ECTED), 

and Suggested Upper Merged Ontology 

(SUMO). Princeton WordNet (WN) is a famous 

resource for the applications in Natural 

Language Processing (NLP). Many multilingual 

wordnets, such as the EuroWordNet (EWN, 

Vossen 1998), are constructed inspiring by the 

alignment with WN. Undoubtedly, WN provides 

rich lexical knowledge of English language. 

Synsets (a set of words having the same part-of- 

speech and sharing the same unique 

sense/concept) are the basic units used in WN to 

organize and represent the lexicon conceptually. 

They are classified into four main syntactic 

categories: nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. 

The semantic relations of those synsets are 

clearly indicated in WN. Therefore, WN can be 

regard as a Word-Network because it expresses 

not only the lexical knowledge but also the 

semantic relations and the conceptual 

information of words.  

 
One of the remarkable applications in using 

WN is to extract the multilingual wordnets by 

strictly aligning the English synsets with their 

translation equivalents (TEs) in different 

languages. The existing wordnets, such as 

MultiWordNet (Piana, et al., 2002) and Spanish 

WordNet (Atserias et al., 1997), are all 

bootstrapped from the WN based on such 

strategy. It seems that the strategy is really 

doable, so we attempt to construct a Chinese 

wordnet through WN and the TEs of the synsets. 

Thus, we build a database, the English-Chinese 

Translation Equivalents Databases (ECTED), to 

provide the Chinese translation equivalents for 

each WN English synset. The WN version we 

adopt is WN1.6, because this version is currently 

used by most applications. The first step of 

building ECTED is to use several on-line 

English-Chinese or Chinese-English bilingual 

resources to search all the possible candidates of 

Chinese TEs for each WN synset. Afterward, a 

group of translators choose or create the three 

best ones and determine the cross-lingual 

semantic relations between each English synset 

and its TEs. There are eleven selections of the 

semantic relations provided in the database for 

translators to make the choices. The details for 

the eleven selections are shown in Table 1. 

 

There are 99,642 English synsets in WN 1.6 

and those synsets can be expanded to 157,507 

English lemma tokens. However, if the statistics 

are expanded by the cross-lingual semantic 

relations, the English lemma tokens will be 

reduced to 117,274 due to the way we count 

them. For example, if three TEs of a synset are 

all marked [1-0] correct (synonym), we only 

counted it once; however, if two of the TEs are 

marked “[8-0] hypernym” and one is marked 

“[6-0] not lexicalized,” the English lemma token 

would be counted twice.  

 

 In order to have the more precise data, we 

are still proceeding to the re-examination for all 

the corss-lingual semantic relations in ECTED. 

Currently, we have already completed the 

checking of [1-0] correct (synonym), [8-0] 

hypernym, [9-0] hyponym, [10-0] meronym and 

[11-0] holonym. The sum of those semantic 

relations is about 50 % of all the data.  

 

Marks Explanation Examples 

[1-0]    

correct 

(synonym) 

English 

Synset and 

the TE are 

synonyms 

00934421A (fat) = 

肥胖的;圓胖的 

[2-0]    

incorrect 

English 

Synset and 

TE are not 

synonyms 

and have no 

relevant 

semantic 

relations 

00012704N(article) = 

一件; 一個 

[3-0]    

others 

English 

Synset and 

TE are not 

synonyms 

but they 

have certain 

semantic 

relations 

02609065N(drug) = 

麻醉藥 

[4-0]    

debatable 

Difficult to 

determine 

the semantic 

relations 

00103419N(persuasio

n) = 信仰; 信念; 信

條 

[5-0]    

phrases 

English 

Synset and 

the TE are 

synonyms 

but the TE is 

a phrase not 

a word 

07110073N(best) = 

最佳 

[6-0]   not English 07334873N(immune) 
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lexicalized 

Synset and 

the TE are 

synonyms 

but the TE is 

not 

lexicalized 

in Chinese 

= 具免疫力的人; 免

疫者 

[7-0]    

near- 

synonym 

TE is a 

near-synony

m of English 

Synset 

00072344V(piffle) = 

胡扯 

[8-0]    

hypernym 

TE is a 

hypernym of 

English 

Synset 

03461955N(table) = 

桌子; 桌 

[9-0]    

hyponym 

TE is the 

hyponym of 

English 

Synset 

00133939N(escape) = 

逃生出口; 避難裝置 

[10-0]   

meronym 

TE is a 

meronym of 

English 

Synset 

03225469N(refrigerat

or) = 冷藏庫; 冷凍

庫 

[11-0]   

Holonym 

TE is a 

holonym of 

English 

Synset 

04291831N(cranium) 

= 頭顱 

Table 1.Th Evaluative Tags of the Semantic 

Relations in ECTED 

 

Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO, 

Niles and Pease, 2003) is an ontology system 

that is constructed by the IEEE Standard Upper 

Ontology Working Group.
1
 The main task of 

SUMO is to conceptualize most general 

concepts or common-senses in order to be used 

by different domain ontologies. Basically, 

SUMO contains 11 categories which cover 3912 

conceptual nodes. The concepts and the axioms 

are represented clearly in six different 

languages.  
 

3 Descriptions and Analyses 

3.1 Examine the Data Through POS 
In order to clearly examine the generation 

for non-synonyms, in our experiment, the 

syntactic categories are restricted to nouns and 

verbs only and the cross-lingual semantic 

relations are restricted to the relation of 

non-synonyms, such as hypernym, hyponym, 

meronym and holonym. As shown in Table 2, 

hypernym and hyponym get the higher 

                                                 
1
 SUMO now is maintained by the IEEE Technical 

Editor, Mr. Adam Pease. Please refer to SUMO’s 

website: http://www.ontologyportal.org/ 

percentages rather than meronym and holonym 

no matter in what categories. Such observation 

indicates that under the situation of 

non-synonyms, the first instincts that humans 

would use to decide the semantic relations are 

hypernym or hyponym. Besides, according to 

the Table 2, the distribution of nouns appears in 

all the semantic relations, but the distribution of 

verbs is only revealed in hypernym and 

hyponym. This proves that the semantic 

relations of meronym and holonym do not exist 

in verbs; and this also proves that verbs do have 

meaning variations and such variations 

especially appear in hypernym. 

 

POS N V Total 

906 132 1038 [8-0]   

Hypernym 66.2% 80.0% 67.7% 

356 33 389 [9-0]   

Hyponym 26.0% 20.0% 25.4% 

61 0 61 [10-0]  

Meronym 4.5% 0% 4.0% 

46 0 46 [11-0]  

Holonym 3.4% 0% 3.0% 

1369 165 1534 Total 

100% 100% 100% 

Table 2.The Statistics of the English Lemma 

Tokens 

 

3.2 Examine the Data Through SUMO 

Concepts 
After the above-mentioned statistics of POS 

is shown in section 3.1, we would like to 

examine those statistics again via the 

distribution of concepts, so we used SUMO to 

complete this examination. WN 1.6 is mapped to 

SUMO and the WN / SUMO mapping can 

function as natural language index to the 

concepts in the ontology (Niles and Pease, 2003). 

We incorporated WN synsets with SUMO 

concepts in order to classify the related nodes to 

groups. Nouns and verbs would be the key 

categories in the discussion here. Through 

comparing with English synsets and Chinese 

translation equivalents, we have different 

semantic relations. We try to find out how these 

semantic relations are combined with SUMO 

concepts. Also, we can see which concepts are 

mainly distributed in each semantic relation. 

After connecting the English synsets to SUMO 

upper node concepts, we try to figure out the 

percentages of the semantic relations and SUMO 

concepts in our examination. When we 

understand more about the WN / SUMO 
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mappings, we are able to predict the 

cross-lingual lexical semantic relations between 

the synsets and their corresponding translation 

equivalents. 

  

In SUMO, we noticed that some WN 

synsets are mapped to more than one SUMO 

concept. Such mappings are considered as the 

multiple inheritances. However, such mappings 

will cause the difficulty in choosing the proper 

translation equivalents in Chinese due to the 

language discrepancies.  The total numbers of 

such SUMO concepts are 291 (for 140 synsets) 

in [1-0-V] correct (synonym), 52 (for 26 synsets) 

in [8-0-N] hypernym, and 18 (for 9 synsets) in 

[9-0-N] hyponym. In order to simplify such 

difficulty, we decided to ask some translators to 

recheck and choose the main concept from those 

SUMO concepts for each synset. Thus, the totals 

of the one-to-one mapping relation are 6988 in 

[1-0-V] correct (synonym), 906 in [8-0-N] 

hypernym, and 356 in [9-0-N] hyponym. Please 

notice that there are two verbs in [1-0-V] correct 

(synonym) do not map to any SUMO concepts, 

as shown in Table 3.
2
 We do not count these two 

verbs in, so the total of verbs in [1-0-V] correct 

(synonym) is now revised to 6986. 

 

ID 01503219V 00767910V 

Mean make bitter force or drive 

back 

Synset 

bitter 

repel, repulse, 
fight_off, 
drive_off,  

rebuff, 

drive_back, 

Translat

ion 

[1-0]苦澀 [1-0]擊退

[1-0]逐退 

SUMO 

Concept 

0 0 

Table 3. [1-0-V] Examples without SUMO 

Concepts  

 

Firstly, we would like to observe the term 

frequencies and the percentages of English 

synsets in different semantic relations with the 

distribution of concepts in SUMO. The purpose 

                                                 
2
 In the SUMO+MILO mappings, the first synset in 

Table3 is probably mapped to Taste Attribute concept, 

while the second synset is mapped to Contest concept. 

We ignored to deal with these two synsets into our 

analysis. However, we will try to figure out why there 

are concept gaps in connecting with SUMO after we 

re-examine the semantic relations in ECTED. 

for doing this will help us to get the idea that 

what sorts of terms are easier and clear for 

humans to decide the semantic relations between 

the English synsets and translation equivalents. 

According to our observation, we notice that 

most of the English nouns can get their 

synonyms in Chinese and the percentage for this 

relation is over 55 %. However, this 

phenomenon does not apply to the distribution 

of verbs. The percentages of synonyms and 

non-synonyms in verbs distribution are almost 

the same. Such phenomenon is very interesting 

and we cannot help but wonder why such 

phenomenon appears in the distribution of verbs. 

According to Table 4, the concept, 

Communication, gets the highest percentage in 

the relation of synonyms. The distribution 

reveals the accuracy for finding the translation 

equivalents in Chinese of the speech act verbs in 

English that is fairly high. As for Process, 

Motion, Intentional Psychological Process and 

Intentional Process are also important concepts 

in synonymous relation, and the percentages of 

these concepts are shown in Table4. In addition, 

Subjective Assessment Attribute and Social 

Interaction concepts are usually connected with 

synonyms.  

 

Table 5 indicates the distribution of verbs in 

hypernym. The SUMO concepts, Motion and 

Removing, both get the highest percentage in 

hypernym. However, in hyponym, as shown in 

the Table 6, there are three concepts found in 

hyponym and Communication is the concept that 

gets the highest percentage. Besides, Motion and 

Body Motion can be regarded as a kind of 

motion. After comparing Table 5 and 6, we 

notice that the verbs in Communication and 

Motion are more easily marked by both the 

semantic relations, hypernym and hyponym. The 

verbs in Intentional Process occupy as the fifth 

main concept in synonyms, while it is also 

important SUMO concept in hypernym. 

However, such SUMO concept is not one of the 

major conceptual distributions shown in 

hyponym. Interestingly, if the synset connecting 

with Body Motion concepts are in non-synonyms, 

its semantic relation is often hyponym.  

 

SUMO Concept 
Term 

Frequency 
(%) 

Communication 457 6.54% 

Process 397 5.68% 

Motion 380 5.44% 
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Intentional Psychological 
Process 

376 5.38% 

Intentional Process 375 5.37% 

Table 4. The Major Conceptual Distribution in 

[1-0-V] Correct (synonym) (a total corpus  

frequency of 6986) 

 

SUMO Concept 
Term 

Frequency (%) 

Motion 12 9.09% 

Removing 12 9.09% 

Intentional Process 5 3.79% 

Communication 5 3.79% 

Content Development 5 3.79% 

Cutting 5 3.79% 

Attaching 4 3.03% 

Putting 4 3.03% 

Decreasing 3 2.27% 

Touching 3 2.27% 

Impacting 3 2.27% 

Walking 3 2.27% 

Table 5. The Major Conceptual Distribution in 

[8-0-V] Hypernym (a total corpus frequency of 

132) 

 

SUMO Concept 
Term 

Frequency (%) 

Communication 4 12.12% 

Motion 2 6.06% 

Body Motion 2 6.06% 

Table 6. The Major Conceptual Distribution in 

[9-0-V] Hyponym (a total corpus frequency of 

33) 

 

As we mentioned above, the percentage of 

marking synonyms in nouns is over 55 % and 

according to Table 2, the distributions of nouns 

reveal in hypernym, hyponym, meronym and 

holonym. As the same situation happening in the 

distribution of verbs, hypernym, is mainly used 

by humans in order to indicate the relation 

between the English synsets of nouns and their 

translation. From Table 7, it shows that the 

conceptual type, Flowering Plant, gets the 

highest percentage in hypernym. Such result is 

expectable because not all of the flowering 

plants can get their corresponding names in 

Chinese. Sometimes, the translators use the 

hypernyms to be the translation for those terms. 

In Table 8, we examine the distribution of the 

SUMO concepts in hyponym. It is the same as in 

hypernym – Flowering Plant is still the highest 

percentage in hyponym. Device, Artifact, and 

Subjective Assessment Attribute are also 

important SUMO concepts in hyponym. Overall, 

the concepts, Flowering Plant, Device and 

Artifact, are notable both in [8-0-N] hypernym 

and [9-0-N] hyponym. 

 

SUMO Concept 
Term 

Frequency (%) 

Flowering Plant 106 11.70% 

Device 35 3.86% 

Artifact 29 3.20% 

Food 27 2.98% 

Occupational Role 26 2.87% 

Fruit Or Vegetable 24 2.65% 

Bird 22 2.43% 

Human 21 2.32% 

Natural Language 20 2.21% 

Clothing 19 2.10% 

Table 7. The Major Conceptual Distribution in 

[8-0-N] Hypernym (a total corpus frequency of 

906) 

 

SUMO Concept 
Term 

Frequency (%) 

Flowering Plant 31 8.71% 

Device 19 5.34% 

Artifact 17 4.78% 

Subjective Assessment Attribute 14 3.93% 

Human 13 3.65% 

Social Role 11 3.09% 

Table 8. The major conceptual distribution in 

[9-0-N] Hyponym (a total corpus frequency of 

356) 

 

Besides, another interesting phenomenon is 

that several SUMO concepts are excluded after 

considering the problematic mappings. In [8-0-N] 

hypernym, the concepts of Carnivore, Female, 

Male, Fresh Water Area, Not Fully Formed, 

Removing, and Unit Of Measure are excluded 

and in [9-0-N] hyponym, Female, Male, Dead, 
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and Unit Of Measure are excluded. 

 
In [10-0-N] meronym and [11-0-N] 

holonym, they keep one-to-one mapping SUMO 

concepts. The concept, Flowering Plant, still 

gets the highest percentage both in meronym and 

holonym. Besides, the data shows that most of 

the mapping processes occurred randomly. The 

percentages of these two semantic relations are 

separately shown in Table 9 and 10.  

 

SUMO Concept 
Term 

Frequency (%) 

Flowering Plant 17 27.87% 

Musical Instrument 3 4.92% 

Motion 3 4.92% 

Table 9. The Major Conceptual Distribution in 

[10-0-N] Meronym (a total corpus frequency of 

61) 

 

SUMO Concept 
Term 

Frequency (%) 

Flowering Plant 7 15.22% 

Fruit Or Vegetable 5 10.87% 

Ethnic Group 4 8.70% 

Artifact 3 6.52% 

Body Part 3 6.52% 

Table 10. The Major Conceptual Distribution 

[11-0-N] Holonym (a total corpus frequency of 

46) 

 

A more detailed inspection of the SUMO 

concepts provides some insights into concept 

generalization. Flowering Plant, Device, and 

Artifact are the major SUMO concepts 

corresponding to [8-0-N] hypernym and [9-0-N] 

hyponym. Moreover, we investigate that 

Flowering Plant SUMO concept is also the 

major SUMO concept which corresponds to 

[10-0-N] meronym and [11-0-N] holonym. In a 

preliminary step, such data reveals the concepts 

of “plant”, “component” and “group” that play 

the important roles both in [10-0-N] meronym 

and [11-0-N] holonym. According to the above 

result, the concept, such as Flowering Plant, can 

be revealed in the relations of hypernym, 

hyponym, meronym and holonym, but when the 

humans will use hypernym and hyponym rather 

than meronym and holonym becomes an 

interesting question and we probably need to 

extract those synsets and deeply examine them 

in order to find the regulation of this 

phenomenon. 

 

3.3 The Distribution of Semantic 

Relations in the SUMO Concepts 
In order to see how many percentages of 

each SUMO concept in different semantic 
relation with the total synset number of each 
SUMO concept, we examined the results after 
the calculation processes of the term frequency 
with the total synset number in each SUMO 
concept. That means we could see what kind of 
SUMO concept tends to have specific semantic 
relations in the translation process. We focused 
on two parts and observe the data. One focus is 
to see verbs of [1-0] correct (synonym) , [8-0] 
hypernym, and [9-0] hyponym. The other focus 
is to consider about nouns of [8-0] hypernym, 
[9-0] hyponym, [10-0] meronym, and [11-0] 
holonym.  
 
SUMO Concept [1-0-V] 

Correct 

(synonym) 

[8-0-V] 

Hypernym 

[9-0-V] 

Hyponym 

Communication 51.2% 0.6% 0.4%(tf:4) 

Intentional 

Process 

47.3% 0.6% 0.1%(tf:2) 

Touching 40.9% 1.9% 0% 

Increasing 36.8% 0% 0% 

Cutting 34.1% 3.8% 0.8%(tf:5) 

Impacting 32.6% 1.2% 0.4%(tf:1) 

Decreasing 31.7% 0.9% 0% 

Content 

Development 

31.6% 1.5% 0.5%(tf:1) 

Removing 28.7% 1.7% 0% 

Motion 27.3% 0.9% 0.1%(tf:2) 

Walking 26.8% 1.8% 0% 

Attaching 26.4% 1.2% 0.3%(tf:1) 

Putting 25.5% 0.6% 0.1%(tf:1) 

Table 11. The Distribution of SUMO Concepts   
in [1-0-V] Correct (synonym), [8-0-V]  
Hypernym, and [9-0-V]Hyponym 

 
Comparing with the percentages of SUMO 

concepts in several semantic relations, we can 
have simple statistical results below. In Table 11 
we observe that Communication, Intentional 
Process, Touching, and other SUMO concepts in 
[1-0-V] correct (synonym) are higher than those 
in [8-0-V] hypernym and [9-0-V] hyponym. 
However, several SUMO concepts have 
interesting distribution in [8-0-V] hypernym. For 
examples, Cutting SUMO concept has up to 
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3.8% in [8-0-V] hypernym and Touching, 
Walking, and Removing SUMO concepts are 
over 1.5%. Though these SUMO concepts are 
usually in [1-0-V] correct (synonym), they have 
exceptions to be [8-0-V] hypernym. We have an 
assumption that the synsets which connect to 
these SUMO concepts probably have the 
common characteristics. Unlike the synsets in 
[1-0-V] correct (synonym), the synsets in [8-0-V] 
hypernym usually specify the ways, the 
instruments, and the participants of events. 
 

SUMO 

Concept 

[8-0-N] 

Hypernym 

[9-0-N] 

Hyponym 

[10-0-N] 

Meronym 

[11-0-N] 

Holonym 

Fruit Or 

Vegetable 

3.9% 0.2% 0% 0.8% 

Fabric 3.5% 1.4% 0% 0% 

Clothing 2.5% 1.0% 0% 0.1% 

Food 2.3% 0.4% 0% 0% 

Text 2.2% 0.7% 0.1% 0% 

Occupational 

Role 

1.8% 0.5% 0% 0.1% 

Flowering Plant 1.7% 0.5% 0.3% 0.1% 

Fish 1.6% 0.5% 0.1% 0.1% 

Social Role 1.5% 0.7% 0.2% 0% 

Artifact 1.4% 0.8% 0.1% 0.1% 

Device 1.2% 0.7% 0.03% 0% 

Human 1.1% 0.5% 0.1% 0% 

Body Part 0.5% 0.7% 0.1% 0.2% 

Group 0.9% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 

Table 12. The Distribution of SUMO Concepts 
in [8-0-N] Hypernym, [9-0-N] Hyponym, 

[10-0-N]  
Meronym, [11-0-N] Holonym 

 
Without comparing with the percentages in 

[1-0-N] correct (synonym), we focus on other 
important semantic relations of noun terms. 
Since the percentage in [1-0-N] correct 
(synonym) is over 50%, most English synsets 
with Chinese translation equivalents are 
synonyms, it is interesting to see what 
distribution of SUMO concepts in other 
semantic relations tends to have. In Table 12, we 
can see that the SUMO concepts have several 
gaps, which are shown as 0% in [10-0-N] 
meronym and [11-0-N] holonym. For examples, 
Fruit Or Vegetable, Fabric, Clothing, Food 
SUMO concepts do not exist in [10-0-N] 
meronym. These SUMO concepts usually tend 
to be [8-0-N] hypernym. However, we observe 
that Body Part has 0.7% in [9-0-N] hyponym 
more than 0.5% in [8-0-N] hypernym.  

 

Here, in order to describe the data, we use 
simple statistic ways and measures of variability 

to see what these data can show. First, we collect 
the data which shows the percentages of synset 
number of SUMO concepts existed in different 
semantic relations and total synset number in 
each SUMO concept. Second, we calculate their 
standard deviations. If the distribution of the 
data is normal, the standard deviation can give 
us a lot of information. That is, the significant 
SUMO concepts in each semantic relation can 
be generalized and these SUMO concepts can 
help translators to predict the possible semantic 
relation between the English synsets and the 
Chinese translation equivalents. We have several 
diagrams about the data after standardization. In 
each semantic relation case, assuming the data 
states as normal distribution, we observe what 
SUMO concepts are significant only when they 
are over 1 standard deviation or over 2 standard 
deviations.  

 

Diagram1 shows the distribution of major 
SUMO concepts in [1-0-V] correct (synonym).

3
 

The distribution of major SUMO concepts in 
[8-0-N] hypernym is shown in Diagram2. 
According to these diagrams, the pink line 
represents the percentages of synset number of 
SUMO concepts existed in different semantic 
relations and total synset number in each SUMO 
concept. The brown line shows the average of 
these data. The green line shows 1 standard 
deviation. As for the blue line, it is represented 
as 2 standard deviations. Based on the data, we 
can pick the non-synonymous translations that 
are conceptually dependent. We define the 
dependency pairs as those concept-LSR pairs 
whose distribution percentage is greater than one 
standard deviation from the average, as given in 
Table13.  

 

 

Semantic 
Relations 

Significant SUMO Concepts 
with the Standard Deviations 

VERB 
[1-0-V] 
Correct 
(synonym) 

Intentional Psychological 
Process (2.47), Communication 
(1.50), Intentional Process 
(1.16) 

[8-0-V] 
hypernym 

Cutting (2.81) 

[9-0-V] 
hyponym 

No significant SUMO concepts 

NOUN 
[8-0-N] 
hypernym 

Fruit Or Vegetable (2.34), 
Fabric (1.74), Natural 
Language (1.57) 

[9-0-N] Meat (2.35), Weapon (2.15), 

                                                 
3
 Diagram1 and Diagram2 are shown in the 

Appendix. 
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hyponym  Anatomical Structure (1.97), 
Certificate (1.33), Fabric 
(1.18) 

[10-0-N] 
meronym 

Musical Instrument (2.55) 

[11-0-N] 
holonym 

Anatomical Structure (1.40), 
Fruit Or Vegetable (1.12) 

Table 13. Conceptual Dependencies of 

Cross-lingual LSR 

 

In Table 13, we list significant conceptual 
dependencies of cross-lingual lexical semantic 
relations in terms of SUMO concepts. In other 
words, we want to know if the non-synonymous 
English-Chinese translations are 
ontology-dependent and can be predicted. In 
verbs, we found that Intentional Psychological 
Process, Communication, and Intentional 
Process are more likely to be translated from 
English as a synonym in Chinese. Among the 
three types, Intentional Psychological Process is 
the most significant since its distribution is more 
than two standard deviation higher than average. 
This shows that English and Chinese have 
remarkably similar lexicalization of these highly 
abstract concepts. For the concepts under 
Cutting, however, we showed that they are more 
likely to be translated from English to Chinese 
hypernym,  

A closer look at nouns brings even more 
interesting results. We show that conceptual 
classes Fruit Or Vegetable, Fabric, and Natural 
Language are more likely to be translated as 
hypernyms. This result seem to reflect the fact 
that the granularity of naming natural objects 
can be dependent on the experience of the 
people and they tend to achieve finer granularity 
with more familiar and important objects. In 
addition, Fruit Or Vegetable, Meat and Weapon 
are highly likely to be translated into hyponyms 
in Chinese. The same principles governing the 
translational hypernyms should apply here to. 
But as to why certain conceptual classes are 
more likely to be translated as hypernyms and 
other hyponyms will be topic for further future 
studies. For Anatomical Structure, Certificate, 
and Fabric,  they are likely to be translated as 
meronyms, And lastly, Musical Instrument, 
Anatomical Structure and Fruit Or Vegetable are 
concepts that are likely to be translated as 
holonyms.  

 

 

4 Conclusion 
In this paper, we present our preliminary 

study of comparative lexical semantics based on 

lexical semantic relations. We compared English 

WordNet (WN) with the English-Chinese 

Translation Equivalents Databases (ECTED) in 

order to examine the nature of cross-lingual 

lexical semantic relations. In addition, adopting 

the conceptual classification of Suggested Upper 

Merged Ontology (SUMO), we try to determine 

if there are any conceptual dependencies for 

different bilingual lexical semantic relations. We 

have found preliminary results where some 

conceptual classes are highly significant for the 

English-to-Chinese translation lexical semantic 

relations of synonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy, 

meronymy and holonymy. In future and more 

in-depth studies, we will try to give explanatory 

accounts of the inter-relations between the 

conceptual classes and the translation lexical 

semantic relations. 

 

It is interesting to analyze the differences 

between the English synsets and their 

corresponding translation equivalents by using 

their part-of-speech and SUMO concepts. From 

the above analysis, we notice that most common 

lexical relation between English and Chinese is 

still the classical synonymous relation because 

the total percentage is over 50 %. However, the 

other half of data of non-synonyms calls for 

more detailed analysis. We expect our 

continuing research to shed more lights on the 

nature of cross-lingual lexical semantic 

relations. 
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Appendix: Conceptual Distribution of Bilingual Synonyms [1-0-V] Correct and [8-0-N] 
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Diagram 1. Conceptual Distribution of Bilingual Synonyms [1-0-V] Correct 
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Diagram 2. Conceptual Distribution of Bilingual [8-0-N] Hypernym 
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Abstract
This paper gives an overview of current state of Estonian
Wordnet and discuss the problem of word definitions in
EstWN glosses and word explanation experiments. In this
paper, the role of semantic relations in word explanations
is discussed. Verbs and nouns are extracted from word
definitions (glosses) of Estonian WordNet, and linked with
semantic relations of the key word. The results are compared
with a word explanation experiment where subjects have
to explain as many words as they can within a limited
time. Our aim is to tag word senses in Estonian WordNet
definition field and find the semantic relations they have
with the literals We compare the semantic relations found
in dictionary definitions with these, that people give when
they have to explain a word under time pressure. Besides
improving our wordnet, we hope to find better guidelines for
forming word explanations in general.

1 Introduction
In order to get the real meaning of a word sense in a dic-
tionary, a good definition is needed. In wordnet type dictio-
naries, word senses are connected via semantic relations. In
wordnets glosses, the defining units of a word sense, and se-
mantic relations — the main organizing principle of the se-
mantic network — stand separately from each other. Still,
there have been projects to join these two types of entries in
order to create a more integrated lexical resource [Langone
et al., 2004; Harabagiu et al., 1999].

One of the main ideas behind the original Princeton
WordNet has been testing psycholinguistics hypotheses on
a larger scale [Miller et al., 1990]. If wordnet could be a
model of the mental lexicon, then it should help us to explain
how we can find an appropriate word as well. One possible
hypothesis is, that semantic relations can help us to find word
needed.

It is not so simple to evaluate the “goodness” of a
definition or gloss. So it is difficult to decide, does the use
of semantic relations make definitions better. To evaluate
goodness of a word definition, we need some kind of
experiment, where we can measure semantic relations used
in word definition as independent variable, and reaction time
or percent correct as dependent variable.

In order to find functioning of mental lexicon, we prefer-
ably need explanations that people give spontaneously, in-

stead of contemplated and measured result of lexicogra-
pher’s work, that tend to be in explanatory dictionaries, as
lexical material for the study. Although it is rather difficult
to find everyday situations where people explain each other
words, there are some nice games that can be used as a basis
for an experiment or observation. We used (almost) real-life
Alias game to allure people to talk about words.

2 Estonian WordNet Glosses
The last version Estonian WordNet (EstWN) contains 14941
WORD_MEANING synsets by now1.

There are 27961 different literals, 33517 word senses and
23620 semantic relations in EstWN. There are 9852 synsets
that contain at least one gloss. A gloss contains 6.65 words
as an average.

In contrast to [Langone et al., 2004] we made the anno-
tating automatically, supposing that if a word mentioned in
definition has any semantic relations, it should be used in
sense most close to the word explained. Due to morphologi-
cal richness of Estonian we used morphological analyzer for
one-word lexical units.

For every word in gloss, its lemma is found, and for
verbs, it is translated into keyword form. We used Estmorf
program [Kaalep, 1997], over Internet2 for lemmatization
and finding part of speech. For each lemma its presence
among EstWN literals is checked. If a correspondence is
found, then these synonym sets are found, where this lemma
is. These synset numbers are checked, whether they have any
semantic relations with the main synset number. If yes, the
word is tagged with the appropriate semantic relation.

Arising from the method, the number of semantic rela-
tions tagged in a gloss can not be bigger than the number
of semantic relation the corresponding synonym set has. We
have computed the proportion of usage in glosses for every
relation that occur in EstWN at least 10 times. The results
are in Table 1. Different types of holo- and meronyms are
merged. Table 2 shows distribution of tagged semantic rela-
tions in EstWN glosses.

From these data we can see that hyperonyms are mostly
used in glosses. The absolute number of ‘has_hyperonym’
relation is highest, although per cent of representation in
glosses is higher at ‘involved’ and ‘has_holonym’ relations.

1The time this article was written
2http://www.filosoft.ee/
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Table 2: Frequency of tagged semantic relations used in
EstWN glosses. Relation ‘has_hyperonym_LONG’ is com-
puted as containing any of parent hyperonyms (except the
closest ones), and ‘has_hyponym_LONG’ is computed as
containing any of children hyponyms (except the closest
ones).

Frequency Semantic relation
4015 has_hyperonym
2142 has_hyperonym_LONG
253 has_hyponym
105 near_synonym
57 has_hyponym_LONG
36 has_holo_part
34 xpos_near_synonym, state_of
29 causes
27 be_in_state, antonym
21 involved
18 involved_patient
16 near_antonym
14 involved_instrument
13 has_mero_part
10 has_holonym
9 has_subevent
7 has_holo_member
5 is_subevent_of, has_mero_member
4 role, is_caused_by, involved_target_direction
3 role_instrument, role_agent, has_meronym,

has_holo_location
2 involved_agent, has_mero_portion,

has_holo_madeof
1 xpos_near_antonym, xpos_fuzzynym,

role_target_direction
involved_location, has_mero_location,
has_holo_portion, fuzzynym

Still, we can state that the use of hyperonyms in glosses may
be even higher, as when we add ‘has_hyperonym_LONG’
results to hyperonyms, we get absolute number 6157, and by
computing relative representation in glosses, it would make
60.58 %. The relation ‘has_hyperonym_LONG’ represents
these hyperonyms, that may occur in parent nodes in hyper-
onym hierarchy.

3 Word Explanations under Time Pressure
We have used word explanation experiments to evaluate
the effect of semantic relations in word definitions. The
well-known game “Alias”3 is a good model for such an
experiment. In fact, we have used real “Alias” games for our
pilot studies.

“Alias” is a board game with cards having eight words on
each, board and pieces and a time-keeping device. Normally,
it is played in minimum 2 teams, each at least with 2
members. On every turn, one team member has to explain
to others as many words as (s)he can. Turn time is limited to
one minute. The team can move its piece on board as many

3http://www.nelostuote.fi/englanti/fp.php?id=
englanti/alias

steps as is the number of words they could guess. “In ALIAS
you have to say it in ‘other words’. The idea is to explain
words using synonyms, opposites or clues so that your team
mates guess as many words from the card as possible before
the timer runs out. The team moves forward on the board
the same amount as words guessed. The team to reach the
’Finish’ first is the winner,” tell the Alias game rules.

We carried out three pilot studies to test the method
and find out, whether any semantic relations were used at
word explanations under time pressure. They are referred as
Experiments 1–3 in this paper, although it would do more
justice to call them observations. In Experiments 1 and 2,
we used a situation very similar to a real Alias game, the
only difference was audio (both 1 and 2) and video (1 only)
recording.

In Experiment 1, subjects were schoolchildren aged from
10 to 15, 4 female and 1 male. All were experienced Alias
players, and therefore knew the rules of the game well. In
Experiment 2, subjects were adults, aged 25–38, six female,
one male. In both of these experiments, 1 and 2, the situation
was as in real Alias game.

The material from Experiment 3 was recorded from public
TV show, where Alias-like game was part of a task set for
married couples. This was a bit different from an ordinary
game, because there were no other team members, and only
one person of the pair was to explain the words to the other.
The basic rules were the same, it was not allowed to use word
stem. We do not have data about previous Alias experience
of these players, but certainly they must know well each
other.

Gestures were allowed as explanation helpers in all Ex-
periments, but they were not specially mentioned in instruc-
tions.

The word list to explain was not managed in any of these
experiments. The words to explain were selected randomly
from the Alias standard word set (about 3000 different words
and compounds for Estonian version).

Word explanation dialogues were written down from
audio or video recordings, respectively. The dialogues were
tagged according to XML. At first stage, each guessing turn
got a<voor> (turn) tag, and each utterance got a<kys> tag
for telling and<vas> tag for guessing. Each turn was also
provided with a<target> tag, having attributeresult,
that could have value ‘1’ for positive result and ‘0’ for
negative result.

Tagging semantic relations in dialogues from the Experi-
ments is a task independent from EstWN, as intersection of
words used in all 3 experiments and EstWN is rather small
(see Table 3).

3.1 Discussion of the Word Explanation Experiment
Results

There were 505 glosses of words in EstWN that are at least
in one Experiment.

There were 71 words that were common to all experi-
ments, and 43 of them were in EstWN as well. Surely it is
not enough for valid conclusions, but it can help us to find
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Table 1: Per cent of tagged semantic relations in glosses of total number of semantic relations in EstWN.

Semantic relation % represented in glosses n in synsets n in glosses
involved 54.05 111 60
has_holonym 40.14 147 59
has_hyperonym 39.50 10164 4015
causes 39.19 74 29
has_subevent 37.50 24 9
near_synonym 29.17 360 105
is_subevent_of 20.83 24 5
has_meronym 16.33 147 24
xpos_near_synonym 13.60 250 34
state_of 11.26 302 34
antonym 10.98 246 27
near_antonym 10.81 148 16
role 9.91 111 11
be_in_state 8.94 302 27
is_caused_by 5.41 74 4
has_hyponym 2.49 10164 253

Table 3: Three experiments with word explanation game Alias.

Experiment Guessing turns Words explained Incl those in EstWN Words, matched with at least one other experiment
children 162 159 90 31
adults 183 180 91 35
married couples 295 284 199 86
Total 640 538 325 71(43a)

awere found in EstWN

Table 4: Frequency of semantic relations used in EstWN
glosses. This table represents only a subset of synsets, these,
that were used in all Experiments.

Frequency Semantic relation
191 has_hyperonym
105 has_hyperonym_LONG
14 has_hyponym
6 near_synonym
4 has_hyponym_LONG
3 state_of
1 role_instrument, involved_location, involved,

has_mero_part, has_holo_part,
causes, be_in_state, antonym

out tendencies and set up hypotheses that can be verified in
future studies.

On next pages, there are all EstWN entries, where the
word under explanation is found, and semantic relations that
were used by subjects when explaining the word.

Figures 1–8 represent examples of explanation of words
that were found among EstWN literals too. The examples
begin with EstWN synset number and synset members af-
ter ‘@’ and part of speech mark, in boldface. EstWN gloss
follows in regular typeface. Semantic relations tagged in
glosses are marked with ‘=’, followed by relation name and
synset they are pointing to. The next line represents WN 1.5
synset member that is the most close translation for the tar-

get word, together with its English gloss. Relations tagged in
experiment dialogue utterances follow, with English transla-
tions. Extracts from utterances start from underlined titles,
guesser utterances are preceeded with ‘⇒’. English transla-
tions of dialogue extracts are printed in typewriter font.

An important question is, whether the explanations used
by the subjects coincide with EstWN glosses. There are
examples of both extremes: almost full coincidence and
completely different explanations. Almost full coincidence
with English wordnet4 gloss has word ’lovi’ (lion, see
Figure 1).

Less common features have Estonian definitions and word
explanations for words like ’tina’ (tin, see Figure 4).

The majority of Estonian glosses come from the The
Defining Dictionary of Standard Estonian (DDSE). The rest
of the material shows as well, that Estonian definitions
differ from spontaneous explanations more than English
definitions. This may be a hint of a tendency that Estonian
lexicographers have considered encyclopedic features more
important than these features, that are activated in the mental
lexicon of a language user to explain these words.

4Version 1.5, on which InterLingual Index of EuroWordNet-2 project is
based on
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9434@n lovi(1) peam. aafrika savannides ja poolkorbetes elutsev
suur pruunikaskollane kaslane=has_hyperonym-9431@n [a
big brownish-yellow feline living mostly in African savannas
and semideserts]

lion, king of beasts large gregarious predatory feline of Africa
and India having a tawny coat with a shaggy mane in the
male

hpr: loom == animal, beast

location: aafrika == Africa

spec: suur == large

syn: loomade kuningas == king of beasts

married couples: igavene <spec>suur</spec> sihuke
<loc>aafrika</loc> <hpr>loom</hpr>, laia sihukse. <ges-
ture>sirutab käed sulgudekujuliselt pea korvale</gesture> noh
⇒ LOVI(1)

such a <spec>big</spec> <hpr>animal</hpr>
in <loc>Africa</loc>, with a wide such
<gesture>stretches hands around head, like
parentheses</gesture>

married couples:<syn>loomade kuningas</syn>
⇒ LOVI(1)

<syn>king of beasts</syn>

Figure 1: Almost full coincidence of word definition and
word explanation: target word ’lovi’ (lion) gloss (from
WordNet 1.5) and explanation in Experiment (3).

4 Semantic Relations Used at Spontaneous
Word Explanations

The transcribed dialogues were manually tagged for seman-
tic relations. The set of tags was not limited to Wordnet rela-
tions, although semantic relations found in EWN were pre-
ferred as first choice. Our aim was to tag as much of an ut-
terance as possible, so we added tags for extra-semantic in-
formation as well. The most frequently used extra-semantic
tags weregesture (n=123, Experiments 1 and 3),exinfo
(n=44, all 3 Experiments), Thegesture tag was used to
mark gestures that were used as essential part of explana-
tions, deictic and emblematic ones in particular. As dia-
logues from Experiment 2 were not recorded in video, there
are no gestures marked. Theexinfo tag was used to mark
external information: that is no semantic, nor gestures or lin-
guistic. Usually it was used to mark utterances that carried
information known to the teller and guesser only, eg. “your
favorite [drink]” (from Experiment 3, married couples) or
“that she explained earlier” (from Experiment 1, children).

Bunch of annotated relations can be called extra-semantic
or linguistic, such as compounds (Figure 6), derivation and
collocational information. The rules do not allow use of
stem, but if it is already said by the person who guesses, then
it was allowed to use in explanation as well. Most frequent in
this group is tag<ling>, which was used to mark linguistic

Table 5: Relations tagged in Experiment 1–3 dialogues by
utterance type, grouped by relation type.

Relation In teller In guesser
utterances utterances Total

hpr 182 24 206
cohyp 52 136 188
syn 39 25 64
ant 30 2 32
hyp 13 13 26
xpossyn 4 13 17
Total 320 213 533

use 114 1 115
loc 85 3 88
spec 80 1 81
prop 53 1 54
sitcomp 43 0 43
action 33 0 33
time 25 0 25
involved 19 0 19
role 16 1 17
patient 13 3 16
entail 14 1 15
agent 10 2 12
Total 505 13 518

ling 57 0 57
compound 19 10 29
colloc 8 3 11
deriv 6 5 11
stem 10 0 10
Total 100 18 118

holo 31 1 32
part 20 8 28
mero 15 2 17
Total 66 11 77

information: when teller instructed guesser to use another
word, part of speech, or take only part of word, for example.

The tagged semantic relations can be divided into the-
matic groups (Table 5).

The central semantic relations in EstWN like synonymy
and hierarchical relations like hypo- and hyperonymy are
used in word explanations much less than in thesaurus
glosses. Unexpectedly frequently is used cohyponymy (as
coordinates in EWN), often its usage is like antonymy, it is
used to explain what the wordis not. See Figure 2 for an
example. High number of cohyponyms in guesser utterances
is a result of misguessing.

Usage, location, specification, property and situation
component are not special semantic relations in Wordnet, but
they are important elements of frame (Fillmore, 1985). We
hypothese that subjects use these relation to explain words
that denote things that are rather palpable and usable, like
tools, furniture etc. A big role in word explanation has con-
nection to some prototypical place or hinting via some spa-
tial relations, see Figure 5.

The example on Figure 4 is an interesting case of folk-
theories used at word explanation.
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1322@n järv(1) suurem veega=has_hyperonym-436@n täitunud
maismaanogu, mis ei ole otseses ühenduses merega

lake a body of water surrounded by land

cohyp: meri ==sea, jogi ==river

married couples:mitte <cohyp>meri</cohyp> vaid

⇒ JÄRV(1)

not <cohyp>sea</cohyp> but

married couples: mitte <cohyp>jogi</cohyp>, mitte <co-
hyp>meri</cohyp>, vaid
⇒ JÄRV(1)

not <cohyp>river</cohyp>, not
<cohyp>sea</cohyp> but

Figure 2: An example of using co-hyponym relation (coordi-
nates) in word explanation. Word ’järv’ (lake) is explained
as beingnot ’meri’ (sea) or ’jogi’ ( river).

Unexpectedly holo- and meronymy are represented very
modestly in word explanations.

5 Problem of Polysemy

Probably one of the most interesting problems in word expla-
nations under time pressure are homonyms. What meanings
are preferred? This can be studied with homonyms as stimu-
lus words. In random word conditions there happened to be
some homonyms too.

One of such words is ’koor’. This is partially homony-
mous word in Estonian. Word forms in singular nominative
(which is so-called base form in lexicon entries and as stim-
ulus form in this play as well) are same, but other forms are
different.

There are seven synsets in EstWN that contain literals
’koor’ (see Figures 7–8). According to form homonymy,
senses 1, 2, and 4 form one group and senses 3, 5, 6, and 7
second group. Two teams of players used different meanings
to explain, so we cannot say, that one of the meanings is
more or some other less activated in minds of native speakers
of Estonian. Still, by the explanations it was difficult to tell,
what meanings were exactly explained or what senses meant.
So the senses explained can be grouped as 1 or 4 and 3 or 7.

Although wordnets do not make difference between
homonymy and polysemy, one possibility to distinguish
them is by their position in hyperonymy hierarchies. If they
are positioned in totally different hierarchy trees, they are
homonyms. This does not stand for groups of ’koor’ 1, 2,
4 and 3, 5, 6, 7. There are more metonymic or metaphoric
groups inside form homonymy groups. ’Koor’ (2)creamhas
a metaphoric meaning of covering on milk, but it belongs to
food hierarchy, not to covering.

’Koor’ senses 5 and 6 form a historically primary division
of senses, belonging toarea hierarchy. Senses 3 and 7 are
derived by metonymy, and they belong togrouphierarchy.

3223@n mask(1)puidust, riidest, vahast, papist vm. materjalist
näokate, mille eesmärgiks on muuta kandja mittetuntavaks v.
teha ta teat. inimese v. olendi näoliseks

mask a covering to disguise or protect the face

sitcomp: karneval ==fancy-dress ball

location: näo ees ==before face

role: varjama ==to cover, to disguise

involved: mitte ära tundma ==not to be recognized

use: ette panema ==put ahead

married couples:<sitcomp>karneval</sitcomp> kui sul on siin
<loc>näo ees</loc> midagi
⇒ MASK(1)

<sitcomp>carnival</sitcomp> if you have
<loc>before your face</loc> something

married couples: <use>panen ette</use> sihuke et
<role>varjata</role>
⇒ MASK(1)

<use>I put on</use> to <role>cover</role>

children:see on, <exinfo>ühe multika, ühe filmi nimi</exinfo> ja
see on niimoodi, et sa <use>paned selle <loc>näo ette</loc></use>
ja keegi <involved>ei tunne ära</involved>
⇒ MASK(1)

that is <exinfo>a name of a cartoon, a name of
a movie</exinfo> and <use>put it <loc>before
face</loc></use> and nobody <involved>would not
recognize</involved>

Figure 3: An example ofinvolved, role, location relations.
Word explained is ’mask’ (mask). Children used movie
name in their explanation, it is tagged asexinfo, information
normally known to teller and guesser only.

A group of very interesting cases is, where person who
is explaining, tries to explain two homonymous senses, and
with success.

6 General Discussion
Semantic relations in glosses were found automatically, sup-
posing that words are defined using meanings that are most
closely related to them. Still, there can be mistakes that are
caused by present state of EstWN: the most elaborated re-
lation is hyponymy-hyperonymy, and that may be the cause
of so big number of hyperonym relations in definitions. For
example, in definition of ’järv’ (lake), ’vesi’ water is tagged
as being hyperonym, sense 1 (eq_synonymwith water 5 in
WN 1.5, Figure 2). Still, the meaning of sentence indicates,
that it should be assigned sense 2 (eq_synonymwith water 6
in WN 1.5), and have relation as mero_madeof. In this sense,
water is material of lake, not lake is a kind of water. But there
is no relation between ’vesi(2)’ and ’järv(1)’ in EstWN.

The analysis of spontaneous word explanations has
shown, that the number of relations or features used is much
more diverse than the choice of semantic relations found in
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5230@n tina(1), Sn(1), inglistina(1)keemiline element, läikiv
hobejasvalge väga plastiline metall=has_hyperonym-549@n
==tin, Sn

hpr: metall ==metal

use: valama ==to pour

time: vana-aasta ohtu ==New Years Eve

married couples: <use>valatakse <aeg>vana-aasta
ohtul</aeg></use>
⇒ TINA(1)

<use>poured <time>New Year’s Eve</time></use>

married couples: <use><aeg>vana-aasta ohtul</aeg>
valatakse</use>
⇒ sampus
ei
⇒ olu
ei see sihuke <hpr>metall</hpr>
⇒ TINA(1)

<use>poured <time>New Year’s Eve</time></use>
⇒ champagne
no
⇒ beer
no such a <hpr>metal</hpr>

Figure 4: An example of explanation via usage. Word ex-
plained is ’tina’ (tin).

EstWN. People try to describe some other components of
a typical situation connected to the word explained. In this
field the relations used in EstWN is a limited choice, and in
formal description it would be useful to use frames.
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488@n seen(1)kand- ja kottseente maapealne viljakeha

mushroom fleshy body of any of numerous edible fungi

location: mets ==forest

part: kübar ==pileus

involved: korjama ==to mushroom, to pick

use: marineerima ==to pickle

cohyp: lilled ==flowers, mustikad ==bilberries, blueberries, mar-
jad ==berries

married couples: <loc>metsas</loc> kasvavad
<part>kübarad</part> peas
⇒ SEEN(1)

grow in <loc>forest</loc> <part>caps</part> on

married couples:<use><loc>metsas</loc> korjame</use>
⇒ <cohyp>lilli</cohyp>,
⇒ <cohyp>mustikaid</cohyp>
korvi
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7915@n kild(2), katkend(1), fragment(1), katke(1)väike
osake, katke millestki suuremast v. terviklikumast

selection, extract, excerpta passage selected from a larger work;
“he presented exerpts from William James’ philosophical
writings”

7914@n kild(1), tükk(2) asja, eseme purunemisel v. lagunemisel
tekkinud väike tükk

fragment a piece broken off of something else; “a fragment of
rock”

compound: klaasi- ==[piece of] glass

married couples:<compound>klaasi</compound>
⇒ KILD(1)

...<compound>of glass</compound>

married couples:<compound>klaasi-</compound>
⇒ <spec>killud</spec>
<ling>ainsuses</ling>
⇒ KILD(1)

...<compound>of glass</compound>
⇒ <spec>pieces</spec>
<ling>singular</ling> English

Figure 6: An example of explaining word with compound.

1176@n koor(1), pealiskiht(2), kest(2)kova v. sitke,
kuid suhteliselt ohuke pealmine ainekiht millelgi
==eq_has_hyperonym:cover, natural covering,

covering a natural object that covers or envelopes

ant: sisu ==content

compound: puu- ==bark

loc: peal ==on, upon, over

2796@n koor(4) puuvilja, marja, mugula vms.
kest=has_hyperonym-1176@n ==peel

compound: pähkli- ==nut[shell]

1177@n koor(2) piima seismisel selle pinnale kerkiv rasvarikas
kiht, kasut. kohvi vm. toidu tegemiseks

cream the part of milk containing the butterfat

children:see on <prop>mingi <loc>asja, peal</loc>, et sa ei saaks
<ant>sisu </ant> kätte</prop>
⇒ kaan
ei, <compound>puu</compound>. <com-
pound>pähkli</compound>
⇒ KOOR(1, 4)

this is <loc>on something</loc>, so that you
could not get <ant>content</ant>
⇒ lid
no, <compound>wood</compound>.
<compound>nut</compound>

Figure 7: An example of explaining polysemous word
’koor’. In contrast to Experiment 1 (adults) (Figure 8), chil-
dren explained the ’covering’ meaning. It can be translated
as ’bark’ or ’shell’ into English, and both of these are used
by children in their explanations.
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1178@n koor(3) suurem kollektiiv ühiseks laulmiseks, harvemini
orkestripalade esitamiseks.

chorus a group of people assembled to sing together

consort, choir a family of similar musical instrument playing
together

9440@n koor(7) paljude helide=has_hyperonym-361@n,
häälte=has_hyperonym-361@n üheaegne kostmine

chorus any utterance produced simultaneously by a group; a
chorus of boos

involved: laulma (üheskoos) ==to sing (together)

adults: <involved>laulavad</involved> <spec>üheskoos</spec>,
aga <lex>mitte tegusona</lex> vaid, mis see on
⇒ KOOR(3, 7)

<involved>sing</involved>
<spec>together</spec>, but <lex>not verb</lex>
but what it is

3070@n koor(5), oreliväär(1) kirikus pikihoone lääneotsas olev
rodu, millel paikneb orel

choir the area occupied by singers; the part of the chancel between
sanctuary and nave

3072@n koor(6), altariruum(1) kiriku idaosas olev ruum (v. pik-
ihoone idaosa), kus asetseb peaaltar

bema, sanctuary, chancelarea around the altar of a church for the
clergy and choir; often enclosed by a lattice or railing

Figure 8: An example of explaining polysemous word
’koor’.
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Abstract

WordNet and HowNet are large-scale lexical re-
sources that adopt complementary perspectives to-
ward semantic representation. WordNet is differ-
ential, inasmuch as it provides a rich taxonomic
structure but little in the way of explicit proposi-
tional content. HowNet is constructive, and ded-
icates its representational energies to the explicit
definition of relational structures for each lexico-
conceptual entry. For purposes of analogy, no one
approach is best. Rather, a synergy of both is re-
quired, since analogy is a knowledge-hungry pro-
cess that demands both taxonomic richness and
causally descriptive propositional structure. In this
paper we consider how such a synergy might be
achieved, and how it can be exploited to support a
robust model of analogical reasoning.

1 Introduction

Analogy is a knowledge-hungry process that ex-
ploits a conceptual system’s ability to perform
controlled generalization in one domain and re-
specialization into another. The result is a taxo-
nomic leap within an ontology that transfers se-
mantic content from one term onto another. While
all taxonomies allow vertical movement, a system
must fully understand the effects of generalization
on a given concept before any analogy or metaphor
can be considered either deliberate or meaning-
ful. For instance, an analogizer must be capable
of generalizing over the causal structure of source
and target concepts, since research has shown that
the most satisfying analogies are those that oper-
ate at the causal level of representation. This im-
portance of causality follows from analogy’s use-

fulness in offering a deep explanation of a poorly
understood phenomenon in terms of a well under-
stood one (see Falkenhaineret al.,1989; Veale and
Keane, 1997). For instance, the analogyAtom as
miniature Solar-Systemis satisfying because both
source and target concepts are causally structured
around the notion of rotation. It follows then that
to support analogy, a taxonomy must provide a
sound basis of abstracting over the causal structure
and functional behaviour of concepts.

When comparing agents or artefacts, this causal-
ity can be abstracted out by considering the func-
tional or behavioural commonality between target
and source: a surgeon can be meaningfully de-
scribed as a repairman since both occupations have
the function of restoring an object to an earlier and
better state; a footballer can be meaningfully de-
scribed as a gladiator or a warrior since each ex-
hibits competitive behaviour; and a scalpel can be
compared to a sabre, a sword or a cleaver since
each has a cutting behaviour; and so on.

Theories of metaphor and analogy are typi-
cally based either on structure-mapping (again
see Falkenhaineret al., 1989; Veale and Keane,
1997) or on abstraction (e.g., see Hutton, 1982;
Fass, 1988; Way, 1991; Veale, 2003, 2004). While
the former is most associated with analogy, the
latter has been a near-constant in the computa-
tional treatment of metaphor. Structure-mapping
assumes that the causal behaviour of a concept
is expressed in an explicit, graph-theoretic form
so that unifying sub-graph isomorphisms can be
found between different concepts. In contrast, ab-
straction theories assume that analogous concepts,
even when far removed in ontological terms, will
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nonetheless share a common hypernym that cap-
tures their causal similarity. Thus, we should ex-
pect an analogous pairing likesurgeonandbutcher
to have different immediate hypernyms but to ulti-
mately share an abstraction likecutting-agent(see
Veale, 2003,2004).

However, the idea that a standard ontology
will actually provide a hypernym likecutting-
agentseems convenient almost to the point of in-
credulity. The problem is, of course, that as much
as we want our ontologies to anticipate future
analogies and metaphors with these pro-active cat-
egorizations, most ontologies simply do not pos-
sess terms as prescient as these. This is the ques-
tion we address in this paper: if we assume that our
ontologies lack these structures, can we nonethe-
less enable them to be added via automatic means?
We argue that we can, by looking not to purely
conceptual representations but to integrated natu-
ral language representations derived from multi-
ple sources and multiple languages. By integrat-
ing WordNet (see Miller, 1995) and HowNet (see
Dong, 1998; Gan and Wong, 2000; Carpuatet al.,
2002; Wong, 2004) – two lexical ontologies built
around different approaches to semantic structure
– we hope to create a representational synergy that
is better suited to the demands of analogical rea-
soning.

2 Abstraction Theories of Analogy
That analogy and metaphor operate across multi-
ple levels of conceptual abstraction has been well
known since classical times. Aristotle first pro-
vided a compelling taxonomic account of both
in his Poetics (see Hutton, 1982, for a transla-
tion), and computationalists have been fascinated
by this perspective ever since. While the core idea
has survived relatively unchanged, one must dis-
criminate theories that apparently presume a static
type-hierarchy to be sufficient for all abstraction
purposes (e.g., see Fass, 1988), from theories that
posit the need for a dynamic type hierarchy (e.g.,
Way, 1991; Veale, 2003). One must also differen-
tiate theories that have actually been implemented
(e.g., Fass, 1988; Veale, 2003, 2004) from those
that are either notional or that seem to court com-
putational intractability (e.g., see Way, 1991). Per-
haps most meaningfully, one must differentiate
theories and implementations that assume hand-
crafted, purpose-built ontologies (e.g., Fass, 1988)

from those that exploit an existing large-scale re-
source like WordNet (e.g., Veale 2003,2004). In
the former, one has the flexibility to support as
many functional abstractions likecutting-agentas
are believed necessary, but at the cost of appear-
ing to anticipate future analogies by hand-crafting
them into the system.

This current work follows the latter course. We
intend to automatically construct a new taxonomy
of analogically-useful abstractions likecutting-
agent, as a side-effect of grafting the constructive
semantic content of HowNet onto the differential
backbone of WordNet.

3 Comparing WordNet and HowNet

Generalization can be considered “controlled” if,
when moving to a higher level of abstraction in a
taxonomy, a conceptual system is able to precisely
quantify that meaning which is lost. In this sense at
least, most large-scale taxonomies do not provide
a significant degree of control. Perhaps nowhere
is this observation more keenly felt than in weak
lexical ontologies like Princeton WordNet (PWN).
In PWN (Miller, 1995), generalization of a con-
cept/synset does not generally yield a functional
or behavioural abstraction of the original concept.
WordNet’s taxonomy is designed not to capture
common causality, function and behaviour, but to
show how existing lexemes relate to each other.
For example, the common abstraction that unites
{surgeon, sawbones}and {tree_surgeon}is not a
concept that captures a shared sense of repair, im-
provement or care, but{person, human}. To be
fair, much the same must be said of other tax-
onomies, such as that of HowNet (Dong, 1988),
a Chinese/English semantic dictionary, and even
Cyc (see Lenat and Guha, 1990). However, as we
shall demonstrate, HowNet contains the necessary
basis for such abstractions in its relational seman-
tic definitions.

PWN and HowNet have each been designed
according a different theory of semantic orga-
nization. PWN is differential is nature: rather
than attempting to express the meaning of
a word explicitly, PWN instead differentiates
words with different meanings by placing them
in different synsets, and further differentiates
synsets from one another by assigning them to
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different positions in its ontology. In contrast, 
HowNet is constructive in nature, exploiting 
sememes from a less discriminating taxonomy 
than PWN’s to compose a semantic 
representation of meaning for each word sense.

Nonetheless, HowNet compensates strongly 
with its constructive semantics. For example, 
HowNet assigns the concept surgeon|医生 the 
following definition:

{human|人: 
HostOf={Occupation|职位},
domain={medical|医},

{doctor|医治:agent={~}}}

which can be glossed thus: “a surgeon is a 
human with an occupation in the medical 
domain who acts as the agent of a doctoring 
activity.” The {~} serves as a self-reference here, 
to mark the location of the concept being 
defined in the given semantic structure. The 
oblique reference offered by the tilde construct 
serves to make the definition more generic 
(thereby facilitating analogy), so that many 
different concepts can conceivably employ the 
same definition. Thus, HowNet uses the above 
definition not only for surgeon, but for medical 
workers in general, from orderlies to nurses to 
internists and neurologists.

3.1 Why Combine Them?
The pros and cons of WordNet and HowNet are 
nicely complementary: the differential 
organization of WordNet affords a rich (if not 
functionally oriented) taxonomy that can be used 
to assess semantic similarity between potential 
analogues (see Veale, 2003); in contrast, 
HowNet’s constructive semantics provide the 
causal basis for identifying analogical candidates 
for WordNet to assess. However, rather than 
attempt to utilize both HowNet and WordNet 
simultaneously, a more practical yet elegant 
solution can be had if the advantages of one are 
transplanted to the other. Since analogical 
systems already exist for WordNet (e.g., Veale, 
2004), it thus makes sense to convert the 
constructive knowledge of HowNet into a 
differential form that WordNet can readily 
import.

4 Extracting Functional Structure
Our scheme for converting HowNet’s 
constructive definitions into a more differential 
form hinges on the use of the tilde as a 
self-reference in relational structures. For 
instance, consider the semantic definition that 
HowNet gives to repairman|修理工:

{human|人:HostOf={Occupation|职位}, 
{repair|修理:agent={~}}}

Noting the position of {~}, we can infer that a 
repairman is the agent of a repairing activity, or 
in differential terms, a repair-agent. Now, since 
HowNet defines repair|修理 as a specialization 
of the reinstatement activity resume|恢复, we 
can further establish repair-agent as a 
specialization of resume-agent.

resume-agent
repair-agent

repairman|修理工

watchmaker|钟表匠
doctor-agent

surgeon|医生

herbalist|药农
amend-agent

reviser|修订者

Figure 1. Portion of a three-level functional hierarchy 
derived from HowNet.

This double layer of abstraction establishes a 
new taxonomy that organizes word-concepts 
according to their analogical potential, rather 
than their formal ontological properties. For 
instance, as shown in Figure 1, resume-agent
encompasses not only repair-agent, but 
doctor-agent, since HowNet also defines the 
predicate doctor|医治 as a specialization of the 
predicate resume|恢复.

In general, given a semantic fragment 
F:role={~} in a HowNet definition, we create 
the new abstractions F-role and F’-role, where 
F’ is the immediate hypernym of F. The role 
in question might be agent, instrument, location, 
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patient, or any other role that HowNet supports. 
By way of example, Figure 2 below displays a 
partial hierarchy derived from the HowNet 
semantics of various form-altering tools.

AlterForm-instrument
cut-instrument

razor|剃刀

knife|刀
stab-instrument

lance|长矛

sword|宝剑
split-instrument

grater|擦菜板

glasscutter|玻璃刀
break-instrument

scissors|剪

chainsaw|油锯

Figure 2. a hierarchy of form-altering instruments derived 
from instances of AlterForm|变形状

5 Transplanting Functional Structure
The new, functional taxonomy that results from 
this extraction of relational structure is 
differential in nature, but is still HowNet-
specific inasmuch as it comprises HowNet 
senses. To actually graft this hierarchy onto 
WordNet, we need to first map the relevant 
HowNet senses to their WordNet equivalents.

We employ a multi-heuristic approach to 
alignment, in which a variety of symbolic 
strategies are used to suggest candidate 
mappings between HowNet and WordNet senses. 
Some key strategies are the following:

Synonymy:
If the Chinese character-string xyz translates 
as the English words a, b in HowNet, and s 
= {a, b,…} is a synset in WordNet, then 
align xyz  s. E.g., 长 translates as both 
“head” and “chief” in HowNet, and should 
thus be aligned with the synset {chief, head}
in WordNet.

Generalization: 
If the Chinese character-string xyz translates 
as the English words a and b in HowNet, 
and there exists a synset s1 = {a, …} in 
WordNet that is a hyponym of a synset s2 
= {b, …}, then align xyz  s1, s2. E.g., 手
术刀 translates as both “scalpel” and 
“surgical knife” in HowNet while in 
WordNet {scalpel} is a hyponym of
{surgical_knife}.

Polysemy: 
If the Chinese character-string xyz translates 
as the English words a and b in HowNet, 
and there exists a synset s1 = {a, …} in 
WordNet whose textual gloss contains “b”, 
then align xyz  s1. E.g., 圈 translates as 
both “enclosure” and “pen” in HowNet, 
while in WordNet the gloss of {pen} is “an 
enclosure for confining livestock”.

Compounding:  
If the Chinese character-string xyz translates 
as the English word a, and the suffix string 
yz translates as the English word b such that 
a synset s1 = {a, …} is a hyponym of a 
synset s2 = {b, …} in WordNet, then align 
xyz  s1 and align yz  s2. E.g., 语言学
家 translates as “linguist” in HowNet while 
学家 translates as “scientist”, and of the 
two senses of “linguist” in WordNet, only 
one is a hyponym of {scientist}.

For an alternative, statistical approach, the 
reader is directed to Carpuat et al. 2002.

5.1 Assessing Transplant Quality
To assess the effectiveness of the alignment 
strategies of section 5, we enlisted a bilingual 
human judge – fluent in both English and 
Chinese – to hand-align 5000 Chinese noun 
entries chosen at random from HowNet. Of 
these, almost 1500 words comprise 
two-characters while the remainder comprise a 
single-character each. Table 1 presents the 
precision/recall for each strategy on all words, 
while Table 2 separately presents precision and 
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recall results for multi-character words only (e.g., 
语言学家 but not 长). 

Table 1. Precision / recall for all 5000 Chinese words.

Heuristic Precision
(all words)

Recall
(all words)

Synonymy 0.79 0.12
Generalization 0.73 0.09

Polysemy 0.66 0.11
Compounding N/A N/A

Any two of above 0.74 0.17

Table 2. Precision and Recall for multi-char words only.

Heuristic Precision
(multi-char 

words)

Recall
(multi-char 

words)
Synonymy 0.98 0.20

Generalization 0.88 015
Polysemy 0.74 0.15

Compounding 0.87 0.16
Any two of above 0.89 0.24

If we limit our an alignment heuristics to 
multi-character Chinese words only, as reported 
in Table 2, we notice a marked improvement in 
precision/recall across all heuristics. We believe 
this is a consequence of the semantic 
transparency offered by Chinese orthography, 
where each character is often a distinct 
meaning-carrying morpheme. Because such 
words are more semantically constrained by 
their compound form, they are much less 
ambiguous and troublesome to map. Indeed, 
since words of one character form a closed set, 
these results suggest that we should employ 
hand alignment for mono-character words while 
employing automatic alignment for the much 
larger set of compound words.

6 Evaluating Analogical Competence
We evaluate the analogical potential of the
transplanted taxonomy using four criteria: 
topology – the branching structure of the new 
taxonomy dictates its ability to generate 
analogies; coverage – the percentage of unique 
HowNet definitions that can be functionally 
re-indexed in the new taxonomy; recall – the 
percentage of unique definitions for which at 
least one analogy can be found using the new 

taxonomy; and parsimony– the percentage of 
abstractions in the new taxonomy that can be 
used to generate analogies.

6.1 Topological Characteristics
The new functional taxonomy contains 1579 
mid-level abstractions and 838 upper-level 
abstractions. In total, the taxonomy contains 
only 2219 unique abstractions, revealing that in 
8% of cases, the upper-level abstraction of one 
concept serves as the upper-level abstraction of 
another.

Analogies will be generated only if two or 
more unique concept definitions are co-indexed 
under the same mid-level or upper-level 
abstraction in the new functional taxonomy. For 
example, knight|骑士 and gladiator.|打斗者 are 
both co-indexed directly under the mid-level 
abstraction fight-agent. Likewise, gladiator|打斗
者 is indexed under HaveContest-agent via 
fight-agent, while footballer|足球运动员 is 
indexed under HaveContest-agent via 
compete-agent. The upper-level of abstraction, 
represented here by HaveContest-agent, is 
necessary to facilitate analogy between 
semantically distant concepts. 

Nonetheless, we note that a certain degree of 
metaphoric licence has already been exercised 
by HowNet’s designers in assigning semantic 
structures, so that even semantically distant 
concepts can still share the same mid-level 
abstraction. Creative analogies like “Death is an 
assassin” can, as shown in Figure 3, be resolved
via a single generalization step, while analogies 
like “Death is a man-eater” require two 
generalization steps.

MakeBad-agent
kill-agent

assassin|刺客

Death|死神
attack-agent

intruder|侵略者

man-eater|食人鲨

Figure 3. semantic diversity among concepts with the same 
mid-level abstraction.
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In addition, the tendency toward 
under-specification in HowNet means that many 
analogical concepts will already share the same 
propositional definition. Because HowNet 
contains 95,407 unique lexical concepts 
(excluding synonyms) but only 23,507 unique 
semantic definitions, these definitions must be 
under-specified to the extent that many are 
shared by non-identical concepts. For instance,
cart|板车 and bicycle|单车 are all simply 
defined as manual vehicles in HowNet.

6.2 Analogical Coverage
Since the new taxonomy is derived from the use 
of {~} in HowNet definitions, both the coverage 
and recall of analogy generation crucially 
depend on the widespread use of this reflexive 
construct. However, of the 23,507 unique 
definitions in HowNet, just 6430 employ this 
form of self-reference. The coverage of the new 
taxonomy is thus 27% of HowNet definitions.

6.3 Analogical Recall
A majority of the abstractions in the new 
taxonomy, 59%, serve to co-index two or more 
HowNet definitions. Overall, analogies are 
generated for 6184 unique HowNet definitions, 
though these individual definitions may have 
many different lexical realizations. The recall 
rate thus is 26% of HowNet’s 23,507 unique 
definitions, or 96% of the 6430 HowNet 
definitions that make use of {~}. The most 
productive abstraction is control_agent, which 
serves to co-index 210 unique definitions.

6.4 Parsimony of Abstraction
Overall, 1,315 of the 2219 nodes in the new 
taxonomy prove useful in co-indexing two or 
more unique definitions, while 904 nodes serve 
to index just a single definition. The parsimony 
of the new taxonomy is thus 59%, which reveals 
a reasonable, if not ideal, level of 
representational uniformity across HowNet’s 
semantic definitions.

7 Acknowledgements
While just 27% of HowNet’s definitions are 
sufficiently structured to support analogy, we are 
encouraged that almost all of this generative 
potential can be achieved with a new functional 
taxonomy that is straightforward and efficient to 
construct. Furthermore, it is possible to graft this 
new taxonomy directly onto WordNet without 
doing violence to WordNet’s differential form. 
We are confident then that a full synergy of 
WordNet and HowNet will be significantly 
richer, for analogical purposes, than the sum of 
the individual parts.

Nonetheless, we have merely scratched the 
surface of what can usefully be grafted from 
HowNet onto WordNet. For instance, the full 
semantic richness of Chinese orthography has 
yet to be mined for analogical utility. Most 
Chinese entries in HowNet are multi-character 
terms whose composite orthography affords a 
kind of semantic transparency that other writing 
systems (like that of English) do not possess. 
Thus, 手 术 刀 , meaning “scalpel”, is a 
composition of characters and ideas, since 手术
means “surgery” and 刀 means “knife”. 
Likewise, 哲 学 家 (“philosopher”), is a 
composition of 哲学 (“philosophy”) and 家
(“specialist”). In turn, philosophy|哲 学 is 
organized by HowNet as a specialization of 
knowledge|知识, as are the concepts logic|辩学, 
mathematics|数学 , lexicography|词典学 and 
even midwifery|产 科 学 . By decomposing 
compound terms and generalizing the extracted 
modifiers, yet another three-level taxonomy can 
be constructed. From these examples the partial 
taxonomy of Figure 4 can be derived.

Knowledge-instrument
Mathematics-human

mathematician|数学家
Philosophy-human

philosopher|哲学家
Midwifery-human

midwife|产科

Figure 4. Portion of an alternate three-level hierarchy 
derived from compound Chinese terms.
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The analogical potential of this ontologization 
becomes clear when one notices that it supports 
the classical analogy of philosopher as midwife.
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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on explaining the process of the Ko-
rean multiple nominative case construction through using
WordNet. Multiple nominative case constructions, in which
the nominative case marker -i /-ga is allocated not only to
subject but to other syntactic functions, generate much con-
fusion and make the Korean-English Machine Translation,
a process mainly depending on the case marker with words,
the more difficult process. Also, the predicates in the mul-
tiple nominative case constructions can sometimes be am-
biguous. To overcome those difficulties, we classified the
multiple nominative case constructions into 4 types by ar-
gument analysis and then processed them in Korean-English
Machine Translation by using WordNet.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we focus on explaining the process of the Ko-
rean multiple nominative case constructions through using
WordNet. A multiple nominative case construction is a sen-
tence in which the nominative case marker -i /-ga is allocated
not only to subject but to other syntactic functions. The fol-
lowing types can be the examples of multiple nominative
case constructions.

(1) a. Type 1: Nae-ga horangi-ga museop-da. (I am afraid
of tiger.)

b. Type 2: Kkoch-i jangmi-ga yeppeu-da. (Rose is the
most beautiful flower.)

c. Type 3: Kokkiri-ga ko-ga gil-da. (Elephant has a long
nose.)

d. Type 4: Naengjanggo-ga meonji-ga man-ta. (Refriger-
ator has lots of dusts.)

However, it is difficult to translate the Korean multiple
nominative case construction into English automatically
with the following matters:

Korean language is a Marker Language which depends on
the marker in order to define a case. For instance, the word
with -i /-ga is the subject in a sentence. However, there can

be more than two words with the nominative case marker, -
i /-ga, in one sentence, although subject cannot be more than
one in a sentence. This matter should be solved in system of
Korean-English Machine Translation.

If we cannot decide the syntactic functions by case
marker, then we should use the syntactic/semantic informa-
tion of predicate. But in the case of the ambiguous word like
yeppeu-da(pretty), it is hard to decide the syntactic function
of the word with -i /-ga by simply referring to the syntac-
tic/semantic information of predicate.

(2) a. Kkoch-i jangmi-ga yeppeu-da. (Rose is the most
beautiful flower.)

b. Yeong-hui-ga nun-i yeppeu-da. (Yeong-hui has beauti-
ful eyes.)

So, it would be necessary to formulate the meaning of
predicate systematically and utilize the semantic relation of
the words with nominative case marker,-i/-ga, to overcome
those problems. Thus, we suggest the way of processing
the multiple nominative case constructions using Korean
WordNet.

2 Types of the Korean Multiple Nominative
Case Constructions

Korean multiple nominative case constructions can be mod-
eled as follows:

Type 1
a. Nuna-ga ki-ga aju keu-da. (My sister is very tall.)
b. Agi-ga bae-ga gopat-da. (The baby was hungry.)
Type 2
a. Nae-ga horangi-ga museop-da. (I am afraid of a tiger.)
b. Agi-ga sarang-i pilyoha-da. (Babies need love.)
c. Nae-ga chingu-ga mip-da. (I hate the friend.)
d. Mul-i eoleum-i doin-da. (Water transforms to ice.)
e. Geu chingu-ga haksaeng-i ani-da. (The friend is not a

student.)
Type 3
a. Kkoch-i jangmi-ga yeppeu-da. (Rose is the most beau-

tiful flower.)
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b. Saengseon-i domi-ga masi-ta. (Sea bream is the most
delicious fish.)

c. Sagwa-ga neunggeum-i masi-ta. (A crab apple is the
most delicious apple.)

Type 4
a. Wonsungi-ga pal-i gil-da. (Monkey has long arms.)
b. Kokkiri-ga ko-ga gil-da. (Elephant has a long nose.)
c. Tokki-ga apbal-i chal-ta. (Rabbit has short forefeet.)
d. Geu yeoja ai-ga nun-i yeppeu-da. (The girl has beauti-

ful eyes.)
f. Bihaegi-ga sokdo-ga ppareu-da. (The speed of plane is

high.)
In type 1, the second noun and predicate are in colloca-

tion. The predicate of type 2 needs two arguments, while the
predicate of type 3 and 4 demands one argument. Type 3
and 4 need one argument: the arguments in type 4 constitute
single class, while those in type 3 don’t.

(3) a. *Kkotjangmi-ga yeppeu-da. (Rose, the flower, is
beautiful.)

b. Wonsungipal-i gil-da. (Arms of the monkey are long.)

3 The Structure of the Korean-English
Machine Translation

In Korean-English Machine Translation system, Korean is
the source language and English is the target language. The
Korean-English Machine Translation system of this article
has a structure, shown in Fig. 1.

In the Figure 1, a dictionary and WordNet can participate
in the morphological and syntactic analysis and generation
process. In the translation process, syntactic analysis follows
morphological analysis in dealing with the source language,
and then, the generation process of the target language is
carried out.

4 Processing of the Multiple Nominative
Case Constructions

4.1 Processing type 1: collocation

In type 1, the second noun with –i /-ga and predicate are in
collocation. For example, in “Agi-ga bae-ga gopa-ta.”, “bae-
ga gopeu-da” composes a collocation. Collocation is the
close combination of the two specific words by convention.
The motivation to constitute the collocation is diverse, and
as for type 1, it is due to the lexical divergence between
the target language and the source language: in Korean,
the source language, “bae-ga gopeu-da”, corresponding to a
single word “hungry” in English, the target language, forms
a phrase. So, “bae-ga gopeu-da” can be processed as the
collocation. However, in English WordNet (Fellbaum 1998),
collocation is not stored in the vocabulary section as the
semantic information. For example, although blond hair is
the typical example of the English collocation, it is only
listed as a gloss in the “blond” section, as shown below:

The adj blond has 1 sense (first 1 from tagged texts)
1. (2) blond, blonde, light-haired – (being or having light

colored skin and hair and usually blue or grey eyes; “blond
Scandinavians”; “a house full of light-haired children”)

However, our Korean-English Machine Translation sys-
tem stores collocations, like “bae-ga gopeu-da”, along with
idioms and indicates their meaning information.

Therefore, the collocation of “bae-ga gopeu-da” became
one unit like idioms, and behaves as a whole in the sentence.
To do so, [[bae-ga]N P gopeu-da]V P should be identified as
a collocation, and then, corrected as [bae-ga gopeu-da]V P
before the syntactic analysis. After the process, although
“Agi-ga bae-ga gopeu-da” is still apparently a multiple
nominative case construction, -ga with “agi” is the only
nominative case in the sentence and defines “agi” as the
subject.

4.2 Processing type 2: meaning class

Type 2 can be identified by the meaning class of the predicate
and some specific words. If the predicate is the psychological
verb like “museop-da” or “mip-da”, then the sentence can be
classified as type 2. In addition to the psychological verbs,
some specific predicates like “pilyoha-da”, “doi-da”, “ani-
da” also form sentence of type 2. In the WordNet, meaning
domain of a word can be found by using unique beginner.
If the predicate of a sentence belongs to [psychol.feature,
feeling] or specific predicates like “pilyoha-da”, “doi-da”,
“ani-da”, then, the first noun with –i /-ga is treated as the
subject and the second noun with –i /-ga, the object.

4.3 Processing type 3 and 4: semantic relation

The predicates of type 3 and 4 are the state verbs [state],
not the collocation or [psychol.feature, feeling]: for example,
“jjal-ta”, “gil-da”, “yeppeu-da”, etc. However, they are not
confined to one type only, but can be used in both types
and, as a result, ambiguous in nature. So, they cannot be
processed by simply defining the meaning feature of the
predicate like type 2. To discriminate type 3 and 4, the
semantic relation of the words with –i /-ga should be looked
up in the WordNet. In type 3, the words with –i /-ga are in
hypernym-hyponym relation.

(4) Koch-i jangmi-ga yeppeu-da. (Rose, the flower, is
beautiful.)

Sense 1
‘jangmi’ (a rose)
⇒ rose
⇒ Rosa
⇒ a shrub
⇒ a flower
⇒ a plant
⇒ a living thing
⇒ an object
⇒ an individual

For example, “kkot (flower)” and “jangmi (rose)” are
in hypernym-hyponym relation, as shown in (4). By the
relation, the first word with –i /-ga becomes the topic, and
the second word the subject.

In the meantime, the characteristics of type 4 is the
holonym-meronym relation between the words with –i /-
ga. For example, in the sentence “Kokkiri-ga ko-ga gil-da.
(Elephant has a long nose.)”, animal is the holonym of “ko
(nose)” and “kokkiri (elephant)” is the hyponym of animal.
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Figure 1: The structure of the Korean-English Machine Translation system.

(5) “Kokkiri-ga ko-ga gil-da. (Elephant has a long nose.)”

Sense 1

nose, olfactory organ – (the organ of smell and entrance
to the respiratory tract; the prominent part of the face of man
or other mammals; “he has a cold in the nose”)

PART OF: face, human face – (the front of the human
head from the forehead to the chin and ear to ear; “he washed
his face”; “I wish I had seen the look on his face when he got
the news”)

PART OF: head, caput – (the upper part of the human
body or the front part of the body in animals; contains the
face and brains; “he stuck his head out the window”)

PART OF: body, organic structure, physical structure
– (the entire structure of an organism (especially an animal
or human being); “he felt as if his whole body were on fire”)

PART OF: animal, animate being, beast, brute,
creature, fauna – (a living organism characterized by vol-
untary movement)

PART OF: homo, man, human being, human
– (any living or extinct member of the family Hominidae
characterized by superior intelligence, articulate speech, and
erect carriage)

PART OF: upper respiratory tract – (the nose
and throat and trachea)

Sense 1
elephant – (five-toed pachyderm)
=> proboscidean, proboscidian – (massive herbivorous

mammals having tusks and a long trunk)
=> placental, placental mammal, eutherian, eutherian

mammal – (mammals having a placenta; all mammals except
monotremes and marsupials)
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=> mammal, mammalian – (any warm-blooded verte-
brate having the skin more or less covered with hair; young
are born alive except for the small subclass of monotremes
and nourished with milk)

=> vertebrate, craniate – (animals having a bony or
cartilaginous skeleton with a segmented spinal column and
a large brain enclosed in a skull or cranium)

=> chordate – (any animal of the phylum Chordata
having a notochord or spinal column)

=> animal, animate being, beast, brute, creature,
fauna – (a living organism characterized by voluntary move-
ment)

=> organism, being – (a living thing that has (or
can develop) the ability to act or function independently)

=> living thing, animate thing – (a living (or
once living) entity)

=> object, physical object – (a tangible and
visible entity; an entity that can cast a shadow; “it was full
of rackets, balls and other objects”)

=> physical entity – (an entity that has physi-
cal existence)

=> entity – (that which is perceived or
known or inferred to have its own distinct existence (living
or nonliving))

So, the second word with –i /-ga becomes the subject of
the sentence, and the first one, the modifier.

4.4 The sequence of multiple nominative case
constructions processing

By far, we have classified the multiple nominative case con-
structions into 4 types and explained the method to process
them in the Korean-English Machine Translation system. To
realize the multiple nominative case constructions classifi-
cation method explained in this investigation, the sequence
of process of each type should be determined. The Korean-
English Machine Translation system of this investigation fol-
lows the processing sequence listed below:

Morphological analysis→ Syntactic analysis (NP analy-
sis→Clause definition→Predicate identification→Argu-
ment analysis→ Tense, aspect, modal analysis→ Negation
analysis→ Adjunct analysis)→ Generation

Among the 4 types of the multiple nominative case
constructions, type 1 is the first to be processed, because
collocation should be processed between morphological
analysis and syntactic analysis. The next is type 2, which
is characterized by the meaning class of the predicate or
some specific words as their predicates. Finally, type 3 and
4 would be processed, because there is no specific feature in
their predicates.

5 Conclusion
In this work, the method for processing multiple nomina-
tive case constructions using WordNet in the Korean-English
Machine Translation has been explained. Multiple nomina-
tive case constructions, in which the nominative case marker
-i /-ga is allocated not only to subject but to other syntactic
functions, generate much confusion and make the Korean-
English Machine Translation, a process mainly depending

on the case marker with words, the more difficult process.
Also, the predicates in the multiple nominative case con-
structions can sometimes be ambiguous.

To overcome those difficulties, we first classified the
multiple nominative case constructions into 4 types by
argument analysis. Type 1 contains a collocation of the
second noun with –i /ga and the predicate, and type 2 has
predicates that need 2 arguments. Type 3 and 4 need one
argument: the arguments in type 4 constitute single class,
while those in type 3 don’t. And then, we showed the
processing method of each type in the actual Korean-English
Machine Translation system. The processing method of type
1 is similar to those of general collocation. Type 2 could
successfully be processed by considering the meaning class
and some specific words. Type 3 and 4 could be processed
by the semantic relation between the 2 words with –i /-ga:
if they are in hypernym or hyponym relation, they can be
classified into type 3, and if in holonym or meronym relation,
then into type 4. Also, in the linear sequential process of the
Korean-English Machine Translation system, type 1 is the
first to be processed, and then type 2, and finally type 3 and
4 are treated.
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Abstract

During semi-automatic translation of Princeton English
WordNet (PWN) into Korean verbs, we noticed that the
verbs of accusativity/inaccusativity alternation in English
were mapped to two or more Korean verbs of different
morpho-syntactic features and thus different senses. These
mismatches in mapping show the need for reconstructing the
lexical semantic structure of PWN for Korean verb wordnet,
which enables distinguishing of lexical semantic features of
each verb. The sense distinction of Korean verbs based on
their morpho-syntactic features contributes also to improve
the consistency of PWN and ensures the accuracy of Korean
wordnet.

1 Introduction

Based on our experience in building a Korean wordnet (Kor-
Lex)1, this study aims to propose a useful method of verb
sense distinction in constructing multilingual wordnets as
well as to improve the consistency of any established word-
net, especially Princeton’s English WordNet 2.0 (hereafter
PWN).

In the process of semi-automatic translation of PWN
verbs into Korean, we observed that a certain group of
English synset translates into two different Korean verb
sets, which are a pair of accusative and passive verbs and
a pair of accusative and inaccusative2 verbs. In general,
accusativityand inaccusativity in the same English verb
for example “whiten,” is often subject to ambiguous sense
classification. However, in Korean,accusative, inaccusative,
causative,and passiveverb forms are generally3 derived
from an active verb by attaching specific infixes, hence,
they are morpho- semantically differentiated. We examine
especially the pair of accusative and passive verbs in order
to provide empirical linguistic criteria in (1) correcting semi-
automatic translation errors and (2) positioning the modified
word sense in the Korean verb hierarchy.

1KorLex 1.0 contains only noun synsets(58,656), but it is being updated
with about 13,000 verb synsets.

2The inaccusative verbs, distinct from passive, are the verbs that do not
take the objective.

3There exists in Korean about tow hundreds verbs of accusative-
inaccusative alternation, called “neutral verb”: for example
‘umjikida’(move / move something), ‘idong-hada’ (go, travel / displace
something).

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 examines
the way the PWN distinguishes word sense. Section 3
discusses why in Korean the sense ofpassive verbshould be
distinguished from its counterpartaccusative verb. Section 4
proposes a solution to locating a distinguished passive verb
sense in the Korean verb hierarchy.

2 Word Sense Distinction in PWN –
Accusative/Inaccusative

PWN is a large-scale lexical database and human knowledge
network. In one component it is the result of research
on the mental lexicon in psychology, and in the other
component of the increasing importance of semantic parsing
in Natural Language Processing. In NLP, PWN is a pivot-
model wordnet for other multilingual wordnets and a useful
resource for cross-lingual translation, information retrieval,
language education, and other tasks.

The unique set of synonymous words, called asynset,is
the basic constituent of PWN. In PWN, verb synsets con-
tain lexical items that share the same meaning but do not
necessarily have the same syntactic structure. A synset is
linked to other synsets by means of various semantic rela-
tions, including hypernymy, troponymy, antonymy, entail-
ment, and cause relations. Moreover, except for these var-
ious semantic relations that a verb sense can have, one of
the most important clues to disambiguating verb senses is
contained in 35 sentence frames. Sentence frames hold the
syntactic information that is dependent on each lexical el-
ement. Even though they carry some limitations, sentence
frames also express the minimal selectional restrictions on
the noun arguments with which the predicate is combined
in a sentence. Also, PWN’s binary selectional restriction,
‘somebody’[+animate] and ‘something’[-animate], is per-
tinent to distinguishing the meaning of a verb, especially in
the translation of PWN verbs to any non-English language.

2.1 Related studies
Previous studies on the PWN’s verb sense classification have
focused, in the context of lexical-functional grammar, on
integrating syntactic properties in the description of a verb
lexicon. This is because the verb is of central importance
in sentence parsing, and to facilitate this task, it is more
convenient to convey the syntactic information according
to the meaning of the verb in a particular verb lexicon.
Consequently, how to arrange the syntactic information on a
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verb lexicon and how to describe the verb lexicon in wordnet
became important issues. In particular, Kohlet al.[1998] and
Zickus [1994] identify the problems of verb sense distinction
and classification of PWN, focusing on the verbs of case
alternation based on Levin’s work [1993].

The latter groups about 3,000 English verbs according to
their diathesis alternation patterns. Results show us that if a
verb is activated in two different syntactic frames, this has
to be reflected in the verb sense description. For example,
in ‘He broke the glass plate’ and ‘The glass plate broke’,
the verb ‘break’ is accusative and inaccusative, respectively.
In this respect, Pustejovsky and Busa [1995] argue that the
verbs of case alternation should be considered logically as
polysemous and that the Levin’s verb class is a solution
for verb sense disambiguation, event though it is not fully
explanatory for the semantic relatedness between the case
alternation patterns of the same verb.

The result of Levin’s verb classification is largely applied
in VerbNet and FrameNet projects and sheds light upon the
description of the verb lexicon for NLP purposes. In this
respect, the syntactic analysis should be integrated to verb
sense distinction in wordnet.

2.2 Accusative/Inaccusative Sense Distinction in PWN

A large-scale lexical database like PWN can contain errors
and inconsistency because of manual construction. But there
is another reason: the hierarchical structure. It is a very
difficult to take into consideration and to reconcile both
syntactic and lexical semantic features in a hierarchical
structure. In verb.change4, we can find three types of sense
distinction in the accusative/inaccusative forms of the same
verb. Table 1 shows sense distinction in relation to sentence
frames in PWN.

In Type A, we pair the accusative and inaccusative forms
of the lexical items ‘dry,’ ‘ dry out’ and they are distinguished
concomitantly as two different word senses and have dif-
ferent top hypernyms in the hierarchical structure. Type B
shows a pair of accusative/ inaccusative use of the same verb.
They constitute two different synsets and have the same top
hypernym. In this case, the latter is {change 0}, of which the
frame value is inaccusative: “become different in essence.”
Type C presents the case in which accusative and inac-
cusative are classified separately as with word sense. Here,
the gloss of the synset is ‘make or become___’ and presents
a dual meaning by “or.” In verb.change, 114 verb senses ap-
pear as Type C.

2.3 Hierarchical Structure in Accusative/ Inaccusative
Verbs

We will examine the above three types for accusative/
inaccusative sense distinction according to their hierarchical
structures in PWN. First, in Type A, {dry1, dry out5}
has its hypernym {change1, alter1, modify11} and {dry0,
dry out0}, {change0}. If a synset is defined as having
an inaccusative value, its hypernym is also inaccusative.

4Verb.change is one of the 15 lexicographer file names for PWN
verbs. It groups 2,322 synsets denoting namely size, temperature, change,
intensifying, etc.

If a synset has an accusative value, its hypernym is also
accusative. For example, {dry1, dry out5} is defined as
accusative, and its hypernym is { change1, alter1, modify11
}, which is also accusative. In contrast, for Types B and C,
the top-hypernym is {change0}, which has an inaccusative
value. The syntactic and semantic nature of hypermym
reveals that the hierarchical semantic relation found in Types
B and C is arbitrary in comparison with that found in the type
A.

It is undoubted that the semantic features are inherited by
hyponym from hypernym, but the grammatical and syntactic
features are not inherited in PWN. This is because a syntactic
feature is something attributed to each lexical item, but not
to a synset as a set of synonymous words. Noteworthy is
Levin[1993]’s remark on this matter, that “syntactic patterns
accompany systematically the semantic classification.”

In Types B and C, the syntactic feature of the top-
hypernym does not directly influence to the sense of its hy-
ponyms. However, even if accusativity isa priori a syntactic
feature in English, it is a property linked to the meaning of
verbs. In this regard, we suggest that the verbs of type C
should be revised for sense distinction and the hierarchical
structure of type B and C should be modified.

2.4 Accusative/Inaccusative and Cause Relation

In 1.3, we pointed out that in Type A, the accusative and
inaccusative of the same verb are classified respectively
as constituting independent concepts. In addition, verbs in
Type A case are linked to each other according to the cause
relation in PWN. The cause relation relates not only the
accusative and inaccusative concepts of the same verb, but
also the causative and anticausative (or inchoative) concepts.
Most of the cause relations in PWN appear in verb.change
and the number of linked relations is only 70 pairs of synsets.

Moreover, we remark that the cause relation does not ap-
pear between the synsets of Types B and C. For instance,
between {powderise0. . . } and {powderise1. . . }, there is no
cause relation. The fact that the accusative and the in-
accusative senses of the pair {powderise0. . . } and {pow-
derise1. . . } are not linked by cause relation reveals, above
all, the inconsistency of sense distinction and semantic rela-
tion. Therfore, the verbs appearing in Types B and C should
be re-classified with their syntactico-semantic features– ac-
cusative/inaccusative, causative/anti- causative.

3 Morpho-Syntactic Properties of Korean
Passive Verb in KorLex Text

In this section, we discuss in detail the verb sense of Type
C and its Korean counterpart. The accusative/inaccusative
verbs discussed in Section 1 will be examined here for
concept mapping difficulties in translation. PWN verbs
of Type C are translated in Korean either as a pair
of (1) accusative/inaccusative or as a pair of (2) ac-
cusative/passive verb forms. In Korean, unlike English, the
accusative/inaccusative/ passive forms of a verb are morpho-
logically distinct, which is ascribable to postpositional mor-
phemes. They also have different syntactic and semantic fea-
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Table 1: Accusative/Inaccusative Sense Distinction in PWN
Type of taxonomy Synset words Gloss Frame Top hypernym Korean counterpart

Type A
dry1,
dry out5

remove the mois-
ture from and make
dry

8_0(Somebody —-
s something)
11_0(Something—
-s something)

change1, alter1,
modify11

mal-li-da, geonjo-
hada

dry0,
dry out0

become dry or drier 1_0(Something —-
s)

Change0 maleuda
geonjo-doeda

Type B
powderize1, pul-
verize1, pulverise1,
powderise1

become powder or
dust

1_0(Something —-
s)

change 0
galu-lodoeda

powderize0, pow-
derise0,
powder0, pulver-
ize0, pulverise0

make into a pow-
der by breaking up
or cause to become
dust

8_0(Somebody
—-s something)
11_0(Something
—-s something)

galu-lo-
mandeulda,
bbahda

Type C grill0 cook over a grill 1_0(Something —-
s)
8_0(Somebody —-
s something)

Change 0 gub-da
gu-weojida

tures, and therefore it is necessary to modify the conceptual
hierarchy reflecting Korean lexical properties in KorLex.

3.1 Some Morpho-Syntactic Characteris- tics of
Korean Verbs

Korean is an agglutinative language and word order is
a partially free, using the case marking function words.
Verb arguments, including the subjective and the direct
objective can be omitted according to the context and the
verb is always located in the final position. Aspectual, modal
markers as well as the tense markers are postpositional
morphemes agglutinated to the verb radical. For example,
in the following sentence;

Example 1.
Yumi-ga hakkyo-e ga-ass-da.
Yumi-nom school-loc go-past-ending

“ga-ass-da” is the predicate of the sentence, and the past
tense marker “ass” is suffixed to the radical “ga-.” The pas-
sive verb in Korean is also derived by postpositional mor-
phemes that Choi [1971(1937)] classifies into the following
three categories; (1) adhesion of a postpositional suffixe such
as–i, -hi, -li , or–ki; (2) derived verbs from nouns<N + hada
(support verb)>, alternation of morphemes such as–deoda,
-badda,or –danghadainstead of-hada; (3)adhesion of the
auxiliary verb–jida.5 Passivisation by derivation especially
with the morpheme-deodaand–jida is very productive in
contemporary Korean. In addition, the passive verb form
should also be discussed with regard to its syntactic distribu-
tion in the passive structure. In Example 2, the base form of
“ jab-ass-da(arrest-past)” is “jabda(arrest)” and its passive
form, jab-hi-da(be arrested)“. In English grammar, Exam-
ple 2 is the active voice and Example 3 is the passive voice.

5In narrow sense, the passivisation of verb means the (1) but J-T,
Lee[2001] reports the passive verbs of (2) show the highest frequency of
passive forms in contemporary Korean. In our study, we consider all these
three categories as passive verb.

Example2.
gyeongchal-i6 beomin-eul jab-ass-da.
policeman-nom suspect-acc arrest-past-ending

(The policeman arrested the suspect.)

Example3.
beomin-I gyeongchal-ege jab-hy-eoss-da
suspect-nom policeman-loc arrest-passive

-past-ending

(The suspect was arrested by the policeman)
[NP-i NP-ege V]
In English, the passive voice requests the inflection of

verb radical and the auxiliary verb ”be“ with the modifi-
cation of argument position. In Korean as well, the use of
passive verb demands in general the modification of argu-
ment position as in Example 3. In Example 3, the position
of the noun argument is reversed according to the change of
semantic role. However, in Korean, the passive voice does
not necessarily presuppose a syntactic alternation, but is re-
alized at the lexical level of the verb by the suffixation of a
specific morpheme. Yang [1995] provides the sentence struc-
tures in which the passive verb form can appear, and they
show that a passive verb can occur with up to 10 differ-
ent case frames.7 These 10 frames are not exclusively pas-
sive structure and they can also appear with accusative, inac-
cusative or causative verb forms. Still, these frames are lex-
ically selective. For example, each passive verb form selects
a different syntactic structure.

Example 4.
beomin-i gyeongchal-ege son-eul
suspect-nom policeman-loc hand-acc

7

I. [NP-i V], [NP-i NP-e V], [NP-i NP-eulo V],
[NP-i NP-i V], [NP-i NP-lo V]
II. [NP-i NP-ege V]
III. [NP-i NP-ege NP-leul V], [NP-i NP-e NP-leul V]
IV. [NP-i NP-e NP-i V], [NP-i NP-ege NP-i V]
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jab-hy-eoss-datake-passive-past-ending
(The suspect was taken by hand by the policeman)
[NP-i NP-ege NP-leul8 V]
Examples 3 and 4 show that passive verb can have more

than one structure. Each passive verb has its restrictions
regarding syntactic structure, thus Korean passivisation is
not a syntax- dependent but a lexical-dependent process.
Moreover, the fact that not all Korean accusative verbs can
take the passive form9 shows that the sense of the verb
determines the specific sentence structure. In this respect, we
will argue that it is indispensable to distinguish the passive
verb sense from the accusative verb sense in Korean.

3.2 Types of Error in Translation of PWN into Korean

In this section, we will narrow the scope of analysis to
Korean counterparts of the verbs of Type C in Table 1.
To find the errors, we extracted the English verb synsets
in verb. change that have at least one sentence frame from
(a) representing inaccusative value and at least one sentence
frame from (b) representing accusative value.

Table 2: Accusative/inaccusative sentence frames

(a)
Somebody___s
Something___s

(b)

Somebody___s something
Somebody___s somebody
Something___s somebody
Something___s something

In addition, we checked whether the gloss contains more
than two senses. Even though the sentence frames satisfy the
condition of synset extraction, it is often not described ex-
plicitly in the gloss. It appears that in most cases the sentence
frames more accurately catches the accusative/inaccusative
senses than the gloss. We also counterchecked if the sentence
frames of PWN are conformed by the Merriam-Webster on-
line dictionary. As a result, we achieved 117 synsets having
both accusative and inaccusative senses and discarded the 2
synsets containing idiomatic expression.

Automatic translation by the bilingual MRD10 often does
not fully reflect the English verb meaning in Korean verbs
when they contain both accusative and inaccusative senses
at the same time.

Example 6. {burst1, burst0}
Sentence frame: Something—s

Somebody —s something
Something —s something

Gloss: break open or apart suddenly and forceful
Automatic translation: teo-jida, payeol-hada,
payeol-deoda
Missing Korean counterpart: teotteulida, payeol-sikida,

payeol-deoda

8The accusative case markers -leul and -eul are allomorphemes.
9This is also true for English verbs. Some verbs like ‘eat’ in ”I ate an

apple“ are not subject to a passivisation.
10The English-Korean bilingual Machine Readable Dictionary contains

40,000 entries.

Example 7. { steam 0}
Sentence frame: Something —s
Somebody —s something
Gloss: cook something by letting steam pass over it
Automatic translation: jjida
Missing Korean counterpart: jjyeo-jida

Example 6 illustrates the case in which the automatic
translation gives only inaccusative forms and needs to be
supplemented with the accusative verbs such as ”teotteulida“
and ”payeol-sikida.“ Example 7 shows the case in which
the automatic translation gives only the accusative verb
and the inaccusative form is not selected. Sentence frames
are important criteria to evaluate the automatic mapping
correctness and to refine the selection of lexical items for
KorLex. By these criteria, we correct the translation errors
and achieve the results shown in Table 4.

Additionally, it is notable that the pair of accusative/ in-
accusative verbs heads the list of Table 4 and that each case
of this Table is subject to more refined sense distinction and
modification of hierarchical structure. However, sense dis-
tinction and review of hierarchical structure for accusative/
inaccusative verbs should be implemented with a more re-
fined set of rules able to reflect subcategories of accusative
and inaccusative verbs, causative, anticausative and inchoat-
ive, which is far beyond the limits of this study.

4 Building KorLex Verb Hierarchy
In Section 2 we corrected the translation errors with the ac-
cusative/inaccusative values. In this section, we will examine
the pair distribution of Korean verb forms shown in Table 4
and on the basis of passive sense distinction, we will propose
a way to apply it to the KorLex verb hierarchy.

4.1 Sense distinction: accusative/passive form

In Table 4, we have four different distributions of verb pairs.
Cases 1 and 2 show that the mapped Korean verbs are re-
spectively accusative and inaccusative. Cases 1 and 2 illus-
trate the difference in lexicalization and conceptual disparity
between languages. These are two of the common problems
that one encounters in building multilingual wordnets. But
Cases 3 and 4 reveal the problem of sense distinction, which
requires a solution. Cases 3 and 4 arise from the sense dis-
tinction problem as well as the morpho-syntactic differences
of lexical unit. When the accusative/inaccusative senses are
encoded as one word sense in English, and if the Korean
counterpart for the same concept is presented as a pair of ac-
cusative/passive verbs, accusative/passive verb forms should
be semantically distinguished for the following two reasons
({steam0} in PWN is mapped to {jjida, jjyeojida} in Korean)

Example 6.
na-neun gamja-leul jji-n-da
I-nom potato-acc steam-present-ending

(I steam the potatoes)

Example 7.
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Table 3: 115 accusative/inaccusative synsets from translation results

Korean verb form accusative inaccusative accusative/
passive

accusative/
Inaccusative

total

synsets 50 15 7 43 115

Table 4: 115 accusative/inaccusative synsets from correction results

Korean verb form accusative inaccua
tive

accusative/
passive

accusative
/
Inaccusa
tive

total

synsets 20 2 34 65 115

gamja-neun soss-eseo bali jjyeo-ji-n-da
Potatoe-nom pot-loc. rapidly steam- passive-

present -ending
(The potatoes steam rapidly in the pot)
First, these two verb forms ‘jjida’ and ‘jjyeojida’ have dif-

ferent selectional restrictions of noun argument and different
syntactic distributions. The passive structure of a sentence is
realized at the lexical level in Korean. Second, following the
PWN’s basic assumption, it is not possible in Korean to put
them in a synset. A synset is defined as a set of synonymous
words that are interchangeable in some context. But the Ko-
rean passive and accusative verb forms cannot be substituted
in any context. This leads us to treat them separately and to
assign a different hierarchical structure for each verb form.

4.2 Passive Verb classification and its place in KorLex

Now, how can we build the hierarchical structure for the
distinctive senses of accusative and passive verb forms in
the semantic net? In KorLex, since verbs hierarchy is biased
with PWN structure, it is efficient to look for the appropriate
place in relation to the top- hypernym and its hyponyms in
PWN.

In Table 1, the top-hypernyms of Type A (pairs of ac-
cusative and inaccusative concepts) are the verb concepts
that reflect the accusative /inaccusative values indepen-
dently; {change 0} is inaccusative and {change1, alter1,
modify 11}, accusative. Given the 35 top hypernyms of
verb.change, we can choose, following their syntactic and
semantic features, an appropriate place in the hierarchies for
the Korean passive or accusative verb. To facilitate the task,
we can also take into consideration the existing cause rela-
tion between the top hypernyms of the accusative and the
inaccusative sense. The Figure 1 represents the hierarchical
structure of {bake0}.

=>change 0
=>change_integrity 0

=>cook 0
=>bake 0

Figure 1: Hierarchy of {bake0}

In the hierarchy of {bake0}, all the hypernyms are of
inaccusative value. We will use this structure to match the
passive verb ”gu-weoji-da“ (bake-passive-ending), and the

Korean counterparts for the hypernyms of {bake0} will
be all of passive value. Now, we can separately build the
accusative and the passive forms of ”gub-da“(bake-ending)
in the Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the left cell shows the hierarchy of the pas-
sive verb form of ”guweojida“ and its hypernyms of passive
value. The right cell represents the modified structure of the
accusative verb form and its hypernyms of accusative value.
Each counterpart of {bake0} now has a different semantic re-
lation; they are linked by cause relation and ”accusative- pas-
sive“ tag in KorLex. As result, the English synset {bake0} is
mapped to the accurate Korean synonym ”guweojida“ and
{cook0} is mapped to ”ikda“. Table 5 shows the results of
sense distinction according to accusative/passive in Korean
and the corresponding hierarchy modification.

Before sense distinction was performed, accusative and
passive verbs coexisted in synsets. After the sense dis-
tinction, there were 74 synsets: 34 synsets represent-
ing the sense of accusative verbs, 34 synsets, passive
verbs, and we added 6 new synsets located between
the top node and the accusative verb synsets. This was
done because it was necessary to represent the hierar-
chical structures of the passive and accusative verb con-
cepts independently. In verb.change of PWN, there are
6 upper nodes, including {decay}, {change_integrity},
{change_ surface}, {change_magnitude}, {change _state},
{change_by_reversal}, which reflect only the sense of in-
accusative verbs. Therefore, we distinguished the senses of
these nodes and created Korean verb synsets to appropriately
represent the semantic hierarchies of accusative and passive
verbs.

Concerning the hierarchy modification, we used two top
synsets in verb.change: {change1, alter1, modify1} for the
accusative verb synsets and {change 0} for the passive
verb synsets translated respectively, ‘byeonwha-sikida’ and
‘byeonwha-deoda.’

Conclusion and Future Work

While focusing on the morpho-semantic features in Ko-
rean accusative/passive verbs, we argued that unlike En-
glish verbs, the Korean passive voice is tributary to the lex-
ical level and thus its lexical feature has to be reflected to
constitute a distinct verb sense in KorLex. When a word
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=> change0;byeonwha-deoda 0
=> change_integrity 0;
eoiyangi-bagguida0
=>cook 0;ikda0

=>bake0;guweojida 0

=>change1,alter1, modify 11;
byeonwha-sikida 0
=> eoiyaneul-bagguda0

=> ikhida0,
=> gubda 0

Figure 2: Reconstruction of hierarchy for Passive/Accusative verb of “gubda”.

Table 5: Results of sense distinction and hierarchy modification

Sense distinction Hierarchy modification (top node)
accusative passive byeonwha-sikida byeonwha-deoda

Translation of PWN 34 5 29
KorLex 34(+6) 34 34 34

sense is differentiated by its distinctive semantic feature, it
is also indispensable to reorganize the semantic relations.
The morpho-semantic feature of a concept is heterogeneous
throughout the languages, and should be considered seri-
ously in the multilingual lexical databases, but at the same
time can be a robust linguistic criterion for sense distinc-
tion and concept classification. The method proposed in this
study can be useful to any multilingual lexical database, in
the fact that it shows the possibility to improve the consis-
tency of one wordnet via another wordnet.

However, we think that much work remains to be done, in
particular, finding the distinctive semantic features of verbs
to take into consideration for building Korean wordnet and
determining consistent and reusable criteria for word sense
distinction.
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Abstract
Exploiting the computational instruments of ItalWordNet
(IWN), we built a terminological Database containing about
3000 lemmas. This allowed us to outgo the concept of ”dic-
tionary“, and obtain data not only described (by the defini-
tion), but also codified (by relations), easily managed auto-
matically and linked to the corresponding closest concepts
in English through the Inter-Lingual Index (ILI). We started
to design the terminological data base top level, identifying
the most relevant and representative domain concepts.

The users demand has determined the need of manag-
ing the ever-increasing new technical terminology which in-
cludes also very different domains as the juridical or the eco-
nomic one.

Up to now our database is connected, by means of the
’plug_in’ relations, to the general ontology which IWN
inherited from EuroWordNet.

Now we outline a new domain ontology design, for bet-
ter defining the boundary of this research, setting the base
of the terminological concepts and gaining more functional
information. Before defining the ontology, a reflection is pre-
liminary about the concept of ’term’ and ‘domain’, the ’rele-
vance’ of each term, the knowledge potential of the termino-
logical lexicon, together with the possibility of manipulating
this knowledge with huge cognitive effects, specifying how
to represent it as a concrete (suitable to be instantiated) data
structure.

The set of characteristics recognized in our terminological
Database and verified, lead us to qualify it a Knowledge Base
System, that is a body of represented knowledge, based on a
conceptualized view of the world, with axioms and inference
rules productive of new knowledge generated from existing
one.

Introduction
We were encouraged to perform this type of study by a pre-
cise request of specialized professional users asking for a
terminological maritime dictionary written in Italian and re-
ferring to the English, prevailing in this field, therefore ex-
ploiting the availability of the computational instruments of
ItalWordNet (IWN) able to handle this type of information.,
we have carried out the building of a terminological database
(DB), which contains about 3000 lemmas, belonging to the
maritime domain.

1 The Terminological Database
The terminological subset has been structured according to
the design principles of the generic wordnet, i.e. applying
the same semantic relations model and exploiting the pos-
sibility – available in IWN through the Inter-Lingual Index
(ILI) – of linking the specialized terms to the corresponding
closest concepts in English.

We started to design the terminological data base top
level, identifying the most relevant and representative do-
main concepts or basic concepts (BCs), which constitute the
root nodes of the specialized database we are developing.

The set of BCs has been selected taking into account:

1. Terms belonging either to the generic lexicon or to the
specialized one.

2. Terms that have a huge number of hyponyms.

3. Terms that are significant (only) in that knowledge
field.

In this case, term and base concept are assimilated, that is
the main concepts of the terminological database are ‘terms’.

As a first step, for the beginning of our work on the mar-
itime domain, it was important to get a comprehensive list
of the most salient terms. So we started from one hand, with
the definition of the most general concepts in the domain (us-
ing the above criteria) and the subsequent specialization of
the concepts (top-down development process); on the other
hand, we decided to define the most specific concepts, and
then to group them under more general concepts (bottom-up
development) (Marinelli et al., 2003).

This ‘combination’ approach may be considered the eas-
iest, since the concepts ‘in the middle’ tend to be the more
descriptive concepts in the domain (Rosch, 1978).

The exploiting IWN and its semantic relations available
as a reliable instrument, allowed us to outgo the concept of
”dictionary“, and obtain data not only described (by the def-
inition), but also codified (by relations): data structured only
alfabetically in the dictionaries taken into account can be-
come synsets, linked to each other by many types of seman-
tic relations (hyperonymy, hyponymy, holo/mero part, etc.)
which can also be easily/nimbly managed automatically.

There are three kind of semantic relations in the Database:

• Internal relations : the information is encoded in the
form of lexical-semantic relations between pairs of
synsets (synonym sets). Synonymy and hyponymy are
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the most important relations encoded; this linguistic
model is very rich and contains many other lexical-
semantic relations such as part of, cause, purpose, sub-
event, belong-to-class relations etc.. (n. of relations:
4581).

• Equivalence relations:between the Italian synsets and
the closest concepts (synonyms, near synonyms, etc.)
in an Inter-Lingual Index (ILI), a separate language-
independent module containing all WN1.5 synsets but
not the relations among them. By this link the possibil-
ity to use IWN and the terminological DB for multilin-
gual applications is ensured. (n. of relations:2079).

• Plug-in relations: allow to link the specialized word-
net to the generic one connecting a terminological sub-
hierarchy (represented by its root node) to a node of the
generic wordnet (n. of relations:286).

Up to now our database is connected, by means of the
’plug_in’ relations, to the general ontology which IWN
inherited from EuroWordNet (Marinelli et al., 2004).

Now we propose to outline a new domain ontology design
and to show that the terminological semantic database can
actually have all the features to be considered a Knowledge
Base System (KBS).

We deem however that first it is necessary to do some
considerations about some outstanding concepts which we
have to face with.

2 The Concept of Term

Depending on our experience, we have ascertained that it is
very difficult to evaluate which are the BCs, because it is not
possibile to determine with absolute precision if ”ship“, for
instance, is a term, and if it is, why it is a term: why among
the most representative terms of the specialized lexicon,
there are synsets belonging either to the terminological
wordnet or to the generic one.

A reflection is preliminary about the definition of ‘term’
or ‘terminological unit’ and the features that make the same
word considered in the generic DB to become a term in the
specialized lexicon.

We refer to recent and significant theories of terminology
(Cabré, 2003) and to some more cognitive aspects of linguis-
tic theories to support our considerations.

The terminological units in specialized domains differ
from the lexical units because of their cognitive and prag-
matic conditions. A term and a word are different by their
way of meaning.

The terminological or specialized value of a unit is ac-
tivated when the communication context requires it, high-
lighted by a selection of precise semantic features corre-
sponding to the specialized meaning of the unit in ‘that’ de-
termined specific field (Cabré, 2003).

There is a strong relationship between the concept of
‘term’ and the concept of ‘domain’: ”the existence of the
concept ‘domain’ is required before the concepts ‘terms’ or
‘terminology’ can be consolidated“. (Kaguera, 1998).

2.1 Relevance Salience Functionality

We think that relevance, salience and function have a fun-
damental role in governing selection. Salience and relevance
are theoretical notions which are influential in accounting for
how or why certain objects, concepts, properties or actions
are highlighted or preferred in natural language processing
(Pattabhiraman and Cercone, 1990), while the use or func-
tion and contextual factors interact in the interpretation of
utterances.

Relevance
From the cognitive point of view the meaning potential of a
term can be explained by the importance it has as input that
satisfies our expectations of relevance.

The search for relevance is a basic feature of human
cognition, which communicators may exploit, improving
their knowledge on a certain topic.

According to relevance theory, an input is relevant to
an individual when its processing in a context of available
assumptions yields a positive cognitive effect. (Sperber &
Wilson, 1995).

The notion of relevance to an individual, for a given
assumption and an individual with access to a variety of
contexts is a matter of choice. The aim of the individual is
to choose the best possible combination of assumption and
context; we claim that the choice is again governed by the
search for maximal relevance (Wilson, 1998).

The most important type of cognitive effect is a contextual
implication, a conclusion deducible from input and context
together, but from neither input nor context alone.

Salience
While relevance is related to speaker-internal factors such
as goals and motivation,salienceis connected with context
and speaker-external objects or properties: a strong and sup-
portive context improves processes of knowledge compre-
hension. The higher the level ofsalienceof an object, the
higher is its level of activation in the speaker’s mind. Salient
meanings of the words are the meanings that stand out as
most prominent in our minds and shape how we speak and
how we think. For information to be salient - to be foremost
in one’s mind- it needs to undergo consolidation, that is to
be stored or coded in the mental lexicon (Giora, 2003).

Functionality
From a functional point of view, particular aspects of a given
context (such as the topics discussed, the language users and
the medium of communication) define the meanings likely
to be expressed and the language likely to be used to express
those meanings, taking into account the way the linguistic
dynamics can activate the meaning potential of the words.

The terms are a way to know; actually, linguistics, phi-
losophy and the technical-scientific disciplines consider ter-
minology as a ‘conjunction’ of units with an essential aim,
and, therefore, with a functional value (Cabré, 2000). In the
different applications a twofold function of the terminologi-
cal units is activated: the specialized knowledge representa-
tion and its conveyance. The terms are used in the special-
ized communication, characterized by linguistic and prag-
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matic factors: pragmatics study how the meaning potentials
are completely specified and actually used by the speakers;
terms are worth of a new more dynamic approach, consider-
ing the meaning not only as ‘content’, but as a way to change
the state of information of the speakers (Chierchia, 1997).

The specialized communication admits different levels of
specialization, various degrees of knowledge opacity, several
indexes of cognitive and terminological density and distinct
aims; and to take this into account means to consider the
terms with all the meaning and knowledge potential they can
have (Cabré, 2000).

3 Knowledge Base
The second consideration about the specialized lexicon
structuring is concerning the nature and structure of Domain.

3.1 Domain

Domains may be more or less specific; domains may be more
or less tangled (Poli, 2002). The maritime domain includes
also many other fields of knowledge ranging from meteo-
rology to astronomy, from law and maritime contracts to
transport technology. The detailed structuring of a context
of analysis with respect to its sub-domains a very complex
task. Within our lexicon, in fact, we find different levels of
specificity depending both on the hierarchical structure of
taxonomies and on the many lexical items coming from var-
ious disciplines strictly connected with maritime navigation
and maritime transport. They were included and encoded in
our terminological database aiming at representing this com-
plexity.

Now we want to better define the domain of interest
drawing on the ‘extensive’ definition of terminology given as
‘the set of all terminological units belonging to a specialized
knowledge field’ (Cabré, 2000), that can be represented in a
more schematic and formal way by the symbolic language
of the FOL.

We would give an inductive definition of ‘term belonging
to this specialized lexicon’, that suggests how it is possible to
collect the elements of the set considered, defining it through
its genesis/developing.

We can use a function symbol and the First Order Logic
formalism; FOL is often used for knowledge representation:
it is considered as the formalized substitute of the natural
language.

We define the predicative functionf : ”concerning the sea,
the navigation, the transports“ and the set of argument values
for which this function is defined:

M = (∀x. f (x))

where f is the ” characteristic function“ of the setMbecause
(every) its argument is an element ofM .

So M can be considered the ‘conceptual universe’
(Lyons) or ‘domain’ specified by the set of argument values
for which the function is defined.

3.2 Knowledge Base and conceptualization

The conceptual universe represents the domain and the
domain can be defined ‘intensionally’ by the characteristic

function or ”extensionally“ by the set of all elements that
satisfy the given property.

To do this, the domain has to be structured by means of a
systematic explicit (formal) specification of how to represent
the objects, concepts and other entities that are assumed to
exist in the/this area of interest and the relationships that hold
among them.

For Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems, what ”exists“ is
that which can be represented; so we can describe the onto-
logical structure defining a set of representationalterms and
(formal) axioms and rules that constrain the interpretation
and well-formed use of these terms, so that an inferential
mechanism (possibly very simple) for knowledge managing
can be elicited.

Every knowledge base or knowledge-based system is
committed to some conceptualisation, explicitly or implic-
itly. Choosing a conceptualisation is the first stage of knowl-
edge representation concerned with designing and using sys-
tems for storing knowledge - facts and rules about some sub-
ject or domain (Marinelli and Roventini, 2005).

We define a common ”vocabulary“ for researchers who
need to share information in this domain, for profession-
als and not professionals as well to enable reuse of domain
knowledge, to clarify and separate domain and operational
knowledge. We describe our domain structure taking into ac-
count the need of managing the ever increasing new techni-
cal terminology which includes also very different domains
as the juridical or the economic one. Our approach to infor-
mation integration and ontology building is not to create a
homogeneous, rigid system with a reduced freedom of in-
terpretation, but admitting and navigating alternative inter-
pretations, conceiving different context of use which has to
be promptly highlighted for effective usefulness. To do this
we require a comprehensive set of basic concepts, organized
in such a way to admit the existence of different possible
pathways among subdomains under a common conceptual
framework. Our analysis and modelling processes should be
guided by domain independent criteria and relations i.e. by
an upper ontology.

IWN top ontology can be considered as an upper on-
tology, including the most general high level concepts, di-
vided at the first level in three types of entities: the 1st order
entities that are distinguished in terms of four main ways
of conceptualizing or classifying a concrete entity (Origin,
form, composition, function); the 2nd order entities, clas-
sified using two different classification schemes (the Situ-
ationType and the SituationComponent); the 3rd order en-
tities limited in number and so not further subdivided. A
domain-independent (upper) ontology should characterize
all the general notions (such ascause, subevent, part, object,
process, location, movement, person, etc.) that are needed
to talk about navigation, charting, goods species, transport
techniques, etc.

Our domain structure is described defining a core set of
terms representing the main two subdomains specified in the
maritime terminology that are: thetechnical/nauticaland the
transportone, to be supported by specialized documentation
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and studied by ontological engineers and domain experts in
close collaboration. They are general enough to be the root
nodes of the core ontology we are developing. The model of
this structure is WN-like, as the database itself as well: the
most important relations are the is-a relations and among the
”horizontal“ relations, only a subset is exploited (is means,
for purpose, role, has instance, etc.). In facts, they seem to
be the most appropriate to characterize the main conceptual
schemas that people of the technical-nautical or maritime
transports ”world“ actually use, that is activity plans, pro-
grams involving particular devices for cargo stowage, goods
shipping, navigation managing, etc. (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 2)

While the top concepts are mostly domain dependant, the
link with the Top Ontology of IWN remains exploiting again
the plug-in relations: in such a way it is possible to guar-
antee either general and ”basic/fondational“ information, or
detailed information directly connected with the specific do-
main. In particular it has to be noted that by the means of the
plug-in relation connecting these BC to correspondent IWN
concepts, our ”tool“ allows to extend the IWN top ontology
to the maritime domain: through the semantic relations link-
ing the synsets, every term ”inherits“ the top ontology defi-
nitions and becomes itself an integral part of the structure.

At the same time while codifying a term in the maritime
database, the ”tool“ allows the reference to the BC of the
terminological ontology embedding the term in the semantic
network.

Upper and core ontologies provide the framework to
integrate in a meaningful way differentviewson the same
domain, such as those represented by thequeriesthat can be
done to an information system (Gangemi, 2005). (see Fig. 4
and Fig. 5).

For generality, we prefer to define an ontology rather
loosely as a set of terms, associated with definitions in nat-
ural language and, if possible, using formal relations and
constraints, about some domain of interest. Terminologi-
cal Ontologies used for natural language applications tend
to be more general (high-level, abstract), especially such
language-related ontologies, while Domain Models used
for domain-oriented applications are naturally more specific
(Hovy, 2001).

A collection of knowledge represented using some knowl-
edge representation language is known as a knowledge base.

We view a Domain Model as an ontology that specializes
on a particular domain of interest, and fits to our terminolog-
ical knowledge base representation.

In this case the semantic relations, inherited from the
generic database IWN, are viewed as the knowledge repre-
sentation language in the database; we can consider as ax-
ioms in this knowledge base the constrain/rule regulating
the application of the semantic relations, e.g.: compelling a)
to define the proper names instances of classes and not hy-
ponyms, or b) to consider thebelongs_to_classrelation as
the ‘characteristic’ code available only for proper names, or
c) to apply theantonymyrelation only between synsets be-
longing to the same grammatical category, etc.

We propose to find a set of rules and constrains to explicit
in order to give and possibly grant an axiomatic structure for
the conceptualization of the database.

The deduction and proof activity originates the knowledge
that is implicitly contained in the initial knowledge appear-
ing in the form of axioms.

3.3 Inference Rules

Knowledge differs from data or information in that new
knowledge may be created from existing knowledge using
logical inference i.e. the logical process by which new facts
are derived from some known facts by the application of
inference rules.

Inference is usually a multi-step process. Each step
leading from premises to conclusion must be licensed by a
rule of inference in the system (Pustejovsky, 2004).

A KB expressed in a predicative language can be asked
in a forward or a backward way: in the first case, beginning
from initial facts, applying repeatedly the inference rules one
can obtain all that springs out; in the second case, beginning
from the fact that we want to obtain, we try to test if it is
deducible from the initial facts.

We can consider the inference rule allowing us to confirm
the transitivity or the inheritance of thehyperonymyrelation
or of thehyponymyrelation, i.e.:

Ancoraggio (anchorage)has_hyperonymmanovra (ma-
noeuvre)

Manovra (manoeuvre)has_hyperonymazione (action)
Ancoraggio (anchorage)has_hyperonymazione (action)
Barca (boat)has_hyponymbarca a vela (sailing boat)
barca a vela (sailing boat)has_hyponymdinghy (dinghy)
barca (boat)has_hyponymdinghy (dinghy)
In this way the hyponyms of ”barca a vela“ (sailing boat)

become also the hyponyms of ”barca“ (boat) and therefore
this type of relation can be increased, expanded to a more
numerous set of hyponyms.

We could propose also an inference rule that allows to
confirm the transitivity of the part-of relation:

Nave (ship)has_mero_partscafo (hull)
Scafo(hull)has_mero_partfasciame (planking)
Nave (ship)has_mero_partfasciame (planking)
Applying this inference rule means to obtain new explicit

and inferredpart_of relations.
We could propose also an inference rule that allows us

to inherit thepart-of relation through an hyperonymy or
through an hyponymy chain:

Albero di maestra (mainmast)has_hyperonymalbero
(mast)

Albero (mast)has_mero_parttesta d’albero (masthead)
Albero di maestra (mainmast)has_mero_part testa

d’albero (masthead)
Alberatura (masting)has_mero_partalbero (mast)
Albero (mast)has_hyponymtrinchetto (foremast)
Alberatura (masting)has_mero_parttrinchetto (foremast)
Studying other types of relations such as thecauserela-

tion or thehas_subeventrelation, that are available in the
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DB for verbs coding, we deem interesting to focus on the be-
haviour of the transitive property with the verbs approdare,
attraccare, ormeggiarsi:

Approdare (to shore)has_subeventattraccare (to dock)
Attraccare (to dock)has_subeventormeggiarsi (to moor)
Approdare (to shore)has_subeventormeggiarsi (to moor)
Issare le vele (to hoist)causeprendere vento (to take the

wind)
Prendere vento (to take the wind)causeaumentare veloc-

ità (to take speed)
Issare le vele (to hoist)causeaumentare velocità (to take

speed)
It would be worth while highlighting the behaviour of the

transitivity of these two relations, comparing what happens
in the generic Italian Wordnet and in the terminological one.

We think that it is possible to speak about a ”weak“
transitivity, i.e. possible and a ”necessary“ transitivity, i.e.
conceived as sequence of actions strictly tied up by a
causality relationship.

Moreover also the possibility of applying the
xpos_near_synonymrelation implies inferences pro-
ductive of knowledge. We can consider the knowledge
potential that is implicit in every semantic relation of
the database to confirm the inferential capabilities of the
Knowledge Base System.

Many other examples of semantic relations in the termino-
logical database could be taken under consideration to com-
pare the generic and the specialized database, starting from
some practical examples to focus in particular on the refer-
ence relationship, to investigate about our intuitions of the
semantic commitments, based on a system of inference rules
in anyway realized in our mind. We have to take into account
such rules supposing that they are useful and necessary to
deal with sets of objects with a certain structure and point
out structural properties.

In choosing a Domain Model there are several viable
alternatives: we have to determine which one would work
better for the planned task, or would be more intuitive, more
extensible, and more maintainable. An ontology is a model
of reality of the world that is not fixed, but dynamic and the
concepts in the ontology must reflect this reality (Friedman
Noy and McGuinness, 2001) and its potential capacity.

Up to now we dealt with the terminological KBS, exam-
ining the most significant points in the field both of cognitive
linguistics and of pragmatics: the concept of ‘term’, the def-
inition of ‘domain’, the conceptualization of the maritime
terminology, the figuring of axioms and inference rules in
the system. We have also to refer about the KB manage-
ment, by means of a tool developed for the treatment of the
data and the semantic relations, now increased and upgraded.
The program for extending and/or querying the terminologi-
cal Knowledge Base allows also the building and the updat-
ing of the specific ontology. At the moment a few concepts
are inserted, representing the two main subdomains speci-
fied in the maritime terminology. Hereafter (see Fig. 3.3 and
Fig. 1) the set of concepts is shown regarding the techni-
cal/nautical and the transport domain, which, according to

our experience, can be considered representative of these
two sub-domains and useful to develop a specific domain
ontology.

These terms could be considered the main concepts in
the ontology and become the ‘anchor’ points in our domain
hierarchy.

Hereafter an example is shown concerning the term ”stato
del mare“ (sea condition) as it appears in the Ontology
navigation tool (Fig. 3.3).

In the Figures 3.3 and 4 it is possible to see respectively
the link with the IWN Top Ontology and the link with the
specific ontology.

As pointed by Gruber (1993), there is no single correct
ontology-design methodology. The concepts that we present
here are the first ones that we propose as useful in our
Domain Model development purpose.

Conclusion

The above characteristics, verified in our terminological
Database, lead us to qualify it a Knowledge Base System
(KBS), that is a body of represented knowledge, based on a
conceptualized view of the world, with axioms and inference
rules productive of new knowledge generated from existing
one. In order to manipulate this knowledge we aim at
specifying how the abstract conceptualisation is represented
as a concrete data structure; we want to show/highlight that
it is possible to build a ‘deductive terminological database’
from which one can infer much more information than from
initial relations, always considering that ontology design is
a creative process, trying to guarantee not completeness, but
consistency (Gruber, 1993) and that we can assess its quality
enlarging, testing and refining it, actually, using it (Friedman
Noy and McGuinness, 2001).
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Abstract
Most authors agree that adjective semantic analysis and rep-
resentation is far from being a trivial issue. Since the seman-
tic organisation of adjectives seems to be unlike that of nouns
and verbs, as noted by Fellbaum et al (1993) and Miller
(1998), this paper focuses on the encoding of adjectives in
wordnets. We discuss the strategies used in WordNet.PT. Our
proposal aims at mirroring adjectives definitional features in
the database, allowing adjective classes to emerge from the
relations expressed in the network. In order to do so, we use
some of the semantic relations introduced in the Princeton
WordNet, but we also propose some new pointers.1

1 Introduction
Adjectives, perhaps more than any other part-of-speech,
show a non trivial semantic behaviour, namely in what con-
cerns sense change depending on the linguistic context.
Therefore, adjective semantic analysis and representation is
far from being a trivial issue. Fellbaum et al (1993) and
Miller (1998) state that the semantic organisation of adjec-
tives in the Princeton WordNet (Miller (1990); Fellbaum
(1998)) is unlike that of nouns and verbs, as these modifiers
do not show a hierarchical organisation in WordNet.

Encoding adjectives in wordnets is the main issue dis-
cussed in this paper. We present the strategies put at work
in WordNet.PT in order to mirror, in the database, adjectives
main features, namely those that are on the basis of the def-
inition of adjective classes. We will show that it is possible
to make these classes emerge from the relations expressed
in the network without having to encode them artificially by
listing adjectives in separate files, as it is done in the Prince-
ton WordNet. In order to do so we use some of the semantic
relations introduced in the Princeton WordNet, but we also
propose some new pointers. In section 1 we briefly describe
some of the main adjective classes. Section 2 discusses the
way adjectives have been encoded in wordnets, in particu-
lar in the Princeton WordNet and in Germanet, and section 3
presents our proposal for adjective encoding in WordNet.PT.

2 Adjective Classifications
There are several possible classifications of adjectives - se-
mantic based classifications, syntactic based classifications,

1This research was supported by Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia
(grant SFRH/BD/8524/2002).

classifications regarding the relation holding between the ad-
jective and the modified noun, and so on. Nonetheless, as our
work on this issue progresses, it has become clear that only a
combination of syntactic and semantic criteria can offer in-
teresting insights concerning adjective linguistic behaviour.
In fact, the main interest of making classifications is to iden-
tify relevant common features, characterising lexical items.
In this section we will make a brief description of the adjec-
tive classifications we consider relevant for the sake of our
work.

Regarding the way adjectives relate to the noun they mod-
ify, we consider two classes: property ascribing adjectives
(in (1)), which add a new restriction to the properties the
modified nominal introduces; and reference modifying ad-
jectives (in (2)), which behave like a semantic operator, tak-
ing the reference of the modified nominal as its argument2.
(1) o livro azul

‘the blue book’
(2) o diamante falso

‘the fake diamond’
While property ascribing adjectives, such asazul (blue),

attribute properties to the modified nouns, reference modify-
ing adjectives likefalso(fake) show how a concept applies to
a particular object, i.e. these adjectives do not deal with real
objects nor with referential objects, they deal with concepts.

We will focus on property ascribing adjectives, since
reference modifying adjectives constitute a closed class of
a relatively small number of adjectives with very particular
properties, which makes them somewhat close to semantic
operators.

Demonte (1999) proposes a classification of property as-
cribing adjectives based on their intrinsic meaning. This
classification combines syntactic and semantic criteria to de-
termine which adjectives belong to which class. Two sub-
classes are considered: descriptive adjectives and relational
adjectives. Each of these classes displays specific semantic
and syntactic properties. Below we briefly present the dis-
tinguishing properties of these two adjective classes relevant
for Portuguese.

2This distinction betweenproperty ascribing adjectivesand reference
modifying adjectivesis basically equivalent to the one used in the SIM-
PLE project (extensionalvs. intensional adjectives, following Chierchia &
McConnel-Ginet (1990)) to address the semantics of adjectives. This dis-
tinction is also included in the EAGLES recommendations for a semantic
typology of adjectives.
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In Portuguese, descriptive adjectives can occur both in
attributive and predicative contexts, while relational adjec-
tives occur almost exclusively in attributive contexts3. Both
prenominal and postnominal positions are possible for de-
scriptive adjectives in attributive contexts. Relational ad-
jectives, on the contrary, can only occur in postnominal
position, as shown in the examples below, adapted from
Casteleiro (1981). Finally, descriptive adjectives are grad-
able, i.e. they can co-occur with degree adverbs, which is
not the case for relational adjectives.
(3) a. Adoro as paisagens calmas.

‘I love the landscapes calm’
b. Adoro as calmas paisagens.
‘I love the calm landscapes’
c. Adoro as paisagens muito calmas.
‘I love the landscapes very calm’
d. Adoro as paisagens que são calmas. (As
paisagens são calmas.)
‘I love the landscapes which are calm’ (‘the
landscapes are calm’)

(4) a. Adoro as casas rurais.
‘I love the houses rural’
b. *Adoro as rurais casas.
‘I love the rural houses’
c. *Adoro as casas muito rurais.
‘I love the houses very rural’
d. ?*Adoro as casas que são rurais. (*As
casas são rurais.)
‘I love the houses which are rural’ (‘the
houses are rural’)
As the criteria presented above are not always sufficient

to make a clear-cut distinction between relational and de-
scriptive adjectives, Demonte (1999) proposes some addi-
tional criteria in order to determine which adjectives belong
to each of these classes in a more accurate way: their occur-
rence in comparative structures, and the formation of polar-
ity systems.
(5) a. O sabor desta laranja é mais doce do que o

daquela.
‘this orange taste is sweeter than that one’s’
b. o rapaz alto / o rapaz baixo
‘the tall boy / the short boy’

(6) a. *Este sabor é mais mineral do que aquele.
‘this taste is more mineral than that one’
b. o sabor mineral / *o sabor amineral
‘the mineral taste / the amineral taste’
But most of all, and besides all the syntactical contrasts

presented above, there is a clear contrast in the way these two
adjective classes relate to the noun they modify. Descriptive
adjectives, on the one hand, ascribe a single property, setting
a value for an attribute. Relational adjectives, on the other
hand, introduce a set of properties.

3As shown in (4), predicative contexts with relational adjectives are gen-
erally ruled out. Nonetheless, some specific contexts, like contrastive con-
texts, for instance, seem to license predicative uses of relational adjectives :

(I) As próximas eleições são autárquicas, não são presidenciais.
‘next election will be autarchic, not presidential’

(7) o prédio alto
‘the high building’

(8) a indústria alimentar
‘the alimentary industry’
Looking at (7) and (8), we see that, whilealto (high)

sets the value of theheight attribute ofprédio (building)
to high, alimentar (alimentary) does not ascribe a single
property, but a set of properties toindústria (industry).
Moreover, this set of properties corresponds to the main
features describing another noun,alimento (food) in the
example above. In fact, the way in which properties are
ascribed to the modified nouns in (7) and in (8) are quite
different. Ascribing a singular property usually corresponds
to an incidence relation of this property in the nominal
referent4, while ascribing sets of properties usually entails
more complex and diversified semantic relations. Actually,
relational adjectives establish a link between the modified
noun and other domains which are exterior to them. Let us
look at (9) and (10).
(9) o vestido vermelho

‘the red dress’ (there is an X which is a dress
and which is a red object)
dress(X)∧ red(X)

(10) o cais marítimo
‘the sea quay’ (there is an X which is a quay
and which has a relation R1 with the sea)
quay(X)∧ R1(X,sea)
Ideally, the syntactic and semantic properties we have

been discussing would be encoded in lexical models such as
wordnets. The SIMPLE project also addresses the semantics
of adjectives, identifying a set of features that are relevant for
classifying and describing adjective behaviour. Adjectives
are organised in terms of semantic fields and then associated
with the partially instantiated feature structure correspond-
ing to its class. Nonetheless, as noted by Peters & Peters
(2000), even though similarities exist, ”adjectives belonging
to the same semantic class may differ from each other in nu-
merous ways“. Thus, the classes proposed in SIMPLE are
not homogeneous.

In the following sections, we will see how adjectives have
been encoded in wordnets, namely in the Princeton WordNet
(”the mother of all wordnets“, in Fellbaum’s (1998) words)
and in GermaNet (Hamp & Feldweg (1997)), and we will
present the options taken in WordNet.PT.

3 Adjectives in wordnets
In the Princeton WordNet (Miller (1990); Fellbaum (1998)),
descriptive and relational adjectives are distinguished, first
of all, by being encoded in separate files, and second, by the
relations holding between synsets.

4Some cognitive semanticists like Gardenförs, on the basis of the anal-
ysis of expressions such asred skinor red wine, would like to deny the
analyticity of expressions likered dress, in (9), as the conjunction of two
predicates, arguing for a refined relational treatment of the propertyred.
Recognising that the problematic data correspond to crystallised expres-
sions, allows us to keep the analyticity hypothesis addressing adjectives like
red.
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The semantic organisation of descriptive adjectives is en-
tirely different from that of nouns and verbs. Descriptive
adjectives are organised in clusters of synsets, each clus-
ter being associated by semantic similarity to a focal adjec-
tive which is linked with a contrasting cluster through an
antonymy relation. Therefore, antonymy is the basic seman-
tic relation used in the Princeton WordNet to encode descrip-
tive adjectives. This is motivated if we recognise that these
adjectives function regards the expression of attributes, and
that an important number of attributes are bipolar. Besides,
this cluster organisation of adjectives seems to mirror psy-
chological principles (Miller (1998)).

Nothing like the hierarchies of hyponymic (in the seman-
tic organisation of nouns in WordNet) and troponymic rela-
tions (in the semantic organisation of verbs) is available for
adjectives. Even if, as the example in Fig. 1 shows, it is pos-
sible to find some small local hierarchies, the hyperonymy/
hyponymy pointer is far from being the crucial semantic re-
lation in the organisation of adjectives in relational lexical
databases such as wordnets.
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In GermaNet, Hamp & Feldweg (1997) discuss this or-
ganisation of adjectives. They abandon the cluster organi-
sation of the Princeton WordNet in favour of a hierarchical
structuring of adjectives, arguing for a uniform treatment of
all POS. Even though taxonomic chains of adjectives yield
rather flat in comparison to those of nouns and verbs, Ger-
maNet authors claim to derive more structural information
from these small taxonomies than from clusters, as they seek
to eliminate what they consider to be the ‘rather fuzzy con-
cept of indirect antonyms’.

Even though the concept of indirect antonymy is not
completely clear, it is not obvious to us why this fact should
entail that adjectives must show a hierarchical organisation
instead, as claimed by the authors of GermaNet. Further
below we will discuss the options made in WordNet.PT in
order to encode descriptive adjectives.

Relational adjectives, on the other hand, do not have
antonyms. Therefore, they cannot be organised in opposite
clusters. As pointed out by Levi (1978), the intrinsic mean-
ing of these adjectives is something along the following
lines: ‘of, relating/pertaining to, associated with’ some noun.
The way these adjectives are encoded in the Princeton Word-

Net mirrors this as it links relational adjectives to the nouns
they relate to.

In GermaNet a distinct treatment of relational and descrip-
tive adjectives is abandoned, as the distinction between these
two classes is considered to be ‘not at all clear’. Nonetheless,
the Princeton WordNet strategy for distinguishing between
different adjective classes is maintained: listing lexical items
in different files5.

As we have pointed out in the previous section, even if the
distinction between these two classes is not always clear-cut,
testing adjectives against the set of syntactic and semantic
criteria presented in section 1 allows us to distinguish de-
scriptive from relational adjectives. In WordNet.PT we con-
sider that this distinction can be mirrored in the database
via the semantic relations expressed in the network, adjec-
tive listing in different files not being therefore necessary.
Such an approach has the advantage of coping with adjec-
tive representation in a lexical semantic database without us-
ing strategies external to the lexical model, such asa priori
semantic classes or separate files corresponding to different
classes. We will argue for this option in the following sec-
tions.

4 Encoding adjectives in WordNet.PT
WordNet.PT (Marrafa (2001); Marrafa (2002)) is a lexical
conceptual database for European Portuguese, developed in
the general approach of EuroWordNet (Vossen (1998)). In
this section we will present and discuss the options made in
WordNet.PT with regard to the encoding of adjectives in the
database.

4.1 Structuring relations

Following Demonte (1999), we have distinguished descrip-
tive from relational adjectives, showing that they differ in
terms of their intrinsic meaning, as well as with regard to
their syntactic and semantic behaviour. In this section we
will present our approach to reflect these adjectives main
properties in WordNet.PT.

In WordNet.PT, all adjectives are encoded in the same
file and the classification of adjectives emerges from the
relations encoded in the network.

As shown above, descriptive adjectives typically intro-
duce an incidence relation of a single property in the nominal
referent. Put somewhat simplistically, descriptive adjectives
ascribe a value of an attribute to a noun. In WordNet.PT we
introduce a new pointer linking each descriptive adjective to
the attribute it modifies. This pointer links nouns to adjec-
tives as follows:
(11) a. altocaracteriza quanto aaltura

‘tall characterises with regard toheight’
b. alturaé caracterizável poralto
‘heightcan be characterised bytall’

5GermaNet classifies the adjectives into 15 semantic classes, fol-
lowing the classes proposed by Hundsnurscher and Splett (1982), with
some minor changes: perceptional, spatial, temporality-related, motion-
related, material-related, weather-related, body-related, mood-related,
spirit-related, behaviour-related, social-related, quantity-related, relational
and general adjectives. One special class is added for pertainyms.
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This semantic relation is very close to theis a value
of /attributespointer used in the Princeton WordNet. In order
to make it more straightforward to the common user, we
changed this relation label in WordNet.PT. Just asalto
(tall), in the example above, an adjective such aselevado
(high) orbaixo(short), will also be linked toaltura (height).
Thus, instead of linking adjectives amongst themselves by a
similarity relation, we argue that it is more informative and
intuitive to link all adjectives modifying the same attribute to
the lexicalisation of this attribute. In this way, without having
to encode it directly – and somewhat artificially – in the
network, we obtain the cluster effect, Fellbaum et al (1993)
and Miller (1998) argue to be the basis of the organisation of
adjectives.
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In this case we have the antonym paircurto (short)
/ comprido (long), both linked to the nouncomprimento
(length) via thecharacterises with regard torelation. Also,
comprido(long) belongs to the same synset aslongo(long),

i.e. they are synonyms. The expression of these relations
entails thatlongo (long) is a conceptual opposite ofcurto
(short), but it is not its antonym.

Also, we do not use theindirect antonymyrelation in
WordNet.PT. In fact, as we pointed out in section 2, the
concept of indirect antonymyis not very clear. Besides,
it is used in the Princeton WordNet to define adjective
clusters, whereas in WordNet.PT we can cope without this
relation, as we obtain the cluster effect via theantonymy
and thecharacterises with regard to/can be characterised
by relations. This strategy is, in fact, more intuitive and
descriptively adequate, since many attributes are not bipolar,
but can take many values along a continuum.

At the beginning of this section we stated that in Word-
Net.PT all adjectives were encoded in the same file. On the
basis of such an option is the observation that the distinc-
tion between descriptive adjectives and relational adjectives
is such an important and obvious one that the way it is en-
coded in lexical models such as wordnets should allow these
classes to emerge. Moreover, and since not all adjectives be-
have exactly in the same way with regard to the criteria pre-
sented in section 1, it is more adequate to keep it a continuum
than to encode them statically in different files.

As mentioned above, relational adjectives ascribe sets of
properties to the noun they modify. Being property ascribing
adjectives, along with descriptive adjectives, relational ad-
jectives usually entail more complex and diversified seman-
tic relations between the set of properties they introduce and
the modified noun than descriptive adjectives. In fact, rela-
tional adjectives establish a link between the modified noun
and a domain exterior to it, as the intrinsic meaning of these
adjectives generally points to the denotation of a noun. In
WordNet.PT, as in the Princeton WordNet, we will encode
this relation through theis related topointer.
(12) a. aquáticoestá relacionado comágua

‘aquaticis related towater’
b. águaestá relacionado comaquático
‘water is related toaquatic’
Being, to some extent, ‘pointers’ to an exterior domain,

typically lexicalised by a noun, relational adjectives usually
do not have antonyms. Nonetheless, these adjectives some-
times have semantic opposites, expressed in the database via
thenear-antonymyrelation. This relation should not be con-
fused with theindirect antonymyrelation used in the Prince-
ton WordNet, as we use it to encode different phenomena in
the database6.
(13) terrestreé quasi-antónimo deaquáticoand

aquáticoé quasi-antónimo deterrestre
‘terrestrialis near_antonym ofaquaticand
aquaticis near-antonym ofterrestrial’
Thus, descriptive adjectives in WordNet.PT are encoded

via antonymyandcharacterises with regard to/can be char-

6Ongoing research is being developed regarding this semantic relation.
Preliminary results seem to indicate a dependency between human perspec-
tive and lexical opposition, as speakers oppose, for instance,terrestre(ter-
restrial) toaquático(aquatic) andaéreo(aerial), on the one hand, but do not
opposeaquático(aquatic) toaéreo(aerial), on the other.
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acterised byrelations, while relational adjectives are linked
in the database through theis related topointer. These se-
mantic relations allow us to encode the basic characteristics
of these adjectives in the database, on the one hand, and,
on the other, as they mirror the distinctive and contrastive
linguistic behaviour of these adjective classes, they make
it possible for us to cope with the distinction between de-
scriptive and relational adjectives without having to decide
beforehand to which class each adjective belongs. Rather,
membership to these classes emerges from the relations ex-
pressed in the database.

4.2 Additional relations

In the previous section, we have introduced the basic struc-
turing relations used in WordNet.PT to encode adjectives.
We will now discuss some additional semantic relations. In
WordNet.PT, we have introduced a new pointer which al-
lows us to encode typical and salient characteristics of nouns
expressed by adjectival synsets. This relation is stated as fol-
lows:

(13)a. carnívoroé característica detubarão
‘carnivorousis a characteristic ofshark’
b. tubarãotem como característicacarnívoro
‘sharkhas as a characteristiccarnivorous’
This relation allows us to encode the most salient – defini-

tional – features, contributing to making the definition of the
sense of each synset clearer and richer. Many would consider
this information to be outside the domain of lexical knowl-
edge. We do not intend to make any strong claims about the
limits of lexical knowledge and meaning here, as this re-
mains an open question in the Lexical Semantics domain.
What we claim is the distinctive role this relation may play
in a lexical database like WordNet.PT. For instance, the pos-
sibility of negating this relation allows us to encode contrast-
ing definitional features of certain nouns in the database, as
shown, for instance in Fig. 4.

This relation allows us to encode the most 
salient – definitional – features, contributing to 
making the definition of the sense of each synset 
clearer and richer. Many would consider this 
information to be outside the domain of lexical 
knowledge. We do not intend to make any 
strong claims about the limits of lexical 
knowledge and meaning here, as this remains an 
open question in the Lexical Semantics domain. 
What we claim is the distinctive role this 
relation may play in a lexical database like 
WordNet.PT. For instance, the possibility of 
negating this relation allows us to encode 
contrasting definitional features of certain nouns 
in the database, as shown, for instance in fig. 4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 – is a characteristic of relation around the 

synset {carnívoro[carnivorous]}: representation in 
WordNet.PT 

 
In fact, what is prototypical of tubarão (shark) is 
that it is carnívoro (carnivorous), nonetheless, a 
hyponym of tubarão (shark) such as tubarão 
baleia (whale shark) has as one of its distinctive 
features the fact that it is not carnívoro 
(carnivorous), as this fact differentiates it from 
its sisters. Being able to express this in the 
database is therefore interesting, not only 
because it meets speakers’  intuitions, but also 
because it can constitutes crucial information for 
many wordnet-based applications, namely all 
those using inference systems.  
 
As mentioned in section 2, in GermaNet, 
adjectives are split up in 15 semantic classes, 
generally corresponding to the semantic 
domains adjectives apply to. The relation we 
have just presented also makes it possible to 
deduce semantic domains from the database, 
without having to determine them a priori. In 
fact, if for instance we analyse the is a 
characteristic of links of an adjective like 
carnívoro (carnivorous), we verify that it 

typically modifies living things. Therefore, if 
synsets are encoded in this fine-grained way, it 
will be possible to deduce the typical semantic 
domains of application of adjectives. A study on 
the classes and semantic domains emerging from 
the relations expressed in the database is still 
exploratory. Future work should include an 
extraction of these classes and a comparative 
study of the results with the classes defined both 
in the SIMPLE project and by Hundsnurscher & 
Splett (1982). 

3.3 Statistics 
Since the linguistic resources available for 
Portuguese are not suitable enough for 
automatically building a wordnet, WordNet.PT 
has been developed mainly on the basis of 
manual work. The first phase of the project 
(1999-2003), encoded a selection of semantic 
domains covering concepts with high 
productivity in daily life communication, mostly 
nouns. In mid 2004 a new phase of the project 
started, aiming at an integrated increment of the 
database, concerning several new semantic 
domains and all the main POS, including 
adjectives6. 
 
Table 1 presents the number of adjectives, as 
well as the total number of entries, encoded in 
the last version of WordNet.PT. 
 

 adjectives total 
number of synsets 1034 12630 
number of variants 1260 15438 

 
Table 1 – Statistics on the last version of 

WordNet.PT 

Final remarks 
We have shown how adjectives have been 
encoded in WordNet.PT and how the strategies 
used allow us to deduce adjective classes from 
the relations expressed in the network. To 
encode adjectives in WordNet.PT, we use some 
of the semantic relations introduced in the 
Princeton WordNet, but we also propose some 
new pointers.  
 
                                                           
6 For more detailed information on the present status 
of the WordNet.PT project, see Marrafa et al (2005). 
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X 

Figure 4: is a characteristic of relation around the synset
{carnívoro[carnivorous]}: representation in WordNet.PT

In fact, what is prototypical oftubarão (shark) is that
it is carnívoro (carnivorous), nonetheless, a hyponym of
tubarão (shark) such astubarão baleia(whale shark) has
as one of its distinctive features the fact that it is not
carnívoro(carnivorous), as this fact differentiates it from its
sisters. Being able to express this in the database is therefore
interesting, not only because it meets speakers’ intuitions,

but also because it can constitutes crucial information for
many wordnet-based applications, namely all those using
inference systems.

As mentioned in section 2, in GermaNet, adjectives are
split up in 15 semantic classes, generally corresponding
to the semantic domains adjectives apply to. The relation
we have just presented also makes it possible to deduce
semantic domains from the database, without having to
determine thema priori. In fact, if for instance we analyse
the is a characteristic oflinks of an adjective likecarnívoro
(carnivorous), we verify that it typically modifies living
things. Therefore, if synsets are encoded in this fine-grained
way, it will be possible to deduce the typical semantic
domains of application of adjectives. A study on the classes
and semantic domains emerging from the relations expressed
in the database is still exploratory. Future work should
include an extraction of these classes and a comparative
study of the results with the classes defined both in the
SIMPLE project and by Hundsnurscher & Splett (1982).

4.3 Statistics

Since the linguistic resources available for Portuguese are
not suitable enough for automatically building a wordnet,
WordNet.PT has been developed mainly on the basis of man-
ual work. The first phase of the project (1999-2003), en-
coded a selection of semantic domains covering concepts
with high productivity in daily life communication, mostly
nouns. In mid 2004 a new phase of the project started, aim-
ing at an integrated increment of the database, concerning
several new semantic domains and all the main POS, includ-
ing adjectives7.

Table 1 presents the number of adjectives, as well as
the total number of entries, encoded in the last version of
WordNet.PT.

Table 1: Statistics on the last version of WordNet.PT
adjectives total

number of synsets 1034 12630
number of variants 1260 15438

Final remarks
We have shown how adjectives have been encoded in Word-
Net.PT and how the strategies used allow us to deduce ad-
jective classes from the relations expressed in the network.
To encode adjectives in WordNet.PT, we use some of the se-
mantic relations introduced in the Princeton WordNet, but
we also propose some new pointers.

Our approach differs from the Princeton WordNet in that
we do not distinguish between different adjective classes by
encoding them in different files; we do not use the indirect
antonymy relation of the Princeton WordNet, basing the
cluster organisation of adjectives in WordNet.PT on a set of
relations; and artificial antonyms are not introduced in the
database.

7For more detailed information on the present status of the WordNet.PT
project, see Marrafa et al (2005).
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Abstract

Transliteration is used to translate proper names
and technical terms especially from languages in
Roman alphabets to languages in non-Roman al-
phabets such as from English to Korean, Japanese,
and Chinese. ”Transliteration equivalence“ refers
to a set of the same words that include all possible
transliterated forms and the original word. Many
Korean domain-specific terms are composed of
transliterations. Therefore, handling translitera-
tions and their transliteration equivalence is essen-
tial to constructing and enriching Korean domain-
specific thesauri. In this paper, we propose an
algorithm recognizing transliteration equivalence
or transliteration pairs in domain-specific dic-
tionaries using machine transliteration. Machine
transliteration can serve as one of components in a
transliteration pair acquisition method by offering
a machine-generated transliterated form. Because,
transliteration pair acquisition task is to find pho-
netic cognate in two languages, it is important to
phonetically convert words in one language to that
in the other language, like machine transliteration,
to compare the phonetic equivalence. Our method
shows about 99% precision and 73% recall rate.

Introduction

With the advent of new technology and the flood
of information in WWW, it has become quite
common to adopt a foreign word into one’s lan-
guage. The adoption is usually a process of adjust-
ing its original pronunciation to suit the phono-
logical regularities in the target language, along
with modification of its orthographical form. This
procedure of phonetically ”translating“ foreign
words is calledtransliteration. For example, En-
glish word data is transliterated into Korean as
‘de-i-teo’1. Transliteration is used to translate
proper names and technical terms especially from
languages in Roman alphabets to languages in
non-Roman alphabets such as from English to
Korean, Japanese, and Chinese. ”Transliteration
equivalence“ refers to a set of the same words
that include all possible transliterated forms and
the original word. For example, a set composed
of English word data and its Korean translit-
erations ‘de-i-ta’ and ‘de-i-teo’ is the transliter-
ation equivalence. Here, ‘de-i-teo’ is the stan-
dard transliteration for English worddata and
‘de-i-ta’ is a transliteration variation. Transliter-
ation variations are defined as transliterations in
the transliteration equivalence, which are not the

1In this paper, Korean transliterations are written in their Romanization
form with a quotation mark (‘’). ‘-’ represents a syllable boundary.
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standard transliteration. However, it is difficult 
to distinguish the standard transliteration and 
transliteration variations for transliterations of 
coined terms. Therefore the two are not 
distinguished in this paper. 

Many Korean domain-specific terms are 
composed of transliterations (Oh & Choi, 2003). 
For example, Korean biological terms, 
‘a-mil-la-a-se’ and ‘a-de-nil peb-ti-da-a-se’ are 
transliterations of amylase and adenyl peptidase, 
respectively. Therefore, handling transliterations 
and their transliteration equivalence is essential 
to constructing and enriching domain-specific 
Korean thesauri. In this paper, we propose an 
algorithm recognizing transliteration 
equivalence or transliteration pairs in 
domain-specific dictionaries using machine 
transliteration. The goal of our method is to find 
transliteration equivalence from English-Korean 
translation pairs, which are entries of 
domain-specific dictionaries. Machine 
transliteration can serve as one of components in 
a transliteration pair acquisition method by 
offering a machine-generated transliterated form. 
Because, the transliteration pair acquisition task 
is to find phonetic cognate in two languages, it is 
important to phonetically convert words in one 
language to that in the other language, like 
machine transliteration, to compare the phonetic 
equivalence.  

This paper organized as follows. In section 1, 
we will describe the previous works. Section 2 
shows details of our method. Section 3 deals 
with experiments. 

1 Previous works 

Recently, many researchers have been interested 
in an automatic method for transliteration pair 
acquisition, especially English-to-Japanese (Brill 
et al., 2001; Collier et al., 1997; Tsujii, 2002).  

Collier et al.(1997) aimed at extracting proper 
names. He proposed a two-step procedure for 
the task. The first step extracts candidates for 
transliteration pairs. English words whose first 
letters are in upper cases and Japanese words 
written in ‘katakana’ are extracted. The second 
one makes a link between English and Japanese 

candidates through NPT transcription 
(Japanese-to-English phonetic conversion). 
Japanese candidates are transformed into NPT 
transcription then English-Japanese TPs are 
found by comparing similarity between English 
words and NPT transcription. This method 
shows 82% precision and 75% recall.  

Tsuji (2002) proposed an English-Japanese 
transliterated pair acquisition method by 
extending the Collier’s method. He did not 
restrict target words to proper names, and he 
devised a string match measure based on Dices 
coefficient. Moreover, he trained the 
transliteration rules observed in the training 
corpora. The method achieved 83~100% 
precision at 75% recall. 

Brill et al., (2001) proposed a statistical model 
for the English-Japanese transliteration pair 
acquisition task. He adopted the noisy-channel 
error model. The method employed a trainable 
edit distance function to find <katakana, 
English> pairs that have a high probability of 
being equivalent.  

There are two different points between our 
method and the previous ones. The first one is 
caused by difference between Korean and 
Japanese. In Japanese, there is a character set for 
representing loan words or transliterations, 
called ‘katakana’, though words written in 
‘katakana’ are not always transliterated words. 
Therefore, it is an easy task to recognize 
transliterations in Japanese by just finding words 
in ‘katakana’. On the contrary, Korean 
transliterations can not be easily recognized by 
just looking through texts, because pure Korean 
words and transliterated words share the same 
character set. This makes it difficult to recognize 
transliterations in Korean. Therefore, an 
algorithm is necessary to detect and recognize 
Korean transliterations in Korean texts. 

Second one is caused by the method for 
converting words in one language to 
phonetically equivalent words or string in the 
other language. In other words, the phonetic 
conversion procedure from Japanese ‘katakana’ 
to English spelling, which the previous works 
used, is called back-transliteration in the context 
of Knight & Graehl (1997), while ours is 
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transliteration (English-to-Korean). An approach 
with the transliteration method has an advantage 
over that with back-transliteration method. 
Because of the information losing aspect of 
transliteration, the invert procedure, (i.e. 
back-transliteration) is harder than transliteration 
(Knight & Graehl, 1997). This means that 
transliteration more correctly generates 
phonetically equivalent string than 
back-transliteration. 

2 Method 

Our proposed method extracts English-Korean 
transliteration pairs (EKTPs) through four steps. 
In the first step called “Extracting EKTP 
candidates step”, the system filters out E-K 
translation pairs, in which Korean parts do not 
contain transliterations among all E-K 
translation pairs in domain specific dictionaries. 
The second step called “Machine transliteration 
step” transliterates English words into Korean. 
In the third step called “Comparing phonetic 
similarity step”, comparing phonetic similarity 
between English word and Korean word makes 
it possible to recognize relevant EKTPs among 
EKTP candidates. In this step, we convert 
Korean words and Korean transliterated forms 
of English words into phonetic code represented 
with Korean characters. 

2.1  The First Step: Extracting EKTP 
Candidates 

In this step, we use HMM based model for 
detecting/recognizing transliteration model 
proposed by (Oh & Choi, 2003). The main idea 
of recognizing a Korean transliteration is that the 
composition of transliterations would be 
different from that of pure Korean words, 
because the phonetic system for the Korean 
language is different from that for the foreign 
language. Especially, several English consonants 
that occur frequently in English words, such as 
‘p’, ’t’, ’c’, and ‘f’, are transliterated into Korean 
consonants ‘p’, ‘t’, ‘k’, and ‘p’, respectively. 
These consonants do not occur frequently in 
pure Korean words.  This can be an important 
clue for extracting transliterated foreign words 

from Korean texts. For example, in a word 
phrase ‘si-seu-tem’ (system), the syllable ‘tem’ 
has high probability to be a syllable in 
transliterations because the consonant, ‘t’, in the 
syllable ‘tem’ is usually not used in a pure 
Korean word.  

For a given word phrase, Oh & Choi’s 
algorithm tags each syllable in the word phrase 
with either ‘F’ or ‘K’ (a syllable with tag ‘F’ 
means that the syllable is part of a transliteration, 
and a syllable with tag ‘K’ means that the 
syllable is part of a pure Korean word). For 
example, word phrases ‘si-seu-tem+eun (system 
+ topical marker)’ and ‘a-de-nil peb-ti-da-a-se’ 
(adenyl peptidase) can be tagged as “si/F + seu/F 
+ tem/F + eun/K” and “a/F + de/F + nil/F peb/F 
+ ti/F + da/F + a/F + se/F”, by their algorithm. A 
series of ‘F’ tags makes it possible to detect and 
extract transliterated foreign words in the tagged 
results. If there is a series of ‘F’ tags in the result, 
we can determine that a given word phrase 
contains transliterated words and the words 
corresponding to the series of ‘F’ tags can be 
extracted as transliterated words. 

In this step we regard E-K translation pairs as 
EKTP candidates, when the whole Korean 
words in E-K translation pairs are 
transliterations like ‘a-de-nil peb-ti-da-a-se’. 
Note that the E-K translation pair <deamino, 
‘tal(脫)-a-mi-no’> will be discarded, while 
<adenyl peptidase, ‘a-de-nil peb-ti-da-a-se’> 
will be selected as an EKTP candidate. 

2.2  The Second Step: English-Korean 
Machine Transliteration 

In this step, we use grapheme- and phoneme 
based transliteration model for 
English-to-Korean machine transliteration 
proposed by Oh & Choi (2005). The 
transliteration model transforms English words 
into Korean transliterations with machine 
learning algorithms. In this step all English 
words in EKTP candidates are transliterated into 
Korean. 
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2.3  The Third Step: Comparing 
Phonetic Similarity 

Let K and E be Korean words and English words 
in EKTP candidates, respectively, and TK be a 
transliteration of E produced by the machine 
transliteration step. In this step, relevant EKTPs 
are selected by comparing phonetic similarity 
between K and TK. For the comparison, 
consonants in K and TK are converted into 
phonetic code (Consonant-to-Phonetic Code 
conversion). During the conversion, consonants 
are substitute into phonetic codes, called 
KODEX code 2  using the mapping table as 
described in table 1 (Kang, 2001), while vowels 
are not converted. The conversion method is 
similar to SOUNDEX algorithm (Odel & 
Russell, 1918). Let the converted phonetic code 
of T and TK be T’ and TK’. We devise a 
phonetic similarity measure based on 
Levenshtein Distance. Levenshtein distance 
(LD) is a measure of the similarity between two 
strings, which we will refer to as the source 
string (s) and the target string (t). The distance is 
the number of deletions, insertions, or 
substitutions required to transform s into t 
(Levenshtein, 1965). Let LD(T’,TK’) be the 
Levenshtein distance between T’ and TK’. The 
phonetic similarity can be calculated by equation 
(1), where length(s) represents the number of 
characters in string s. EKTP candidates with the 
condition sim(E,K) > σ3, would be extracted as 
EKTPs.  

                                                   
2  The KODEX code is used for a KODEX 

algorithm. The KODEX algorithm, like SOUNDEX 
algorithm, is one that finds the phonetically similar 
words. The reader can regard the KODEX algorithm 
as the Korean version of the SOUNDEX algorithm. 
The difference may be the code conversion table, say 
KODEX code and SOUNDEX code. In this paper, 
we will compare the algorithm with our third step in 
the experiment. Note that our algorithm does not use 
KODEX algorithm but just uses the KODEX code. 
The KODEX algorithm determines that two strings 
are same when phonetic codes of consonants in the 
two strings are same. Moreover the KODEX 
algorithm does not care vowels. 

3 In this paper, we set the threshold σ as 0.5. In the 

)'(

)','()'(
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Klength

TKKLDKlength
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Table 1. Mapping table from consonants to 
their phonetic code: consonants with ‘*’ 
means that they are used as the last 
consonants in Korean syllables, while others 
are used as the first consonants in Korean 
syllables. 

Consonants Phonetic code 
‘g’, ‘g*’, ‘gg’, ‘k’ 1 
‘n’, ‘n*’,  ‘ng*’ 2 
‘d’, ‘dd’, ‘t’, ‘t*’, ‘ch’ 3 
‘l’, ‘l*’ 4 
‘m’, ‘m*’ 5 
‘b’, ‘b*’, ‘bb’, ‘p’, ‘h’ 6 
‘s’, ‘ss’, ‘j’, ‘jj’ 7 

3 Experiments 

We prepare two data sets for evaluating our 
proposed method. One is for evaluating 
precision rate (precision set). The other is for 
evaluating recall rate (recall set). The precision 
set is entries of bilingual domain-specific 
dictionaries, which contain 1,400,000 
English-Korean translation pairs. The recall set 
contains manually constructed EKTPs – about 
7,000 entries (Nam, 1997). The results are 
evaluated with precision, recall, F-value. 
Precision means that the proportion of the 
number of relevant EKTPs, to the total number 
of extracted EKTPs. Recall means that the 
proportion of the number of extracted EKTPs, to 
the total number of manually constructed EK 
TPs. F-value is a combined measure of precision 
and recall rate (Salton, 1983).  

3.1 Evaluation Results 

Table 2 shows the result of our method. The 
result indicates that “Comparing phonetic 
similarity” effectively excludes errors produced 
by “Extracting EKTP candidates” without great 

                                                                            
experiment, we will show impact of the threshold on 
an EKTP acquisition task.  
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loss of recall rate. “Comparing phonetic 
similarity” improves the precision rate about 
11.5% with 1.5% loss of the recall rate. Totally, 
the performance of F-value is improved about 
5.56%. Though the recall rate is relatively low, 
the precision rate is very high nearly 99%. 

We acquire about 20,000 EKTP candidates 
from the precision set and about 5,300 EKTP 
candidates from the recall set. Low recall rate is 
caused by the constraint – all strings of Korean 
entries in E-K translation pairs of the dictionary 
should be transliterations. Actually, the 
performance of recognizing transliterations is 
relatively high – about 92%~98% precision and 
about 95% recall. However, the rigid constraint 
makes it difficult to extract EKTP candidate 
effectively, though there is only one syllable 
tagging error in the first step. This is the reason 
why the recall rate is relatively low. 

Table 2. Evaluation results of the proposed 
method 

 Precision Recall F-measure 
Step 1 88.64% 73.72% 81.18% 

Step 3  
98.76%  
(+11.42%) 

72.64%  
(-1.47%) 

85.70%  
(+5.56%) 

Table 3. Examples of EKTP candidates 

English words  Korean words 
chiral ‘ki-ral’ 
chromatogram ‘keu-lo-ma-to-geu-raem’ 
chromatograph ‘keu-lo-ma-to’ 
conterminous 
grafting 

‘kon-teo-mi-neo-seu 
geu-la-peu-ting’ 

degrease ‘tal-geu-li-seu’ 
Diad ‘di-a-deu’ 

Table 3 shows some EKTP candidates 
produced by “Extracting EKTP candidates” step. 
In the example, the underlined pairs are EKTP 
candidates. In the EKTP candidate 
<chromatograph, ‘keu-lo-ma-to’>, 
‘keu-lo-ma-to’ is a transliteration for ‘chromato’ 
rather than ‘chromatograph’. Note that the 
relevant transliteration for chromatograph is 
‘keu-lo-ma-to-geu-la-peu’. <degrease, 
‘tal-geu-li-seu’>, where ‘tal’ is a pure Korean 

word, is also a wrong EKTP candidate . Because 
the first step wrongly tags ‘tal’ as ‘F’, 
‘tal-geu-li-seu’ is determined as a transliteration. 
Note that ‘di-geu-li-seu’ is the correct 
transliteration for degrease. By comparing 
phonetic similarity, the noisy EKTP candidates 
are filtered out.  

Table 4 Examples of transliteration 
equivalence  

English 
word 

Korean word 

amidase ‘a-mi-de-i-seu’, ‘a-mi-da-a-je’, 
‘a-mi-da-je’ 

cytophore ‘sa-i-to-po-eo’, ‘sa-i-to-po’ 
desmolase ‘de-seu-mol-le-i-seu’, 

‘de-seu-mol-la-a-je’, 
‘de-seu-mol-la-je’ 

ferredoxin ‘pe-le-dog-sin’, ‘pe-lo-dog-sin’ 
ferrite ‘pe-la-i-teu’, ‘pe-li-teu’ 
zymogen ‘ji-mo-gen’, ‘ja-i-mo-jen’ 

Our algorithm extracts about 52,000 
transliteration pairs and about 42,000 
transliteration equivalences from the precision 
set. Table 4 shows some examples of 
transliteration equivalence.  

4.2 Comparing with Previous Works. 

Table 5. Comparison of ours and the previous 
method 

 Precision  Recall F-value 
A 98.40% 68.48% 83.44% 
B 98.10% 70.49% 84.29% 
C 99.59% 60.92% 80.26% 
D 98.76% 72.64% 85.70% 

In this section, we compare our method with 
the previous works. In this experiment, we only 
compare the third step of our method with that 
of others, because other methods mainly focus 
on comparing phonetic similarity. Table 6 shows 
the result of the comparison. In the table, A, B, 
C, and D represent Levenshtein distance 
(Levenshtein, 1965), Dice coefficient (Tsujii, 
2002), KODEX algorithm (Kang, 2001) and our 
proposed method, respectively. The result shows 
that our method outperforms others, especially 
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for recall rate – 6.07% improvement for A, 
3.05% improvement for B, 19.24% for C. 

4.3 Evaluation according to threshold 

In this section, we will describe the effect of 
the threshold value used in the third step on the 
performance. Table 6 shows the result. In the 
result, we find that threshold 0.5 is the optimal 
value, which produces the best performance. We 
assume that higher threshold tends to show 
lower recall rate and higher precision rate, while 
lower threshold tends to show higher recall rate 
and lower precision rate. In the result, we find 
that the assumption on the higher threshold is 
right – the performance sharply decreases from 
threshold 0.7 to 1.0. The high threshold value 
forces the algorithms to exclude EKTP 
candidates, which Korean words and 
transliterations of English words are not exactly 
equivalent. Therefore the recall rate sharply 
decreases.  

Table 6. Performance according to threshold. 

Threshold Precision Recall F-value 
0 88.64% 73.72% 81.18% 
0.1 96.13% 73.61% 84.87% 
0.2 96.73% 73.57% 85.15% 
0.3 97.56% 73.34% 85.45% 
0.4 98.16% 73.06% 85.61% 
0.5 98.76% 72.64% 85.70% 
0.6 99.29% 70.47% 84.88% 
0.7 99.59% 65.62% 82.60% 
0.8 99.67% 56.93% 78.30% 
0.9 99.85% 37.63% 68.74% 
1 99.84% 29.99% 64.91% 

On the contrary, the assumption on the lower 
threshold value does not agree with our result – 
the precision of threshold value 0 is about 88%. 
The threshold value 0 means that no EKTPs are 
filtered out in the third step. This means that the 
threshold value 0 is the performance of the first 
step. The result indicates that the performance of 
the first step is very important to improve that of 
the third step. 

Conclusion 

This paper has described a method for 
English-Korean transliteration pair acquisition. 
Our method extracts EKTP candidates and then 
finds out the relevant EKTP by comparing 
phonetic similarity. Evaluation results show that 
step 1 extracts EKTPs with relatively high 
precision and step 3 can improve precision rate 
without great loss of recall rate. Moreover, we 
show that our method outperforms the previous 
ones.  

In the future work, we will devise an 
algorithm for extracting EKTPs from bilingual 
corpora. We expect that our method can be 
ported to corpus-based EKTP extraction without 
great changes. The transliteration equivalence 
recognized by our algorithm makes it possible to 
enrich Korean or English-Korean domain 
specific thesauri. 
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Abstract
This article studies the vocabulary and concepts of personal-
ity traits in Estonian. The choice of character words and con-
cepts that are in active use can give us an idea which traits
are considered important for Estonians and how the concepts
of personality traits are organized on ‘the map of charac-
ter landscape’. Whereas most common personality traits are
expressed by adjectives, I will focus here mostly on lexical
semantics of personality adjectives and examine them in ac-
cordance with the principles of WordNet.

This research was supported by Estonian Science Foun-
dation Grant No 5534.

Introduction
The compilation of the Estonian WordNet (EstWN) started
in 1997 and the work is still in progress. In 1998 Estonia
joined the EuroWordNet project. The aims of the project
were to compile a language-specific database of nouns
and verbs – adjectives were not included in this project.
Thus, the need for the present research which would also
add adjectives to the thesaurus became obvious at this
compositional stage of the Estonian WordNet (Orav 2002).

One of the lines of research in lexical semantics which is
oriented from theory to practice deals with semantically co-
herent fields, known as semantic fields in formal terminol-
ogy. The structure of semantic fields reflects the understand-
ing of the particular culture of the structure of this world
fragment and the existing regularities in there that the se-
mantic field covers (Õim 1997). The present article focuses
on the concepts of character terms in Estonian, which are
mostly adjectives and which form a specific domain in a lan-
guage.

The study of the adjective lexicon in English by Gross,
Fischer and Miller (1989) seems to confirm that about half
of the English adjectives studied by them can be applied to
persons, their behaviour, experience and appearance. More
generally, personality seems to be one of the few domains
that are lexicalised as adjectives (if the language has any).
Indeed, Dixon (1982) includes ‘human propensity’ terms as
one of the semantic types that languages universally express
with adjectives.

In other words, an understanding of the dimensions of
personality description in Estonian must begin with an
analysis of Estonian character terms and create a language-

specific taxonomy that would aim to add new concepts to
the Estonian thesaurus. The present article summarises the
research done towards reaching that goal.

1 Estonians are hard-workers
The category of personality is attributed to people intuitively.
That can be seen in the fact that there are many words
representing character traits1 in a language and that people
can use these words the same way as other words and
decide whether a particular usage of a word is linguistically
(essentially) correct or not. Hence, character terms are terms
that can be used to describe the permanent characteristics of
a person’s behaviour.

The aim of the case study performed by the author of the
article in the years 2003–2004 was to determine the active
vocabulary of character terms in Estonian. All in all 100 per-
sons between the ages of 14–90 were interviewed using the
field method (Sutrop 2001) in the study. There were equal
numbers of men and women participating in the question-
naire. The questionnaire consisted of four parts where Es-
tonians were asked to name personality traits that in their
opinion characterise the following: 1) the person’s charac-
ter in general, 2) the character of a pleasant/unpleasant ac-
quaintance, 3) the character of an Estonian, 4) the character
of himself/herself. There were 5461 answers altogether. The
results of the field-method include several words and expres-
sions whose meaning may give rise to problems of under-
standing. The words whose connection to human character
traits remained obscure were left out in the analysis. Hence,
only a small fraction of the concepts that the informants
in the study actually used are analysed here – 1271 differ-
ent words/expressions. The main representatives of character
terms belong to the word class of adjectives. The present re-
search thus focuses on adjectives, although during the test
nouns (223 times) and verb phrases (26 times) were also
mentioned.

The most frequently mentioned words also mark impor-
tant character traits of a particular culture. The most fre-
quently named character trait in all the tests wasdiligence
– the adjectivetöökas ‘hardworking’ was mentioned 150
times. Table 1 below gives an overview of the frequently

1In addition to the character terms, the model of personality is also
linguistically expressed in e.g. phraseological expressions, phrases and
other grammatical structures.
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mentioned words and illustrates other aspects of human be-
haviour and qualities which were noticed by the informants.

Table 1: Frequency count of experiment of listing (with
frequency 30+n).

Adjective Frequency
töökas‘hard-working’ 150
sõbralik ‘friendly’ 109
tark ‘wise’ 86
abivalmis‘helpful’ 85
kade‘envious’ 82
laisk ‘lazy’ 78
kinnine‘private, introverted’ 68
aus‘honest’ 60
lahke‘kind’ 60
kuri ‘cruel, wicked’ 51
edasipüüdlik‘ambitious’ 47
tagasihoidlik‘modest’ 47
rahulik ‘pieceful’ 46
hea‘good’ 45
õel ‘evil’ 35
rumal ‘stupid’ 34
ahne‘greedy’ 33
rõõmsameelne‘cheerful, jovial’ 33
hooliv ‘regardful’ 32
lõbus‘merry’ 32
julge ‘courageous’ 30

Some researchers (e.g. Goldberg 1993; John 1990) have
claimed that during some period of time in social commu-
nication all the important human character traits are docu-
mented in language – the more prominent and important the
quality, the more likely it is that there exists an independent
word for encoding this quality and the more conceptions are
associated with it. People consider these character traits as
important ones, which is shown by the fact that they are re-
called faster and that they belong to everyday language us-
age.

2 Taxonomy of character terms
It is believed that the concepts of a specific domain, or
actually all concepts, and the words that represent them
are not chaotically located in a person’s head. As Cruse
(2000:179) puts it: “The vocabulary of a language is not
just a collection of words scattered at random throughout the
mental landscape.” He (ibid.) believes that vocabulary is at
least partly structured. Some authors (e.g. Viberg 1994:170-
171) go even further in arguing that words and concepts are
located in quite a systematic way in the human brain, which
facilitates categorization and classification. If this statement
is true, it should be easy to present words by categories –
even inside one specific domain.

2.1 Synonymy

In the experiments, only indirect data was collected for
words which are considered equivalent and synonymous by
Estonians.

As to the character concepts, there was a tendency for
subjects to use several semantically related units that var-
ied a little lexically or morphologically. For instance, the
concept VAIKNE ‘SILENT/STILL’ was referred to asvaik-
ija ‘a person who is quiet’ (noun),vaikne ‘quiet, silent’
(adjective),vaikiv ‘being quiet’ (verb);enesessetõmbunud-
endassetõmbunudstylistic variants of ‘introvert’ (both ad-
jectives); valetaja ‘liar’ (noun), valelik ‘untruthful’ (adjec-
tive), valetav ‘lying’ (verb)2; alaväärne ‘inferior’ (adjec-
tive) alaväärsuskompleksidega‘with an inferiority complex’
(noun), etc. Items that are closely related semantically but
lexically different were also named quite often. For exam-
ple otsekohene-sirgjooneline‘straight(forward)’, viisakas-
distsiplineeritud‘polite/disciplined’, julge-kartmatu-vapper
‘bold/brave’, etc.

Thus, a character concept might not be linked to one rigid
character term but to a “family of terms”.

3 Hierarchy of character terms
Besides the Princeton WordNet, there are other projects,
such as GermaNet [] and SIMPLE [], that have considered
adjectives thoroughly. These projects have worked out a de-
tailed theoretical basis for presenting different word classes,
including adjectives. In these projects, adjectives are hierar-
chically divided according to semantic fields, including hu-
man properties.

With respect to character traits, there have been attempts
to apply the claim that the mental lexicon is hierarchically
organised (Aitchison 2003). Many researchers (Hampson,
John and Goldberg, 1986) have tried to describe the vocab-
ulary of personality via hierarchical relations. For example,
the hyponym of the wordtalented is musicaland the hy-
ponym oftrustworthyis punctual,etc. The latter example is
however exceptional and not entirely correct. It is possible
to be punctual in an extreme way; in this case a person is not
suitable, for instance, as an undercover agent and thereby
sacrifices his/her credibility (trustworthiness).

In analysing Estonian, the first problem that arises
is that the number of compounds is indefinite. It is
easy for a speaker of Estonian to create new com-
pounds (also adjectives) that are not listed in any dic-
tionary but are, nevertheless, easily understood. In com-
pounds, the first element functions as an attribute and the
second as the head. For example33: arenemisvõimeline
‘develop-capable’, otsustusvõimeline ‘decision-capable’,
õpivõimeline ‘learn-capable’, armastusvõimeline ‘love-
capable’, vastutusvõimeline ‘responsibility-capable’, etc.
Does it mean that the second element of these words, i.e., –
võimeline ‘capable’, acts as a hyperonym in Estonian? The
answer is no, because in these cases it is only via the first
element of the words that the conceptually correct lexical
relation is expressed. Thus, for examplearmastusvõimeline
‘love-capable’ is synonymous withhooliv ‘regardful’, and
vastutusvõimeline‘responsibility-capable’ is antonymous to
vastutustundetu‘irresponsible’, etc.

2The word stem in Estonian isvale– ‘lie’.
33These compounds are given a literal word-by-word translation here.
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At the same time the examples below show that some
concepts can act as hyponyms for others where the situation
is precisely opposite. Consider the following examples:
kade‘envious’ -> hyponym isarmukade‘jealous’,
ahne ‘greedy’> hyponym isvõimuahne ‘power-greedy’,
hyponym israhaahne ‘money-greedy/money-grubber’, hy-
ponym iskasuahne ‘benefit-greedy’;
lahke‘kind’ - > hyponym iskülalislahke ‘guest-kind/hos-
pitable’, etc.

The examples above point to the fact that only some part
of character terms in Estonian is hierarchical and show that
even the lexical relations themselves can be language- or
culture-specific.

One solution could be that nouns which, among other
things, relate to adjectives, act as top concepts as in Euro-
WordNet. Lyons (1977: 299) calls such relation between a
noun and an adjectivequasi-paradigmatic. He states (ibid.)
that “if we include quasi-hyponymy with hyponymy as a re-
lation in terms of which vocabularies are structured hierar-
chically, the hypothesis that the vocabulary in all languages
is structured hierarchically under a relatively small set of lex-
emes of very general sense is rather more plausible.” The
problem is that the constraints on quasi-hyponymy have to
be determined. In WordNet this relation is theattribute rela-
tion; in EuroWordNet the relations between nouns and adjec-
tives are calledbe_in_stateandstate_of.Thus the previous
examples are then the following: LAHKUS (KINDNESS)
be_in_statelahke (kind) and külalislahke (hospitable) or
TUNDLIKKUS (SENSIBILITY) be_in_stateülitundlik (hy-
persensitive) orsolvuv(touchy).

3.1 Opposition

As the hyponymy relation does not appear to be very relevant
to adjectives, the Princeton WordNet uses antonymy as
“the basic semantic relation among adjectives” (Gross &
Miller 1990: 267). WordNet’s notion of antonymy presents
a number of problems. First, in the Princeton WordNet
indirect antonyms are used. Some researchers (e.g. Murphy
& Andrew 1993) have found that indirect antonyms are
more difficult to verify than direct antonyms. Secondly, it
is surprising to treat antonymy as a basic semantic relation
on a par of synonymy (Murphy & Andrew 1993).

The vocabulary of personality traits raises the following
questions:

1. Do the adjectives representing character traits occur as
antonym pairs?

2. Does every adjective representing character traits have
an antonym?

3. Does natural language maintain consistency in this part
of the lexicon?

4. What kind of scales form in the vocabulary of character
traits?

The results of the list task indicate that there are few truly
antonymic relations in the Estonian character vocabulary.
These are more evident on the conceptual than on the lexical
level. The results indicate that word meanings are mentally

represented as concepts. The recent accounts of antonymy
refer to the conceptual structure of adjective meaning as well
(Cruse 1991).

According to linguistic criteria, the importance of polar-
ity as an essential factor was shown by the occurrence of
a great number of expressions where a character trait was
defined by a non-existent word marking the opposite qual-
ity. Derivation and compounding were often applied in order
to create a required concept. Some “artificial” constructions
were also made up, that is, a person could not find an ap-
propriate word(form) and used purely formal means such
as negation as in words like *ebausaldav‘untrustworthy’,
*ebasihikindel‘undetermined’,*ebaustav‘unloyal’, *eba-
tolerantne4 ‘intolerant’, etc., or he or she marked the oppo-
site quality using adverbs (likevähe– ‘little’) or the negation
of verbs (likepole, ei ole– ‘does not’). These formations
show that language users tend to think in terms of opposites
but this is not systematic and opposites are not fully lexical-
ized.

The domain of character terms seems to be organised
differently: at the experiential level positive and negative
character terms can be self-reported and mentally operated
while not mutually excluding one another, whereas at the
conceptual level (which is influenced by the forms of social
cognition like a model of culture), the positive and negative
character term concepts are treated as opposites and related
to each other through antonymity relations on the lexical
level.

3.2 Gradation

Another remarkable aspect of character terms is their gradi-
ent nature. Research on semantic theory has dealt with gra-
dation a lot, as gradation is one of the most typical features of
adjectives. Gradation is considered a fundamental semantic
feature and it presumes the presence of scales in the structure
of adjectives (Sapir 1944).

One of the important qualitative aspects of the vocabulary
of personality is the scalarity of personality concepts (the
quality can appear less or more) and the nature of the
scales. The scales usually break down into negative and
positive values. For example, concepts of spatial relations
always possess the following kinds of scales: up-down,
high-low, etc. Scalarity is not so obvious as applied to
personal qualities. One cannot name many of the opposites
of the human qualities, although the implicit scale can be
present. It is probably hard to define the antonym of words
such asenvious, muddle-headed, and gossipy. Or, if the
lexicalization process has not occurred, then the language
possesses its own means of expression to measure the rate of
qualities in the form of adverbs/quantifiers (very, quite, too,
a little, awfully, few,etc).

Secondly – can the scales of qualities of personality be
characterized as positive and/or negative? For example, self-
confidence is overall a positive quality, the lack of self-
confidence is negative, but a person can also be too self-
confident (if the rate of self-confidence exceeds the average

4The prefixeba– in Estonian is a typical marker of negative meaning.
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or what is considered normal in a particular situation) and
this is considered as a rather negative quality. Another exam-
ple is that there is a problem with plus-minus headed scales:
where is one to place word combinations liketoo hard-
working. The problem derives from the attributetoo which
expresses the notion extreme, incomprehensible, unrelated
to the usual ideas, even inhuman, and which is considered
deplorable. Hence, the language community has begun to
use new words to express the notion ‘too hard-working’ –
over-workingandworkaholic, which show extremity while
working and act like negative qualities.

From this, two scales form, based on the questionnaire’s
data of work-related words:workaholic – hard-workingand
hard-working – lazy, in which the positive –hard-working
– is in the middle and the ends -workaholic and lazy –
are negative. Comparing the extremes at the ends of the
scale, the qualityhard-workingturns out to be the normative
average quality.

                              töökas (+)

                           ‘hard-working’

töönarkomaan (–)                laisk (–)

‘workaholic’                               ‘lazy’

It is remarkable that the property of working hard evoked
ambivalence: from one side it is seen as positive. From
the other side, the quality of being too hard-working is
viewed as a pathology which deviates from a social norm
and the quality of being too hard-working is denounced with
linguistic labels. Probably, the double standards of opinions
for yourself as opposed to those applied to others in general
are culturally specific.

Scales similar to the scale of diligence can also be formed
for other character trait concepts, for example

usaldav ‘trustful’ (+/-)

   

 umbusklik ‘distrustful’ (-)                             kergeusklik ‘credulous’ (-) 

Here it is interesting thatusaldav‘trustful’ may be ob-
served as a trait with a plus or minus – it depends on one’s
personal evaluation.

These are the most interesting examples of the inner struc-
ture of the qualities of personality. These kinds of concepts,
where the nature of the scales is different, exist nonetheless.
Different types of scales, which became obvious during the
analysis of the vocabulary of character terms, are:

1. traditional cases of true antonyms, for examplenaiselik
‘feminine’ – mehelik‘masculine’;ebaõiglane‘unrigh-
teous’ –õiglane ‘righteous’; ebaprofessionaalne‘un-
professional’ –professionaalne‘professional’, etc.

2. gradable qualities, for exampleliiga arg ‘too shy’ –
> arg ‘shy’ –> julge ‘courageous’ –> külmavere-
line ‘cold-blooded’ –> liiga külmavereline‘too cold-

blooded’ or, as another example:frigiiidne ‘frigid’ – >

seksikas‘sexy’ –> himur ‘lecherous’

3. traits without scales, for examplekade‘envious’

4. scales of evaluation (negative – neutral – positive), for
example: igav ‘dull’ – tavaline ‘normal/ordinary’ –
huvitav‘interesting’.

Since this conceptually important relation of gradation
does not play a central role in the organization of adjectives,
it has not been coded in WordNet (Miller 1998). But as I
have shown it cannot be completely excluded either.

4 Other semantic relations applying to
personality traits

A language user’s intuitive model of personality is expressed
particularly in the definite organisation of aspects of the
personal qualities.

As these aspects give important information about the un-
derstanding of some concepts or the usage of a particular
word, it is necessary for them to be encoded in some way
in a thesaurus or in some other representation. These aspects
should be regarded as types of semantic relations. For ex-
ample, considering that some qualities of personality appear
in human behaviour in general and some in communication,
then this kind of distinction refers already to a hierarchical
distribution – the activity of communication is one of the
sorts and possibilities of human activity.

A large number personal qualities were studied and the
following aspects were considered as particularly important:

1) The concepts describing a person, so to speak, alone,
which refer to his/her overall activity, but do not apply
to other people:

1a) qualities that appear in externally visible behaviour
(brave, shy, determined,etc) – i.e., those involving
action

1b) qualities that do not appear in behaviour, and are more
like inner attitudes (inferior, faint, self-confident,etc) –
those involving attitude

2) Qualities of personality that appear in human relations.
Also:

2a) qualities appearing in behaviour; without direct com-
munication (aggressive, mercenary, sociable,etc) –
those involving interaction

2b) qualities appearing in communication (imperious,
talkative, saucy,etc) – those involving communication

2c) qualities appearing in attitudes which are addressed to
others and which do not expect actual (nor communi-
cational) activity (envious, distrustful,etc) – those in-
volving attitude.

It is well known that positive and negative personality
traits may occur in one person at the same time and quick
inspection shows that the above-mentioned aspects of per-
sonality traits can also be involved in one concept. For exam-
ple,ahne‘greedy’ can be connected with one’s external and
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internal action. Indeed, this is evidence that aspects and di-
mensions of person-descriptive terms overlap and have fuzzy
boundaries.

In general, it has been claimed about the mental lexicon
that concepts are located in certain areas in the human brain.
It is possible to make the same claim with respect to the
present empirical data – the human’s model of personality
consists of areas, dimensions and aspects, from some of
which are more important than others. The importance is
determined by the number of words or expressions which
can vary grammatically (for example different word classes)
but not conceptually.

Conclusion

It is clear that WordNet opened up a new aspect of lan-
guage research which tries to unite its conceptual, lexical-
semantic and lexicographic dimensions. But the theoretical
as well as practical work in the development of this line is
only midway still, as it seems. It is not clear how to de-
scribe the lexical data on the organisational level (e.g. se-
mantic relations) and how deep we should go on the con-
ceptual level (e.g. how important the word-class differences
are). For instance, the well-known FrameNet project (http:
//framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu), which is clearly in-
spired by WordNet, goes much deeper into the conceptual
organisation of languages. Could the approaches of Word-
Net and FrameNet be combined? In my PhD thesis I am try-
ing to tackle this problem too, but in this article I wanted to
concentrate on the problems “inside” WordNet. The primary
aim of this article was not to propose new relations, rather,
the aim was to display facts and, refer to tendencies in order
to finally set up a hypothesis and offer some solutions.
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Abstract
This paper describes the process of the extraction of im-
plicit knowledge from WordNet and EuroWordNet. This
knowledge is an extension of the explicit knowledge struc-
tures already provided by the wordnets in the form of
synsets and semantic relations, and is contained both within
(Euro)WordNet’s hierarchical structure and the glosses that
are associated with each WordNet synset. The extended
knowledge comes in the form of frame structures containing
regular polysemic patterns and automatically extracted rela-
tions that link the participating concepts in these patterns.

1 Introduction
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and EuroWordNet (Vossen,
1998) are popular resources for a number of NLP tasks such
as semantic tagging (Volk et al, 2002) and information re-
trieval (Gonzalo et al., 1998). Although the thesauri contain
a wealth of information that can be put to use for these pur-
poses, only part of their lexical knowledge is available in
explicit form, organised in synsets and a number of seman-
tic relations between these synsets such as synonymy, hy-
pernymy and thematic relations. NLP applications can only
exploit this type of lexical knowledge, although it is just a
part of what these thesauri can offer. Much additional in-
formation is hidden away in (Euro)WordNet’s ontological
structure, and within the glosses that are associated with the
synsets.

This paper describes an attempt to tease out at least part
of this implicitly available lexical knowledge.

The area we concentrate on is that of figurative lan-
guage use, in particular cases of regular polysemy (Apres-
jan, 1973). This type of figurative language use exploits se-
mantic regularities in language that, when captured, offer
valuable additional semantic information for the concepts
involved, and complement the psycholinguistically oriented
knowledge explicitly encoded in WordNet.

Viewed traditionally, regular polysemy (henceforth RP) is
a metonymic phenomenon: a non-literal figure of speech in
which the name of one thing is substituted for that of another
related to it. In its basic form, it establishes a semantic
relation between two concepts that are associated with the
same word. RP is regular in that it captures conventionalized
and therefore recurrent processes of sense extension. In
general, RP is lexicalized, i.e. they are explicitly listed in

dictionaries and as such more independent of a pragmatic
situation (as opposed to irregular sense extensions, which
can be created on the fly and are determined by pragmatic
constraints in discourse). For example, theWhite Houseis,
on the one hand, an institution and, on the other, a building.
The semantic relation between the two senses is ‘is housed
in’. This relation is also applicable between conceptually
equivalent lexicalized senses of other words, such asschool,
college, academyandhospital. Therefore, the constellation
of lexicalized senses and conventionalized relations is called
regular polysemy. It is quite possible thatschoolmight have,
in some contexts, acquired the sense of ‘place of torture’,
which falls outside the scope of RP, because this sense is
pragmatically restricted, not lexicalized and not more widely
applicable to other words. Similarly, given the present world
situation,White Househas possibly acquired other senses as
well, which are not taken into account in this study because
of they have not been conventionalized yet.

Examples of regular polysemy have until now been the
product of linguistic introspection and manual lookup in dic-
tionaries and texts. Automatic approaches such as Buitelaar
(1998) only concentrate on patterns associated with high
level concepts within the WordNet hierarchy. In general, the
availability of electronic semantic resources such as Word-
Net makes it possible to extract and investigate regularities
between sense distinctions in a data-driven way. These regu-
larities form the core data set for the derivation of extended
knowledge fragments that complement the (Euro)WordNet
knowledge structure.

2 Automatic Selection of Regular Polysemy

The work consisted of three phases. First, an automatic
selection process identified candidates for instantiations of
regular polysemy (For a detailed description see Peters, 2002
and Peters and Wilks, 2003) in WordNet on the basis of
systematic sense distributions of nouns. These systematic
distributions can be characterized by a pair of hypernyms
taken from the WordNet hierarchies that subsume the sense
combinations of the words involved. For instance, in two
of its senses ‘law’ falls under the patternprofession(an
occupation requiring special education) anddiscipline (a
branch of knowledge). This pattern is also displayed by four
other words in WordNet, namely ‘architecture’, ‘literature’,
‘politics’ and ‘theology’. Figure 1 illustrates this case.
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Figure 1: The Regular Polysemic PatternProfession – Discipline

3 Extraction of Semantic Relations

There are several ways in which the determination of the
semantic relations between the related word senses can be
approached. First, one can stop here and use the unlabelled
associations in a knowledge base by employing a semantic
relation such as ‘is related to’ between the senses. The se-
mantic characterization of the relation will then only imply
that they are related in some unspecified way. Second, these
relations can be determined by means of human introspec-
tion. The examination of the pair and the participating word
senses will provide a human assessor with enough informa-
tion to postulate a relationship. However, this is a costly and
time consuming activity that is worthy of a project on its
own. An example of this type of project is FrameNet (Fill-
more and Atkins, 1992), which involves as one of its phases
the determination of the structure of the frames involved, and
the nature of the slots and fillers.

A third option is to automate this process by exploiting
the semantic information available in the WordNet glosses
for the process of extracting explicit semantic relations
between the word senses involved in the regular polysemic
pattern. This option was explored in the second stage, in
which the relations that exist between the word senses that
participate in patterns were acquired in an automatic fashion.
This additional information is obtained by analyzing the
glosses that are associated with the synsets of the word
senses involved and their hypernyms. After part of speech
tagging and lemmatization all synonyms and hypernym
synset members of the participating words are grouped
together into two bags of words. These are then mapped
onto the glosses that bare associated with all synsets in the
hypernymic paths. If a verb occurs between pairs of words
from each bag this is taken as the semantic relation that holds
between the word senses. Figure 2 illustrates the process.

We exemplify the results by means of the patternprofes-
sion (an occupation requiring special education) anddisci-
pline (a branch of knowledge) described above. Sense 6 of

law has the gloss ‘the learned profession that is mastered by
graduate study in a law school and that is responsible for the
judicial system; “he studied law at Yale”’

Bag synset 1 containsprofession, bag synset2study. In be-
tween is the verb ‘is mastered by’ which yields the relation
for this regular polysemic pattern. By adding thematic roles
to the concepts involved one can state thatdisciplineis either
the subject or instrument associated with ‘master’ andpro-
fessionis the object. Overall, relations have been extracted
for around 5000 candidate regular polysemic patterns. A few
more examples are listed in Table 1.

The explicit relations between word senses that can be
gleaned from information implicit in glosses enriches the ex-
isting knowledge structures of WordNet in a horizontal way,
i.e. they add ontological information that is not taxonomic in
nature, thereby expanding its coverage as a knowledge base.

Also, these sets form the start of the explicit encoding
of metonymic potential of words that do not yet participate
in the patterns. For instance,August plum, avocadoand
bergamotare hyponyms offruit tree (amongst about 300
more), but do not have anedible fruitsense. This sense can
be postulated on the basis of the attested RP pattern.

4 Creation of Extended Knowledge
Fragments

In the third phase, increasingly larger knowledge structures
are built up on the basis of the sense pairs involved in the
attested patterns. The frame model (Minsky, 1975; Fillmore,
1977), elaborated in psychology and linguistics in the last
two decades, provides us with a well established formal-
ism for the illustration and representation of this system-
atic knowledge. Frames are conceptual wholes that can be
found under various denominations in the literature, such as
scenes, scenarios, domains, and Idealized Conceptual Mod-
els (Lakoff, 1987). The frame structure is defined as the re-
lation that exists between elements of a frame or between
the frame as a whole and its elements. The relation triples
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Hyper1 Hyper1 gloss Hyper2 Hyper2 gloss Relation 
Total Number 

of Participating 
Words 

fruit tree tree bearing 
edible fruit 

edible 
fruit 

edible reproductive body of a seed plant 
especially one having sweet flesh 

bear 88 
e.g. breadfruit, 

hog plum, 
grapefruit 

fruit tree tree bearing 
edible fruit 

edible 
fruit 

edible reproductive body of a seed plant 
especially one having sweet flesh 

cultivated 
for 

88 

fruit tree tree bearing 
edible fruit 

edible 
fruit 

edible reproductive body of a seed plant 
especially one having sweet flesh 

produce 88 
 

covering a natural object 
that covers or 
envelops; "the fox 
was flushed from 
its cover" 

fabric something made by weaving or felting or 
knitting or crocheting natural or synthetic 
fibers 

made 
from 

5 
e.g. acrylic, 

canopy, lining 

equipment an artifact needed 
for an undertaking 
or to perform a 
service 

game a contest with rules to determine a 
winner; "you need four people to play 
this game" 

used in 6 
e.g. football, 

handball, 
baseball 

person a human being; 
"there was too 
much for one 
person to do" 

job the occupation for which you are paid; 
"he is looking for a job"; "a lot of people 
are out of work" 

hold 27 
e.g. cabinet 

minister, PM, 
Treasury 
Secretary 

Set of synonyms 
and hypernyms 

Set of synonyms 
and hypernyms 

Gloss synset 1 and 2 
Gloss hypernyms synset 1 and 2 
  
“… word 1  …  VERB  …  word 2…” 

Word sense 1 

 
Word sense 2 

 

match 

Create bag 
of words Create bag 

of words 

match 

Figure 2: Extracting relations between the word senses

extracted in the second stage (e.g.person-speak-language)
form the basic building blocks of the frames.

Extension of these rudimentary frames takes place in two
ways. First, the concepts with which a hypernym from a par-
ticular regular polysemy pattern co-occurs can be regarded
as additional slots in a topical frame that characterizes that
hypernym. For instance, the pattern ‘music-dance’ covers
words such astangoandsonata. Music in its turn co-occurs
with a number of other concepts within the hypernym pairs
that capture the regular polysemic patterns. A number of ex-
amples are listed in Table 2.

These concepts and the relations that have been extracted
between these hypernyms form a further extension of the
MUSIC frame. For music, the following relations with other
hypernyms have been extracted:person-make/accomplish-
musicandmusic-accompany-activity.

Secondly, a further extension takes the semantic context
of EuroWordNet into account. From the superset of all con-
cepts and relations that are linked to MUSIC in all eight lan-
guage specific wordnets the MUSIC frame is extended with
this knowledge. The resulting frame structure is illustrated
by Figure 3.

5 Conclusion and looking ahead
The applied methodology demonstrates that it is feasible
to enrich the explicit structure of (Euro)WordNet with in-
formation that is implicitly available in the resource it-
self. This information augments the semantic coverage of
(Euro)WordNet, and incrementally extends the knowledge
base.

It is commonly agreed that a substantial knowledge base
is one of the key necessities for natural language under-
standing in order to bootstrap the interpretation process. This
knowledge base should contain enough information to al-

low the application of inferencing methods for the process-
ing of coreference, anaphora and bridging expressions. For
instance, for a text segment such as:

“The composer finished his sonata. Music had always
been his first love.”,

the extended knowledge fragment formusic, illustrated in
figure 3, enables the detection of linking relations between
the nouns (composer, sonata, music). This is achieved by
means of the hypernymic relation betweensonataandmusic,
another hypernymic relation betweencomposerandperson,
and the ‘make’ relation betweenpersonandmusic.

No available resource is complete in its coverage of se-
mantic knowledge. WordNet therefore suffers the same fate,
and the fact that the characterization is wholly dependent
on WordNet’s sense distinctions and taxonomic structure of
course influences the results. In order to balance out this bias
towards WordNet and its sense distinctions, the applied tech-
niques for extraction can be applied to any resource with
taxonomic information, and it can be expected that regular
polysemic patterns from different resources might well com-
plement the WordNet derived data is some ways.

In general, the ideal knowledge base should contain as
much lexical semantic information as possible in order to
identify standardized, i.e. lexicalized, uses of words and
their relations on the one hand, and enable the interpretation
of non-standard usage on the other. An appropriate model
must contain both particular knowledge about some non-
standard interpretation, and reasoning to make the non-
standard interpretation fit the current context. The described
methodology shows the feasibility of capturing at least part
of the knowledge necessary for forming the appropriate
interpretation of a word in a text, in the form of an attested
or potential regular sense extension.
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Table 1: Extracted relations for patterns

Hyper1 Hyper1 gloss Hyper2 Hyper2 gloss Relation Total Number of Par-
ticipating Words

fruit tree tree bearing edible fruit edible fruit edible reproductive body of
a seed plant especially one
having sweet flesh

bear 88
e.g. breadfruit, hog
plum, grapefruit

fruit tree tree bearing edible fruit edible fruit edible reproductive body of
a seed plant especially one
having sweet flesh

cultivated for 88

fruit tree tree bearing edible fruit edible fruit edible reproductive body of
a seed plant especially one
having sweet flesh

produce 88

covering a natural object that covers
or envelops; “the fox was
flushed from its cover”

fabric something made by weaving
or felting or knitting or cro-
cheting natural or synthetic
fibers

made from 5
e.g. acrylic, canopy,
lining

equipment an artifact needed for an un-
dertaking or to perform a ser-
vice

game a contest with rules to de-
termine a winner; “you need
four people to play this
game”

used in 6
e.g.football, handball,
baseball

person a human being; “there was
too much for one person to
do”

job the occupation for which you
are paid; “he is looking for a
job”; “a lot of people are out
of work”

hold 27
e.g. cabinet minister,
PM, Treasury Secre-
tary

person a human being; “there was
too much for one person to
do”

language a systematic means of com-
municating by the use of
sounds or conventional sym-
bols; “he taught foreign lan-
guages”; “the language in-
troduced is standard through-
out the text”; “the speed with
which a program can be ex-
ecuted depends on the lan-
guage in which it

speak 257
e.g. Tatar, Assyrian,
Hopi, Punjabi

Table 2: Topical relations ofmusic(an artistic form of auditory communication incorporating instrumental or vocal tones in a
structured and continuous manner)

Hypernym Gloss Subsumed words
social
relation

a relation between living organisms; esp between people.bass,canto,fanfare,homophony,line,obbligato,
obligato,overture,resolution,rondeau,signature,
Star-Spangled banner,statement,theme,voice

psychological
feature

a feature of the mental life of a living organism idea,line,macumba,melody,motif,motive,resolution,theme,
variation

person a human being. Bach,bass,Beethoven,Brahms,Chopin,Handel,
Hare Krishna,Haydn,Mozart,Stravinsky,voice,
Wagner

performer an entertainer who performs a dramatic or musical work
for an audience

Bach,bass,Chopin,voice

instrumentality an artifact (or system of artifacts) that is instrumental in
accomplishing some end

bass,hornpipe,line

The various extraction processes described in this paper
show the first steps towards an incremental process of adding
and integrating implicit lexical knowledge into an existing
explicit knowledge structure. These additional knowledge
frames have not been built on the basis of an assumption of
semantic completeness of WordNet, but on the assumption

that WordNet based regular polysemic patterns are indicative
of many instances of RP.

The incrementally growing knowledge base will provide
an increasing amount of background knowledge for the text
comprehension process, against which the textual data will
be interpreted. This additional interpretation will be incor-
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following relations with other hypernyms have 
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Secondly, a further extension takes the semantic 
context of EuroWordNet into account. From the 
superset of all concepts and relations that are 
linked to MUSIC in all eight language specific 
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review 
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Figure 3: Extended Frame for ‘music’

porated into the lexicon, and become background for new
texts. This will lead to an incremental reduction of the lex-
icographic burden necessary to create detailed, task-specific
lexicons for applications such as information extraction. In
future, semantic information from other, heterogeneous re-
sources can be amalgamated into this single knowledge base,
once correspondences between the resources have been es-
tablished.
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Abstract
During the last years, in the framework of Computational
Linguistics, many lexical resources have been developed
which aim at coding complex lexical semantic information
according to different linguistic models (WordNet, Frame
Semantics, Generative Lexicon, etc.). However, these re-
sources are often not easily accessible nor available in their
entirety. Yet, from the point of view of the continuous growth
of the technology (Semantic Web), their visibility, availabil-
ity, integration and harmonization are becoming of utmost
importance.

ItalWordNet and PAROLE/SIMPLE/CLIPS are two re-
sources which, tackling lexical semantics from different per-
spectives and being at least partially complementary could
profit from linking each other. In this paper we address the
issue of linking these resources focusing on the most prob-
lematic part of the lexicon: the second order entities. In par-
ticular, after a brief description of the two resources, their
different approaches to the verb semantics are described; an
accurate comparison of a set of verbal entries is carried out,
with a view to evaluating the possibilities and the advantages
of a semiautomatic link; finally, the results and the future
work are illustrated.

Introduction
ItalWordNet (henceforth IWN) was first developed within
the EuroWordNet (EWN)1 project (Vossen, 1999) and then
extended in the framework of an Italian national project
for the automatic treatment of the language SI-TAL2. IWN
(Roventini et al. 2003) is a large lexical-semantic database
containing semantic information for about 50,000 synsets
of nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and a subset of proper
nouns. The information is encoded in the form of lexical-
semantic relations between pairs of synsets (synonym sets).

1EWN was a project in the EC Language Engineering (LE4003) pro-
gramme. Complete information on EWN can be found at its web site:
http://www.hum/uva.nl/~ewn.

2The SI-TAL project: ‘Integrated Systems for the Automatic Treatment
of Language’ was a National Project, coordinated by A. Zampolli, devoted
to the creation of large linguistic resources and software tools for the
Italian written and spoken language processing. Besides IWN, within
the project were developed: a treebank with a three level syntactic and
semantic annotation, a system for integrating NL processors in applications
for managing grammatical resources, a dialogue annotated corpus for
applications of advanced vocal interfaces, software and tools for advanced
vocal interfaces.

A rich linguistic model was designed (Alonge et al. 1998)
containing a large set of lexical-semantic relations which
are encoded for various subsets of Italian nouns, verbs and
adjectives. However the relations systematically encoded
are synonymy and hyp(er)onymy. All the synsets3 are also
linked to WordNet, the Princeton Wordnet database (Miller
et al. 1990).

PAROLE/SIMPLE/CLIPS (henceforth PSC4), a four-
level lexicon, was elaborated over three different projects:
the morphological and syntactic models and lexicons, in the
EU LE-PAROLE project; the semantic model and lexicon,
in the EU LE-SIMPLE project; the phonological description
level as well as the extension of the lexical coverage, in the
framework of the Italian national projectCorpora e Lessici
dell’Italiano Parlato e Scritto(CLIPS).

PSC (Ruimyet al., 2002) consists of 55,000 one-word
lemmas (verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs and grammatical
words) with phonological, morphological and syntactic de-
scription and 55,000 word senses encoded at the semantic
level5, all in full accordance with the international standards
set out in the PAROLE-SIMPLE model (Ruimyet al., 1998;
Lenci et al., 2000). The theoretical model underlying the se-
mantic representation is based on the EAGLES recommen-
dations and on a revised version of Pustejovsky’s Generative
Lexicon (Pustejovsky, 1995).

The possibility of using IWN and PSC together, hence
taking advantage of the expressive power of both underly-
ing models, is the main goal of the linkage we are planning.
A first survey was done (Roventini et al. 2002), which evi-
denced advantages and problems arising from an actual link-
age of these resources. In a further step (Ruimy & Roventini,
2005), an exhaustive comparison of the ontologies allowed
to deem a semiautomatic linkage feasible on the whole. Ac-
cording to these studies the major problem is related to the
second order entities, which turned out to be often not easily
linkable and need a deeper analysis. As shown in (Ruimy &

3Each synset is constituted by various synonyms gathered according to
the weak definition of synonymy adopted in WordNet and consequently in
IWN, stating that “two expressions are synonymous in a linguistic context
C if the substitution of one for the other in C does not alter the truth value”
(Miller et al., 1990).

4‘PSC’ is not the acronym of the lexicon and is only used here for the
sake of brevity.

5Semantic coding was performed in collaboration with THAMUS,
Italian Consortium for Multilingual Documentary Engineering.
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Roventini, 2005), we may however exploit the partial map-
pability of the ontological information for automating the
linking. IWN could benefit by the syntactic information en-
coded in PSC, thus gaining a rich syntactic and semantic
subcategorisation, by the extensive domain coding, qualia
relations, etc. . . On the other hand, PSC could take advan-
tage by the extensively encoded synonymy and taxonomy
relations of IWN. Furthermore, another advantage for PSC
could be the possibility of being related to WordNet through
the IWN mapping, thus gaining a multilingual dimension.
Finally, last but not least, both lexicons would gain in co-
herence and consistency. The linking process can in fact be
considered as a sort of reciprocal evaluation of the two re-
sources, and this is particularly important in this field, where
subjectivity is hardly avoidable despite the availability of cri-
teria for coding the lexicon.

In the following paragraphs we describe: i) the main
features of these resources; ii) the semantic coding in both
lexicons; iii) the analysis carried out on a set of verbal
entries; iv) the results and future work.

1 The resources main features
There are a few important differences between these lexi-
cons:

• they are structured in terms of a different type ontology
– even though partially mappable: PSC is based on a
multidimensional semantic type system organised in
a hierarchy, with associated templates of information
providing the semantics of the types, while IWN has a
set of rather flat top semantic features;

• the basic unit to which all the information is related
in PSC is the Semantic Unit (SemU), which encodes a
single word sense, while in IWN it is theSynset6;

• PSC is a lexicon strongly structured by means of
templates which ensure a basic coherence of coding;

• IWN is larger compared to PSC (67,000 variants7 vs.
55,000 senses) and shows a rich, but less systematic
and homogeneous representation of information.

In general we find a different philosophy inspiring these
lexicons according to the different theoretical models they
refer to: WordNet and the Generative Lexicon. In IWN the
richness of sense distinctions and the variety of semantic
relations holding among the synsets is put in the foreground
while PSC’s outstanding features are a rich description of the
argument structure and selectional preferences of predicative
entries, and the connection between syntactic and semantic
information.

A characteristic of IWN inherited from the WordNet
model is, in particular for verbal entries, the proliferation
of slightly different senses associated with a lexical item. In

6This last difference has important consequences in a multilingual
environment, e.g. for machine translation. It is in fact not always the case
that the variants in the synset are interchangeable translations in any context.

7Within a synset we find word senses, or multiwords or also acronyms,
of the same PoS, namedvariants of the synset, according to the EWN
terminology.

PSC, by contrast, more generic and less numerous senses are
encoded for a lemma.

On the whole, the two approaches are however not contra-
dictory but just different and in both of them the backbone
for lexical representation is provided by an ontology of se-
mantic types and a set of semantic features and relations. We
are therefore convinced that a merging of these views is in-
deed feasible and would be useful and productive for NLP
applications.

2 The verb semantics coding
2.1 Verb coding in IWN

The semantic relations
Taking as models both Princeton WordNet and Cruse’s ap-
proach (Cruse 1986) to meaning representation, a relational
view of the lexicon was assumed in EWN and then in IWN
according to which all the semantic aspects regarding the
lexical level are reflected in the paradigmatic and syntag-
matic relations obtaining between any two words in a lan-
guage.

Therefore, the meaning of a word is described both in
terms of other words displaying a similar meaning in a
specific context (or synonymous words grouped together
within a synset) and by referring to the relations that a word
has with other words in the lexicon, i.e. to its location within
a net. Many lexicalization patterns of ‘semantic components’
were encoded, whenever possible, without drawing a sharp
distinction between what is strictly speaking ‘semantic’ and
what could be described as ‘pragmatic meaning’.

This can be seen in particular in the verb coding, where
the INVOLVED relation is used to encode data on arguments
or adjuncts lexicalized within the meaning of a verb. This
relation links a verb and a first order noun whose meaning
is ‘strongly’ connected with the verb itself8. Specific sub-
types of this relation (AGENT, PATIENT, INSTRUMENT, LO-
CATION) have also been chosen by taking into consideration
results of theoretical research on these notions.

The CAUSE relation is instead used to connect different
second order entities to each other. It holds between verbs
or links verbs to adjectives or to nouns denoting events
or processes. This relation as well has specific subtypes
(RESULTS_IN , FOR_PURPOSE_OF, IS_MEANS_FOR).

In Table 1 the rich set of semantic relations encoded
for verbs is listed, except for synonymy (which is used to
identify synsets).

However, within the IWN verbs net, an uneven distribu-
tion of encoded semantic relations was determined by the
fact that only the hyp(er)onym and the equivalence_relation
to the ILI were mandatory while other relations were en-
coded for large sets of verbal entries but not systematically.

The second order ontology
The verbs, as entities belonging to the second order, are or-
ganized in two different classification schemes, which repre-
sent the first division below 2nd Order Entity:Situation Type

8The relationRoleis used for the opposite link, from concrete nouns to
verbs (or nouns referring to states, processes or events).
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Table 1: IWN semantic relations for verbs
Relation Name Type of Entities Examples
ANTONYM 2˚Order/2˚Order to love / to hate - to hate / to love
HAS-HYP(ER)ONYM 2˚/2˚ to see / to perceive - to perceive / to see
CAUSES/IS_CAUSED_BY 2˚/2˚ to kill / to die – execute / sentence
RESULTS_IN /IS_RESULT_OF 2˚/2˚ to kill / to die – sick /to fall ill
FOR_PURPOSE_OF/IS_PURPOSE_OF 2˚/2˚ to search / to find - to win / to compete
IS_MEANS_FOR/HAS_MEANS 2˚/2˚ heat / distillation - to evaporate / boiling
HAS_SUBEVENT/IS_SUBEVENT_OF 2˚/2˚ to buy / to pay - to snore / to sleep
INVOLVED /ROLE 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to hammer/hammer – pedestrian/to walk
INVOLVED _AGENT /ROLE _AGENT 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to teach / teacher – runner / to run
INVOLVED _PATIENT /ROLE _PATIENT 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to teach / student – student / to teach
INVOLVED _INSTRUMENT /ROLE _INSTRUMENT 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to paint / paint-brush – gun / to shoot
INVOLVED _LOCATION /ROLE _LOCATION 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to swim / water – school / to teach
INVOLVED _DIRECTION /ROLE _DIRECTION 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to lead / place – arrival / to arrive
INVOLVED _SOURCE_DIRECTION / ROLE _SOURCE_DIRECTION 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to disembark / ship – outside / to enter
INVOLVED _TARGET _DIRECTION /ROLE _TARGET _DIRECTION 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to exit / outside – inside / to enter
INVOLVED _RESULT /ROLE _RESULT 2˚/1˚ - 1˚/2˚ to freeze / ice – ice / to ice
IN _MANNER /MANNER _OF 2˚/2˚ to whisper / in a low voice
XPOS_NEAR_SYNONYM 2˚/2˚ to arrive / arrival

andSituation Component(cf. Table 2). TheSituation Type
is connected with the event-structure orAktionsart(lexical
aspect) of a situation, while the Situation Component lists
the most salient semantic components that characterize situ-
ations.

Each second order synset is characterized by one well-
defined and precise situation type to which many different
combinations ofSituation Componentconcepts are associ-
ated.

2.2 Verbs coding in PSC

In the PSC lexicon, the semantic content of a verb is ex-
pressed by its membership of a semantic type (cf. Table 3)
which inherently triggers the instantiation of a rich bundle of
semantic features and relations. Among these are the 60 re-
lations of the Extended Qualia structure, an enlarged version
of the GL representational tool that enables to describe the
componential aspect of a word meaning as well as its rela-
tionships to other lexical items. The semantic description of
verbs also encompasses contextual information, formulated
in terms of a semantic predicate and its arguments with their
thematic roles and semantic typing. Syntactic and semantic
information concerning a verb is linked through the projec-
tion of the predicate-argument structure onto its syntactic re-
alization(s).

A basilar element in PSC semantic coding is thetemplate,
i.e. a schematic structure which allows to constrain a seman-
tic type to a structured cluster of information considered cru-
cial to its definition and eases the lexicographer’s task, thus
enhancing the consistency and structuring the linguistic in-
formation encoded.

As can be seen in the table below the PSC ontology is
more structured and detailed compared with the IWN one.
This led us to take this ontology as the point of reference
for our semiautomatic linking as we will illustrate in the
following paragraphs.

3 The comparison

The intrinsic complexity of 2nd Order Entities and the dif-
ferences that emerged when comparing their coding in both
resources (cf. Roventini et al., 2003; Ruimy & Roventini
2005) leaves no doubt about the fact that linking verbal en-

Table 2: IWN second order ontology

2nd ORDER ENTITY

SITUATION COMPONENT

Cause
Communication
Condition
Existence
Experience
Location
Manner
Mental
Modal
Physical

Material
Physiological

Possession
Purpose
Quantity
Social
Time
Intensity
Property

Attribute
Functional

Relation
SITUATION TYPE

Dynamic
BoundedEvent
UnboundedEvent

Static
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Table 3: SIMPLE-CLIPS semantic types for events

Event
Phenomenon

Weather verb
Disease
Stimulus

Aspectual
Cause aspectual

State
Exist
Relational state

Identificational state
Constitutive state
Stative location
Stative possession

Act
Non_relational_act
Relational_act

Cooperative_activity
Purpose_act

Move
Cause_motion

Cause_act
Speech_act

Cooperative_ speech_act
Reporting_event
Commissive_speech_act
Directive_speech_act
Expressive_speech_act
Declarative_speech_act

Psychological_event
Cognitive_event

Judgement
Experience_event

Cause_experience_event
Perception
Modal_event

Change
Relational_change

Constitutive_change
Change_of_state
Change_of_value

Change_of_possession
Transaction

Change_of_location
Natural_transition
Acquire_knowledge

Cause_change
Cause_Relational_change

Cause_Constitutive_change
Cause_Change_of_state
Cause_Change_of_value

Cause_Change_location
Cause_Natural_transition
Creation

Physical_creation
Mental_creation
Symbolic_creation
Copy_creation

Give_knowledge

tries is a tricky issue. Nevertheless, after an exhaustive map-
ping of the two ontologies, we are convinced that such a task
is worth pursuing. In fact a semiautomatic link of this type
of entries and the consequent possibility of a joint consul-
tation is particularly desirable for verbs which, compared to
concrete nouns, have much more to gain just for their com-
plexity. For this reason, we decided to enlarge and deepen
our analysis comparing sets of verbal entries.

The semiautomatic link we plan to perform should take as
reference points both the‘ is-a’ or hyperonymy relation and
the ontological concepts. However, given the different phi-
losophy and consequently the different structures underlying
the resources we first carried out a punctual, manual test in
order to consider and weigh problems and advantages.

We focused our attention on the large set of PSC verbs
belonging to the semantic types ‘Experience_Event’ (in-
choatives) and ‘Cause_Experience_Event’ (causatives) and,
among them, with particular attention we analyzed more
than one hundred verbal entries sharing the generic mean-
ing: ‘to feel or to cause a feeling, an emotion a sentiment’ in
both resources.

A first problem that this linking will have to deal with,
namely the different granularity of sense distinctions, is well
illustrated by the handling, in both resources, of the most
generic and polysemous verb in the selected field, i.e.sentire
(to feel, to experience).

We can in fact observe that the various different meanings
of this verb are described in IWN in 16

different synsets wheresentire is combined with other
25 different verbs (out of which 7 verbal multiwords or
locutions)9; in PSC, by contrast, the same verb has only 9
senses and only 5 synonyms are indicated.

Such a discrepancy between the two lexicons is obviously
not always so sharp, but yet a similar situation often oc-
curs. In fact, IWN, following the WordNet model, tends to
overdetail the senses and to combine as many synonyms as
possible within a synset; PSC, on the other hand, only ac-
counts for fundamental meaning distinctions. However, once
this imbalance is ascertained, a good harmonization of the
resources should overcome this difference, turning it into
an advantage and the fine-grainedness of the PSC ontology
should play a fundamental role to achieve in this task.

If we take into consideration the hyperonyms encoded
for the various senses ofsentire in both resources we find
a high level of correspondence. As can be seen, compar-
ing tables 4 and 5 below, for 7 out 9 PSC SemUs ofsen-
tire the corresponding IWN synset shows the same hyper-
onym and a comparable ontology concept: the PSC semantic
type ‘Perception’ matches the IWN ‘Dynamic Experience’
ontological typing, PSC ‘Cooperative_speech_act’ and ‘Ac-
quire_knowledge’ match the more generic IWN ‘Agentive
Dynamic’ and ‘Dynamic Possession’ respectively (cf. IWN
/ SIMPLE_CLIPS ontology mapping table10). The last PSC
meaning, whose hyperonym isprovare(to experience), has
no corresponding hyperonym in table 5. However, its onto-

9In IWN about 500 multiwords of verbal type were encoded.
10http://www.ilc.cnr.it/clips/Ontology_mapping.doc
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logical label indicates as possible matches the IWN synsets
showing the IWN ontology concepts ‘Experience Mental
SituationType’ which perfectly correspond to PSC ‘Experi-
ence_event’.

In this case the comparison evidences a fuzzy distinction
in IWN between the meanings: ‘to experience a feeling, an
emotion accompanied by a physical sensation’, synset 33902
{ sentire, avere, avvertire, provare} 11 and ‘to experience a
feeling’, synset 33903 {sentire, provare}. In PSC the first of
these meanings is assigned the semantic type ‘Perception’
and the second one, ‘Experience_event’.

The meanings ofsentirethat share same hyperonym and
ontological classification as ‘Perception’ in PSC and ‘Dy-
namic Experience’ in IWN indicate the synonymy ofsen-
tire with the four perception verbs:udire (to hear), odorare
(to smell), gustare(to taste) andtoccare(to finger). When
linked, these entries will acquire the argument structure from
PSC and some other synonyms as well as an English trans-
lation from IWN.

As regards the meanings not classified as ‘Perception’
in PSC, we find a good correspondence between the IWN
synsets and PSC semUs, e.g.: synset 33896 {sentire, con-
sultare} (consult, ask_for_advice) and SemU70608sentire
share the hyperonymchiedere(to ask), while synset 33897
{ sentire, apprendere, venire a sapere, sapere} (to learn) and
SemU70609sentireshare the hyperonymacquisire (to ac-
quire).

The IWN synset 33898 {sentire, informarsi} (to ask, to
inquire) with hyperonyminterrogare(to interrogate, to ask
questions), which seems at first glance to lack a correspond-
ing SemU, can be equally linked through the inchoative
form of SemU79609informare that belongs to the seman-
tic type ‘Acquire_knowledge’ (mappable to ‘Agentive Dy-
namic’) and is assignedacquisire as target of the hyper-
onymic relation.

As far as the other IWN synsets are concerned, in a few
cases we have very fine distinctions not accounted for in
PSC such as, for example, the distinction between {sentire,
udire, intendere} = ‘to hear’ with hyperonympercepire(to
perceive) and {sentire} = ‘to have the sense of hearing’
with hyperonympotere (to be able); or between {sentire,
ascoltare} = ‘to listen to’, hyperonym udire (to hear), and
{ sentire, dare ascolto, dare retta, ascoltare}= ‘to obey, to
mind’, hyperonymobbedire(to obey).

In all, we can link 10 out 16 IWN synsets to the cor-
responding PSC semUs. For every linked verbal entry, the
two resources will offer more information: IWN will enrich
PSC entries with an English translation and synonyms, also
in form of multiwords, and PSC will provide IWN synsets
with the argument structure and an undoubtedly more pre-
cise ontological classification.

Considering the whole set of analysed senses we can
make further observations about: i) the coding of feeling
denoting verbs; ii) the results of the comparison between
hyperonyms and ontology concepts in both databases.

11The verbs gathered between brace brackets represent the complete IWN
synsets that for space reasons were not inserted in table 5 in their wholeness.

In the example below, the IWN semantic coding of the
figurative senses (both inchoative and causative) of the verb
abbattere(to lose hope, to despair/‘to dishearten, to depress)
are shown and then compared to their PSC coding.

inchoative sense♦ {abbattersi, abbacchiarsi, accasciarsi,
avvilirsi, demoralizzarsi, deprimersi, scoraggiarsi, sgomen-
tarsi}

• Has_hyperonym:diventare(become)

• xpos_near_synonym: {abbattimento avvilimento scon-
forto abbacchiamento prostrazione depressione}

• Ontology: BoundedEvent

• eq_near_synonym: (despair, abandon_hope, lose_hope)
(ILI link)

causative sense♦ {abbattere, accasciare, buttare_giù, de-
primere, demoralizzare, avvilire, abbacchiare, sconfortare}

• Has_hyperonym:scoraggiare(discourage)

• Causes: {abbattimento avvilimento sconforto abbac-
chiamento prostrazione depressione}

• Ontology: Cause

• eq_near_synonym: (dishearten, put_off), (depress, de-
ject, cast_down, get_down, make_gloomy, dismay,
dispirit, demoralize) (ILI link)

If we compare the PSC12 entries for the same meanings
we find essentially these main differences:

• in PSC both the causative and the inchoative meanings
of abbatterebear a relation indicating their sharing the
membership in a class of regular polysemy alternation,
while in IWN this relation is not encoded.

• in PSC both senses are displayed with the same
spelling, while in IWN the inchoative meaning is char-
acterized, where relevant, by the clitic pronoun–si
(which is peculiar of this type of alternation).

As far as similarities are concerned, in PSC the causative and
inchoative meanings are linked to the corresponding feeling-
denoting nounabbattimento(prostration, demoralization) by
means of the semantic relations ‘has_as_effect’ and ‘feeling’
which are comparable to ‘cause’ and ‘xpos_near_synonym’
respectively.

In IWN as well both the verbal synsets are connected to
the corresponding nominal synsets trough a ‘cause’ relation
for the causative sense and trough an ‘xpos_near_synonym’
relation for the inchoative sense.

The PSC ontological types assigned respectively to the
causative and inchoative senses: ‘Cause_experience_event’
and ‘Experience_event’ are comparable to IWN ‘Dynamic
Experience Mental Stimulating’ and ‘Experience Mental
Situation Type’.

In this particular example, both the IWN inchoative
and causative meanings lose some specific feature in their

12The complete representation of the PSC entries is not given here
because of its complexity.
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Table 4: Hyperonyms and semantic types in PSC forsentire

Hyperonym (isa relation) Semantic Type n. of SemUs
percepire(to perceive) Perception 6
chiedere(to ask) Cooperative_speech_act 1
acquisire(to acquire) Acquire_knowledge 1
provare(to experience) Experience_event 1

Table 5: Hyperonyms and ontology concepts in IWN forsentire

Hyperonym Ontology Concept n. of Synsets
percepire(to perceive) DynamicExperience 5
udire (to hear) DynamicExperience 1
chiedere(to ask) AgentiveDynamic 1
acquisire(to acquire) DynamicPossession 1
essere(to be) ExperienceMental Sit.Type 1
avere(to have) ExperienceMental Sit.Type 1
potere(to be able) CauseModalProperty 2
obbedire(to obey) AgentiveDynamic 1
interrogare (to ask question) AgentiveDynamic 1
credere(to believe) MentalProperty 1
accorgersi(to realize) BoundedEvent 1

hyeronymic chain and, consequently, the ontological de-
scription is more generic – i.e. ‘BoundedEvent’ instead of
‘Experience Mental SituationType’ and ‘Cause’ instead of
‘Dynamic Experience Mental Stimulating’ – but still com-
parable as observed in (Ruimy & Roventini 2005).

Summing up, as noticed for the verbsentire,in this case
also the linking of these entries will provide more informa-
tion and in a more accurate way. In particular, the Poly-
semy relation, which keeps joint the inchoative and causative
word-senses and gives prominence to a typical lexical-
semantic rule is provided by PSC, the many synonyms of
both senses encoded and the indication of the pronominaliza-
tion for the inchoative form are supplied by IWN, together
with the linkto WN 1.5. Furthermore it is worth noting that
the relationship between the verb of feeling and the feeling-
denoting noun, which is considered optional information in
the IWN model, is systematically encoded in PSC.

4 The results and future work

From our analysis it turned out that in IWN causative and
inchoative verbs of feeling are not retrievable under a unique
hyperonym or a unique ontological concept, but, given the
lack of predefined rigid structures for the coding of verbs
types, like the templates used in PSC, they can be found
under a few different hyperonyms which, in some cases, also
point to different ontological concepts, as illustrated in tables
6 and 7 below, where hyperonyms and relative ontology
concepts are reported.

As appears in these tables, occasionally we find too much
genericity in the hyperonyms coding and, consequently, in
the ontological labels, in particular as regards the causative
verbs. The survey evidenced that in IWN the hyperonyms
of causatives word senses of feeling verbs point, for the
most part (40 cases out of 60), to the generic ontology

concept ‘Cause’ instead of the more appropriate ‘Dynamic
Experience Mental Stimulating’.

On the contrary, as regards the inchoatives senses, the
coding appears more precise and the appropriate hyperonym
{ provare, sentire} (to feel, to experience) was encoded for
the most part of them. Consequently, the correct ontology
label ‘Experience Mental Situation Type’ was found in 30
cases out of 36.

Summing up we found that 44 synsets out of 96 show a
perfect correspondence with PSC entries and that all the oth-
ers show a more generic but not misleading coding, except
for the last hyperonym in table 7. This is an encouraging re-
sult and, on this basis, we intend to complete the comparison
in a semiautomatic way.

Given the different number of verbal entries (5260 SemUs
and 9301 synsets) and the greater homogeneity of coding
guaranteed by the PSC templates, we will proceed in the
comparison extracting the various verbal SemUs from PSC.
One semantic type at a time all the verbal SemUs of PSC
will be matched to the corresponding synsets in IWN. Once
completed the automatic extraction of the matched couples,
the candidate joint entries will be checked for mistakes. By
means of this procedure we expect to be able to link nearly
all the verbal PSC SemUs with a corresponding IWN synset,
and to circumscribe in this way a set of verbs showing joint
together the most valuable features of both resources.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we described a detailed preliminary analysis
aimed at investigating the possibilities of semi-automatically
linking the two largest and richest Italian lexical resources,
IWN and PSC, as far as second order entities are concerned.
The methodology adopted, which is grounded on the map-
ping of both hyperonymy relations and ontological classifi-
cation, turned out to be sufficiently reliable and the prelim-
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Table 6: IWN Hyperonyms and Ontology concepts of causative verbs of feeling

Hyperonyms n. of Synsets Ontology Concepts
Rendere2 (make 1 get 1) 16 Cause
Fare14 (cause 1 induce 1stimulate 1..) 12 Cause
Dare2 (give3 cause to have 1) 8 Cause
Accorare1(grieve 1 aggrieve 1sadden_greatly 1)1 Cause
Agitare3 (agitate 1 commove 1excite 4 ..) 1 Cause
Fare11 (cause 1 do 3 make 9 give_raise_to 1) 1 Cause
Scoraggiare1 (discourage 1) 1 Cause
Suscitare1 (arouse 1 elicit 1 enkindle 1 fire 1..) 5 Dyn.Exp.MentalStimulating
Incutere1 (instill 1) 4 Dyn.Exp.MentalStimulating
Fare11 (cause 1 do 3 make 9 give_raise_to 1) 3 Dyn.Exp.MentalStimulating
Causare2 (arouse 1 elicit 1 enkindle 1 fire 1..) 1 Dyn.Exp.MentalStimulating
Impaurire1 (frighten 1 fright 1 scare 1..) 1 Dyn.Exp.MentalStimulating
Fare11 (make 1 create 1) 5 CauseExistence
Rendere2 (make 1 get 1) 1 CauseExistence

Table 7: IWN Hyperonyms and Ontology concepts of inchoative verbs of feeling

Hyperonyms n. of Synsets Ontology Concepts
Sentire10 (feel 1 experience 1) 23 Exp.Mental Sit.Type
Avere2 (have 1 have_got 1 hold 1) 2 Exp.Mental Sit.Type
Essere1 (be 4 have_the_quality_of_being 1) 2 Exp.Mental Sit.Type
Provare6 (experience 1 undergo 1get 1 have 6..)2 Exp.Mental Sit.Type
Desiderare1 (destre 1 want 1 wish 1) 1 Exp.MentalSit.Type
Diventare1 (become 1 go 5 get 1 come 1 ..) 2 BoundedEvent
Incollerire 1 (anger 1 get_angry 1, see_red 1) 1 BoundedEvent
Subire1 (experience 1 undergo 1get 1 have 6..) 1 DynamicExperience
Prendere10 (experience 1 undergo 1get 1. . . ) 1 DynamicExperience
Essere1 (be 4 have_the_quality_of_being 1) 1 Static

inary results promising enough to encourage us to carry on
the linking process.
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Abstract

In the work reported here, we present three impor-
tant related issues.

1. We present an effective method of construc-
tion of the Marathi WordNet (http://www.
cfilt.iitb.ac.in/wordnet/webmwn/) us-
ing the Hindi WordNet (http://www.cfilt.
iitb.ac.in/wordnet/webhwn/), both of
which are being developed at IIT Bombay.
Henceforth we will refer to them as MWN and
HWN respectively.

2. The Synset identity is the key to connect
WordNets.

3. We present an interface to browse linked
Hindi and Marathi WordNets (Bilingual Word-
Net) simultaneously for a given word either in
Hindi or in Marathi.

As an application, we present Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation (WSD) of nouns in Hindi. The sys-
tem has been evaluated on the Corpora provided
by Central Institute of Indian Languages (http:
//www.ciil.org/) and the results are encour-
aging.

1 Introduction

English WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) has been used
in numerous natural language processing tasks
like word sense disambiguation (Agirre 1996;
Ramakrishanan 2002; Ramakrishanan 2003), in-
formation extraction (Ramakrishanan 2002) and
so on with considerable success. Several Euro-
pean language WordNets are connected to form
a multilingual lexical knowledge base called Eu-
roWordNet (Vossen 1996). MultiWordNet (Ben-
tivogli 2002) is a project of aligning Princeton’s

WordNet version 1.6 with Italian WordNet. Hindi
(Chakrabarti 2002) and Marathi WordNets are be-
ing built at IIT Bombay. Development of Multilin-
gual Web-Scale Language Resources is being car-
ried out as MEANING1 project. The motivations
of such projects are WSD, Cross Lingual Informa-
tion Processing and large scale knowledge acqui-
sition.

This paper also describes the application of
Hindi WordNet to one of the fundamental is-
sues in NLP,viz., Word Sense Disambiguation for
Hindi. A supervised learning approach for WSD
has been proposed by Yarowsky (Yarowsky 1992).
Word associations are recorded and for the un-
seen text, correct word senses are detected from
the learnt associations. Agirre and Rigau (Agirre
1996) use a measure based on the proximity of
the text word to a sense in the WordNet (Con-
ceptual Density) to disambiguate the words. The
idea that translation presupposes word sense dis-
ambiguation is leveraged by Ide (Ide 1999) to
disambiguate bilingual corpora. The design of
well-known work-bench for sense disambiguation
WASP is given by Kilgarriff (1998). Lesk (Lesk
1996) and Lin (Lin 1998) have studied theoret-
ical definitions of similarity and provided word
similarity measures that are hypernymy based and
gloss based respectively. The notion of soft word
sense disambiguation (Ramakrishanan 2003) at-
tempts to rank the senses with a score. The
first attempt at Hindi Word Sense Disambigua-
tion was made by Sinhaet. al. (Sinha 2004).

1MEANING (2005) 2nd Workshop organized by MEANING project,
Italy, http://tcc.itc.it/events/meaning2005/
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2 Towards Multilingual Indo WordNet 
 Relation borrowing in WordNets refers to 
relation establishment for one WordNet using 
the relations of another WordNets. The 
technique is automatic for semantic relations, 
but semi-automatic for lexical relation. Different 
cases of relation borrowing from Hindi WordNet 
(HWN) to Marathi WordNet (MWN) are as 
follows. 

a. When the sense is present in both Hindi 
and Marathi: The relations are 
established MWN for that sense. This is 
the commonest case, since Hindi and 
Marathi belong to the same linguistic 
family (Indo-Aryan) and exist in almost 
identical cultural setting. 

b. When the sense is in Hindi but not in 
Marathi: The relations will not get 
established for that sense. For Instance, 
{दादा [daadaa, grandfather], बाबा [baabaa, 

grandfather], आजा [aajaa, grandfather], द ा 
[daddaa, grandfather], पतामह [pitaamaha, 

grandfather], ू पता [prapitaa, grandfather]} 
is a sense in Hindi for paternal 
grandfather but in Marathi the 
corresponding sense does not exists.  

c. When the sense is not in Hindi but in 
Marathi: The relations for that sense in 
Marathi have to be established 
manually. Example {गुढ पाडवा 
[gudhipaadvaa, newyear], वषूितपदा 
[varshpratipadaa, new year]} is a sense in 
Marathi which does not have any 
correspondence in Hindi.  

The basic idea of the approach is illustrated in 
figure 1. The browsable-searchable interface of 
each of the two WordNets contains the 
following data structures: 

i. A table called tbl_all_words 
which stores for each word the 
PoS and array of all synset id. 
For example, for “कर”, the table 
1 shows the PoS as noun and 
verb and the synset ids as 491, 
3529, 4107, 13314, 13322, 
3295, 11958, 11959, 11960, 
11961, 11962. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: HWN.tbl_all_words 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: MWN.tbl_all_words 
 

ii. A table called tbl_all_synsets 
(table 3 & 4) which stores the 
sysnet id, the synset and the 
gloss of the sense. 

 
hindi_synset_id Synset gloss category

491 
3295 
3529 
4107 

13341 
13322 
11958 
11959 
11960 
11961 
11962 

<not 
shown due 

to space 
constraint> 

<not 
shown due 

to space 
constraint>

noun 
verb 
noun 
noun 
noun 
noun 
verb 
verb 
verb 
verb 
verb 

 
 Table 3: MWN.tbl_all_synsets 
 
 
 
 
 

hindi_synset_id Word pos 
491 कर noun 

3295 कर verb 
3529 कर noun 
4107 कर noun 
13314 कर noun 
13322 कर noun 
11958 कर verb 
11959 कर verb 
11960 कर verb 
11961 कर verb 
11962 कर verb 

marathi_synset_id Word pos 
4107 कर noun 
4115 कर verb 
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marathi_
synset_id 

Synset gloss category 

4107 
4115 

<not 
shown due 

to space 
constraint

> 

<not 
shown due 

to space 
constraint

> 

noun 
verb 

 
Table 4: MWN.tbl_all_synsets 

 
iii.  A table 

tbl_<PoS>_<Relation> for 
each PoS and Relation 
combination. For example, 
tbl_noun_hypernymy is the table 
for the hypernym semantic 
relation. Continuing the 
example for “कर”, we see that 
the table 5 stores the various 
hypernyms of “कर”. 

 
synset_id hypernymy_id

491 503 
3529 985 
4107 3051 

13341 12149 
13322 1070 
11958 2015 
11959 3666 
11960 7120 

 
Table 5: HWN.tbl_noun_hypernymy 

 
The idea now is to fill the last mentioned tables 
for MWN automatically by following the 
pointers in the HWN tables. This saves lot of 
manual effort. Figure 2 describes the algorithm 
to do this job. 
 We have also designed a browsable 
bilingual interface. The input to this browser is a 
search string in any of the two languages. The 
browser displays search results for both the 
languages. The primary usage of this interface is 
to help users get the semantic information of the 
search string in both the languages.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

for each synset identity marathi synset id
in Marathi WordNet do 
if (marathi_synset_id == hindi_synset_id) 
do 

   for each relation r pointed by 
    hindi_synset_id do 
    if (relation type of r is semantic) do 
     clamp the synset identity linked by  
     relation r in to marathi_synset_id 
    end if  
    else  
     clamp the synset identity linked by   
     relation r in hindi_synset_id to  
     marathi_synset_id AND manually insert 
     the corresponding lexical element 
    end else 
   end for            
  end if 
end for                         

Figure 1: Relation establishment of Marathi 
WordNet using Hindi WordNet 

3 An Application of HWN:  Word Sense 
Disambiguation 

Following Lesk (1996), we give an intersection 
similarity based WSD approach for Hindi WSD. 
For the word to be disambiguated, we call the 
collection of words from the CONTEXT of the 
word in question the context Bag and the related 
words from the WORDNET as the Semantic 
bag. Figure 2 gives the pictorial view of the 
approach. Figure 3 gives the algorithm we used. 
 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: The Basic idea of the WSD 

approach  
 
 
 
 

Stemmer 

Sense with Maximum 
Overlap 

Hindi Text 
Document 

Context Bag Semantic Bag 

 
Hindi WordNet 
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Figure 3: Lesk like algorithm for WSD 
 
We have used Intersection similarity to measure 
the overlap. The idea of Intersection similarity is 
to capture the belief that there will be high 
degree of overlap between the words in the 
context and the related words extracted from the 
WordNet for a sense, and that sense will be a 
winner sense.  

3.1 Evaluation 
We perform Hindi WSD experiment on the 
corpora provided by Central Institute of Indian 
Languages (CIIL), Mysore. Currently, the 
system has been tested on nouns. The domains 
of the experiment and the accuracy values are 
mentioned in the table 6. The histogram of 
figure 4 too shows the WSD accuracy across 
domains. 
 
 
 

 

 
Table 6: WSD accuracy across   

domains for Hindi Words 
 

Accuracy

0 20 40 60 80

Agriculture

Science and Sociology

Sociology

Short-Story

Mass-Media

Children Literature

History

Science

Economics
D

om
ai

n

Percentage of Accuracy

 
Figure 4: Histogram showing the WSD 

accuracy across domains for Hindi Words 
 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this paper we have described a technique of 
using Hindi WordNet for establishing Marathi 
WordNet relations. This is very useful 
considering the time and effort needed in 
creating WordNets. To our knowledge, this is 
the first attempt at linking two Indian language 
WordNets.  
 One of the aims of developing the Hindi 
WordNet was WSD for Hindi. Currently, the 
system works for Hindi nouns. Work is on for 

Domain Percentage of 
Accuracy 

Agriculture 73.20 
Science and Sociology 64.40 

Sociology 60.22 
Short-Story 42.22 
Mass-Media 50.11 

Children Literature 40.00 
History 44.44 
Science 65.00 

Economics 40.55 

1. For a polysemous word w needing   
disambiguation, a set of context  
words in its surrounding window is  
collected. Let this collection be C,  
the context bag. The window is the  
current sentence and the preceding  
and the following sentences.  
 
2. For each sense s of w, do the  
following. Let  B be the bag of words  
obtained from the  
  a. Synonyms in the synsets 
  b. Glosses of the synsets 
  c. Example Sentences of the synsets 
d. Hypernyms (recursively up to the  
   roots) 

  e. Glosses of Hypernyms 
  f. Example Sentences of Hypernyms 
   Hyponyms (recursively up to the  
   leaves) 

  g. Glosses of Hyponyms  
  h. Example Sentences of Hyponyms 
i. Meronyms (recursively up to the  
   beginner synset) 

  j. Glosses of Meronyms 
  k. Example sentences of Meronyms  
 
3. Measure the overlap between C and B  
   using intersection similarity.  
 
4. Output that sense as the winner sense  
   which has the maximum overlap    
   similarity value. 
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other parts of speech.  Indian Languages are rich 
in morphology; hence exhaustive stemming is 
still needed to serve as the front end for the 
WordNets. 
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Abstract
Various groups of users, ranging from professional trans-
lators and writers to language learners, use dictionaries in
their everyday work. The electronic form of the dictionaries
facilitated and accelerated the access to their content con-
siderably and brought new ways of the dictionary search.
However, the current products are still unable to offer a full-
featured search by meaning which would be advantageous in
many cases. This paper describes our experiments on access-
supporting enhancements of electronic dictionaries that are
based on wordnets and word association norms. Results of
evaluation experiments for two European languages - En-
glish and Russian - are presented. The comparison with the
fulltext- and corpus-based access methods shows that the
proposed ways of the dictionary search often provide the best
word-access strategy.

Introduction
Psychologists usually include the ability toaccess a word
into knowing a word [Cronbach, 1942], together with the
ability to define the word’s meaning, ability to recognize the
situations and contexts for using it, knowledge of its alter-
native meanings, ability to recognize its incorrect uses etc.
But in computational linguistics, when one deals with vari-
ous ‘external’ repositories of lexical information (electronic
dictionaries and thesauri, lexical databases, corpora, etc.),
there prevails tendency towards opposingword accessing
andknowing [Zock, 2002].

The common idea is that knowing a word does not
guarantee the successful access to it. We may know what the
word means, (sometimes) we know what the word looks like
(its beginning, ending, number of syllables), its derivation
model or etymology, we search for the word in our memory
and still are unable to find it1. Even if we have at our disposal
a dictionary, a thesaurus, or a corpus, we may face the same
problems – in case we are unable to provide a perfect input, it
is difficult to find a word in whatever resource we have. The
reason is that however rich in content, modern dictionaries
support only a limited set of possible ways to access the
information they contain.

1In psychology, this phenomenon is known as TOT – Tip-of-the-Tongue
state – a type of the word production failures, when a speaker is unable to
produce a word he/she is absolutely certain that he/she knows (James 1890,
Brown and McNeill 1966, Maylor 1990, Burke et al 1991).

Among the best elaborated and most frequently imple-
mented access services is anaccess by formthat is included
into interfaces of most of the popular dictionaries [AHDAL,
CALD, CCED, COED, LDOCE, MAD, MW]. It usually im-
plies:

1. orthographic error correction, i.e. checking for any
types ofmisspellings: reversing, adding, omitting, sub-
stituting letters etc, e.g. typingditionry, cidtionaryin-
stead ofdictionary.

2. phonetic similarity checking: dictionary interface may
also control misspellings due tohomophony, e.g.
wright misspelled forright, write, or rite [Zock and
Fournier, 2001], or having “sound-like” function check
for more broader similarity [Bilac et al., 2003; MAD;
MW; Lingea; OneLook].

Although being the most frequent example of the access
problems dictionary users face2, access by formis not a
topic of the present paper. It is usually tackled by technical
means with little linguistic support (if ever), and needs no
substantial assistance of language resources, in contrast to
theaccess by meaning.

While the problem itself was posed half a century ago,
access by meaning is still in its infancy. The main trends
in this area are presented by thesaurus construction [Roget,
1852; Miller, 1985] supposing a development of a “dictio-
nary browser that allows user to explore an on-line dictio-
nary on the basis of semantic, rather than alphabetic, similar-
ities” [Fellbaum, 1998], and reverse dictionary access [Bern-
stein, 1975; Glanze, 1990, Edmonds, 1999] that in practice
resulted in the intelligent definition search [AHDAL; CALD;
CCED Lingea; OneLook].

Since then, a great progress has been made. Besides
search in definition and lists of synonyms and antonyms, to-
day’s electronic dictionaries provide connection to the large
corpora and categorize words to domains. However, in many
cases related to the access by meaning, available dictionary-
access methods provide inappropriate or insufficient output,
and there is still a need for more intelligent, structured and
differentiated approach to that problem. The necessity to ob-
tain empirical data and test evidences was the motivation of
the work presented in this paper.

2Over 80% of the access problems belong to following four types: one-
character omission, one-character insertion, one-character substitution, or
reversal of two letters [Ito and Kuhota, 1987].
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1 Assisting a Dictionary Access
Being unable to recall a word, people may use various
methods to initiate the search: the starting point can be a
related word, a definition-like description, a typical context
or situations etc. We are prone to the opinion that different
types of words initiate different strategies of word access
and, thus, need different types of access-assisting resources
to be applied. In our work, we have focused on the resources
of two types – wordnets (WNs) and word association norms
(WAN)3 – and their capability to solve the dictionary access
problems.

WordNet as a language resource is regularly used in many
NLP applications. In particular, it has been integrated in sev-
eral systems to facilitate the search in electronic dictionar-
ies [Lingea; OneLook; El-Kahlut and Oflazer, 2004]. On the
other hand, WAN – resources representing results of a large-
scaled psycholinguistics experiments - are not used so of-
ten, and are usually neglected in the NLP applications. How-
ever, what concerns structure and content, these language re-
sources – WN and WAN – have much in common. Their de-
tailed comparison is discussed in [Sinopalnikova and Smrz,
2004]. To best of our knowledge, WAN were not used to as-
sist dictionary search [Zock and Bilac, 2004].

In all experiments described in the section below the
following WNs and WAN were applied:

• EAT - Edinburgh WAT by Kiss et al [1972]: 8400
stimuli – 54000 words covered - 1000 subjects,

• RAT - Russian WAT by Karaulov et al [1994-1998]:
8000 stimuli - 23000 words covered – 1000 subjects,

• Princeton WordNet 2.0 (115 000 synsets),

• RussNet 0.2 - semantic network for Russian linking
lexical semantics to derivational morphology (5500
synsets)

We have designed and implemented an experimental proto-
type of the electronic dictionary interface based on relations
from WNs and WAN with the aim to tackle the TOT prob-
lems. The basic idea was to present the information from a
WAN in a way compatible with the respective wordnet, and
to let a user select what kind of the relation will help in what
particular access problems.

3Word Association Norms (WAN ) represent a collection of empirical
data obtained through large-scaled psycholinguistic experiments known as
free association tests. The standard technique of the experiments is as
follows: words (stimuli, S) are presented to subjects, who are asked to
respond with the first word that comes into their mind (responses, R). The
list of stimuli and lists of responses ranged according to their frequency in
the answers constitute the body of WAN.

In its most sophisticated form WAN are expanded to associative network
for several thousands words. The cycle of data collection is repeated several
times: a small set of stimuli is used as a starting point of experiment,
responses obtained for them are used as stimuli in the next run, and so on.
The complicated procedure of data collection is applied to assure WAN to
become a ‘thesaurus’, i.e. to cover all the vocabulary and map the basic
structure of a particular language. So far, large WAN, the so-calledWord
Association Thesauri (WAT)are available for two languages only: English
[Kiss et al, 1972] and [Nelson et al, 1992], and Russian [Karaulov et
al, 1994-1998]. For other languages only small WAN including 100-200
stimuli are available

A simple merging of the WN and WAN has been per-
formed. We extracted two modes of the associations (S♦R,
R♦S) from English and Russian WAN and added them as
new types of unidirectional relations to the current links in
the respective WNs. The associations of the first type fix the
link from a stimulus to all the responses (S♦R). The associ-
ations of the second type list all stimuli where a given word
appeared among responses (R♦S). The relative frequencies
of the associations are assigned to the links; the outputs are
sorted according to them.

The results of the interface testing are presented in the
next section together with a comparison to the results of
corpus-based access and the search in dictionary definitions.
Here, we discuss factors that affected the way people approx-
imate the meaning of a word, and thus efficiency of WN- and
WAN-based access methods:

• The most obvious factor affecting the choice of access
strategy is the linguistic characteristics of the words
searched, in particular, the belonging to a particular
POS.We have observed that nouns were regularly ap-
proximated by a (quasi-) definition description, for in-
stance, a natural genus and specific features, more gen-
eral or similar concepts etc., e.g.larder – a room to
keep food in. Thus, the definition search plus assis-
tance by WN or WAN may have a good return in ac-
cessing nouns. Words with not so clear signification,
such as verbs and adjectives, were rarely described
through definitions. For verbs, typical situations and/or
collocates were usually given, e.g. while recallingto
sell subjects producedto buy, give money, in a shop,
shopaholic, goods, clothes, food, seller, merchant.Nat-
urally, corpus-based assistance may facilitate the ac-
cess in such cases, also WAN may supply information
on domains, situations, and encyclopaedic knowledge.
Semantically-related words and typical modified nouns
were usually used to described the meaning of adjec-
tives, e.g.yellow was approximated byred, black, or-
ange,andlemon, banana, taxi, colour, dress, floweretc.
Thus, corpus-based, and WN and WAN assisting meth-
ods may improve the effectiveness of the access for ad-
jectives.

• In addition, the difference betweenconcreteandab-
stract entities affects the way people describe the
meaning of a word. It was previously reported that
TOT states (access problems) also differ in that case.
For example, in elderly people TOT states are caused
more often by the concrete nouns, than by abstract ones
[Rustle and Burke, 1996]. It seems that in the lookup
for abstract entities the assistance of WAN is more
useful. It is probably related with the way people de-
scribe abstract entities – they associate them with typi-
cal situations (sometimes corresponding to domain re-
lations, but not always), e.g.reflex – jerk, knee(which
refer to the typical example of the reflex test, when a
tapping below the knee causes the lower leg to sud-
denly jerk forward); fear – shake, scream, shout, sweat
(give us typical examples of the surface characteristics
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of fear) or fire, death, decease, ghosts, snakes(typi-
cal fear-causing situations); rich – millionaire, baron,
Getty, Rockefeller(giving examples of the being rich);
reflection – water, mirror, glass.We may say that as-
sociations reveal semantics of an (abstract) situation as
a list of semantic constituents - separate pieces of in-
formation. Semantics of abstract words (verbs, adjec-
tives or nouns denoting complex situation, qualities or
emotional states) is rather difficult to approximate. The
approximations given by subjects in our experiments
corresponded mostly to entries in WAN.

• Naturally, the type of access problem -monolingual or
bilingual - has an impact on the way people initiate the
search of the word. Previous works on TOT-related dic-
tionary access problems [Bilac et al., 2004; El-Kalhut
and Oflazer, 2004] focused primarily onmonolingual
dictionaries. When accessing abilingual or multilin-
gual source, the user is expected to provide an equiv-
alent in the second (other) language, rather than a
description in the same language. Thus, the methods
based on domain grouping or lists of semantically re-
lated words seem unlikely to be used. However, it is
sometime difficult to hit the word with the given (in-
accurate, too narrow or too broad etc.) ‘translational
equivalent’. We have observed that what a user be-
lieved to be a perfect translation equivalent regularly
turns out to be just an approximation of the meaning,
which (while applying the dictionary) evokes a banch
of close words that needs further processing and filter-
ing. Moreover, in case oflexical gapsit is impossible
to produce an equivalent in the mother-tongue, and a
user has to apply various ways of meaning approxima-
tion quite similar to corpus-, WN- or WAN-based ones
using his mother-tongue or a target language. For ex-
ample, if in Russian there is no term forto abdicate,
one will have to describe it through definition-like ap-
proximation in Russian or in English e.g. “to formally
renounce a throne”, or employ some corpus-based fea-
ture usingking, queen, emperorand throne as most
probable collocates, etc. And in so doing, the user may
face the same problems as during the monolingual dic-
tionary access. That is why our research was not limited
to the monolingual case. The interface should reflect
the potential difference in knowledge of native vs. non-
native language users (see the next item). The first step
to implement the idea is to identify this difference. Our
preliminary experiments suggest that a comparison of
WAN across languages can help in this case.

• The characteristics of auser (e.g. age, level of edu-
cation, cultural background etc.) affect the access pro-
cess: the frequency and type of access problems, the
way people recall and approximate words, and how
they access a dictionary. If you are not able to see
the point of view, you cannot help a man who gives
universityas a clue for the wordchallengeor associates
charisma(he cannot recall) withIndia.

• The access process obviously differs in connection
with the media we use to access electronic dictio-
nary. Most of the current products deal with the writ-
ten input exclusively. But it was shown [Levelt et al.,
1996] that speech form of the input has many advan-
taged over the written one: it is faster, natural, it facili-
tates the recalling, and supports more information to be
given. A speech dictionary interface could open a range
of opportunities, especially concerning the access by
form (e.g. facilitating the “sound-as” feature). How-
ever, adding aspeechinterface is a challenging task
even for the simple entry search as the number of mis-
takes grows due to incorrect pronunciations, and recog-
nition errors. The option that would enable speech in-
put initiating an advanced search, through the mecha-
nisms 1. a-b) is probably available in no current prod-
uct. The same holds forvideo. E.g. meaning of the
word shakeis easier to show, demonstrating appropri-
ate movements, than giving its definition.

• When speaking about an electronic dictionary, we usu-
ally imagine a program on a desktop PC. However,
otherdevicesare spread more and more, esp. mobile
“computers” – cellular phones, PDAs, electronic trans-
lators, etc. As the power of these appliances grows
rapidly, we can expect the greater role they will play
as mobile providers of dictionary access. The size of
the device (mostly, its memory and display) can sig-
nificantly affect the choice of the access methods – a
fulltext search in definitions that would return a lot of
candidates, a memory-demanding corpus retrieval can
be preferred for standard PCs, but for cellular phones
the priorities can be completely different.

• The results presented in the next section compare dif-
ferent dictionary access methods associated with vari-
ous language resources. Theavailability (and the qual-
ity/size) of the resources can play the most important
role in the choice of the access methods – if there is
no corpus large enough to enable advanced corpus pro-
cessing, some methods cannot be used, even if they
would be preferred, if there is not bilingual dictionaries
for the particular pair of languages, multilingual search
will be rather substituted by monolingual corpus search
etc. Similarly, the availability of WN and WAN is lim-
ited.

WN/WAN dictionary interface is not a panacea which helps
in all access-problem cases. Evidently, there are pros and
cons of the implemented methods. The results presented in
the next section demonstrate the pros and contras of the
dictionary access based on WNs and WAN for TOT initiated
searched. The comparison to the results of corpus-based
access methods and the search in dictionary definitions is
carried out.

2 Experiments and Results
The previous section deals with the WN/WAN-based inter-
face in general. It has been shown earlier [Sinopalnikova and
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Smrz, 2004] that the language resources (WN vs. WAN) are
in a way complementary and that they can provide infor-
mation that cannot be easily extracted from other sources
such as corpora. The results summarized in this section add
a piece to the mosaic showing that WN/WAN interface can
be the best choice for the dictionary access in many cases.

It is not easy to devise a procedure for testing various
word-access strategies. As mentioned above, we aim at
a combination of the TOT-problems in monolingual and
bilingual settings and situations when one cannot come up
with a (perfect) translation of the searched word (due to
lexical gaps, insufficient bilingual dictionary, etc.). When
we speak about TOT in the next paragraphs, we mean this
broader sense of the access problems.

As it was shown by the previous psychological research
[Rustle and Burke, 1996; Levelt et al., 1996] TOT is a rather
rare phenomenon. It is reported that for young people the
number of TOTs is about 5% of lexical access situations
with common words (for proper nouns it is 10%), for old
people this number is twice as high. Therefore, to get reliable
results, it is crucial to perform a large number of experiments
with dictionary access methods.

First, we have tried to combine the evocation of TOT
with the user choice of the access method to figure out what
is the best strategy and what method leads to the shortest
time to find the correct word. However, these experiments
did not give us unbiased results as the subjects evidently
preferred the language resources and the access methods,
which they were most familiar with, and used the others (in
the pre-determined order) only if the previous one failed.
The previous search influenced the choice of the resource
and even the input on the next stage of the experiment.

Therefore, we decided to divide the experiment procedure
into two steps. The first one is to induce lexical access
problems, to identify the TOT and “Don’t Know” cases,
to record the way the subject proposes to access the word
(i.e. meaning approximations) and to store this information
together with the correct word the subject had in mind. The
second step is to process the results, simulating an search
assistant (intelligent or ‘blind’) that would select the optimal
access method every time. We limited our work to:

• the language-based access only, thus we excluded the
cases (parts of the access procedure) when the subjects
used non-verbal word approximations, such as mimics,
gestures (e.g. drawing a circle in the air, instead of
saying “round”), sounds (e.g. approximating the word
rattlesnakewith a hiss and waving hands) etc.

• the access by meaning, thus excluding all access-
by-form cases from answers, e.g. approximation of
ignorant throughsounds like arrogant.

2.1 The experiment design and material

All experiments described below involved subjects between
the ages of 25 and 78; including equal number of men
and women, with higher education and various profes-
sional background (chemistry, computer sciences, humani-
ties, mathematics, mining and public relations). All subjects

were native speakers of Russian, all but one knew English at
advanced level, and were able to communicate and produce
texts in English.

1. In the first series of experiments, eight subjects were
asked questions that are correctly answered by a single
word, e.g.:“What is the name of a vehicle that takes
people to and from hospital?”

−−with the only possible answerambulance;

“What word means to make an official inspection (of a
boundary) on foot?”

−−with a possible answerto perambulate.

If the question induced TOTs (i.e. the subject could
not give an answer, but claimed the word was familiar to
him/her), the way the subject would use to look for the word
was recorded.4

The questions were presented in the written form. The an-
swers were given orally, and fixed by an instructor. The tests
were carried out using the subjects’ mother tongue (Rus-
sian), and then repeated with the foreign language (English).
The Russian experiment setting included 45 questions, the
English one included 40.

2. In thesecondseries of experiments, four subjects were
asked to log all TOTs they experienced while writing
an article (in Russian and English). Their ‘diaries’
containing information about the starting point of the
search – what subjects remembered about the word
(meaning, synonyms, context, domain etc.) and the way
they found the correct word – were then processed.

In the case of TOT in the foreign language, the subjects could
approximate the searched word by other English words but
also by words (not always being approximate translations)
in their mother-tongue (Russian).

3. The third series of experiments included two variants
of the first series. Firstly, the subjects were asked to fill
the gap in the sentences like “The colour of the clear
sky is blue, but the colour of the deep sea is _____”;

“When the sun is shining the sky is blue, but in the
stormy weather it is ______”– the possible answers
ultramarine, indigo, azure, cerulean, navyetc. all being
low frequent words.

The same eight subjects participated in another variant
of the experiment. The sentences were replaced with
pictures. The subjects were asked to describe an object
or a situation. In the case of TOTs, the potential input
to the idealized dictionary interface was recorded. For
example, a picture of a girl with an iron in her hand
and a scorched shirt before her induced TOTs related
to the wordsto scorch, stain,and surprisinglyto burn,
andiron (1 subject).

4Note that the words the subjects used for the look-up were influenced
by the search procedure they expected (are familiar with). As a by-product,
we recorded the preferred (sequence of) strategies the subjects would apply.
Interestingly, the optimal one often differed from that chosen by the subject
even if the given words seemed to be specially suited for it.
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Table 1: The number of the TOT answers obtained in the first
series of experiments.

mother-tongue foreign language
Number of questions
per subject

40 45

Total number of
questions asked

320 360

Number of TOT an-
swers

13 31

Relative frequency
of TOT answers

4.06 % 8.61 %

Note that the described simplified experiment setting
corresponds to the search with no feedback. Subjects faced
the instructor, not the dictionary interface. They got no
information whether the access method they chose failed
or succeeded. They have no chance to correct their input
according to the dictionary output and repeat their search.
The experiments we plan for the future involve more realistic
conditions where the subjects will initiate the search with
a few words, the interface will present the most probable
entries for various access methods and the procedure may
be repeated until the correct word is found.

The obtained data confirmed the early statement by psy-
chologists that TOT is a rare phenomenon in the mother
tongue. The results summarised in Table 1 show that it was
induced in about 4.06% cases. Although, we cannot gen-
eralise from eight subjects, the numbers seem quite reli-
able. They are in agreement with those reported in [Rastle
and Burke, 1996; Oldfield and Wingfield, 1965; Levelt et
al., 1996]. We can also confirm their observations that TOT
appears more frequently for longer, low-frequent words or
words that a subject not used recently. We did not included
proper names as they are rarely looked up in standard dic-
tionaries, so this difference was not taken into consideration
in our experiments. Another two TOT inducing factors were
observed for the first time – these i)are number of the senses
of the searched word and ii) the number of its synonyms.
Both these factors are in proportion with the frequency of
access problems.

The frequency of the inability to recall a word in a
foreign language depends on the subject’s age, education and
professional background, the choice of the queried words
and many other factors. The percentage could be affected
easily (reduced or increased) by choosing simpler words,
familiar to subjects or complex, technical, rare words. This
should be taken into account when one interprets the figures
in the third row of Table 1. We tried to set the experiment
material so that it corresponded to was higher than the
subject’s level of the language knowledge.

The main body of the data was obtained in the first series
of experiments. Other experiments produced a significant
supplement to it. After processing the diaries, and exclud-
ing the TOT problems that were form-based, we obtained
another 12 word-access procedures for Russian and 26 for
English. Together with 13 and 31 from the fill-in/picture-

description experiments, we end up with 25 word approxi-
mations for Russian and 57 for English.

The complete data set was then processed using the five
strategies of the word access. The simplest setting of the re-
sults evaluation (calledblind approach later) was to take the
logged approximations of the words as sequences of words
with no structure or special relations. These undifferentiated
word approximations were than used as the input for each
of the access-assisting resource. That means that even if a
subject claimed that a word X represent a typical context of
the searched word Y, X was not excluded from the input to
WN or WAN. On the other hand, the small size of the exper-
iment data allowed us to perform a detailed (semantic) anal-
ysis of the access procedures as well. In the second case, the
words approximations were classified manually, assigned to
the appropriate access method(s), and processed in the way
optimal for the given method (intelligent approach).

Different word-access methods were evaluated against
both sets of word approximations - the blind and intelligent
ones. We entered the word approximations as the input to all
the access-assisting resources we studied, and analysed their
outputs. Regularly, the correct word was obtained with more
than one access method. Then, we computed the position of
the searched word in the output. The reported ‘winner’ is the
method that returned the correct word at the upper position.

2.2 Evaluating definition-based access method

The standard dictionary access methods suppose a search
in the entries. In the blind settings, we searched for all the
approximation words. The intelligent approach simulated a
parsed input – the definition part is searched in the defini-
tions, the usage part in examples etc. Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary English [LDOCE] was used for the En-
glish part, and the Explanatory Dictionary by Shvedova and
Ozhegov [EDR] for Russian. The bilingual search was per-
formed with Multitran dictionaries [MAD]. The language of
the words in the bilingual approximations mixing English
and Russian was identified manually. The translation equiv-
alents provided by the bilingual dictionary were combined
with the results of the search in LDOCE. The score of the
words returned by both sources was increased.

2.3 Evaluating corpus-based access methods

Two corpus-based methods were evaluated for English word
approximations:

• The first employs standard KWIC search over BNC
and retrieves the most frequent collocates of all the
approximation words (the blind setting) or the relevant
part of them (the intelligent setting).

• The second corpus-based method takes advantage of
advanced techniques of the corpus processing, namely
WordSketches for English [Kilgarriff et al., 2004].

The blind setting selects the related words for approxima-
tion set as a whole, not analysing the type of relations. The
“understanding” of the relation provided by the deep (man-
ual) analysis (perfect input) is crucial for the intelligent ap-
proach – for each approximation word the specified set of the
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wordsketch relations is retrieved only. The retrieved words
are ordered according to the computed score provided by the
sketch engine in both cases. The same procedure as for En-
glish was applied over Bokrjonok 3.0 – a balanced corpus of
the modern Russian [Smrz and Sinopalnikova, 2004].

2.4 Evaluating access methods based on wordnets and
word association norms

The contributions of WN and WAN integrated into the
implemented interface were evaluated separately. The blind
approach presents all the approximation words without any
distinctions of the kind of relations. The intelligent approach
concerns the relevant part of the approximation words only
and looks up the related words according to the relevant
relation. Edinburgh WAT [Kiss et al., 1972] and Russian
WAT [Karaulov et al., 1994-1996] were used for the second
set of experiments. Again, the blind approach makes no
difference among words, the intelligent one tries to guess
the optimal combination of associations that are looked up.

The results of all the experiments are summarized in
Table 2.

The N/A results mean that the given method of the dic-
tionary access could not guarantee an effective look-up for
obtained word approximations. This can be partly explained
by the insufficient size (or absence) of the respective lan-
guage resources - the size of the RussNet is limited to 5500
synsets, the wordsketches for Russian are not available at the
moment.

The smaller numbers in the column of the intelligent
approach in comparison with the blind approach for corpus-
based and WAN-based interfaces should not be interpreted
wrongly. They do not evidence that the blind approach
outperforms the intelligent one in these cases. Rather the
results suggest that the detailed analysis of user’s input
was helpful to the other access strategies too, and in more
effective way.

3 Conclusions and Future Directions
Our experiments were focused on the access by meaning,
not by form. We tried to explore what language resources
can facilitate the lexical access and in what way, what
strategies of access are preferential and in what cases. In our
experiments, we simulated monolingual look-up (Russian)
as well as bilingual one (Russian-English).

The described experiment setting corresponds to the ini-
tial search only. Our future research will focus on advanced
techniques of the access evaluation. We will provide the user
with a more realistic application interface, which will be able
to present search results from more than one information
source simultaneously and allow the user to add new data
to its current input and see the updated results. We will also
pay attention to the design of the search form. The current
prototype is rather complex. We cannot expect that an aver-
age user will be able to classify his/her word approximations
correctly, to define the kind of relation between given word
and the searched one or to identify optimal access strategy.

The subjects participated in the evaluation experiments
know English at advanced or professional levels. However,

the research on the optimal dictionary access methods is
relevant also for beginner language learners. When the
standard way of the search in a bilingual dictionary fails, it is
very difficult to find the word for them as their vocabulary is
rather limited. Thus, the WAN part of the interface seems to
be of crucial importance then. Either a very good bilingual
dictionary (ideally combined with a parallel corpus) or much
more advanced combination methods are needed for such
search.

Dictionary search is not the only area where the word-
access problems appear. Our current cooperation with the
Support Centre for Students with Special Needs aims at an
application of the user interfaces discussed in the paper for
visually and hearing impaired people. Especially, the latter
group may take advantage of the WN/WAN-based interfaces
that seem to match their needs when dealing with complex
computer applications. We will also experiment with the
use of WN and WAN to improve language modelling in
applications for the handicapped students.
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Table 2: Evaluation results for five access methods.

Dictionary-search method
Number of “winners”
for the blind approach for the intelligent approach
Russian English Russian English

Fulltext search in entries 10 12 11 15
Corpus-based collocates 8 5 7 2
Word sketches N/A 14 N/A 17
WN-based interface N/A 15 N/A 17
WAN -based interface 9 9 9 6
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Abstract

Determining the correct attachment site for Prepositional
Phrase (PP) is one of the major sources of ambiguity in
natural language parsing and analysis. In this paper, we
describe a neural network based approach to prepositional
phrase attachment for natural language text. Our approach
disambiguates the attachment site for PP through semantic
association among the constituents namely verb, noun and
PP, using the WordNet semantic classes. It is essentially a
corpus based approach. In most of previous corpus based
statistical approaches, accurate estimation of probabilities
was dependent on the data sufficiency in terms of size and
coverage of the features. Moreover, rule-based systems are
inappropriate for handling uncertain knowledge. Managing
and maintaining rule based systems is also very difficult
task and poses many problems. Our method, using the
semantic class properties of words, reduces the lexical (
word) level data sparseness problem. Neural networks are
also very good in capturing the complex nature of semantic
association among the words, and as a result capture the
selectional restrictions. We have tested our method on Wall
Street Journal corpus, and the experimental results show
much better accuracy in PP attachment disambiguation and
comparable to state-of-the-art approaches and the accuracy
of the results shows the effectiveness of our approach.

1 Introduction

One of the central issues in natural language analysis is
structural ambiguity resolution. Correct PP attachment de-
termines the quality of structural analysis and as a conse-
quence the semantic analysis of the natural language sen-
tence. Contextual information and world knowledge are
the two important requirements for successful resolution of
prepositional phrase attachment ambiguity. Consider, for ex-
ample, the following sentences:

1. I purchased a toy for the baby

2. I purchased a toy for ten rupees

In case of the first sentence, while computationally pars-
ing, parser faces with two possible syntactic structures as
follow:

1. I [purchased[N P[N P a toy][P P for the baby]]]

2. I [purchased[N P a toy][P P for the baby]]

Human being can easily analyze the sentence as given in
the parse 1. This is because he knows, using contextual in-
formation and world knowledge from his life time experi-
ence, thattoys are the playing material for children. Auto-
matic systems lack such common sense. Exploration of huge
textual corpora can possibly partially substitute this world
knowledge. Larger the size of corpus, more is the knowl-
edge. However, in the corpus based approaches, there is al-
ways the problem of data sparsity for proper inferencing
based on the lexical (word) statistics. Similarly, in the sec-
ond sentence, the PPfor ten rupeesis attached topurchase.

Previous work on PP-attachment shows that building
rule based systems using hand made rules are effective
in small domain. However, it has its limitations in terms
of handling uncertain knowledge. Further, managing and
maintaining the rule based systems is a hard task. Any
variation in the rule base may have unpredictable effect on
the whole system or could affect other rules which may
lead to rewriting the new set of rules. Due to these reasons,
in recent years, corpus based methods such as automatic
rule based methods and statistical methods and machine
learning approaches are very successful. In the statistical
and machine learning methods, the main limitation is data
sparsity in terms of the lexical coverage and size. So, these
systems can not handle the relationship not present in corpus.
Solutions for countering data sparsity has been addressed
in [Srinivas and Bhattacharyya, 2004a] and [Srinivas and
Bhattacharyya, 2004b]. However, somehow, if all the lexical
items can be categorized into a finite number of groups,
then the problem of data sparsity can largely be eliminated
in the sense that even if the lexical item is not present,
based on its representative group correct attachment decision
can be made. This reduces the problem to analyze and
associate relationships among the limited number of group.
This is what exactly has been described using connectionist
approach in the subsequent sections of this paper. The reason
for using neural network is its ability to capture complex
association among the groups.

The road map of the paper is as follow: section 2 describes
about the related work. Brief introduction about neural
networks is given in section 3. In section 4, semantic groups
of WordNet are briefly introduced. In section 5, a detail
description about the neural network architecture for PP
attachment is outlined. Then section6 explains about training
of the neural networks and the results obtained. Section 7
analyzes the results obtained with other previous work. In
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section 8, possible improvements and future work are given.
Section 9 concludes the paper followed by the references.

2 Related work
In the early works, two principles based on syntactic infor-
mation are using either Minimal Attachment (MA) or Late
Closure (LC) [Frazier, 1979]. This results in a wrong attach-
ment in one of the following sentences:

1. She eats pizza with a fork.

2. She eats pizza with sauce.

Several semantic criteria have been worked out to resolve
structural ambiguities. However, pinning down the semantic
properties of all words is laborious and expensive, and is
only feasible in a very restricted domain.

Subsequently, Altmann and Steedman (1988) [Altmann
and Steedman, 1988] showed that the current discourse con-
text is often required for disambiguating attachments. Re-
cent works show that it is mostly sufficient to utilize lexi-
cal information (Brill and Resnik, 1994 [Brill and Resnik,
In Proceedings of COLING 1994]; Collins and Brooks,
1995 [Collins and Brooks, 1995]; Hindle and Rooth, 1993
[Hindle and Rooth, 1993]; Ratnaparkhi et al., 1994 [Ratna-
parkhi et al., 1994]). Most of the previous successful ap-
proaches to this problem have been statistical or machine
learning and SVM based approaches. Pioneering research
on corpus-based statistical PP-attachment ambiguity resolu-
tion has been done by Hindle and Rooth [Hindle and Rooth,
1993]. Hindle and Rooth were the first to show that a corpus
based approach to PP-attachment ambiguity resolution can
lead to good results.

Supervised methods by Ratnaparkhi et al. (1994) used a
maximum entropy model considering only lexical informa-
tion from within the verb phrase (ignoring N2). They ex-
perimented with both word features and word class features,
their combination yielding 81.6% attachment accuracy. An-
other promising approach is the transformation-based rule
derivation presented by Brill and Resnik in [Brill and Resnik,
In Proceedings of COLING 1994], which is a simple learn-
ing algorithm that derives a set of transformation rules. Brill
and Resnlk had reported 81.8% success of this method on
500 randomly-selected sentences.

Later, Collins and Brooks [Collins and Brooks, 1995]
achieved 84.5% accuracy by employing a backed-off model
to smooth for unseen events. They discovered that P is the
most informative lexical item for attachment disambiguation
and keeping low frequency events increases performance.
The state of the art system is the supervised algorithm by
Stetina and Nagao [Stetina and Nagao, 1997], that employs
a semantically tagged corpus, and an unsupervised word-
sense disambiguation algorithm with WordNet. Testing ex-
amples are classified using a decision tree induced from the
training examples. They report 88.1% attachment accuracy
approaching the human accuracy of 88.2% [Ratnaparkhi et
al., 1994]. The unsupervised approach by Ratnaparkhi [Rat-
naparkhi, 1998] achieves 81.9% attachment accuracy. The
current unsupervised state of the art system, by Pantel et al

[Pantel and Lin, 2000] which uses parser to collect the train-
ing data and its accuracy is 84.31%, which almost matches
the supervised approach by Collins and Brooks [Collins and
Brooks, 1995].

Most of the methods, however, suffer from a sparse data
problem. The back-off model showed an overall accuracy
of 84.5%, but the accuracy of full quadruple matches was
92.6%! Due to the sparse data problem, however, the full
quadruple matches were quite rare, and contributed to the
result in only 4.8% of cases. The accuracy for a match on
three words was also still relatively high (90.1%), while
for doubles and singles it dropped substantially [Collins
and Brooks, 1995]. For instance, Bikel(2003) shows that
the parser of Collins [Collin, 1999] is able to use bi-lexical
word dependency probabilities to guide the parsing decision
only 1.5% of the times, and for rest of times it backs off
to condition one word on just phrasal and part-of-speech
categories.

In general, there are two methods for establishing the rela-
tionship between the PP and the predicate, namely, methods
using words (lexical preferences) and methods using seman-
tic classes (selection preferences). The approaches to data
sparsity reduction for PP attachment using WordNet have
been described in [Srinivas and Bhattacharyya, 2004a] and
[Srinivas and Bhattacharyya, 2004b], which show better re-
sults. These approaches use lexical preferences and replace
words with WordNet synsets.

Lexical approaches for PP-attachment lead to data spar-
sity and involves handling of huge patterns. Where as, in
semantic class/group approach, since it is assumed that all
the words included in a group behave similarly, there are
fewer classes to handle and moreover they help in statistical
smoothing for even the missing words in the corpus. Some
of the the class based methods [Resnik and Hearst, 1993;
Ratnaparkhi et al., 1994; Brill and Resnik, In Proceedings
of COLING 1994; Collins and Brooks, 1995] and [Li and
Abe, 1995] have used WordNet [Miller et al., 1993] to ex-
tract word classes. However, the performance of the systems
using only classes have not been good, but using words and
classes are better than using only classes. This may be at-
tributed to information loss due to semantic class consid-
eration and less scope for discrimination. In fact our ap-
proaches in [Srinivas and Bhattacharyya, 2004a] and [Srini-
vas and Bhattacharyya, 2004b] performed better using the
lexical and synsets. Another approach [Niemann, 1997], ex-
plains about PP attachment through semantic association and
preferences using the WordNet noun hypernym groups and
verb troponym trees. They show that prepositions, their ob-
jects and their attachment sites show a clear selectional pref-
erence patterns and however they tested in small data set.
Since, many complex preference patterns are possible, we
felt to capture such computation patterns using neural net-
works described here as they are very good at complex com-
putation.
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3 Neural Networks
Neural network is a network of the simple processing units
called neurons. Each neuron can perform simple numeri-
cal calculations and produce the output using a nonlinear
mapping function called activation function. The network of
these simple processing units, along with their characteris-
tic activation function, processing data in distributed fash-
ion, can capture complex nature of mapping with good ap-
proximation. The functionality of neural network depend on
the topology of the network, the connectivity, the activation
function, the training algorithms and the learning parameters
etc. Apart from the input and output layers, the hidden lay-
ers take vital role. One thing is very clear that given the neu-
ral network the performance of the network depend on the
proper feature selection for the underlying problem. There
are mainly three stages involved in the use of neural network
namely, training, validation and testing. During training and
validation stage, the neural network is trained with a large
representative set of input for the problem concerned. Dur-
ing the training the network learns the mapping between the
input and the output patterns and these mapping is stored in
the form of link weights between the neurons in the inter
and intra layers. Validation stage is to check the generaliza-
tion of the network and if necessary is retrained with new
set of data. In the test phase, the performance of neural net-
work is tested with the unknown set of test data. The main
advantage of neural networks is that they are able to approx-
imate the known/unknown complex nonlinear mapping be-
tween the input and the output.

4 Semantic Groups and WordNet
WordNet [Miller et al., 1993] is a lexical database, which
categorizes all words into several finite number of sets ac-
cording to semantic concepts. Lexical data in the WordNet
is organized by associating words with their antonyms, syn-
onyms and hypernyms. In WordNet, nouns are grouped in
25 hypernym trees called a lexical group. The characteris-
tic of each group(tree) is that for each member of a group
there is another member that is its hypernym. At the top
of the trees are ‘unique beginnersthat are hypernyms of all
other members of the tree. For example,dog is a hypernym
of corgi, they are both members of theanimal group be-
cause theanimal hypernym tree contains a branch that goes
corgi− > dog− > . . .− > animal. Verbs are grouped
according to 15troponymtrees [Fellbaum, 1993]. For exam-
ple, limp is a troponym ofwalk as to walk is to limp is to
walk in a certain manner such that limping entails walking.
WordNet has over 132,000 senses for nouns and verbs. Most
objects and attachment sites can be categorized into a partic-
ular WordNet group which interpret as a semantic concept in
our discussion.

5 Network Architecture for PP Attachment
Both the verbs and predicative nouns have their argument
structures and impose selection restriction on PP. When both
predicative nouns and verbs exist in a ambiguous frame
structure[V N1 P N2], PP is attached to to the predicative

noun because predicative noun is nearer to PP. So, triplet
frame structure of of the formV P N2andN1 P N2are very
useful to capture the selection restriction of verb and noun
on PP. Further, from neural network computational point
of view, simpler structures are prefereable. With these two
objectives in mind, we decompose the ambiguous structures
[V N1 P N2] into one positive[V P N2] and one negative
[ N1 P N2] if the PP-attachment is V and decompose into
opposite triplet frame like negative[V P N2] and positive[
N1 P N2] if the PP-attachment is N1.

For preparing the training data, the nouns are represented
in terms of the 25 hypernym groups for nouns in WordNet
and similarly the verbs are represented in terms of 15
troponym trees. Each root node of a verb hierarchy belongs
to only one lexicographical file. Verb synsets are divided
into 15 lexicographical files on the basis of semantic criteria.
We codified the 25 noun hypernym groups and 15 verb
troponym groups. The hypernym groups are the feature for
nouns and troponym groups are the features for verbs. So,
a noun in represented as vector of length 25 and a verb
is represented as a vector of length 15. Since each noun,
usually have many senses, corresponding to the senses the
respective hypernym positions in the vector are set to 1 and
the remaining positions are set to 0. It is also possible that
many senses of a word belong to the same hypernym group.
In such cases the weight for that hypernym group position is
incremented by the number of senses fall under that group
category. for an example:

For the frame[V N1 P N2]: give answer to problem

Positive NPN:answer to problem: [1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] [0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0]

Negative VPN:give to problem: [2 1 2 11 0 2 1 6 0 2 0 15
2 0 0] [0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0]

Similarly, for the frame[V N1 P N2]: restricted subsidy
for the students

Positive VPN:restrict to student: [0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0] [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

Negative NPN:subsidy to student: [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0]

In our neural networks, there were three layers, one input
layer consisting of 50 nodes for NPN, 25 nodes for each
noun and 40 nodes for VPN, 15 nodes for verb and 25 nodes
for noun. One hidden layer, which consists of nodes ranging
from 10 to 25 nodes. There is only one unit in the output
layer, which indicates ’1’ for attachment and ’O’ for no
attachment.

The Neural network architecture is feed forward network
with one hidden layer and full connectivity between the
input to hidden layers and hidden to output layers. The
networks were trained with back propagation algorithms.
The activation function used was logistic function.
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6 Training and Experimental Results

For our experimental purpose, the ambiguous structures[V
N1 P N2] were used, extracted from the Penn-Tree-Bank
Wall Street Journal [Marcus and Santorini et al., 1993]. Each
[V N1 P N2] was divided intoN1 P N2positive andV P
N2 negative examples in caseP N2 is attached toN1, and
V P N2positive andN1 P N2negative examples in caseP
N2 is attached toV. For each preposition P (say ’to’), the
positive and negative instance for each form of triplet frame
structuresN1 to N2andV to N2 collected for training the
neural networks forN1 to N2andV to N2respectively. Like
wise different neural networks were trained for different
preposition. The nouns and verbs were replaced by the noun
group and verb group feature vector, using the WordNet. For
some of the verbs and nouns WordNet does not have an
entry. Proper name were substituted by the WordNet class
someone, company name by business-organization, and the
prefixed nouns such asco-director with director. Out of
the extracted 20801[V N1 P N2] structures for training,
some tuples were discarded because of some of the words
were not found in Word Net and could not be substituted.
Finally, the number of[V N1 P N2] samples that obtained
with features for training were 8487 with noun attachment
and 7418 with verb attachment. Similarly, out of the 4039
[V N1 P N2] validation structures, finally obtained feature
frames were 1774 with noun attachment and 1582 with the
verb attachment. And out of the 3097[V N1 P N2] test
frames, finally obtained feature frames are 1489 with noun
attachment and 1098 with the verb attachment.

As discussed in section3, application of neural network
for PP attachment involves three phases, training, validation
and testing. For training we used in total 15905[V N1 P N2]
frames, for validation in total 3356[V N1 P N2] frames and
for testing in total 2587[V N1 P N2] frames. With a total
of 21848[V N1 P N2] frames, we used a cross-validation
method as a measure of correct generalization. Instead of
using the same set of data for training, validation and test-
ing, we selected different set of data from the common pool
of 21848, maintain the number of examples for training, val-
idation and testing unaltered. We trained the networks for
two runs, each run consisted of ranging from 100 to 500
epochs for different neural networks. The two runs were
made with different starting random weights. Depending on
the network, within each run after definite number of epochs
the network was validated to ensure correct generalization.
In each run the weights of the network having the small-
est error with respect to the validation set were stored. The
weights corresponding to the best results obtained on the val-
idation test in the two runs were selected and used for test-
ing purpose to evaluate the performance in the test set. After
performing the each run we interchanged the validation and
test data. Then the same process is repeated for training the
network. The best network having the smallest error with
respect to the validation set were stored. The whole experi-
ment is repeated with a new set of training, testing and val-
idation data sets. These data were collected from the same
pool of 21848[V N1 P N2] frames. The network was run

Table 1: Algorithm for PP attachment decision

Given a[V N1 P N2],
IF V P N2network output indicates an attachment,
andN1 P N2network output also indicates also
an attachment, THEN
Attachment is to N1,
ELSIFV P N2network indicates an attachment THEN
Attachment site is V
ELSIFN1 P N2network indicates an attachment THEN
Attachment site is N1
ELSE Attachment site is N1

Table 2: Accuracy result and test size ’W’ - Word only, ’C’
- Class only,and ’W&C’ - word and Class H&R=Handle
and Roth, R&H=Resin and Hearst, RP=Ratnaparkhi et al.
B&R=Brillo and Resin, C&B= Collins and Brooks, L&A=
Li and Abe

Author W C W & C Classes Test Size

H&R 80 880
R&H 81.6 79.3 83.9 Word Net 172
R&H 75 Word Net 500
RP 81.2 79.1 81.6 MIC 3097
B&R 80.8 81.8 Word Net 500
C&B 84.5 3097
L&A 85.8 84.9 Word Net 172

with a varied random starting weight. We have not made any
exhaustive exploration of the parameters for network train-
ing. Since we have trained two networksV P N2andN1 P
N2 corresponding to each prepositionP, when test the at-
tachment performance is evaluated based on the algorithm
1given below.

Some of the observations during experiments that, when
we collect the positive and negative training examples, we
should have a balanced proportion mix of the positive and
negative ones. Otherwise, the network training is more
biased to wards the majority examples. The performance of
the trained neural networks on the test data is 85.9, compared
with other systems. Our best over all result is 85.9. However,
we believe that it can be further improved with further
analysis on training and network structure.

7 Experimental Analysis
For our experiments, we used the standard Penn Tree
bank Wall Street Journal data [Marcus and Santorini et al.,
1993]. This is a standard benchmark data for PP attach-
ment problem, which has been used by several previous
researcher [Ratnaparkhi et al., 1994; Collins and Brooks,
1995; Stetina and Nagao, 1997]. For this test data, the at-
tachment accuracy was 93.2% using the full sentence con-
text, and 88.2% using only the 4-tuple [Ratnaparkhi et al.,
1994] for the human evaluators.. Given the 4-tuple for at-
tachment decision making, we can at best expect the perfor-
mance of our system approaching 88.2%. The comparative
performance of the different systems are given in table 2. The
back-off model by Collins and Brooks[Collins and Brooks,
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1995], is the best performing algorithm with an accuracy of
84.5% using the words alone on Penn Treebank Wall Street
Journal data. Further better results have been reported on
this test set by [Stetina and Nagao, 1997] with 88.1% and
on other datasets by [Harabagiu and Pasca, 1999], but these
algorithms use word sense disambiguation and named entity
recognizers. Our best overall performance is 84.9, which is
relatively better using the semantic association as given in
table 2. More over, our test results are based on 11,886 ex-
amples. Comparing the test data size, overall performance
of our system is comparable and competitive. Further, our
results are obtained using only semantic class information.
Using only class information with 100% coverage, by far the
best attachment accuracy is 79.1%, though best performance
using only class information is 85.8 by Li and Abe [Li and
Abe, 1995], but for the test size of 172 only. So, considering
the test data size and using only semantic approach, the per-
formance of our systems is much better. This shows that neu-
ral networks are better in capturing the complex combination
semantic association among the lexical items. We further see
the scope of improvement on the results in the senses that we
have not done exhaustive parameter exploration.

8 Future Work
Seeing the capability of neural network in capturing the
complex semantic association, for the 3-tuples, we plan
to do more exploration on the performance of the present
networks and their training and improve the attachment
accuracy further. Since, previous work on the literature
claim that considering 4-tuple at a time give better results
[Ratnaparkhi et al., 1994], and previous non-connectionist
approaches applied can not capture the complex semantic
association, we plan to investigate how can neural network
be best utilized and we also want to investigate whether
Neural network with 4-tuples will perform better, finding
the regularities among the simultaneously presented more
number semantic classes, or not.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a semantic approach for
prepositional phrase attachment using neural networks. In
our approach, words are represented in terms of semantic
groups of WordNet depending on their senses. Neural net-
works are better in dealing with multidimensional inputs and
very good in computing complex statistical functions implic-
itly capturing the semantic associations, and they are model
free. The performance of the system can further be improved
with exhaustive exploration and proper feature vector repre-
sentation for lexical words.
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Abstract

PictNet is an online pictogram communication system de-
signed for children from any country that accomplishes equi-
table communication by reflecting each user’s cultural back-
ground with multilingual support. There were issues with
search accuracy and the consistency of manageability of the
PictNet pictogram repository. Online pictogram surveys and
experimental pictogram-creation activities for children in-
dicated that users should be able to search for pictograms
more easily when the pictogram repository has the semantics
framework not only of the relationship among concepts in
PictNet, but also of the relationship among visual properties
of pictograms, or background concepts of pictograms such
as cultural and emotional information. Also, it was suggested
that WordNet, an online lexical reference system, supports
most of the new concepts requested by children with keeping
its consistency. It was confirmed that findability and scalabil-
ity are realized by grounding PictNet repository onto Word-
Net.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Even in the twenty-first century, we still have much strife
and conflict with the use of deadly force on the earth. One
of the fundamental reasons for this ongoing strife includes
stereotypical threats to different religions, races, and nations.

Getting to know people around the world on a personal
basis and fostering ’bonds’ with each other over dialog
is one of the solutions suggested to prevent stereotyping.
It is more effective to experience this cultural exchange
during childhood, for children are more flexible and they
communicate with other people from out of curiosity.

There is an omnipresent medium to facilitate this commu-
nication, the Internet. The advent of the Internet has dramat-
ically reduced the cost of the international communication.
Although there exists such a common physical communica-
tion protocol, there does not exist one unified verbal proto-
col, a shared language. In order to realize global communica-
tion, a language is needed which can be shared by everyone.
In international commerce and politics, English is commonly
used as a universal language. However, an ideal language
should be equitable to participants around the world, include
rich emotional expressions, and allow for the inclusion of the

cultural identity of each participant, as this communication
is for fostering personal bonds among them.

Therefore, I propose a pictogram communication system
called PictNet as a viable solution. The interpretation of
pictograms varies both with culture the individual associates
himself with as well as his personality. In the PictNet
system, each user has their own customisable dictionary
of pictograms and they decide the pictogram design for
each concept (vocabulary). The Pictogram Communicator,
which is a pictogram email program for the PictNet system,
translates pictogram messages and shows both the sender’s
original message and the translated message with recipient’s
dictionary at the same time. As recipients find the difference
of the pictogram designs through translation, they get a grasp
for the sender’s sensitivity and his cultural background, a
very important process towards fostering personal bonds
cross-culturally.

1.2 Issues

In order to develop pictogram communication system for
children around the world, there are two main issues that
need to be solved.

First, a repository of pictograms is needed which is easy
to manage for system administrators and easy to search for
children users. In the existing pictogram systems shown in
the next chapter, there are three broad categories of search
functions: those that show a full list of the pictograms, sim-
ple text matching, and semantically categorizing the pic-
tograms according to their meanings. Every pictogram not
only has a primary meaning, but it is also encumbered with
peripheral background information such as cultural implica-
tions or emotional expressions, both explicitly and implic-
itly. Furthermore, this pictogram communication system tar-
gets cross-cultural and cross-lingual use. Therefore, just hav-
ing a one-to-one mapping between each concept and its asso-
ciated pictogram does not meet the needs of both pictogram
repository administrators and children users. This pictogram
repository must be easy manageable and searchable in order
to avoid a collapse of the pictogram database system by its
complexity of structures.

Secondly, a consistent semantic framework of concepts is
needed to increase the scalability of the pictogram reposi-
tory. As a policy of PictNet, though children users are al-
lowed to add or edit pictograms (graphic image file) by
themselves, only pictogram administrators are allowed to
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modify conceptual associations to avoid a divergence of con-
cepts. A repository system should have a function to add
concepts dynamically with a request to the administrators
from the user.

2 Background

2.1 Project Pangaea

Project Pangaea is an international initiative based in Tokyo,
Japan as an NPO (non-profit organization) that facilitates
personal bonding among children around the world. It de-
velops tools and places for children called “Universal Play-
grounds” to share creative works and mutual experiences
through making good use of the Internet. These efforts are
supported by collaboration with academia such as the Me-
dia Laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
Kyoto University, local governments such as the wards of
Shibuya and Suginami of Tokyo, as well as corporate col-
laborators in Kenya and Japan. The pictogram communica-
tion system is originally designed to be used by children who
participate in Pangaea activities.

2.2 WordNet

WordNet [Fellbaum Ch. (1998)], developed by the Cogni-
tive Science Laboratory at Princeton University under the
direction of Professor George A. Miller, is an online lex-
ical reference system whose design is inspired by current
psycholinguistic theories of human lexical memory. English
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into syn-
onym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept.
Different relations link the synonym sets.

2.3 Existing Pictograms

Pictograms as universal signs

One of the most familiar pictograms is a universal sign such
as a road sign, direction boards at airports, and the symbols
of each sport played in the Olympics. The purpose of these
pictograms is to convey necessary information and call atten-
tion to audiences. These pictograms are designed so that all
can recognize them by their high visibility and comprehen-
sion of the meaning at a glance. One message corresponds to
one pictogram. Designers put effort into making it as univer-
sal as possible while keeping the complexity and the number
of colours used to a minimum.

Pictograms for Augmentative Alternative
Communication

Much effort has been placed on developing pictograms
for AAC (Augmented Alternative Communication.) AAC
is a mean of communication to assist people with severe
communication disabilities to be more socially active in
interpersonal interaction, learning, education, community
activities, employment, volunteering, and care management.
Sign language and Braille are good examples of AAC. There
exist some pictogram communication systems among the
various methods at AAC such as Blissymbolics [Bliss Ch. B.
(1965)] and PIC [Maharaj S. C. (1980)].

Pictograms to decorate text messages
Some people include pictograms called Emoticons as the
combinations of ASCII characters such as “:-)” or “(ˆˆ)Y” in
email, chat/BBS, or Instant Messenger programs on personal
computer and cellular phones to enrich the emotional expres-
sion or nuance of words as described in Rivera K. (1996.)
In some cases, pictograms representing non-emotional con-
cepts are used, but in most cases, these pictograms are added
at the end of the sentences to indicate emotional expressions.

3 Pictogram Communication
3.1 Pictogram

The existing pictogram systems, which were briefly ex-
plained in the preceding section, are mainly designed to have
a one-to-one mapping between each concept and pictogram
so that everyone can derive a single concept from a pic-
togram. In such a pictogram repository, there does not exist
more than one pictogram symbol which indicates the same
concept. It is natural to have such rule, for these pictogram
systems were intended to construct a common communica-
tion medium for their users.

The universal sign systems are for all users to ’receive’ a
message accurately based on a one-way communication and
the design rules are as follows:

Eliminating redundancy: The concept itself should be
visualized by the elimination of polysemy.

One-to-One mapping between concept and pictogram
by ‘Greatest common’ design:The more people in-
terpret a pictogram in common, the better design it is
for a sole pictogram is assigned to each concept in the
pictogram repository.

On the other hand, the ultimate goal of PictNet, which is
Pangaea’s pictogram system proposed in this paper, is for
users to feel a bond, which are to ‘send’ and ‘receive’ pic-
togram messages with respecting each cultural and individ-
ual identity. The design rules are as follows:

Facilitating redundancy:
In addition to conveying a concept, senders can include
cultural background information or emotional informa-
tion in pictograms.

One-to-N mapping between concept and pictogram

Users can draw pictograms by themselves or import
pictograms drawn by their friends or other users. They can
add these pictograms to their pictogram set. A ’pictogram
set’ is a mapping between concepts and pictogram graphic
files, while a ‘concept list’ is a text list of concepts which
have corresponding pictograms defined by the pictogram set.
When a user sends a pictogram message, the receiver can
look at the original pictogram message as well as the same
pictograms translated into the receiver’s own pictogram set.
Although the sender and the receiver do not share pictogram
sets, as each is built independently, they do share a common
concept list. This is why pictogram translation can be done
in PictNet system. Pictogram design in PictNet goes through
the following three steps:
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approximately 550 concepts.  This list is 
based on an 850-word-list adapted from 
Ogden's Basic English [Charles K. O. (1932)].  
As Basic English is dated and theoretical, 
feedback has been collected about the Concept 
List from children by conducting children 
workshops in Japan, Korea, and Kenya.  
There exists only one Concept List in the 
entire PictNet system and it is controlled by 
PictNet administrators, subjects to change due 
to continual improvements with requests from 
users. 

Step 2: Designing "Default Pictogram Set" by 
Pangaea 

The next step was to make a Pictogram Set, 
which is a sort of a concept-to-pictogram 
dictionary.  Pangaea provides the first version 
of Pictogram Set, which is called "Default 
Pictogram Set." The design goal of the 
"Default Pictogram Set" is to provide a series 
of pictograms which are understandable and 
interpretable among as many users as possible.  
Yet, these designs are more expressive than 
normal road signs as these have cartoonish 
touches to express some emotional or comical 
aspects.  However hard the Default Pictogram 
Set design team in Pangaea may try to make 
lucid pictograms, some pictograms in the 
Default Pictogram Set cannot be shared among 
all users because of the differences in cultural 
background.  In these cases, we prepare more 
than one pictogram mapped to such concept.  
These recognition differences among user 
groups were verified by an online Pictogram 
Survey conducted by Pangaea. 

Step 3: Users build the personal "My 
Pictogram Set" 

The users are advised to build their own "My 
Pictogram Set" by drawing pictograms, 
obtaining pictograms from others, or editing 
other pictograms, and then, replacing 
pictograms in the Default Pictogram Set. 

3-2 Pictogram Communication 

After obtaining, editing or constructing the 
pictograms of the Pictogram Set, users begin 
communicating with pictograms by combining 
them.  Though a common message syntax  
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Figure 2. Pictogram message with 
two-dimensional layout 
 
should be introduced in this phase, more 
observation of children's activities is needed to 
define the message rules [Kenryu N. (1998).]  
Figure 1 show examples of pictogram message 
created by children, not with computer but with 
pen and paper. 

By observing children, the process of 
creating a message could be described as 
follows: 
Procedure 1: Recipient is determined. 
Procedure 2: Message is written down in the 
mother tongue of the child. 
Procedure 3: The text message is segmented 
into conceptual units. 
Procedure 4: Each conceptual unit is visualized 
either by drawing new pictograms or by 
obtaining pictograms from the Default 
Pictogram Set. 
Procedure 5: Pictograms are laid out from left 
to right in the syntactical order of the user's 
mother tongue. 

There were children who skimmed 
Pictogram Set in Procedure 2 and found a 
combination of pictograms by accident which 
made sense as messages.  There were also 
those who skipped Procedures 2 and 3 and 

Figure 1: Example of Pictogram message

Step 1: Definition of a Concept List Concepts to be
visualized as pictograms were defined as a Concept List.
A Concept List consists of concepts which are needed
for minimum communication among the users. The first
Concept List consists of approximately 550 concepts. This
list is based on an 850-word-list adapted from Ogden’s Basic
English [Ogden C. K. (1932)]. As Basic English is dated and
theoretical, feedback has been collected about the Concept
List from children by conducting children workshops in
Japan, Korea, and Kenya. There exists only one Concept
List in the entire PictNet system and it is controlled by
PictNet administrators, subjects to change due to continual
improvements with requests from users.

Step 2: Designing “Default Pictogram Set” by Pangaea
The next step was to make a Pictogram Set, which is a sort
of a concept-to-pictogram dictionary. Pangaea provides the
first version of Pictogram Set, which is called “Default Pic-
togram Set.” The design goal of the “Default Pictogram Set”
is to provide a series of pictograms which are understand-
able and interpretable among as many users as possible. Yet,
these designs are more expressive than normal road signs as
these have cartoonish touches to express some emotional or
comical aspects. However hard the Default Pictogram Set
design team in Pangaea may try to make lucid pictograms,
some pictograms in the Default Pictogram Set cannot be
shared among all users because of the differences in cul-
tural background. In these cases, we prepare more than one
pictogram mapped to such concept. These recognition dif-
ferences among user groups were verified by an online Pic-
togram Survey conducted by Pangaea.

Step 3: Users build the personal “My Pictogram Set”
The users are advised to build their own “My Pictogram Set”
by drawing pictograms, obtaining pictograms from others, or
editing other pictograms, and then, replacing pictograms in
the Default Pictogram Set.

3.2 Pictogram Communication

After obtaining, editing or constructing the pictograms of the
Pictogram Set, users begin communicating with pictograms
by combining them. Though a common message syntax
should be introduced in this phase, more observation of
children’s activities is needed to define the message rules
[Kenryu N. (1998).] Figure 1 show examples of pictogram
message created by children, not with computer but with pen
and paper.

By observing children, the process of creating a message
could be described as follows:
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Figure 1 show examples of pictogram message 
created by children, not with computer but with 
pen and paper. 

By observing children, the process of 
creating a message could be described as 
follows: 
Procedure 1: Recipient is determined. 
Procedure 2: Message is written down in the 
mother tongue of the child. 
Procedure 3: The text message is segmented 
into conceptual units. 
Procedure 4: Each conceptual unit is visualized 
either by drawing new pictograms or by 
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Figure 2: Pictogram message with two-dimensional layout

Procedure 1:Recipient is determined.
Procedure 2:Message is written down in the mother tongue
of the child.
Procedure 3:The text message is segmented into conceptual
units.
Procedure 4: Each conceptual unit is visualized either by
drawing new pictograms or by obtaining pictograms from
the Default Pictogram Set.
Procedure 5:Pictograms are laid out from left to right in the
syntactical order of the user’s mother tongue.

There were children who skimmed Pictogram Set in
Procedure 2 and found a combination of pictograms by
accident which made sense as messages. There were also
those who skipped Procedures 2 and 3 and directly started
drawing pictograms. In Procedure 5, some children laid
out pictograms both horizontally and vertically to indicate
spatial relationships between the various concepts (objects)
that they represent (see Figure 2.) The message length varied
from three to six pictograms per message. There were cases
in which more than six pictograms were used to make a
message, but they were divided into clusters of three to six
pictograms each representing a sentence.

3.3 Pictograms grounded on WordNet

PictNet is implemented as a network computer system for
pictogram communication. One of the important factors in
constructing this system was creating a pictogram repository
as shown in Section 1. PictNet grounds its semantics of
concepts on WordNet and the two issues of “pictogram
repository with high manageability” and “findability and
consistent semantic framework of concepts for scalability”
in Section 1 will be explained as follows:
Issue 1: Pictogram repository with high manageability
and findability

As for the manageability of the repository, the way Pict-
Net administrators added a new concept into the Concept
List was especially of concern, for it was not always clear
how to connect the new concept semantically with the exist-
ing concepts. By using a pictogram repository grounded on
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WordNet, new concepts could be added smoothly and accu-
rately by examining the relationships of concepts and pic-
tograms as defined in WordNet.

As for the findability, children mainly searched for pic-
tograms by text. However, they may not always search for
pictograms by the exact name of the concepts, but by terms
that modify or otherwise related to the concept in question.
Searching for visual and aesthetic properties is also to be ex-
pected. For example, as an apple is red, a child who would
like to search for an ’apple’ might use ’red’ as the search
key. Therefore, a semantics framework among concepts is
necessary for the pictogram repository as text-search keys
that are encumbered with semantic relationships are to be
expected. By grounding PictNet on WordNet, semantically
related terms can be included in search keys and the search
accuracy can be improved.

However, in the current PictNet, the English WordNet
semantic tree is translated for use with other languages like
Japanese. For example in Japan, PictNet administrators enter
the Japanese translation of related terms as they are defined
in English. The automation of entering pairs of related terms
with the help of digital dictionaries or machine translation
is under consideration. Observation of the relationships that
children make with concepts and their peripheral properties
may lead to the creation of new pairs of related concepts.
Issue 2: Consistent semantic framework of concepts for
scalability

By employing WordNet as a semantic framework, a
new concept is added and Concept List can be expanded
smoothly with retaining the consistency of semantics among
existing concepts. If a specific categorization for the new
concept in question does not exist in the WordNet, admin-
istrators can examine the superclass of the concept and place
it as accurately as possible.

As multiple species of the same class get classified in
this manner under one superclass, the administrators are then
able to create a new subclass into which the concepts in ques-
tion semantically fit. For example, if the animation character
“Pikachu” was to be added to the Concept List, administra-
tors could classify it as an instance of a ’fictional animal’
which is the broader term of ’Mickey Mouse.’ However, if
many Disney characters such as Donald Duck, Goofy, and
dwarves are added and classified, the administrator may no-
tice that they are all Disney characters, create a new subclass
under ’fictional animals’ called ’Disney characters’ and re-
associate them all under the new subclass.

4 The Modular Structure of PictNet
PictNet is a multilingual and cross-cultural pictogram com-
munication system, whose pictogram repository is grounded
on WordNet, and consists of the following six elements.

4.1 Pictogram Semantic Wrapper by Topic Maps API

Pictogram Semantic Wrapper by Topic Maps API is a
general API implemented in Java that enables software to
manipulate a pictogram repository. A pictogram repository
grounded on WordNet semantics is defined in the Topic Map

[Pepper S. (2000)] format and stored as XTM (XML Topic
Maps) files.

4.2 Pictogram Annotator

The Pictogram Annotator is a client application imple-
mented in Java/Swing that enables authorized pictogram ad-
ministrators to gain full read and write access to the PictNet
repository.

4.3 Pictogram Maker

Pictogram Maker is a client-side application implemented by
Java/Swing enabling the user to draw pictograms. The user
selects a concept to draw and then, they draw a pictogram
freely on the canvas. The drawn pictogram is registered in
the pictogram repository.

4.4 Pictogram Communicator

Pictogram Communicator is email software for children
user implemented using the .NET Framework for Windows.
Users can create pictogram messages, send and receive them
as email which is implemented using the SMTP/POP3 proto-
cols. Also, this software enables users to build their personal
Pictogram Set. As not only the pictogram graphic files but
also the corresponding concept data are both included in the
pictogram email. The recipient can then view the message in
two ways: the sender’s original pictogram message and the
translated pictogram message into recipient’s My Pictogram
Set.

4.5 Pictogram Server Service

The Pictogram Server Service is an application services to
process the request from all the various clients described
above. All accesses to the pictogram repository from clients
are processed through this service. As shown in Figure 3,
concept enters into the pictogram repository via WordNet
with getting associations like BT, NT, and RT.

4.6 Pictogram Survey System

The pictogram Survey System is a web application imple-
mented in JSP/Servlet. In order to research the differences
and similarities of the recognition and interpretation of pic-
tograms, this system provides an online survey for children.

5 Expected Results
5.1 Pictogram Survey

The Internet pictogram survey was conducted in Septem-
ber 2004 in Tokyo, Japan and Nairobi, Kenya to start the
research of cultural differences and similarities of recogni-
tion and interpretation of pictograms. The test subjects in
Tokyo were five children between 12 and 14 years old, and
the subjects in Nairobi were seven children between 8 and 15
years old. Fifty pictograms from the “Default Pictogram Set”
were tested. As a result, 74% (37 pictograms out of 50) of
the pictograms were interpreted similarly and the remaining
26% (13 pictograms out of 50) were recognized differently.
Though the small number of subjects and test pictograms do
not allow a through quantitative analysis, the results of this
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Diagram 1. System architecture of PictNet 
 

4-1 Pictogram Semantic Wrapper by 
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Pictogram Semantic Wrapper by Topic Maps 
API is a general API implemented in Java that 
enables software to manipulate a pictogram 
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pictograms from the "Default Pictogram Set" 
were tested.  As a result, 74% (37 pictograms 
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similarly and the remaining 26% (13 pictograms 
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the small number of subjects and test pictograms 
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Figure 3: System architecture of PictNet

survey were analyzed for general trends revealing the two
points.

The first point was that there are some concepts that ex-
ist in both cultures but differ slightly from others and, fur-
thermore, there are some concepts that do not exist in cer-
tain cultures or areas. For example, there was a pictogram
of “the sun rising half way above the silhouette of a moun-
tain with a crowing rooster” in this survey pictogram set
(Figure 4 left). Most of the Japanese subjects answered that
the pictogram meant “morning.” The Kenyan subjects an-
swered that it meant “a crowing chicken” or “mountain and
chicken.” In the follow-up interview with the Kenyans, we
found out that they associated “morning” with the dark pe-
riod before the sun rises, and as the pictogram shown in the
survey just showed daytime scenery, they were apparently
mislead. Consequently, the need for having more than one
pictogram associated with certain concepts was reconfirmed.
For the concepts that does not exist in certain cultures, Pict-
Net should provide not only the pictograms which does not
make any sense to the people from these cultures, but also
a text annotation of the concepts so that they can at least be
aware of the existence of the concept in the companion’s cul-
ture. By using it, users may recognize different concepts that
would in turn lead to deeper international understanding.
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Figure 4. Pictograms by children expressing 
“good” 
 

The second pattern noticed was that 
while Kenyan subjects tended to associate 
pictograms with objects, Japanese subjects 
tended to associate them with the concepts.  
For example, there was a pictogram of an "open 
notebook with the four operation signs of 

arithmetic" (Figure 3 right.)  While Kenyan 
subjects called it "Math book", Japanese subjects 
associated the image with "arithmetic" or 
"math."  This result suggests that both visual 
and connotational properties of concepts should 
be included as search keys to improve search 
accuracy. 

5-2 Pictogram by children: Polysemy of 
pictograms and scalability of PictNet  

The design goal of the "Default Pictogram Set" 
is to provide a series of pictograms which are 
understandable and interpretable in common 
among as many users as possible.  In other 
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some concepts that do not exist in certain 
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in this survey pictogram set (Figure 3 left).  
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The second pattern noticed was that while Kenyan sub-
jects tended to associate pictograms with objects, Japanese
subjects tended to associate them with the concepts. For ex-
ample, there was a pictogram of an “open notebook with the
four operation signs of arithmetic” (Figure 4 right.) While
Kenyan subjects called it “Math book”, Japanese subjects
associated the image with “arithmetic” or “math.” This re-
sult suggests that both visual and connotational properties
of concepts should be included as search keys to improve
search accuracy.

5.2 Pictogram by children: Polysemy of pictograms
and scalability of PictNet

The design goal of the “Default Pictogram Set” is to provide
a series of pictograms which are understandable and inter-
pretable in common among as many users as possible. In
other words, the Default Pictogram Set is designed to have
as few pictogram designs as possible without polysemy. On
the other hand, as mentioned earlier, PictNet recommends
users to build their own “My Pictogram Set.”

Pangaea started workshop activities for children to draw
their own pictograms in January 2005 in Tokyo, Japan, in
two public elementary schools and two public junior-high
schools. Children tried to visualize the concepts which were
listed in the Concept List.
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As a result, these pictograms now include extraneous cul-
tural and emotional information as well as the targeted con-
cept. For example, children between 10 and 14 years old
tried to visualize the concept “good: having desirable or pos-
itive qualities especially those suitable for a thing specified.”
The resulting pictograms, shown in Figure 5, included not
only the targeted meaning “good” but also other objects and
states of being such as “applause”, “smiling (in a cultur-
ally encumbered context)”, “sound”, or “shooting stars.” Al-
though these pictogram graphics map to the concept ’great’
in the current PictNet implementation, these related mean-
ings are also planned to be mapped. Therefore, users could
find these pictograms of “good” via searching by “applause”
or “smile.”

The combination of plain text search with an object-
based semantic search, pictogram search accuracy can be
enhanced. Meanwhile, the several boys that participated in
these workshops avoided making their own pictograms and
tried to use the Default Pictogram Set to the fullest extent
possible. This phenomenon reconfirmed the necessity of the
Default Pictogram Set in PictNet.

Conclusion
In this paper, the theory, design, implementation, and evalu-
ation of PictNet, a pictogram communication platform de-
signed for children from different cultures and linguistic
backgrounds, were discussed. There were two main issues
that arose in designing this system.

The first issue was how to make the pictogram repository
highly manageable and searchable. Online pictogram sur-
veys and workshops for children suggested that users would
be able to search for pictograms more easily if the pictogram
repository has the semantics framework not only of the rela-
tionship among concepts in Concept List by BT/NT/RT, but
also the relationship among the objective and aesthetic ele-
ments of pictograms, as well as the concepts of cultural and
emotional nuances that encumber cross-cultural understand-
ing.. The concepts of object-based visual elements and the
concepts of encumbering elements of pictograms were con-
crete and basic enough to be adequately described by Word-
Net. Although WordNet covers these concepts, there needs
to be an easier and effective mechanism for PictNet admin-
istrators to register them into the pictogram repository. Fur-
thermore, although there are some concepts that do not ex-
ist in certain cultures or areas, especially for local customs,
it would be effective for users to have an automatic dictio-
nary query system that would explain the cultural differences
in question, promoting new international understanding. As
WordNet has text explanation for each concept, this looking-
up system could easily be implemented with the help of ma-
chine or human translation.

The second issue that arose was the needs for a consistent
semantic framework promoting concept scalability. Through
the experimental workshops for children, children requested
concepts and pictograms such as “comic book characters”
and “greetings”, which are not currently included in the
Pictogram List. By employing WordNet as the semantic

framework for pictogram repository of PictNet, the Concept
List can be expanded smoothly by the addition of a new
concept, all the while retaining the semantics relationships
among existing concepts. If a concept does not exist in
WordNet, administrators can find the appropriate semantic
position for the concept in question by analogising.

The concepts of the current pictogram repository of Pict-
Net are grounded on the English WordNet, translated into
other languages, and finally administrators register related
terms manually to reflect other languages. Users of an En-
glish semantic tree as a basis for the trees of other languages
such as Japanese, a language which is heavily context depen-
dent, may have a difficult time searching for pictograms. In
the upcoming stages of development of PictNet as the next
step, I would like to use the EuroWordNet in PictNet for Eu-
ropean users. Furthermore, I hope that Global WordNet As-
sociation will involve more people from many countries and
construct more language sets. Although the PictNet repos-
itory consists of a small amount of concepts, as it offers
a cross-language semantic platform with visual representa-
tions such as pictograms, PictNet may be able to provide a
simple version of a graphical user interface for a GUI for
WordNet beginners or cross-cultural educational application
for children.
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Abstract
This paper describes the methodology adopted to jointly
develop the Basque WordNet and a hand annotated corpora
(the Basque Semcor). This joint development allows for
better motivated sense distinctions, and a tighter coupling
between both resources. The methodology involves edition,
tagging and refereeing tasks. We are currently half way
though the nominal part of the 300.000 word corpus (roughly
equivalent to a 500.000 word corpus for English).

1 Introduction
This paper presents current work on the Basque WordNet.
Our team started to build the Basque WordNet following
the EuroWordNet design in 2000. The Basque WordNet has
been constructed with the expand approach, which means
that the English synsets have been enriched with Basque
variants. Besides, we also incorporate new synsets that exist
for Basque but not for English. We initially linked all Base
Concepts manually, and then we generated automatically
Basque equivalents using bilingual dictionaries (Atserias et
al., 1997). Then we performed a concept-to-concept review
where the linguists focused on the correctness of the variants
in the synset. The Basque WordNet is currently aligned with
WordNet 1.6, which is the main version of the MEANING
Multilingual Central Repository (Atserias et al., 2004).

This initial stage allowed building a core WordNet rela-
tively without effort. The stress was on coverage, but we left
quality enforcement for later. Regarding the human effort in-
volved, the concept-to-concept review took 1,640 hours at
approximately 16 concepts per hour.

We then turned to quality and started a word-to-word
review of word senses. The goal was twofold: to ensure
the quality across word senses and to try to cover the
main senses for most frequent/relevant words. As the stress
was on quality, linguists focused on the correctness and
completeness of word senses for a word, and used a number
of dictionaries and terminological glossaries (Aulestia &
White, 1990; Elhuyar, 1998; Morris 1998; OUP, 1994;
Sarasola, 1996; UZEI, 1987 and UZEI, 1999).

This review was half way through when we decided to
change our methodology and turn our attention to corpora.
Fellbaum et al. (2001) pointed out that dictionaries focus

∗ Authors listed in alphabetic order.

more on word meanings than in the contexts that differen-
tiates those meanings. On the other hand, corpora tell us a
lot about how a word is used, but they are not explicit about
the meaning of words, unless the corpus is tagged with word
sense information.

We therefore decided to exploit the complementary of
both kinds of resources, and turned our attention to the
coordinated development of the word-to-word review of the
Basque WordNet and the manual annotation of a sizeable
Basque corpus. This way, we benefit from corpus data to
construct, tune and improve the Basque WordNet, and we
also produce a manually sense-annotated corpus for Basque
(the Basque Semcor).

The benefits of this decision are the following: (i) the
manual annotation of the corpus guarantees that the sense-
inventory and sense boundaries fit those found in the corpus
(in particular all senses occurring in the corpus will be
reflected in the Basque WordNet), (ii) the senses in the
Basque WordNet are tuned to real occurrences of the words,
and not only to existing monolingual dictionaries (thus
ensuring that the synsets reflect the real usage of the words),
(iii) the annotated corpus provides a companion resource
both for enriching WordNet with richer semantic relations
acquired from corpora (Atserias et al., 2004), including the
relative frequency of the senses for a given word and (iv)
the annotated corpus is indispensable to build word sense
disambiguation programs for Basque.

This brief paper is structured as follows. We will first
review the methodology used, followed by the figures re-
garding the current status. Lastly, the conclusions and future
work are presented. Note that due to space constraints we
have not included comparison to related work.

2 Methodology

Five people, graduate linguistics students, take part in this
project: a supervisor (part-time), an editor (part-time), two
taggers (part-time) and a referee (full-time). The editoredits
the Basque WordNet; he takes care of revising the synsets of
the Basque WordNet. The two taggers independently tag all
the examples for the target word, and the referee reviews the
disagreements between both taggers and decides which the
correct synset is.

The detail of the process is the following: the editor looks
up a word in the dictionary, and checks whether all the senses

Petr Sojka, Key-Sun Choi, Christiane Fellbaum, Piek Vossen (Eds.): GWC 2006, Proceedings, pp. 287–289.c©Masaryk University, 2005
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are correctly represented in the Basque WordNet. In this
process, he may add new synsets or delete incorrect ones
according to a sample of the target corpus and the available
monolingual dictionaries1. In some way, we can say that the
editor is the one who decides the sense inventory of a word.
The word to be reviewed by the editor is chosen from a word-
list arranged in descending order by their frequency in the
corpora. Monosemous words are left aside at this stage.

Once the sense inventory of a word is reviewed, the
editor, the two taggers and the referee meet, read the glosses
and examples given in the Basque WordNet and discuss
the meaning of each synset. They try to agree and clarify
the meaning differences among the synsets. The number
of senses of a word in the Basque WordNet might change
during this meeting; that is, linguists could agree that one
of the word’s senses was missing, or that a synset did not
fit with a word. Then, the editor would update the Basque
WordNet according to those decisions before giving the
taggers the final synset list.

The two taggers independently tag the same examples for
that word. The tagging method is based on what Kilgarriff
(1998) calledtransversal annotation: instead of tagging the
sentences in the corpora token by token, the taggers annotate
word-type by word-type, that is, all the occurrences of a
word first, then all the occurrences of another word, and
so on. Through this approach, the semantic characteristics
of each word are taken into consideration only once, and
the whole corpus achieves greater consistency. In the other
alternative, the linear process, the annotator must remember
the sense structure of each word and their specific problems
each time the word appears in the corpus, making the
annotation process much more complex, and increasing the
possibilities of low consistency and of disagreement between
the annotators (Navarro et al., 2003).

The referee, helped by a program that computes the agree-
ment rate (inter-tagger agreeent and kappa) and confusion
matrix, reviews the disagreements and decides which is the
correct tag(s). Finally, if new senses of a word have come
out in the corpus, the referee will inform the editor, and the
editor, after checking whether those new senses are correct,
will add them in the Basque WordNet.

Below we can see the representation of this cyclic process:

Editor Taggers   Referee
Disagreements

Word

New senses
The coordination of the whole team is quite complex, and

we tried for all the team members to work as synchronized
as possible. Incidentally we detected that taggers had some
extra time, and decided that they could translate and localize
the glosses of target words to Basque.

1Consider that at this stage we are revising an imperfect Basque
WordNet, so errors and omissions are possible.

2.1 Special Cases

Some occurrences cannot be tagged with a synset because
of some special reasons. We devised a detailed inventory of
such cases, which are tagged asSpecial Cases (SC).

SC1: Word exists in WordNet but not its sense
With this special case taggers mark those occurrences that
do not match any of the synsets proposed by the editor. This
mark is used to mark new senses.

SC2: Word does not exist in WordNet
This special case was created to mark those words that
appear in the corpus, but that have no synset in WordNet.
Usually, these are words related to Basque culture, such
as ikastola (‘Basque school’), trikitixa (‘Basque dance),
etc. This special case was devised when we were unsure
about what to do with new synsets. We finally decided that
the editor introduces the new words before tagging, and
therefore we never used this mark.

SC3: Word is part of a Multiword Lexical Unit or is a
lexicalized inflected form
If a word occurrence is part of a multiword lexical unit
taggers use this mark. For instance, if an occurrence ofurte
(‘year’) is followed by the wordberri (‘new’), it will be
marked with Special Case 3, signalling that the word is part
of a multiword:urte berri (‘new year’).

Another use of this special case is related to inflection.
Some words can get a different meaning when they are
inflected. In Basque some concepts are expressed in plural.
For example, the Basque wordhitza (‘word’) needs to be
used in pluralhitzak (‘words’) to express the concept of
‘lyrics’ (‘the text of a song’).

SC4: Word is (a part of) a Named Entity.
Sometimes, an occurrence may be a named entity or part of a
named entity, and taggers mark it with this special case. This
is the case forherri (‘country’) when occurring asEuskal
Herri (‘Basque Country’).

SC5: The tagger is strongly uncertain
This special case is available for those cases where the
tagger is uncertain and does not know how to tag one
occurrence. It is usually used when the context is not enough
to disambiguate an occurrence.

SC6: Word was improperly lemmatized
Some errors can have their source in lemmatization. For
instance, the nounetxe(‘house’) can get genitive-case:etxe
+ genitive-case “-ko” = etxeko(‘of house’). However, this
form (etxeko) can be used as an adjective in Basque to
express ‘home-made’:etxeko gazta(‘home-made cheese’).
These forms are quite difficult for the lemmatizer to detect,
and as a consequence, the adjectiveetxekois lemmatized as:
etxe(noun) + genitive-case “-ko”. Special Case 6 is used to
mark this problematic cases.

SC7: Word is wrongly used
Some occurrences in the corpora are wrongly used, i.e. they
are misspellings or ungrammatical. This tag occurs with
relatively high frequency due to the ongoing process of
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standardization of Basque. For instance, the corpus contains
occurrences of the wordpake which has recently been
standardized asbake.

3 Current Data of the Basque WordNet and
the Basque Semcor

Table 1 shows the current figures for the Basque WordNet.
The corpus under annotation was compiled with samples

from a balanced corpus and a newspaper corpus. It com-
prises 300,000 words in total. Given that Basque is an ag-
glutinative language, it has a higher lemma/word rate than
English. Estimates in parallel corpora allow us to think that
300.000 words in Basque are comparable to 500.000 words
in English.

Table 1: Current figures for the Basque WordNet.

TOT N V ADJ ADV
Word Senses 51423 41833 9450 140 0
Lemmas 25755 22492 3368 50 0
Synsets 31585 27880 3592 113 0
Basque gaps (no lex)1439 1223 208 8 0
Proper Nouns 680

At the time of writing the methodology has been going
for one year. Up to now, we have only worked with nouns
and we have already done 56% of the occurrences (including
monosemous nouns and nouns not in WordNet). We estimate
that the revision and tagging of the most frequent nouns
(accounting for 50% of all the occurrences of polysemous
nouns) will take a total of 18 months. At that stage we want
to change the methodology and instead of having two taggers
plus referee, we plan to use a single tagger per word, except
problematic words. With a single tagger we estimate that
we will need approximately 12 months to finish all nouns,
including the revision of monosemous nouns and nouns not
in WordNet.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented our methodology for the joint develop-
ment of the Basque WordNet and the Basque Semcor. For
the future, we are doing pilot studies for the annotation of the
corpus with semantic roles in the style of PropBank (Civit
et al., 2005). We are also evaluating the possibility of us-
ing coarse grained distinctions, coarser than synsets, for the
annotation of the senses in the verbal part of WordNet. In
the same sense, the use of double tagging for nouns allows
for the study of confusability of senses, and the definition of
coarser grained senses for nouns (Fellbaum et al. 2001).
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Abstract
This report describes a recent Hungarian project begun
in the spring of 2005. The goals of the project are to
produce a Hungarian version of the EuroWordNet ontology
database, to extend it with concepts specific to the business
domain, and to develop a demonstration version of an
ontology-based Information Extraction (IE) system. The
system will extract condensed data from short business
articles concerning company mergers, acquisitions, balance
reports, new products, new plants and so on. A consortium
of three leading Hungarian human language technology
institutions won substantial governmental support that will
last until 2007.

1 Project Data
The project was started in 2005 and will be finish in 2007.
The consortium partners are the University of Szeged, In-
stitute of Informatics, Human Language Technology Group
(coordinator); Institute of Linguistics at the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, the Department of Corpus Linguis-
tics, and MorphoLogic Ltd. Budapest. This consortium
worked well together in previous R&D projects. They pro-
duced different versions of the Szeged Corpus1, the Szeged
Treebank (Csendes et al., 2004), and some applications such
as preliminary information extraction system which made
use of the Szeged Corpora and Treebank.

2 Aims and scope of the project
The Hungarian ontology database is based on the multilin-
gual architecture of EuroWordNet (EWN) (Vossen, 1999)
and its South-Eastern European successor, BalkaNet (BN)
(Tuffis, 2004). It will contain Hungarian nouns, verbs and
adjectives, which are associated with the English synsets of
the Princeton WordNet 2.0 (PWN), the Inter-Lingual Index
(ILI) defined in the BalkaNet project. The Base Concept Set
(BCS) of the BalkaNet has a wider coverage (BN: 8,516

∗ The work is partially financed by the European Union and the Hungarian
Government under the grant: GVOP-3.1.1.-2004-05-0191/3.0 (AKF) in the
Economic Competitiveness Operating Program.

1http://www.tei-c.org/Applications/sz01.xml

synsets; EWN: 1,310 synsets), so the consortium chose
BalkaNet as a starting point of the project which, in addi-
tion, provides openly available tools and resources.

The first phase of the project follows the expand approach
(Vossen, 1999). First, the 8,516 English synsets comprising
the BCS are translated into Hungarian synsets. Aiding the
translation via automatic methods (Miháltz and Prószéky,
2004) developed earlier is also considered. The results ob-
tained are manually checked and edited. In the second phase
of the work this core database will be extended in a top-down
fashion with additional Hungarian synsets.

To extend the ontology database with pointers we will ap-
ply the Hungarian explanatory dictionary that contains sense
definitions and our verb-frame lexicon that contains seman-
tic and syntactic descriptions of verb argument structures of
more than 17,000 entries.

The core technology of IE was implemented by the con-
sortium based on the application of semantic frames (Lowe
et al., 1997), and detailed linguistic analysis. Semantic
frames are formal abstractions of events in which actors in
some decisive roles do something in certain circumstances.
IE means the labelling of sentence constituents that identify
the event described in the text, and its most relevant argu-
ments. Identification is done by pattern matching, that is, an
incoming sentence tree decorated by linguistic attributes is
checked against semantic frames. If there is a fit, then an
algorithm collects the information appearing in the slots de-
fined by the semantic frame. The Hungarian ontology being
developed is intended to aid IE by integrating the role rela-
tions and semantic constraints defined in the frames into the
ontology database in the form of new relations and attributes
of synsets (e.g. BUYER, SELLER, GOODS, ANIMATE).
This way searching for relevant information and semantic
analysis can be performed at the same time as acquiring the
relevant sentence constituents. That is, the

• target word identification (determines the economic
event).

• identification of those sentence constituents that satisfy
all the syntactic and semantic requirements set for one
of the roles in the event.
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• heuristic algorithms for resolving ambiguities, select-
ing the best fit semantic frame with the help of ROLE
and other relations like hyponymy or hyperonymy.

3 Conclusions
Automatic methods have been developed to associate Hun-
garian nouns of an English-Hungarian bilingual dictionary
with English synsets. By combining nine different heuris-
tics (Miháltz and Prószéky, 2004), we were able to produce
7,300 Hungarian nominal synsets automatically with an esti-
mated precision of 75%. The participants constructed a cor-
pus of short business news articles of 200,000 words in total
with full syntactic annotation. A prototype of an IE system
is developed that performs information extraction from short
business articles. The accuracy for identifying the correct
economic event was 92.65% and role accuracy was 70.3%
compared to that for human annotation.

3.1 Ongoing research

We were able to provide Hungarian synonym suggestions
for about 50% of the 8,516 BCS synsets with the automatic
methods described earlier. This and the untranslated part is
being edited using VisDic, which contains all our resources
in a common XML format. Other directions of our research
include:

• Enriching the corpus with additional business news
from MTI.

• Automatic topic classifier based on machine learning
methods for business news articles to aid corpus ex-
pansion.

• Developing machine learning models for the construc-
tion of a business domain ontology, which is an exten-
sion of the Hungarian EuroWordNet.
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Abstract
An advanced knowledge base, such as a lexical-semantic net,
guarantees accuracy in semantic interpretation and setting of
semantic relations. The paper provides a tentative analysis of
the concepts, relation representations, conceptual system and
cross- language translation as observed in the construction of
a multi-lingual lexical-semantic net.

1 Introduction
Ontology is a concept in philosophy, concerned with the
nature and intrinsic relations of ”being“. As a kind of
ontological product, WordNet sums up the achievements
in the psychological studies of lexical knowledge and is
playing an important role in NLP and information retrieval
systems.

2 Significance and Objective
2.1 Significance

A lexical-semantic net, an integral part of information re-
trieval systems, presents itself as the primary resource for the
next generation of the internet – the Semantic Web. It will
provide important linguistic reference for cross-language
studies and language teaching. Also it can help to improve
the accuracy rate in multi-lingual information retrieval sys-
tems, text grouping and MT.

2.2 Objective

Our aim is to construct an independent and unified system.
Its independence is reflected in the uniqueness of each lan-
guage. Although the objective world features universality in
most aspects, each language has its own names for its unique
cultural phenomena due to variations in geography and cul-
ture. Therefore, independence of the conceptual system is
necessary for each language. Unification facilitates cross-
language communication. That is say, all independent sys-
tems must be unified on a certain basis.

3 The Issues
3.1 Preliminary remarks

In terms of ontology, concept is the mental image of objec-
tive beings. Due to cultural variations, the lexicon of each

language differs. This is the so-called cultural-linguistic vari-
ation, which is reflected in conceptual vocabulary, as shown
in the following diagram.
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Abstract  

An advanced knowledge base, such as a 
lexical-semantic net, guarantees accuracy in 
semantic interpretation and setting of se-
mantic relations. The paper provides a tenta-
tive analysis of the concepts, relation repre-
sentations, conceptual system and cross- 
language translation as observed in the con-
struction of a multi-lingual lexical-semantic 
net. 

Introduction 
Ontology is a concept in philosophy, concerned 
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role in NLP and information retrieval systems.  
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portant linguistic reference for cross-language 
studies and language teaching. Also it can help 
to improve the accuracy rate in multi-lingual 
information retrieval systems, text grouping and MT. 

1.2 Objective 
Our aim is to construct an independent and uni-
fied system. Its independence is reflected in the 
uniqueness of each language. Although the ob-
jective world features universality in most as-

pects, each language has its own names for its 
unique cultural phenomena due to variations in 
geography and culture. Therefore, independence 
of the conceptual system is necessary for each 
language. Unification facilitates cross-language 
communication. That is say, all independent 
systems must be unified on a certain basis.  

2 The issues 

2.1 Preliminary remarks  
In terms of ontology, concept is the mental im-
age of objective beings. Due to cultural varia-
tions, the lexicon of each language differs. This 
is the so-called cultural-linguistic variation, 
which is reflected in conceptual vocabulary, as 
shown in the following diagram.  

 
Lexical coverage should be given primary atten-
tion, in order to reproduce the unique cultural 
properties of each individual language in the 
development of such systems, because lexical 
entries bear the characteristics of different lan-
guages and cultures.  

2.2 Multi-lingual concept correspon-
dence and relation representation 

2.2.1 Multi-lingual concept correspondence 
The first thing to consider is the establishment of 
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1. A--English; 
B--Korean; 
C--Chinese 
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  E∪G=A∩B; 
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G—the common 
conceptual words for 
the three languages

Lexical coverage should be given primary attention, in
order to reproduce the unique cultural properties of each
individual language in the development of such systems,
because lexical entries bear the characteristics of different
languages and cultures.

3.2 Multi-lingual concept correspondence and relation
representation

Multi-lingual concept correspondence

The first thing to consider is the establishment of concept
correspondence between different languages. However, due
to cultural variation, when translating from one language
to another, we will unavoidably encounter lexical gaps, the
non-correspondence of words and meanings between two
languages. For example, WordNet has judo, but words like
taekwondoor wushu(martial art) are not found in it.Faro
has no corresponding concept in Korean or Chinese.

Doubtlessly, the differences between languages play a mi-
nor role as compared with universality. The basis of trans-
latability is the common core of different cultures, the uni-
versality of human thinking and languages, the receptivity
and open-mindedness of the interpreters and readers, as well
as what the translation is all about.

In engineering practice, regarding those concepts for
which there are only near corresponding words, we can
use their parent concept as a temporary correspondent. For
those concepts without correspondents, we can add sister
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or daughter nodes as their corresponding coordinates or
subordinates.

Relation representation

Compared with concept correspondence, the representation
of the semantic relations in a multi-lingual lexical-semantic
net is simpler. In fact, the major part of the system in
WordNet can still be used.

3.3 Concept classification system

EuroWordNet inherits the structure of WordNet, with each
language’s unique properties properly represented. How-
ever, the structure and classification system of WordNet can
hardly be directly applied to oriental languages. For exam-
ple, in English there is a class of weather verbs like rain,
snow, etc. The corresponding concepts are expressed in Ko-
rean with syntactic combinations, such as
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with each language’s unique properties properly 
represented. However, the structure and classi-
fication system of WordNet can hardly be di-
rectly applied to oriental languages. For example, 
in English there is a class of weather verbs like 
rain, snow, etc. The corresponding concepts are 
expressed in Korean with syntactic combinations, 
such as 비가 오다/rain, 눈이 오다/snow.  

2.4 Cross-language translation 
In natural languages, most words have more than 
one meaning. The diversity of lexical meanings 
brings difficulties for automatic matching. In the 
construction of the E-K lexical-semantic net, we 
extracted the Korean lexical items from CoreNet. 

We found that semi-automatic matching is possi-
ble. The process is divided into 3 steps:  
--Matching: Each English entry in WordNet 
synsets is used as the benchmark word. Then a 
bilingual electronic dictionary is retrieved for all 
the possible Korean word-sets. Next, all the 
candidate lexical items in those word-sets are 
extracted to set up a temporal DB.  
--Selection: Polysemes are checked manually, 
and one or more corresponding words are se-
lected from the candidate word list.  
--Checking: All the selected meaning items are 
checked manually, and all the correct corre-
sponding words are recorded in the relevant field 
in the WordNet database. 

 

Conclusion 
With the coming of the information age, and the 
rapid development of the internet, information 
exchange between different countries has be-
come more and more important. The construc-
tion of a cross-language lexical-semantic net is a 
complicated job, involving various fields and 
disciplines. In all, computer scientists and lin-
guists should cooperate to fulfill this task. 
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Conclusion
With the coming of the information age, and the rapid
development of the internet, information exchange between
different countries has become more and more important.
The construction of a cross-language lexical-semantic net is
a complicated job, involving various fields and disciplines.
In all, computer scientists and linguists should cooperate to
fulfill this task.
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Abstract

Arabic is the official language of hundreds of millions of
people in twenty Middle East and northern African coun-
tries, and is the religious language of all Muslims of var-
ious ethnicities around the world. Surprisingly little has
been done in the field of computerised language and lexi-
cal resources. It is therefore motivating to develop an Ara-
bic (WordNet) lexical resource that discovers the richness of
Arabic as described in Elkateb (2005). This paper describes
our approach towards building a lexical resource in Standard
Arabic. Arabic WordNet (AWN) will be based on the design
and contents of the universally accepted Princeton WordNet
(PWN) and will be mappable straightforwardly onto PWN
2.0 and EuroWordNet (EWN), enabling translation on the
lexical level to English and dozens of other languages. Sev-
eral tools specific to this task will be developed. AWN will
be a linguistic resource with a deep formal semantic founda-
tion. Besides the standard wordnet representation of senses,
word meanings are defined with a machine understandable
semantics in first order logic. The basis for this semantics is
the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) and its as-
sociated domain ontologies. We will greatly extend the on-
tology and its set of mappings to provide formal terms and
definitions equivalent to each synset.

1 Introduction

AWN will be constructed according to the methods devel-
oped for EuroWordNet (EWN; Vossen 1998) and since ap-
plied to dozens of

languages around the world. The EuroWordNet approach
maximizes compatibility across wordnets and focuses on
manual encoding of the most complicated and important
concepts.

Language-specific concepts and relations are encoded as
needed or desired. This results in a so-called core wordnet
for Arabic with the most important synsets, embedded in
a solid semantic framework. From this core wordnet, it is
possible to automatically extend the coverage with high

Table 1: Word forms and semantic relations generated by the
Arabic root ’w l d’

precision. Specific concepts can be linked and translated
with great accuracy because the base building blocks are
manually defined and translated. The approach follows a
top-down procedure. Arabic Base Concepts are defined and
extended via hyponymic relations to derive a core wordnet.
The set of Common Base Concepts (CBCs) from the 12
languages in EWN and BalkaNet (Tufis 2004) are encoded
as synsets; other language-specific concepts are added and
translated manually to the closest synset(s) in Arabic. The
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same step is performed for all English synsets that currently
have an equivalence relation in SUMO.

Next, the first layers of hyponyms are chosen on the basis
of linguistic and applications-based criteria; the final phase
completes the target set of concepts/synsets, including spe-
cific domains and named entities. Each synset construction
step is followed by a validation phase, where formal consis-
tency is checked and the coverage is evaluated in terms of
frequency of occurrence and domain distribution.

Tools to be developed for AWN include a lexicographer’s
interface modeled on that used for EWN, with added facilites
for Arabic script, following Black and Elkateb’s earlier work
(2004). A large ontology to provide a semantic foundation
for AWN will be built on the basis of the present SUMO
(Niles and Pease, 2001).

2 Structure and Organization of AWN
Because AWN is to be aligned not just to PWN (Fell-
baum 1998) but to every wordnet aligned to PWN–either
directly or indirectly through an (interlingual index (ILI) or
ontology–the database design supports multiple languages,
and the user interface will be explicitly multilingual rather
than bilingual as was the one described in Black and Elkateb
(2004).

The database structure comprises four principal entity
types,item, word, form andlink.

Itemsare conceptual entities, including synsets, ontology
classes and instances. Besides a unique identifier, an item has
descriptive information such as a gloss. Items lexicalized in
different languages are distinct.

A word entity is a word sense, where the citation form of
the word is associated with an item via its identifier.

A form is a special form that is considered dictionary
information (not merely an inflectional variant). The forms
of Arabic words that go in this table are the root and/or the
broken plural form, where applicable.

A link relates two items, and has atypesuch as “equiva-
lence,” “subsuming,” etc. Links connect sense items to other
sense items, e.g. a PWN synset to an AWN synset, a synset
to a SUMO concept, etc.

This data model has been specified in XML as an in-
terchange format, but is also implemented in a MySQL
database hosted by one of the partners. The database will be
the primary deliverable of the project, and will be distributed
freely to the community.

3 Constructing AWN
The basic criteria for selecting synsets to be covered in AWN
are:

• Connectivity: AWN should be as densely connected
as possible by hyperonymy/ hyponymy chains, etc.
Most of the synsets of AWN should correspond to
English WN counterparts and the overall topology of
both wordnets should be similar.

• Relevance: Frequent and salient concepts have priority.
Criteria will include the frequency of lexical items

(both in Arabic and English) and the frequency of
Arabic roots in their respective reference corpora.

• Generality: Synsets on the highest levels of WN are
preferred.

These criteria suggest two ways for proceeding:

• From English to Arabic: Given an English synset, all
corresponding Arabic variants (if any) will be selected.

• From Arabic to English: Given an Arabic word, all its
senses have to be found, and for each of these senses
the corresponding English synsets have to be selected.

Both steps have to be followed throughout the construc-
tion of AWN.

All AWN synsets must be manual validated (and even-
tually locked, when all their variants have been found) but
advantage should be taken as much as possible of the avail-
able resources for guiding the construction and validation
process.

Once a new Arabic verb is added toAWN, several possi-
bilities for extension arise: extensions from verbal entries,
including verbal derivates, nominalizations, verbal nouns,
etc. We also consider the most productive forms of deriv-
ing broken plurals. This can be done using a set of lexical
and morphological rules. To take full advantage of these ex-
tensions short iterations will be performed.

As stated in the introduction, the starting point of AWN is
the manual construction of its Base Concept (BC) set from
EWN and BalkaNet’s CBCs. We concentrate on the most
relevant terms for obtaining about 1,000 nominal and 500
verbal synsets.

The second step consists of the top-down vertical exten-
sion of BC, following Farreres 2005, Diab 2004). Some pre-
processing is required for this and the next phase. We men-
tion two tasks, preparation and extension.

Preparation includes the processing of the available bilin-
gual resources and the compilation of a set of lexical and
morphological rules. From the set of available bilingual dic-
tionaries we construct a homogeneous bilingual dictionary
(HBIL) that contains for each entry information on the Ara-
bic/English word pair, the Arabic root (added manually),
POS, relative frequencies and sources supporting the pair-
ing.

The set of 17 heuristic methods used in the development
of EWN will be applied to HBIL (following Farreres 2005)
to derive candidate Arabic words/English synsets mappings.
For each mapping the information attached includes the
Arabic word and root, the English synset, POS, relative
frequencies, mapping score, absolute depth in WN, number
of gaps between the snset and the top iof the WN hierarchy,
and sources containing the pair.

Arabic words in bilingual resources must be normalized
and lemmatized (Diab et al. 2004, Habash and Rambow
2005) but vowels and diacritics must be maintained. Arabic
roots are not vowelized.

Following pre-processing, the set of scored Arabic
word/English synset pairs becomes the input to the manual
validation step. We proceed by chunks of related units (sets
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of related WN synsets, e.g. hyponymy chains and sets of re-
lated Arabic words, i.e., words having the same root) instead
of individual units (synsets, senses, words).

Finally, AWN will be completed by filling gaps in its
structure, covering specific domains, adding terminology
and named entities, etc.

4 The User Interface
In addition to search and browsing facilities for the end users
of the completed database, lexicographers require an editing
interface. A variety of legacy components are available, each
with their relative advantages. We chose to adapt the one
described in Black and Elkateb (2004), because it can handle
Arabic script. However, it assumed an entirely different data
model, in which the Arabic words were directly linked to
offsets representing PWN synsets. It was also organized to
support browsing and searching in the synset space entirely
in English and merely required word-synset mappings for
Arabic to be added. The new interface will attempt to
put both languages on an equal footing and indeed to be
indifferent as to tje direction of alignment between the two
languages’ conceptual structures.

The editor’s interface will moreover communicate with
the database server using SOAP (Simple Object Access Pro-
tocol). This is to allow multiple lexicographers at different
sites to maintain a common database.

5 Ontology
The AWN project will provide a deep semantic underpinning
for each concept. We take the approach that was previously
used in mapping all of PWN to a formal ontology (Niles &
Pease, 2003), the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (Niles
& Pease, 2001).

Synsets map to a general SUMO term or a term that
is directly equivalent to the given synset (Figure 1). New
formal terms will be defined to cover a greater number of
equivalence mappings, and the definitions of the new terms
will in turn depend upon existing fundamental concepts in
SUMO. The process of formalizing definitions will generate
feedback as to whether word senses in WN need to be
divided or combined and how the glosses may be clarified.
Since many wordnets in other languages are already linked
by synset number, this work will benefit wordnets in other
languages as well.

The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) (Pease&
Niles 2002, Niles&Pease 2001) is a freely available, formal
ontology of about 1000 terms and 4000 definitional state-
ments. It is provided in a first order logic language called
Standard Upper Ontology Knowledge Interchange format
(SUO-KIF) (Pease, 2000), and also translated into the OWL
semantic web language. It is now in its 73rd version; having
undergone four years of development, review by a commu-
nity of hundreds of people, and application in expert rea-
soning and linguistics. SUMO has been subjected to formal
verification with an automated theorem prover. SUMO has
been extended with a number of domain ontologies, which
are also public, that together number some 20,000 terms

Figure 1: SUMO mapping to wordnets

and 60,000 axioms. SUMO has been mapped by hand to
the WN lexicon of 100,000 noun, verb, adjective and ad-
verb senses, which not only acts as a check on coverage
and completeness, but also provides a basis for application
to natural language understanding tasks. SUMO covers ar-
eas of knowledge such as temporal and spatial represen-
tation, units and measures, processes, events, actions, and
obligations. Domain specific ontologies extend and reuse
SUMO in the areas of finance and investment, country al-
manac information, terrain modeling, distributed comput-
ing, endangered languages description, biological viruses,
engineering devices, weather and a number of military ap-
plications. It is important to note that each of these ontolo-
gies employs rules. These formal descriptions make explicit
the meaning of each of the terms in the ontology, unlike
a simple taxonomy, or controlled keyword list. SUMO is
the only formal ontology that has been mapped to all of
WN, and the only formal upper ontology that has been ex-
tended with a number of domain ontologies that are also
open source. SUMO has natural language generation tem-
plates and a multi-lingual lexicon that allows statements in
SUO-KIF and SUMO to be expressed in multiple natural
languages. These include English, German, Czech, Italian,
Hindi (Western character set) and Chinese (traditional char-
acters and pinyin). Automatic translations can be viewed on
line athttp://virtual.cvut.cz/kifb/en/. An addi-
tional part of our work will be updating the Sigma ontology
development environment (Pease, 2003) to handle a simi-
lar presentation of Unicode-based character sets, including
Arabic.

6 The Ontology as a Structured ILI
The comprehensive mapping and definition of synsets in
AWN to SUMO concepts opens a new perspective on the
role of the Interlingual Index (ILI) in connecting wordnets.
As discussed in Vossen et al. (1999) and Vossen (2004), it is
not necessary that the ILI be the superset of all concepts that
occur in all wordnets. In fact, it is argued that the ILI could
be a condensed set of more or less universal concepts. Such
a condensed set of concepts can still precisely link synsets
across languages through multiple equivalence relations that
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are exhaustive. For example, the Spanish synsetsalevín
(’young fish’) andcajera (’female cashier’) do not have a
direct equivalent in the English WN that is currently used as
an ILI. This is solved by mapping these synsets to bothfish
andyoungin one case and to bothcashierandfemalein the
other case by means of hyponym y and a property relation,
respectively. As long as we indicate that the Spanish synsets
are exhaustively defined by these relations, we can find
equivalent sin another language, such as the Dutch synset
containingcaissière(“female cashier”), assuming that it is
also exhaustively linked to the same concepts with the same
relations.

In the AWN project, we want to take this idea a step fur-
ther. If both AWN and English WN synsets are exhaustively
defined in terms of SUMO concepts, SUMO can in effect
become the ILI for wordnets. This means that SUMO not
only maps word meanings and synonyms across languages
but also provides a formal semantic framework for all these
languages.

If we return the example ofshai discussed above, we
can say that an exhaustive definition of the concept with a
number or relations to SUMO concepts (sr1, sr2, . . . , srn),
can function as an ILI relation when the English synset for
teathat currently acts as the ILI concept is also exhaustively
linked to the same SUMO concepts with the same relations.
Corresponding synsets in other wordnets, such as Dutchthee
and Spanishté that are presently linked to the English ILI
can then inherit the SUMO relations functioning as an ILI as
well as a formal definition.

The development of AWN will include a transition phase
where AWN synsets are both linked to the English WN
serving as an ILI and exhaustively defined with SUMO. This
is shown in Figure 2.

Here Englishtea only has a subsumption relation (sr1)
with SUMO Beverage.

Figure 2: SUMO and ILI

However, the equivalence relation (er1) between “shai”
and “tea” can be used to upgrade the SUMO definition for
English. Consequently, SUMO can replace the ILI altogether
and be applied to the other languages. Obviously, it remains
a topic for future research to determine to which extent this
process can be completed.

Conclusion
Constructing AWN presents challenges not encountered by
established wordnets. These include the script on the one
hand and the morphological properties of Semitic languages,

centered around roots, on the other hand. The foundations
for meeting these challenges have been laid. An innovation
with significant consequences for wordnet development is
the proposal to substitute English WN as the ILI with
SUMO.
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Abstract
This paper reports the ongoing project (since 2002) of devel-
oping a wordnet for Brazilian Portuguese (Wordnet.Br) from
scratch. In particular, it describes the process of constructing
the Wordnet.Br core database, which has 44,000 words or-
ganized in 18,500 synsets Accordingly, it briefly sketches
the project overall methodology, its lexical resourses, the
synset compilation process, and the Wordnet.Br editor, a
GUI (graphical user interface) which aids the linguist in
the compilation and maintenance of the Wordnet.Br. It con-
cludes with the planned further work.

Introduction
Assuming a compromise between Human Language Tech-
nology and Linguistics, and based on the Artificial In-
telligence notion of Knowledge Representation Systems
(Hayes-Roth, 1990, Durkin, 1994), this project applies a
three-domain approach methodology to the development
of the Brazilian Portuguese (BP) WordNet (Wordnet.Br).1

This approach claims that the linguistic-related information
to be computationally modelled, like a rare metal, must
be “mined”, “molded”, and “assembled” into a computer-
tractable system (Dias-da-Silva, 1998). Accordingly, the
processes of designing and implementing the Wordnet.Br
lexical database are being developed in the following com-
plementary domains:

• The Linguistic-related Domain, where the lexical re-
sources (dictionaries and text corpuses), the lexical-
conceptual relations (synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy,
meronymy, entailment, cause), and a sort of natural
language ontology of concepts (“Base Concepts” and
“Top Ontology”)2 are mined;

• The Representational Domain, where the overall infor-
mation selected and organized in the preceeding do-
main is molded into a computer-tractable representa-
tion (the “synsets”, the “lexical matrix”, and the word-
net “lexical database” itself)3;

1This project was supported in part by contract 552057/01, with funding
provided by The National Council for Scientific and Technological Devel-
opment (CNPq); in part by grant 2003/03623-7 from The State of São Paulo
Research Foundation (FAPESP).

2Rodríguez et al. (1998).
3Fellbaum (1998).

• The Computational Domain, where the computer-
tractable representations are assembled by means of
utilities (the Wordnet.Br editor).

This paper, in particular, reports the first part of the project
where in a two-year span the effort of three linguists and a
computer scientist, each working in his respective domain,
managed to compile the Wordnet.Br core database: 44,000
BP words organized in 18,500 synsets. In other words, the
core database is a thesaurus-like lexical database.

1 The Linguistic-related Domain
1.1 Synonymy in Context

The Wordnet.Br core database architecture conforms to the
two key representations of the Princeton WordNet (Fell-
baum, 1998): the synset and the lexical matrix.

Its synsets are built on the basis of the notion of “syn-
onymy in context”, i.e. word interchangeability in context
(Miller, 1998). Antonymy is checked either against morpho-
logical properties of words and their dictionary lexicograph-
ical information. The notion of lexical matrix (Miller and
Fellbaum, 1991) is intended to capture the “many to many”
associations between form and meaning.

1.2 The Reference Corpus

Given the team of three linguists, the unavailability of
reusing machine-readable dictionaries and other existing
wordnets,4 and a two-year deadline to present large-acale re-
sults, the Wordnet.Br developers manually reused, merged,
and tuned synonymy and antonymy information registered
in five outstanding published dictionaries of BP:5 Fer-
reira (1999), Weiszflog (1998), Barbosa (1999), Nascentes
(1981), and Borba (1990). BP texts available in theNILC
Corpus(CETENFolha, 2004) and in the web complemented
the project reference corpus.

To understand how the linguits “mined” for synsets into
the reference corpus, let us follow an example. Weiszflog
(1998) distinguishes seven senses of the verblembrar (En-
glish: “to remember”). After collecting the synonyms, and

4Copyright reasons prevented us from reusing or adopting existing
wordnet databases and utilities.

5The dictionaries were chosen for their pervasive use of synonyny and
antonymy to define word senses. In a way, this choice dictated the way to
proceed the work alphabetically, instead of working by semantic fields.

Petr Sojka, Key-Sun Choi, Christiane Fellbaum, Piek Vossen (Eds.): GWC 2006, Proceedings, pp. 301–303.c©Masaryk University, 2005
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disregarding definitions, the following synsets can be ini-
tially compiled:

1. { lembrar, recordar}

(English: {“to remember”, “to recall”})

2. { lembrar, advertir, notar}

(English: {“to remember”, “to warn”, “to notify”})

3. { lembrar, sugerir}

(English: {“to suggest”, “to evoke”, “to hint”})

4. { lembrar, recomendar}

(English: {“to remember”, “to commend”})

Their consistency can be checked further by looking
up the dictionary synonym entries for each of the
remaining verbs.

Weiszflog (1998) distinguishes five senses ofrecordar.
Two of them are related tolembrar. One of them is
given by the paraphrasetrazer à memória(English;
“to call back to memory”), the other is given by its
synonymlembrar. This information validates (1).

The analysis of the verbesquecer(English: “to for-
get”), the canonical antonym forlembrar, validated (5).

5. {esquecer, olvidar}

The dictionary mining process allowed the linguist to
compile (6); further corpus checking reduced it to (7).

6. {comemorar, ementar, lembrar, memorar, reconstituir,
recordar, relembrar, rememorar, rever1, revisitar, re-
viver, revivescer, ver}

7. {lembrar, recordar, relembrar, rememorar, reviver, re-
vivescer, }

The very same process can be repeated to compile all
other synsets, and the analytical cycle starts over by col-
lecting the synonyms from the next dictionary entry in the
alphabetical order.

2 The Representational Domain
2.1 The Wordnet.Br Core Database Design

Each Wordnet.Br entry consists of the template in Fig. 1,
wheren is the entry identification number;X is a noun, verb,
adjective, or adverb; andn.1 . . . n.m are sense identification
numbers of the entryn.

[<Headword> n (<X>)
Sensen.1 [{Synset}; {Antonym Synset}]
. . .
Sensen.m [{Synset}; {Antonym Synset}]]

Figure 1: The entry template

From the logical point of view, the overall structure of the
database is made up of two lists: an Entry List (EL) of word
forms ordered alphabetically and the Synset List (SL) of
synsets. Each element of a synset is necessarily an element
of the EL. Each EL entry is specified for a particular Sense
Specification (SS). Each SS is indexed by three pointers:

Table 1: The Wordnet.Br Core Statistics
CATEGORY LEXICAL UNITS SYNSETS
Verbs 11,000 4.000
Nouns 17,000 8.000
Adjectives 15,000 6,000
Adverbs 1,000 500
TOTAL 44,000 18,500

the “synonymy pointer” to a particular synset in the SL; the
“antonymy pointer” to a particular synset in the SL which is
the antonym of a particular synset; and the “sense pointer” to
the particular entry in the EL to which synsets are associated.

3 The Computational Domain
3.1 The Wordnet.Br Editing Utility

The editing tool is a WindowsR©-based GUI where the lin-
guists enter synsets, sample-sentences, glosses, and gener-
ates different lists (synsets listed by syntactic category, num-
ber of elements, degree of homonymy and polysemy, and list
of sample sentences) and statistics.

Its main functionalities include: the storage of general in-
formation of the Wordnet.Br core database and its bookkeep-
ing.

Currently, Wordnet.Br core database presents the figures
in Table 1.

Further Work
The existing Wordnet.Br database can now be further re-
fined, augmented and updated. Future steps will involve the
specification of the following information:

• a concept gloss for each synset;

• a sample sentence for each word form;

• the cross-linguistic alignment of the Wordnet.Br core
database with an Inter-Lingual-Index (Vossen, 1998),
including correspondence links with the European Por-
tuguese WordNet. (Marrafa, 2001).

• the semiautomatic conceptual relations of meronymy
and hyponymy with the help of the preceding align-
ments.
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Abstract
We report on the prototype Slovene wordnet which currently
contains about 5,000 top-level concepts. The resource is
based on the Serbian wordnet which has been automatically
translated with the help of a bilingual dictionary, the literals
ranked according to the frequency of corpus occurrence,
and results manually corrected. The paper also discusses
some problems encountered along the way and points out
some possibilities of automated acquisition and refinement
of synsets in the future.

Introduction
While several corpus resources exist for Slovene (FIDA,
SVEZ-IJS, MULTEXT-East), there is a lack of semantic
lexica. Therefore, much of the initial work on the Slovene
wordnet had to be based on classical dictionaries and thus
required extensive manual intervention.

The expand model (Vossen 1998) was used, which had
also been adopted in the EuroWordNet (EWN) and several
subsequent wordnet projects (e.g. MultiWordNet1, Balka-
Net2). However, its core notion was taken a step further:
we assumed that concepts and relations among them overlap
across languages better if the languages are closely related.
We therefore decided to proceed from the Serbian wordnet as
the closest relative of Slovene in the wordnet family. SWN’s
synsets were manually translated from English and were val-
idated against monolingual and bilingual corpora within the
BalkaNet project (Obradovic et al. 2004), which is why it is
assumed that both synset equivalence across languages and
synset contents are of high quality and representative of lan-
guage usage.

1 Wordnet Creation
The Juraňcič Slovene / Serbo-Croatian dictionary (Jurančič
1991) was used to create bilingual lemma pairs. The lexicon
was then used to automatically translate the Serbian literals
into Slovene; the literals not found were retained in Serbian
and flagged for manual translation. Synset IDs and relations
were preserved, while glosses, examples of use and sense
numbers were omitted at this stage.

For the start, we only retained the most important con-
cepts, referred to as Base Concept sets 1 and 2 (Vossen 2005:

1http://multiwordnet.itc.it/english/home.php
2http://www.ceid.upatras.gr/Balkanet/

54-58), which consist of 4,688 (1,219 BCS1 + 3,469 BCS2)
synsets. The 153 missing hypernyms that unexpectedly be-
longed to BCS3 were included, amounting to a total of 4,841
top-level synsets.

The next step was manual translation of untranslated
literals and revision of the translated synsets which were
characterised by high recall but very low precision. Manual
clean-up was carried out in VisDic (Horák & Smrž 2004).
Manual revision was speeded up by automated detection of
literals which were not found in pre-existing Slovene lexica
or the Slovene reference corpus FIDA3. Literals were further
classified into six bands according to their frequency in the
lemmatised FIDA corpus. Band 0 – the lemmas that did not
occur in the corpus (2,622 literals) – was examined manually
in order to avoid unjustified exclusion of literals from the
wordnet.

The top-level Slovene wordnet currently consists of 4,841
synonym sets and contains 19,660 literals. Out of 6,183
synsets in the Serbian wordnet, 73% have been included in
the Slovene wordnet. Table 1 shows that synsets from BCS1
and BCS2 are well-represented in the Slovene wordnet4,
while BCS3 is yet to be extended.

2 Problems and Future Plans

Some problems encountered along the way originate in
the PWN itself (e.g. connotation inconsistencies, exceed-
ingly fine granularity of senses), others stem from the in-
herent complexity of translating what is fundamentally an
English language resource (e.g. incorrect translations of pol-
ysemous literals, problems with lexical discrepancies, cross-
PoS problem (see Krstev 2004)), yet third are a consequence
of the method used, based on the translation of Serbian
synsets into Slovene (e.g. untranslated multi-word literals,
problems with lexical gaps and denotation differences (see
Bentivogli 2000)). The quality of the Slovene wordnet is thus
heavily influenced by the quality and consistency of the re-
sources used: the PWN, the Serbian wordnet and the bilin-
gual dictionary.

In the future, we plan to increasingly use automated
means to acquire and refine Slovene synsets by:

3http://www.fida.net/slo/index.html
4The three mismatched synsets have been identified and will be subse-

quently added by hand to the Slovene wordnet.
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Table 1: Comparison of the number of synsets across POS in
the three wordnets

Slo WN SWN PWN
BCS1
nouns 965 965 964
verbs 254 254 254
adjectives 0 0 0
adverbs 0 0 0
total 1219 1219 1218
BCS2
nouns 2245 2245 2246
verbs 1188 1188 1188
adjectives 36 36 37
adverbs 0 0 0
total 3469 3469 3471
BCS3
nouns 94 1187 2686
verbs 59 173 876
adjectives 0 135 265
adverbs 0 0 0
total 153 1495 3827
total synsets 4841 6183 8516

• extracting terms from existing available Slovene ter-
minological lexica and other glossaries, such as EU-
ROVOC;

• using multilingual parallel corpora, such as the EU
ACQUIS corpus (Erjavec et al. 2005) to extract bi-
lingual lexica, and use those to find Slovene translation
equivalents of English literals.

• extending the corpus-based approach from single-word
literals to phrases by extracting appropriate colloca-
tions.

Finally, we also need to consider formalised ways of eval-
uating the progress of the Slovene wordnet, and to identify
possible application areas.
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Abstract

This article attempts to report on a project for building a
WordNet for Persian adjectives. Three monolingual Persian
dictionaries, as well as a Farsi linguistic corpus are employed
here to extract required entries. This WordNet provides the
semantic classes of adjectives, their synonyms, antonyms
and frequency. The database management system employed
here is MS SQL Server 2000. The system is implemented
using Microsoft’s .NET Framework in Visual C# language
and is developed in both desktop and web-based platforms.
It allows the end-user to export the results of a specific query,
both in Persian and Latinized alphabets, into a CSV or XML
file for further reference.

1 Introduction

The growing importance of Natural Language Processing
tools made us start building a WordNet for Persian adjec-
tives. Our work is structured mainly on the principles of the
original Princeton WordNet. We will also work along the line
of PersiaNet, a project for developing a WordNet for Persian
nouns and then verbs. In this paper, first, we introduce our
distinguished semantic classes, and also our selected lex-
ical resources. Next an overview on the user interface of
the system and its features and functionalities is given. The
database architecture is also presented with some details on
main issues and the relations between tables. The final sec-
tion concerns the platform and development environment of
our WordNet.

2 Adjectives and Lexical Resources

In this project, we identify different classes of Persian ad-
jectives. Following GermaNet approach, 15 main classes are
distinguished first, and then they are sub-divided further into
more specific ones. Persian Adjective WordNet aims to cover
around 5000 adjective entries. To extract the data, a combi-
nation of manual and automatic methods is used. To do so,
besides WordNet 2.0, we employ three monolingual Persian
dictionaries, as well as an electronic database. Anvari (2000)
and Sadri Afshar (1988) are our first and main resources to
select the adjectives and their semantic classes. Then we use
Khodaparasti (1997), a comprehensive dictionary of Persian
synonyms and antonyms to relate the lexical items. As an
electronic Persian corpus, Assi (1997) provides a means of

handling various types of texts to determine the frequency of
adjectives.

2.1 Graphic User Interface (GUI)

The GUI supports the following functionalities:

Querying
• Searches entries with specific information

• Extracts statistic information from the data (the number
of relations, the semantic class of adjective, etc.)

Viewing the data
• Individual senses

• Browsing through entries and links

Exporting
• Exports all or a specific entry into a Comma Separated

Value (CSV) and eXtended Meta Language (XML)
file.

This interface supports two character sets i.e. Persian and
Latinized alphabets. By entering some part of a given entry,
the system offers the potential similar words.

3 Database Architecture
The database is implemented using MicrosoftTM SQL Server
2000, including the following tables:

1. Entries Table: Each entry is entered in one record.

2. Descriptions Table: It contains descriptions on records
of entries table. Each entry may have more than one
descriptions.

3. Synonyms Table: The similar descriptions of entries
point to each other.

4. Antonyms Table: The same as the Synonyms Table.

5. Labels Table: The semantic classes of adjectives are
listed here with relation to Descriptions Table. Two
levels are considered for labeling the semantic classes
of adjectives : the first level classifies the entiries into
15 catagories, and then they are sub-divided into over
70 more specific groups.

In Entries, Descriptions, and Labels tables, the data are
entered in both Persian and Latinized alphabet system.

* The figure at the end of the article represents the
database arcitecture diagram.
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Figure 1: Database Architecture Diagram

4 Platform and Development Environment
The Persian Adjectives WordNet is developed using Micro-
softTM Visual Studio 2003 with C# language. The applica-
tion is developed in both desktop and web-based platforms.
The database connection of the applications can be config-
ured by the end-user. The administration panel is built in the
desktop format with high level of security and ease. Using
the web-based technology, the end-user is free to choose the
environment and operating systems, e.g. Linux, SunTM So-
laris, Fedora, MicrosoftTM Windows, etc.

Conclusion

In this article, we described the on-going work on creating a
WordNet for Persian adjectives. In the process of project de-
velopment, the semantic classification of Persian adjectives
revealed stunning facts on Persian semantics.This Word-
Net covers around 5000 entries, and the response time for
each query with the average level of relations (synonyms,
antonyms, as well as descriptions) is very close to real time.
Due to our logical design of database, we hope to link our
wordnet to the PersiaNet system, a WordNet for Persian
nouns and verbs, developed at Princeton University.
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Abstract

This technical report introduces the Multi-lingual (Ko-
rean, Japanese, Chinese and English) information process-
ing which has been carried out by the Institute of Korean
Culture of Korea University since the year 2000. The aim
of this Project is to develop a syntactic and morphological
analyser to analyse multi-lingual sentences and construct a
Multilingual Lexical Database containing 50,000 entries un-
til August, 2006.

1 Introduction

The Institute of Korean Culture of Korea University has been
carrying out the Central Support Research Institute with the
aid of the Korea Research Foundation(KRF) under the ti-
tle of ”Research of Multi-Lingual Information Processing
Methodologies and Database Development for Globalizing
Korean Studies“ since the year 2000. This Peoject is com-
posed of two groups. One group researchs machine tranlsla-
tions by inetr-lingual method, and the other constructs multi-
lingual database using ILI(inter-lingual index).

2 Target

The target of this project is as follows.

3 Processing
Focusing on Korean, English, Chinese, and Japanese
(KJCE), this project is the research by processes in Fig. 1.

Conclusion

Until now, research team 2 has developed a syntactic and
morphological analyser to analyse about 1,200 multi-lingual
sentences. And research team 3 has constructed about 4,0000
noun entries and 1,000 verb entries.
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Figure 1: Processing
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Abstract

Our project has a long-term plan to construct
a Korean science & technology thesaurus from
2005 to 2010. For designing an elaborated the-
saurus, we introduce conceptual and relational
facets which are excluded or partially included
in WordNet, Core-Net, and other thesauri con-
structed by Chunget al. (2002) and Leeet al.
(2000).

About Our Thesaurus

Cont is represented as a set of a descriptor
(USE) and non-descriptor(s) (UF) like a synset
on WordNet. For example, ‘NOR flash memory’
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About Our Thesaurus 
Our project has a long-term plan to construct a 
Korean science & technology thesaurus from 
2005 to 2010. For designing an elaborated 
thesaurus, we introduce conceptual and 
relational facets which are excluded or partially 
included in WordNet, Core-Net, and other 
thesauri constructed by Chung et al. (2002) and 
Lee et al. (2000). 
A concept is represented as a set of a descriptor 
(USE) and non-descriptor(s) (UF) like a synset 
on WordNet. For example, ‘NOR flash memory’ 
concept has “NOR형 플래시 메모리 (NOR 
flash memory)” as a descriptor, and “노어 
플래시 메모리 (NOR flash memory)” and 
“코드 플래시 메모리 (Code flash memory)” 
as non-descriptors. Descriptor is an 
indispensable term with one or more conceptual 
facets (CF). Non-descriptor is omissible in the 
case that a descriptor has no synonym. 
Conceptual facets, representative attribute 
categories of concepts, are attached to each 
concept. It implicitly means conceptual facets of 
UFs should be the same as that of corresponding 
descriptor. It is a restriction to build our 
thesaurus. BT is a broader concept and NT is a 
narrower concept connected with it using 
relational facets. The facets are the viewpoints 
that a broader concept looks at its narrower 
concept. We think the major reason that 
previous thesauri in Korea have been criticized 
by users is the lack of receptive capacity for 
numerous users’ viewpoints. In our thesaurus, 
three kinds of relational facets lie on the edge of 
a BT-NT relation. An NT can have several BTs 

in the case of multiple inheritances. Category 
relational facet (CRF)1 and attribute relational 
facet (ARF)2 are obligatory, but thematic-role 
relational facet (TRF)3 is applied only when the 
head of NT is a predicative noun. Attribute 
keyword (AK) is defined as an additional feature 
of NT which discriminates from BT, for 
example, if BT includes “cellular phone” and 
NT “camera phone,” then the attribute keyword 
of NT would be “camera.” It is the criterion to 
determine attribute relational facet and 
thematic-role relational facet on a BT-NT 
relation. The keyword is also helpful to 
determine synonym candidates whether they are 
in a synonym set or not. The following figure 
shows a thesaurus example with four concepts 
and their conceptual and relational facets. 
Thesaurus construction process includes 
automatic term extraction, term selection, sense 
& domain determination, conceptual facet 
attachment, concept information filling, BT-NT 
relation establishment, and relational facet 
attachment. We tried to satisfy Nilson’s the 
requirement defined by Nilsson et al. (2000) for 
building semantic metadata; subjective, evolving, 
extensible, flexible, conceptual, and distributed. 
As the first step to build the thesaurus, we 
extract science & technology terms from general 
corpora including newspapers, magazines, and 
                                                      
1 It represents the type of a BT-NT relation. The facet corresponds 
with NT, NTi, and NTp defined in other thesauri. 
2 It means the representative category for an attribute keyword on 
a BT-NT relation. Most of the members of attribute relational 
facets are shared with those of conceptual facet. 
3 It indicates the semantic relationship between a predicative noun 
(head), which is equivalent to a predicate in Korean, in NT and an 
attribute keyword on a BT-NT relation. 

as non-descriptors. Descriptor is an indispensable
term with one or more conceptual facets (CF).
Non-descriptor is omissible in the case that a de-
scriptor has no synonym. Conceptual facets, rep-
resentative attribute categories of concepts, are at-
tached to each concept. It implicitly means con-
ceptual facets of UFs should be the same as that
of corresponding descriptor. It is a restriction to
build our thesaurus. BT is a broader concept and
NT is a narrower concept connected with it using
relational facets. The facets are the viewpoints that
a broader concept looks at its narrower concept.
We think the major reason that previous thesauri in
Korea have been criticized by users is the lack of
receptive capacity for numerous users’ viewpoints.
In our thesaurus, three kinds of relational facets lie
on the edge of a BT-NT relation. An NT can have
several BTs in the case of multiple inheritances.

Category relational facet (CRF)1 and attribute re-
lational facet (ARF)2 are obligatory, but thematic-
role relational facet (TRF)3 is applied only when
the head of NT is a predicative noun. Attribute
keyword (AK) is defined as an additional feature
of NT which discriminates from BT, for example,
if BT includes “cellular phone” and NT “camera
phone,” then the attribute keyword of NT would be
“camera.” It is the criterion to determine attribute
relational facet and thematic-role relational facet
on a BT-NT relation. The keyword is also help-
ful to determine synonym candidates whether they
are in a synonym set or not. The following figure
shows a thesaurus example with four concepts and
their conceptual and relational facets.

Thesaurus construction process includes auto-
matic term extraction, term selection, sense & do-
main determination, conceptual facet attachment,
concept information filling, BT-NT relation es-
tablishment, and relational facet attachment. We
tried to satisfy Nilson’s the requirement defined
by Nilsson et al. (2000) for building semantic
metadata; subjective, evolving, extensible, flexi-
ble, conceptual, and distributed.

As the first step to build the thesaurus, we ex-
tract science & technology terms from general
corpora including newspapers, magazines, and
newsletters with period information. Term domi-
nance value (TDV) is defined by Junget al. (2005)
to rank the terms by means of term dominance
trend that implies what terms are increasingly used
in recent years. We also define the life cycles

1It represents the type of a BT-NT relation. The facet corresponds with
NT, NTi, and NTp defined in other thesauri.

2It means the representative category for an attribute keyword on a BT-
NT relation. Most of the members of attribute relational facets are shared
with those of conceptual facet.

3It indicates the semantic relationship between a predicative noun
(head), which is equivalent to a predicate in Korean, in NT and an attribute
keyword on a BT-NT relation.
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of terms and their stages. Each term is assigned
to one of new, growing, steady, declining, disap-
peared, and recycled stages. The experimental re-
sults of Junget al. (2005) showed that dominant
terms4 have higher survival probability than de-
clining and disappeared terms. Thus about 50,000
dominant terms were selected as seeds to build the
thesaurus.

newsletters with period information. Term 
dominance value (TDV) is defined by Jung et al. 
(2005) to rank the terms by means of term 
dominance trend that implies what terms are 
increasingly used in recent years. We also define 
the life cycles of terms and their stages. Each 
term is assigned to one of new, growing, steady, 
declining, disappeared, and recycled stages. The 
experimental results of Jung et al. (2005) 
showed that dominant terms 4  have higher 
survival probability than declining and 
disappeared terms. Thus about 50,000 dominant 
terms were selected as seeds to build the 
thesaurus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We also have another principles including the 
followings to select science & technology terms; 
English-Korean mixed terms and transliterators 
are permissible (e.g. “DVD 플레이어 (DVD 
player)” and “더블데이터레이트 (DDR)”). 
Dictionary terms are permissible if their 
domains are clear (e.g. “프린터 (Printer)” in 
computer science). Terms of which domains are 
easily identified are permissible (e.g. “공인인증 
(Public authentication)” in computer science). 
Terms including normal predicative nouns are 
not permissible (e.g. “S/W 개발 (S/W 
development)”). 

                                                      
                                                     

4 Terms with positive TDV values, and with on new, growing, 
steady, recycled stages. 

Sense & domain determination step chooses the 
domains of terms using statistical information 
from 13 science & technology domains. We 
gathered domain corpora and extract answer 
terms. In the case of matching with these 
answers, the above manually selected terms 
become have their senses and domains. 
A concept consists of scope notes, English 
term(s), and usage example(s) as well as 
conceptual facet(s), a descriptor, and 
non-descriptor(s). Since it can be relatively 
de-fined by its information and various 
relational facets, describing scope note is 
restricted within a communication method 
between human thesaurus constructors for 
harmonious collaboration. 
Relation establishment is to connect a broader 
concept with a narrower concept. We use 
morphological analysis and keyword-in-context 
(KWIC) indexing for a rough term clustering. A 
lot of combination patterns for the constituent 
elements of com-pound words play a major role 
on deciding BT-NT relations. 
Related concept (RT) which is usually 
introduced in other thesauri is excluded in ours 
because Korean experts do not agree its 
usefulness for information retrieval and 
inference. The absence of strict guidelines for 
applying related concepts would be a major 
reason in Korea. We have a plan to prudentially 
introduce RT relations defined by clear relation 
types. 
We currently define about 16 members for 
attribute relational facet including 
FIELD•THEORY•METHOD, METERIAL, and 
LOCATION•SPACE. Conceptual facet consists 
of 15 members except for INSTANCE from the 
attribute relational facets5. Category relational 
facet includes IS-A, HAS-PART, and INSTANCE. 
Thematic-role relational facet, originated from 
Fillmore’s case frames, consists of 9 members 
including SOURCE, OBJECT, and 
INSTRUMENT. Attaching them to BT-NT 
relations and concepts are the most difficult task 

 
5 For naming the attribute relational facet members, we tried to 
keep on about 4.5 for the average depth of corresponding synsets 
on WordNet. 

Sense & domain determination step chooses
the domains of terms using statistical information
from 13 science & technology domains. We gath-
ered domain corpora and extract answer terms. In
the case of matching with these answers, the above
manually selected terms become have their senses
and domains.

A concept consists of scope notes, English
term(s), and usage example(s) as well as concep-
tual facet(s), a descriptor, and non-descriptor(s).
Since it can be relatively de-fined by its informa-

4Terms with positive TDV values, and with on new, growing, steady,
recycled stages.

tion and various relational facets, describing scope
note is restricted within a communication method
between human thesaurus constructors for harmo-
nious collaboration.

Relation establishment is to connect a broader
concept with a narrower concept. We use morpho-
logical analysis and keyword-in-context (KWIC)
indexing for a rough term clustering. A lot of com-
bination patterns for the constituent elements of
com-pound words play a major role on deciding
BT-NT relations.

Related concept (RT) which is usually intro-
duced in other thesauri is excluded in ours be-
cause Korean experts do not agree its usefulness
for information retrieval and inference. The ab-
sence of strict guidelines for applying related con-
cepts would be a major reason in Korea. We have a
plan to prudentially introduce RT relations defined
by clear relation types.

We currently define about 16 members for at-
tribute relational facet includingFIELDTHEORY-
METHOD, METERIAL, and LOCATIONSPACE.
Conceptual facet consists of 15 members ex-
cept for INSTANCE from the attribute rela-
tional facets5. Category relational facet includes
IS-A, HAS-PART, and INSTANCE. Thematic-
role relational facet, originated from Fillmore’s
case frames, consists of 9 members including
SOURCE, OBJECT, and INSTRUMENT. Attach-
ing them to BT-NT relations and concepts are the
most difficult task of this project. We expect that
variations for applying the facets between human
constructors would be minimized by thoroughly
describing guidelines for all the above steps.

We are also constructing an ontology and RDF
data for national R&D base information. For query
term expansion during inference, they will be dy-
namically connected with the thesaurus for users’
queries. We hope to contribute the paradigm of
thesauri and lexical semantic networks including
WordNet by proving the usefulness of the facets
as various restriction criteria for the expansion.
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Abstract
This paper outlines work on PersiaNet, a wordnet for Mod-
ern Persian.

Introduction
PersiaNet, like the currently existing WordNets, will consti-
tute a powerful tool for a variety of NLP applications. It will
be based on the proven successful design of the Princeton
WordNet and will be directly mappable onto the Princeton
WordNet as well as the European and Balkan WordNets, al-
lowing for significant crosslinguistic NLP capabilities. Many
useful other applications for creating Persian language ed-
ucation materials, dictionaries of Persian mapping to other
WordNet languages, and a tool for converting digital Per-
sian text in the current Perso-Arabic alphabet into Latinized
Persian transcription, can be created on the basis of Persian
WordNet.

Background: The Persian Language
Persian is the major member of the Iranian branch of the
Indo-Iranian family of the Indo-European languages. Three
major phases are distinguished in its development, namely,
Old, Middle and New Persian. Old Persian is represented in
the inscriptions of the Achaemenid kings, dating from the
6th century B.C.E., and there is a sizable corpus of works
written in Middle Persian. New Persian, now the official
language of the three sovereign states of Iran, Afghanistan
(where it is referred to as Dari, i.e., formal Persian) and
the Republic of Tajikistan, has for centuries served as the
main vehicle of culture, literature and politics in a vast area
extending well beyond the limits of the Iranian plateau, from
the cities of Samarqand and Bukhara in modern Uzbekistan
and the Indian Subcontinent in the east to the Caucasus and
Anatolia in modern Turkey. The vast corpus of literature
produced in New Persian extends over a period of more than
a thousand years, representing works that are considered
among the masterpieces of the world literary heritage. To
mention just a few among many great names, one may recall
those of Ferdowsi, the author of the Persian epic, Shah
Nameh, Sa’di, Hafez, Khayyam, and Rumi. The language
used in the works of the great masters is usually referred
to as classical Persian (Dari), which has always enjoyed
great prestige and has served as the exemplary and thus the
official form of the language. Until a few decades ago, it was

the only language that was used in textbooks and studied
seriously, although, like any other living language, it differs
slightly but noticeably from its colloquial variations.

The use of colloquial language in serious literature began
around the turn of the last century and received a forceful
social impetus with the advent of the Constitutional Revolu-
tion in 1906. Although classical Persian still holds its status
of high prestige and is still being studied at every level of ed-
ucation, the literary style of the last few decades has moved
closer than ever to the colloquial idiom and has been instru-
mental in making it gain currency.

Foreign words are found in almost every aspect of the
language. The largest group of such terms belongs to Arabic,
which was the sole language of learning in the 8th and
9th centuries following the Islamic conquest of Iran, when
it functioned like Latin in Europe. Words of Turkish and
Mongolian origin are also current in everyday use, the
residue of the Turkish and Mongolian dynasties. Moreover, a
sizable number of foreign words have entered the language
during the past century, particularly in the areas of science
and technology: French in Iran, English in Afghanistan, and
Russian in Tajikistan.

The cultural and political developments of the last few
decades in these three countries are common knowledge.
They undoubtedly make the study and the correct under-
standing of the language and the complex culture it repre-
sents, more urgently meaningful than ever before. The cre-
ation of a Persian PersianNet is a necessary step towards this
end.

The Writing System

Persian has been written in a modified Arabic alphabet
since the 9th century AD, when New Persian was first
introduced. Ever since, Persian orthography has retained its
basic characteristics despite certain modifications during its
long history.

Persian uses all Arabic letters plus four consonantal letters
not occurring in Arabic. The Arabic pharyngeal and certain
dental consonants are not phonemically distinct in Persian,
but are retained in all Arabic loans. Hence, there is a choice
of two or more letters for certain sounds, e.g., the phoneme
/t/ is presented by two distinct letters, /s/ by three, and /z/
by four. The long vowels /i/ and /u/ are represented by
the letter of the consonant nearest in pronunciation; thus,
the lettery represents both /y/ and /i/, andv both /v/ and
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/u/. Short vowels may be, but are usually not, represented
by diacritics. The main innovation in Persian is that short
vowels are always represented by consonant letters in final
position: final /o/ byv, and final /e/ byh.

In texts where optional diacritics are employed, virtu-
ally every phoneme of the language is unambiguously repre-
sented. In practice, however, the diacritics are omitted, which
can make the language difficult for the second language
learner. But the native speakers are quite comfortable with
the written form of Persian in learning, reading and writing.
The process of handwriting in Persian orthography is con-
sidered amazingly quick by the Tajiks of the former Soviet
Union, who write their form of Persian in the Cyrillic al-
phabet. (Note that calligraphy has remained a major form of
art and has even flourished in the last few decades.) Never-
theless, Persian orthography has been the subject of endless
pseudo-scientific arguments in the last 150 years. Romani-
sation of Persian has long been an ambition of intellectuals,
most of whom have lacked an understanding of the linguistic
issues involved.

PersiaNet will use Persian orthography as the basic form
for both searching and compiling words. It will also employ
a parallel Roman writing system as a technography to make
it easier to type the Persian word being looked up. Roman
letters are necessary because many Internet users, including
native speakers of Persian, either are not familiar with the
Persian keyboard or find it too difficult to master. Thus our
Romanisation is free of diacritic marks and is based on the
transcription of the contemporary Persian as used in Iran.
Note that the Romanisation alone would result in two major
problems: 1. Persian variants of Iran and Afghanistan (and
ultimately that of Tajikistan) are phonologically different,
particularly in their vowel systems (the differences become
unnoticed in the unifying Persian orthography). 2. Persian
in Roman symbols yields a large number of homonyms, e.g.
the pronounced form /arz/ corresponds to four written forms,
each carrying at least one meaning.

Lexicographer’s interface
As a first step towards the construction of Persian WordNet,
we have developed a web-based lexicographer’s interface.
The interface is web-based in order to be useful to lexicogra-
pher members of the PersiaNet team located in several coun-
tries around the globe. We anticipate collaboration with col-
leagues in Iran.

The PersiaNet project utilizes a single common database
for the Persian WordNet that can be accessed and shared
by every PersiaNet team member, thus eliminating depen-
dence on disparate databases, which require constant syn-
chronization. Every user will therefore have access to the
most up-to-date version of the data. To generate a single Per-
sian WordNet with a standard format and structure. At this
initial phase, the effort will be limited to Persian nouns only.
The interface will be expanded in its utility to include verbs
and adjectives in the future. The interface uses the English
WordNet 2.0 ID numbers in connection with corresponding
Persian WordNet synsets. Additionally, it should also allow

for assigning completely new synset ID numbers. Updates
to WordNet version 2.1 will be performed soon. Lexicog-
raphers will be able to enter data in both the current Per-
sian script as well as a standard Roman transcription. The
interface will be a simple user-friendly GUI which would
not require a steep learning curve. The synsets created us-
ing the PersiaNet interface will be saved in the XML format
for display with disparate software tools available for other
WordNet languages. The XML files as well as the data cre-
ated have to be in Unicode encoding to correctly display the
Persian script.

As is apparent from the Figure 1, the GUI consists of
two frames. The left frame contains the form with field
list and textboxes that are split down the center. This form
is used to allow data entry in both Persian script and
Roman transcription. The right frame is the synset structure
display area used for previewing the complete structure
of a synset data entered in the left frame, with all its
related antonyms, hypernyms, holonyms, meronyms, and
hyponyms. At this point the interface’s front-end, plus the
back-end database have been created and tested. PersiaNet
lexicographers have begun using the interface to generate
synsets and populate the Persian WordNet database. The
focus is now on increasing the number of lexicographers that
could join the project and contribute to the database, taking
advantage of the extremely easy-to-use interface.

Lexical Coverage
Synsets

Currently, work on the project is strictly on a volunteer
basis. As a result, lexical coverage is very small. The
hope is to secure funding by concentrating initially on
synsets in areas that are of interest to potential funders.
A good strategy for the future would be the one adopted
in BalkaNet (Tufis 2004), implementing BalkaNet Concept
Sets 1, 2 and 3 (BCS1, BCS2 and BCS3). BCS1 is essentially
the Base Concept Set of EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998),
while BCS2 and BCS3 are concepts (Princeton WordNet 2.0
synsets) selected on the basis of their frequency in the six
languages of the BalkaNet project. BCS1, BCS2 and BCS3
are conceptually dense, in the sense that for any concept
in the BalkanNet Concept Sets all of its hyperonyms (up
to the top of the hierarchies) are also in the BalkanNet
Concept Sets. This approach has been recently adopted by
the development team of the Danish wordnet. (We thank a
reviewer for helpful comments on this aspect.)

Domains

Like many existing Wordnets, Persian WordNet includes do-
mains. A domain is lexicalized by a synset, and is linked via
a “domain” label to all the synsets that can be said to fall
into this domain. We initially extracted the domain labels
from the Princeton WordNet. However, these domains do
not constitute an optimal set. They are on very different lev-
els of granularity (commerce, exchange) and many arguably
important domains are missing (education, chemistry). We
propose to construct a domain ontology that covers most of
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Figure 1: The Lexicographer’s Interface

the lexicon and makes the kind of “horizontal” connections
among the synsets that cannot be captured by the other, “ver-
tical” relations like hyponymy. Persian WordNet might take
advantage of the domain ontology developed for MultiWord-
Net (Magnini, 2002).

Some domains that have been worked on: sports, trans-
portation, and geography. Some specific problems with map-
ping to English have been noticed, especially lexical mis-

matches (one-to-many mappings from Persian to English
and vice versa).

Conclusion and Outlook

The work described here sets the stage for a larger-scale lex-
icographic project whose goal is a good-size database with
coverage useful for a broad spectrum of Natural Language
Applications, including crosslinguistic information retrieval,
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question-answer systems, and machine translation. Because
our work has been carried out in an informal setting and en-
tirely on a volunteer basis, lexical coverage is currently very
sparse. We are trying to secure funds that will allow us to
scale up Persian to a level comparable to other Wordnets.
The groundwork addressing the Arabic script (transcription,
a Latinizer) will facilitate the construction of Wordnets in
other languages using the script, such as the Arabic and
Urdu.
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Abstract
This paper reports the current Portuguese WordNet (Word-
Net.PT) research and development directions, which mainly
regard the enrichment of the WordNet model with event and
argument structures (section 1), the codification of cross-
part-of speech relations (section 2) and the exploitation of
WordNet.PT in concrete applications (section 3).

Introduction
WordNet.PT is being built since July 1999 at the University
of Lisbon (Centre of Linguistics) as a project of theGroup
for the Computation of Lexical and Grammatical Knowledge
(CLG).

WordNet.PT is being developed within the general ap-
proach of EuroWordNet (Vossen (1998, 1999)). Therefore,
like each wordnet in EuroWordNet, WordNet.PT has a con-
ceptual architecture structured along the lines of the Prince-
ton WordNet (Miller et al. (1990); Fellbaum (1998)).

Since the linguistic resources available for Portuguese are
not suitable enough for the purpose of building a wordnet
automatically, this project is being carried out mainly on the
basis of manual work.

Aiming at using the Portuguese WordNet in language
learning applications, among others, the starting point for
the specification of a fragment of the Portuguese lexicon,
at the first phase of the project (1999–2003), was the selec-
tion of a set of semantic domains covering concepts with
high productivity in the daily life communication. Concern-
ing lexical categories, the emphasis was on nouns. The en-
coding of language-internal relations followed a mixed top-
down/bottom-up strategy for the extension of small local
nets.

In mid 2004 a new phase of the project started, aiming at
an integrated increment of the database, concerning several
new semantic domains and all the main POS.

In order to better define the semantic domains and to
capture the corresponding relevant concepts, at first we
have treated semantic domains separately, as exhaustively as
possible.

This methodology has led us to build semantic domain
oriented wordnets. Such approach has made apparent the
need for enriching the WordNet model with event and ar-
gument structures information, as described in section 1,
and for encoding new relations, in particular cross-part-of-
speech relations, referred to in section 2. The coherence of

the results is evaluated on the basis of using WordNet.PT
in Language Engineering (LE) applications. Section 3 de-
scribes a Question-Answer (QA) system prototype that uses
WordNet.PT as a knowledge base (KB). We conclude this
report with a few concluding remarks.

1 Enriching the WordNet model with event
and argument structure information

Basic research, in particular on verbs of movement (Amaro
(2005a, 2005b)), has rendered evident the need for enriching
the WordNet lexical entries with qualia information. The in-
corporation of qualia information into the lexical entries to-
gether with the assumption of a qualia unification operation
makes it possible to predict co-troponyms co-occurrence re-
strictions and to deal with non-exclusive co-hyponyms (see
Mendes & Chaves (2001) for nouns).

Moreover, a decompositional approach of troponymy tak-
ing into account argument structure and Aktionsart seems to
have strong motivation.

Research carried out on resultative predicates, on the
other hand, has made it apparent that certain verbs, although
denoting a final state, do not include in their denotation the
set of content properties of the final state, as it is the case of
tornar (“make”). This informational gap has to be filled with
a resultative expression to avoid ungrammaticality. Thus,
such verbs are conceptually deficitary (cf. Marrafa 2004 and
2005). Since concepts are the basic unit of WordNets, their
descriptive adequacy cannot be preserved if concepts are not
fully represented.

Besides the facts pointed out, a deeper analysis on these
and other issues is being carried out, in order to provide an
integrated approach on this matter.

2 Encoding cross-part-of-speech relations

Extending WordNet.PT to all the main POS has involved a
revision of certain commonly used relations and the specifi-
cation of several cross-part-of-speech relations.

With regard to adjectives, for instance, instead of being
linked amongst themselves by a similarity relation, all ad-
jectives modifying the same attribute are linked to the noun
that lexicalizes this attribute. This way we obtain the cluster
effect, argued by Fellbaum et al. (1993) and Miller (1998) to
be the basis of the organization of adjectives, without having
to encode it directly in the network (Mendes (2005)).
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Concerning conceptual opposition, it seems that it does
not have to be explicitly encoded, as well, since it is possible
to make it emerge from the combination ofsynonymyand
antonymyrelations (Mendes op. cit).

Unlike other wordnets, WordNet.PT encodes all adjec-
tives in the same file, avoiding having to decide beforehand
whether an adjective is relational or descriptive, for instance.
Rather, membership to these classes emerges from the rela-
tions expressed in the database.

A new relation encodes salient characteristics of nouns
expressed by adjectival expressions:is a characteristic of/
has as a characteristic. Despite the fact that we can object
the status of this relation is not clear, concerning the lexical
knowledge, it regards crucial information for many wordnet-
based applications, namely those using inference systems.

Just to give a last example, a telic state relation is also
created to encode the relation between resultative verbs that
incorporate the telic (final) state and the adjectives that
express it (e.g.entristecer/triste (“make_sad”/“sad”)).

3 Using WordNet.PT in LE applications
Exploratory work aiming at the evaluation of WordNet.PT
contents for LE applications purposes has been carried out.
In this context, a wordnet-based QA system prototype (IN-
QUER) has been built (Marrafa et al. (2004)). INQUER
allows users to interact with the WordNet.PT database by
means of a natural language interface. This system is not
constrained to template queries. It rather provides a natu-
ral language interface that allows a user-friendly interaction
with WordNet.PT through natural language questions. Direct
natural language answers are given to the user’s questions by
applying inference and information extraction mechanisms.
A syntactic-semantic analyzer is applied, not only to ana-
lyze the question but also to build a first-order logic semantic
representation. Inference and information extraction mecha-
nisms are then applied (on the fly) to extract the relevant
information from the KB. In a last step, a natural language
answer is generated, based both on the representation of the
question and on the information extracted.

INQUER does not rely on the probabilistic extraction
of answers from large collections of text. Instead, it uses
WordNet.PT both as a lexical database required to analyze
questions and generate natural language answers and as a
semantic knowledge base required to obtain the requested
information via an inference engine.

For now, the inference engine mainly involves ISA and
part/whole relations and glosses as informal definitions.
Nevertheless, its extension to deal with more complex ques-
tions should take into account other semantic relations and
the internal analysis of glosses.

Final remarks
As pointed out, at the current stage WordNet.PT is being
developed in an integrated approach that provides a very
fine-grained characterization of lexical meaning. On the
other hand, the results are being evaluated in concrete
applications. This way, both meaning modelling motivation

and usefulness for Computational Linguistics and Language
Engineering purposes are guaranteed.
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Abstract
Automatic text classification is an area that has re-
ceived a great deal of attention in recent research
due to current growth of Internet, which has re-
sulted in huge amount of information that has be-
come a challenge to access efficiently. This paper
describes an experimental result on how to create
an automatic efficient and effective tool that is able
to classify large documents quickly. Our method is
built on lexical chain of linking significant words
that are about a particular topic with the help of
hypernym relation in WordNet. We have tested
for the Indian language Sanskrit using Sanskrit-
Net and also extracting and scoring lexical chain
considering with necessary design decisions.

Introduction
Automatic text classification has received a great
deal of attention in recent research due to the rapid
growth of the Internet to access information effec-
tively. This is to develop a computationally effi-
cient system to create the required text automati-
cally. Classification of document has been viewed
as a two-step process. The first step is the extrac-
tion of important concepts from the source text by
building an intermediate representation of some
sort. The second step uses this intermediate repre-
sentation to generate a summary. In the research
presented here, we concentrate on the 1st step
of the classification process and follow Barzilay
and Elhadad (1997) in employing lexical chains to
extract important concepts from a document. We
present a linear-time algorithm for lexical chain
computation and offer an evaluation, which indi-
cates that such chains are a promising avenue of
study as an intermediate representation in the clas-
sification process.

In this paper we present a computationally effi-
cient method based on lexical chain using OriNet

and SanskritNet taxonomy (S. Mohanty, 2002).
The resulting lexical chains are a means of identi-
fying cohesive regions in a text, with applications
in many natural language processing tasks, includ-
ing text classification.

1 Algorithm for Building Lexical Chain

To extract lexical chains from a source document
using the semantic network of WordNet, we have
done an interpretation as a mapping of noun in-
stances to specific senses, and further, of these
senses to specific lexical chains. Each unique map-
ping is a particular “way of interpreting” the doc-
ument, and the collection of all possible mapping
senses all of the interpretations possible. In order
to compute lexical chains in linear time, instead of
computing every interpretation of a source docu-
ment as Barzilay and Elhadad did, a structure that
implicitly stores every interpretation without actu-
ally creating it, thus keeping both the space and
time usage of the program linear is created. Next
the method for finding that interpretation which is
best from within this representation is developed.
As was the case with Barzilay and Elhadad, one
has to rely on WordNet to provide sense possibil-
ities for, and semantic relations among, word in-
stances in the document. The lexical chain build-
ing process with the following steps.

1. Initialised set of Synset-ID as choice of do-
main name.

2. Tag the source document using POS Tagger
and Morphological Analyser (S. Mohanty et
al., 2004).

3. Select a set of candidate words with number
of occurrence in the document. (Here we
consider nominal word is the only candidate
word).
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4. For each candidate word in the source docu-
ment, generate synset-chain of each sense by
looking up synonym and hypernym relations
in the WordNet. This information is stored in
an array indexed on the Synset-ID of the word
from WordNet for constant time retrieval.

5. Generate the semantic tree and select the best
synset-chain and the nodes (Synset-ID) of
domain name which score will be affected
most greatly by removing this node from it.

2 Experimental Result on the Sanskrit
Document

Let us demonstrate the lexical chain procedure
on the following paragraph in Sanskrit language.
The italic words are nominal words known as
candidate word retained to generate lexical chain.

2.1 Algorithm To Find the Appropriate Concept from
a Text

1. The given text is stored in a text file.

2. Frequency of the nouns occurring in the text
are identified and stored.

3. The lexical chain of each of these nouns are
calculated with the help of WordNet and are
stored as a list.

4. The leaf nodes with higher frequencies are
considered in terms of their lexical chains.

5. Nodes with higher frequencies are matched
through their lexical chains to find the con-
cept.

6. The node with the capacity of accommodating
the highest number

of leaf nodes provides the concept of the particular
text.
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the text. Here we can see that the concept 
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the same concept i.e Visual Mobile 
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3 Conclusion 
We have outlined an eff icient, linear-time 
algorithm for computing lexical chains of 
Sanskrit language as an intermediate 
representation for automatic machine text 
classification. The benefit of this algorithm 
is its abilit y to compute lexical chains in 
documents significantly larger than could 
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implementation. Thus, our algorithm makes 
lexical chains a computationally feasible 
intermediate representation for 
classification.  
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The Sanskrit Text 
 
j� �N�(´��� 9�s��� ^�v�[�x6�� ^� �O�vl���� |��Y�[���[�� ��M�� j�[��{l��^�x���^��,�K��� �[�v�|��[L�� � j�[��{l���
0� � ¦À� �L�{C¸�L�� � ^�x���^��,�K��� v�[�¦� �L�{C¸�[L�� _�Ll�¦(´�|j�[��� 9��v�x�p¼�p¦¼� 9��v��Lj��� ��|L��
9��v��Lj�[����[l���[��j��9��v�[�j���v� ,��s�L��[��j��^��9��v�[�j�����|L��%L�¦�|�9��v������L��(´Ol�[L�¦�
 
Table-1: Candidate word with synset-ID and frequency of Sanskrit nouns. 
 

Candidate 
Word 

Root Word Synset-ID Freq of  word in  text 

j� �N�(´�� j� �N�(´�� 233,234 1 
^�v�[�x6�� ^�v�[�� 249 1 
^� �O�vl���� ^� �O�v��� 236 1 
^�x��� ^�x���� 258,260,263 2 
^��,�K��� ^��,�� 264,266 2 
|��Y�[���[�� ������������|��Y�[�j��� 250,251,253 1 
j�[��{l�� j�[��{l�� 255 2 
0� �¦À� ������0� ��À� 268,272 1 

� 9��v�� � 9��v�� 259,277,279 1 
x�p¼�p¦¼�À� x�p¼�p�¼� 251,281,282 1 
9��v�«Lj��� 9��v��Lj��� 279 1 
v� ,�� v� ,��� 289 1 

s�L��[��j��^�� s�L��� 291,292 1 
9��v�[�j��� 9��v�[�j��� 232,284,286 2 
|�9��v���� |�9��v��� 259 1 
v�[�¦� v�[��� 232,274,276 1 
9�s��� 9�s��� 231,232,245 1 

 
 
 
Table-4:  Lexical Chain of the words of Sanskrit nouns. 
 

 
Synset-ID 

ai 

233 233Æ235Æ236Æ237Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ
242Æ304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 

j� �N�(´��
234 234Æ235Æ236Æ237Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ

242Æ304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
231 231Æ244Æ237Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ242Æ304Æ 

303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
232 232Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ242Æ304Æ303Æ302Æ 

300Æ243Æ100 

9�s�� 

245 245Æ246Æ247Æ248Æ100 
^�v�[�� 249 249Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ242Æ304Æ303Æ

302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
260 260Æ261Æ262Æ301Æ243Æ100 ^�x�� 
263 263Æ256Æ257Æ258Æ259Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 

Lexical Chain Word 
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264 264Æ265Æ257Æ258Æ259Æ304Æ303Æ302Æ 
300Æ243Æ100 

^��,� 
266 266Æ267Æ253Æ254Æ242Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
|��Y�[�j�� 251 251Æ252Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ242Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
j�[��{l�� 255 255Æ256Æ257Æ258Æ259Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
268 268Æ254Æ242Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
0� ��À 

272 272Æ273Æ100 
277 277Æ278Æ273Æ100 9��v� 
279 279Æ280Æ262Æ301Æ243Æ100 

x�p¼�p� 282 282Æ283Æ281Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ242Æ 
304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 

v� ,��� 289 289Æ290Æ259Æ 
304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 

291 291Æ290Æ259Æ 
304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 

s�L�� 
292 292Æ293Æ250Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ242Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
232 232Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ242Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
284 284Æ285Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ242Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 

9��v�[�j�� 

286 286Æ287Æ288Æ250Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ242Æ 
304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 

|�9��v��� 259 259Æ304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
274 274Æ275Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ242Æ 

304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
v�[�� 

275 275Æ238Æ239Æ240Æ241Æ254Æ242Æ 
304Æ303Æ302Æ300Æ243Æ100 
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Abstract
In this paper, we present the new wordnet development tool
called DEBVisDic. It is built on the recently developed plat-
form for client-server XML databases, called DEBII . This
platform is able to cover many possible applications, from
which we concentrate on the new, complete reimplementa-
tion of one of the most-spread wordnet editor and browser –
VisDic.

We argue for the benefits the new DEBII platform brings
to wordnet editing and to XML databases in general. In
the paper, we describe the state of the implementation,
the insides and interfaces of the DEBVisDic tool. We also
discuss its functionality and some distinctions in comparison
with other dictionary writing systems.

1 Introduction
The original wordnet, Princeton WordNet, is one of the
most popular lexical resources in the NLP field [Fellbaum,
1998]. It was followed by multilingual EuroWordNet 1,
2 projects (1998-99) [Eur, ] and Balkanet project (2001-
4) [Bal, ] in which the wordnets for 13 languages have been
developed (English, Dutch, Italian, Spanish, French, Ger-
man, Czech, Estonian, Bulgarian, Greek, Romanian, Ser-
bian and Turkish). In the course of this work the soft-
ware tools for browsing and editing wordnets have been de-
signed and implemented, without whose the job could hardly
have been performed. The first browser developed at Prince-
ton is still used there and can be found athttp://www.
cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/ or http://charity.
princeton.edu, within the EuroWordNet project the Po-
laris (and Periscope) tools have been implemented and
used [M., 1998].

For Balkanet project the browser and editor VisDic
(works both on Windows and Linux platform and can be
downloaded from the pagehttp://nlp.fi.muni.cz/
projects/visdic/) has been prepared at the NLP Labo-
ratory at the Faculty of Informatics Masaryk University [Horák
and Smrž, 2003] since the development of the Polaris tool
has been closed by 1999.

In comparison with the previous tools VisDic exploits
XML data format thus making the wordnet-like databases
more standard and exchangeable. Not only that, thanks to
the XML data format used and to its dictionary specific con-
figurability VisDic can serve for developing various types

of dictionaries, i.e. monolingual, translational, thesauri and
multilingually linked wordnet-like databases. The experi-
ence with the VisDic tool during Balkanet project has been
positive [Horák and Smrž, 2004] and it was used as the main
tool with which all Balkanet wordnets were developed.

VisDic, however, has its disadvantages, particularly it is
not based on the client/server architecture and it does not
allow to associate various attributes with literals and handle
the links between them. It can work with links only between
synsets which is a limiting feature for enriching wordnets
with various sorts of information, e.g. in Czech with word
derivation relations existing within one part of speech as well
as across them.

The experience with VisDic has led us to more systematic
research into the usage of XML data formats within the field
of the computational lexicography. In parallel, we also pay
attention to the relations between wordnets and Semantic
Web. This interest gives us a strong motivation for studying
the properties of the XML data formats and tools for working
with them.

Thus we set as our task to design and implement a more
universal dictionary writing system that could be exploited
in various lexicographic applications to build large lexical
databases. The system has been called Dictionary Editor
and Browser (further DEB) [Smrž and Povolný, 2003] and
its final version named DEBII will be used as a main tool
for development of the Czech Lexical Database in close
cooperation with the Institute of Czech Language, Czech
Academy of Sciences, Prague. The design of the DEB allows
us to modify it also for building wordnet-like databases. In
this paper we are pleased to present the first results of this
effort, i.e. the new tool for browsing and editing wordnet-
like databases called DEBVisDic, a successor of VisDic.

During EuroWordNet projects another tool for WordNet
editing has been developed in Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya, the tool named Web EuroWordNet Interface,
WEI [Benítez et al., 1998]. This tool allows to edit wordnets
with the CGI-script interface, which means that all the data is
processed only on the server and users work with thin clients
capable of HTML web browsing. All the data is stored in
miniSQL database which is used as a direct storage place
for the original XML data. Setting aside the fact that the
WEI project seems finished further development in 2000,
in comparison with the WEI tool, the presented DEBII
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platform has several advantages. Thanks to the underlying
Mozilla engine, the DEBII platform is very strictly based
on current W3C standards (XML, RDF, XUL, . . . ) and its
design keeps strict separation of application layout and code.
The client-server communication in DEB is based on firmly
set standards (HTTP and SOAP). Last but not least, the DEB
clients are not pure thin clients, thus making it possible to
speed up the user interaction in offline processing.

2 The DEB Development Platform

The DEB platform (DEBII , i.e. its second version) follows
a strict client-server architecture. The actual development of
applications within the DEB platform can be divided into the
server part (the server side functionality) and the client part
(graphical interfaces with only simple functionality). The
server part is built from small parts, calledservlets, which
allows a modular composition of all services.

The clients communicate with servlets using HTTP re-
quests in a manner similar to recently popular concept in web
development called AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and
XML [Rosenfeld and Morville, 1998]) or using the SOAP
protocol [soa, ]. The data are transported (using plain HTTP)
in RDF, generic XML or plain-text formats or are marshalled
using SOAP.

The actual data storage backend on the server side is
provided by Berkeley DB XML, which is a native XML
database providing XPath and XQuery access into a set of
document containers. The metadata are stored in widely-
used Berkeley DB embedded database which runs on many
system and devices ranging from Linux and Windows oper-
ating systems to mobile phones. Berkeley DB XML comes
in form of a C++ library with interfaces to many scripting
languages.

Since the client applications are mostly oriented to the
graphical user interfaces (GUI), we have decided to adopt the
concepts of the Mozilla Development Platform [Oeschger,
2002]. The Mozilla platform provides a complete set of
tools for software development. Firefox web browser is
one of the many applications created using this platform.
Other applications include Mozilla Thunderbird mail client,
Netscape web browser, Komodo integrated development
environment or Nvu web page editor.

The Mozilla Cross Platform Engine provides a clear sepa-
ration between application logic and definition, presentation
and language-specific texts. The application design is sim-
ple and allows the possibility of concurrent work of different
team members which leads to saving time.

Mozilla platform is open source free software which en-
sures that it will stay free and its development will continue.
Every new major version adds more features and possibili-
ties. Also, thanks to open source design, there’s large number
of free extensions of existing applications or the platform it-
self. Mozilla developers pay very much attention to security
and the bugs are usually fixed very quickly.

Applications built on the Mozilla platform are working
within many operating systems, actually any OS on which

Mozilla runs (i.e. officially Windows, Linux, and Mac OS
X, unofficially many others).

The main “programming language” used for the GUI de-
sign of the DEB clients is called XUL (XML User-interface
Language, pronounced “zool”). XUL is a user interface de-
scription language based on XML. It allows relatively sim-
ple creation of cross platform applications with possibility
of easy customization of design, texts and localization. XUL
itself is aimed only on creation of user interface, e.g. win-
dows, buttons or toolbars, but it incorporates wide range of
standardized technologies.

2.1 The DEB Server Side

The server side of DEB is implemented in the program-
ming language called Ruby. Ruby (originating in Japan) is
an object-oriented, interpreted programming language with
week type checking. The DEB server uses also various ad-
ditional libraries, both pure Ruby and interfaces to C/C++
libraries.

The DEB server suite runs on Linux, currently it is tested
with Ubuntu Hoary on x86 and AMD64 architectures, but
it should generally run on any recent UNIX-based system
(including Mac OS X).

2.2 Usage Variability – Current DEB Clients

The DEB clients are written in XUL and JavaScript and
integrate with Mozilla Firefox web browser. This allows
the developers to use both Mozilla’s user interface engine
and its HTML/XHTML rendering engine as well as built-
in components for interaction with filesystem on client
computers, XPath interpreter, RDF processor etc.

The particular DEB clients that are currently being imple-
mented within the DEB platform include:

• DEBVisDic – new version of wordnet editor and
browser, see the Section 3,

• DEBDICT – general dictionary browser. This simple
DEB client demonstrates several basic functions of the
system:

– multilingual user interface (English, Czech, other
can be easily added)

– queries to several XML dictionaries (with different
underlying structure) with the result displayed with
the use of XSLT transformations

– connection to a morphological analyzer
– connection to an external website (Google, An-

swers.com)
– connection to a geographical information system

(display of geographical data directly on their po-
sitions within a cartographic map)

• Czech Onomastic Dictionary – newly prepared dictio-
nary of Czech proper names and their origins

• PRALED – new Prague Lexical Database of Czech

3 DEBVisDic Functionality
DEBVisDic is one of the clients that are built on the DEB
platform. The first step of the DEBVisDic development lies
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in reimplementation of the VisDic wordnet editor within this
platform, which is then followed by easy extending of the
tool with new features for supporting the linguistic work on
wordnets.

3.1 Assets of the DEB Platform

The DEB platform is based on client-server architecture,
which brings along a lot of benefits. All the data are stored
on the server and considerable part of functionality is also
implemented on the server, while the client application can
be very lightweight.

This approach provides very good tools for team coop-
eration; data modifications are immediately seen by all the
users. Server also provides authentication and authorization
tools.

One of the main benefits of developing DEBVisDic on the
DEB platform is the homogeneity of the data structure and
presentation. If the wordnet administrator commits a change
in the data presentation, this change will automatically
appear in each client software. And of course, any data flaws
discovered can be instantly corrected, there is no need to
change the client software or provide new data files to each
client.

Of course, a drawback of the client-server architecture is
that an operating server is necessary for a fully functional
application. However, in special situations, the server can be
installed within a local environment, or for the possibility
of simple offline wordnet editing, the client may work in
a degraded manner without the instant connection to the
server.

3.2 Functionality of DEBVisDic

DEBVisDic uses new versatile interface (see the Figure 1
that allows the user to arrange the work without any limita-
tions. Of course, DEBVisDic contains all the main features
that were present in VisDic:

• multiple views of multiple wordnets

• freely defined text views

• synset editing

• hypero-hyponymic tree

• query result lists

• plain XML view of a synset

• synchronization

• inter-dictionary linking

• tree browsing

• consistency checks

• journaling

• user configuration

With the help of the DEB platform reusability, DEBVisDic
will be supplemented with many new features that are
currently accessible only as separate tools or resources. This
functionality includes:

• connection to a morphological analyzer (for languages,
where it is available)

• connection to language corpora, including Word
Sketches statistics

• access to any electronic dictionaries stored within the
DEB server

• searching for literals within encyclopedic web sites

• and many others

4 Conclusions and Future Directions
We have described the DEB implementation platform and
the main features of the DEBVisDic, the successor of Vis-
Dic. The DEB platform consequently uses the client/server
architecture and offers several different clients allowing to
perform various lexicographic tasks. The relevant features
of the DEB platform are high modularity and configurabil-
ity. Thanks to them, the DEB platform represents a versatile
base, on which the individual and powerful dictionary writ-
ing tools (clients) can be implemented.

VisDic, during its not so long history, proved its useful-
ness and contributed to the wordnet-like databases creation
especially within Balkanet project. We have shown that DE-
BVisDic as its successor retains its functionality and adds
new functions that will allow the lexicographers and re-
searchers to create new high quality lexical resources with-
out which further progress in the NLP field can hardly take
place.

In the close future we will release DEBVisDic for the
testing, and in particular, we are going to cooperate in
this respect with the Tuebingen University (C. Kunze and
L. Lemnitzer, Germanet)

The development of DEBVisDic is also related to current
Semantic Web projects, in particular we will use the tool
for building ontologies covering various domains (one of
the candidates is oncology). In this connection we have to
mention the tool VisualBrowser [Zuzana, 2005] developed
at the NLP Laboratory FI MU which converts wordnet-like
databases stored in DEBVisDic XML data format into RDF
notation for natural presentation of the semantic network.
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Abstract
This paper describes a recently initiated wordnet project for
Danish called DanNet. The project is a collaborate project
between a university institution and a literary and linguistic
society.

Introduction
In 2003 and 2004, two official Danish reports forcefully un-
derlined the need for a lexical-semantic wordnet for Dan-
ish. The reports coincided with the conclusion of two Dan-
ish projects, a large corpus-based paper dictionary of mod-
ern Danish (Den Danske Ordbog, henceforth DDO) and
a computational semantic lexicon for Danish comprising
descriptions of 10,000 concepts in the so-called SIMPLE
model (Semantic Information for Multifunctional, Plurilin-
gual Lexica, cf. Lenci et al. (2001), Pedersen & Paggio
(2004), henceforth SIMPLE-DK). Altogether, these contri-
butions convinced The Danish Research Councils that the
time had finally come to support the construction of a Dan-
ish WordNet project, DanNet, with a grant of DKK 3m.

1 Background
DanNet is a collaborative project between a research institu-
tion, Center for Sprogteknologi, University of Copenhagen,
and a literary and linguistic society, Det Danske Sprog- og
Litteraturselskab under The Danish Ministry of Culture.

The plan is to exploit the DDO and SIMPLE-DK re-
sources by automatically extracting and thereafter manually
adjusting the genus

proximum information as well as other central seman-
tic relations such as part-of relations, purpose relations and
antonymy relations. From SIMPLE the ontological affilia-
tion of the concepts can also be semi-automatically trans-
ferred to DanNet, especially with regard to concrete enti-
ties where the ontological frameworks of EuroWordNet and
SIMPLE are more or less directly compatible. Former stud-
ies of the semi-automatic construction of wordnets on the
basis of existing dictionaries are not all entirely optimistic
(cf. among others Rigau & Aguirre (2002) and Véronis &
Ide (1994)). However, as our starting points are rather elabo-
rate and pre-adjusted for a consistent taxonomic description
of the vocabulary, we believe that a re-exploitation strategy
is definitely worth pursuing. Being corpus-based DDO also
largely reflects sense distinctions that can be substantially

verified in the corpus. Asmussen (2004) describes a statisti-
cally based method for extracting not only genus proximum
(which from the beginning has been encoded in a separate,
extractable data field), but also differentiating features from
the definition field.

2 Coverage
The project is planned to run from 2005 through 2007, in
which period the plan is to achieve a wordnet of approx.
40,000 concepts. The EuroWordNet base concepts will pro-
vide the starting point for the encoding, but apart from these,
frequency will play the most important role. Since DanNet
will contain only a subset of DDO (which includes approx.
100,000 sense descriptions and collocations), frequency will
constitute the central criterion for extraction. Senses in DDO
with a frequency below a certain threshold will therefore be
discarded unless they are considered to play an important
conceptual role in the taxonomy. The final distribution on
word classes is not determined beforehand, but obviously
nouns will constitute the largest represented word class by
far.

3 Encoding tool
When applying a strategy of substantial re-exploitation of
existing lexicographical data, the structure of the encoding
tools becomes a very important efficiency parameter. We
are developing an encoding tool that directly incorporates
and makes immediately available the data from our existing
resources, DDO and SIMPLE-DK. This approach implies
that we cannot directly take over existing wordnet encoding
tools like VisDic. Instead, we are developing a user interface
on a MySql database. We are experimenting with different
extraction methods, e.g. statistical significance tests of the
definitions provided in DDO such as mutual information, in
order to determine the most helpful and most reliable ones.

4 Further research aspects
The project encompasses several research aims, the most
central one being an examination of the ontological status
of the vocabulary. First of all, with the experiments of the
SIMPLE project behind us, the result of which contains
very granular semantic information, we generally see the
need to reconsider the wordnet framework in several respects
especially regarding non-concrete concepts, i.e. 2nd and
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3rd order entities according to Lyons. Not surprisingly,
definitions of concrete entities in DDO seem more or less
directly reusable, whereas non-concrete entities, in particular
abstract entities, are much harder – if at all possible –
to organise semi-automatically in a consistent taxonomical
structure. We also need to study further whether part of
the template information from SIMPLE can be taken over
in DanNet without conflicting with the general structure of
EuroWordNet. In other words, we strive towards a more
guided, template-driven encoding than what is presented in
EuroWordNet (Vossen (2005)). For both models, SIMPLE
and EuroWordNet, it is the case that 3rd order entities
are described in a rather coarse-grained and rudimentary
fashion. It is an additional aim of DanNet to examine
this ontological category further partly on the basis of the
definitional inventory provided by the DDO definitions –
which to a large extent reflect the usage of the concepts
in context – and partly from a more theoretical, formal
ontological perspective.
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The main task of the EU funded eContent project LOIS1

(Lexical Ontologies for legal Information Sharing) is the de-
velopment and connection of 6 legal WordNets based on the
EuroWordNet (EWN) framework (Vossen et al, 1997). Us-
ing the EWN framework assures compatibility of the LOIS
WordNets with EWN, allowing them to function as an ex-
tension of EWN for the legal domain. Ten partners from six
European countries (seven universities/research centres and
three enterprises) participate in this project. Within the ap-
proved project duration of 24 months, around 5000 synsets
will be localized for each language involved. The LOIS
project primarily aims at providing easy mono- and multi-
lingual access to European legal databases for legal experts
as well as for laymen. Further research will focus on im-
proved techniques for information retrieval, on providing
standards for the representation of legal documents, on the
commercial use of public sector information, on showcase
applications for test and demonstration purposes, and on
product placement for integration of the result into commer-
cial applications. To reach this goal, WordNets of six differ-
ent languages (Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, German, Czech,
English) will be localized and cross-linked through an un-
structured inter-lingual index (ILI).

The existing Italian legal WordNet ‘JurWordNet’ (JWN)
(Gangemi et al. 2003), which was developed as an extension
of the Italian EWN, provides the basis for the LOIS lexical
database (the first module of the LOIS database). Further-
more, the Italian JWN is used as the ILI to map the different
WordNets. Before the start of manual localization, an auto-
matic intersection of the 1695 synsets of the Italian JWN
with EuroDicAutom2 was made. Subsequently, a mapping
was created between the English result list of 579 literals
and the Princeton WordNet 1.6. The WordNet structures of
the different WordNets have been established analogously to
the Italian JWN. Up till the present moment, the manual revi-
sion, adding of definitions, and integration have been going
on.

The legislative database (the second module of the LOIS
database) is based on legal definitions extracted from EU
sources and, for the sub-domain consumer protection law,
also from the national transformations and other relevant na-
tional provisions. For this purpose, a tool was developed to

1Seehttp://www.loisproject.org/
2Seehttp://europa.eu.int/eurodicautom/

extract legal definitions from European directives. Defini-
tions of different language versions have been automatically
connected and national implementation measures are being
added manually. As a result of the distinction of a lexical
database and a legislative database, two different types of
concepts are represented within LOIS:lexical concepts, des-
ignated by terms and the lexical meanings assigned to them,
andlegal concepts, designated by terms and their definitions
from legal documents.

Regarding language internal relations, the complete set
of EWN relations is available, but primarily the lexical re-
lations (near-)synonymy and the taxonomic relations hy-
ponymy/hyperonymy are used. Equivalence relations be-
tween synsets in each language are made explicit in the ILI,
whereas each synset in monolingual WordNets has – either
directly or indirectly by related synsets – at least one equiv-
alence relation with an ILI-record. For demonstration pur-
poses, the sub-domain of consumer protection law will be
further structured with other WordNet relations.

Figure 1 shows a schematic presentation of the modular
LOIS architecture, with the Italian legal database (IT) as ex-
ample. The main LOIS module is the National Legal Word-
Net. This is composed of lexical and legal concepts. The first
type consists of lexical concept representations. The second
type covers legal terminology. These occur in national legis-
lation, and therefore, they are part of the National Legal WN
(NC2 in Figure 1), and in EU legislation (NC1 in Figure 1),
in which case they are, because of their pan-European char-
acter, part of the National Legal WN on the one hand, and
the ILI on the other. Each National Legal WordNet concept
representation has a number of information fields associated
with it. These provide information on e.g., language, orthog-
raphy, definition and associated field of law. Any of these
National Legal WordNet concept representations present in
language specific synsets (LSS in Figure 1) of the corre-
sponding EWN language components are linked to these
synsets by means of plug-in relations (Magnini and Sper-
anza 2001).

All National Legal WordNet concept representations are
linked into the Inter-Lingual-Index by means of equivalence
relations. Furthermore, an ‘implemented as’ relation has
been introduced to indicate the link between EU concept
representations and their nation-specific implementations.
The Legal Document Index contains keys into national
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Figure 1: The LOIS database lay-out

and European legislative texts in which the legal terms
are explicitly used and defined. Currently, we anticipate
to establish a consolidated legislative database, comprising
current (thus, no historical) versions of statutes. Each legal
document (LD in Figure 1) has a number of information
slots associated with it that further specify its nature. The
main information is provided by the identity number that is
taken from the CELEX database3 for EU documents, and
local categorizations for national documents.

Overall, the LOIS architecture will allow users to investi-
gate a wide range of legal issues, such as:

• multiple senses of terms, due to different legislative
sources;

• differences between definitions of concepts in EU and
national legislation through theimplemented_asrela-
tion;

• relations between EU and national legislative docu-
ments through theimplemented_inrelation;

• comparisons of national legal systems;

3Seehttp://europa.eu.int/celex/htm/celex_en.htm.

• lexical definitions of concepts, if no terminological
definition is given;

• comparisons betweencommon language meaning and
terminological legal meaning through available plug-in
links.
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Abstract
This paper deals with lexical resources applied for opinion
mining – the identification and extraction of opinions from
free texts. Opinion mining comprises the segmentation of
documents, passages, sentences, or phrases to objective
(factual) and subjective parts, and the evaluation of the
subjective attitude toward a given fact. We briefly introduce
an automatic system that was designed to crawl various
information sources available on the Web – newspapers,
Internet blogs and forums – to collect and identify different
opinions on a given topic and to report diversity of opinions
across languages and countries. A special attention is paid to
linguistic resources used, especially to wordnet extensions
that play a crucial role in the identification of subjective
expressions.

Introduction
Subjectivity identification is one of the hot topics of the cur-
rent text analysis research. Its popularity is driven by the
expectation that information retrieval and extraction, tradi-
tionally focused on the subject matter (factual content) of
text, could also provide appropriate methods for distinguish-
ing between factual and non-factual information, extracting
the subjective part of the data and report and/or summarize
different viewpoints. Such a solution would become a basis
for many natural-language processing applications – attitude
and feeling trackers in the news and other on-line informa-
tion sources, multi-document summarization, intelligent in-
formation extraction, multi-perspective question answering
etc.

The ultimate goal of our work is ambitious – to design
and develop a system that will analyse various information
sources – news streams, Internet blogs and forums – in sev-
eral countries (languages), to identify and collect opinion-
ated texts, and report the diversity of the opinions on the
same issue across countries and languages. The system will
be available both in the form of a professional application
and in the form of web services open to the public.

1 Design of the system
The figure on the following page shows the architecture of
the system. The proposed schema of the interaction with
the system is as follows: A user formulates a query in a
particular language and enters it through a web interface in

his/her language. Very simple processing is performed that
identifies the main focus (topic) of the query and region(s)
of the interest.

Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) is launched
next. It takes advantage of the freely available web transla-
tional engines and bilingual dictionaries to search the web
for documents relevant to the given topic.

Topic crawler extracts relevant documents from the Inter-
net. They take advantage of the standard web search engines
such as Google, Yahoo, etc., as well as specialized informa-
tion sources accessible by means of RSS, Atom and other
relevant protocols.

The language of the retrieved documents determines the
next processing steps. Language analyzers are provided for
the focused languages. This part of the system needs a
special attention. Currently, the analyzers are available for
a limited number of languages. For Czech all the analyzer
components are at our disposal (the anaphora resolution
module is rather rudimentary). Most of the modules are
prepared for English and Russian.

The control module – Opinion analyzer – combines the re-
sults of the language analysis with the defined/extracted pro-
files and produces the final results. The component consults
the identified sources of the opinion and filters information
based on the user requirements (e.g. summarizes just the di-
rect opinions and ignores all mediated ones). To extract the
correct part of the relevant document, opinion analyzer puts
into play the database of the subjective and objective pat-
terns. The creation of the resource is discussed in the next
section.

2 Using WordNet for subjectivity clue mining

It has been shown earlier (Riloff et al. (2003)) that the
clues of subjectivity can be learned automatically from
relevant corpora. However, it is not easy to get hold of such
resources, especially in the multilingual environment we aim
at. Document-level systems can take advantage of reviews,
editorials, etc. available on the Internet. Phrase-level systems
need either a large annotated corpus which is very difficult
to obtain for several languages, or a comprehensive list of
seed words that can initialize the learning process. We have
chosen the second alternative for our work. The availability
of the English wordnet that covers the entire core lexicon
needed for our experiments as well as the wordnets for other
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languages that can be linked to the English one provided the
basis for the multilingual subjectivity clue mining.

We have started with a short list of English words de-
scribing cognitive states, attitudes and feelings. The synsets
containing the words were selected from Princeton WordNet
2.1. If a sense of the given word was not relevant for our
task, the synset had been manually eliminated from the fu-
ture processing. Next, we explored hypernyms of the identi-
fied synsets. A simple statistics helped us to determine where
it is appropriate to generalize given synsets and include the
hypernym and all the co-hyponyms to our list as well.

Other wordnet relations needed more attention. Inspired
by Strapparava and Valitutti (2004) and Grefenstette et al.
(2004), we examined each particular relation whether it is
subjectivity sensitive, i.e., if two synsets are related to each

other and one of them is in our current list of subjectivity
clues, the second should be considered too. Analysing the
existing list (what are the most frequent relations between
the words that are initially in it), we identified antonymy,
similarity, see-also and attribute as the most reliable ones.
Antonymy changes the polarity (positive vs. negative) of the
clue (in most cases), similarity usually modifies the intensity
of the clue (strong vs. weak). The characteristics of the
words obtained from the other relations were set manually.

The existing wordnets (if available) and bilingual dictio-
naries were applied in the next step. The list of English seed
words acquired by the procedure given above was automat-
ically converted to the other languages and the subjectiv-
ity characteristics (polarity and intensity) were transferred
as well. Of course, there are cases where such an automatic
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approach generates errors (in a particular language the trans-
lation of an English word cannot be used in a subjective ex-
pression). However, as the list is taken as a seed lexicon in
the next processing only, no special care is given to this sit-
uation.

3 Conclusions and future directions
The multilingual subjectivity clue-mining system described
in the previous section is a crucial component of the opinion
mining system we are working on. The Princeton wordnet
as well as national wordnets available for the particular
languages and linked to the English one present valuable
resources for the seed subjectivity lexicons needed in the
extraction algorithm. Without them, the process of building
a multilingual opinion extraction system would need much
more annotated data for subjectivity learning methods.

Wordnet is regularly used for automatic word-sense dis-
ambiguation (WSD). The opinion mining system can take
advantage of WSD, especially in the phase of the extrac-
tion of opinionated passages supporting a view of the author
(or a referred information source). Our future research will
therefore focus on a combination of the implemented clue
extraction system with the wordnet-based WSD that should
increase the accuracy of the tool.
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Abstract

Among the existing ontologies, the multilingual lexical on-
tologies have a special status. Structured in a similar way
to standard ontologies, the lexical ones are distinguished by
the fundamental requirement that each conceptualized entity
is lexicalized by one or more synonymous words (a synset)
of the natural language vocabulary. Multilingually aligned
wordnets, such as EuroWordNet or BalkaNet, represent one
step further with great promises in the domain of multilin-
gual processing. This paper gives an account for the devel-
opment and current status of the Romanian wordnet, aligned
to the Princeton WordNet 2.0 (PWN2.0), and discusses some
of its applications.

1 Introduction

Semantic lexicons are one of the most valuable resources
for a plethora of natural language applications. Incorporating
WordNet or its monolingual followers in modern NLP-based
systems already represents a general trend supported by
numerous reports showing significant improvements in the
overall performances of these systems. Multilingual word-
nets, such as EuroWordNet (Vossen 1998) and BalkaNet
(Tufiş et al. 2004a), which adopted the Princeton WordNet
(Fellbaum 1998, Miller et al. 1990) as an interlingual link-
ing device, represent one step further with great promises in
the domain of multilingual processing.

The BalkaNet multilingual lexical ontology has been de-
veloped within the European project with the same name
(September 2001-August 2004) and includes five languages
from the Balkan area (Bulgarian, Greek, Romanian, Serbian
and Turkish), plus Czech, whose wordnet, initially devel-
oped in EuroWordNet, has been significantly extended. As
in EuroWordNet, English is the hub language.

By observing the interlingual synset mapping principle
and incorporating most of the conceptual extensions pro-
posed by EuroWordNet (e.g. upper-level ontological de-
scriptions for the 1208 base concepts (Rodriguez et al.
1998)), the BalkaNet wordnets can be easily combined with
any of the other semantic networks of the EuroWordNet, thus
one may speak about a really pan-European multilingual lex-
ical ontology, covering at least 15 languages1.

1Basque, Bulgarian, Catalan, Czech, Dutch, English, Estonian, French,
German, Greek, Italian, Romanian, Serbian, Spanish, and Turkish.

The BalkaNet multilingual environment took advantage
of the latest developments in the PWN, which was adopted
itself as an interlingual index (ILI). This is a major difference
with respect to the EuroWordNet’s ILI. As the SUMO/MILO
(Niles and Pease 2001) and DOMAINS (Bentivogli et al.
2000, Bentivogli et al. 2004, Magnini and Cavaglia 2000)
have been aligned with PWN,they automatically became
available in each monolingual wordnet of the BalkaNet. To
allow the representation of language idiosyncratic proper-
ties, the structural knowledge present in the monolingual
wordnets has precedence over the structural knowledge im-
ported from the ILI. As the Romanian wordnet imported
SUMO/MILO and DOMAINS labels and the synsets unique
identifiers are the same as in the PWN, it is self-contained,
but at the same time unambiguously integratable in a PWN-
centered multilingual wordnet infrastructure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section
2 we present the methodology, briefly mention the tools we
use, comment on the main assumptions we relied on, and
discuss some issues related to the interlingual equivalence
of the synsets; section 3 gives a statistical account of the
current2 Romanian wordnet; section 4 briefly mentions a
few applications we developed using the Romanian wordnet.
Section 5 describes future work and draws conclusions.

2 Methodology, Assumptions and
Development Environment

During the BalkaNet project, the responsibility for creating
the Romanian wordnet (RoWN) and for its aligning to ILI
belonged to the Romanian Academy Research Institute for
Artificial Intelligence from Bucharest and to the Faculty of
Informatics of the University “Al. I. Cuza” from Iaşi (Cristea
et al. 2004, Tufiş et al. 2004c). After the end of the project,
only the former continued the development of the Romanian
wordnet.

From the two distinct ways of creating a wordnet (the
expend model and the merge model, cf. Tufiş et al. 2004a),
the Romanian team preferred the latter. The choice was
facilitated by the existence of some software instruments and
linguistic resources previously built and adequate to the task.

2At the time of this writing, October 10, 2005; as this work is continuing,
the statistics provided in the current paper are temporary and just orienta-
tive.
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2.1 Language Resources for the RoWN

In building the Romanian wordnet we adopted a language
centric approach (as opposed to a simpler method based
on the translation of the literals in PWN), relying on two
reference lexicographic resources, the Explanatory Dictio-
nary of Romanian (EXPD) and The Dictionary of Synonyms
(SYND), as well as on an in-house Romanian-English dic-
tionary.

The EXPD is a general dictionary of modern Romanian
(Coteanu et al. 1996) and contains about 56.000 entries3. We
further extended this dictionary so that our current version
contains almost 75,000 entries. The rich XML annotation of
EXPD was automatically generated by our DIC dictionary
compiler (Tufiş 1999) which takes as input a MRD and a
grammar of the dictionary entry and generates XML code,
conformant with a specified DTD4. The SYND (Seche and
Seche 1999) was keyboarded, XML encoded and completed
with more than 4000 new synonymy sets extracted from
EXPD. We filtered out the archaic and regional variants with
provision for automatic inclusion if ever needed.

The Romanian-English dictionary was automatically ex-
tracted from a large parallel corpus using word alignment
technology. We used our own word aligner which continu-
ously improved since its initial versions (see section 4).

Beside these language specific lexical resources we also
used the XML format of the PWN. The structure of a synset
is the same for all wordnets developed in the BalkaNet
project (see Horák and Smrž 2004).

2.2 Selection Criteria for the RoWN Synsets

For the practical utility of the Romanian wordnet at each
stage of its development, as well as to facilitate its incre-
mental extension, during the project period we conducted
a series of statistical investigations on our corpora. We ex-
tracted a frequency list containing only the words of interest
for the wordnet structuring (nouns, verbs, adjectives and ad-
verbs), getting a candidate list of more than 50,000 words.
We checked the nouns and verbs in the first frequency group
against the Frequency Dictionary of Romanian (FDR5) (Jul-
liard 1965). The comparison we made revealed that all 5,000
words in FDR were also in our list, although not with the
same frequency ranges.

As frequency in running texts is a disputable criterion,
we considered two additional criteria that were easy to
implement as selection procedures. The first criterion is the
number of senses a headword has in our reference dictionary,
while the second considered the number of entries contained
by a given headword (fertility).

As mentioned earlier, the construction of the RoWN was
driven by data existing in our reference lexical resources and

3This is the number of entries in the 1996 edition of the dictionary. The
last version (2002) has almost 100,000 entries.

4The DTD we used was developed within the CONCEDE project:
http://www.itri.brighton.ac.uk/projects/concede/

5The FDR was constructed based on a balanced corpus of 500,000 words
of Romanian literature, legal texts, poetry and journalism and contains the
list of most frequent 5,000 Romanian lemmas (in that corpus).

in the next section we briefly review the specifics of this
approach.

2.3 Idiosyncratic Methodological Aspects

For the proper building of Romanian synsets, closest to the
meaning of the concepts in the set of selected ILI records,
the lexicographers chose one of the synonymic series in the
SYND. They also attached sense numbers according to the
EXPD numbering and used only definitions from EXPD.
However, under special conditions, and providing motiva-
tions, they were allowed to modify an initial synonymy set
from SYND, to add a special sense number (non-existent in
EXPD) or to change an EXPD definition. Such special con-
ditions were: the synonymic set was too long and as such
did not match the meaning of the target concepts; the sense
number of a Romanian literal which would fit a target con-
cept was not listed in EXPD (although the lexicographers
considered it should have been); some sense definitions in
EXPD were too coarse grained and had to be refined, etc.

Concerning the sense labeling based on PWN, one general
criticism is that the senses of a given literal are described in a
flat manner, although some senses are arguably semantically
related. As we have this information represented in the
EXPD by means of a sense labeling notation, we kept it
in our wordnet with the same interpretation (see Tufiş et al.
2004b).

After implementing the targeted ILI concepts in Roma-
nian we made a thorough investigation of the nature of the re-
lations that link the synsets in PWN for seeing which of them
can be safely transferred into the Romanian wordnet. As a
result of this investigation, Tufiş and Cristea (2002) conjec-
tured theHierarchy Preservation Principle(HPP) which is
the basic motivation for automating the import of most of
the semantic relations (hypernym, holo_part, holo_portion,
holo_member, subevent, causes, verb_group, be_in_state,
similar_to, also_see, category_domain) from PWN into our
wordnet. As one would expect, lexical relations (such as
derivative, participle, region domain, usage domain, direct
antonymy, etc.) are in general not valid cross-lingually, so
they were not subject to automatic import. However, observ-
ing various language specific lexical relations (especially in
agglutinative languages) one could derive in his/her own lan-
guage useful syntagmatic relations (Bilgin et al. 2004).

By virtue of the HPP mentioned earlier, all the semantic
relations were automatically imported as follows: if the two
source synsets S1SOU RC Eand S2SOU RC Eare linked by a
semantic relation R and if the S1T ARGET and S2T ARGET
are the correspondingly aligned synsets in the target word-
net, then they will be linked by the relation R. If in the source
wordnet there are intervening synsets between S1T ARGET
and S2T ARGET then, we will set the relation R between
the corresponding target synsets only if R is declared as
transitive (R+, unlimited number of compositions, e.g. hy-
pernym) or partially transitive relation (Rk with k a user-
specified maximum number of compositions, larger than
the number of intervening synsets between S1T ARGET and
S2T ARGET). For instance, we defined all the holonymy re-
lations as partially transitive (k = 3).
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WNBuilder and WNCorrect

The WNBuilder is a configurable graphical interface (Tufiş
and Barbu 2004) by means of which a lexicographer has
access to all the language resources necessary in building
an interlingually-aligned wordnet. The interface ensures the
following main functions:

• Synset definition (sense assignment to the literals of the
synonymy series and gloss attachment) and their map-
ping onto the ILI via a set of user defined equivalence
relations. The default equivalence relations are those
defined in EuroWordNet, but they can be modified
according to the user’s needs. Although WNBuilder
allows linking by any used defined relation, VisDic
(Horák and Smrž 2004), the BalkaNet standard devel-
opment and viewing tool can only manage the EQ-SYN
interlingual relation. This restriction was partly allevi-
ated by the use of non-lexicalized synsets (see Tufiş et
al. 2004b and section 2.3.3 below).

• Importing relations specified by the user from the
source wordnet (PWN) into the target wordnet (RoWN).

• Validation functions. The most useful functions are:
validating the syntax of the created synsets, search
for sense assignment conflicts, duplicated literals in a
synset, dangling nodes or relations, missing synsets,
etc.

Sense assignment clustering are easy to spot (WNBuilder
generates a detailed report on them), but not always easy to
eliminate. At each major milestone of the BalkaNet project,
the synsets implemented by each member of the develop-
ment teams were merged and validated. The sense assign-
ment clusters arising from putting together individually de-
veloped set of synsets were corrected on a centralized basis,
by three trained linguists. For solving this very problem we
developed another user-friendly interface called WNCorrect
(Tufiş and Barbu 2004) which allows the lexicographer to
correct sense assignment conflicts in a focused way. WN-
Correct detects the necessity of sense clustering and there-
fore generates sense labels of the type (d) or (f). It offers the
lexicographer the possibility to change the sense labels by
dispaying all the implemented synsets containing the literal
whose senses require clustering.

Assumptions and Limitations

One of the assumptions used in the creating a wordnet start-
ing from an already existing one is that the two languages
(for which wordnets are constructed) conceptualize the real-
ity in the same manner. According to this assumption, only
the EQ-SYNONYM interlingual relation would be neces-
sary in this attempt.

However, the interlingual perspective on lexical data
shows that the above assumption does not hold (see also
Huang et al. 2002). We could identify three reasons for this:

• The concept exists in both languages, but in one of
them it is not lexicalized. Such examples are repre-
sented by the Englishhandwear, headdress, drinking

vessel, etc., which lack Romanian lexicalizations, al-
though the concepts exist for the Romanian speakers.

• The two languages conceptualize the reality slightly
different, such that the two equivalent synsets should
not be in EQ-SYN relation. If we consider the synset
{jubilee:1} (gloss: a special anniversary (or the cele-
bration of it)), its translation equivalent is the Roma-
nian jubileu. However, this has the definition “an an-
niversary celebrating the passage of a number of years
(usually fifty) since a certain event”. So, we can say
that the appropriate interlingual relation existing be-
tween the Romanianjubileu and the Englishjubilee is
HAS-EQ-HYPERONYM. In this case, the Romanian
equivalents (should they exist) of the hyponyms ofju-
bilee(diamond jubilee, silver jubilee) would not be hy-
ponyms ofjubileu, but its co-hyponyms. So, the hierar-
chical structure should be different from one language
to another.

• There are concepts that are not lexicalized in Roma-
nian. Take for instance the English synset {carrel:2,
carrell:1, cubicle:2, stall:5} (gloss: small individual
study area in a library). The reality designated by it
does not exist in the Romanians’ life.

In order to overcome the limitations of using a single
interlingual relation, we have made a study aimed to better
understand the way synonymy is dealt with in the PWN. We
started from a wide coverage of the literature dealing with
lexical semantic relations and we identified the following
criteria that two or more words have to obey to be considered
synonyms:

1. substitution in the same context;

2. identity of grammatical category, identity of syntactic
characteristics;

3. identity of referent;

4. identity of the stylistic characteristics;

5. difference of form.

The definition given by the WordNet theoreticians to
synonymy is reproduced below after Miller et al. (1990):

Let C be a linguistic context ande1 ande2 two linguistic
expressions. Ife1 şi e2 can be substituted inC without
modifying its truth-value, then they are synonyms.

Defined as above, synonymy presupposes identity of
meaning (so the semantic distance between the synonyms
is 0), identity of occurrence (that is the contextual distance
between the synonyms is 0). The criteria (1), (3), (4) above
are respected. The fifth criterion is also valid, although
tacitly assumed.

Under these circumstances, wordnets should reflect per-
fect synonymy among the senses of the words included in
the same synset. However, Fellbaum (1998) draws the atten-
tion on the fact that sometimes this does not hold: not all
members of the same synset can occur in the same contexts;
in such cases, in order to make the meaning clear enough,
different contexts are provided for (almost) each member of
the synset. This can be interpreted in three ways:
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• The context is syntactic in nature: ex.: {instantaneous1,
instant1}: the second element of the synset can appear
only in prenominal position, while the first one has
no occurrence restrictions. The PWN lexicographers
have provided two contexts for this synset:relief was
instantaneous, instant gratification.

• The context is lexical/semantic in nature: {acme:1,
height:2, elevation:2, peak:3, pinnacle:2, summit:1, su-
perlative:2, top:5} (gloss: “the highest level or de-
gree attainable”). Examples such asthe peak/acme of
perfection, the peak/acme of the mountain, the sum-
mer/winter was at its peak, *the summer/winter was at
its acmeshow that the synonyms do not combine with
the same words.

• The context is stylistic in nature. Comments seem
useless in the case of the synset: {stool:4, defecate:1,
shit:2, take a shit:1, take a crap:1, ca-ca:1, crap:1,
make:31}.

It is common knowledge that words that are synonyms for
all their senses are rare in any language. We wanted to test
this on PWN2.0. For this, we extracted those pairs (or sets)
of words fulfilling three conditions: belong to the same part
of speech; have an identical number of senses; appear in the
same synsets. We obtained 1083 such synsets. This number
is not to scare us and is not evidence to contradict what lin-
guists have known for a very long time. A great number of
these sets are represented by graphical variants of the same
word (for instancebarbarize and barbarise, mouse-wood
andmoosewood, Saint LouisandSt. Louis, etc.). Still, there
are also (few) polysemous words which are synonyms for
all their senses:rapaciousandravening, for instance. They
appear in the synsets: {predatory:2, rapacious:1, raptorial:2,
ravening:1, vulturine:1, vulturous:1} (gloss: “living by prey-
ing on other animals especially by catching living prey”),
{rapacious:2, ravening:2, voracious:1} (gloss: “excessively
greedy and grasping”), {edacious:1, esurient:3, rapacious:3,
ravening:3, ravenous:2, voracious:2, wolfish:2} (gloss: “de-
vouring or craving food in great quantities”). Another exam-
ple is limpidity and pellucidity, that appear in the synsets:
{clarity:1, lucidity:1, pellucidity:1, clearness:1, limpidity:1}
(gloss: “free from obscurity and easy to understand; the com-
prehensibility of clear expression”), {pellucidness:1, pellu-
cidity:2, limpidity:2} (gloss: “passing light without diffusion
or distortion”).

The conclusion of the study was that one could overcome
to a large extent the limitation of using only one interlin-
gual equivalence relation (EQ-SYN) by making use of non-
lexicalized (NL) synsets in the monolingual wordnet. For
instance, if the synset S1 in language L1 should be prop-
erly linked to ILIk by an EQ-HOLO_PART relation, this
relationship can be modeled by using the internal relation
HOLO_PART among S1 and a non-lexicalized synset NL1
plus an EQ-SYN between NL1 and ILIk:

EQ-HOLO_PART(S1,ILI k) ∼=HOLO_PART(S1,NL1) &
EQ-SYN(NL1, ILI k)

The NL synsets were used not only to compensate for a
larger set of interlingual relations, but also to represent lexi-

cal gaps in our wordnet. One can show that other interlingual
equivalence relations (EQ-HYPER, EQ-HYPO, EQ-MERO,
etc.) can be easily modeled in terms of non-lexicalized
synsets and EQ-SYN. The ambivalence of a non-lexicalized
synset (proper non-lexicalized synset versus modeling a non-
existent interlingual relation) is one of the main drawbacks
of this solution. The other one is populating the monolingual
wordnets with artificial synsets. However, the great benefit
is that VisDic browser can handle the interlingual links and
synchronize the multiple aligned wordnets in an extremely
efficient way.

3 Current Status of the RoWN

The post-BalkaNet development of the RoWN continued,
observing the conceptual density criterion, but some appli-
cations we were interested in (such as word alignment, word
sense disambiguation, annotation import) made us pay at-
tention to the lexical density criterion as well. Therefore,
although the number of synsets significantly increased, the
number of literals contained by our wordnet did not increase,
as one would have expected, if only the conceptual density
principle were observed. The quantitative data pertaining to
the Romanian wordnet are summarized in the tables below.

Table 2: Internal relations used in the Romanian wordnet.
hypernym 23810 category_domain 1396
near_antonym 1810 also_see 453
holo_part 1710 subevent 213
similar_to 899 holo_portion 127
verb_group 1158 causes 143
holo_member 964 be_in_state 562

4 Applications

4.1 Word Alignment

Word Alignment is an extremely useful task in parallel cor-
pora processing and it can be briefly stated as explicitly rep-
resenting for each lexical itemW1i in one part of a bitext,
which lexical itemW2 j is translating it in the other part
of the bitext. There is a large spectrum of applications for
word alignment which covers bilingual lexicography, mul-
tilingual terminology, cross-lingual information extraction
and retrieval, word sense disambiguation, machine transla-
tion.

Our main motivation for the development of the word
alignment application was generated by the BalkaNet ex-
plicit goal to ensure high quality multilingual wordnets. The
first word alignment system, TREQ (Tufiş 2002, Tufiş and
Barbu 2002) was used for extracting an accurate bilingual
(English-Romanian) lexicon, to be used as a supporting re-
source for WNBuilder (see section 2.3.1). At a later stage,
it was used for building a WSD system for validating the
monolingual wordnets alignments (Tufiş et al. 2004c, Tu-
fiş and Ion 2004, Tufiş et al. 2004d). The most recent word
aligner, called COWAL and rated the best in the word align-
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Table 1: POS Distribution of the Synsets.

Noun synsets Verb synsets Adj. synsets Adv. synsets Total
18158 5563 851 834 25406

ment shared task at ACL20056 (Tufiş et al. 2005), became
the underlying module of our word sense disambiguation
system and also the translation model generator for an MT
under development.

COWAL is a complex integrated platform that takes as in-
put two parallel raw texts and generates their alignment. The
alignment platform includes language independent mod-
ules (sentence aligner, tokenizer, collocation detector, part
of speech tagger, chunker, dependency linker, SVM classi-
fier for filtering out improbable alignment links, alignment
viewer and editor, etc.) and various language resources (lan-
guage specific rules (regular expressions) for tokenization,
chunking and dependency linking, language models for tag-
ging, aligned wordnets for the languages concerned).

The wordnets for the languages of the texts to be aligned
are used to reinforce the statistically established alignment
links. On the other hand, the alignment links are used to
extend the synsets (see below) with new lexical items. As the
word alignment identifies contextual translation equivalents
in arbitrary texts it is obvious that the aligned wordnets
for the languages of the aligned bitext should explicitly
represent these equivalences. If not, more often than not
the explanation resides in the incompleteness of the synsets.
Word alignment easily detects such a case, while the word
sense disambiguation brings evidence on the very synsets
which should be extended with new literals.

4.2 Word Sense Disambiguation

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is well known as one of
the most difficult problems in the field of natural language
processing, as noted in (Gale et al. 1992) and others. The
difficulties stem from several sources, including the lack of
means to formalize the properties of context that characterize
the use of an ambiguous word in a given sense, lack of a
standard (and possibly exhaustive) sense inventory, and the
subjectivity of the human evaluation of such algorithms.

We addressed these questions in several experiments in-
volving sense clustering based on translation equivalents ex-
tracted from parallel corpora (Ide 1999, Ide et al. 2001,
Ide et al. 2002). In Tufiş et al. (2005) we brought evidence
that the granularity of the sense inventory used by a WSD
program crucially influences the accuracy of the task and
pleaded in favour of using, for whatever critical analysis of
state-of-the-art in WSD and systems comparisons, a com-
mon sense inventory, publicly available. As such a public
available sense inventory is the PWN our plea was in favour
of using the original or whatever deterministic generaliza-
tion of the PWN senses. Our multilingual experiments with
the WSDtool system (Ion and Tufiş 2004, Tufiş et al. 2004c,

6See also: Joel Martin, Rada Mihalcea, Ted Pedersen “Word Alignment
for Languages with Scarce Resources”http://acl.ldc.upenn.edu/
W/W05/W05-0809.pdf

Tufiş and Ion 2004) confirm that the accuracy of word sense
clustering based on translation equivalents is heavily depen-
dent on the number and diversity of the languages in the par-
allel corpus and the language register of the parallel text.
The use of parallel texts and aligned wordnets, as those de-
veloped in the EuroWordNet or BalkaNet projects, demon-
strated that the WSD accuracy can be increased beyond the
performances of any monolingual WSD system. The under-
lying hypothesis in this approach exploits the common intu-
ition that reciprocal translations in parallel texts should have
the same (or closely related) interlingual meanings (in terms
of BalkaNet, ILI record-projections or simply ILI codes).
However, this hypothesis is reasonable if the monolingual
wordnets are reliable and correctly linked to the ILI. Qual-
ity assurance of the wordnets was a primary concern in the
BalkaNet project, and this was the primary motivation for
the development of the WSDtool.

The methodology for the WSD based on parallel corpora
and interlingually aligned wordnets assumes the following
basic steps:

A) given a bitextTL1L2 in languagesL1 andL2 for which
there are aligned wordnets, one extracts the pairs of lexical

items that are reciprocal translations: {<Wi
L1W j

L2>
+}.

B) for each lexical alignment of interest,<Wi
L1W j

L2>,
one extracts, for each language, the ILI codes for the

synsets that containliteral(Wi
L1) and literal(W j

L2) respec-

tively; thus, one gets two lists of ILI codes,L1
L I (W

i
L1)and

L2
I L I (W

j
L2), one for each language. The WSD of the lexical

items under consideration comes to identify one ILI code

common to the intersectionL1
I L I (W

i
L1)∩ L2

I L I (W
j
L2)or

a pair of ILI codes ILI1 ∈ L1
I L I (W

i
L1) and ILI2 ∈

L2
I L I (W

j
L2) so that ILI1 and ILI2are the codes of the most

similar ILI concepts (below we elaborate on this issue)

among the candidate pairs (L1
I L I (W

i
L1)⊗ L2

I L I (W
j
L2) with

⊗ representing the Cartesian product among the two sets).

Step A) is crucial and its accuracy is essential for the
success of the validation method.

Step B) is where the aligned wordnets come to work.
The correctness of the interlingual alignment is essential in
finding a pair of ILI codes that should label the translation
equivalents. In the context of this research, we assume
that the HPP is sound. Under this assumption, we take
the similarity of two ILI codes R1 and R2 as a measure
for the semantic-similaritybetween the synsetsSyn1and
Syn2in PWN2.0 that correspond toR1 and R2. We used
a very simple definition of the semantic similarity (sem-sim)
between two synsets:

sem− sim(Syn1, Syn2) = 1/(1+ N) (1)
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where N is the number of oriented links from one synset
to another or from the two synsets to the nearest common
ancestor. The score is 1 when the two synsets are identical
(or, equivalently said, they have the same ILI code), it is
0.33 for two sister synsets and 0.5 for mother/daughter or
whole/part or any single link related synsets. Two ILI records
R1 andR2 will be considered similar if

sim(R1, R2) = sem− sim(Syn1, Syn2) ≥ t (2)

where t is an empirical threshold. In our experiments we
considered it 0.33 (i.e. we allowed at most two link traversal
between what we consider two closely related synsets).

We should note at this point thatsimilarity is meant as
a language independent score which is approximated by
an English specific score. This is justified, irrespective of
ILI being structured or not, because the general model for
all the wordnets was the PWN. Yet, since in BalkaNet
ILI is PNW2.0 (thus, structured) the two measures are
identical and, when the WSD task is considered among
a pair of languages that includes English, the distinction
we made seems a useless complication. However, if we
consider the WSD task on a Czech-Romanian bitext, for
instance, it is very likely that the topologies of the Czech
and the Romanian wordnets differ. Therefore thesem-sim
score would have different values, depending whether it was
computed between the Czech synsets that correspond to R1
and R2 or between the Romanian synsets that correspond to
the same ILI codes.

The PWN-basedsem-simmediates among different (but
similar) wordnet topologies. The similarity of the wordnets
topologies is a direct consequence of the HPP.

4.3 Annotation Import

One very promising research area on parallel corpora con-
cerns the use of word alignment and word sense disambigua-
tion technologies for importing syntactic-semantic informa-
tion from one part of the bitext, richly annotated for the re-
spective language, into the other part of the bitext where the
linguistic annotation is scarce or simply missing. We inves-
tigated the feasibility of this enterprise by trying to import
the valency frames defined in the Czech WordNet7 into the
Romanian wordnet. Very similar to the frames used in the
FrameNet project8, the valency frames are attached to the
verbs9 and specify syntactic and semantic restrictions for
the arguments of the predicate denoting the meaning of a
given synset. The valency frames also specify the case roles
of the arguments. The nice property of the Czech valency
frames is that the semantic restrictions are endogenous, i.e.
they are specified in terms of other synsets of the same word-
net. Let us consider, for instance, the verbal synset ENG20-
02609765-v (a_se_afla:3.1, a_se_gãsi:9.1, a_fi:3.1) with the

7See Pala K., Smrž P. Building the Czech Wordnet. InRomanian Journal
on Information Science and Technology, D. Tufiş (Ed.) Special Issue on
BalkaNet, Romanian Academy, vol. 7, no. 2–3, 2004.

8http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/~framenet
9Valency frames can be associated with deverbative nouns as well but

we considered only verbs for this experiment

gloss “be located or situated somewhere; occupy a certain
position”. Its valency frame is described by the following
expression:(nom*AG(fiinţ̆a:1.1)| nom*PAT(obiect_fizic:1))
= prep-acc*LOC(loc:1)10.

The specified meaning of this synset is: an action the
logical subject of which is either afiinţă (sense 1.1) with
the AGENT role(AG), or aobiect_fizic(sense 1) with the
PATIENT role (PAT). The logical subject is realized as a
noun/NP in the nominative case (nom). The second argu-
ment is aloc (sense 1) and it is realized by a prepositional
phrase with the noun/NP in the accusative case (prep-acc).

Via the interlingual equivalence relations among the
Czech verbal synsets and Romanian synsets we imported
about 600 valency frames. They were manually checked
against the BalkaNet test-bed parallel corpus (1984) and
more than 500 subcategorisation frames were valid as they
were imported or with minor modifications. This result,
maybe prevised by lexical semanticists, supported by real
data, motivated our further investigations on automatically
acquiring FrameNet structures for Romanian and associat-
ing them with wordnet synsets. In cooperation with our part-
ners at “Al.I.Cuza” of Iaşi, the project started with the trans-
lation of several English texts annotated by the members
of the FrameNet project and their word alignment to the
originals. This work developed within a larger international
framework, under the name of the Romance FrameNet ini-
tiative (seehttp://ic2.epfl.ch/~pallotta/rfn/).
The preliminary results for Romanian language were pre-
sented at the Romance FrameNet workshop and the kick
of meeting, in Cluj-Napoca, on the occasion of the 7th EU-
ROLAN International Summer School (http://www.cs.
ubbcluj.ro/eurolan2005/).

Conclusions
We presented the further extension of the RoWN, after the
end of the BalkaNet project, observing the conceptual den-
sity criterion and the lexical density criterion. In cooperation
with IRST, the Romanian WordNet has been incorporated
into the MultiWordnet (http://multiwordnet.itc.
it/online/) as well as in the Memodata’s Alexandria
multilingual semantic lexicon (http://www.memodata.
com/2004/fr/Alexandria/). Several multilingual ba-
sic applications (word alignment, word sense disambigua-
tion, annotation import) heavily relying on the quality of
the wordnet are under development for Romanian language.
Among them, a MT system combining statistical methods
and aligned wordnets is the most ambitious target.
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Abstract
The idea of Princeton WordNet (PWN) transformation into
multilingual lexical ontology has started to be put into
practice in EuroWordNet project. For today exists more than
15 national versions of WordNet, and all of them are to
some extent adhered to PWN. Conformity is reached or by
means of interlingual indexes development, or as such index
acts PWN. The purpose of the present work is research and
development of semi automated methods of English-Russian
version of WordNet database (English-Russian WordNet –
ERWN) construction using mapping of PWN to RWN and
preliminary test translation of PWN/RWN for an estimation
of an opportunity of such mapping construction on the basis
of PWN. It is shown that up to 70% PWN synsets could be
translated into Russian on the basis of the semi-automated
translation methods.

Introduction
The idea of Princeton WordNet (PWN) (Miller G. et al.,
1990, Fellbaum C., 1998) transformation into multilingual
lexical ontology has started to be put into practice in Euro-
WordNet project. For today there exists more than 15 na-
tional versions of WordNet, and all of them are to some ex-
tent adhered to PWN. Conformity is reached or by means
of interlingual indexes development, or as such index acts
PWN.

The purpose of the work is:
• Research and development of methodsgf the semi auto-

mated construction of English-Russian version WordNet;
• greliminary test translation of PWN/RWN.

1 Initial resources and software
Initial resources:

• Frequency lexicon from Yandex (http://www.yandex.
ru) – 65 000 lemmas from 1500000 search inquiry’s
word forms.

• English-Russian and Russian-English Oxford Russian
Dictionary, 3dgdition. With the purpose of increase of
completeness of a covering the Russian-English and
English-Russian dictionaries distributed under license
GPL in structure of a server of dictionaries DICT
Server - RFC2229, and a number of other dictionaries,
freely distributed on the Internet are used.

• Lexical DB Princeton WordNet 2.0 (PWN) and Rus-
sian WordNet (RWN) (Balkova V., Sukhonogov A.M.,
Yablonsky S.A. 2004).

All programs are developed on the basis of technology
Oracle/J2EE and include:

• English-Russian and Russian-English dictionaries (ER-
dictionary) database and API (Application Program-
ming Interface), allowing search and editing of
words translations of words. Generally, the dictio-
nary contains translations of a kindg {w1,w2,..wn} –
{t 1,t2,..tm}, i.e. conformity of set of words of one lan-
guage to set of words of another;

– API DB PWN/RWN, allowing to carry out search
and editing English-Russian WN.

• Russicongorphological analyzer / normalyzer for Rus-
sian language (>160 thousand lemmas) (Yablonsky
S.A. 1998, 2004).

• A package of special utilities for various transforma-
tions of initial dictionaries, databases, lexicons and so
forth.

• Editor TenDrow for editing WordNet.gow editor
TenDrow:

– Works with SUBD Oracle9i/10g and Inter-
base/Firebird;

– Carries out data exchange between a DB and OWL-
representation;

– Supports formats of lexical files Princeton Word-
Net 2.1 and VisDic1.3.36 (for loading in a DB).

2 Methods of translation
Two complementary approaches were devised in EuroWord-
Net (Vossen, P., 1998) and in BalkaNet (BalkaNet, 2004) to
build local wordnets from scratch:

The merge approach: building taxonomies from monolin-
gual lexical resources and then, making a mapping process
using bilingual dictionaries.

The expand approach: mapping directly local words to
English synsets using bilingual dictionaries.

The merge approach is present in our Russian WordNet
(Balkova V., Sukhonogov A. M., Yablonsky S. A., 2004)
construction process from the beginning.
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At the same time we use the expand approach for direct
mapping of many words from PWN to Russian and vise
versa. This approach is also used for English and Russian
proper and geographical names.

We engaged the initial hypothesis that nominal hierarchies
in English and Russian should be similar, at least for basic
domains. This enabled us to formulate our first stage task to
attaching RWN nominal entries using English-Russian bilin-
gual dictionary to PWN 2.1 synsets. Like this, the English
nominal hierarchy of WordNet serves as a skeleton struc-
ture to support the construction of the core Russian nominal
WordNet. This approach was also taken up in construction of
the Spanish and Catalan WordNets (Atserias J., Climent S.,
Farreres X., Rigau G. and Rodriguez H., 1997), Italian Mul-
tiWordNet (Magnini B., Cavaglia B., 2000; Pianta E., Ben-
tivogli L., Christian Girardi, 2002) and Hungarian WordNet
(Márton Miháltz and Gábor Prószéky, 2004).

3 Features of the WordNet translation
Let consider that wordWL2 is the translation of wordWL1
for two languagesL1 andL2 and words have the same POS.

Let consider that following conditions are satisfied for
each pair<WL2,WL1>:

• WordNet for language L1g (WNL1)g contains
lemm(WL1) and WordNet for language L2 (WL2)

contains lemm(WL2), where function lemm (W) will
transform word form W to a lemma;

• All possible values lemmg(WL1)g are present in
gWNL1g and all possible values lemm(WL1) gare
present ing WNL2;

• WNL1g andg WNL2g are connected through map-
ping WNL1(PWN) to WNL2(RWN) where it is pos-
sible. Here PWN acts as an ILI. In some cases we
need to make vise versa mapping of WNL2(RWN)
to WNL1(PWN) if some words/synsets are absent
in PWN (mostly Russian geographical and proper
names).

Then it could be possible to connect pair<WNL1,WNL2>

for languages L1 and L2 so, that the algorithm of connection
will connect all synsetsWNL1 to all synsetsWNL2 are using
WNL1(PWN) as an ILI.

Generally such display is impracticable, as:

• For some wordWL1 can not exist corresponding
wordWL2, i.e. translation can be absent;

• The number of values lemm (WL1) can be not equal
to number of values lemm(WL2) and/or values can not
coincide;

• Some wordWL1 can be translated not in a wordWL2,
but in some word-combination which is not a phrase
unit in language L2 and vise versa.

Therefore ideal translation WordNet from one language on
another (in our case from English on Russian and vise versa)
does not exist, and the algorithm of construction of mapping
of PWN to RWN should resolve above contradictions.

For reception of correct conformity PWN and RWN
synsets it is necessary to have correct translation of one of
synset’s words.

According to the accepted order of construction of an
index, initial is PWN synset -SPW N.

At the first stage for this synset the list of alternatives
synsets from RWN –SRW N = { SRW N1, SRW N2, . . . ,
SRW Nn} is under construction.

If SRW N={Ø}, two variants exist:

• There are translations ofSPW N but in RWN there are
no corresponding synsets. In this case it is possible to
create new synsets from translations.

• If translations are absent, construction of an index for
SPW N is impossible.

Both variants demand additional manual processing.
If SRW N 6={Ø}, for each synset value of estimated

functionR= R(SPW N, SRW Ni) is calculated.
At the second stage for every synsetSRW Ni fromSRW N

the list of synsets-alternatives PWN -S PW N = { SPW N1,
SPW N2...,SPW Nm} is formed and the value of estimated
functionR′i = R′(SRW Ni, SPW N) is calculated. In the
listSPW Niof every synset-alternative fromSPW N the initial
synsetSPW N is always putted because the uniform English-
Russian and Russian-English dictionary is used.

4 General algorithm of PWN-RWN
translation

Let SPW N - PWNsynset,SRW N.– RWNsynset.
SPW N = {w1, w2 . . . wn}, wi -a lexeme ofSPW N. synset.
T(w) - a set of translations of a lemmaw in the general-

ized ER-dictionary.
The whole process of translation could be divided in such

main steps.
1) By means of the ER-dictionary we form translations:

T(SPW N.) = {T (w1), T(w2), . . . T (wn)}
It is possible to presentT(SPW N) in the form of a matrix

with rows - lexemes of SPW Nsynset, and columns - variants
of translation of a lexeme in the ER-dictionary:

T(SPW N) = {{ p 11, p12,. . . pi },{ p21, p22,. . . p2k},. . .
{pn1, pn2,. . . pnm}}

where pi j - j-th word from the set of translations of a
wordwi .

2) Let TS (SPW N.) be a set of the most probable transla-
tions SPW N., TS (SPW N.) ?T(SPW N.). Then functionDC
is defined as:TS (SPW N.) = DC (T (SPW N.)).FunctionDC
allocates fromT(SPW N.) the subset of translations consist-
ing of translationsT(w) for which power of crossingm =
T(wi j )∩. . . ∩T(wnm) is maximal. We are looking for trans-
lations containing the maximal number of concurrences of
words-translations.

3) If TS(SPW N)=∅, there are no translations (the words
are absent in the RWN lexicon) and these words are excluded
from the received set of translationsTS (SPWN).

4) If m(TS(SPW N)) = 1, the ER-dictionary con-
tains unique (monosemic) translation of SPWN synset.
LetT(SPW N) = { p1, p2,. . . pn} is a unique variant of
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translationSPW N.For each word of set{p1, p2,. . . pn} the
set of RWN synsets[SRW N]i is formed.R(SPW N) =
{[SRW N]1,[SRW N]2,. . . [SRW N]n}. At construction of set
R(SPW N) the condition of part of speech conformity for
PWN and RWN synsets is checked. The most corresponding
translation is taken from the setR(SPW N).

5) If m(TS (SPW N)) >1, the ER-dictionary contains
set of variants of lemmasSPW N translations. For each
variant the set of translationsR(SPW N) = {[SRW N]1,

[SRW N]2, . . . [SRW N]n} is formed (the condition of part of
speech conformity is checked). At this step we designed sev-
eral web-oriented methods of automatic or semi-automatic
translation based on automatic meaning discovery using
Normalized Google Distance (Sukhonogov A., Yablonsky
S., 2005) to process multilingual WordNets for Russian.

5 Conclusion
Preliminary test translation and mapping of PWN/RWN has
shown that it is possible to translate and bind to Russian
WordNet up to 70% of PWN synsets by means of the semi-
automated connection between PWN and RWN synsets. In
the Table 1 we show the number of not translated Lemms,
Lexems and Synsets of PWN after preliminary test semi-
automated translation. The main not translated words are
proper and geographical names, chemical and medical ter-
minology. We assume that the English synset is translated if
one member of the synset is translated (into Russian).

Table 1:
Noun Adjective Verb Adverb

Lemm 48287 2366 760 855
Lexem 49756 2412 810 888
Synset 28871 1876 642 754
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